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16 • LitE OF LORD OXFORD AND ASQUITH ~ 
languages, an omnivorous appetite for books, and a biting £ rn of 
phrase and humour. From the sofa on which, crippled with ron
chitis and heart-trouble, she spent most of her waking 1oife, she easily 
dominated any company or household in which she found lierself. 

-

• , .. 

• 

. -I -.. 

'The letters which H.H. and his elder brother Willans sent her weekly, 
. or oftener, from school, and which she scrupulously preserved, show 

how strict an account they had to render of their time and activities 
at the Bar of maternal ambition,.. A place dropped in French or 
arithurtic was a fault to be cautiously avowed, carefully extenuated, 
lVJ.d promptly retrieved. But though she had a vein of iron in her 
composition, a good sense of humour and natural kindliness s;ved 
her from being a Roman parent.! Throughout her life she kept 
watch with loving vigilance over every department of he~ ~dren's 
lives, not excluding their wf&'drobes: and ~n one occasi~n H.H., 
returning to her from a political meeting indifferently hosed, was 
met with the C?"i-de-cmur, " Oh, Herbert, don't tell me those are 
your speaking trousers ! " She took a keen interest in public affairs : 
and when she died, in 1888, in her sixtieth year: One of her last 
anxieties was to be assmed by her son (then about to al'pea.r for 
Parnell and the Nationalists before the Parnell Commission) that 
the famous letters were forged. This assurance he was happily in a. 
position, even then,.to give. 

Herbert Henry was eight years old at the time of his father's 
death. Of these eight years (six S:Qent at Morley and two at Mirfield 
to which the family moved on), little in the way of incident is 
recorded or can be gathered from survivors. We know that the 
Asquith menage subsisted in "simple comfort," 2 going to chapel 
assiduously and hearing and reading innumerable sermons. Both 
parents were religious zealots and keen sectaries. Until the middle 
of the eighteenth century the religious community in Morley had 
been a harmonious body worshipping at the "Old Chapel," St. 
Mary's. In 1763 there was a schism. A dissentient minority, which 
included Joseph Asquith's forbears, hived off and built the 
"Rehoboth Chapel." To this schismatic persuasion Josep~ ~nd his 
family adhered. Accordingly visits to the Rehoboth Chapel bulk 
large among the earliest recollections of H.H., who seems to have 

1 To this title her maternal grandmother, a Mrs. Wrigley, !night justly have 
.JI;t.id claim by virtue of a singular assertion of mf1ternal despotism. Her daughter 

(Emily's mother) who married one William Willans, had long and beautiful golden 
hair. On the daughter's return from her honeymoon, the mother summarily, and 

• without explanation, deprived her of this ornament, leaving her head as bald as 
a.n egg. 

2 Memories and Reflections, Vol. I, p. 3. 

-
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appre i\ted and approved, at a tender age, the precise shade • of 1852-1870 

Congr ationalism which his parents affected. For when at the age 
of about six, .Qe with his attendant nursery maid met on a footpath 
a procession of children of the St. Mary's, not th~ Rehoboth, faction, 
he is said firmly to have obstructed their passage, and the 
" crocodile " of young heretics had to cross the road. This cannot 
have been long after the earliest memory he retained-that of 
carrying a flag in a procession of children organised to celebrate the 
end of the Crimean War. The Asquith parents were Puritans enough 

1 to look with some suspicion on recreations, particularly on \ards 
and ihe theatre. But they do not seem to have pressed these taboos 
to inconvenient lengths. At all events H.H. succeeded in teaching 
his moth&r ~hist, overcoming her religious scruples by substituting 
chess~en~or cards ! T~us cheaply wa~ conscience appeased. Cards 
and theatres, th~ forbidden fruit of his Nonconformist youth, became 
the·staple diet of his mature leisure ; but they never displaced, to the 
end of his life, an ingrained appetite for sermons. 

Joseph Asquith•died in 1861. On his death, the family, which had 
un. 1 ell su s1s e mo es y on 1 own r~ources, was thrown on 
the bounty of relations. Emily Asquith's father, William Willans, 
was at this time a substantial woolstapler and a man of some civic 
eminence in Huddersfield, for which town he had stood as a Liberal 
and nearly been elected in 1851. He now came•to the rescue. He 
transplanted the family from Mirfield to a house, not far from his 
own, in Huddersfield itself. Thefe they were to remain until his 
death three years later. Of the four children living at the time of 
Joseph Asquith's death, only one (Evelyn, Mrs. Wooding) now 
survives. The two youngest, Edith and Lillian, died in infancy or 
childhood. The elder son (and H.H.'s senior by one year), William 
Willans, who died in 1918, was a man of real intellectual distinction. 
A fluent debater, with a strong gift of sarcasm and humour, and 
the wielder of an easy and polished pen, he might, with a more 
commanding presence and better health, have achieved success in 
one of tAe more spectacular walks of life. A precocious feat of his 
is perhaps worth recording here. He and hir. her first ·oined the 

·t of London School at the a es of twelve and eleven. Shortly 
fterwards it came to their notice that an old app e woman, who 
ad been accustomed to ply her trade within the precincts of the 

Houses of Parliament, had 'been expelled from the time-honoure<i_ 
' pitch "·which she had come to regard as her own. This violation 
of prescriptive rights stirred the spleen of the boys, and Willans 
(probably in collaboration with H.H.) drafted and sent to the Press 

I.-B 

• 

-

• 
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a •letter of reasoned remonstrance. This production wasf ature 
enough in style to be published without question and cogent nough 
in argument to secure the old lady's reinstatement in ~er old domain. 

• 

-

• I 

For reasons of h~alth Willans had to be withdrawn from the City 
of London School at the age of sixteen, and it was not until his 
younger brother had been in residence some months at Balliol that 
he was allowed to join him there. He took a first in " Greats " in 
the year 1875 and gave the rest of his life to teaching at Clifton 
College, where for many years h~ was a housemaster. He was a fine 
teaclfer, and, notwithstanding his almost Lilliputian frame, a success-' 

-:ful disciplinarian, abundantly able to quell any attempted r~ging 
by the power of his tongue. 

On their father's death the two boys, nine and eigit~years old 
respectively, were first sent to a day school in Hudde:r;j!field. In 
August 1861, they were mO'ved to a Mora~ian bo~rding school at 
Fulneck, near Leeds. The teaching here seems to have been com
petent, but the conditions sombre and somewhat Spartan. From 
this and other places of education H.H. wrote regula;ly to his mother 
and to his sister Eva, a•d his letters have in the main been.preserved 
by their recipients. Of the whole series the only ones that strike a 
plaintive, and almost the only ones that strike a childlike, note, are 
the first two or three from Fulneck. On the 4th August, 1861, 
writing to his mot.aer, he utters the secular lament of the boy exiled 
for the first time from the comforts of home : 

• FULNECK, 
August 4th, '61. 

MY VERY DEAR MAMMA, 

I received letters from Elizabeth and Eva this morning. I am 
sorry to say that very unhappy [sic] here and we don't want to stay 
much longer we can't find what to do and it makes us very miserable 
we often say to each other and Johnny Shaw th~t we would rather live 
in the wood than here. I have not time write much more so believe 
me ever 

And again two days la\er : 

to remain, 
Your loving son, 

~ERTlE. 

FULNECK, 

August 6th, '61. 
MY VERY DEAR MAMMA, • 

It seems we have an excursion here in the beginning of September 
-'!md I suppose you know that we can go home on that day of going the 

excursion and I think that I would rather do so as we do not like the 
place at all for besides having nothing to do such dreadful smoke comes 
over from Pudsey that it makes everything quite bl~ck. The boys are 
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not a•owed to go into the gardens as the girls are and the girls have 
much -:nore of the terrace than we have. I do not like either masters* 
or boys and therefore I do not like the place at all. The only amusement 
we ever have i~ about an hour in the cricket field when Willie and I make 
Dandelion chains for Mr. Kramer. • 

With best love to all believe me ever 
to remain, 

Your affte. son, 
H. H. AsQuiTH. 

• With the exception of Mr. Kramer. 

P.S. Excuse sending white envelopes as have no black edges. \ 
P!S. Please give my love to Auntie Mardie and tell her I am sorry 1: 

could not write to her. 

1852-1870 

• 

-

·· ' 

• 
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1852-1870 alumni won high academic honours. Within a year or tAvo of 
Asquith's arrival Mortimer was succeeded by Edwin Abbott. 
Abbott, himself once a pupil of the City of London Sc ool, had been 
Senior Classic at Ca\l).bridge in 1861-the year before Jebb attained 
that distinction. In 1865 he returned to his own school as head-

• 

-

master, bringing to the task a powerful personality, the finest edge 
of Cambridge scholarship, and a genius for teaching. He rapidly 
set his impress on the school in general and Asquith in particular. 
The latter, speaking nearly thirty years later, acknowledged that , 
there 'was no man living to whom he lay under the same debt of 
-'bligation. • 

Asquith entered the school at the age of ten or eleven in the fourth 
form-about half-way up--and rose smoothly and stea'dify to the 
top. In September 1867, wJJ.en just fiftee.Q, he was in ~he.sixth 
(highest) form: in 1869-1870, he was captain ofthe4School. In the 
winter of 1869, at the age of just over seventeen he won a.Classical 

cholarship at Balliol-the :first of only two at that time annually 
awarded. This was then, as now, the summit of any public school 
boy's intellectual ambitton, and Asquith w~s the first pu!¥ 9[ the 
Cit of London School to abtam it. He oten said in la r days, 
Wit comJ>lete sincerity_, that this was the happiest w,,pment of his 
me. • 

"We may have what are called successes in after life, but there are ---
, L 

• 

always compensating circumstances which take away from their glamour 
and their pleasure, and which perhaps an inexperienced spectator might 
ignore. But when you q,re seventeen. w.be.tl...rou. h.a.y~ A~Ji?~ tRft the 
future, w en younave no compromising _£ast to nse u . ..1\! pent 
agafnst you, the attainment of success is a :pure, an unalloyed, an 
unm1bgated satisfaction."! 

It may be convenient at this point to suspend :what has so far been 
a bald narrative of fact, and to inquire what in this early phase was 
Asquith's mental and physical make-up ; what manner of schoolboy 
or young man he was. To gather any semblance of an answer to 
these questions from himself, beyond the barest of exter~!l facts, 
was at all times a hopel~s quest. These were, indeed, questions he 
never put to himself. He was too lacking in vanity for its con
comitants, introspection and self-analysis, to find a lodgment in his 
mind. To himself he was not only not an object of afu:niration ; he 
was not an object of curiosity, barely ev"en of attention. Moreover, 
the bias of his mind was to presume that everything....:..himself 

1 Speech at the John Carpenter Club, on his appointment as Home Secretary 
in 1892. 
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includ~d-was ordinary, until the reverse was demonstrated beyond 1852-18 70 

reasonable doubt. And although the course of his personal history 
must have satisfied him that there were unusual elements . in his 
composition, he would have considered any attempt to determine 
their character a pure waste of time. Hence we have to rely, for 
our present purpose, not on any self-revelation, but on the fitful 
light of contemporary documents and persons. 

"A tall, well-proportioned, light-haired boy, with finely chiselled 
. features, a fresh complexion, and attractive speech and man."lers." 
Such is the description given in 1928 by an anonymous contributo:; 
to tlie City of London School Magazine, of Asquith as he appeared 
shortly aft~ joining the school. The following account is quoted . 
from an6ther school contemporary1 in the same article : 

• 
" Ire passed into the sixth form at an •early age. In those days even 

sixth-form boys •were not allowed to specialise, but whether their bent 
lay towaz:ds Classics or Mathematics, they had to swallow a certain 
modicum of the less palatable diet, with small doses of a modern language 
an9- Chemistry . .l think that Asquith was the first who, for his exceptional 
promise in Classics, was exempted from Matitematics. It was on the 
princil>le that to him that hath shall be given. Those of us who were not 
so privileged had to do our Greek Iambics surreptitiously in the hour 
dedicated to Mathematics, and found the kind offers of the Mathematical 
Master (the charming Dr. Francis Cuthbertson) tQ help us out of any 
difficulties in Mathematics vexatiously distracting. But preferential 
treatment for Asquith seemed natural enough. We recognised that he 
was exceptional, not only in classi~l ability (which perhaps does not 
obtain the same recognition from schoolmates as in later years), but in 
his gift of speech. In the School Debating Society he was without a 
peer. The style of his speeches differed from that of the ordinary school-
boy's as that of Macaulay's history differs from 'Little Arthur's.' We 
were not too young to feel the contrast and to forecast a brilliant future 
for the young orator. Even then it was not fire or passion, not so much 
powers of persuasion or of sarcasm, but the fine phrasing, the elaborate 
periods, the ambitious rhetoric that impressed us. I remember Dr. Abbott 
(who often presided at our debates) afterwards remarking on the fascination 
that Asquith's speaking had for him, in watching the audacity with which 
he woul• launch out into elaborately constructed periods, and conduct 
them cal.n!iy to an adequate and impressive :fi.nish. Sometimes no doubt 
it was the result of careful preparation, but more often spontaneous and 
springing from a natural gift. I remember when I had assigned to me 
the task of making a Prize-day speech in French in honour of the pious 
Founder, whose "praises were sung in five languages, I exhausted my own 
small powers in devising something new on so well-worn a theme au.l 
then buttonholed Asquith for 'copy.' Without hesitation he gave me 
out of his superfluity (having the Greek speech himself to provide) a 

1 Dr. John Mortimer Angus, for many years Professor of Latin and Philology at 
the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth. 
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, 
1852-1870 ' succession of brilliant paragraphs, for which I afterwards sought adequate 

• 

-

• 

French expression in vain. No doubt also he read reports of speeches, 
and lost no opportunity of hearing speakers. The only ~ratory within 
reach of the School w~s in the Law Courts and City Council meetings at 
the Guild Hall, 1 and into these he would sometimes turn during the 
short break between morning and afternoon school, and would find 
amusement as well as instruction. In later years he spent the half-hour's 
break in acting as one of the ' monitors ' to keep order among the younger 
boys along the school corridors and in the alleys and courts round the 
school building, where six hundred •boys, turned loose after three hours 
of study, might prove something of. a nuisance. I had opportunities, as · 
ais colleague, of seeing the pleasing blend of justice and mercy, that 
marked the rule of the future Home Secretary, and of hearing, not•only 
the stern rebukes that he administered to the culprits, but the sotto voce 
words of sympathy with the ' poor little beggars ' whose exc~ss of spirits 
he checked and perhaps half-envied. . . . • 

Asquith had little interest i~ any subject except Classics and E'nglish 
-or at least gave no sign of it. I remember his irrevtl'rent jests in the 
Chemistry classes .... Asquith took German and I•French, so I have 
no personal knowledge of his achievements in the German class, but I 
remember being told that if the class was not well p:rt:pill'ed, they could 
count on Asquith to carry on a conversation (not in German~ with t'he 
teacher till there was little time left for the lesson." • 

To this account may be added some impressions 11 of Asquith's 
headmaster, Dr. Abbott : 

. 
1 It was there, as he said in a speech of over half a century-later, that he " first 

lffl.tched the working of a bicameral system." This was his speech on the occasion 
when he received the freedom of the City of London in 1925 from the hands of 
my father-in-law, Sir Adrian Pollock, the City Chamberlain. One of my sons, Luke 
Asquith, was present at the ceremony and is probably the only person who has seen . 
this honour conferred by one of his grandfathers on the other.-C. A. 

z Mr. Asquith, by J.P. Alderson, chapter I. 
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~his studies he showed a thoro hness that com anded m res 1852-1870 
1 n. remem er m more especza y in t e c oo e a rng 

OCle y as on~ who besides having decided opinions on most subjects, 
appeared to have taken the greatest pains to ascertain the facts that were 
the basis of his opinions; and also as one of the few, the very few, who 
could plunge into an intricate and involved sentence with such an artistic 
prescience of what he had to say, that all the members of the period fell, 
as it were, into harmonious co-operation, so that in the end he brought • 
his hearers to a full and satisfactory, a logically and rhetorically complete 

, and weighty conclusion, without any sacrifice of point, force, and, above 
all, of clearness." 

The last sentence is in form as admirable an illustration of the a;t 
which it d~scribes, as it is in substance a just and sensitive appre
ciation of Asquith's gift of speech in one of its salient aspects. 

As. a •classical scholar Asquith was rather strongly and finely 
competent th:m freakishly endowed. What his tutors discerned 
was the .applicatfon of an extraordinarily muscular intelligence to a 
subject for which it had a marked sympathy rather than the uncanny 
Sflecialised ap~t~de of a Jebb or a Murray. He himself would have 
acknow~dged more than one superiOr m t ·s field among men of his 
generation at Oxford (e.g. the late Lord Milner), though he was 
probably as good a scholar as any one of his year. His command of 
the En lish s oken word was on a different 1 ne. It was consum
ma . 1me no ou t brought increase of knowledge, ripened 
JUdgment, mellowed the severity of youthful intransigeance, rounded 

• certain angularities of manner and of outlook. Yet there is an 
astonishing consensus among qualified judges who listened to him 
at different periods, that in the pure technique of speaking he 
excelled as much, and on just the same lines, at the age of nineteen 
or twenty as at any time later in life. The power of presenting 
complex or intractable matter with effortless lucidity, the massive 
but beautifully proportioned architecture not only of the sentence 
but of the paragraph and the speech as a whole, the gift of gathering 
the whole weight of the body behind each dialectical blow, the 
destru~tJve strain of irony and humour, the dignified, resonant 
Latinised dicti011, the rejection of claptrap• and fustian, the capacity 
for capturing not a word which would express his meaning 
adequately, but the word which alone would express it perfectly
these, the distinctive qualities of his oratory in manhood and 
middle.life, seem to have been present not merely in their germ, but 
almost in their maturity in his debating debuts at the City of 
London School and the Oxford Union. 

John Carpenter, a mediroval officer of the Corporation of London, 

, • 
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whose bequest had been used to endow the School, was, as has bOOn 
mdicated by Dr. Angus, the subject annually of formal encomia in 
various tongues by the boys. Asquith's English declaruation,, com
posed at the age of seventeen, won the prize in July 1870. 

As illustrating his early gift of expression it is perhaps worth 
· quoting here : 

MY LORD MAYOR, 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, . • 

In acl.wowledging our obligations to the heroes of the past, it is 
aiiways a relief to be able to desert the commonplaces of eulogy, ana to 
point to the fabric built upon their self-denying efforts as the best memorial 
at once of their greatness and of our gratitude. The great man whom we 
commemorate to-day, could his spirit hear the tribute of our praise, would 
I am sure rejoice that we shoQld turn from the obscure detafts oi his 
career, to dwell in preference upon those after-fruits whiclt have crowned 
with an honourable immortality the name of John Car~enter. 

Without. expatiating, then, upon the often-told tale .of his life of 
faithful and devoted service to this great city-upon •he reforms he 
projected, the improveme•ts he set on foot, the ordered re~ords he 
indited of the laws and customs of London-upon the active piety"and 
the ungrudging generosity and the constant sympathy with suffering, 
which make his history one long recital of self-renouncing acts of charity 
-we would point you 1ather to the result of the last and greatest expres
sion of his bounty as constituting his best title to your gratitude and 
admiration. For more than thirty years the City of London School has 
been the sole depository of this trust, ~nd may now be justly called upon 
to render an account of her stewardship. If she is challenged as to the 
purely intellectual character of the education she has given we refer you 
to the calendars and prize-lists of our universities-to the Senior Wranglers 
and Senior Classics of the last fifteen years-and remind you that since 
we last assembled here, an old pupil of this school, Professor Seeley, has 
been selected by the Crown to fill one of the most important professorships 
at the University of Cambridge. But this is not all. · If out of the many 
thousands whom the City of London School has educated, she could only 
point to the small body who have obtained University distinctions as 
trophies of her teaching, she would be able to say but little for the manner 
in which she has discharged her task. To-day especially, when «for the 
first time we are able to ~ongratulate ourselves that an old pupil of 
the School occupies the chair of its committee, we are re'nllnded that the 
world of commerce no less than the world of scholarship is indebted to 
the far-sighted liberality of our Founder. In the warehouses and offices 
of this great city-in towns and villages throughout the land-wherever 
thll English name is known and the English language is spoken-there 
are to be seen men, it may be in humble positions of life, doing with 
vigour and with courage the work that lies before them-distinguished 
by the steadiness of their industry and the integrity of their conduct
men who are not ashamed in the midst of our nineteenth-century civilisa-
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tion to deny themselves and to forsake ambition that they may do their 
duty and obey their conscience-men who have learned to be great where 
the eyes of t4e world never seek for their idols and the voice of renown 
never- recites the unchronicled deeds of valour ; ,and among these un
heralded heroes not a few are to be found who received their first impulse 
to honest toil within these walls-who learned here their first lessons 
of truth and courage and self-restraint-and who ascribe with loving. 
gratitude not merely the material prosperity, but the purity and the 
happiness of their lives, to the benevolence of John Carpenter and the 
training of the City of London Schaol. 

This is the title in virtue of which we claim for the renown of our 
Fou.nder some more worthy celebration than the salvoes of rhetoricl}l 
artillery which annually resound to his honour in this place. John 
Carpenter and those who, like him, devoted their lives to the spread of 
knowledge "and enlightenment appeal to us to show our gratitude for 
their ge:aerosity by imitating their example and following in their foot
steps~ Civilisation has advanced many stages since their day. The chaos 
of conflicting efements in the midst of which they lived has given place 
to the order and stability of modern society. The boundaries of thought, 
then so restricted in their scope, have been enlarged and widened to 
iqclude all that the human eye can see or the human mind conceive. 
But one thing we have neglected in our onwarel progress. Stationary and 
uncHanged, there still confronts us as we ga.ze with self-complacency 
upon the triumphs of our modern civilisation, as dense a mass of ignorance 
as that the sight of which at once dismayed the courage and inspired 
the energies of the great men of the past. With fi.UCh a spectacle before 
our eyes, each word in which we celebrate their praise condemns our 
own neglect. The more we dwell with pride upon their memory, the more 
their memory reminds us that the-inheritance of their spirit is the first 
and the only title to the inheritance of their fame. And if the pressing 
need for educational reform is at last both asserted by public opinion 
and recognised in the councils of statesmen, for this result let us remember 
that we have in some degree to thank the foresight and beneficence of 
men like John Carpenter. But now that the importance of this great 
work is once acknowledged, we are not to delay the final accomplishment. 
This year is the thousandth anniversary of the accession of King Alfred. 
Now if ever the example of those who subdued more potent obstacles 
than sectarian rivalry calls upon us not to permit the din of partisan 
warfare to drown the voice of national necessity. They bid our country 
rise from the arena of this wordy contest, and while, to the reproach and 
scandal of our time, Europe is returning to the barbaric practices of a 
bygone age and the continent is being plunged into the horror of a needless 
war, they call on England to take her part in a nobler strife-to add her 
name and prowess to the side of truth in the great battle that is ever 
being waged with ignorance and vice. And thus, their efforts will not 
have been in vain, nor their strength spent for nothing ; they will 
not have left merley-as the poet says-

" That footprint upon sand, 
Which old.recurring waves of prejudice 
Resmooth to nothing " ; 

1852-1870 
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1852-1870 because they will have inspired their successors with the same zeal, and 
incited them to like achievements ; and it will be the chosen task of 

• 

• 

their posterity • 
"to watch 

Th~ sandy footprint harden into stone." 

Asquith's bent as a ' schoolboy and undergraduate was rather 
·severely intellectual, and his outlook mature. When a boy of 
fifteen is absorbed in the dusty niceties of constitutional history and 
finds refreshment in such topics a~ the disestablishment of the Irish 
Church or the psalmody of the Reformation, it is difficult to repress 
a•sense of misgiving. May there not, one asks, be lurking here s"me 
of the unlovely qualities often found in association with " an old 
head on young shoulders 1 " Such apprehensions were in lhe present 
case needless. No one was ev~r less of a prig or a pedant. He .was, 
subject to a certain natural reticence, ·" a good mix~r," possessing 
not only a strong sense of humour, but what is no-t. always found in 
combination with it, a strong sense of fun. His letters to his sister 
Eva, with whom he corresponded copiously at this•pli)riod, are out
pourings of exuberant nonsense and rhetorical leg-pulling, ~rected 
impartially against the writer and his correspondent. If at Oxtord 
there were those who thought they detected in his manner some 
taint of superciliousness-a certain cold self-sufficiency and conscious 
remoteness from the common herd-the explanation is not far to seek. 
In some ways, though by no means in all, he was shy. There will 
always be many people who think•that if the heart is not worn on 
the sleeve it is not in the right place: and Asquith's reserve, 
notably in matters which stirred his feelings, was capable of 
being misread as standoffishness. Years later, he admitted and 
deplored this quality in a letter to a friend1 who had, to 
some extent helped to break it down : " There are some things 
which, as you say, it is difficult to materialise, and there are retic
ences which are not inconsistent with the most intimate and con
fid.ing friendship. I am hedged in and hampered in these ways by a 
kind of native reserve, of which I am not at all proud, for i•is due 
partly to temperament, l'artly to shyness-a most potent negative 
force-and probably in part to vanity." Shyness apart, he un
doubtedly had, for objects which he thought deserved it, an abund
ance ofintellectual contempt. Ignorant pretension, sciolism, platitude, 
preciosity, prolixity, half-truths and non sequiturs, hazy generalities, 
hackneyed cliches, sloppy reasoning-these and their like did gall 
a temperament otherwise equable to a fault, often provoking him to 

1 Mrs. (afterwards Lady) Horner. 
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expose and to castigate without quarter. His impatience was, in 
fact, with the proposition rather than the speaker, with the fault, 
not ~he delinquent. But the victim was often human enough to 
overlook this distinction. He knew for certAin that he had been 
made to look or to feel an ass. The rest was conjecture, and he 
might excusably fail to divine beneath the severity of Asquith's. 
scorn a disposition most reluctant to humiliate or hurt the feelings of 
anyone. 

This chapter may fittingly be closed with a few excerpts from his 
coocespondence with his mother and sister, which afford a glimp!e 
here and there of his daily round : 

• 
To his Mother. 

30 Jti.n.71863-.<Etat 10. • 
"Last nigh~ we went with Mr. Arthur Wright to hear a lecture of 

Mr. Allon's at U'hion on the psalmody of the Reformation, Lutheran, 
Calvinistic, English, etc .... 

The city is ~eadfully muddy and it rains to-day, as it has done for 
the last few days. We generally take a lit~le stroll in Cheapside after 
luneh, lJut we get awfully knocked about during it. We have got above 
the other 60 boys in Latin, each having been first though we began at 
the bottom. We are now 2nd and 4th." 

To the same. • 
26 April, 1865-lEtat 12. 

"Nothing is talked of at present in London but the victory of Grant 
and surrender of Lee which is considered by most as the grand finale of 
the American War. It is certainly quite time that it were ended. I was 
looking over the killed and wounded and captured the other day and 
amongst the rest I saw Genl. Lee's two sons who were both brigadiers. 
One of them was killed at Gettysburg and the other was captured by 
Sherman. He must feel the loss greatly, poor man." 

To the same. 
10 May, 1865-lEtat 12. 

" I hope you are well ; we are rather doubtful as we have not heard 
from ~u for some time. I hope you received Willie's letter last Sunday. 
You would gain from it a pretty good accoUJ).t of our visit to the House 
of Commons. Uncle went again on Monday night and heard the rest of 
the debate, at least as far as about the middle of Disraeli's speech. The 
cleverest speech was undoubtedly that of the Rt. Hon. Robert Lowe, 
but he quite deserved the thrashing Mr. Bernal Osborne gave him. He 
charged him with having been in Parliament for twenty years and 
professing at every General Election to be a good Liberal, and also with 
having sat in no less than three Administrations whose bases were in 
each case, Reform. 

The debate has been the best and the longest they have ever had on 

1852-1870 . 
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1852-1870 the Bill though the division was one of the most adverse. I was looking 
over the Division List this morning and found no less than 30 professing 
Liberals in favour of Lord Elcho and Mr. Black .... " 

• 

• 

• 
• To his sister Eva. 

Dated 20 May, 1861-lEtat 9 (but the real date is possibly 1865-lEtat 13). 
. " I am very sorry that I did not write you yesterday, but my excuse 
must be that I forgot, as I was bothering myself, in company with some 
other members of my species with a variety of abstruse and uninteresting 
mathematical problems, which notmthstanding the great good it is 
supposed I shall derive from them hereafter, are at the time, to say the 
least of it, dry. . . . • 

Let me congratulate you on your acquaintance with the case of 
Constance Kent-I should like to know your valuable opinion on the 
subject, as by putting it in the newspapers it might gain me • a fortune, 
and what is more, a reputation. I hope Mr. and Mrs. Hurndale enjoyed 
their chicken. I think you deserv~ a very severe reprimand for attempting 
to corrupt your Grandmother's morals by teaching her -whist. But I 
now conclude in haste with best love to all." • 

To his Mother. • 
13 Dec., 1865-.JEtat 13. • • 

" I have just returned from the Court of Queens Bench wlrere -the 
Lord Chief Justice (Cockburn) is presiding. One of the Counsel had just 
made a very agitated address to the jury, and at its conclusion a witness 
was put into the box whose evidence being that of an illiterate man on 
an uninteresting subjec\, I did not care to hear. The man in question 
was a foreman or something of that kind, of a shipping or dock company. 
I want to hear the Chief Justice sum ~p, and so I shall go to the Court 
again on the conclusion of this." 

To his Mother. 
22 Jan., 1868-lEtat 15. 

" I am writing for this number of the Magazine an article on ' The 
Tory Ideal' ; 'Phantoms of the Past,' a sort of cut-up, etc. of Coningsby. 
It is assuming rather gigantic dimensions and will,. I fear, have to be 
divided. 

We passed a very good Sunday-at any rate as far as sermons are 
concerned. In the morning we heard Mr. Martin-in the afternoon, 
Dean Stanley-and in the evening Baldwin Brown. All very .good. 
Mr. Martin preached from Romans somethingth and 8th, 'He that 
giveth seed to the sower,' etc., you know it I daresay. Dean Stanley 
from the 53rd Isaiah-and Baldwin Brown, whose was the best of the 
three, on the Ministry of Scepticism to Truth." 

It is a relief to find that he did not spend his whole leisure corn
paring sermons. The same letter records a visit of inspection to • • • 

" ... 'the fattest lady in the world' who is exhibiting in Fleet Street, 
7ft. round the body, 36 in. round muscles of the arms, of colossal stature 
-not yet 19, in a low dress and-an American!" 
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To the same. 
1 April, 1868-JEtat 15. 

" It may i~terest you to know that in the debate, which came off 
yesterday, I moved an amendment to my brothe~s motion to the effect 
that woman is mentally though not morally inferior to man, which, in 
spite of his opposition was finally carried by a majority of 2." 

To his Mother, on her fortieth birthday. 
3 May, 1868-JEtat 15. 

"Very many happy returns of to-morrow. Though the forty years 
then completed have brought with them a full measure of pain and 
sorrow, yet they have been surrounded and crowned with loving kindne~ 
and tender mercy-and I trust and pray that those which remain may 
attain to the same reward of joy without an equal trial of suffering. But 
though no earthly treasure has been laid up-though health and pleasure 
have.be~ in great degree denied-there~ is still that treasure to enjoy 
which is laid up where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where 
thieves do not br•ak through and steal-there is still that rest to enter 
upon wliich remaineth for the people of God-and there is still His 
'Well done' to b~ heard, whom not having seen, we love. The assurance 
oi these as it grows more strong and more full makes all other objects 
receQ.e iato nothingness." • 

To the same. 
14th May, 1868-lEtat 15. 

" On Tuesday-as we had a holiday, it being 'Founders' Day,' we 
went to the meeting of the Congregational Unior! at the Weigh House 
and heard Dr. Raleigh deliver his inaugural address on the relations of 
Christianity and progress. It was.a most magnificent address and was 
very much · cheered. There was afterwards a discussion on the Irish 
Church and various other matters. In the evening I went to a meeting 
called by the Reform League in St. James' Hall to support the dis
establishment of the Irish Church. The Hall was very full, and though 
there were a few rows at the begiillling and some individuals whose 
sincerity was suspected suffered the ignominious punishment of being 
' turned out ' (i.e. kicked all the way down the Hall and out of the door) 
-notwithstanding these slight disturbances and occasional interruptions 
to the speeches, the meeting was on the whole unanimous, and sometimes 
enthusiastic." 

Thi~would hardly suggest a "holiday" to a modern boy of 
fifteen. But Asquith seems from his earli~st years to have browsed 
with real enjoyment in somewhat stony and sunless pastures. 

To the same. 
20 May, 1868. 

"We heard and saw Mr. Philip on Sunday morning as he would tell 
you. In the evening we went to the Abbey, and heard Archdeacon 
Wordsworth preach. He had the impudence to go in for a regular defence 
of the Irish Church : told us that at the not far off end of the world 

• 
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Gladstone would be the first to hide in a cave and call the rocks, 
to cover him; and that though Noah and the beasts were not the church 
of the majority yet the Ark was not swallowed up, etc. etc. The con
gregation testified their approval by walking out in the ftliddle in vast 
numbers. Poor Dean ~tanley sitting opposite the pulpit had the pleasure 
of being cursed in his own Abbey." 

His letters to his sister are sometimes in a vein of humorous 
objurgation. 

To his st'"ster Eva. 
5 Aug., 1869.-lEtat 16. 
• " I perused your interesting scrawl with mingled emotions-of •joy, 
that there was so little chance of your showing up in this neighbourhood 
within the next six weeks or so-of sorrow, that estimable ~ersons like 
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Cullen should have to endure the un-ltterable burden 
of your constant presence. • • 

But now, as the poet says : • 
'The sky is changed, and what a change!' 

You may imagine, my adorable sister, with what a thrilling ecstasy 
the pericardium was pierced when we learnt that wiVUn a fortnight it 
would be ours to gaze upon your light green eyes again. ~ .. " · 

• • 
and so on, in a vein of rapture. 

Some features of his childhood serve as a reminder of how far 
civilisation has advanced since the 1860's. For instance, once the 
small boy on his way to school saw at Newgate the hanging corpses 
of a gang of five murderers, exposed, according to the gruesome 
habit of the time, to the publitl gaze for an hour after their 
execution. 1 

1 M emories and Reflections, Vol. I , p. 10 . 
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Goes into residence in 1870-Balliol under the new Master-Academic achievements 
-President of the Union-His circle of friends-Gains a Fellowship at Balliol 
(1874)-Relat(ons and affinities with Jowett-Asquith's lifelong sentiment 
for Oxford. ' C. A. 
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AsQUITH went
1 

i:ijto residence at Balliol in October 1870, and was 1870-1874 

J ere somew a a er y s ro er i ans, tlie phases of Age 18-21 

whose education.had been deranged by poor health. The Balliol of 
that time mustered both in its Senior and ~ts Junior Common Room 
a striki~g assemblage of personalities. Of Jowett, who had just 
succeeded Dr. Scott (of the Greek Lexicon) as Master, and Asquith 's 

~
relations with him, something will be said hereafter. Among the 
Balliol team of tutors were Thomas Hill Gre<m, Lewis lXe~tleship, 

aron e arav1mm, . (afterwards Professor) T. B. Case, William 
Lambert Newman, and Henry Smith. Among his contemporaries 
within a year or so each way were men who were to attain 
eminence in the most varied fields : scholars and teachers such as 
Alfred Goodwin, W. G. Rutherford, or W. H. Forbes; the 
philosopher Cook Wilson ; the economist Edgeworth ; Andrew 
Bradley, and Churton Collins, destined to enrich Shakespearean 
criticism and polite letters ; the future Bishop, Charles Gore, and 
another man . of multiform distinction and achievement, Alfred 
Milner. 
Bah~ it must have been to the young man's spirit to turn his back 

on the roar and dust of Cheapside and to ~xchange the disciplinary 
control of six hundred striplings for the equal companionship of 
adult intellect, the clash of polished contention, the wells of learning 
old and new, the een lawns and ex uisite buildin ·s of Oxford. 
Into the undergra ua e 'fe of the place he plunged smoothly and 
with the zest of one who enters at last his own element. His interests 
ranged far beyond the pale of the ordinary classical curriculum : but 
within it he achieved high distinction, gaining easy first classes in 
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" Mods " and " Greats " the Craven Scholarship, and a . 
Fellowship at hts own College. The chapter of accidents denied to 
him both the classical University Scholarships which ar: the seal and 
consummation of sooolastic ambition, but the margin by which he 
missed them was so narrow as to be quite unimportant. He was 
"proxime" for the Hertford in 1872, and in the next year for the 
Ireland. In 1874 he so nearly won tl;l. Ireland that the Examiners, 
divided in op1mon, too t1i.e almost unprecedented step of awarding 
him a special prize of books. He• had finished a set of Latin Hexa
meters but had had no time to fresh copy them, and instead of 
t>utting in his product in the rough, made the mistake of tearhtg it 
up. To his great satisfaction, his posterity were fortunate enough to 
retrieve the " ashes " of both these reverses : and o \mou h one 
of the ver examiners who hjd refused him tlie re nd wa.s ~g 

ose w o awarded it to his son Raymond. • 
e was fundamentally far more interested in. politics than in 

scholarship, and it was not surprising to find him speaking at the 
Union in the first month of his first term. The ~e;ne of his first 
speech was that hardy annual, the retention of the Bishb:QS in the 
House of Lords. On this and other occasions within the next few 
months he voiced the orthodox Liberal view, speaking in support 
inter alia of the disestablishment of the Church of England, and of 
non-intervention in the Franco-Prussian War; though in one debate 
he unexpectedly figures as the champion of conscription. In 1872 
he carried by a tiny majority a emotion to the effect that " The 
disintegration of the Empire is the true solution of the Colonial 
difficulty," and in the same spirit crossed swords two years later 
with Lord Milner on a resolution in favour of Imperial Federation : 
an encounter from which dated a lifelong friendship. In these 
conflicts the Tories could reckon on the big battalions, and Liberals 
had as a rule to console themselves with the pretension-well or ill 
founded-to superior debating power. But the Union, critical 
often to the point of cruelty, has always been generous in its recog
nition of gifted heterodoxy : and Asquith's prowess gained.him an 
ascendency enjoyed perhaps by no other speaker of his generation. 
Cool, fearless, scornful, challenging, · always ready, and practically 
always at his best, he was an almost invulnerable debater, and left 
on all who heard him an impression of commanding power which 
years of subsequent obscurity were unable to obliterate. Sir He.thert 
Warren) a.fterwards President of M~dalen College, and a close 
friend of his at this time, is by no means alone in recording the 
opinion that he spoke practically as well, if not quite as well, at this 

• 
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period as he ever did later. His rise nevertheless through the various 1870-1874 

grades of the official hierarchy was not unobstructed. He became Age 18-21 

indeed Treasu;er in 1872, but was unsuccessful in his first candidature 
for the·Presidency, which he was not to attain \ill his last under-
graduate year. It is characteristic of him that he introduced into 
the Union, as Treasurer, the institution of afternoon tea and smok-
ing, and perhaps characteristic of the " home of lost causes " that 
both these changes were stubbornly resisted. He soon became a 
member and in some ways the central figure of a circle of under-
graduate friends by no means all drawn from his own College. 
Amoz\g those in whose society he found a peculiar relish were • 
Herbert Paul, of Corpus, Thomas (afterwards Sir Thomas) Raleigh, 
and A. R. C.lberfince a Metropolitan Magistrate and now Judge of 
the ~aitch C ty Court. Mr. PauJ.was already illustrating his 
command of po hed and punishing phrase, and Asquith cherished 
throughout his llf<t early examples of his friend's prowess in this 
sphere. iie would often recount how a naive speaker at some 
debating society, who was rash enough to say in Mr. Paul's presence 
"I inay ~t be a great orator, but I am at le~t a good Churchman," 
was niet with the unkindly comment that the first part of his 
observation was "obvious " and the second "of limited interest." 
Nor did he take less delight in the flashes of saturnine wit which • sometimes broke through the taciturnity of Thomas Raleigh. 
Raleigh, on hearing a long-winded causeur (to whose performances he 
had listened throughout an evening'in silence and deepening gloom) 
described as the "life and soul of the party," was heard to murmur 
in sepulchral tones, "In the midst of life we are in death." Others 
with whom he was on terms of intimacy were Herbert (afterwards 
Sir Herbert) Warren, for some decades the genial and accomplished 
President of Magdalen, who contributed to an earlier biographical 
study of Asquith two chapters about his life at Oxford to which we 
are heavily indebted; Joseph Solomon, a man of protean parts, 
facility, and accomplishment ; and Henry Broadbent, Asquith's 
successful.rival for the Ireland Scholarship in 1873, whose massive 
scholarship has beeri dedicated throughout•a lifetime, first as a 
Master and now Librarian, to Eton College. 

Asquith seems to have taken his many University successes and 
his few reverses with an assured serenity. To have missed the 
Ireland twice, once by inches and once by millimetres, was galling ; • 
but he was unperturbed, and was the first, on the occasion of 
his failure in 1873, to communicate to Mr. Broadbent the 
news of his victory. In his last few weeks before " Greats "-a 
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1870-1874 season for most of hectic absorption in the coming ordeal-he 
Age 18-21 appears from his correspondence to have spent two or three hours 

a day sailing on the upper river and some of the residue of his time 
in speaking for Mi'. Brodrick against Lord RandolPh Chmchill at 
the Woodstock election. His insouciance was justified by the event, 
for he was the only representative of Balliol in an unusually small 
first class. He followed this up by winning the Craven Scholarship 
-then a more important distinction than the Craven Scholarship 
of to-day-and in the autumn o~ 187 4 a Fellowship of Balliol. From 
this last achievement he derived not only kudos, but some solid 

• financial benefit extending over the next seven years-a conve~ence 
of which he stood in sore need. The other Fellowship awarded in the 

same year went to Andrew• Brad!:. { • • -

• 
For his Alma Mater Asquith at all times cherished· gratitude, 

sympathy, and even veneration. Oxford was. perhaps the only 
place which held for hi:w romance. In th,e.,ey~~da.j:s nothing 
gave him more pleasure than to preside over the Univers1tie8 Com
mission : and among minor disappointments few were keener than 
his failure to secure election as Chancellor of Oxford. Nor was this 
sentiment surprisiftg, for between the man and the place there was a 
strong affinity. Among his deepest instincts was a sense of the 
significance and majesty of the ~st. Oxford offers all that the most 
exacting historical imagination can desire. He took the keenest 
delight in finesse and felicity of expression, in style and perfection of 
language. To this appetite she ministered by steeping him in the 
study of the flawless models of antiquity. If he rejoiced and 
excelled in the clash of debate, she supplied him, through the Union, 
with a microcosm of the House of Commons. If he aspired to a 
career, she gave him a local reputation and set the ladder of fortune 
before him. 

Few public men of his time have set so much store by .education 
in general and in part~ular by the classical dietary which is Oxford's 
chosen staple. For the " academic " in the sense of the unreal, he 
had a robust scorn, and often reminded political visionaries that 
we live not "Platonis in republica sed in hac Romulidarum frece." 
But for the " academic " in a different sense-in the sense in which 
it is applied to studies worth pursuing and in fact pursued for their 
own sake-he had a very enthusiastic respect. While he would never 
allow that a classical education lacks utilitarian value-holding on 

, 
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the contrary that for those who are capable of it it is a supreme 
intellectual training-the claims he made for it went far beyond those 
which can be urged for a serviceable mental gymnastic. But let him 
speak-on this subject himself: • 

"The claim I make for ·them" (classical studies), he says in a Rectorial 
Address some thirty years later, " covers much wider ground. The man 
who has studied literature, and particularly the literature of the Ancient 
World, as a student should, and as only a student can-I am not speaking 
of those to whom it has been merely a distraction or a pastime-such a 
man possesses resources which, if he is wise, he would not barter for a 
~·s ransom. He finds among men of like training with himself a bond 
of f!llowship, a freemasonry of spirit and understanding, which softens 
the asperities and survives the conflicts of professional or political rivalry. 
He need n~er be alone, for he can, whenever he pleases, invoke the 
companionship l the thinkers and the poets. He is always annexing 
ne~llectua and spiritual territor11 with an infinitude of fresh 
possibilities, wi out slackening his hold upon or losing his zest for the 
old. There is hanily a sight or sound in nature, a passion or emotion or 
pmpose in man, a phase of conduct, an achievement of thought, a situation 
in life-tragic or &omic, pathetic or ironical-which is not illuminated 
for him by asstlciation with the imperishable words of those who have 
inte.q>rei!tld, with the vision and in the language of genius, the meaning 
of the world."l 

For the present, however, the enjoyment of these impalpable 
blessings had in his case to yield to the urgent ~usiness of making a 
livelihood : and perhaps the most valuable material service Oxford 
rendered him was by furnishing an arena for his outstanding gift of 
speech. It was his performances at the Union which brought him 
the first fruits of recognition and repute, and marked him indelibly 
as a man who would be heard of later. Mter he left the University, 
the obscurity from which he had emerged seemed for a long time to 
engulf him again. But the candle lit at Oxford was not put out. 
The suggestion and· promise of greatness clung to his name through 
]ong years of seemingly thankless struggle and when, quite suddenly, 
they received visible confirmation, many could truthfully declare 
that th6ly had never doubted the outcome. 

Among these was the head of his Colleg~ " Asquith will get on ; 
he is so direct," had been Jowett's summing up. When Asquith 
went up to Balliol, Jowett had newly succeeded Scott in the Master
ship. The relationship therefore of tutor and pupil, within whose 
ambit Jowett's most distinctive work was done, never subsisted be
tween them. Their contact nevertheless at breakfasts, on long walks, 

1 Ancient Univereities and the Modern World. Inaugural Address as Rector of 
Glasgow University, 1907. 
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1870-1874 and during those worst mauvais quarts d'heure of a Balliol Under
Age 

1
8-

21 graduate when he had to read his weekly essay aloud to the Master, 
was continuous and its influence lasting. One of the ce.,ntral articles 
of Jowett's creed wlfs that want of worldly success is no necessary 
index of spiritual distinction : that rational ambition is a m~t and 
not a stigma : and that the intellectual flower of the nation should 

• 

· direct its destinies. The Master's influence was not needed to 
implant this doctrine in Asquith-he held it already-but inter
course with Jowett no doubt confirmed its hold on him. The young 
man had no more respect than his mentor for the " fugitive and 
~loistered virtue," which " slinks out of the race " and shrinks ffom 
the" dust and heat." He never could understand how an intelligent 
man should not desire the capacity to influence ev~ts_!_the bigger 
the events the better-or faiJ. to rejoice in its exe 'se. ~r 
bond of sympathy between them was the strong! practical bent 
which they shared. Asquith recoiled from ideology and had no 
taste for speculation. He was keenly interested in the workability 
of institutions: hardly at all in their abstract synvnetry or per
fection. Jowett, similarl~, disclosed in later life a capacity jor pure 
business for which a life dedicated to the study of Platonism and 
theology had hardly prepared the world. Again, the two men 
shared a prejudice against obscurity of expression and a conviction 
that it results, in nilfe cases out of ten, not from profound but from 
muddled thinking. This prejudice it was perhaps, and this con
viction, which made Asquith, not"V!Iithstanding an ardent admiration 
for Thomas Hill Green, a lukewarm student (though an unimpeach
able examinee) in the sphere of philosophy. The "fuliginous 
jargon" of those who sat at the feet of that great teacher was, to a 
mind which loved strong daylight, alien and suspect. He saw in it a 
convenient veil for intellectual charlatanism; and an unpromising 
instrument for the attainment of truth ; uriless metaphysic is 
indeed, as the cynics declare, the " search of a blind man in a dark 
room for a black hat which is not there "-a view to which Asquith 
may at times have inclined. Actually no one ever discoverid what 
views, if any, he held aeout the Ultimate and the Absolute. Prob
ably he considered that most speculations on these subjects were 
a beating of the air. The treacherous region in which premises are 
almost lacking and conclusions unverifiable was not congenial to 
him. He watched from afar and without enthusiasm the 
"ghostly ballet of bloodless categories," while his friend Haldane 
surveyed it with smiling zest from the wings, and almost ogled 
the performers. 

I 
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Before leaving Jowett, it may not be out of place to quote from 1870-1874 

a letter1 i which Asquith has given an impression of that remarkable Age 18-21 

personalit · : • 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER III 

EARLY PROFESSIONAL LIFE AND MARRIAGE 

-Asquith's choice of the Law as a profession-A limbo between Balliol and the .8ar
A reading party at St. Andrews-Settles in London-Pupil to Charles Ifowen 
-A disheartening wait-Marriage to Helen Melland-Henry James and 
R. S. Wright-The tide begins to turn. " C. A. 

I 

• I ' ' .._. 
AsQUITH had decided to practise at the Bar, an~ had become a 
student of Lincoln's Inn. A political future• was thloughout 
unquestionably his aim. He adopted the law as a brea.dwinning 
expedient and as a means of approach to his re'l 8bjective. ~he 
calculation was justifiedin the end. But more years than.he 2f his 
friends had reckoned on were to intervene before its consummation. 

His choice, when he had no financial reserves, of the profession 
which makes such .reserves most desirable is typical of a certain 
cool, quiet adventurousness in his disposition. He went to the Bar 
at the age of twenty-four without funds ; he married at twenty-five 
on resources which in proportioA to the undertaking were hardly 
more adequate, and most of the five children 1 of his first marriage 
were born before his means had materially increased. At thirty
four he took what is often regarded as the risky course of entering 
Parliament while still a junior in small practice. He "took Silk" 
within a year of making his first real mark as~ Junior. And when 
at thirty-nine he entered the Cabinet of what promised to be, and 
was, a short-lived Government, he had no assurance that he would 
be permitted to take the course, then unprecedented in an ex
Cabinet Minister, of returning to legal practice when hi~ spell of 
office ended. In all the major decisions of his life from his earliest 
days the voice of caution was silenced, and his action determined 
by a vein of native hardihood or even a touch of the gambler's 
temper. It was in the same spirit that when in the 1880's he had 
by some means saved about £300 he went out and spent almost 
the whole of it on a diamond necklace for his wife. 

A pleasant interregnum between his acad~mic and professional 
1 Raymond, born 1878; Herbert, 1881 ; Arthur Melland, 1883; Helen Violet, 

1887 ; Cyril, 1890. 
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life. followed in the autumn a:nd early winter of ·1874. He . was 187~1886 
retained to coach Lord Lymington, the eldest son of the Earl of Age 22- 34 

Portsrpouth, -who was finishing with Eton and pyeparing for Oxford. 
This involved three months' residence with the Portsmouth family, 
partly at Hurstbourne Park in Hampshire, and partly at Eggesford 
Place. This last was an attractive country house i1:1 North Devon 
belonging to Lord Carnarvon, Lady Portsmouth's brother who was 
.to be the principal actor jn the famous negotiations between the 
Tory Party and Parnell in 1885. He has testified in Memories 
and, Reflections to the kindness and consideration of his hosts and. 
to his enjoyment of ~n entirely new milieu. Among those whom he 
met there, ~ addition to Lord Carnal'v:on, were Lord Houghton and 

. the poet, William Johnson Cory, afterwards a Hampstead neighbour 
and inlftnate ejmpanion. · Lord Ports1houth was a strong, though, 
unlike his sorf, not' a politically active Liberal. Asquith seems 
nevertheless to have attended at least one politica,l meeting' of which 
he writes to his. sister Eva : · · ' ··· · 

• . . 
~· I sent you the Western Times. on Saturday with an account of our 

mee'!Jing at North Taunton in which the speeches are fairly well reported. 
The gathering took the form of a luncheon with the usual accompaniment 
of indigestible. food and vinegary wine. Lord Houghton made a very 
effective speech. . . . Lymington canie out with, some elaborate periods 
on the Press which were much applauded : his m:nner and delivery are 
extremely good and if he can compass a few ideas he ought to make a 
successfu~ speaker." • - · 

At some meeting, .possibly this one, Asquith seems to have spoken 
himself · 

"A friend of p1ine," writes Mr. Herbert Paul, "who was staying in 
the house heard. l).im address a political meeting and was electrified by 
the power of his spe~ch. She told me at the time that she felt sure he 
was a coming statesman, although she knew nothing of his reputation 
at Oxford till I told her." 

January:to.June-1875 was .spent':inresidence"a~.Ba,llipl. 
Asq~th's farewell to an active academic life in the autumn of 

1875 was marked by a" reading party" at ~t. Andrews, the members 
of which consisted in part of his more or less contemporary friends 
and in part of his pupils. Among the first were Herbert Paul, 
J. Solomon, F. P. Simpson, and Herbert Warren: among the 
second two men who .later attained distinction in letters arid the • 
Law respectively---,-W. P. Ker and A. J. Ashton. Of this episode a 
'lively ·account will be found in Sir Herbert Warren's sketch; pre-
viously referred to. ·Perhaps no institution affords so favourable an . . 
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1874-1886 arena for the clash of congenial minds or blends in such happy pro~ 
Age 22- 34 portions work and relaxation; Asquith's own recreations were never 

athletic : but he made on this occasion his first acquaintance with 
the ideal game for unathletic men under conditions which 'would 
make the mouths of many golfers of to-day water. "The now 
world famous links," he writes in Memories and Reflections, "we had 
in the afternoon almost to ourselves : and our clubs were carried 
by, amongst other eminent professionals, young Tommy Morris, then 
the open champion." Nor was •this the only breach which this 
occasion witnessed ·in his sedentary or, at best, pedestrian, habits: 
• 4 . 

for he seems to have created something of a sensation by suddenly 
ordering a horse, and riding eight miles to see some fri~ds. Thus 
were consumed about six weeks in almost unmixed enjoyment, and 
Asquith little imagined as lte lay on his back in ~he fi~s. near 
Ladybank arguing_about Swinburne, that his immel!iate surround
ings formed part of a Division for which he waff to be elected to 
Parliament in ten years' time and to remain member for thirty-two . -years. • 

In the autumn of 187~ he settled down at 90 Mount Street,.Jtnd 
at this (for a penniless barrister) impressive address he enjoyed the 
society, as residents or migrants, of two of his most valued friends, 
Mr. Herbert Paul a~d Thomas Raleigh. From thence he writes to 
his sister (28 Oct.): "I am going to see Bowen to-day and shall 
probably begin my regular attendance at Chambers in the course of 

"a day or two." The future korQ.,oThstic~~mn.Jio whose Chambers 
. Asquith was now going as a pupil, had attained every possible 
' "-:distinction at Balliol-.!9;w.;~tt.Ji~§~:r!h~~ -~im -~ . thEt_ al?!e~st~ Jlp.der

gr~duatj;l.._w.ho~.~ver...passe(i.,.t4rpugh 4,i~J~~ll<ls-and was by now 
"Attorney-General's devil" and perhaps the busiest Junior at the 
Bar. He was indeed already killing himself wit]l overwork-for he 
died before reaching the age of sixty, though not before he had 
proved himself the foremost Appellate Judge of his day. In 
Memories and Reflections (Vol. I, p. 33) Asquith has given a lively 
account of his humour, urbanity, and manifold accomplishments, 
which included that of , .. jumping a cow as it stood." But they did 
not apparently include that of delegating work : and few of the 
laborious drafts of Asquith and his other pupils managed to pass 
the finely meshed sieve of his critical fastidiousness. 

• Bowen being already supplied with an understudy, Asquith did 
not stay on with him after the expiration of his year of pupilage but 
migrated to 6 Fig Tree Court, where he remained for six or seven 
of the most disheartening years of his life. He had no legal influence 
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;or, eofinect~ons, and during this .period.made no .visiblepmg:!.'~§§.,:Q.l_hi~ 1874-1886 

lbamng. He could hardly be s_aid~at_this-timeyto-hav;e_had"a~practice Age 22- 34 

f;akall.; and~~ :w:as.not_ t~~_man.to·acquire,.onf)J~.y,J.Q:r:!)j!ig .. .tactics. 
•The rare briefs that came his way were ably· argued ; but he lacked; 
or deliberately eschewed, some of the artifices by which the path of 
forensic success is-smoothed. Trenchancy;!lucidity,,clos(}.reas'qning, 
valuable-assets· in-legal.practice, he~possessedjn~the_,Jlig:Qest,.<l{lgree: · 
but these, as he found, are no spre passport to professional pros-
perity, and it is possible to indulge them to excess. T.he fastidious-
ness which recoils from judicious irrelevance or astute cajolery, and 
reje~ts the cuttlefish's strategy of darkening the waters, may prove 
a handicapil'ather than a help. "You have made the point too clear," 
was the significant reproach of a leading Silk_::_now a Judge-to the 
Junigr-who had "followed" him in tM Court of Appeal. . Asquith's 
method was probably open to the same reproach. He,_w:as"con~ 
stitutionally incapable;:of-making,~a.!d.i,screet;.:f()g. He woUld not 
apologise for. taking up . judicial time with what he. considered 
judicial busiMss; nor could he prevail on.liimself to dispense the 
conventional patter-suave; deprecating, deferential"""7with which, 
sometimes to propitiate a hard-hearted Bench, sometimes merely 
to gain time; even the most accomplished practitimiers think it 
expedient to season the austerity oftheir.submissions . .And though 
his manner in time became less uncompromising and gained greatly 

' in ease, he was to the last unwilling to " crook the pregnant hinges 
I •. • ' 

of the knee " before Judges, solicitors, or lay clients. . -
. He was . during .this .. period .an untiringly ... diligent student ;;Qf::-Law. 
He· lectured for the Law Society, mainly in Commercial Law. 
Notes of his lectures o!l the Law of Insurance and Carriage by Land, 
taken down in 1880 by a well-known solicitor, lie before me. He 
even projected and carried some way towards its completion a 
manual of the Law of Carriage by Sea, but was anticipated by 
Carver's great work on the same subject; But briefs were black 
swans in these days. It-was.not ,until.1883,,.,when,...he .. !l.!!:!L.~.een 
called sl!ven years,. that _.the .,tide showed_t~ .first1signs·•of:..tx1.rnin,g. 
The exiguity of his practice and the rarity .of his opportunities had 
not been able entirely to hide his light Un.def a bushel : .and it was . 
more a surprise to him than to some others when R. S. Wright, after-
~ards a Judge and then newly appointed" devil" to the Attorney
•G.enilral, Sir-· Henry ·James; il'invited!':Asq_;uith "to;2.;,:._de_yil~~~m. 
i·From this time on his practice slowly acquired. a solid foundation, 
!_and in .1889 a sensationally,.able_-cross-e~aminati_o~;.bef<?_!'~ ... .Jhe 
Warnell Commission ~transfigured,bi.§AWh.Pl~;tP!.OJe.l!~t()VM,.~~~-~.· · ' . 

• 
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II 

A crucial domestic event which took place within If year of the 
opening of his professional life has so far been passed over, namely, 
his marriage in the August of 1877 to Miss Helen Melland. 

For some years the Asquith encampment on the South Coast had 
been acquainted with a family of the name of Kelsall. The Kelsall 
daughters-seven in number-liyed at St. Leonards, and their 
cousins, Josephine and Helen Melland, the daughters of a prosperous 
Manchester physician, regularly came to visit them there. .The 
entire bevy seems to have joined the Asquiths periodically in amateur 
theatricals : and two " operettas " entitled " The Cares of State " 

-and " The Prince in the Iron Chest," from the versatile pen of 
Willans Asquith, survive to-tiay. Willans, in one of these btrava
ganzas, cast himself adroitly to play opposite the best looking of the 
Kelsall sisters, for whom he was suspected of a• secret weakness. 
His brother in "The Cares of State" figures prophetically as the 

• Prime Minister of an imll£inary kingdom at a time of-national crisis. 
The Exchequer has been burgled and everything stolen-even the 
National Debt; and the Premier is enabled to gain an inexpensive 
reputation for profundity by showing that the loss of the- latter is 
not an unmixed tre.gedy. It is hard to imagine the actor who 
sustained this role treading the boards with assurance or ease. 
Histrionics were never his metier• and the musical interludes must 
have been a thorn in his flesh. But his sufferings were not without 
their compensations, for these and similar occasions threw him much 
with Helen Melland, by the consent of contemporaries the most 
attractive of the group. He fell in love with her when he was barely 
ei hteen. For many- y-ears-not less than five or six-his devotion 

eepene . Towards the end of t IS on ro a IOn-
a ou e Ime o s ast ear at Oxford-lie was rewar e WI " he 

nowledge that she returned his feeiillB,"a~theywere secretly 
!!!gage . e SI natiOn; owever, WaS e .£at~. e W_as nenm esS 

she an heiress on a t4J._y scale, having a " dot " of some Itundreds 
a year. The suspicion Of fortune hunting might possibly have been 
fastened on him by minds 'more worldly than those of his future 
parents-in-law, and a ban might then have followed on their meet
ing~. Both accordin I ke t their own counsel and for six years 
their in Imacy was I~{L- ..1YJ:t t e ~~our o_:(_Q_Jill.._ estme romance. 
But in the latter part of 1876, the two tliOUglit it opportune to open 
the e es ot her ai'ents ; and in the_ autumn o!tliat ear the smtor 
steeled or t e or o ~ VISit to anchester, to present 

• 
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"Lwent on Monday to tea with.the,Mellanda.at,Rush.olp:te .... I was 
already aw.:re th~y)e_El.l~..,.g,s for Helen were ret~eea oy her: bliti 
was uncertaiii'"a15out her latJ:ier's approval. f iound li1m very reasonable 
tml'iiliia, and though he would not .sanction a formal engagement until 
we are a little better acquainted, he practically gave his consent to the 
'whole thing. Mrs. Melland and Josephine were· extremely cordial and 
cons1dering the embarrassing nature of the situation and my total 
unacquaintance with most of the family, the matter was got through 
satisfactoril:f." 

A li~tle later Dr. Mellandlifted the liillhargo on a formal engage~ 
ment in the following pleasantly Victorian comm,unication : . 

• Dr. Melland to Asq'U:ith. 

VICTORIA PARK, . 
• MANcHESTER. 

2nd November, 1876. 

• • 

With kindest regards, 
-:Believe me, 'Myaear Sir, 

·Your's very truly, 
FREDERICK MELLAND. 

In some otper ·quarter-it does not appear what-counselS of 
worldly caution and of delay seem to have been pressed either pn 
him or ~n ·her. Whatever their precise nature he impatiently brushed 
them aside. On 30th January, 1877, he WJit;es t.o his mother: 

"I am not surprised to hear what you tell 1me, but I have absolutely 
no respect for the conventional vulgarity with which they regard such ~ 
matters, and I am more than ever convinced that H.'s health .and 
happiness depend upon a speedy marriage and the chance of a quiet . 
home, where she can be properly looked after and cared for." 

For his father-in~Iaw-a magnificent figure, with a fine voice in 
which he would roll out sea chanties-Asquith had a strong regard 

. and affection. Among minor ties which united them was a scepticism 

• 
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1874-1886 which they shared (notwithstanding Dr. Melland's profession) 
Age 22- 34 regarding the pretensions of medical art. Both put their trust in 

the vis medicatrix naturm whose unassisted virtue J1rolonged the 
life of Dr. Melland to the age of nearly ninety-eight. 

• 

m 
In August 1877 they were married and settled down at Eton 

House, in what used to be John Street, Hampstead. In this biggish 
attractive white house they lived for the next twelve years and four 
of the five children of their marriage were born. Standing imme
diately opposite the house where Keats lived, with a large garden 
on each side, and the then unvulgarised Heath withln a stone's 
throw, its size and amenities would place it to-day far beyond the 
reach of a couple with joint•resources reckoned in hundre~ -a year. 
The changed value of money no doubt accounts for much, but the 
explanation lies also in the extreme simplicity • of the Asquiths' 
manner of life. By excising from their normal daily round all 
superfluity and show, they were able not only ~o afford their 
capacious dwelling, but to accumulate resources for modest indul
gence and diversion-visits to the theatre, expeditions to Germany 
and Switzerland, and the entertainment of friends on a small scale. 

They had ample r8om to put up guests and did so. Haldane came 
to their house in 1882 to convalesce after an illness. Mark Napier, 
a fellow barrister and friend of 4squith's, after a runaway match 
with a beautiful bride, spent his honeymoon there : and the children 
of Helen Asquith's sister, Josephine Armitage, would come to stay 
several strong, and open the doors of their house at Altrincham to 
counter-invasions by Asquith's growing family of children. 

Few, if any, survive who can speak as.eye-witnesses of this phase 
of Asquith's lif~and an imaginative reconstruction is perilous. We 
catch glimpses of him stretched in a hammock in his garden tearing 
the heart out of some forbidding treatise on economics, bowling lobs 
to his children, or letting off fireworks, for which he had a peculiar 
fondness. Apart from t:tese stray lights the impression that emerges 
is twofold : a professional routine of grinding effort and persistent 
frustration, sweetened by a home life of great simplicity and flawless 
happiness. We know from one of his rare gleams of self-revelation 
how keenly Asquith felt at this period the weariness of knocking at 
closed ·doors. The hope deferred that maketh the heart sick, the 
impatience of eager faculty fusting unused were, as term followed 
infructuous term, his daily companions, making their presence felt 
whenever he heard a solicitor's clerk pause on the stairs outside his 
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~hambers, and pass on .. Th~ugh he ~ept his o:wn · couns~1 and. ~re
sented an unruffied front to his small circle of fnends, t@..,lJ'OIIJ!.l!g~t 
~ell:ha~e<eil~red.into .. his-soul,d}JJ:'ing~tP~~~.Ji>Jk<1-y~ars.~ . 
; ·But ·the· home·-which.lljs_ :.w-jfEUlr§~WsJ-a;g.d.,..the~atnrospher_~ ..... :dch 
in·warmth·and-healing-which she diffused there .would~have.brought 
balm·to·a-moi'e embittered.spirit than.,bis, and~-~estored,,b!!9Y1l•l1CY:--to 
one~more~easily,..disheartened. While none of his letters to her 
survives--:-'"almost certainly he destroyed them after her death~he 
kept hers. They are such letters as pass between people who are 
seldom parted, and are mainly concerned with small household 
problems or mishaps, or incidents in which the children are involved. 
Bertie -has g~t lost on the H~ath : the mice have been at the pre• _ 

_ serves again: Raymond (aged seven) has seen a python's discarded 
skin at tpe Zoo and described it as alit " outworn fetter broken 
and cast off by its .soul." The atmosphere that disengages itself 
from the artless pages is one of penetrating homeliness. Funda
mentals are ·not· touched on, ·because taken for granted ; but· the 
flotsam of trivia) recorded incident is carried along on a warm deep 
current of implied understanding and devot!on. ' 

S?-e_was.complet~ly~l!ll1Yo!!9ly:,,~;nd,._the.only value sheattached ~o 
his success was that it was his. Violent stimulus he neither demanded 
.nor received from her : but she could-be counted9ri; after.the..;,h:uffets 
· of the· day;' to· salve; ... to ;refr~h,c.to ~r,eb:Rll<:I.,.: • to "knit up the 
ravelled'sleeve of care," and for a spell· to make the world seem well 
~cist. And when- she-died_in.189l, -he could.s~y ~with .. tr!lth .. JI;ia.t.,she 
!had .given.him. eighteen .years, ofJin,clo:uded •happjness. 
! - . . ' 

IV 

. The means by which Asquith during the first seven or eight brief
less years bridged the gulf between the few hundreds a year his wife · 
brought to him. and the modest competence which they in practice 
enjoyed, were of many kinds. His Balliol Fellowship, a valu'
able but wasting asset, expked in 1881. His.w~ill,J!;t}EP~e!!tary 
sources Qf income .. were,..lecturing .. and •.•. cjournalism. Reference 
has already been made to the lectures ie gave in the early' 
'eighties for the Law Society. He~also---lectured:,on~Ecoiiomics.for 
th~ .... London Society for ·the .-Extension -of-University..;.'reaching. 
-Forty years later he disinterred the printed summaries of these 
strenuous but ill-paid discourses : and was, he said, filled with amaze
ment and huniiliation to find how much he had forgotten. As to 
journalism, he.wrote, week after week, until about 1885 one of the 
two leading articles in the Economist,· and ·seems to_ have ·been 
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1874-1886 retained for this purpose at a regular salary of £150 a year. A chance 
Age 

22
-

34 acquaintance struck up with R. H. Hutton, joint Editor with 
Townshend of the Spectator, bore fruit in regular contributions from 
his pen to that periodical covering a period of ten "years and an 
enormous variety of topics. The small engagement books in which 
he recorded appointments and miscellaneous memoranda, contain, 
at the beginning or end, lists of books read during each year. The 
literary fare disclosed by these catalogues must have required the 
appetite of a cormorant and the digestion of an ostrich. Doubtless 
much of the energy which should have been absorbed by a busy 
legal practice overflowed into his leisure or was diverted into the 
stream of his journalistic sideline, but apart from this, tough sub-
jects, then as later, attracted him as such. • 

He has described smne ~pects of his early days at Lincoln's Inn. 
The Courts in which he was to figure as a protagonist he' v1sited in 
these days mainly as a spectator, and beguile~ there an enforced 
leisure by listening to the impressive judicial eloquence of great 
common law Judges like Cockburn, or by observing the masculine 
despatch with which Sir George Jessel clove his way through· his 
heavy list. Paucity of briefs seems never to have damped his 
industry, which, without haste or rest, appropriated every scrap of 
knowledge and experience which lies within the reach of a barrister 
without a regular practice. 

Among the quainter incidents of these days may be counted the 
periodical visits to his Chamberra of Herbert Spencer. Spencer had 
conceived the notion that the development of English Law and 
political institutions might, or should, or .must turn out on examina
tion to illustrate the principles of his "evolutionary philosophy." 
He asked Asquith to supply material which would test his hypo• 
thesis. The visits of a savant were a poor substitute for those of a 
solicjtor, but any disappointment Asquith may have felt was 
disarmed by the exquisite courtesy of his abnormal client. He gave 
what help he could, but their joint labours seem to have borne no 
tangible fruit. . . 

I have already recmded that m 1883, after he had been called 
seven years, Asquith became ~· devil " to R. S. Wright, then just 
appointed Junior Counsel to the Treasury or "Attorney-General's 
"devil.'" The Attorney-General was Sir Henry James, later, as, 
Lord James of Hereford, a Lord of Appeal in Ordinary. The link 
thus forged between Asquith and James was extremely opportune 
for the former and was strengthened by an incident which occurred · 
in the first year ofthe new regime. In 1883 the House of Commons 

• 
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was in the throes of the Bradlaugh imbroglio, and Mr.~GJ~dstone was 1874-1886. 

preparing to. introduce ·the Affirmation ::f3ilt He.-:directed ... the Age 
22~34 

Attorney~General to have a memorand,um co:r;npiled on,the_law and, 
hl.story·op.tfieParliam~:Ot;;y Oath. T~is t~k was assignedJ:b.rough 
Wright to Asquit:p., whose~command, of.:.Cons_titutio)lal,,)o~~e ,and 
capacity for Jucid. and .logical stateni~nt qualified him .per(eJJtJi to . 

. · d.{scharge ·it. He bent his whole ener;gies to· the ._bus.inet>S. and the 
, mi1Sterly character. of his :producLma!ile.. !t:;mofoundrimpressiqn.not 
only _on the Attorney-General, -but·on;the Prime.lW,nister,.to.whom 

· James was careful to reveal the identity of.its author. The incident 
·had hhportant results for Asquith. Not merely had he been brought 
. to the favour.able notice of Gladstonej but James, having once.had 

clear proof ·of his quality, took him under his wing and lost no 
opportunity ofadvancing his fortunes. i 'J'he friendlypatroiJ,age,Qfthe 
Head. of tlre· Bar .. t~ards .. an o bscp.re, practitioner. of •. the .;Law .. gave 

· · .pl~cein no long tiVJ.e to a warmJriendsi;Up-and mutual respl:)ct,w~ich 
,.,endured until.JI!-IIlef:l:s.de~tll·, James)kwho,had-considerable experi- .· 
I· ~nee both of p~liticians and of lawyers, expressed-.. the,Qpinjo}1.,~hat 
~t~quith w~s, with.the•single~exceptio~,()f;Gla.dst~ne,J~h.~.~;~~stman. 

, }Yith.whom~he·had,eyel'tW9rked; ... He,preserved the fateful notes on. 
the Parliamentary· Oath ; and on th~ occasion of Asquith's ··sec~:md 
fnarriagein 1894, presented them, handsomely bound, to his wife. 
I F-rom. this time-dates-Asquith's q vi¥ble~ progr~§.S .!'Lt.-th~ .,B~ai:;.~sooii 
to .be eclipsed by. his more rapid .rise in .pp_litics. His legal career. 
proceeded,. once it acquired initill-1 momentum; at an accelerating 
rate. For the first year or two his timty was spent -mainly as the 
unremunerated understudy of Wright, beneath whose eccentricities 
-he would sit all day in his .Chambe~s with a top hat on and a pipe . 
in his mouth-lay a ve:ry real good '}vill towards his "devil." 
Asquith found time to write a shorl ~an11al on the Act of 1883 
dealing with Electoral Corruption, 1 for the use of Election Agents . 

.. This in time resulted in. his bemg retain~d as Junior in a number of 
. ; t - \ ' ' 

.lucrative Election Petitions. By 1~85-~886, Wright's clients, wh() 
mclude<\. the solicitors for several ~ig r~ilway companies, began to 
instruct AsqUith himself. By the time he was elected to Parliament 
in 1886 he could be said to·have a small but real practice of his own. 
The political prominence he assumed almost from the moment he 
entered the House of Commons gave a jsympa'thetic impulse to his 
-forensic ·advance, and contributed to his selection as Junior to Sir 
Charles Russell in the proceedings befor~ the farnellCommission in 
1889. How the Parnell Commission in ~urn gaye him-by what he 

1 Asquith, at the request of Jame~, pr~c~ically drafted the Act. 
. I 
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1874-1886 called "the accident of an accident "-his decisive opportunity, 
Age 

22
-

34 and how that opportunity was seized, must be told in a later chapter. 

• 

v ~ 

By 1888-1889 his junior practice had become large enough to 
enable him to take several pupils. In later life he used to complain 
of the " centrifugal " tendency of some of these. One of them, Mr. 
(now Sir W.) Guy Granet, early diverged into the railway world in 
which, and in finance, he was to attain such marked distinction. 
Another, Mr. (now Sir Anthony) Hope Hawkins,. whom Asquith 
regarded as an extremely promising barrister, declared one morning 
his intention of abandoning the Law for fiction. "i.have a thin 
vein, but I think it should yield about£ - ." The royalties on the 
novels of "Anthony Hope ".must many decades ago have .,eYceeded 
the modest figure named. A third, his close frit- the'h and later, Mr. 
John Roskill, K.C.,1 adhered to the Law and achiiwed success in it. 
The following sketch of Asquith's·early professional days is from his 
pen: • • 

"In January 1888 I Mcame a pupil of Asquith at I Paper Buildings 
where he had been in Chambers with R. S. Wright since 1883. For the 
five previous years he shared a room at 6 Fig Tree Court with Henry 
Conyngham and Mark Napier. Work came slowly and until he ' devilled ' 
for Wright clients were few. Indeed, before he took Silk in 1890 he was 
not in very large practice and often gave his pupils Wright's papers as 
well as his own. His clients were of the best ; he did not care much for 
jury work as he disliked repetition amd was impatient of platitudes. But 
he enjoyed advocacy and his mastery of legal principles and of their 
expression found abundant scope in the non-jury and Appellate Courts. 
When discussing opinions, pleadings or any other branch of his work, 
one always felt the force of mind and depth of knowledge that led 
to his decision and admired the literary form in which that opinion 
was expressed. He rarely dictated an opinion or pleading, but wrote 
them himself, using a quill pen. I possess copies of a number of them 
which I still occasionally read, to profit by his learning and to enjoy the 
beauty and distinction of his language. 

To be associated and in daily contact with such a man was a rare 
privilege. It was not accident that brought me to his <Jhambers. 
I had met him at his fath"er-in-law's house soon after his first election for 
East Fife. His wife, Helen Melland, came of a family who were neighbours 
and friends of my parents. To her as well as to him I owe more than I 
can ever repay. When I came to his Chambers they lived at 27 Maresfield 
Gardens, Hampstead, and there I was not only a welcome but a frequent 
guest. His position in Parliament was already assured, but he was by 
no means certain that this was a good thing for his practice. 

It was then unusual for a junior barrister to enter Parliament ; but 
1 Judge of the Salford Court of Record. 

• 
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this never troubled him, for he looked• upon _the BaE_ ~.s a .means,o£Jiveli
hood and his ambition was for politic!1l,-artd.notJega,l,$promotion. 

He' told me, one evening at his house, wh~le still a junior, that he could 
not accept ~geship, but.-wished,toj)_{'l_J=[Qme~Secr.etar¥.;..-1 asked him 
what he would do if, after attaining)hat position he had to resign it 
owing to the defeat of the Government! He replied that he would return 
to the Bar. But had that ever been done before, I inquired, and had a 
Privy Councillor ever practised before Judges 1 Re thought not, but 
added that he would do it, and I could see· that he felt sure of himself. 
Neither of us then thought that in four years he would be Home Secretary. 

He defended Cunninghame Graham who, with John Burns, 'was tried 
at t!w Old Bailey in connection,with the.disturbances in Traf~lgar Square. 
Burns defended himself. This was the first case that brought Asquith 
into public D;O~e ... ~e had not .long to wait ~or ~is next opportunit~. 
The Parnell COmmiSsiOn began Its long Inqmry m 18~8. Led by SIT 
Charles Russell, he was Parnell's junior Counsel. I was in Court and 

. heard ~ask him to take the cross-exaiflination of Maedonald, then 
Manager of T7ie:T'inw~his masterly cross-examination was the tUrning
point in Asqui~h's c!Liee.r. He· often said that Macdonald was the easiest 
witness he had ever demolished, for his prejudices had literally obscured 
an honest; if limited1 understanding. · · 

The success ca~e at exactly the right moment. He had been called 
twelve years. When the inquiry, after Parnell's•vindication, dragged· on 
for months, Asquith and his leader no longer attended it, and he was 
free to take other worl,{ which cfJ,me ~n abundance. . 

In J anuary-1·890 ~he ·told, rne· that: he .Was .going ... to.a pply3or~Silk, .:arid 
asked me to remain in Chambers with him. Early m February he was 
made a Queen's Counsel, and. on the sarne day his son Cyril was born. 
As a newleader he thought it right to go•on circuit (the North Eastern) 
but only did so once, as he was unwilling to be away from his family and 
his Parliamentary duties for the periods. that a circuit ;practice would 
require. There was, indeed, no reason for him to attend the circuit ; for he 
soon had as rnuch work as he wanted in London. One of his early successes 
as a leader was the Berkeley Peerage case,., in which I wa'S his junior .... 

Work in Chambers and in Court continued to increase and his services 
were in great demand by the railway companies and County Councils. 
The Railway and Canal Traffic Act and the Local Government Act, both 
pass~d in 1888, raised many questions of construction, in the exposition 
of which his mastery was generally acknowledged. . 

Our association was by no means confined to work ; we often went to 
the ~heatr~hen Parliament was not sitting, but he refused to come with 
his wife and me to any concert, and always disclaimed an ear for music. 
For the Easter vacation of 1890 he and I went to Provence and the. 
Riviera. At Nismes I induced him to come to the opera : it was Gounod's 
Faust and not well done. He had enough in twenty minutes, when we left ana 
walked round the Maison Carree and the Amplin Theatre by moonlight. 

Many years .afterwards I saw him alone at a Queen's Hall Symphony 
·Concert .. Teresa Carreno played a Beethoven Concerto. I asked him 
what brought him there and he said that he had been told of her remark
able personality. He did not allude to the music." 

1.-D 
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CHAPTER IV 

MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT 

Stands for East Fife in 1886-A narrow victory-Lord Randolph Churchill's 
resi~ation-Mr. Balfour becomes Chief Secretary for Irellli!:d-The Coercion 
Bill-Asquith's maiden speech-Speech at National Libeltl,l Federation-
Opposes further attempts to conciliate the Liberal Unionists. 0. A. 

1886-1890 ASQUITH once said that m~st of the rash de~ns ke·~en in · 
Age 33- 37 the course of his life had been due to the malign i!litiative of his frienq 

Haldane. This counsellor it was, at any rate, mainly, who determined 
him, in the face of strong dissuasion from othertq11arters and with 
small apparent prospeet of suecess, to stand for Parliament at" the 
General Election of 1886. The sitting Member for East Fife, a 
Mr. Boyd Kinnear, had forfeited the confidence of the local associa
tion by declining to support Home Rule. The same body, on the 
26th June, 1886, by a large majority, invited Asquith to contest the 
seat, and its invitation, tendered on a Saturday, was accepted 
the same day. By Monday Asqwth had issued his Election Address, 
which inter alia proclaimed him a representative of " advanced 
Liberalism," and declared uncompromisingly for the full Gladstonian 
policy for Ireland. . 

Polling was due within a week of his arrival in the division. 
Mr. Kinnear was a local figure of some considerable influence and 
popularity, and as a Unionist could reckon on the Tory vote. The 
constituency consisted mainly of scattered villages, and Asquith had to 
address a vast number of comparatively small meetings; severe handi
caps, these, for an obscure carpet-bagger to confront and.overcome 
within narrow limits ol time. Many of these gatherings were hostile. 
He has told how an audience of about a dozen, after listening to him 
in silence and heckling him for an hour, resolved unanimously that 
he was" not a fit and proper person to represent this division." On 
.his side the newcomer could count the prestige of Mr. Gladstone, the 

// support of an important section of the local Press, and not least.his 
own. dialectical prowess. "In clearness of statement," wrote the 

1 
' Dundee Advertiser, "cogency of argument and effectiveness of 
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illustration; we have ~carcely.];J.ear!l hjm,surpassed." These qualities 1886-'1890 

tell with·a Scottish· audience.. He gained on th~ electors and if the ~ge 33
-

37 

· campai~ ~-laste~ _longer his modest but sufficient majority---
_376-woula dol!btless have been larger. The actual figures were: 
Asquith, Lib. 2863. :Boyd Kinnear, Dissentient Lib. 2487. 'Fhe 
constituency was--faithful to _him .for .thirty..,t)Vo:>"years. · At the 
" Coupmi" election of 1918 it rejected him and for the first time in 

-its histpry returned· a Conservative. He was invited a year or two 
later to stand again, and it is pretty certain that if he had, East Fife 
would have returned to her old allegiance. But he had accepted her 

·. . earlier -decision as fi~al, and preferred the ".dark. and difficult 
adyentur~" Qii'Paisley . 
. It is perhaps worth recalling some features of-the Parliamentary 

.stage o~ch Asquith made his debut. • The"P11rliamen~:<:ifJ:~.~6-
. 1~92.,.-wa8:ill1iiglr:8.(3~f'!!~~m.,~.t~c and,mouv~ny~p,t~ .... Before· Asquith 

had made 'his maid•n speech tne political world· was convulsed by 
~he -portent ·of ~~~,,~~Il9c9J:Ph,~9hurehiWs-res~gnation-and its-accept
ance-by·Lord:·Salislftu:y. Until the 23rd December, 1886,-the stars 
in their courses had fought to promote ·· •and illuminate Lord 
Randolph's fortunes. In the course of little more than half a dozen 
years in Parliament he liad bearded and brushed aside everyone 
who -had·stood ·in his path.- He had assailed Mr. Gladstone with 
fearless irreverence, capttired the Tory Caucus for a time from Lord 
Salisbury, driven .Sir Stafford N orthcote from the Ro1,1Se gf Csnninon~, 
become a ·Secretary --oLState at :·-ehirty-six,-~and .at ... thirty.cseven 
Leader of-the-House. A single miscalculation, one gambler's throw 
after· the run· of luck had stopped, arrested, and· eventually 

· extinguished this extraordinary career. Lord Randolph.\.-was a 
formidable man;"'and·could·when ·he.chose·be very rude; bu,t he 
reserved ·the asperities of his tongue for his contemporaries or 
seniors. To the younger men in politics and· to Asquith in this 
Parliament he was easy of access and uniformly kind. More than 
once he attended the annual dinners at the "Blue Posts,"· a. 
tavern to JVhich Haldane and Asquith ·had the temerity· to invite · 

. . some ·of the leading men in politics and" letters during this 
Parliament. In 1891 he discussed his resignation with Asquith, and 
it. is perhaps worth noting that on this occasion he attributed. it 
(as he generally did) to his error in "forgetting Gosch~n." _"When 
I resigned, I should have beaten Lord Salisbury; as'I confidently 
expected to do, but for their being able: to fall back· on Goschen." 
When; in 1895, he passed from the scene, Asquith took the chair at 
one of the farewell dinners given to him. 
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Whatever its cause, Lord Randolph's demission had two con
sequences of immediate moment. The first was to present the 
Government with its first Liberal Unionist recruit i~ch~n. The 
other consequence was that short-lived but interesting experiment, 
the " Round Table." Chamberlain's Toryward drift had been 
rendered endurable to his radical heart and conscience so long as the 
inventor of Tory democracy occupied a key position in the councils 
of the Government. With Lord Randolph's eclipse and the prospect 
of reaction untempered by the restraints which he alone could 
impose, Chamberlain's mood veered to one of conciliation with the 
Gladstonians. And early in 1887 Harcourt called the famous Round 
Table Conference (consisting of Harcourt, Morle~ Chamberlain, 
Trevelyan, and Herschell) at his' house to explore and smooth the 
path of reunion. At first-the experiment prospered :~action 
of the participants outside the council ~:ru11er made its con
tinuance impossible. Chamberlain did not ce~ on the platform to 
vituperate the Irish : Morley retaliated, and finally a violent 
onslaught by the former, in the Baptist, on btta Irish and Plad- • 
stonians gave concili~tion its quietus. 

Meanwhile Irish affairs continued practically to monopolise the 
time of Parliament. Asquith's speeches in these years were 
practically all concerned with Ireland : and as the occasion of his 
maiden speech was the Government's reversion to a policy of 
repression, the steps by which it so reverted may be briefly recalled. 
In September 1886 a Tenants' Relief Bill providing for the downward 
revision of judicial rents had been introduced by Parnell. Owing, 
inter alia, to a severe fall in prices, tenants could not hope· to pay 
their existing rents in the winter immediately impending. The chain 
of consequences Parnell foresaw and feared was evictions, crime, 
coercion. The Bill was thrown out. A Commission appointed by the 
Government reported in February 1887 in favour of the remedy it 
had rejected and Ministers, after a comic succession of marches and 
counter-marches, found that if they were to retain their supporters 
among the Ulster peasantry they must concede, at all 611Vents for a 
time, the principle of a general revision of judicial rents, a process 
which they had denounced shortly before as " laying the axe at the 
roots of civilised society." Meanwhile, ten months had been 
wasted and during them what Parnell apprehended had occurred. 
Evictions had provoked the " Plan of Campaign " (launched, 
according to Parnell, without his sanction and against his wishes, at 
a time when he was ill) whereby tenants tendered such reduced rents 
as they thought fair in full satisfaction of the landlord's claims, and, 
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upon the inevitable rejection of the tender, contributed -the money 1886-1890 

to a fund for the relief of -the evicted. The " Plan .of Campaign "_ Ag~ 33
-

3,?.
was a general agreement to -break contracts. Whether ·such an 
agreement constitutes a criminal conspiracy or not, it was a form' 
of lawlessness, -and afforded, along with a certain outcrop of 
undoubted crime, a prete:Xt to the Government to- reintroduce 
Coercion. 

The task of reintroducing it devolved on a new~Chief.Secret~ry. 
for Sir M. Hicks-Beach, wliose _eyes __ 4ad__b~~I?-, giving.~_him,..-troubl~, 
had been succeeded- in--this_o:ffice:by~Mr.----Arth~]3~J_fQ;ur~ As a 
member of the Fourth pa'r.ty and as a ininor Minister in the present 
~overnme~t, Mr. Balfour ~ad-betrayed-little ?f-his :r~:g~~qll:alitY_.: . he 
was concmved as-a -charmmg, ~but-~rather~spmeless, .,tnfler,. drifttp.g 
·~ith l~zy g.r,a~l~ m~~p!iysicaLdoudland-;- This coriceptioll. ~~s 
now rudely disp ac . Almost from the first the new-Ir-ish-Secr«:Jtary 
~howed hims~l(an_~~:g:tAQi~?tr:ato_r .. of,ruthl,ess,.ten~eity;_ and.a,debater 
supple, steely,-and-d,exterous~beyond all.expectatmn~ For five years 
lie courted tlie ;tttack of t~e whole Irish p~rty, and encountered 

-with composure its combined debating 'strength. Gladstone had 
coer~ed the Irish with_ a :,wry face a~d a reluctant_ -will. Mr. 
Balfour did so with a seerrpng levity and cold gusto, :which aj; 
once exasperated and astounded the Honie Rulers. 

He -it was·who now introd~ced .the ne:.w,..Crimes.Bill,.-in.some~ways 
a more drastic measure than.:that.of,l88L In particular it was put 
forward not as an emergency measUre with a time limit, but as.,a. 
permanent engine oLirish- government: Secondly it contained, as 
originally ~drafted, a provision permitting Irish offenders to_ be 
deported to London and tried at the Old Bailey. The provision, 
though later dropped, is eloquent of the spirit in which the measure 
was conceived. Under its provisions practically anything could be· 
made unlaw(ul by proclamation. 

Asquith's,maiden.,speech,.was_made~ii:Lthe,course of a debate on 
the motion--of W. H. S~ith (Leader of the House) that the Crimes 
Bill shoul~have precedence of other business .• One or two excerpts 
will give a notion of its quality. He dealt boldly with the argument 
that Gladstone had practised coercion : -

"I,~ for one, do· not..,believe -in the plenary -infallibility .. of.,;Liberal 
Gov:ernments.--/fhough-I aril a lpyalmember of my.party,a~d.afaithf~ 
follower of my leader, -I do n_ot think that :the fact-that the Liberal 
Government of 1881 committed what I conceive to be a colossal and 
disastrous mistake, fs ·any reason why we, . under the guidance of a 
Conservative Ministry, should repeat the blunder. It is admitted that, 
loo~ng at Ireland as a whole, there has been, ~-uring the last six months, 

,. 
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1886-1890 less serious crime, whether open or secret, than in almost any corres
Age 33-37 ponding period of her troubled history. What crime there has been, is 

confined to a comparatively limited area in a few counties in the South 
and West. In those counties we find another phenomenon. 'It is in 
those coutlties that abatements of rent have been most generally refused. 
It is in those counties that evictions have been most exceptionally 
frequent in number and most grave and cruel in their character. It is 
in those counties that the standard of rents, judged by the reductions 
made by the Land Commissioners in the course of the last few months, 
has been abnormally high. As to the prevalence of crime, having regard 
to these admitted facts, I say deliberately, that this is a manufactured 
crisis. We know by experience how a case for coercion is made out. 
The panicmongers of ·the Press-gentlemen to whom every political 
combination is a conspiracy, and to whom every patr~t is a rebel
were the first in the field, and have been most effectively assisted on 
the present occasion on the .other side of the Channel, by the purveyors . 
of loyal fiction and patriotic hysterics, wholes~an, and for 
exportation. The truth, whatever truth there is in the stories, is deliber
ately distorted and exaggerated. Atrocities are fibricated to meet the 
requirements of the market with punctuality, and when the home supply 
fails,.the imagination of the inventive journalist Jings its flight across 
the Atlantic and he setls to work to piece together the stale gossip of 
drinking saloons in New York and Chicago, and ekes it out with cuttings 
from obscure organs of the dynamite press. 

The really grave symptoms in Ireland are the existence of boycotting 
and the indisposition of juries to convict prisoners . 

• 
Do hon. members imagine that by the legislation which Her Majesty's 

Government are going to propose, they will be able to transmute the 
social atmosphere in which these people live and which renders such 
treatment of them possible ? Suppose we enlarge the powers of the 
magistrates ; suppose we deprive the jurors of their share in the adminis
tration of the law ; suppose we make punishments more severe ; do you 
imagine that in that way you will increase the disposition of the peasantry 
of Ireland to come forward and give evidence 1 Not even a drumhead 
court-martial can convict without testimony proving the guilt of the 
accused. The difficulty which we have to provide for, is the difficulty 
which arises from the fact that the great mass of the populatio• in Ireland 
are alienated from the Mw and have no sympathy with its administration. 

I . · We are not unfamiliar in this country with the very state of things 
which exists in Ireland. There is nothing novel in the symptoms. . . . 

'l_:.They have been witnessed in every country, whenever the state of the 
law has.not been in harmony with the wishes of the people ..•. 

It is truly an extraordinary thing that at this time of day, the Govern
ment, dealing with a well-known form of social and political disease, 
should come to the House and repeat the catchwords of the Metternichs 
and Castlereaghs as if they were the latest discoveries of political science. 
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The Ghancellor~of the Exchequer.J!9Ji 1~pg.ago,~-witb..w:h~t~was.tb.~n,his 1886-1890 
habitual caution, ,declined-to.giveha,.}Jla,~~~heq-q~,.~o.,..~.Qfd Sa].4!J>J}}'y. Age 33-37 
I think that we might profit by the right hon:gentleman's example, and, 
the liberties of a nation,being.at,stak~, r~!l;_~<?!l.!l>PlY.·decline;to~honour·this 
yery serious draft upon· .our ,...political,~b~elJ.e.f. I quite understand that 

·there are hon. members near me who take a very difierent view of the 
matter. ··Those hon. members are compelled by the circumstances of 
their· position to make a display of faith ~hich a very short time ago. 
they would have been the first to ridicule and condemn. lt·is;"pe:r.haps, 
·excUsable ·in:· them·tthat ~under <the rstress·-·of~compr.omising ymemorie.a-
. 4temories~of .. the "d!i'ys ·when-they_w~re: wont.; to,declare j;)l~t.:. fo,rQ~.is ,no 

· remedy ' ; memones of the days, still more recent, when they denounced 
.the wickedness of the Irish landlords and the more than foolish abomina

. tions of Castle rule,:-:-it was, perhaps, excusable in t)lem that they should 
·clutch at any pretext, however desperate, ~hich might seem to reconcile 
their llresent ":ith. their past. . I do not know now who is the cas~t. of 
the Lweral Umomst Pal'ty. In, that compact and complete orgarusat10n 
I feel sure that a 'place must have been found for a director of consciences. 
Whoever he is, hisi;imemust just now be pretty well occupied. But as 
for the. poor Sepalatists, the ' intellectual scum of what was once the 
Liberal Party,' tMy may be thankful that they have not to exercise 
tMir faculties U: the attempt to explain how they can vote for a Coercion 
Bill, in the hope .that some day or other, in some way or other, remedial 
measures may be introduced. 

In the course which the party opposite are about to take are they not 
either going too far or not going far enough ~ Consider what will be the 
position of Ireland, the condition of government in that country under , 
the system which you are about to introduce-representative institutions 
upon the•terins that the voice of the ~eat majority of the representatives 
of the people shall be systematically ignored and ove~dden; the-right 
of public meeting.tempered.by,_ . .Viceregal~procla;II!ation; tria.I,by,.jury 
with a doctored ·and. ma,nipulated·.panel-;, a •free-Pressrsubj ect .. tp_~be 
muzzled at.t.!!e.will of officials ; judges and magistrates, by their traditions 
independent of the Crown, but in pract~ce and in theory of their office 
inextricably mixed up with the action of the Executive. What con-' 

,.1ceivable advantage can there be either to Ireland or to Great Britain 
~ffom t~e contin~ance·?f cthiE!·gross -qaricature.of,the.Br~ti~_~:Constitution 1 
" ~here 1s.muchVITtue m governmentoftP,e people, .. l:>y .. t!!_e_people;.fo:r)he 

· Pceople. There is much also to be said for a powerful and W:!{ll-equipped 
auto.cracy, butl"betweeti"the~two;·there.is.,no_ logical~OI.-statesni\IJI!!_ike 
bltmg~p1ace. · • 

For-the· hybrid_ sy~te_m .. whickthe Government . .is about_~to~~et,up, _a 
system which· pret~nds·to"'be.that.:which-,it.is,,no~,.Jtn~)~.'P:9Ji,.:wh~tjt 
pretends to,bei'a system which cannot be either resolutely repressive or 
frankly popular-for this half-hearted compromise there is inevitably, 
reser.ved·the inexorable sentence(which ·history ·show~ ,w-ust J.!!-!t2n~ ~very 
form of.political<imposture." / . · 

· /(House ·Of,GQII:l.J!!£~·.2tt1M~~,J,~~-)~,. 
' . it 1\ot 
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1886-1890 The speech was highly succ~ssful. Its combative acerbity 
Age 

33
- 37 delighted the Irish. Mr. Gladstone had heard Asquith speak 

before at some function of the Eighty Club. The high estimate he 
formed of the earlier performance was confirmed by the present 
speech. The House was impressed by its argumentative cogency 
and literary finish, and hardly less by the authoritative tone with 
which it was delivered. Here was no fumbling novice or promising 
amateur, but a seasoned fighter, sure, with an assurance which 
usually experience alone can beget, of his case, his audience, and 
himself. It was often said of Asquith afterwards that he was never 

. - ?> member of the rank and file. From the start he assumed the 
manner of a front bencher and the House accepted him at his own 
valuation. 

The Bill was carried with the help of the Liberal Unionists, i:J.J.Clud
ing Joseph Chamberlain, the arch-enemy of ~oercion in days w".hen 
the condition of Ireland had been worse. In t~ matter, as in so 
many others, Chamberlain did nothing by halves. His temperament 
abhorred the fence and the hedge. If he could no •Imager be the q,ne 
thing, he must be flatly and whole-heartedly the other. 

So began "twenty years of resolute government." 
Two other incidents in 1887 brought Asquith prominently into 

public notice. 
On 25th May he wrote a letter to The Times defer..ding the extru

sion from the Eighty Club of its Liberal Unionist members. In the 
interests of these last, and of Cha:rtlberlain in particular, a resolution 
had been proposed that the guests of the Club should not be limited to 
either section of the Liberal Party. To this resolution an amend
ment was moved, and carried by a great majority, committing the 
Club to the propagation of Home Rule, and inferentially barring the 
return of the arch-rebel and his followers. Chamberlain, Hartington, 
Goschen, and Bright thereu,pon resigned. Complaints of proscription 
and excommunication were in the air. Asquith temperately, but 
with firmness, defended the action of the Club. "The choice lay," 
he wrote, " between the loss of valuable members and the <K>rnplete 
paralysis of the Club. We delayed making it as long as we could, 
but the occasion was forced on us at last by the minority, and as we 
had to choose, I do not see how, having regard to the views of the 
majority and the objects of the Club, we could have done otherwise 

• than we did." 
He struck the same note later in the same year, in a speech at a 

meeting of the National Liberal Federation at Nottingham (18th 
October, 1887). ·Moving a resolution of confidence in the policy of 
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Home:Rule, he said that speaking as·a very.,humble mem'ber.Qf~the 
.,:.. party;-he thought the·limits ofreasonable.concession (to.tP.eMberal 
~ · Union!sts)·had. been, reached. Henry,JV-had~.thoJight .. Jl.!t.I!~.!Yas 
·~ "-,;;,• wort}). a mass H : ·but they ._npgM..::pay~. to.o.<high.,a-pricec-foLthe 

c~pitulation of Bj.rlllingham. _ He concluded ·with-ac-notable~tx!.!?l!te 
to Mr. Gladstone, "whose presence at our head is worth a hundre<;l 
battalions. To·the•youngest.it is an jnspiration,.";to,.,the-roldest .. ~n 
example, to one and all a living lesson of devotion, hopefulness, and 
vitality. Let us rejoice that one survivor. of the heroic age of 
English politics has entered on the last st'ruggle of a life spent on the 
battlefields o~ freedom : and let us, lesser men· of a later day, be 
proud that in such an enterprise and under such omens~we..,.._are 
permitted to obey. his summons and follow wh(ln h~)eads." -

Thi~ discourse was l)c6essed to a wider audience and created a 
greater splash than· his maiden speech in Parliament. Ha~court 
wrote-to his-w:ife-l "Asqllith. made~a really .. !emarkable speeQll;corr 
which· r.. greatly 'c<Jmplim~mted~him; ·. It·.was ·j;he >only.speech:.o~~the 
a~rp.o9.n." J@hn Morley. referred .to it-as~.:.eloquent and,-power
f!l.V' This effort strengthened his-claim ·to lhe high place which he 
was soon to occupy in the councils of the party .. His activities for 
the next two yeats, both in Parliament and outside.it, centred in the 
Parnell Commis~ion,, which deserves 'a chapter to itself . 

• 
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CHAPTER V 

THE PARNELL COMMISSION 

Parnellism and Crime "-Appointment of the Commission-Asquith protests 
against the enlarged scope of the Inquiry~ Is briefed as junior to Sir Charles 
Russell on behalf of Parnell-Sensational cross-examination •of Mr. Simon 
Macdonald-His name as an advocate made-Parnell's debacle and death-
Asquith's impressions and estimate of Parnel' fl· A . .. 

IF any rule can be said to have applied to the Irish movement, it is 
that its course and fortunes were determined lby circumstances 
entirely unrelated to its merits. A good illustratiol of the working of 
this rule is afforded by the fact that the assassins wf10 diverted the 
course of Irish history by murdering Lord F. Cavendish apparently 
did not know who he was. The years 1887-1891 were to furnish 
further and classic examples of its operation. The cause of Home 
Rule was powerfully advanced by proof that Mr. Parnell had not 
been guilty of condoning a murder, and sustained a crucial set-back 
from the discovery (an open secret much earlier to all who mattered) 
that he had been guilty of living with a married woman. 

The story is too well worn to bear re-telling, save in the briefest 
summary. In early 1887 The Times published a series of articles 
under the heading " Parnellism and Crime." The burden of these 
articles was that the Land League had fostered crime and outrage in 
Ireland. On 18th April-the morning of the day on which the 
second reading division on the Crimes Bill was to be taken-The 
Times published a letter signed ostensibly by Parnell (though the 
body of the letter was in a different hand). The letter, a photograph 
of which appears on page 64, was in these terms : • 

15f5JS2.~ 7 
DEAR SIR, 

I am not surprised at your friend's anger but he and you should 
know that to denounce the murders was the only course open to us. To 
do so promptly was plainly our best policy. 

But you can tell him and all others concerned that though I regret the 
accident of Lord F. Cavendish's death I cannot refuse to admit that 
Burke got no more than his deserts. 

58 
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You are at liberty to show hiin this, and others whom you can trust 1888-1890 
·. also, but let not my address be known. He can write to House of Age 35-37· 

Commons. 
. Yours very truly, 

CHAS. s. PARNELL. 

The Times expressed no doubt as to the authenticity of the letter, · 
and confidently alleged •that it was addressed to Patrick Egan, a 
notorious dynamiter. Its~~plain.,meaning·~was~,.tQ..at.,J?arl!.~.ha,9. 

• expressed. sympathy-with. the .Phoonix,Parli:~D:J.JlJ:ders. 
Parnell instantly (but in oddly guarded"terms)-.,repudiated .. the 

letter as.a.fabrication. His dementi was received with cool amused· 
"disbelief in the highest Conservative circles. 'Lord Salisbury, 
·assuming the truth of T),e Times' allegations as beyond question, 
des;ctibed Mr. Glads~ as linked to an ally "tainted with the 
strong presumption of conniving at assassination" (20th April,· 
1887):; bo.ld woids from one who had so lately profited by an 
electoral.allianctf with the Irish Leader. · 

., • Yet. the Cooservative. Party cannot b~. really blamed for their 
attitude in this matter. If they treated with .strange disrespect the 
notion that an accused person: is " presumed " to be innocent, yet 
the standing and_reputation ,of·The Times made what ultimately 
turned o~t to be the truth quite incredible ·at the time, and for a 
year afterwards Piunell's omission to vindicate himself by taking 
proceegings against ·the· paper. lent some colour to ·the cynical 
assumptions of his opponents. -ne thought that a jury, whether. 
English or Irish, would be too prejudiced to reach an unanimous 
verdict, or to carry any moral weight even if it did. Another Irish 
Nationalist M.P., Mr. Hugh O'Donnell, ignoring these considerations, 
had sued The Times for libel. The Times contended (1) that its . 
imputations did not relate to him;. (2) that they were true.
O'Donnell withdrew that part, of his ·case which concerned, charges 
in which he was not named. l On the two relatively unimportant 
charges in which he was named, the•jury found against him; Thus 

I • ~ ,_ 

in the :t!lain the case failed.to decide the isf\ues on which Mr. O'Don-
nell had gone to law. Yet.the Attorney-Gener.ab{Sir,R. :Webster), 
who appeared for The Times, in accordance.with-the rule.which,.in 
those days, permitted a Law Officer to appear for.a.private litigant, 
improved 'the occasion by producing a whole body of new letters and ' 
accusations, the first of which he declared he could prove to be 
genuine, and the second well-founded. 

Parnell alleged ·the~e letters .also .. to .•. bec-forgl:lries. To""w_s~..;.j.Jli~ 
question he asked for. a.Select.-Gommittee • .,.. This the Government 

• 
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refused, but offered in its place (16th July, 1888) a Statutory Com
mission of Judges to inquire, not merely into the only issue Parnell 
had raised, namely, the genuineness of the letters and his conne<;tion 
with the Phoonix Park outrages, but also into all the allegations and 
charges made in The Times articles, not only against Parnell, but 

·against M.P.'s "and other persons.'' In other words, the Govern
ment proposed to entrust a tribunal of their own choosing with a 
roving commission to see if any evidence could be found to support 
against any member of the Parnellite party-or indeed anybody 
else-any one of the multitudinous imputations and innuendoes in 
any of The Times articles. The Government indicated that this 
was an offer which could be taken or left, but would not be modified ; 
and proceeded to select (and embody in~.ir Bill the names of) 
three Judges, one of whom was suspected-~htly or wrongly-of 
strong bias against th~ persons incriminated. The Opposition p;o
teste~ in _vain against this p~oce~ure, but as their vifw, and Parnell's 
by this t1me, was that any mqmry was better tha!J none, they had 
perforce to accept what was offered them. Two pointe in particular 
were selected for attack by Asquith in the House of Commons. On 
the 30th July, 1888, he criticised the way in which the Commission 
had been constituted. Why had not the Government negotiated 
privately with the Opposition concerning its personnel ~ Three 
Judges acceptable to both parties could easily have been found. As 
it was, the Government had forced the Opposition to the alternative 
either of accepting any tribunal, however objectionable to them, or 
of canvassing the qualifications of the Judges in public.1 On the 
7th August he followed this up by the reasonable demand that 
particulars of the charges should be formulated before the inquiry 
began. The Commission should not have to deal with a mass of 
ambiguous innuendoes. 2 This demand was in the main conceded by 
the Commission at its first meeting. The Bill constituting the 
Commission passed in August 1888. 

On 17th September, 1888, the Commission sat for the first time, 
to discuss procedure. B~tween then and 22nd November, 14889, its 
sittings continued, occupying in all 129 working days. Over five 
hundred witnesses were called. Asquith was briefed as junior Counsel 
with Sir Charles Russell as leader, on behalf of Parnell. 

The Attorney-General and Sir H. James (afterwards Lord James 
of Hereford) appeared amongst others for The Times, and Mr . 
Robert Reid (afterwards Lord Lore burn) for twenty-one incriminated 
Irish members. 

1 Hansard, Vol. 329, p. 792 2 Hansard, Vol. 329, p. 1882. 
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The .prbpeedings, which from first to last occupied over a year, 1888-1890 
. , : i d d · t l · l ' t" f thrill d Age 35-37 
w~re compoun e m ex reme y unequa propor 10~ o an 
tedivm. ~veryone- knew that the Commission would never have 
b{)en: appo~nted but for the alleged forgeries. Unwarrantably (in the 
view of many) though the Commission's province had been extended, 
tll~se. and *othing else were its true raison a: etre and the sole branch . 
of its investigations for. ~hich public opinion cared a rush. The 
-crucial question of the origin of these letters was bound to be raised 
at some stage. The Times Counsel, without knowing that the letters 
we~e forgeries, knew that they had been obtained from Pigott, a 
p.eedy. blackmailer of the inkiest antecedents ; and as early in the 
inquiry as. ~he .lith November, 1888, they had had, a letter from 
Pigott sayirig in effect t~at .he would make a b;i.d witness. 1 They 
sought, therefore, by~very means in their power to postpone the 
investigatio~ of the source· of the letters ·(and the consequent appear~ 
~nee of~igottin1the_·box) till the eleven~h hour: and to em.J?loy the 
mtervemng m:orths m an attempt to bmld up an overwhelmmg case 
agaipst the 1-and League as a mere cloak and pretext for crinie. 
when sentiment had been thoro-q.ghly infla\ned against the National
ists, :,th~y coti).d.a:fford to expose ~he weaker cards in their own hand. 
The unfortun',ate pedigree of the ~etters could then be disclosed with 
.ah effect less 'damaging to their clients' interests and less favoUr-able 
to those of the Parnellites, than would otherwise be possible .. Parnell 
and his Coun\sel, on th,e other hand, knew before the proceedings 
started that the letters had not ~nly been obtained from Pigott but 
forged by Pigott. The~ cue was to elicit these matters at the earliest 
moment. But in this they were not wholly successful. For the first 
five months the inquiry ranged· over the chosen ground-of the 
Attorney-Gen~ral. At last, by February 1889, Sir Richard Webster 
had exhausted all the powder an,d shot, available -on these issues, 
which:-even hi~ capacious- magazines contained. An attempt still 
further to pos~pone the, evil day· by interposing the evidence . of 
handwriting eJi;perts wa~ thwarted.; and .. on,.,20th,,February.~Pigott 

-1w~as·<:l~~(hby.,1;'he,Times.J- In telli~g his advoc~te~ that,he :wpuld be 
''!discredited, the•poor man had spoken well-.withm.,the.truth. The 
}~f~eblest advocate at the Bar, armed:with Russell's dossier, could have 

~~arified him, and Russell, was,.th~<greate~t -cross7examjner,gKJ:lls 
~im,e. The two days d1Jring which,the miserable.wretch,~a:v:a~ed 
and .. pounded- by Sir Charles' ,merciless ,-batteries~were .. mo:re •P&:inful 
1 1 ,This letter, as Asquith pointed out in the House of Commons, was not disclosed _ 

until Pigott was actually in the box, when ,it was produced in compliance ,with a 
demand in cross-examination which could not be resisted. (Hansard, Vol. 339, 
p. 750.) . ' . . 

'• ,\ 
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1888-1890 than exciting. The victim, unable to face a third, wrote a con
Age 

3
5-

37 fession, fled to Spain, and killed himself when on the point of arrest. 
The Times withdrew the letters, and Parnell's vindication, on the only 
issue on which he had challenged an inquiry, was complete. · 

The only matter which still interested the general body of 
. spectators was how The Times had ever come to put forward the 

letters as genuine. On this issue they called their manager, Mr. 
Simon Macdonald. The world expected him to unfold a tale of 
business-like vigilance frustrated either by some freak of chance or 
by some exhibition of satanic and serpentine guile. This expecta
tion was dramatically disappointed. Asquith has told how after 
Macdonald's evidence in chief, Russell complained of lassitude and 
said, " You must deal with this fellow,': overbearing the modest 
remonstrances of his junior. Asquith acc~ngly dealt with rum. 
The witness at first took an aggressive line ; he " answered back "' ; 
but his interrogator was not to be ruffied, brow.-beaten, or side
tracked. For an hour or two the stream of cool, lieadly questions 

·flowed on, damaging admissions piled up; the wifn.eis's firm froJ?.t 
yielded, and soon he was ,n full retreat. The retreat became a rout. 
Before the cross-examination had finished, the victim stood exposed 
on the view most favourable to him, as an exemplar of childlike and 
abysmal credulity. When Asquith sat down, to be overwhelmed 
with praise by his leader, he was, so far as the Bar was concerned, a 
made man. His practice jumped a dozen rungs, and within a year 
he took Silk with a confidence whi<!h was fully justified by the event. 
Yet in spite of the magical wand which this day's work had passed 
over his own fortunes, he consistently maintained that the Parnell 
Commission was, as a whole, far and away the most tedious experi
ence of his life. So little could any episode, however vitally it 
affected his career, disturb his balance or benumb an unsleeping 
capacity for boredom. 

The Commission meanwhile, like a wounded snake, dragged its 
slow length along. It reported in February 1890. Its findings on the 
letters were inevitable and foreseen ; its conclusions on t]Je} wider 
and vaguer questions a matter of relative indifference, though not 
of unimportance, since it acquitted the Land League of the main 
charge brought against that body-that of complicity in " every 
agrarian murder which had occurred over a period of three years." 

• On a few counts-it pronounced against the incriminated M.P.s. 
But no one was surprised or much shocked to learn that the 
Nationalists had not always denounced disorder with unqualified 
fervour, or even that seven of them had joined the Land Leagw 
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with the ;object·· of promoting " Separation." The Government 1888-1890 

pressed these thini bandages to its wopnds without materially Age 
35

-
37 

stancl~ing them. It moved, in the debate which foilowed, that the 
Report be adopted: Three:features illuuPnated an otherwise drab 
debate. In almost the last speech which recalled hi~ earlier quality, 
Lord Randolph Churchill savagely hammered the :Government for 
constituting a modern Star Chamber. "Pigott! Pigott ! Pigott! " 
was his cry with nienacing finger pointed at the front bench. Mr. 
Gladstone spoke eloquently in support of an ame~dment that the. 
House should record its· reprobation of the foul Gharges of which 
Parnell had been acquitted. Asquith, ~n the s~me amendn:lent, 
made a bitter and vehement attack, backe<l with all ,the weight of his 
intimate knowledge, on the Attorney-General's :conduct of the 
progeedings before the Qommissiori. ·It affords som;e measure of the 
pres'tige the speaker had acquired after less than four years in 
Parliament, that TM Times not orily rep'qrted this ~peech verbatim, 
but devo~d a whofe leading article to t.h~ task of answering it. But· 
Parnell's. triumph had been >too decisive and achieved too many 
months ago for the voices of his apologists to ~xcite passionate 
interest; Theyseemedt:OO be flogging·. a dead 4orse. :No one on either 
side realised how soon the horse would revive, refreshed and 
strengthened by a spell 'of sleep. ' ' 

.Aii acute eye ~ight have foreseen these blighti~g developments. 
Nearly three .months before the Commission reported, Captain· 
O'Shea~had cited.Parnen··as co~re~ond{mt-in his~suit for divorce. 
In the inner circles of politics Parnell's association ,with Mrs. O'Shea 
had for years been common knowledge, and the cataclysmic effects 
which fo1lowed its revelation to a wider public supply a pretty text 
f.or critics of the moral hypocrisy of our race. When•the.suit,.came 
to trial~on-r5th·November,··l8·90,,Parn:ell.didnot,;defend. But the 
existence of a cross-petition forced a disclosure in Court of the whole 
story. Two or three days later a decree was grante~ to the petitioner. 
Parnell had outwardly treated this event with studied insouciance ; 
a strange J:Riscalculat:lon for a man who :was,.aboye all, a "realist," 
led him to think it would be a" nine days' wonder," and no more. 
A great meeting of'the National Liberal Federation meanwhile was 
'due to be held on 20th November at Sheffield, and Mr. Gladstone had 
to decide what his attitude should be. His instinct was to do 
nothing. He obstinately eschewed the role of moral censor.1 The 
probable reactions of the Nonconformist conscience on the Irish 

~cause which alone now ,interested him, determined his policy. If 
l 1 Though a voice in the" interior· forum" whispered, "It'll na. de·e." (Morley.) 

• 
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Parnell continued to lead the Irish, Home Rule would lose the 
effective support of the bulk of Liberals, or enough of that support 
to make its passage impossible. Lord Morley has record¢ the 
letter which Mr. Gladstone wrote to him in this sense, to be passed 
on to Parnell; a letter, the pith of which (amid much considerate 
circumlocution) was that Parnell's continued leadership of his 
forces would, in the existing state of public opinion, " reduce 
Mr. Gladstone's leadership of the Liberals to a nullity." He has 
told how the Irish leader, more suo, evaded service of this letter; 
vanished into thin air, and only reappeared a minute or two before 
the meeting of the Irish Party convened to elect its sessional 
chairman ; how the message was then hurriedly .delivered to 
Parnell, and by him deliberately withheld from his colleagues ; 
and how they, in ·their innocence, proceedeQ. to re-elect him .to the 
chair of the party. • 

Asquith played in these proceedings the part of a spectator only. 
He had, however, met Parnell, as his Counsel, tio or three times a 
week for the best part of a year. His judgment, i:f on this gro"!lnd 
only, is not without va1ue. One impression he had formed-that 
Parnell, with all his transcendent acuteness in some matters, lacked 
in others a grasp of the obvious-is confirmed and illustrated by the 
Irish leader's conduct in the present crisis. Instead of retiring, for 
a time at least, and allowing the English Nonconformists and the 
Irish Catholics an opportunity of recovering their breath, he deter
mined to brazen things out, and" fought like a demon to retain his 
position. He even tried to brand Mr. Gladstone as a backslider and 
a renegade from the Irish cause, and to pose, for his own part, as 
the martyr of British treachery and puritanism. Day after day 
Committee Room 15 (the same in which Chamberlain had assassin
ated the first Home Rule Bill) reverberated with this unseemly 
conflict. His inevitable defeat almost turned his brain, and cer
tainly precipitated his death. About twenty-six of the party, led 
by John Redmond, remained faithful to him. (Asquith shocked his 
friends by saying he would have been one of them.) iorty-four 
voted against him.- Parnell turned to Ireland and wore himself to 
shreds in propagating his cause at by-elections. It was of no avail. 
At Kilkenny, at Carlow, at Sligo his candidates were defeated. The 
country for which he had laboured so hugely disowned him. In his 
forty-sixth year, exhausted by his exertions, he died (7th October, 
1891).1 

Asquith often commented on the paradoxes of Parnell's career. 
1 W. H. Smith died the_ same day. 
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That the leadership of a nationaLm?vem~nt ~n.behalf.gf_~:~._Qatholic is~s~~~~~ 
peasantry should have fallen to a, ProtestaJ?.t, ~a Jandlm;d, ~and a· g 

complete disbeliever . .in.democracy_A'W'as~odd,enough; but it W!)S no 
less extrao~dinary that such a mov~ment sh~Uld be' carried: to the 
verge bf success by a leader of in~llectual limitations so marked. 
Notwithstanding their fre·quent contacts, AsqUith never heard him 
"s;ty a· good thing." He was densely superstiti<;ms; refusing to enter a 
.robm in which three candles were burning. He astounded Mr. Glad-
stone by his ignorance ofthe rudim~nts (inter ;aiia) of Irish history. 
Indeed., beyond' the elements of metallurgy, there was very little 
he knew at all .. AsqUith, during his associatiqn:with Parnell, suffered 
comparatively little from the " glacial reserve " which at once froze 
and fascinated the great man's followers, but :was fond of recalling 
.incidents and stories of which it . w:as the theme. The following 
episode recorded by ·Mr. Barry O'Brien is an: example: In 1883 
£40,000 was ~ollected for the Irish I~ead~r. 4 Mayor, who was to 
make the presentation to the Chief, visibly itched to accompany it 
with a few :Wordtl of encomium. Parnell cut :him short with two 

• • · 1 ·- r I I 

questions : . " I think you have a cheque for me, ~ " " Is it drawn to 
order and ·crossed ? ''. And after recei:ving satisfactory asslirances on 
thes~ points, firmly ~cl'dsed the int~rview. ~squith himself was 
present on the occasi_on when Parnell first entered the House after 
his vindication and the whole Liberal Party _in;the Commons, from 
its octogenarian leader down, remained standing in token of their 
respect for him, and witnessed the "complete disregard with whi ·.1 

Parnell.'treated this unexampled demonstration; . His fbllowers seem 
to have relished rather than resented the studied want of con-

. ' ' 

sideration with which he treated the1p. on ·almqst all occasions. So 
stark an inhumanity stamped its possessor, like .. the.Atistotelea:Q. 
ma~_who lc:~ved. solitude, as g, god. or. a: beast. ij:is fine presen~e.and 
carr:lage; -together with his unbroken record of practical.success, 
inclined~them to the first alternatiV,e,. and t~eir: submission and 
homage followed. 

In a m8morandum "Written a few days ~~ter Parnell's death· 
(Octob~r~l891 )··A:squith,says ·: 

"We.talkeP, .. of.his~h~racter. Mr. Q; is all fo~ forgetting ,the.last.ten 
months, and ranks hini.,'Yith Grattan and o:Connel1. M.': .(John ~o:r;ley) 
"'thinks this estimate too high: sometP,ing mesquin in hiS character. 
I on the contrary cont,ended that, looking at him a~ a force in the world, 
it was too low : that judging by the results clearly traceable to one man's 
initiative,. by the dead-heave given, he.cwas one.oLthe .t}J.ree,or,four~men 
of-t~e .century. M. -was.jnclined,..to,.agree; We agreed that he was 
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388-1890 infamously treated by his own tail in Committee Room 15, and after ... 
ge 35-37 he was a man ! " 

Another disclosure in the same document is worth recording. In 
September 1888, Parnell told Asquith it was a mistake to suppose 
that Coercion would be futile. The Irish would yield to it if it were 
continuously enforced. His object had always been " not to fight but 
to prevent coercion." -

The same estimate of Parnell appears in a letter to Lady (then Mrs.) 
Horner, written a few years later: 

" Did you know Parnell 1 I did ; that is, at one time I saw a great 
deal of him in confidential intercourse and in some critical situations. 
I was a Parnellite-latterly in a sneaking kind of way-up to the end. 
With all his limitations, and in spite of the incredible stupidities both in 
calculation and in conduct which he from time to time comnritted, I · 
think he will be reckoned one of the great personal forces of this century. 
There is no English-speaking country in which the course of things h:rs 
not been for the time, and perhaps permanently modified by the fact 
that he existed. Of how many men can that be said 1 For us Home Rulers 
his Manes will be almQ~>t as formidable as Mr. G.'s ~ll (some day) be 
useful. Personality is still the most potent factor in the world, and as 
long as some men die at forty-five and others live to be ninety, political 
prophecy will be a fond and futile art.'' 

It is indeed a fascinating, if idle, speculation what the coufue 
of our politics would have been if Parnell and Lord Randolph 
Churchill had enjoyed the ordi11ary human span. They would both 
have lived into the Great War. 



I 

CHAPT:¢R VI 

SOME CHEQU~RED YEARS 

A Parliamentary group-Hald~ne, Grey, Acland, Buxton-Asquith an infrequent 
speaker in Parliament--Growth of his reputation as a debater-Morley as 
patron and mentor-Expansion of A;squith's social Circle-Death of Helen 
Asquith. ' 1 - 0. A . 

. 
1 Afterwards, Earl Buxton. 2 Afterwards, Viscount Novar. 

' a Afterwards, Sir Arthur Acland. 
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1890-1892 rather advanced radicalism, and the members of the group, notably 
Age 

37
-

40 Haldane and Grey, cultivated an independence of action which did 
not always endear them to the Whips. Asquith's gift of speech was 
recognised from the start, and marked him out, when the group had 
worked up a really strong case, as the man to present it in the House 
of Commons. 

Two of them-Haldane and Asquith-adventured beyond parlia
mentary co-operation. Once a year they gave a dinner at a now 
demolished tavern in a mews off Cork Street, the " Blue Posts." To 
this lowly hostel they invited on each occasion four leading politi
cians, and four men eminent in other spheres. Sir A. West in his 
Diaries, page 19, recalls one of these meetings. " Pres~nt, amongst 
others, Arthur Balfour, Morley, Carson, Edward Grey, Bowen 
(Lord Justice). Discussion as to who should succeed .Tennyso!J. as 
Laureate. Asquith was in favour of the office being suspended. 
Arthur Balfour for Swinburne as successor. Bowen for Bridges."1 

Lord Haldane in his Autobiography mentions an occasion when the 
guests included Roseb~ry, Chamberlain, and Randolph Churchill, 
Burne-Jones, Russell Lowell, and Alfred Lyall. Chamberlain seems 

n this occasion to have join-ed une uall ' an_d. so!n.ewli.at to. their 
ffiifoyance, m an amma e ___ a ectical duel_]:J_e_t.we~Q_ :?osebeJy and 
or .an o lfCCffi.irc1iiii~wTtli)lieresultt1iattlie Tat~ocom

B ned with more amiab e qualities a combustible asperity, told a 
waHErtoyuta Howel'·.Eo_t between Chamberlam and hlms~n:'- S1icll 
mus es were rare. As a rule, ''Blue Posts " provided a stimUlating 
but harmonious clash. v ._ __ _ 

During these years Asquith spoke frequently in the country, 
sparingly in the House of Commons. In 1889 he aroused the facile 
wrath of Sir W. Harcourt (in whose good graces he had stood high 
hitherto, and was to stand high hereafter) by a platform appeal to 
the Leaders of the party to divulge at least the main lines of the 
Horne Rule scheme they contemplated introducing if returned to 
power. "If," wrote Harcourt to Morley (October 1889), "we have 
the sense to keep our own counsel, they may hammer at ltl in vain, 
but if we allow ourselves to be engaged in the morasses of the ' Irish 
Members at Westminster,' we shall be routed horse and foot." 
(Gardiner, ii, p. 148.) Morley and Gladstone were clearly in favour 
of a judicious reticence. In January 1890 Harcourt recurs to his 
theme, with increased acidity. "Our young men like E. Grey, who 

1 Sir Edward (now Lord) Grey was the first to bring the existence {)f Robert 
Bridges to the Jmowledge of Asquith, at this actual party. It will be remembered 
that it was Asquith who some decades later appointed him Laureate. 
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" Is it not time that in this matter. we should -clear our minds of. cant 1 
To hsten i,o some language it might be supposed that no on~ enters t~ 
House of Commons but from a sin le-minded desire to serve his countr , 
~nd that my hon. friend who move the reso utwn is going for the first 
time, in til.is scene of Arcadian purity and simplicity, to open the door to 
a horde of self-seekers and lace" hunters. Look at the Treasur Bench, 
or or a rna er, at t e ont ppos1t10n enc . . . . e .see. on 
tlie two Ftont Benches, conveniently co11centrated,-·what I may,calLthe 
flower of En~sh .statesmanship. I am sorry to raise a. blush on the 
chTekSO£ nglilion. gentlemen, but the truth is we are so mucli more in 
tlie habit of hsternng to them than they are of hsteD+ng to us, that we 
rarely have the opportunity of letting them know the strength and 
fullness of our affectionate admiration. They are the men, who in tb,e 
struggle for existence, have outpaced .or,. trampled ... down .all ~-their 
competitors: Well,'Sir, looking at these men, whose patriotism .. no one 
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1890-1892 will call in question, will any one of them get up and say that office
Age ~7--40 I do not of course mean the emoluments alone, but the power, the 

patronage, the visible authoniyoi wiiicfi office'istne symbol-will any 
one of them get up and say that the chance of getting these things, the 
hope of keeping them, the fear of losing them, do not form a powerful 
motive in the political life of this country 1 . . • Then there are men 
who come here in the hopes of business or professional advancement, a~ 
even the men who are moved by the vulgarest form of vulgar ambition
the desire to get into what is called :Society.' With all these forces at 
work . . . mixed, as I agree they are . . . with honest zeal for the 
public service, with which few of them are altogether -inconsistent, can 

1f' a;nyon~ ~~:Jrio~slymaintain that. ~.d99Jl1 .tion of this trivial IJ!Opgsition, 
I "'{or so It Hi. _§h1fl,prgp~!.tioJl to allowaMetnb_er some £300 or £400 a year, 

woliJ"d ,substantially_ad:a]Q..t,Iie@mercenau eiementsbYJYlil§h_Q.ur_public 
liie IS mvaaea 1" (House of Commons, 29th March, 1889.) .. -....:-.--=~-........... ~-· - --- - - . ·-

The plea fell on deaf ears at the time. It was reserved ·for a 
Government of which he was the head to give effect to it a quarter 
of a century later. · 

The vigilant huge black orb of Mr. Gladstone, sweeping the benches 
of the House in searcll of rising talent, was soon attracted ·by 
Asquith's debating power, and the man who then stood highest in 
the confidence of the Chief, viewed the group to which Asquith 

:pbelonged with lively benevolence. T~_E£ .:t!£~2i o!ohn _ _l\iorley, 
/\prominent at all times in letters, loomediarger on the purely political 

stage at this time than it did later. Subject possibly to the rivalry of 
Harcourt, he was, to Liberal eyes,. the second man in the Commons. 
!J;ilike Ha,_I'CQ~.Jl~~s-~,EglJ!!cal_philosopher~~ ~an 9fl~tt~rs.!. 
and thls, together with the access lieenjoyed to the supreme oracife, 
gave him an up.i9,!!e osition amon Liberal politicians. Morley 
~s-=--attlilirtfme -iillcriticailyaccepte an w o e- ea ealy admired 
by the young Liberal group, and admiration called forth the most 

, r generous response of which his nature was capable. If he sought 
· and relished appreciation, he also ensued it. To_ :As~h's 

~Q~~~gue~he became a ~el!.tor, a sponsor, in ~2-tt~rspc;>l-itiCara 
~~!'~. and_fnend. _T~~.J~..s,er ma~'s. own ba.c'k~~und 

'-._ Oiclilt_!v~~-IO?, ana ability to mee_t ]!i~.on ~ual_ ~r~s on•rus OWn 
~o5le~-¥J911~=a-::~,S~eE.~rjifKl'~~£~-iaeo~£g~es. an<f.ili'eli!e:
~~~!,!Peci~!!PPeai ,to ~rley.lie wrote a little later (m 1893) : 

" The understa:nd!n_g_ between A~qW,Jl:t __ and _me.,_frQm,_i!_he_ ip._!IOJ_l]ectual 
and' io1Iti'Cal Tm;t=oy-yie-wTsarinostti'enect. H~ Is more ctos!dn ex
wssw:riifian am, but we ot ave Ill eren ways e espntpositif. 

e are both"'lus o_p~istS: we start from common educational training, 
t1iough his was m ecritical hours of education much better .... 
A truly satisfactory man!" (Morley, Recollections, Vol. I, 369, 373.) 

.::..:..:..~ 
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:Po~~ical ~diVergeli:ce -afid . atnatural ~disharmony,..of_teJl1P .. ~tl!Jl1ent 1s~o3~~~ 
l~ter declared themselves .. between -the-two~-a~d)3om~wh~ttemp~red Ag 
the W'armth of their. m_utual;r~gard: The uncompromising decision 
11ot ohly of'Asquith's views but of his manner of expressing them 
was apt to jar the shrinking, almost fenpnine sensibility of. his 
senior ; whose alternations, moreover, of mood from friendly to 
felin~ at first puzzled and ended by irritating him. As far back as 
~894:Asquith innocently told Sir A.~West ·that, for some reason he 
coul~ not fathom, Morley had not spoken to him for three weeks. 
The :reason may have lain in an episode which was to be repeated 
on many an occasion in the near future. Morley had probably been 
asked, to discharge some ,Parliamentary task at short notice, and . 
desii·ing longer preparation, had declined. A.squith~who- could'· 
prqdtice his best on the instant,.had~been invited to.step<tnto~the 
breach.and,:had,score~·ra.~hit.· It is certain that in later years 
Asquith's heavy but mobile artillery was often pressed into s~rvice 
for an emergency with which Morley, unable to wheel his slim 
polished guns into position in time, had declined to grapple. He 
would•have beEm more thanhuman.if he had relished his relative 

' - • r ~ { 

eclipse·in_debate by~arYOUl1ger,.man .. of,grea~r.agility. But in this 
period_:_the !period -oL'Asquith's admiring apprenticeship-there 
was·no rift-betweenMiem .. Their,affiruty, ~s Morley.s!L~~ .... w:a~,P.~l'fect. 
- r;r.he.years;l890~1892.al!e,from many points,oL-\d,_e}V,a.-me~or~ble 

turning-point~in·Asq-uith1sJife.~ ... They mark a serioUs decline in the 
pa:rty's fortunes. The -tide of by-elections,. impelled forward by 
Parnell's vindication, had set for a time strongly in fa.vour of the 
Liberals.· When the divorce suit had divided the Nationalists and 
estranged many of their English supporters, that tide halted and 
dispiritingly ebbed. But Asquith's own fortunes were at their 
flood. -Professionally and politically he leapt ahead; Socially his 
activities and horizons widened. He and-his. wife had until-1889 
live(l at :Ha'm stead,a life ~im"le -retir~d :.and self-1:mfficient. Tliey 

f: 'iaU entertaiiiea;in a:qmet unpretentiOus way, a few Ox or cronies 
of H.H~., some political and professional colleagues whose mark 
~as yet to make, a handful ofneighbours-~o one, as yet, .prominent 

- ili the public eye or in t~e glass of fashion. The cramped pages of 
the little engagement books which Asquith kept all liisufe are full, 
ourmg these 'years, of'blaiikS. ln. the-intervals of these' 61allks 
stand enislea a few pencilfed entries, most of them of ~ mundane · · • 
and practical character. . They record professional app~intments, 

. purchases of gloves and umbrellas (an incredible number of both),. 
· lists )of books read, here and .there perhaps a visit to the tb,eatre. 

: ! ' ' 

I 
I 
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From 1889 on, when he was moving swiftly and smoothly into 
the political.limelight, there is a significant change in the number 
and nature of these entries. The pencil marks invade, and in a 
year or two swamp, the blanks. The small pages begin to bristle 
and teem with dining engagements. The personnel of these dinners, 
many of which are at the House of Commons, and a swelling per
centage in private houses, is usually set out. Names which occur 
with increasing frequency are those of Arthur Balfour, Alfred 
Lyttelton, John Morley, Mrs. Horner, 1 Mr. and Mrs. William Gren
fell, 2 Mr. Gladstone ; Sir Charles Tennant and his daughters Margot, 
Charlotte Lady Ribblesdale, and Lucy Graham Smith, loom large. 
He is a constant visitor at the Tennants' house ; they introduce him 
to new people-Harry Cust, George Curzon, 3 St. John Brodrick, 4 

a host of others. 
At these collations there is usually a strong contingent· of 

politicians, of both parties : occasionally the function is purely 
political or purely social. It is plain that, in Asquith's sober phrase
ology, there is in progress a "transformation in the external con
ditions " of his life. A few years earlier his attitude towards " what 
is called Society" (one can hear the contemptuous iniiexion) had 
been rather stern, if not a little narrow. In that phase, Haldane and 
he had observed, walking across the Horse Guards, the figure of John 
Bright. " There," he said to Haldane, " is the only man in public 
life who had risen to eminen~ without ·being corrupted by London 
Society." This severe and swee\>ing judgment (it would seem to 
include in its ban people like Mr. Gladstone) his own theory and 
practice were henceforward to qualify, if not to belie. From this 
time on he was in some sense" in Society." Some of his old friends 
shook their heads at this development, but probably their qualms 
were needless. ~~--~~nd:n;~~~-~t~-~~-lo~ge~. to no_~~~~ and 
WaS a:ffect(ld by no envugnment. OCiety,'t for InStance, was to 
exerCise'!ess-than no e:ffectonlllsolitical action, when, aftertwenty 
years-"-ofits-aTIUrement~he invited an --mcurred-its detestation by 
introducing the Parliam~nt Bill. • 

• 

~n A~~u.st ~891,,.As92:ith took pis wife !}ndJamily to ~amlash, in 
theJ1lTand o(Arran. In the margin of the diary wliiCh-:ne kept 
~fug tills year (and fitfully for two or three years more) are 
inscribed the words infelix atque infaustum iter. On 11th September 

~ ~elen A~guith, a~r t~e~ ~~~k~' il~es~, died o(_t"'yphci.d',~ th£ age 
I 'ortiiiftY:tive. L'e£ t1le Iacomc entnes m tlle di'ary tetrnie1r story: 

"- ·1 Aft6rwards, Lady Horner. 2 Afterwards, Lord and Lady Des borough. 
3 Afterwards, the Marquess Curzon of Kedleston. 
4 Afterwards, the Earl of Midleton. 



SOME CHEQU~RED YEARS 
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Aug. 13. Leftfor L,ltmlash. 
Aug. 20 (Th.) Bertie ill.; 
Aug ... 22, ~Sat.) • .,.~ Uelep gL! 
Aug. 27Tli.) br. Fmlayson called in. 
Aug. 28, (Fr.) JosephinE\ came. (Helen's sister.) 
Sept. 7 (Mon.) W.- ,camel (Willans Asquith.) 
Sept .. ll (Fr.) .-. -· ~-" 
S8pt. 14 (MOll.)-"Funeral.l 
Sept.l6 (Wed.) Home. : 

I 
I 
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A.le~te!'_ which~he .. wrote":to. ~rs.~_Horner. a.year~later amplifies 
this bald record, and throws f'\Ome. light on a period otherwise 

I obscure: I 

'27 MARESFIELD GARDENS, 
' J • t FITZJOHNS AVENUE, N.W. 

Sund. UthSept. '92: 

1890-1892: 
Age 37-40 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE HOME OFFICE 

The General Election of 1892-A disappointing majority-The Urtionist Ministers 
meet the new Parliament-Asquith selected to move vote of no confidence-
Appointed Home Secretary-Three testing episodes-Reforms and Home 
Office Administration. ·o. f.-. 

1892-1895 NoTWITHSTANDING the Parnell peripeteia, and the Qlight which it 
Age 39- 42 imparted to by-elections, Mr. Gladstone, at eighty-three, toyed with 

the fancy of a three-figure majority as the result•of the General 
Election of July 1891. His Chief Whip (Arnold Morley) had 
formed a soberer estimate, which the result confirmed almost exactly. 
The Liberals were returned with a majority (including the Irish) of 
only forty. In the view of Harcourt and many other Liberals this 
was as bad as a defeat. Lord Morley (Recollections, i, 374) says: 
"We" (Asquith and he), "agreed that a worse stroke of luck than 
such a majority has never befalleh political leaders." Mr. Gladstone 
himself only retained Midlothian by a narrow margin : a majority of 
4000 odd dwindled to one of 690. Asquith was returned by a slightly 
reduced majority (294 as against 376 in 1886). He writes to Mrs. 
Horner (12th July, 1892) after the result was known : 

Asquith to Mrs. Horner. 
I p .Al'ER BUILDINGS, 

TEMPLE, LONDON, E.C. 
12th July, 1892 . 

• I had a hardish fight m the end, the Kirk, who is a vigorous old lady 
scratching and kicking at me like a muscular virago. I was more pleased 
with my boy's (Raymond's) election than my own: on the day that I 
was returned he got a scholarship at Winchester. 

I went over on, Friday afternoon to Glasgow and spent the night with 
our friends there. I hoped to have joined in celebrating Eddy's victory 
at Partick, but things went wrong and he was rather heavily beaten. 
Nevertheless we were drawn in triumph thro' streets by an enthusiastic 
m9b, and we finished up the evening by visiting about mi<:4J.rght the 
Mail office, to see the crowd which nightly assembles there to wait 

74 
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,
the " results." It was an extraordinary sight-20,000 people, the pap .. ers 
said-and when we were recognised at the windows there were loud 
demands for a speech. Ultimately to appease them we went down and 
from the steps I bellowed a paragraph of roaring platitudes about'the 
:f:l.owing tide, etc. etc. Eddy Tennant followed, and then there were 
deafening cries for "Miss Tennant," who proceeded to deliver a highly 
successful maiden speech. It was an amusing experience. . 

Saturday I spent in Arran, and was back home on Sunday morning. 
Yesterday I lunched with J. Morley, but our talk was of elections and 
majorities and savoured too much of the shop to be worth reporting. 

There are certainly times in life-a general election being one'--when 
your friend's theory that the judgment day is over and that this is hell 
seems plausible. Between you and me (tho' as a hardened optimist I 
scarcely admit it to myself) I am not in high spirits a.bout the future
the country's, the party's, my own. To save others, even if one cannot 
save oneself, is something ; but to fail in both would be a poor result. 

· • · • · - Yours ever, 
H. H. A. 

Mr. Gladsto\e, from the mo~ent of the "new departure," had 
counted it a prime desideratum, that any ·party or combination 
wbit}h propounded a solution of the Irish q~stion should command 
a majority independent of the Irish in P~:~,rliament. Not only was 

-this blessitig to be a second time denied him,\ but the slenderness of 
his hybrid forces foredoomed any Irish Bill, i~ all human 4kelihood, 
to rejection by-the House of Lords. 1 In the event not only did the 
Peers ruurder the Home Rule Bill at birth, but they proceeded to 
" maim, maul, mangle, and mutil~te " in its cradle the rest of the 
Government's legislative progeny. Of its controversial measures the 
Death' Duties Budget. c;>f _1Sc94." almost ·alo11e ,survi'?;~d.,;tll_e ,_s~iletto or 
the scalpel of a Chamber which at that time still accepted the House 
of Commons as its master in the sphere of finance. · 

Lord Salisbury decided against immediate resignation, and met 
Parliament in early August. Asquith, some months before, had had 
it conveyed to him pretty clearly that he and his principal com~ 
panions in arms might expect office in the next Liberal Government. 2 

Arthur Balfour, taking this consummation fcir granted, had strongly 
dissuaded bini (though he needed no dissliading) from accepting 
legal- office. -The-impression~that .he_'\Y~~-d(3stil1ed _for. distitlguished 
preferment...-was "clinched-,w~~Jh'; pl~dstqne,l'!elected _him:to .-move 

1 Gladstone after the election was for a while in favour of shelving Home Rule 
by a resolution, rather than taking it in hand at once by a Bill. (Asquith's 
diary-23rd July, 1892.) - · 

2 In a conversation with John Morley (recorded in his diary under 8th April,. 
1892) in which the composition of the next Government was discussed, Asquith 
seems to have expressed reluctance to take office at all. " Explained my reasons 
for not wanting legal office, or any under present circumstances political and personal. 
He strong ~he otheqvay .... Vague talk as to whether I could-be in Oabinet •... " 

1892-1890 
Age 39-42 
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an Amendment to the Address, to the effect that H.M.'s Govern-, 
ment should, but did not, possess the confidence of the House. 
The Times, no friendly critic, conceded that the speech in which 
he did so was extremely adroit and ingenious. 

He began by rallying the Government on the omission from the 
Queen's speech of any legislative programme. "On ordinary 
occasions," he said, " the speech from the Throne provides the 
mover and seconder with a variety of topics, and the Address itself 
is in the nature of a grace before meat, in which the House expresses 
in anticipation its gratitude for the legislative bounty of H.M.'s 
Government. On the present occasion the cupboard is bare, and 
to these Honourable Gentlemen has been entrusted· the task of 
formulating the thanks of the House for a completely empty table." 
They were met together to take part in the obsequies of a. qead · 
majority. "Both the Honourable Gentlemen came to bury Cresar, 
and we need not grudge them the licence of eulogy I· . . which is 
always permitted in an epitaph." He went on to challenge the 
contention that the composite character of the hiberal majority 
robbed the Liberal Party of any moral title to govern. A majority 
is none the less a majority, because if you subtract one of its con
stituent elements it ceases to be a majority at all. " I protest, in the 
name of this still united Kingdom, against this fantastic develop
ment of an abstract separatist logic. If you subtract from the total 
majority t:Q_e votes contributed by Scotland and Wales we are in a 
minority." Were the Tories golb.g to apply their principle to that 
extent ? And if not, why not ? " If your doctrine is good, that the 
majority can be analysed into a majority contributed by Ireland, 
surely it must be equally good when it is analysed into a majority 
contributed by Scotland and Wales. I go further, and say it is 
equally good when it can be analysed into a majority contributed 
by England. . . . I venture then to assert these three propositions. 
I say, in the first place, that it is no more true to say of the present 
majority that it is contributed by Irish votes, than to say it is 
contributed by Scotch i"nd Welsh vqtes; I say in the sec<md place, 
that the dominating factor is the shifting of English and Scotch 
opinion ; and I say, in the third place, upon the principle of true 
Unionism, which hon. members opposite profess, but which they 
seem very slow in crucial cases to put in practice . . . you are 
bound to look to the majority of the whole of the electorate and to 
nothing else." 

The argument is worth noting in its application to the third 
Home Rule Bill. A genuine Unionist necessarily had some difficulty 
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_ in rejecting it, unless he regarded Irishmen as made of different clay r· from the other branches of the British· race-as ... Lord ... Salisbury 
appeared-to -do-when .• in-1886~he ,compa:r:ed ... them..,to~.-Hottentots. 
Asquith went on to deal faithfully with the Liberal Unionists in the 
following passage : 

" Sir, in 1886, · ninety-forir Dissentient :coLiberalf3>< votea..- agatnst ,.the 
Second Reading of the Home.Rule.Bill. The same party has come back 
from the polls to-day with a total numerical strength of forty-seven. 1£ 
six years have sufficed to reduce a body of ninety-four to a body of 
forty-seven, it is not a very difficult sum in political arithmetic to calculate 
with some degree of accuracy the date of the ultimate extinction of the 
species. In deference to this transient and precarious alliance, the Tory 

. Party have gone in for a course of legislative experiments which were 
too liberal for their own consciences, but· not lib.eral enough for the 

· peoP.le t>f Great Britain. The result is to be seen in the General Election. 
Sure1y it ought to open their eyes. To angleJn.otheJ; peop}e's Wf!-ters.for 
vote~ and yet llli.t to catch t~em,-to poach,thr:ougl:L~he.whole.ofPar.liam~nt 
and, m the end 1l> take nothmg, Jmt to. be_tf!-ken,yo_lJ!selves, ~o palter w1th 
principle, to betray your ,pledg(;)s, ,to _be false,to :your,past,.and,then to 
-fi.ild-that the wag'es of ignominy is a minority, tJlat.is.to.he,guilty.of one 
of.those blunders·which·in'politics~are·worse than.acrime. -Depend upon 

. it, the people of this country, if they want Liberal legislation, will go to 
(';the Party which believes in it, whichis not afraid of it, which will give 
4'At in a complete and effective form. It now.rests,';,)le,concluded,,.",..with 

the House.· to execute the-judgment &)yhj.c~, ~h.~ 212: tt<?-1! ;~!l'~ .. w:o,:rt9~!l-.CI'?9-· ~' 
(House -o£-Commons,,8th A_}:!.g.,.J892. ). 

The·House did so, ahd·.the Govertu:Q.ent-resigned. In the Cabinet 
which Mr. Gladstone (exclaiming against the "butchery" involved 
in the process) proceeded to form, Harcourt's return to the Exchequer 
and that of John Morley to the Chief. Secretaryship for Ireland had 
been foreseen. Campbell-Bannerman again became. Secretary. of 
S~ate for War. Rosebery,.after.a spell'ofDelphicinaccessibility and 
spectacular vacillation, was in the nick of time talked into accepting 
the Foreign Office. The telegram" So be it-R;" was received with 
~ sigh of relief by the Cabinet make:rs : though with one of them 
felief fo~d ~mly qualified expressiqn. -:' Withou~ . Y2l!/:_ -~d 
Harcourt to Rosebery, " the new Government would be ridiculous : 
with you it is onlyjmp_q~st"t>le." As regards the other offices, the 
claims of Asquith and his ·confreres were generously ,recognised. He 
}limself,.became-Home .Secretary, Acland, President of the Board.of 
Education, Sir E. Grey, Under Secretary ___ for .Foreign Affair~, and 
J'_Tom" Ellis a Whip. NG place, greatly to the soi.Tow_of.his_allies, 
was found for Haldane, and the claims advanced .for .him a-year or 
two later to a vacant Law Offi.cership were abortive. .__ ~ .... __ · · 

,,...-,..... .. ~_, "'l" 
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When Queen Victoria at Osborne handed the seals of office to her 
new Ministers, Sir W. Harcourt records that she was very gracious -~ 
to him (telling him he had grown very like the Archbishop}, and 
seemed "pleased with the young Home Secretary." (Gardiner, ii, 
185.) "An intelligent, rather good-looking man," is the impression 
of him recorded by the Queen in a memorandum written immediately 
after this first meeting. (Queen Victoria's Letters, II, 1895-1900, 
p. 149.) He appears, from his diary, to have had a talk with the 
Queen after dinner " about sentences, prisoners, Mrs. Maybrick, 
Mrs. Montagu, Sir E. Grey." (26 Aug., 1892.) It is probably this 
talk to which the Queen alludes in the following passage of a letter 
of the same date: "Had a conversation with Mr. Asquith whom I 
thought pleasant, straightforward, and sensible : He is a very clever 
lawyer, who was with Sir H. James." Later in this Parliaijlent· 
he was to be entrusted with a delicate task, which the favourable 
impression he had made on his Sovereign no do~t facilitated : 
that of convincing her that the proposed disestabfishment of the 
Church of Wales was.not, as she supposed, the first step in- the 
process of disestablishing that of England. 

The next three precarious, uneasy, exacting years were spent in 
"ploughing the sands " 1 and "filling up the cup,"2 as the process 
of passing bills for rejection by the Upper House was described in 
the current cant of the day. 

Until Mr. Gladstone's retirement in March 1894 the Second Home 
Rule Bill filled the stage. Its 'main conduct was assumed by the 
Prime Minister. In his eighty-fourth year, half-deaf, and more 
than half-blind, the veteran was daunted neither by the tenuity of 
his parliamentary forces, nor by the moral certainty that his colossal 
labours would be nullified by the Peers. Untiringly he toiled through 
quite the longest and one of the hottest Parliamentary Sessions on 
record, and duly deposited the fruit of his labours in the dragon's 
mouth.3 In some respects, he put difficulties in his own way. His 
knowledge of the subject, in all its anfractuosities, was inconveniently 
profound ; and the cQ.piousness of his exposition was at-times not 
only exploited by the opposition but deplored by his colleagues. 
"It must be rather heart-breaking for you," said Asquith to the 

1 Asquith's metaphor, 2nd November, '94, of which he is careful, in Fifty Years 
of Parliament, to explain the unoriginality. Ovid and Juvenal have it, to go no 
further back. 

/'·Chamberlain's famous boomerang phrase-" I resent the insults, the injuries, 
and the injustice from which you have suffered so long a.t the hands of a privileged 
assembly. But the cup is nearly full. The career of high-handed wrong.is coming 
to an end." (20th October, 1884.) 

I 8 The House of Lords rejected the Bill by 419 to 41. 
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_ Chief Secr~tary on the bench. " It's brutal to put into words, but 1892-1895 r· :z:._eally, ifMr. G, stood aside more, we might get on better." Morley Age 
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"put aside the _impious thought," put agreed that this consum
mation might save parliamentary time. (Morley, Recollections, i, 
pp.· 359-360.) For•alMhis,-;Mr1LGladstonels-Jast.dight;.w!J,I;l~a,;miracle · 
pLmoral,and intellectual~~vigour ,:~b;r~~~ing,,al}~jb£ea,Wrig. ~v.ery., sort 
Qf,.,gps~acle. · 

, i Asquith, whose name was on the back of the Bill, contributed a 
speech on its second reading (14th April, 1893) which The Times 
conceded to make " perhaps ·as good a case for his clients as anyone 
who had yet spoken on the same side." A-good.speech,, but. a 
typiQ~llan,m:)! Yet Asquith's method in debate, whether on this 
or other occasions, was lawyer-like only in its verbal idiom. His 

· speeches, or some of them, are fairly thickly studded with ... if and 
wh~n," and "unless and until," "material and relevant," "by 
reason only t\at," and "provided always "-the convenient but 
unlovely patoi~ of our Statute Law. But they are oddly free from 
.many of t~e shd'rtcomings commonly and with some justice imputed 
to forensic eloquence. So far from contesting small points he had a 
habit, most galling ~o an opponent, of making him a " present " of 
th,em. :earristers tend to concentrate on the weakness of the 
enemy's position, and to evade or ignore its strength ; Asquith was 
disposed both by temperament and habit to attack its centre. Nor 
did many speakers eschew so rigidly the cheap, the specious, or the 

t?_.ent~n:ental. His-terse~e~s-.aga~. ~t_o~traste~~f~Y.~Uf~l:>~Y trwith the 
~-proliXIty· and' self-repetitiOn_ ,whiclJ.. Is_ .t!J.e, b(ls(ltting. sm. of some 

,- '-popula!. ... ~q.y~cates .. The present··speech-.was .a. closely reasoned 
~efence ofthree prop9sitions : First, that the Bill.preserv:ed Imperial 
~uprema;cy : secondly that it conferred on Ire.land a-real and.not an 
illusory-autonomy : and thirdly that it afforded adequate safeguards 
for the·Irish minority ... He found occasion, in the course of it, to fire 
a "whiff of grape-shot" at Mr. Chamberlain, who had alleged that 
the Bill handed over Ireland to the unscrupulous and discredited 
leaders of-the Nationalist party. "Does he ,need to be reminded," 
asked the Home Secretary, "that in 1885 and as late as the beginning 
of 1886, he was the author of proposals to entrust to these very men 
and to their leader Mr. Parnell the position of Chief Secretary for 
Ireland 1 " He went on to dwell caustically on the " preposterous " 
claim of Ulster that because she dis4ked Home Rule the rest of 
Ireland must go without it ; and ended- .with_a,__finely_.p]lra.EJ~d 
encomium on,the.Prim~,_Minister.. · 
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During the Session of 1893 Asquith introduced and piloted through 
the House an Employers' Liability Bill. It was intended to sweep 
away the last remnants of one of the silliest doctrines of our Common 
Law-that of" Common Employment." The general rule is that 
A. can maintain an action against B. for damage inflicted on him 
by the negligence (within the course of his employment) of B.'s 
servant. The doctrine in question engrafted an exception on that 
rule whereby A. was deprived of any such remedy if A. is also a 
servant of B. An Act of 1880 had scotched the doctrine: Asquith's 
Bill aimed at killing it. The House of Lords, however; mangled the 
measure so seriously (especially by permitting contracting out of its 
benefits) that it was dropped. • 

But during the greater part of his first year of office Asquith's 
time was heavily mortgaged to extra-Parliamentarf matters. He 
was, qua Home Secretary, engaged in grappling with a succession of 
administrative dilem:tllJ;\,s. While he had establisl!ed his name as 
one of the first debaters in the House, his quality as a departmental 
chief was as yet untested. It was to be tried in the fires of three 
exacting ordeals, each of them involving a potential clash between the 
Government and one section or another of its by no means too ample 
political following. Of this -rptKvp.!a, from which he emerged with 
a new and enhanced prestige, some account must here be given. 

Immediately after his accessi~n to office he was confronted with a 
delicate and difficult decision regarding the use, for public meetings, 
of Trafalgar Square. There had prevailed for decades past a notion 
-quite unfounded in law, but firmly entrenched in sentiment
that the public had a legal right to hold meetings in this area. 1 

This supposed right had in 1887 and 1888 been grossly abused by 
gatherings, mainly of the unemployed, which had brought with them 
dislocation of traffic, interruption of business and loss to shop
keepers in the neighbourhood, disorder, and crime. It was in con
nection with one such meeting that Asquith had unsTwcessfully 
defended Cunninghame Graham and John Burns from charges of 
"unlawful assembly.'' There had followed on these disturbances a 
summary prohibition, by Asquith's predecessor at the Home Office 
(Henry Matthews), of all meetings whatever in the affected area. 
This created great soreness among the advocates of free speech and 

1 Actually the public had a right, founded on long user, to employ the Square 
(which was Crown property) as a thoroughfare. They could pass over it, but had 
no right to use it as a rostrum. 
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supposed prescriptive right; who included· powerful. allies~of .. the 1_892-1895 

'~iberal GovernlJ.l~nt. Tories were inclined to rup their hands over ge 
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the troubles which in-this quarter awaited the new Government and, 
in particular, the new Home Secretary. The aggrieved bodies, they 
argued, would be deeply wounded if the existing prohibition were 
maintained: to some extent, Liberals in,Parliament had committed 
themselves against its maintenance ; 1a:~ ~nd order, on the other 
hand, which a Home Secretary was bound t'o protect, would be 
imperilled if it-were revoked. Nor was the situation simplified by 
the fact that the prohibition in force was thought in high legal 
quarters to be of doubtful validity, and such as might provoke an 

Lmbarrassing attempt to, test it on the part of the champions of 
·Liberty. · 

The Metropolitan Radical Federation, ih fact, intended to test it 
in November 1892: and on 19th October a deputation from, this 
for:n:i.idable bo~y waited on the Home Secretary-to know.ifhe.would 
permit their ci:eeting or_:qot. He had made.up--his.mind :· and the 
decision which • he announced to . the deputies actually satisfied 
every interest involved. He appease~ t~e local shopkeepers and 
busmen '!3y the-admission that under the, old conditions meetings 
had degenerated into an intolerable public nuisance ; he i'efresl1o1 
the deputies by the. declaration that this fact furnished no godd 
reason why the public should be permanently excluded, " at all 
times, however convenient, under any conditions, however reason
able, and for any purpose, howevtr legitimate, from their accus
tomed place of meeting." For. the future meetings would be 
permitted subject to four conditions.' They were to be held (i) by 
daylight ; (2) only on Saturday afternoons, Sundays, and Bank 
Holidays (when the shops ttre shut and the trg,ffic comparatively 
small); .(3) only after reasonable previous notice to" the police (who 
can thus make the necessary arrangements for route of processions 

/ and control of traffic); (4) subject to such regulations as to route, 
· f<>-. etc., as the police might in each case make. This·solu~i_q_nc~atisfied · 

~veryone:antagonised nobody, and has worked.without a-hitch for 
~orty years. It. evoked- a characteristically~phra~~d- ,_:l!I'_il;m~eJrom 
Lord .Rosebery : 

Lord-Rosebery to Asquith. 
21.,10.'92. 

MY DEAR AsQUI~J;H, 

II?- reply to your·kind note let me send you the. expression-of my 
hearty delight on what is a real subject of congratulation. I mean your 
treatmeJ,lt of the Trafalgar Square,contention andc<leputation. To have . ' . . . . - ~ . . ,. . ,.... . 

1.-F 
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1892-1895 pleased The Times and the Star and indeed everybody, may rank with 
Age 39-42 the achievements of Hannibal in crossing the Alps or of Orpheus charmi~ 

his miscellaneous congregation. No one rejoices more sincerely than 1 

Yours1 
R.l 

This wave hardly surmounted, another loomed ahead, of aspect 
more menacing. Were fourteen Irish dynamiters, imprisoned since 
the early 'eighties, to be released or at least to have their sentences 
commuted 1 The Parnellite rump of the Irish party-a small body, 
but one which the present Government could not estrange without 
some risk to its political existence-said "Yes"; and in January 
1893, Mr. J. Redmond, their leader, moved an Amendment to the 
Address in this sense. A weak Minister might well have snatched 
at this occasion for the exercise of a facile politic leniency, :tnd · 
shrunk from the immediate penalties of a long-sighted firmness. 
But there was a vein of iron in the Home Secretary'ff composition : 
convinced of the rightness and even the inevitability!of his decision, 
he refused to make thp smallest concession to tM Irish demand. 
The speech (his first as a Minister) in which he vindicated this 
uncompromising decision was one of pulverising force. He dealt 
with each of the fourteen cases in a way which left the Redmondites, 
in the sphere of fact, hopelessly gravelled, while in the sphere of 
general principle he surprised them by a direct assault on the 
mainstay of their plea-the contention; namely, that the State 
should be more lenient to "~litical" than to "non-political" 
offenders. On this point Asquith proposed an " acid " test. The 
Phrenix Park murderers were " political " offenders. Ought they 
on this account to have been spared the death penalty 1 Asquith 
himself, who in all his life never said a good word for his speeches 
(in his diary, while he kept one, their occurrence is marked by the 
monosyllable " spoke "), was disarmed by his own persuasiveness on 
this occasion to the point of tolerance, and described his speech in a 
letter as one" to which I can fairly say no answer was possible." 

The first of these • administrative tangles had thre!.tened to 
embroil Asquith and the Government with the London Radicals, 
the second with the Parnellites. The third was to embroil him in 
good earnest with" Labour," and to call down on his head for years 
after unmerited obloquy from that quarter. The event which pro
duced this untoward result is perhaps now remembered mainly for 
a classic formulation (by the Bowen Commission) of the legal 

i Lord Rosebery himself was to charm an equally " miscellaneous cong~egation " 
by his Chesterfield spee~;:h in 1901. But the charm only operated for a matter of days. 
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position of soldiers and civilians in times of public disorder. Yet 1892-1895 
'·..,inasmuch as it fixed on Asquith, for at least a quarter of a century, Age 
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file stigma of "shooting down workmen to please employers," 
sohle brief notic_e of it is here required. 

In the autumn of 1893, a st~ike of 250,000 coal miners-a most 
prolonged and bitter dispute-began in the North of England. In 
th,e.:_West .Riding of Y orkshjr~, this., contest was .~a,r~~~.p;v.,.s~~es of 
great-turbulence to which-the great-majority of,the.strikers them
selves were by no · means enthusiastic parties : collieries were 

· wrecked, buildings burnt, and neutral onlookers held to .ransom. 
The local police force was quite unequal to the demands of this 
emergency. · The local authorities commandeered reinforcements 
from cou:nties as remote as Wiltshire. The Home ~ecretary, at 
th~r ·instance, despatched four hundred members ·of the Metro-

.. politan Polic[l Force to the ar~a of disorder.· And ~till the troub~e 
grew. At last the local authonty demanded, on their own ·responsi
bility, the int&rvention· oftroops, which the military authorities, in 

' \ 
the. pursuance of the duty laid upon t]:l.em by the law, duly 
fu~nishe_d. A~.,i]'eat~e,r~~~~vast 9ro~d arn:1ed 'Yith ,bl'!-ldge.Q;ns, set 
·buildings on fire, did their utmost. to extend the conflagration, and 
'concentrated their efforts on the destruction of a particular colliery. 
:This attack a small body of soldiers (not more than thirty strong) 
sought, amid volleys of stones and iron bolts, to stem. So long as 
'they remained passive, the task was impossible: they must inevi
tably have beeri surrounded 'and o"etcome. The Riot Act had been 
read by the local magistrates, who had made seven appeals to the 
crowd to disperse, without result.· The civilauthority·had no choice 
but to.direct.the troops-toJJ,re. They did so, and two men, on the 

·fringe oLthe menacing _crowd,. were~ unfortunately killed. Within 
forty-eight hours ·of this tragedy, peace was completely and pet:
manently re-established, 

Loud.and·long were the anathemas heaped by" Labour" ·onthe 
Home Secretary for his supposed .complidty in -this result. Their 
reverberift.ions echoed for twenty or thirty yGars. On platform after 
platform he was greeted by the working men among his audience 

· with snarls of "'Featherstone,:>. and· ".murderer!'l The matter was 
raised on 20th 'September, 1893, in the House of Commons, and 
Asquith replied to his critics. He complained that most of those 
who had been vilifying him in the country were not to be seen in 
their places : and proceeded to explain and vigorously to defend, 
the very limited and almost mechanical part he had played in the · 

1 ~to Asquith's treatment of these demonstrations, see page 210. · 
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affair. "It cannot,'' he said, "be too clearly laid down, that the 
responsibility for the prevention and suppression of local disorder 
lies, where it has always lain, since the earliest period of our history, 
with the local authorities." That was why, if rioters dama~ a 
house, the local authority, and not the Central Executive, must 
answer for the damage. That is why, for sixty years past, the 
county and borough police had been under local control. The local 
authorities alone could form a judgment worth having, of the 
dimensions of a local riot, of the forces required to keep it under 
control, and of the proper handling of those forces. The Home 
Secretary could indeed offer advice : they were free to accept or 
reject it. He was, it was true, as a matter ofmechanics;the adminis
trative channel thr:ough which they could indent for such further 
protective forces as they deemed necessary. But it would ill become · 
him, necessarily less well informed, to deny any suey demand put 
forward by them and backed by the weight of their local knowledge. 
The appeal for troops was made by the local autJ/ority, on their 
own responsibility, an~ complied with by the mifitary authority 
(the Home Office acting as a mere ministerial conduit pipe) in 
pursuance of the duty which the law laid upon them. 

He added that the question whether the military had fired with 
or without sufficient justification, was still an open one. Two 
Coroner's juries holding inquests on the two victims had pronounced 
on the issue, in different senses. Having regard to their decisions, 
and to the obscurity in which :6lany material facts were involved, 
he proposed to constitute a tribunal of inquiry. But so far as his 
own action-was concerned he challenged his critics to say whether 
any of them, with his knowledge, and exercising his functions, would 
have done otherwise than he had. 

The promised Commission of inquiry was presided over by Lord 
Bowen, Mr. Haldane and Sir Albert Rollitt acting as assessors. 
After an exhaustive investigation it vindicated unreservedly the 
action of the troops. Placed as they were, they had no alternative 
but to fire, and the mQ.gistrate would have failed in his regal duty 
if he had not called. on them to do so. The Commission further 
performed a public service by removing certain obstinate popular 
misconc~ptions. ]J'or instance,. it. e~plg~ed, the notion that force 
may not be usedagainst rioters. Ul1til tlw ~~ Riot_ Act has been read " : 
and laid down in plain terms the P!in~iple-not perhaps even yet 
·sufficiently recognised-that according to the Common Law of 
England, every citizen (whether soldier or civilian) is nut only 
entitled but bound, in times of public disorder, to help to maintain 
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~?e.peace-by,any.~~P!l~~a_ry.degree.of,force_ltilli~g4nQt,exolll_d~q.~if ~923~8~~ 
no-other expedien~ will-serve,this;suprem~;op;ur.pose. · ge · -

\ m 
'' 

INDUSTRIAL AND DEPARTMENTAL REFORMS 

The following memorandum, kindly prepared by the Home 
Office, gives a summary of Asquith's activities as head of that 
Department in c<;mnection with industrial and administrative 

-reforms: · 

"Mr. Asquith's main contributions to improvements in matters 
connected with Factories and Workshops were the strength13ning and 
reorganisation of the Inspectorate and the successful passing of the 
Factory Act of 1895. He also.appointed several Committeesto inquire 

.- int9 the conditions il} various Dangerous Trades whose reports led later 
to the makingpf ~peci~tl r~es_ or regu_lations for the control of the danger?us 
processes. IDa mter~st m mdustnal matters gave a great and lastmg 
impetus to rth\ whole conduct of. industrial work in the _Home Office . 
and by the In~ectorates. _ · · 

He ·,was appomted• Home Secretary on 18th August, 1892, and by 
Decemberl892, he had prepared· and submitted to the Treasury proposals 
for strengthening the staff of Fact<;>ry_Inspectors by the addition of fifteen 
Inspectors' Assistants ·(to inspect. workshops, thus freeing Inspectors 
for Factory Inspection) and by the appointment of two women Inspectors. 
The ladies appointed-in May 1893 were Miss May Abraham (now Mrs. 
H·. J. Tennant, C.H:) and Miss Mary Paterson. ·This was the first appoint
ment of women to the Inspectorate or indeed to any branch of the Home 
Office and in Miss Anderson's words 'gave them: their liberal starting 
point and wide field, of activity.'1 At the end of 1893 he made arrange
ments for the further addition of one Superintending Inspector, ten 
Inspectots' Assistants, and two more women Inspectors. The ladies 

· appointed ·in June 1894 were Miss· Lucy Deane and Miss (now Dame) 
Adelaide Anderson, who was afterwards Principal Lady Inspector .when 
the staff of women inspectors had increased to more than thirty. 

At the same time he strengthened the Division of the Home Office 
which dealt with factories and all other industrial matters by transferring 
to it Mr. (now Sir Edward) Troup, and a little later Mr. (now Sir Malcolm) 
Delevingne, -

In 189~andl895.he devoted much time an4 energy to the preparation • 
of a new Factory Bill. This Bill, as introduced in March 1895 and as 
finally passed, marked an important advance in the protection of workers 
in factories and workshops. It contained numerous provisions for the 
protection of the health of workpeople, and inter alia aimed at preventing · 
unhealthy overcrowding by :fixing a standard of room-space for each 
person employed. It contained, also new provisions to guard against 
accidents from moving machinery and new requirements as to the 
reporting and registering of accidents. It gave the Home Secretary 

1 Women in the Factory, Adelaide Anderson,.D.B.E., Murray, 1922, p. 10. 
~ -
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1892-1895 power to order formal investigations of accidents. For the first time it 
Age 39-42 required factories to be so constructed as to give the person employed 

means of escape in case of fire. It restricted overtime. It brought 
laundries and docks for the first time within the scope of the Factor5 
Acts-and it adapted the provisions of these Acts to the complicated 
conditions of Tenement Factories. It required returns to be made of 
outworkers, introduced for the first time the regulations which require 
piece workers in the textile trades to be supplied with information as to 
the particulars on which their wages are calculated and added to the 
Factory Code a number of special provisions affecting particular industries. 

The :Bill was still being discussed by the Grand Committee on Trade 
when on 21st June the vote on the alleged shortage of cordite led to 
the fall of the Government and it was only by most skilful handling that 
Mr. Asquith, now no longer Home Secretary, secured the passing of his 
Bill through its remaining stages in the Commons. On 6th July, the last 
day before the dissolution, it passed all stages in the House of Lords 
and received the Royal Assent. • 

In all the work relating to Factories, Mr. Asquith receivi9- much help 
from Mr. Herbert (afterwards Lord) Gladstone until he lift the Home 
Office in March 1895 to become First Commissioner of Wliks. 

'Dangerous Trades Committees' were appointed by . Asquith to 
inquire into the conditionsoin (l) Chemical Works; (2} t e industries-of 
the Potteries-China and Earthenware; (3) Quarries; (4) the use of 
White Lead; (5) the Brass Trades and (6) the manufacture, filling and 
use of Gas Cylinders. On the very eve of his leaving the Home Office, 
he took steps with a view to the appointment of two further Committees, 
one to inquire into the conditions in wool-sorting and the other to 
investigate a large number of other dangerous trades." 
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MR. GLADSTONE'S RETIREMENT AND AFTER 

The Naval Estimates-Mr. Gladstone almost alone in his 6pposition-Resignation 
-, -Rosebery and Harcourt----Rosebery succeeds-Inauspicious beginnings and· 
' . troubled course of the new Government----Its fall. C. A. 

, I 

WREN,.J\1;r",..Gl{lc@t~m!l,.:J.:it}'jg!!.~~~sm~.t~~!S,!J:,c,..J~J!,~, .. A-I1Umber of 1894-1895 
fa.cMrs contributed, in unequal degrees, to this event. First, the Age 41- 42 · 

gradual" ctsing of the doors of the senses," of which li_e nad com-
plained since . 18~2, had latterly proceede,d apace: · This tragic 
development\counselled, and must in all probability soon compel, 
retirement. . . ~eqondly, with the.rejectio~··by-Al, ~""'ag)tinE~j;~!"'":t~i,fs. 
'of the-second~Heme.R:gl~J!il!,JY.:;;main-.esteQ.!:!ible."r~~~<w _f.gs .. .L.ernain-.. 
i~g--in .. publie,life>h~d.,vam~£ .. ;.,~hirdly, and most i~portant of aill; 
h¢'was'hopelessly ·at issue with his Cabinet over Lord Spencer's 
n~val estimates. Finally,. the step which he had . proposed· as 
affording the sole exit from this jmpasse-aii immediate dissolution 
a'nd campaign against the House of Lords-found little or no favour 
with the mass of his ?Olleagues. •He_hoisted,.tl},e~g~~l.' They put 
the telescope to the blind eye. ~·' _ 
, The naval crisis came to a sort of head on 9th January, 1894. 

The estimate had by then been so far pared down··as to wring a 
reluctant assent from the exacting pacifism of Sir W. Harcourt. The 
Prime Minister was unappeased, and seemingly ii:nplitcable in his. 
opposition. He was agitated and resentful. "These periods. of 
excitement," he wrote to Sir A. West, " are very distressing, fo~ in 
my interview with Harcourt I broke one pair of glasses, in my 
:lntervi~ ·with Spencer another; and the11 lost a third." 1 At the 
Cabinet of 9th January :Pe gave his colleagues clearly to understand 
that they must choose between_ a further substa~tial cut a~d his owri 
resignation. Of Cabinet Ministers Shaw-Lefevre alone claimed. to 
share the unbending views of his leader., 1\forley, Asquith, and 
Jtosebery conferred together after the Cabinet. Morley (Recol-. 
lections, Vol. ii, p. 2} says that the view not only of these but of the . 

!- Sir A. West, Diaries, 1860-1898, p. 233. 
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majority of the· Commoners in the Cabinet was that now was the 
"appointed hour for our Chief's resignation." The only difference 
between Ministers was that which divided the "this weekers" 
from the " next monthers," and the " this weekers " at the moment 
predominated. They were convinced, rightly or wrongly, that no 
concession could be made to his views without grave danger to 

·national security, and that they could not honourably give way. 
Nevertheless the most strenuous efforts were made by many of his 
colleagues to induce him to compromise and stay. On the lOth
the day after his ultimatum to the Cabinet-Lord Rosebery told 
Sir A. West that he had spent an hour with Mr. G. and used all the 
weapons in his armoury. "I might as well," said Rosebery, "have 
addressed my arguments to your hat." (Sir A. West, Diaries, 
10 Jan., 1894.) • 

A few entries from Asquith's diary mark the stages of the crisis 
from this point on : J 
13 Jan. 1894. 

Conversation with H.G. (Herbert Gladstone). I 
Mr. G. is open to receive· overtures in the direction of a substantial 

reduction in this year's estimate. Lunch with Harcourts. Talk with H. 
and Loulou. We agreed that we could make no proposals. Best chance 
to trust to time and Atlantic breezes. 
23 Jan. 

Lunch at Rosebery's-where A. West, who came on a flying visit from 
Biarritz, to report bad news. Mr. G. "immovable as Gibraltar": the 
rest of us except G. S. L. (Shaw Lyfevre) "mad and drunk." Now 
talks of remaining in the H. of C. and attacking us on the flank. 

This language is typical of the "great excitability" and "fierce
ness of mood " which Gladstone's old friend, Lord Acton, observed 
in him at this time. Oddly enough John Morley, of all people, 
seems to have thought Mr. G.'s attitude was merely histrionic and 
assumed for tactical ends. 1 

2Feb. 
Walk with Rosebery .• Mr. G. bridge-building: affects now to think 

that J. M. agreed that he ought to go; also much impressed by'' recent 
action of the House of Lords."2 R. tells me that he knows privately that 
Mr. G. is trying to find out what impression A. West's dementi 3 has had 
on his colleagues. Offers a Cabinet. " Freezing reserve." 

1 "J. M. miserable at the shattering of his idol, being convinced (wrongly) that 
Mr. G.'s attitude was all acting and that his anguish was for nothing.'' (Sir A. West, 
Diaries, 1860-1898, p. 242.) 

2 Not only in rejecting the Home Rule Bill, but in emasculating the Employers' 
Liability and Parish Councils Bills. 

3 A rumour of the Prime Minister's impending resignation had been contradicted 
on his behalf. 
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7Feb. , 1894-1895 
Mter breakfast to A. Morley's, where was A. West just back from: Age 41-42 

Biarritz with Mr. G.'s latest. He proposes an immediate dissolution-
pretext being action: of H. of Lords on our Bills : we all ~gree that this: 
is madness. 

12 F~b. 
Cabinet. Nil. 

17 Feb. 
Cabinet dinner. Rien! 

' . 

This dinner is amusingly described in the late Viscount Harcourt's; 
journal : the strained expectancy of the guests : the diplomatic · 
paus:es in general conversation, to enable Mr. G. to announce his, 
intentions : the Prime Minister's resolute and embarrassing trap- . 
:Pis~: ·and the dispersal of the company re infecta. Sir W. Har-: 
court's commtf.t, when'asked what he thought of the proceedings, 
was :typical : ' I feel as I did at the Home Office, when a high : 
sheriff told me \_e had three times tried to hang a man and failed, : 
and 1 had to go liown to the H. of C. and say that the man deserved 
to b~ hanged but that I had reprieved him." · 

21 Feb. 
·I 

{ 

' 
\ 

Lunch with Roseb~ry : J. M. : 'Harcourt wilUake 2nd place-leader 
of theH. of C. with condition as to seeing F.O. papers and being free to : 
act on occasion without consillting P.M. Rosebery strongly averse to · 
serving " over " him. ' 

1 March. 
Mr. G.'s last Cabinet. Farewell, Kimberley and Harcourt. Lunch at 

Rosebery's: Spencer, J. M., and Acland. Mr. G. on the H. of Lords. 
J. l\'L and Irish office: "bomb." 

Several vivid accounts have been given of this Cabinet. Its 
members were deeply and· naturally moved by the passing of the 
veteran from among them. M:r .... Gladston!'l,._beneath a composed 
deportment and a mask of alabaster, was moved also-but less with 
sorrow tha~ a contained anger. "~~~!gned.J,,.!.,gi_d_~:Q.,C!~:.!ec(ljgJ?,,, .. I , 
was put out,".hecexclaimedjnJater,-years. Nor was his resentment 
disarmed by the valedictory words of two of his colleagues. Asquith 
has told elsewhere how after a short allocution from Lord Kimberley, 
Harcourt "produced from his box and proceeded tb read a well-_ 
thumbed MS. of highly elabor~ted eulogy. Of those· who were 
present there are now few survivors : but which of them can forget 
the expression of Mr. Gladstone's face, as he looked on with hooded 
eyes and tightened lips a~ this maladroit performance 1 " So little 
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was the old lion mollified by the perfectly genuine emotion of his 
colleagues, that he often thereafter referred to this their last 
meeting as the "blubbering Cabinet." 

3 March. 
Spencer, Rosebery and I went to see J. M. Mr. G. resigned and R. 

agreed to form a Government. 

II 

We lmow that if the Queen had asked Mr. Gladstone's advice as 
to his successor, he would have submitted the name of Lord Spencer, 
or possibly Lord Kimberley. Instead of consulting him, she sent
of her own initiative for Lord• Rosebery. Rosebery; indeed, and 
Harcourt were the only eligible candidates for the succession. Har
court's intellectual power, long parliamentary experience, un~el\ried · 
assiduity, 1 ~nd re~oubt~ble br~sing quality in de?fe constituted 
a strong pnma fame claim for him. To these qualities he added a 
fundamentally affectionate nature and an excellent rJnse of humour. 
Yet his disqualifications were felt by the great majority of his 
colleagues to be crippling. They arose mainly from temper, in the 
comprehensive as well as the narrow sense of that term. It was 
impossible to foresee from hour to hour what would and what would 
not unseal the inexhaustible vials of his wrath and discharge their . 
blistering contents on the heads of foes, friends, and colleagues. 
Anger reduces some men to an opportune speechlessness ; it made 
Sir William fatally articulate. While his choler endured, he assailed 
its object with a vehemence and variety of invective which declined 
no medium, 2 rejected no weapon, spared no sensitive spot. As soon 
as it subsided he was prepared to laugh hugely, to shake hands, and 
forg~t. Not so, always, his victims. They, in the words of Mr. 
Gardiner, "winced and remembered." Someone has remarked 
that you cannot" unpull a man's nose," and Sir William's disregard 
of this maxim may well have cost him the first place in the State. 
At the present crisis the Cabinet were almost unanimously opposed 
to his succession. Tlte statement attributed to Morley Jtr Viscount 
Harcourt in his Journal3-that of the Commoners in the Cabinet 
Asquith and A,cland alone resisted his claim-is, according to 

1 "When I am ill," he said, "I am in bed. 'Vhen I am not, I am in the House 
of Commons." 

2 Except the telephone, which he hated : he would not speak through this 
instrunient, but, according to his son, was known to pour ink into the mouthpiece in 
the hopes that it would flow into his interlocutor's ear-or mouth-as the case 
might be. , . 

3 Or by Mr. Gardiner, it is not clear which. Life of Harcourt, Vol. II, p. 269. 
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.~sq~th,' moonshirie.1 Morley .J~ims~!f; .. :who. two ... yearst~;;t(!i:~~had is~~~~~~ 
promised- to· support· that.clam).,,_was,...proba;_bly,.,.D;J.O,l'~l;.directly· g · 

instrumental.th~n,anyone.~lse.rliJ..defeating it .•. Not.only.w:~~ .. ~~,old. 
backer determined not. to serve under:Harcourt,"he ~;tsldoul:>tful "' . . . . . - . . ... -·· .. . . .. , ~-·r ---,~~-
whether ·he could-serve. with,him. The whole Liberal Press endorsed 

. this estimate of the Chancellor of the Exchequer's disabilities, 
a;n,d rallied to Rosebery, not as an ideal, but as the only possible 
alternative choice. · i . 

Lord. Rosebery accordingly~ took .his seat_on .-what .. ;he-.was to 
describe later as "the most.uneasy ... to/one.in~Europe si,hce .. that.of 
Poland." 1The only material change he made in the pers<)nnel of the 
Ministry was to ~ppoint LQ.td..,K,i~~rJ~y~!flUC.c~saor~Cl<ti&l:!,!'l.-;F..oreign 
Officeot.-.,an,ar:pp0intmerr~~~~itH:,,~~Ji~M~~l~~~sl~~lpl3d-t:w!th 
-othepfactors gradually to urge-him' back into the arms ,ofHarcou.:rt. 
He seems to have thought that Rosebery had undertaken that the 
Foreign Minister should be in the .pommons, and pro\essed, to ha,ve 
been "tricked.'? . It was r.umour.E;ld.that.he.hasl_(lQ~ted~t!!J!L,P.2£t
foliq,f~M,_m~lf:' However this tpay be, s~eds were:then sown of 
distrust and dislike between leading members of th¢ Government 
which were to bear a pestilent harvest in the next fe~ years. 

Asquith ~s-remark ·that-.no one, could. call .this. Cab;net .a"pl!Ol.I:J,S_ant 
one~in-which·-to sit was,.w~:Jll.wi~biiLt.he .• t:ruth. To ;begin with, the 
Government majority, precarious and meagre from' the start, was 
steadily disintegrating. Its members were like ;Polar explorers 
marooned on a melting ice-floe. Such a situation can be rendered 
endurable by a spirit of sweet reasonableness and ldyal comradeship 
among its victims. So far, however, was this condition lacking, that 
within a few months the Prime Minister and tlie Leader of the 

' ' 
House of Commons were literally not on speaking terms, com-
municating with one another, ~hen they did so at;all, through a dis
tracted intermediary. Moreover, the Parliamentary debut of the 
new Ministry was inauspicious in the extreme. )t was marked by 
two fiascos, recorded in Asquith's diary with his usual economy of 
words: • 

' ' 

12 March. House met. Heard Rosebery in H. of L. His faux pas. 
13 March. Labby's amendment carried by 147 tb 145. 
14 March. Cabinet: Lab by rescinded. 

Lord Rosebery's faux pas was of course his/pronouncement that 
·~before Irish Home Rule !s conceded by the 1Imperial Parliament, 
England,_ as the predominant member of the partnership of the 

' ! 

1 . Fifty Year8:ojParliament, Vol. lip. 222 •. 
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1894-1895 three kingdoms, will have to be convinced of its justice." This 
Age 41- 42 might be read as pledging the party not to introduce another Home 

Rule Bill Uiitil they secured a majority of purely English members 
in its favour. So read, it was a revolutionary declaration, to which 
none of his c.olleagues would have subscribed. At Edinburgh a few 
days later the Prime Minister disclaimed this construction. All he 
had meant was that " if we wanted to carry Home Rule, we must 
carry conviction to the heart of England, and by those words I 
stand.. They are a truism, they are a platitude in the sense in 
which I uttered them. . . . " But the original statement in its 
original interpretation had by then obtained such a start that no 
disclaimer could overtake it. 

The second fiasco was the direct consequence of the first, and 
followed it within twenty-four hours. The Harcourtites a.vailed. 
themselves of the animus excited in the Irish and Welsh bosoms by 
the " predominant partner " speech, to strike a humiliating blow at 
its author. On the 13th March Labouchere moved in the House of 
Commons an amendment to the Address in favour·· of the abolition 
of the Peers' veto, and carried it by a majority of two (14 7 to i45). 
The Address as amended had to be negatived and .a new Address 
introduced and agreed to. Speaking in Scotland a few days after 
this unedifying mutiny Asquith said: "We are not what our 
opponents seem to think an ideal political party ought to be-a set 
of disciplined, mechanical, and almost automatic figures, who raise 
their feet at one and the same moment at the word of command." 
Beyond question they were not ! 

Despite its unpromising debut, and the personal jars and clashes 
which agitated its ranks, the Government during the session of 
1894 achieved one clanging legislative triumph. Sir William Har
court introduced and carried through all its stages by small but 
sufficient majorities the famous Death Duties Budget. The " Pro
bate Duty " which had in the past fallen on unsettled personalty 
alone, was now extended under the name of Estate Duty to settled 
personalty and land :. hardly less important, land w~ for the 
purposes of the. duty to be assessed at its true capital value. The 
impost was estimated to yield £1,000,000 in the current and 
£4,000,000 in a full year. But Harcourt and Milner (who as Chairman 
of the Board of Inland Revenue was joint author with him of this 
reform) had builded better than they knew. Neither of them then 
dreamed that within_ a quarter of a century the duty would be 
yielding forty or fifty millions. Notwithstanding the increasingly 
shrill anath(3mas which it has wrung from a secti_on of the rich, it is 
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still a firm favourite with Finance Ministe~s of every party, one of 1894-'1895 
the riche~;Jt and most enduring jewels in our~ fiscal crown. Age 41-42 

Harcourt carried the Budget through the; Commons almost single~ 
handed; _and plUm.ed himself on never havf1g resorted at· any stage 
to the. closure. Some of his colleagues whq ·" also had claii:ns to the 
time of the House of Commons " were a little galled by his forbear
ance .. For Asquith's own parliamentary bU:rdens were by no means ·· 
light. In a single week towards the end iof April he introduced a 
Welsh Disestablishme:rit Bill and~ Factodes'Bill, besides joining in 

. ' .. I 

debates on other matters. Want ~ftime )prevented either of these 
measures from being proce!'lded with in the current session. Outside 
Parliament· lre was _strenuously engaged! in administrative Home 
Office reforms. Yet he found time to speak in the country, and in 
'June liis intervention.and arbitration settled a cab strike. 

I 
I 

,I 

. . m ( . 
· Although· the Gov~rnment's majorities h.ad been dwindling and 

its·_ fall could . not l~mg be :delayed, t,he legislative programme· 
~nnounced in the Qb.een's speech at th~ beginning of 1895 was a 

J ' . ' 
heavy one.·. Bills -.dealing with Welsh Disestablishment, Irish 
Land, .Plural Voting, and Local Option! were only a few of those 
foreshadmyed in the,.Address. An effort' must, it was thought, be 
made to liquidate the pledges of Newc:itstle. The House of Lords 
was certain to obstruct and ·.might i altogether frustrate this 
endeavour. It was none the less incumbent on the Government to 
invite the democratic. Chamber to affirm the measures to which it· 
w.as committed, leaving to the. Peers the responsibility; and it was 
hoped the odium, ot rejecting them. .' 

The Government, emerged with credit from the debate on tlie 
Address.· It secured the rejection suc()essively of three important 
amendments, and claimed to have received from the House three 
votes of confidence.~ On two of these' ai:nendments Asquith was the 
principal Ooverliinent spokesman. One of• these concerned. the 
dynamiters. The a,thei, which was moved by Chamberlain, was to 
the effect that the time of Parliament should not be occupied in the · 
discussion of " measures which there ; was no prospect of passing : 
intq law, while proposals involving grav~ constitutional changes have'' 
been annpunced on which the judgment -of Parliament should be 
;taken without· delay." . · , 

The speech in which Asqu,ith, rising'immediately,,a,fter~Oh~mber-, 
lain .sat down,· replied .to ,him .. ~as!a,mopg&he~J:>E)§~~.~!3lia~~~g,_sn~e2l!es: _ 

'· I 
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he ever made. Chamberlain had drawn an historical parallel between 
the Melbourne Ministry which left office in 1841 and the present 
Government. Each, he said, resorted, when in desperate straits, to 
a new proposal-an attack on the Corn Laws in the first case, an 
attack on the House of Lords in the second. Asquith began by 
neatly turning the parallel against him. He pointed out that the 
Corn Laws surVived Lord Melbourne's attack .by exactly five years. 
"We now know the estimate which my right hon. friend is prepared 
to give of the probable duration of the present constitution of the 
House of Lords." Mr. Chamberlain was now asking the Government 
to shelve measures such as Welsh Disestablishment in order to 
debate a constitutional issue-that of the House of Lords. In 1887 
he had been bitterly complaining that the Liberal Party would not 
shelve a constitutional issue (Home Rule) in order to de11l.with 
Welsh Disestablishment. As far back as 1885 he had pronounced it 
the most urgent of domestic reforms. What had happened in the 
interval to make it less pressing 1 Having.regard to Mr. Chamber
lain's past utterances about the House of Lords on the one hand, 
and the Government's. measures on the other, it might have been 
hoped that instead of criticising the Government for introducing 
these measures, he would criticise the House of Lords for rejecting 
them, or better still, get his Liberal" Unionist friends in the Upper 
Chamber to facilitate their passage. To Mr. Chamberlain's im
prudent description of " filling up the cup " as " the latest electoral 
device," he answered as follows: 

" I am not going to indulge in a wealth of quotation. I will content 
myself with citing a single passage from the speech delivered by him
and it is most pertinent to the question now before the House-in 
Denbighshire, before the General Election of 1885. These were the 
memorable words he used : ' I have no spite against the House of Lords, 
but as a Dissenter I have an account to settle with them, and I promise 
you I will not.forget the reckoning. I share your hopes and aspirations, 
and I resent the insults, injuries, and the injustice from which you have 
suffered so long at the h~nds of a privileged Assembly,! ' I ask tlte particular 
attention of the House to the words which follow : ' But the cup is 
nearly full.' Yes, Sir, filling the cup, the right hon. gentleman told us 
to-night, was the latest electoral device. It is at least ten years old, and 
the credit for the introduction into our political vocabulary of this most 
useful and picturesque simile ought, I think, to be claimed by its true 
and original author. ' Yes,' he went on, ' the cup is nearly full. The 
career of high-handed wrong is coming to an end. ~....b.&.~~.Jwmjpo 
l<n~~~H::~\!~Rd¥~!tJo&.'. Now, Sir,_ I shoul~ be ~lad to know, and the 
Hotise woUld be glad to know-and if the discussiOn could b~ confined 
within reasonable limits I am not sure that we ought not to allow facilities 
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for the purpose-what my right hon. friend. thinks has happened 'to the iS94-1895 
cup which was nearly full in 1885, and hOw ':he explains that in his view Ag~ 41-42 
tp.e House~of "Lords,..which-,.as-.he~toldrthe-eleGtors~hen~"had • .:~shelte:J;:ed 
every-·a;buse·and-protected-every~privilege~for··rrearly"'·a--century;!. .. has 
Become, as he apparently thinks it has, the la~t refuge of popular liberty." 

(ij:ouseref~GommQns,J.5>th~eh .. p1$.9;5.) 

· Harcourt;-whose. appreciation· could .be~_as_pordiaL!lnd<::v:ehem~nt 
'/' as.his dispraise,=W!"Qt~,tq,.Jh_e..,Queen: ', 

f ~ "Mr. AsquitJ!_gr:eatly distinguished ... hims~lfdn~his:t.-reply;-.,and~has 
·~established his.position-as·one•of-the.~sp de,ba_:~rs~an<~-speakers,-in_the 

House.oLCominop.s .. Sir..W. Harcourt.can..harq.Iy;,reQalba-~,mpre~signal 
parliamen~I!>IT.S_:!:l~~-~· : , and to his son, more colloquially : "Asquith's 
speech last night was a splendid success. He knocked Joe-into~a'lfocked 
pat. Eyen the Tories had to admit he .was nowhere. . . . I found Margot 
in'J.•Morley's room and told I had half a mind to kiss her, and A. offered 
to retire for the purpose. ·I.don'.t think I h;tv:e-~vercheard aspeech,which 
created:such an.effeQ,t,jnA;he,Heuse .... " 1 : · 

. i 

Soon after this Asquith. ~eintroduced the '\yelsh Disesta'J:>lishment 
Bill and the Factory Bill. .The second w;~ passed, with some 
amendments, after the Government's defeat and resignation, and 
on the last day before the dissolution. Asquith's second-reading 
speech on the Welsh Bill can still·be read \with pleasure or with 
sotnething . as· nearly approaching it as _the t~chnical and repellent 
nattire of the subject adinits. In conducting, the measure through 
Committee he was exposed to a dou*e fire. ': In front of him the 
defen_ders of the establishment thun\].ered about sacrilege, while 
behind him a body of Welsh zealots cl~nioured for the provisions of 

. the Bill to be stiffened. Prominent among these was Mr .. David 
Lloyd George. On the 20th June the ministerial majority sank as 
low as seven. The next day lightning descended on the Government 
from a clear sky. Campbell-Bannerrilan, mQst popular of War 
Ministers, had just· succeed,ed in persuading the. Duke of Cambridge 
to resign the post of Commander-in-Chief, and had done so witho}lt 
hurting hisjeelings. He had ·earned gol~~n opi~<,:ms from all q,uarters 
-and not least from the Queen-for an exhibition of consummate 
diplomacy, whose outcome had been an~ounced on the ,morning of 
the 21st. The same evening the Govei:pment were defeated in ·a 
snap division on a motion to reduce "C.-B.'s " slilary on the ground 
of an alleged deficiency inithe supply of s:rp.ali' arms ammunition and 
cot:dite. On..,the-27.th~.I~evth~vGQv~er:Q.l_!l.~:t;.E,,!,e,~j~~-d. . 

• . / Garruner's Harcourt,-ii,~p. 348. ~ '· : >' 
• ~~~~H~ ·t 



CHAPTER IX 

THE MARGOT LETTERS 

Engagement to Margot Tennant-Advice to him and to her-A long attachment
Doubts and fears-Many vh issitudes-Marriage-Many letters. 

1891-1894 ALL Rome offered its advice when it was rumoured that the young 
Age 39-41 Home Secretary, with his great and solemn career in front of him, 

cherished the idea of marrying en secondes noces the brillian~ and 
wayward Margot Tennant. One half said it would be ruinous to his 
career; the other that she would irreparably spoil her life if she 
took upon herself the charge of a ready-made family brought up in 
a different atmosphere from her own, and linked herself to a. man 
who played no games 'and cared for no sport ; who was bound to 
live in London and not in the country, and had no income except 
what he earned at the Bar. On hearing of it Lord Rosebery and 
Lord Randolph Churchill and other of his friends were frank in their 
warnings and disapproval, and her friends were equally outspoken 
to her. The pros and cons from her point of view were shrewdly 
summed up by Jowett, the Master of Balliol, who on this, as so 
many occasions, doubled the parts of spiritual and worldly adviser : 

" The real doubt about the affair is the family ; will you consider this 
and talk it over with your mother ? The other day you were at a masqued 
ball, as you told me-a few months hence you will have, or rather may 
be having, the care of five children, with all the ailments and miseries 
and disagreeables of children (unlike the children of some of your friends) 
and not your own, although you will have to be a mother to them, and 
this state of things will last during the greatest part of your life. Is not 
the contrast more than human nature can endure 1 I know that it is, as 
you said, a nobler manner of living, but are you equal to sue:!. a struggle 1 
If you are, I can only say, 'God bless you, you are a brave girl.' But I 
would not have you disguise from yourself the nature of the trial. It is not 
possible to be a leader of fashion and to do your duty to the five children. 

On the other hand, you have at your feet a man of outstanding ability 
and high character, and who has attained an extraordinary position
far better than any aristocratic lath or hop-pole; and you can render 
him the most material help by your abilities and knowledge of the world. 
Society will be gracious to you because you are a grata persona, and every
body will wish you well because you have made the sacrifice. ·You may 
lead a much higher life if you are yourself equal to it." 

96 
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Being b()th people of strong\ characters .. and ,in~ependent minds, .1s~13~~i 
they went their own way to their own •conclusion,.but that was not , g 

reached until after. many wrestlings and vicissitudes which I)lay "Qe · 
traced in his letters to her duri:rlg the y~ars in which he pleaded and· 
waited. These were poured out in a continuous stream du;ring the , . 
years immediately preceding th~ir marr;iage in 18"94, and only a few 
excerpts can be printed here·; b~t they t~ll the chief part of Asquith;s 
story during these years and inqidentally reveal a side of his nature 
and character which was little known to the public. Much~of the 
story .has been. told in Margot As_qu_ith/~_Aufpgiqgraphy, .but.adittle 
more i!3 net:{d~q ~Q.~~.PJ.ai~ t,l}~Jetters. . ; .. · 

Margot ·~eimant's early ... attachmen~·'""was.;t.o;J?.et.~r .. ..,]Jower, a 
man fourteen years older than .herself but .still young; a fine rider, 
ren~ed boxer, an~ though of small ititellectu.al equipment, a gay 
and intelligent companion. He ~hared lier triumphs in the hunting 
fields of Leicestershire and Northai:nptonshire through many long 
and happy winters; · : . ·,\. . 

But Margot Tennant had another.,world, the world of the summer 
'I\ l !I 

season in London, the autumn season ·at Glen, and the world of 
a circle _of in.t~llectu~l.companio~s c.~:tlled t,he :.: .. Souls," whom· Petep 
lfl..o~er: )Y..il:~!n5~.~P!P}~ }?f ~PPt~()ia~ing, ,a~d.who .. J!l · th~k.J;l¥'n coukl 
not imagine "what she saw in him." Evidently these two worlds 
could never . ·mix; · and the beginning of the. story ·is the conflict · 
between them. · I· \ ·, 

In 1890, when Margot Tennant first ;p1et Asquith, she .was .. very: 
unhappy. She had had so mucli advic~, so many warnings from 
her friends ·and family, that she 'had shut out all discussion upon 
her private affairs, but the fartHer she ·withdrew into herself the 
less confidence she felt in the go~l to which her love. was leading' 

,._ . - t . . . -

her.· It was then that she met Asquith; a meeting which is best 
told in her own words : · 

1 

: 

" ' 

j 1 - . I 

"When I first met Henry .. he kn~w noth~ng about .me,- and I)mew, 
nothing ab~ut him. We ·were sitting on the Terrace of the House o£ · 
Commons in the dark, continuing the eon"V"ersation we had had throughout· 1 

a (j.in:ner given to us by Lord Battersea. After a moment's sile:p.ce, he 1 

suddenly asked me what I was doing with my life ; and I felt as if a gate I 

had opened in front of me: Here at ;least was a man whose experience : 
was different from my own, who was not like~y to add to my embarrass- : 
ments by falling in love, and who had no prejudice against the sporting· , 
side of the life which threatened to overwhelm roe. ', 
· We talkeq under the. stars until a1 po)iceinan informed us , that the. ; 
House was ·up. . . 1 .. - .. ~ ' . · . 1 

My.new friendship was not orilya gr((at awl;t,kening ~o~,me, .. q"l!.~~~-~gg!J..t 
I.-G I 

I , .. 
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1891-1894 to my family and friends. I said to my sister Charty : ' Asquith is the 
Age 39-41 only kind of man that I could ever have married-all the others are so 

much waste paper ! ' 
At which she said : ' He would never have proposed to you.' 

• This.remark of hers hurt me: and I pondered over it in my heart. 
Was it true that my sporting life was unfitting me for something better? 
I remember it, because I cried myself to sleep and vowed that I would 
give up Leicestershire, London, and Peter Flower." 

Asquith she describes as becoming an anchor to her in the months 
that followed. She felt that his penetration, sagacity, and counsel 
would save her from the self that she had ceased to trust. A little 
later she came to know his wife : 

" When later I met his wife-Helen-she was so different from me 
that I had a longing for her approval. She was gentle, pretty aml un
ambitious, and spoke to me of her home and children with a love and 
interest that seemed to exclude her from a life of political aggrandizement, 

·which was from early days the life that captivated my imagination. 
I was anxious that she should care for me and know my friends, but after 
a week-end spent at Taplow with Lord and Lady Desborough, -tv-here 
everyone liked her, she told me that though she had enjoyed her visit 
she did not think she would ever care for the sort of society that I loved, 
and was happier in the circle of her home and family. · 

When I said that she had married a man who was certain to attain the 
highest political distinction, she replied that that was not what she 
coveted for him. Driving back from Hampstead where we had been 
alone together I wondered if my ambition for the success of her husband, 
and other men, was wrong. 

She came several times to see me in Grosvenor Square and took me to 
hear her husband in the Law Courts, where he and Lord Russell of 
Killowen were engaged on the famous case of the baccarat scandal. 

We were accompanied by her son Raymond, and in a desire to amuse 
this lovely little boy I remember that I fluttered my pocket handkerchief 
on to the heads of those sitting below us from the gallery. 

With the exception of Raymond, and little Violet, I never saw any of 
Henry's children till after his wife's death when they were living in a 
villa at Redhill.'' 

Helen Asquith died in September 1891, and gTadua:ay the new 
chapter opened. Asquith's mind was made up that, if he ever 
married again, it could only be to Margot Tennant, and he was 
convinced-he sincerely believed impartially and disinterestedly
that marriage. to Peter Flower would be disaster. The extracts 
from his letters printed below tell their own story. With whatever 
reluctance, Peter himself acknowledged defeat. His parting words 
were : •:_Marry .Asquith ; I'm not worth the button on his boot ! 
He's the only chap I've ever known who will make you hap~y." 
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·But was she worth the button- on Asquith's boot 1 .Qo1ll_<l;'"she 
be.a·mother·to his family. L..These jwere,.,.t:(le,,questiowh-Which.,.she 
now.put.to)l,erself: l 

1891-1894 
Age 39-41 

'~I was filled with ·profoun4 mi~giv:i~g-"when; . .I.realis!3d·that the man • 
whose friendship was,what.I..v:alued,most.on earth"'wanted-~te~maiTy""'me. 
Q.:r,oping as I had·been for,years to find,~ cha:rac,ter,and.iq~.l!~&~-~l1P~Jior 
to .my. own, I did not Jeeteqll_al..,t() J~giygj.t_ wJ!~}:!J).oB~i .. U;,-.T.,had no 
reason to think I was maternal, and.Lwas.hatinted·by;the·thoughtthat 
if.I.married him I rnig~~r~n his career.; I realised the natural prejudice 
that all children since the beginning of the world mu'st have against 
stepmothers, and the idea of duty accotnpanyll).g love was repellent to 
me, and would be perceptible to a map of his. insight and sensibility. 
Nurses, nature, and fairy-tales do nothing to discourage this prejudice, 
and naving a mother of my own-patient, unambitious, and wise-I 
felt .I was not worthy to undertake ·the c~re and guidanc.e of exceptionally , ' 
clever children brought up in different stirroundings from my own. ;. 

·My friends, who in their delight at my\ parting from Peter, had missed 
no opportunity of ·bringing Henry and me together, were overcome with 
an_:Pety.that.so.-famQRS..!1~~~~-1_h,!3_ij:~n~e.Secre;ta:r;y_,~~~-~~IRP!.ate 

,.qtnit_!!yjng.so_frnroloys,~~P~~.,;,~Y!!f¥,.,a:p.g ~I ~W!l>~"-9!!-l!.P~ogg(:l:_by, all 
·'jt.but,4,r_!h'll,f.,~!l-!four,~{~wet~;v~Qrger0urzpn;~Ge~rge,l?;~J!lb.~o!~,~§t-=,John 
• Midleton, Lady Manners, Mr. Gladstonei and my sister Charty-to give 

up any such notion. I.was.told,.that I.:W;a!j,not,mal!ryingc,~enry-,~:l?ut,his 
liv:e.-,childJ:en,-.. and that I had not t}le discip~e,.edu9at!9:q·~2!-' .. ~~lf!~ss
ness .. to take such.a,hlj.za:r;d .. , I was welllaware that what they said was 
true. Fortunately there ·was something in my nature, as there was 
in my husband's, that has ep.abled me' alway~ to have a life of my 
own. . · 1 

Henry spoke little to me of his childrenl._to whom he was as devoted as 
his wife had been-as he felt instincti't"ely tha~ my fear of being an 
inadequate stepmother was the barrier that 'pr~vented me from taking 
my final decision. ! .. , • 

That he did not care for hunting, out-of-doqr games, or the good
humoured, ill-educated people with who~ I spept my winters, did not 
make as much difference to ·my decision . as my friends supposed, but I 
feared that my inadequacy might ultimately cool his great love. ~o_king 

,bacl~·:to-day"J.,tWrt~.~~!l!~t!'~~'Y~d.Ja!El9r,e .. co~.~ge,P,h~;.I,<g~.~p~~~he 
marnedeme .. There,rs.a s.rde of hrs nature whrch.few",will,ev~r.Jmpw. 
IY.~<?!!~ll*~~~~~~~~og~~~ •. :~e~~i~f.?~djl,li~{~~~~~tl{aP,.!g!~~~:fid- · 
liis,W~:ll would prevarl,.an:rhrs mdifference to mo:p.ey, the future, and all 
gossip and r~our amazed me. Uke.xpl:Y~~lh~h~.,{!4w,.ir~<l!lt,J;l.w,.t:-o>:!i~.g,p..:'':-e 
Q,an.g.ex:QM.sly_ . . . . : 

i ' 
The marriage .. to.ol,r .P!~~~ ~i..§P.!-~9rge~~ • ..iJianov~r _Sql!a.r~,.....Q!l 

J()~P.~:M~Yn.J89.4.vThe streets were crowded from Grosvenor Square 
to the church, and the marriage~ registrr .was sign~~; ... py,;:.f9o~,..::g!i.:rp.e 
Ministe~, past -and ,future7 Lord--·Balfour1 .;Lord:"!lR.Qs!'ll>ery;;.J.\ir. 
Gladstone,,.~J!g..;~~~J!~egJ;OOll1·-Ladyi Oxfor~ relates that her old . 
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nurse who ha,d a card of entry to the church was asked by " a 
gentleman with a gardenia in hjs button-hole" if she would sell 
him her ticket. " I will give 'you ten pounds if you will do this
I want to see the man that she is marrying." His request was met 

• with an indignant refusal. 
The first part of the honeymoon was spent at Mells, Park, Frome, 

lent by Sir John and Lady Horner, and the second at Clovelly 
Court, lent by Mrs. Hamlyn. 

The letters from which the following extracts are taken extended 
from the autumn of 1891-soon after the death of Asquith's first 
wife-to the time of his second marriage. The beginnin~ is in. 
October 1891, the end May 1894. 

"We have almost completed the terribly sad work of giving away 
Helen's things. Isn't it strange how the memory of forgotten things
small and great-is brought back to life by the sight of old dresses and 
all sorts of little personal trifles ¥ I am keeping hardly anything eKcept 
her books and papers for myself, and a few of her jewels-she had very 
few-for Violet. But it is like a second parting. 

~JJ;;§.?2:{)~j;h is as unexpected as most of his proceedings. l don't 
think you and I ever quite agreed in our estimate of him. I still regard 
him-measured by his opportunities and his achievements-as one of 
the half-dozen great men of action of this century. Napoleon stands by 
himself; he has in our time-in many respects in all time-neither equal 
nor second. But the only others of this age that I would rank higher than 
Parnell are Abraham Lincoln, Bismarck, and (perhaps) Cavour. Of 
course you understand that I am not speaking of the goodness (in any of 

./·· the cases) of the result, but of the width and depth of the changes brought 
about by personal initiative. Like Bismarck, and Napoleon himself, 
Parnell lived too long, and the late:r part of his life was an anti-climax. 
I think myself that his mental and moral equilibrium was at all times 
very delicately· poised, and once lost, he never regained it. 

As you know at one time I saw a great deal of him-more perhaps than 
almost any other Englishman has done. We have spent hours in these 
rooms tete-a-tete. Like a fool, I didn't keep a diary in those days (not 
indeed until I knew you·) or I could have sent you some very,turious and 
interesting reminiscences. 

I hope that your guest will have grace given him to deal with the 
subject decently in his speech. He was never (like John Morley and me) 
a Parnellite-except malgre lui. I daresay you think better of his judg
ment and the worse of ours. 

What are you reading 1 Anything~ Have you ever read Balzac's 
Eugenie Grandet ~ It is not pleasant, though quite free from the grossness, 
whether subtle or coarse, of the latter-day French school, wb.o like to 
'affiliate' themselves to Balzac, but really go no further back in literary 
ancestry than to Flaubert, of whom they are all-don't you think-
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descendants, legitimate ·and otherwis'13 . .The~e is to me something almost', 189t-1~94 
Shakespearean about Balzac. But it{ must he admitted that he is sonie-: Age 39:-41 
. times 'dull. The books I have on the :table at, home.· at present are ·Rose's: 
lgna~iu_s Loyola, Moltke'!!l Franco-Ger~an War, and Bishop Wordsworth's: 
Remmtseences." 1 ' : 

I • 

i 
"I never had a more interesting orla nicer letter, and you know what 

I mean by ' nice ' in our jargon. Th13r~ are a lot of things in it that I shall , . 
keep in my memory and treasure up i:ri, a compartment that is devoted to 
you; only that it isn't a' compartment' (like (me of Napoleon's drawers) ' 
any longer,. but threatens rapidly to encroach upon ~nd engross all the , 
space that Nature \has given, nie. Happily i:t doesn't drive out other ' 
interests or paralyse other activities, but it sUffuses them all with a sense 
of sweet and inspiring cotppanionship, and :quickens them with the 
pulse of a new ambition. -~ · ' . 
· By t'he. same post as yours I got t~o letter~ which I send to you. to . , 
read, asx-Y:<2!h~:t~"il!t(lt.t:ts~~~~~Q,~gat~~x~~~~!?-M!me~~-<~.!hi'"fu;y;2.~· ... -I : 
suppose that after some expenence op.e gets·, -rather mqrb1dly hyper- ' 
critical·in these matters, and I wonder if they 'Yill strike you as they _did 
·me .. Uno .. 'YJU:~ce w~l!~~-hJ.!~Rtil!MmJl,_tfly; aJ.1d~H~~-':Qitt~eM.!¥§"x~:Mi:[Iier 
!I~f;>~e!l!l··•imy ..• d'ri':r'(d,'l~Q!~1l~~!lY.~1';~~n~~-e:Y.e_!!:~!>,~lg9"!!~lJ1k~s~~~'f,l~2;~; 
.se:p.sltnre,t~twha t..,he,says,.,aAd:J75lfl.!l,.t:·helpefeeling: a·certam-por.nmo!lplace
ness, a slight''and indefinabl~ want of depth ·and delicacy, a lack as it 
were of flavour and fragrance, both in the sent~ment and expression of 
what he writes. Am I wrong 1 I woulil not say so to ariyone but you, 
er,_!;~~w.-J:li~:~o~.~r,3,~~r:t;te~a:n:~}o;Y~..\:!!~~!l~;L.;., ;.,_ . . · . . .... ·· 

I was mtensely amuijed by your descr1ptwn of, the Harcourt meetmgs. 
About the chief actor I agree with all you say ; :we see the sall1e things 
in him and the· same deficiencies. As for the no,us autres of the Liberal 
Party, I confess that we are (to a fastidioUs eye) a' vulgar and stupid' 
lot. (I know that you make one or two'!exceptibns, so do I.) But you 
must remember that the M.'s and the rest are, the half-educated and 
semi-l;trticulate mouthpieces of wants vaguely fel't and ideas dimly con
ceived by people wlio ·are both ignorant and dumb. ·They are crying for 
leadership, and all they get is a rattle of Harcolirtian fireworks and .a 
sawdust programme from Newcastle. Wl:).at we want just now is not so 
much sympathy or 'awakening -of the I).ational~ conscience '-there is 
lots of that about-but intuition, constructive imagination, and hard
headed audacity. These are the qualities; Madam, which you have got· 
to contribute, and as you say we will som¢ day· drive the machine along 
at a pace and with results that the world!will fee~. There never was a 
time when there was more to be done or fewer pers<;ms fitted to do it. Q£ 
course, we shall agree about things. We never di~er in our conclusion!', 
when you give yourself time to take in all the conditions, and I have my 
pedestrian judgment quickened and brightened and winged by you. All 
in good time ; I am not impatient. . . . 1 , · • 

I ,.!!lad. -through "Bishop •Wordsworth' s ><Reminisct'I?Qe,s., Y~..§&~rq~y. You 
wouldn't.much care for it; it is too full of (good) L~ttin and (indifferent) 
English verse, and all kinds of academic and clerical shop. Mifapas.sio:q.. 

\ : ·. 

I 
I 
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1891-1894 for~ biograp~y_carrjed !!1-e. tprough .. Here are almost the only two good 
Age 39-41 things: · 

I. ' There dwelt among the untrodden ways 
To Rydal mere which lead 

A bard whom there were none to praise, 
And very few to read.' 

-not a bad parody of our revered poet. 
2. ' Cato-or some old Roman-said that he would rather posterity 

should ask why there were no statues to him, and not why there were.' 
After a visit to Westminster Abbey one feels there is point in that. 
I will let you know what I think of Moltke-and of anything and 

everything I read. I am taking a course of Balzac in bed at night, and 
am just beginning La Peau de Chagrin, which, shame to relate, I have. 
never read before: there's a gap for you! I knew you woUld like Mme. 
de Remusat, though it brings out the petty side, the ' essential cad ' in 
Napoleon more than almost any other book. I doubt your finding"m,p.ch 
that will help or even greatly interest you in Schopenhauer, but (except 
Hegel in a few rare moments) he is the only one of the GBrman philosophers 
who can write readably. Has Haldane infected you with an interest in 
Lassalle and. his Helene 1 He is certainly a picturesque figure-Jew, 
Hegelian, dandy, duellist, "lover, founder of the Socialist movement, ·and 
dead before he was forty. There is plenty of ' rush and colour ' for you 
t.here .... " 

" I had intended to give you a day's holiday to-day, but as you see 
second thoughts, and the force of habit, and perhaps something elses, 
have undermined my resolution. Not that I have really much to say
except what you are tired of hearing, but there is no one else in the whole 
world to whom I can talk freely, or from whom I get in return light and 
help and hope. 

The more I think of your projected flight into Egypt the less I like the 
prospect. I believe it is eleven or twelve days' post to Cairo. Egypt and 
India are the two places I have always most wished to explore, but I see 
no chance of ever being able to do so. ' Ever ~ is perhaps a long word. In 
fact I am not much fonder of long travelling than you are. But when you 
once get there you are bound to be interested by what you see-Eastern 
colour, the desert, the Nile, etc.-and the tedium will be alleviated by 
the society of Milner and other well-informed persons. I expect you 
will come back a hardened Egyptologist. It is all very well to hold out 
alluring visions of smoke and conversation in a loose-box so~e time in 
January. Such dim and distant possibilities are very poor consolation 
for the certainty of two months' absence, risks and discomforts of travel, 
slow posts, and every kind of distracting anxiety and fear. I loathe and 
curse the whole thing. But of course you are right and I love you for 
going. 

The papers to-day all say that .~dl . ..B ! has got the leadership and 
Goschen's speech points in the same direction. In that case the explosion 
against G. (Goschen) has been too strong and universal for Salisbury. 

1 Mr. Arthur J. Balfour. . 
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~t/i~-a-gr.ea~.~thing~t.o~l~a,<;l,.,the."Ho~se~()~.Qwp.!!!P~,Uy~lg'Jl.~····--:~~~- 1891-1894 
;(what a-si?gular .careerl!.,.He,,.t.e,. A;.• J. B.,,;hf!S:..l:>een .. seventeell..:-Y:~~!I?t.ID _Age 39-41 
~~~e ~ouse, and .for the·first.ten aU~a~t m~e.nq~m.a.r~,.:.not for W'~I1t',of 

,wishing•and·trymg.,..Sometime abo1ft 83 or: 84 he told-J.,Morley .... :1ih.at,he 
\had. quite com~ to the -c?nclusio~.!~~P; !~..Jl~.P~Jig,,~~r:.'"he ~~!.~·-f~Hur.e, 
rand that he had no apt1tude,for"p<>UW;s. ~;Wlien I entered the House m 
!'86, he was Scotch Minister, but was supp~sed to owe his office to Lord 
•'Salisbury's family partiality and was hardly; seriously considered. P:~ople 
~miled~wh~r:t':he~wase;I\Ua~e;IJ;:is.Jt•~ .. eg,vy,;-in~~.lti~His.sp~§.GA:"§lQ9R:<~1t.El!'~.in 
that •. sessi()~,.iP.,i;!:()~W!i~g1<t4,.e'!CqQ~!,.9\~,i,~J~!;~,"\".~-i~W~~~!>t~115~:~}iY~~"pn~ 
pf the .wc:rsti_.ha,}'iej~~eJ;Jl.f~;"£!.: S~ch a rapHl boyleverse~ent·ofa:n es~1mat~ 
rot hastilY:JoriJl~~,;:_at}~ _afi1qst;~v~rs,aJly~11~lg_I~, J,~~Jiey!l! .. <l~~~~tho~.t 
[!!.e.Q_e<J~.Q!(!~~·~:W.!!l~Y~l~~o!y:--· And the quaht1es With whwh he 1~ 
.now credited, and to tlie 'fielief in: which 'he owes his position are (tj:l 
complete the' paradox) the exact reverse b£ those he was supposed to 
possess. Starting only·four yea,l'!!)tgo.witb,:,t.h~.!'~P!ll~tigp._,oCan)qler, a 
,pbilosopher,-and .. a~w!ettante, deeply jmJ?v¥Q, wit]:),,pynicism~aiJ.<:Lwith a. 
fdist~pt fiayom:~qf,E}ff«;lniip~Y;:lielia~ a?quir~d. hi.s ascendan.cy by a?mini~-: 
~ trat1ve ·.energy, ,.by..~gladjator-Ial ~del;)atmg .. ppwer ,~and ,,by, .• J~pressmg tb'e 
-.English imagination With the notion ith!lct)lf::lit>"~~~§~l!ti~lly,!'!>p.d~~Jl;lPQ!llt!i9!LUF 
~~,s.tro~g.,mj!(!l;:#;;Perhaps you, have Itnown'l1im too well.all through quite 
t()"'ij)preciate the outside: view then ltnd now, and to measure the distance 
~which separates them. ~is:r:f:!ltlli'~~:it>l'~rW2~!.:StWr~!mg7p;-.9 .. I~Jew., It is 

...._,;of course a much easier ;thing to lead their party than ours, as you an'd 
I'! will find if we. ever. have a sha~e ~nithe work. W:l!:~4~<:#,&~~.,th~'Lnt:W.~ 
"~p.. these. da y;s .1S .,neither c~.to .origm~te ;-nor....:to .cres~st J a out ranee, but; to. 

forestall inevitable~changes·,by;-.judiciOl!S,cO:mp!()miSesdn:;the.,jnterest of 
thr~atened;,class~.:~I~.d:iJlsti~utions.; They ~ave, just a:s :r;tmc~ as the ol.d 
Tones ~!Jd and even more, wealth, property and the ms,~nert~ae on their 
side,. and as their game is a difficult one and full of intellectual interest, 
they admit a vast deal more than they.used ~o do of the higher intelligence 
of the country.. But they need neither intp.ition, initiative, constructive 
power (except of a low kind), nor' (what ~s rarest of all) the ability ~0 
organise and concentrate the scattered discpntent and diffuse enthusiasm 
of a half-educated society. Given the conditions, 1 am not sure that 
A. J. B.-if he.,.will learn to take himself; and his party a. little more 
seriously-is not, an ahnostideal Tory leader. ~~the same I think hi~ 
very unlucky to have to start just now. 'J1eH~me,y;our estimate of him-
it is.w:orth~much more than.mine." : -._,._,.,."""'"'"""'"'"' ..... ,~1 

. ·-~--~'""""""• ...... ~ .......... -..~-~ l . ' 
•" -; I 

l l i 

" Here I am again in the train ori my way back to London, and though 
of course I have not heard from yoh and have nothing interesting to tell, 
I cannot resist writing you two or three (very jolty) lines. : 

I slept last night at Manchester, where I saw my sister-in-law; arid 
went early this morning to Oldha~, one 'of the most dismal of maniz-· 
facturing towns. I have to advit>~ the Corporation as to their legal righ'tir 
and liabilities in connection with'~ large sewerage scheme (interesting! 
you think) and I have spent the day going over the ground, looking at 
millstreams, reservoirs, etc., and n<j>w (5 p.m.) I am passing Crewe on D}Y 

I , 

1-
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l891-1894 way home. Not an ideal day for an immortal soul, but 50 guineas is 50 
\.ge 39-41 guineas, and there is a certain intellectual interest in solving ne:w and 

rather intricate problems. 
All the same it is a great relief to escape for a few moments from 

cogitating over sewers and water rights into a purer and brighter atmo
'sphere, to unlock the door that leads into my favourite sanctum, and to 
feed the eyes upon the pictures with which its walls are hung. My 
imagination suffers a little from never having been at Glen. I wonder 
what you are doing, and what surrounds you, and who you are talking 
to ...• 

We all think, at least I do, a vast deal too much about ourselves and 
our own feelings and hopes. When I was at Oldham to-day I was standing 
at hal£ past twelve outside Platt's works. They are the largest machine 
makers in the world, and employ 10,000 ' hands.' The whistle sounded. 
for the dinner hour, and suddenly the great gates were opened and there 
burst out an ocean of men, in such numbers that·for 5 minutes the streets 
in both directions were blocked by the moving crowd. I watched·them 
closely as they passed me-a long procession of wan-faced, grimy, tired, 
silent figures. They get an average of ISs. a week, and work with intervals 
for meals from 6 to 6. Civilisation and religion have done something for 
them-given them paved streets, water-tight houses, board schools, 
chapels, and even (in Oldham) an art gallery. But life in its real sense 
they have never known and to their dying day will never know. Do you 
remember talking with me once (at Taplow) about Kant's philosophy~ 
He thought that the belief !n immortality and another world could never 
be demonstrated to the understanding, because all the material of our 
knowledge comes to us under the forms of space and time, and we cannot 
apprehend or reason about anything which is not subject to those 
conditions. But having banished these belil;~fs from the world of exact 
or scientific knowledge, he brings them back again as the necessary 
postulates of our moral nature. The sense of justice, e.g. (he says) is a 
zpere chimrera unless we suppose another world in which the uneven 
balance of good and evil, happiness and misery, etc. will be readjusted. 
Some Frenchman (forget who) characteristically put the same thought 
in a shorter and less reverent phrase when he said that if there were not 
a God it would be necessary to invent him." 

"I hope you got my letter which (not knowing your address) I sent by 
H. White, not that it was worth reading except as showing you that I did 
not need to be asked to write. All the same I was delighted t~ get your 
dear little scrap-' an air of the morning, a breath from the springs of 
the East '-and to know from it that you were wanting to hear from me. 
What do you mean exactly when you say that ' reaction is strong with a 
nature like yours ' ~ What are you reacting from and to 1 You tell me 
not to stop loving you, as if you thought I had done or would or could 
do. Tennyson speaks somewhere of the ' sin which practice burns into 
the blood,' and there are other things besides sins which are burnt into 
the blood, not to be washed out either by change of circumstance. or acts 
of will. We have a trying time before us: at least I have: but before 
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it. begins I entreat you never to do~bt that; locked ~nd buried though it f891-I894 
may be, your place is always sacred land always your own .... ·. i Age 39---41 

I-had~a-1ong-walk ... wi;th-Roseber;f-....yesterday..-morni,ng,,jnt~JJ)Sting,;· h~ 
told me of Randolph~_priticisms,to hiri:l of my_sp~e~h _al?c~~~9f SR~aking 
generally; too contemptuous, lacking in def~rimce, saying hard things top 
hardly etc;; in fact very much the faults which yoU: long since~ pointed out. 
Rosebery added his own comments-very f,riendly, but acute. He is t~ 
speak at the Academy dinner to-night. Wh,en do you return ? God keep 
you." ' ' 

I. ' 

'' You,have .. ~een~good~and.sweep,J?eyon~ .. 1Vm;ds~to,.~~~t9~day, ·11J1_q,I 
can't go away without telling you wh~t~I1:Q..._al:!sotute.,._sQ~,~r:,EJi~~Y,..YOU 
hold over my thoughts,.my.hea:rt.and.my~Iife." I won't·weary'you.,with 
protestations;. it is enough to say---'which I:do with the deepest sincerity 
of unavailillg conviction-that I can conceive of no future of which you 
are not the centre, and which is not given, Without a shadow of doubt or 
a shiver of fear, to'you alone. ; : ' 

I don't want you to think too much of what might be asked of you in 
return. I know that there are moments ';hen you picture to yourself 
with a shudder a life drained of movement and of colour. I would rather· 
be b~otted out of your thoughts and even yo~ memory than be the mean~ 
of shiltting you off from,! the sunlight and ~he free air which you nee~, 

?. .and in w.hich alone your nature can' put for~h itsincomparable radi. ·a. nc~. 
v._~ Don't think that I mean or could ever consent to this.. 1.-will:rgi:v:,e""you 
''""~verything ·that .it-is~in."me ~to._give-,-sh~lter,~.dev:otion,,~Ul!sha~_eably 

Joyalty ,-. tireless,tru_sh,~n~}!.OJU~g~,,,~s! I~i;!!.;~*~ ,•fr9~~.2.~-ps>J!1~ngJ?'!F 
your ;love. The way of your life shall be as you determme 1t, and your 
,choice shall be my law. · . . · , 
f Th~se are not;.,as -you- kno:wtrwell, .a. !oy~r'§-~dle._vo:ws. : 

D~n't be sad, and trust me even now to ·help and lighten, and not to 
overshadow, your life. · · 

Write me a line to Englemere." 

'',Are you quite sure you meant what you, said 'last night ? And if you . 
. -did, d<;> you feel at all as though you signe!l your 0"71 death-warrant

not to be executed for some time to come? And in the· sober unrelenting 
daylight would you like ·to be released and to unsay it all ? : 
· Do you realise what a difference it mak~s to me ? I ·ask you thes¢. 
bald quest~ns in this cold matter-of-fact fashion, :n,ot because I don't feel 
as strongly as it is ppssible for anyone to feel; but just because the subject 
is so serious, and to slip into a misuri.derstanqing under the glow of pity ot 

' the glamour of self-sacrifice would be so fataL Do you understand me 1. · 
.· . · . . Of course as you said it is all cond!.tional and you are perfectl:t 

free, but you won't go about the: world trying to find somebody and 
something more adequate, will you ~ " 1 

" ~y' darling, are you angry at my calling you- that ? You know you 
are and always have been (even when I stoqd farthest aloof) and alway~ 

• ' I ! . I 
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1891-1894 will be, whatever happens. Did you like our Sunday at Balliol ~ It 
Age 39-41 wasn't ours in any true sense, for I saw less of you than Jowett or Milner, 

or even (I believe) than H. White. 
I was rather depressed when I went to bed last night, and lay awake 

ever so long, thinking of what you had told me about your interview 
with the old Master. But our talk in the train this morning made me a 
different man. 

I don't want you to think me a vacillating, fitful, incalculable bundle 
of ungovernable.impulses. In truth I have not been capricious or un
reasonable. If you had said to me, as I thought you had in effect, ' I can 
never be anything to you but an unattainable and impossible ideal,' I 
would have persisted in what I had begun, and ruined my life, and 
impoverished myself by living away from you. A month, or even a week 
ago, I had made up my mind that this was to be the limiting horizon of· 
my life. You chafed and I starved under the new dispensation. 0 Margot 
-I am afraid and almost ashamed to tell you what it meant to me-lest 
you should despise me and harden your heart. But when you tOld.me 
last Wed. night that to you too it was difficult and bad, and gave me your 
promise, and reopened the door, and restored to life what had become 
marble and a memory, I felt and have felt ever since like one who had 
been raised from the dead. 

I will do what you counselled in the train to-day. I am not goi.Pg to 
haunt and overshadow your life. You shall have the overruling voice. 
But until you speak it, you are mine-to love, to live for, to worship, to 
enthrone, with a loyalty that nothing can shake. After all, we have lived 
together through the best moments of both our lives, and neither angels 
nor principalities nor powers-neither ambition nor life, nor death 
itself shall separate me from the best that I have known or can hope 
for. 

I am yours 
The place is still sacred, but no longer empty." 

" I had a rather grinding and drab-coloured day after I parted from 
you yestel'day-the office, then the Levee, and afterwards nearly 9 hours 
at the H. of C. But as I sat hour after hour through the dreary discussions 
on Supply, I could let my thoughts wander both into the past and the 
future, and a pretty dance they led me, following the mazes and zig-zags 
of a baffling elusive little figure, sometimes tormenting, sometimes 
mocking, sometimes full of sweet gravity and a kind of wis~ul almost 
compassionate tenderness, but always in all its attitudes, and through all 
its moods the light and hope of life. 

Did you ever feel like that ? Not often I should think. 
You asked me on Sunday if I wasn't sorry that I had ever met you. 

It wouldn't be true to say that there have not been times when you 
seemed hard, flashing a cold light, with a kind of pitiless impartiality that 
fills one with a despairing sense of failure. But this came from want of 
understanding. And now I know you so well, and have been present 
with you in some of the testing moments, when .veil~"are.lifted· and the 
real self lie bare in all its height an,d depth, I can never feel more than an 
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'llj:p.st~n.KI!,..QQ.l;t}:>_t. ' No,-I-say-delih~r~tely:,J;l;L~~~to,.kno~~aJ1q <to.,lo.v.e ,;y'-~u" 18913~~i 
has,been~the.,.J::>es].,.giJ~.@.r.!Q.Y!iJife,....... · . . ·. . , ge 
f I can't come to see you, but I know that m•all the rushmg mterests of : 
tyoUr life to-day and every day, there is 'at the back of your mind' a 
place for me. And with that I am-shall I say content ? Well you know 
how I feel. God bless and shelter you." 

;· ·'.' you will perhaps th!nk me b~tll unreaSonable and ungratef~ but 
Olll' talk this afternoon left me profoundly sad. It is difficult to say in 
words why, and no doubt it is my fault and not yours. Indeed I have 
never seen you more serious than yo:u were when we parted . 

I 

'· 

. I daresay my feelings are made rather morbidly sensitive just :t:tow, • 
ttnd my mental vision where you a:re concerned is dislocated by the 
strong conviction I have that this is, for good or bad, a most critical 
time in both our lives. I dread more than I can tell, having to go back 
(and for always) to where we were two months ago, when I wrote on the 
last" page of my diary (after coming back from Cold Overton) ' So ends 
this chapter of my life.' But the fut:ure seems so veiled in haze, which 
may hide either sunshine or storm, that I cannot even form a guess of 
what may be before me. I thought I could begin a new diary on May lOth 
whe~you made me a certain promise, but I have :p.ever had the courage 
even to buy the book. And' there were some: things you said to-day-· : 
little things that you don't remember-which made me almost doubt : 
whether I should ever require jt. : : 

What a pity it is not to be more ' detached;' ; And I ought to be happy 
-oughtn't I ? for I am just going to <:1-ress for my banquet. As you say, 
I ought to be satisfied with what .the world has given me.'' 

• I 

" I can truly say that you have not been out of my thoughts-generally 
in the forefront, and even when I was busiest, a*delic!~~.,Jta~ting 
presence-since I strained my eyes to catch .the last glimpse of you as 
you disappeared behind the door last night. It made me very sad, and · 
seemed to empty the weeks which lie before me :of all light and joy, when 
·I thought how long it would be before 1 see your darling face again. But 
then I remembered what you· had said ;in the carriage : that you do love 
me and will try to love more, and to -do so (I like tne word) ~under
takingly.' • Then I feel I ' would not chft-nge my :state with kings' or with 
anyone on this e_arth. I stood at my ·window :this morning and looked 
wistfully ai the cUrve of Carlos Place, round which I have so often lately 
seen you hurry across the street. It looked baJa and blank, and I could 
~lmost hear the pitiless sound of the train wheels carrying you further 
and further away. I wondered what, you we*e thinking about. And 
this afternoon as I sat on the Treasury Bench, answering questions, I got 
your telegram and read it furtively, and crammed-' it hastily into my 
trousers pocket, until I could get out of the House, and read it over and 
over again in· my little room. Darling sweetheart, you were a true angel 
to f,!end it. Is it true that you think of me ? and 'in the way I should 
wish ' ? ·Do you know what that mearui to me 1 . It makes me strong and 
!>rave; so that I feel there is nothing I would .not do .or dare for you • 

.. 
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1891-1894 But the greatest thing that I want to do, and mean to do if you will let 
Age 39--41 me, is to make a life in which you can live (not as a more or less tolerable 

form of punishment ! you see I shan't forget that phrase) and find full 
scope for every side of yourself. Don't think of me as ' square ' and 
' violent,' paralysing and crushing out what is vivid and sensitive in you. 
You know that I can be gentle and tender and flexible, and what you like, 
and what makes you expand like a flower, and I will try to be more so 
and always so-try harder than I have ever tried to succeed in the struggles 
of my own life. Only you must encourage me and always tell me both when 
I have pleased you and when you have been jarred. Will you promise 
this?. .. 

What a lot of llice talks we have had these last few weeks-on Sunday 
morning at Panshanger, for instance, and on Monday night out on the 
terrace here, and yesterday evening in my rooms, and in the brougham. 
coming home. And yet we seem to have left such mas~es of things 
untalked about. Have you begun to read your _Boswell 1 I wrote your 
name very small at the beginning of the lst vol. Tell me how you J.ike 
it, and about all you read, and all the people you see and the things you 
do and all the letters you get and all the thoughts in your head, and in 
fact-all your life. I cannot have too mach." 

" Do you feel very happy and peaceful n.ow tha.t you find yo~self 
once more in· your Dovecot and with the hills you love all round you 1 
I have been trying to picture you there this morning, and what came 
back most clearly to my mind was the walk we went together to the little 
churchyard where Laura lies. You made me kneel down with you by 
the grass and we both prayed. That was nearly a year ago. I left Glen 
that_ night very sad at heart, for you almost blew out the candle of hope. 
It has often been very near extinction, but you could always by a touch 
of your finger make it blaze up again. As you know-though I daresay 
you are sick of the quotation-it has been all the light of all my day. 
You are not going to leave me in the dark, are you 1 Your words on 
Wed. night, and your darling telegram' vibrate in my memory' like the 

/ most heavenly music. Am I a fool 1 • . • 
- Don't you think it would be rather nice, as I can't see you, if we were 
to read some things together 1-I mean read them at the same time 
and then exchange ideas. Suppose we try. I would suggest to begin 
with ~JA'It.~.ion. Do you know it too well 1 I haven't read it since I 
was a schoolboy. After all, these things. are better going over again than 
most of the new books. II.oWc,G.<l:<Y{)U..get,o;p,-.wiiJ! XQP..;]3_9.swe1.l 1 Don't 
tell me that you find it too.long. . 

Nothing interesting has happened here to-day-an empty House toying 
with votes of ~oney in Supply. I have been to the offic!'J and answered 
questions, and bought a new manuscript book to resume my diary ! Are 
you writing anything in yours 1 Mine has been suspended since my visit 
to Col. Overton-Sund. March 12th-nearly 5 months. It seems so 
unnatural not to see you. What effect has distance and finding yourself 
again among all the familiar things on you 1 I miss you, love you, live 
for you." · 
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. :."Almost for the fust.time in-mylife·Ueela:.s if.I cou!_d_}l,o_t.,wll..Bl¢gws)l ~1891-1894 
·dreams.from~realities. The thing has, come which I have most longed ~e 39-41 
f~r, waited for, prayed for, willed, as I never ;did with any other 'aim or ' 
ol?ject in my life. And yet it seems ~t one xp.oment so strange, and at 
another so familiar and natural that my wh9le mental vision is out of ' 
p~rspective, arid I cannot describe be9ause . I, can~ot see. . Is this what : . 
yqu U.sed to· call beirig upset, in the 'days 'then· you invented for my · 
b~nefit your Himalayan adjective ' u~settably ' 1 You know me bett6r 

.• now. .· '·· 
. • ;Looking back on our talk yesterday i find, ,of course, that I left many , 

t]#ngs unspoke~ .. The one that I should- most like to have said, if 
Tpould have found words, you can gu~ss. It;was better to be business
like, matter-of-fact, even frigid-as I think I was. For:how,co_uld.I.ever 

· te~l you,what.:yo:u:h~V:.e.1Qe(;ln:.to.1I!lEl:=ahwJ,(J~~t.P~"Q~.P~"~:Q_d_::,desR~icr,iQf:iny 
life,- so· near .anddio }ar<re~(;lalJng .~omt? .the unseen:.and.~unattain~d,,now · 
o_peD:_ihgand,-now s~~~!_lg}9-.~hl!~,;h<:~_,!ga~:ftP;~ra§~e_.:c . .,_!~l~ .you hav,e 
been, and ·now you have g1ven me the key, whwh you wont and cant 
take back again. I swear you shall neV:er repent it. Whatever happiness 

·. tile will, the tenderness, and the worship of a man can bring shall encircle 
· ydu. To that I pledge my soul and d~vote my life. · _ • . 

-Wpl you promise me one thing-only one to-day ! -.c: to please me very 
m~ch. Don't strain or make any effort', but ,try and feel at rest. 'rhings 

- .will come gradually-perhaps even more easily than one fancies. You 
· mi'ty trust me not to force the pace. :- . : 

· But 0 my sweet, when shall I see yo'u agairi 1 Don't make it. too long. ,_ 
W~mld Sunday week (28th) at Cold OvJrton :be indecently and unreason-
ably and dangerou8ly soon 1 .- , 
. )After_ I .pa~teg-.~r:om ~you~I.,wel}~~;;~~~~ t}ll,'p?_g~ ... ~!>-~~'Y~t -~:re_e~~- ~nd 
t~~d,..,!~ip,~:r.J,U.e1!,~q,~u~!J.y, ._t_~..,put,~y ·tliouglit~;ln-:-or3f~r}lJ:l1~:}!!!~l.my~elf 
t,ogether;-:o:r.-l,had to face a little dinner party: whwh I was g1vmg here, 

..,..,..-end of which I forgot to .tell you. - My guests were the Alfred Lytteltons 

. and Sarah (who is staying with them), t.he Pauls, Acland, and G. Curzon. , 
It 'Went off very well, and they stayed- late. :Pau1 and G. C. were very 
an?-us~ng._ I!~~~-11ot:,il} .. t~e·mood~to'~Ontdb:u_~l:),t~·}tcA.;..:4~~~··· . 

. !l-'h1s ~venmg I ·am gomg to Redh1ll for the mglit to see the children. 
Be;rtie .and Arthur go back: to school! to-morrow ; .Rayfu.ond not till 
Wednesday. They have had a pretty good holiday, and have taken to 
phbtography with fairly successful results. I come back here to-morrow 

. m~rning and dine in the evening with B;aldane. On Sat. I shall probably ' 
go: down a~in to Red,hill for ·the Sun4ay, and on Mond. afternoon (as 

·I "sfl,id)to Easton Grey. Write to.Mount Street until after Monday. 
'fell me everything you do. and who you write to. I don't propose to 

· · tell anyone but Charty1 at present." : 

I 

I ' 

',' What am I to say to you on your birthday 1 There is no good or 
perfect gift I do not wish for you in tlie year ,which you are beginning, 
and whic.h promises to be t~e most momentous in your life and mine. 
My thoughts go back to this day last yt:!~r wheri I remember well what I 

J ' . . • . 
I 

1 Lady Ribblesdale. 
\ . 

i 
I 
I 

! 
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1891-1894 wrote to you. At that time I felt instinctively that the sky was beginning 
Age 39-41 to cloud over my head, and that faintly but quite perceptibly the light 

of my life was withdrawing itself. A month later my forebodings were 
realised, and the darkness came. I was miserable-starved and frozen in 
spirit, driven in upon myself, only to find blankness and barrenness and 
to feel that I could not live without you. You were not happy-not 
really happy. So once more we drew near to one another. Then came 
the summer which brought you no rest, ending in that tumultuous week 
at Glen which we shall neither of us ever forget. But through it all, then 
and always, you were noble, true to yourself, disdaining the illusions and 
deceptions and make-believes in which the weak find a sorry and 
crumbling refuge. You would not lie to yourself, nor to me. And now 
I feel that all the pain and anxiety, the doubts and fears, the shiftings 
between hope and despair, were well worth while: for thJ:ough them aU 
we have come to solid ground, on which we can stand and rest and build. 
Darling don't think I misjudge you. I know how much there remains 
for me to do before I can be to you what I hope and am resolved 'W be. 
But you have put your hand in mine and you will not draw it back, 
because you have faith and hope. I will never let it go, and as months 
and years pass you will come nearer and closer, and what seems strange 
and almost hazardous will become natural and even sweet. 

Last year I wrote you a little sermon, and I remember telling you that 
you ought to concentrate your nature on something-either a purpose or a 
person. That was an attempt on my part to be detached ! But now I 
can only think of you in your new relation to myself. I don't want you 
to alter. I like to think of your marriage not as a contracting and 
impoverishing, b~t (if that is possible) as an expanding and enriching of 
your life. You will have to give up much-every wife has: but the 
things you sacrifice shall be as few in number and as unessential and 
unvital to your nature as I can make them. And there are some things 
which you will have, not to learn for the first time, but to practise i~ 
new way. First and foremost, will you be very patient with me 1 I know 
you will find me very slow in some ways and summary in others. We 
shall not always see things at the same angle or in quite the same 
proportion. I am quite unaffected when I say that you have so much 
more of the instinct of insight and of the sweep of imagination that it 
will be I, in nine cases out of ten, who will be lagging behind. I shall 
quicken up in time, you will see ; in these ways you will make a new 
creature of me. But you must be kind and encouraging and rather 
tender-will you 1 The next, and the only other thing I as~ you to-day 
(there are others but they will keep) is that you shall feel free. The tie 
will always be there to keep us close, but I couldn't bear that it should 
chafe you. Remember our old favourite-the very first poetry we ever 
quoted to one another, and the best-' Ode to Duty.' 'Flowers laugh 

. before thee on their beds, And fragrance in their footing treads.' That is 
how I should like you to feel it : that all the order and self-mastery 
which the taking of a great burden and the following of a serious purpose 
brings into life, does not deaden its quickness or mutilate its grace, but 
is only the counterpart of the pulse and rhythm of the stars, ·and ' the 
most ancient heavens ' themselves, where the ' reign of law ' manifests 
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\itself in eternal freshness and beauty, and '(as Goethe says) the regular 1891-1894 
;working of the natural forces ' wea~es for God the garment t~ou sees~ Age 39-41 
him by.'" : . 
-' 
~ '' This is the last time I shall write to you for ever so long, and I want', 
to tell you in the simplest words how truly I love you, and how that love· 
grows and deepens every day, as I realise more and more the wealth and:, 
oeauty of yol.ll' nature, and the priceless value. of what you have given: 
a,nd will give me. Indeed, indeed, I ain not worthy, but I try to be, and 1, 
aU .that I am or can be is yours and .yours only and yours always, my : 
t*ue love. . :. : , 

: I am so glad that you have had such, a good and chivalrous and helping 1 

letter from Peter. You know what I feel for and about him. Strange as , 
others might think it, he has never separated you and me, but rather 

. W:awn us together. I should hate you to think that your new life was 
diyicj.ed by a chasm from the old. No, you will bring into it yourself, 
with all that has made and moulded and disciplined and softened and 
enriched you, and we will share it 41 \the most perfect confidence and 
trilst. We need have no reserves or conditions: we will both be true ' 
al'o/ays. to ourselves and to each other."\ 

l 0 
' ' I , 

pne letter of a later period may oe prin~ed here. The death of · 
the_ baby born·'in May 1895 was theit first ~grief, and. when it was 
expected, she was so certain tha~ she lwouid:die, that she wrote him 
a letter of farewell. This was his reply : : · 

I • ' ":I have just read for the first time youi_.jv.~!Pil~~ilib~,£~!1.!,!£.Uh~9~ing 
lov~~letter, written · more ... than~. thre{} "'!"eeks !"ago....,.. I .. have resisted the 
temptation of opening it all this time ; ',somehow I dared not, until all 
jw.as;over. But I am rewarded for my patience, for.,it.is:/KJJl~~.~h~.d~arest 

./ [trib1,1te that has ever.been,p;tid.me•by ... w?man,or,.-man,,.andJ,~!lit.!L~~ry 
\it .~th .me ,as .a .blessing,and.-ancinspiration"until,.;tp,ie. 
\ I ~m not.worth_wh.at,you say"or think:of,me·;.no.oneJmowsit-better 
than,~ I~do,~ But I love to think and .believe that it is true that, in the 
grea~ decision of your life-so painfully' and so nobly worked out by 
you+you have not been mistaken, and that together-ever nearer and 
closer to one another-we may be able to do more and to live better than 
either of us could alone. ' 

To•, me, ~om the first hour I knew you: until now, you have been the 
best that I have known. "1-.:havetlov~.d-;apd,Iov:E!~YGU trJlw~&!Yhl.<?Yally 
and, .. With.!11L.wy.,.~,atpxe,:-~and-,.now we a;re more bound together than 
ever by the hopes and the fears and th~ loss which we have shared. 
God make us ever more and more to each· other and help us both to.do 
and tb bear., ·. . . 

I 

' ' An?- so it was to the end. In-;h~r:.:.W;~~ds,,,;w~,·~~Ph!<?~~!ter, in 
an ii?-S,eparable.claf5ptpf,QQJ!.fi..d,€lP,9~:aD:d~of~~9.Y€l·r. , 



CHAPTER X 

IN OPPOSITION 

A disastrous General Election for Liberals-Rosebery's clashes with Harcourt-
Armenia-Gladstone's re-emergence and challenge to Rosebery's Policy
Rosebery resigns leadership of the Party-Uganda-Fashoda-Harcourt and 
Morley dissociate themselves from the other leaders. C. A. 

1895-1899 THE General Election of summer 1895 was calamitous for the 
Age 42- 47 Liberal Party. Their forces were devastated. Asquith and Camp

bell-Bannerman survived, and even increased their majorities: but 
Harcourt and Morley, among the senior leaders, lost their seats, 
and the Liberal representation in the House of Commons sa;nk, as 
the result of the election, from 27 4 to 177. 

This attenuated force was destined to endure ten years of opposi
tion. The decennium falls naturally into three periods: first that 
from 1895 to the outbreak of the Boer War in 1899: then the period 
from 1899 occupied by that war itself and its immediate sequels : ' 
and finally the period 1903-1905 covered and dominated by Mr. 
Chamberlain's fiscal campaign. The first two of these phases were 
marked by increasing distraction and embarrassment engendered 
by the clash of personalities competing for leadership, and 
by differences in policy in connection with South Africa. These 
last differences, honestly entertained and (after genuine attempts 
to bridge them had failed) strenuously pursued, led th~ party, in • the early years of the twentieth century, to the brink of disruption. 
In the third phase they were gradually reconciled and sunk in 
a common opposition to Mr. Chamberlain's campaign for Protection, 
which, while splitting his own party into three factions, welded 
his opponents into a unity which had seemed past hope and prepared 
the ground for the landslide of 1905-1906. 

It is with the period 1895-1899 that we are concerned in this 
chapter. Chronologically it includes as one of its earliest and most 
pregnant events, the Jameson raid; but inasmuch as the raid 
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belongs, in lpgical order, to the Boer War, which is treated in the 1895-1899 

next chapter, its consideratio:n will :here be postponed.- \· Age ~2-47 

The- divergence, both. of ou~lpo~, .. ,!;i;_~g~policy,:,_b~t:wE:len .. Lor.d,:ftose
bery and .Sir ·william» K~f!3.9'"~Jl!2J?.~2E:·~El-v~n.:b~fp;r~ . .,~E,!':,..g~gtiJ1al 
Election, growing, more a11d :more.~c~te, . Asquith came, in ·,later 
years, to be classed l:l,S a Roseberyite: but during the life of the 
Liberal Government this bias; if it existed at all, was by no means · 
marked. Much of the frictidn arose (so far as its origin lay, i:p 
policy and not in the character of the two men) from Harcourt's 
~emand as . a condition of leailing the Commons with I_tosebe~y as 
Premier, that.Foreign O:ffice.papers .. ~A9Wd .bel~:!>id,-b~fcwe :him .b~fore 
:'decisions of apy importance in, foreign p<;Jli~y. W~!;'~j~~~ •• ~ q_~:gtagd 
\~hich. was, in Harcourt'f!.,Y:i~'Yc·:.Jt~,;~9,eJ?!i~F!~~!tg ... Asquith,ch~!ac- , 
terised· the demand at the time as· entirely reasonable, and has 
·recorded that in coritroversie~. beh:.een the 'Iead{;r~,, arising from 
this and other sourhes; he' 'sided on more than. one occasion 
withHarcourt (Membries and: Refle~tions; Vol. I, p. 137). :But 
if R9sebery -claimed :or exercised a. freer hand than this . un'der
.standing warranted, 1 H~rcou:r;t wa~ not slow to· retaliate; in 
kind and to overstep, 'to· ~ri exte11t which . no Prime Minister 
coUld .. b~~ expected to endute, the limits 'imposed by p~rty 
disCipline and person'al court~sy. Such at least .was Asquith's 
considered view, embodied in a note:in, the diary he kept at ~his 
time: . ~ , . 
"~old Morley had ~ged tha~ R. ha~no producible case against H.: 

, nor perhaps has he. The full case can only be known to <mllea~Wes, 
,. by all of whoni it is felt to be: irresistibly strong : the public dnly 

suspect." : ' 
,. ' . ~ i _. 

It was not surprising, in ~he cifcu:mstances, that H1:1;r:w:ilirt, 
during: the G.eneraltEI~ctiori .of ~~89,1')? refus~d; to follo~.):i~~ .l!lad~r's 
marching qrders. Lo:t:d Rosebery Issued the mot d'ordre for .. an 

... atta'ck on"the House of LordS. I Sir>William: in effect ignored !it. 
Mter some perfunctory . references in: the opening speech of his 
campaign.lt Derby to, this issue, he devoted the remainder of1 it 
to such topics as lo~al· optio:h while 'Modey-d~f1(l~nt~d-..,to . .,the 
electors of Newcastle· orr~Home~Rtile. · Whether the party woUld ' 
have fared better if all the lie~tena~ts had followed the Pri:rhe 
Minister's le~d ·is an open question : but the action of the free~ 
lances, supervening on previo-q.s slights and _pr9vocations; ex
hausted the patience o.f Lord Rosebety. ·· On-l2th,.,of_-August ... he 
communicated-- .to .. Harcourt.~hi~ ... !.~irr~v:ocable ,,decision,~Jlfl~,.,._,.,t(> 
meet him m Cotincil~.~p;y.,..n10re~ On the ·same day he sent ·to 

I,-H . I ' ' J I 

I 
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1895-1899 Asquith the following letter in explanation and justification of his 
Age 42- 4 7 action : 

Oonfidential. 
MY DEAR AsQUITH, 

Lord Rosebery to Asquith. 

D.A.LMENY pARK, 

EDINBURGH. 

Aug. 12, 1895. 

The contingency which we foresaw has arrived, and, in reply to a 
letter from Spencer proposing a meeting of the late Cabinet for Wednesday~ 
I have written a letter (of which I have sent a copy to Harc~urt) announc
ing that the late Chancellor of the Exchequer and I can never go in 
double harness together again. Had we boxes I would circulate.it in a 
~~ . 

I do not know that this measure necessitates any immediate results, 
but I am glad that the opportunity of making the announcement has 
arrived before the meeting of Parliament. 

Let me say one word quite frankly to you. I am more than willipg to 
stand aside, .if that should be judged best for the party. Nor does it seem 
easy to see how in our shattered condition the party can be led by a 
peer. But what would be worse, and indeed worst, would be that the 
party should be led by a Commons Castor and a peer Pollux who disagree 
on every subject and who communicate on none. 

Ever, 
R. 

In these circumstances the idea was for a brief spell entertained 
. ' of making Asquith leader of the party, but in the result a com-

promise was arrived at whereby Rosebery retained a shadowy 
titular primacy, with Harcourt supreme in the House of Commons 
and Kimberley leading in the House of Lords. For a year or so 
this modus vivendi creaked along, and a fairly effective opposition 
was maintained in the Commons to the principal Government 
measures of the session of 1896, the Education Bill (of which it 
forced the abandonment) and a bill for partially re~ving agri
culture of rates. But at the end of 1896 a new embarrassment 
added to burdens Lord Rosebery already found intolerable 
what seemed to him the last straw. The Turkish massacre of 
Armenians in 1894 and 1895 raised the question in 1896 how far 
and by what method the country, which under the Anglo-Turkish 
Convention of 1878 had a right to enforce tolerable government 
in Asia Minor, should exercise its powers on behalf of the o;ppressed. 
Asquith was in favour of breaking off diplomatic relations with 
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I ' 1895-1899 Turkey. Rosebery was opposed to single-hartded intervention, 
which he thought likely to result'. in the i~meas~rable catastrophe 
of a European war. But his attitude was yiewed by a large section 
of the Liberal Press as halting an¢1 haU:-heitrted: arid to his dismay 
Mr. Gladstone, aflame with resentment at the abominations of the . 
Turks, made the last of his forays from I Elba1 · in support of the ' 
bolder poljcy. Q:ri._sth .... __ QQtql>~r .... JJ~~.6;-r.fLord.~~.9s~J:>~ry,._r,~~igp._~g. 
pis . .lJaders~p .. of,_ the P~.tty,,.~ "'~t::8igl1~~j?J4~~JBng .J~s:wp~£~!>f~fiect 
fro:r;n. tll.e.endp(~hce,.y_el1r:·. "He conimunica~d the· deCision,to:·Asqu,ith 

· jn the following Jetter: 1 · 

t . . . ' 
Lord Rosebery to Asquith . 

DiALMENY PARK, 
EDINBURGH. • 

Secret. Qct~~§~M~,9c6., 
MY DEAR A., ' 

I had only time to-day to write a.note bef~r~ the early post from 
here; as I was occupied to the last moment with.a letter to Ellis, of which 

. I am afraid you Will disapprove, but which, fdr ten days past, has occupied 
my mind. At any rate, !could not describe' it or a'nnounce it in a letter 
about trains. . ··~ . ! ' · 

I consider that Mr. Gladstone's return to Iiublic life is the last straw on 
my back, for it gives (quite uncbnsciousl~ and innocently as regards 
himself) all the disloyal intriguers in the p~rty a shelter. and a rallying 
point. As to his '!policy," I disagree with it in toto, and niust say so. 

Under these circumstances I cannot spel:tk as leader of the Liberal 
Party, and my letter to Ellis was to declar~ the leadership vacant . 
. , From the bottom of my heart I can say, that O!le·of-my;deepe~t.:r!lgrets 

dn coming to that ~ecisio~ is the political!se~era~pe.;wi!l?;,~:Y,9:o/self,_~or 

he last ,twQ . .years. . 

Age 42-17 

fourJoy{tlty .. ~~.,fpendship ar.e .. o.ne .of myifew !>~~g~t,~s8~.I!l'j~~.!1.th 
I hope.that;;.vElry soon,·you·will,:repl~ce m

1
' e. ; · 

· ' · ' Ever, ·· 
.R·. 

. . 

A,sqwt}j;'s.leanings in this and simllat conju;nctures were on the 
whole Roseberyite, and h~ ~wa(>'l'certainly.:impressed;.,.wij;}l_t;:t,ll~}!;~~~un- •; 
W,2!kabilitY~9i.lf.!!'l?QW:'.~~i!~l?x~cp!l~-~gu~:.;::Jiis name· was at this 
stage again: canva~se.d as a successor to, the l~tter. But _both now 
and later he strained every nerve to !lubricate their relationship 
with one another ~nd to m~intain lii~ loyalty to both. To this 
loyalty Harcourt himself testified : . 

I 
1·. 

1 It was said of (ostensibly) retired,Liberalleaders during these years that they 
had a habit of confusing Elba and St. 'Helena. i · 

I , , . 

I 
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Sir W. Harcourt to J. ~Morley. 4..Nov.,.1896. 

" Every effort has been made by the mischief makers to cause ill blood 
between me and Asquith, hut I have steadily refused to listen to them. 
I. have had every reason to rely on his good faith and will never allow 
myself to be influenced by gossip." (Gardiner, Vol. II, p. 421.) 

Meanwhile, he sought by every means in his power to induce 
Rosebery to change his mind. These efforts were pursued into the 
new year. The nature of the obstacles against which this pressure 
broke itself appears from such a letter as the following from Lord 
Rosebery: 

Confidential. 
MY DEAR ASQUITH, 

Lord Rosebery to Asquith. 

NEW CLUB, 
EDINBURGH. 

Jan. 29, 1896. 

You did not convince me the other evening, nor I you. I am 
therefore anxious succinctly to place before you the position as I view it. 

1. I~cannot.act,.iJ;t..p~~l~b~.R,'"fij.h,!f_a~court. If I have not learned 
that from my last sixteen months of offi.ce, I have learned nothing. I 
cannot therefore continue the arrangement that nominally existed in 
those months, but which was so nominal as to be in effect a fraud on the 
party and on the public. So strongly did I feel this that I determined to 
free myself from that connection so soon as I should be free from office. 
I do not impute blame to anyone,-! simply state the fact, which must 
be obvious to every member of the late Cabinet. To re-enter upon those 
relations with Harcourt would be not merely to condone the past, but, 
with my eyes open and in spite of bitter experience, to invite the same 
result : that is out of the question. 

2. Under these circumstances I act as an obstacle, real or apparent, 
to the unity of the Liberal Party. There may be others, but I am one, 
or appear to be one, of them. I therefore am bound in the interests of 
the party and its unity to offer some remedy or alternative, and thus 
I offer to take a back seat, nay, if necessary, to retire from politics, at 
any rate for a time. What more can I do ? 

And you must remember in connection with this that I have never 
been, actually or formally, chosen or recognised as leader of fb.e Liberal 
Party. I was indeed nominated first Minister by the Queen, and I 
accepted that office at the instance of the great mass of my colleagues. 
But the party-the rank and file-have never adopted or approved that 
nomination. They may approve it or they may not. But it is fairly open 
to anyone to say," I do not acknowledge Lord R. as my leader. I never 
chose him. I voted no doubt for the late Government, but I had no 
other choice, except to let in the Tories ; and I voted, not for him, but 
for the excellent A., B., or C. who were in the Government. They, and 
not he, were my guides and my polestars." This is an element in the 
situation. 
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I offered, then, in Aug. 1895, to continue to se:r:ve hi the Liberal ranks .1895-1899 

as an officer or a private,#or to retire. In conversation I pressed op. Age 42-47 
Spencer that some other peer, such as KiJi;lberley or he himself, shoul~ 
be appointed leader in the House· of Lords, anyone, in f~t, who coul~ 
co-operate with Harcourt, which I cannot honourably do .• My offer no1"" 
is on the same lines, though not exactly in the same terms : it is 1:1qually 
specific and equally, sincere. · : 
· 3. If that offer. be not accepted (though !earnestly press it) there cap. 
of course be an interchange of opinions with Harcourt thioug~ thir~ ; ~ 
persons. , It will be pleasant if we agree. But that will not constitute m,e ' .. 
his representative in the House .of Lords or he mine in the House of 

. Commons, for that is not a relation that can be renewed. 
That is my position as clearly as I can put it. R. ; 

On 9th October Lord Rosebery made a speech in which he defende~ 
his Armenian policy and deClared his grounds and ·motives fqr 
resigning. These last, which alone are of any int~rest to-day, haV.e 

, f •I 

already been indicated : the difficulties inherent in the combination 
of a chief in. the Lords and a. Iieute11ant in the Commons-difficulties 

, which are insuperable unless a fortunate accident· provides th~ 
particular pair of;'' politl.cal twins " who can surmount them; the 
failure of a large section of the party to follow him'in a campai~ 
against the Upper House at the General Election ; and lastly t4e 
intervention of Mr. Gladstone,. with whoin he could neither con
scientiously agree nor ~ngage in open dispute. 'His final injunctio~ 
to the party was to choos~ a leader with care, caution, and circtini-

. spection, and lJ.aving done so, to close their ranks inhis support'. ! 
.J I 

· . " A; .• united~part;y-~behind anjnferior .lea<!~~-!E! .. _mpt~ . .!.ftl?.~i~~; ~ha_ll !a 
disumt~d.p::~,rtnWitb:;,t]l~;!>!J.S/~··!~!1de!~t!,l~h.ever)_IvE;Jd .... It wmj.ld n9t 
do for me to select any for partiCular commendatiOn: but lmay, without 
invidiousness, thank those who happen to be with us to-night, for better 

. colleagues no man ever had .... If I venture to single out Mr. Asquith 
..•. it is because we have been in habits of close and intimate p'olitic~l 
communion, and because I see, and see with pain, that he has been 
singled out for attack as not having been·in hearty association with my. 
Nothing is more re1p.qte from the truth .••• Those whp say that must 
know Mr:I!Asquith v:ery little, because consummate and considerable as 
are his powers of brain, in my-opinion his head is not equal to his heart, 
and it is that rare combination of head and heart which, in my judgment, 

· i£ my prophecy be worth anything; will conduct him to the highest office 
in the State." · 

The prophecy was fulfilled and the estimate of Asquith's' heart 
was worth pondering by those who had accepted the legend· of his 
cold, unemotional nature. In this crisis, as in that which followed 
1t, ·his action was marked by an entire abs'ence of seif-seeking~ He 

/ 
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laboured unremittingly to retain as effective members of the party 
those who, from time to time, stood between him and the first place 
in it. • 

II 

The two years 1897 and 1898 were almost eventless in the sphere 
of domestic policy. In foreign affairs they are associated with con
troversies regarding Crete, the N.W. frontier of India, and the 
command of the head waters of the Nile. The re-conquest of the 
Sudan by Sir Herbert Kitchener in 1898, the arrival, when it was 
barely complete, of Marchand and his French coadventurers at 
Fashoda, in apparent violation of the rights of Egypt in that region· 
which France had not only admitted, but supported in the past ; 
the reassertion of these rights by Britain against France arid the 
diplomatic strain which it set up between the two countries-this 
well-worn and familiar succession of events calls for no extended 
notice here.1 It was, however, the prelude, and to some extent the 
pretext, for a new and gaping rift in the Liberal lute. To Harcol)rt's 
eyes Rosebery, Grey, and in a lesser degree Asquith, were tainted 
with ,jingoism. He had professed " infinite regret and surprise " at 
a statement made in March 1895 by Sir E. Grey. The latter had 
referred to a suggestion thrown out in the debate that the French 
might find their way into the Upper Nile Valley and had expressed 
scepticism as to any such project on the part of the French on the 
ground that it would, if given effect to, constitute an " unfriendly 
act " vis-a-vis this country. Sir E. Grey had actually said it would 
be viewed as an unfriendly act by" England and Egypt," but the 
last two words had been accidentally omitted from the report. 
There was a minor storm over the speech in the Cabinet, Harcourt 
and others protesting on this occasion : but the dissentients fell 
into line and endorsed the speech subject to the reinsertion of the 
words omitted. Sir E. Grey was right in supposing that no French 
expedition was on its way at the time he spoke, i.e. March 1895. 
Marchand did not start until after the fall of t~ Liberal 
Government, but when he arrived at Fashoda, Liberal ex-Ministers 
were confronted with the very circumstances which, they had 
agreed, would be viewed by England and Egypt as an unfriendly 
act against both countries. The "Imperialists" proceeded so 
to view it and the logic of this view required them to support 
the Government, as they did, in insisting on the withdrawal of 

1 It was dealt with by Asquith in speeches at Leven on 13th October and at 
Sunderland on 23rd November, 1898. 
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the French. Yet this action on ,their part was one of the grounds! 1895-1899 
of the demarche by which Harcourt ·and Morley ostentatiously, Age 42-47 

dissociated themselves from their hi,te colleagues. The ·nature; 
of their complaint under this head, as under some others, wa~· 
obscure. If Harcourt had thought (notwithstanding his previous 
assent to Sir Edward Grey's statement of policy) that the · 
French were somehow justified and should hav~ been allowed 
to retain their: foothold at Fashoda, his attitude would ha,ve been 
in part explained. But such was apparently far from being 
his opinion. Thus on 19th October, 1898, he WI'ote to Morley : 
"In this particular case of Fashoda, the French Government have 

• really by t:p.eir previous argument put themselves out of court." 
In a subsequent speech he sought, not so much to criticise the action 
takeR or proposed by the Government, as to deprecate any " language 
of" vulgar swagger, or of provocation or of menace " in connection 

.r,.,therewith: But the causes as distinct from the occasion of his 
· resignation lay farther back. 
~. "'':!'he .circumstances .. ~n whi<!4 .• IIl1rcourt, .,~tl!...,the.~exp:ress ,,support 
,. of Morley;-Withdrew from th.e.leadership·of the,party,.are,.recorded 

.in- a.contemporary :~p.eJ!lc;>:randum .. made by ... ..i\squith· bimself;.:.whi9h . 
may_her:e..~}.)e.,givenjn .. £uU: 

Secret. 
December;~l898: 

On. Tues .. mgrning ·the.)3th Decr .• I..received,.a)~tter} from Sir, W. 
Harcourt, announcing that as "the situation had become intolerable,'~ 

. he had resolved not to " appear in the H. of Commons in the approaching 
Session in the capacity of Leader of the Opposition." After some rather 
perfunctory expressions of gratitude for the support which I and the 
rest of our colleagues had given him: in " Ilis ~rduous and diffi~:mlt " 
duties he added in a P.S. ·" I need not remind you that the key to 'the 
whole situation lies in the letter of Aug. 13th, 1895, 2 proscribing me 
personally." He thtm proceeded to enumerate the 3 re~son\l which 
Rosebery gave for his retirement in Oct. '96, and as to the second (that 
" his colleagues had no~ followed his lead so as to put forward the H. of 
Lords iP.ethe .front rank") tfaversed the allegation, by reference to his 
oWn first speech in the Derby contestin ~he General election of 1895. 
I was astounded at this letter and its contents, for which I had had no 
previous preparation .. At the beginning of Aug. 1898 (Sunday, July 31st) 
I had talked with H. on the subject of his complaints of "intrigue" etc:, 
at the Whites' at Wilton· Park, where we spent a Sunday together, and 

.t See .p. 123. 
2 See letter 12 Aug., 1895, Lord Rosebery to Asquith, p. 114: "I have written a 

letter (of which I have sent .a copy_ to Harcourt) ... " This copy is no doubt the 
"letter of 13th August, 1895," referred to in this Pa.B!lage. 

' 
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1895-1899 having in vain challenged him _for specific evidence in support of his 
Age 42-4 7 vague and general allegations, denied that they had any real foundation. 

I fancied that I had left him in a less suspicious and more contented 
frame of mind. No word of any sort or kind (except a letter announcing 
Lou Lou's engagement) had passed between him and me during the 
autumn; and my occasional interviews in November with John Morley 
-cordial and even intimate-had left me without the slightest suspicion 
that he shared H.'s illusions, or that they were working together. 

On the receipt of H.'s letter, I put off my engagements in the Courts, 
and went to find T. Ellis-whom I had not seen for months, and whom 
I found with some difficulty in his new home in Cowley Street, Westminster. 
We went over the whole situation, and cudgelled our brains in vain to 
discover the exciting cause of the new development. I went on to the 
H. of Lords, where I knew Haldane was arguing a case, and talked over•_ 
matters with him, reading him Harcourt's letter. As we \vere walking 
up and down the corridors, we stumbled quite accidentally upon John 
Morley, who was on his way to attend a departmental committee. I t9ok 
him aside and talked with him for about a quarter of an hour. I found him 
at once quite au fait with what was going on, and he informed me that the 
public announcement of H.'s resolution would appear in the next morning's 
papers in the form of a correspondence between Harcourt and himself. 
I expressed great surprise, and not a little indignation, that a proceeding ' 
of this kind-based as I gathered from H.'s letter to me and from his 
own hints on the existence of a supposed " network " of disloyal intrigue, 
should have been projected and carried to completion without a word of 
premonition or counsel with the colleagues of both. J. M.-somewhat 
hotly-replied that H. was under no obligation to any of us, and was 
quite entitled to choose his own moment and his own method for making 
public a resolution which he had a perfect right to take and announce at 
any time. I demurred, strongly asserting that H. was (whatever might 
be said of what we had done in 1894, which I for one was quite prepared. 
to justify) under obligations, created by our loyal support of him during 
the last three years, not to take a step so injurious to the party, and so 
inopportune in point of time and occasion, without taking us into his 
confidence. We had an unsatisfactory and not very agreeable interview, 
tho' we parted upon perfectly friendly terms. 

In the evening I went down to Leicestershire to see my wife, and talk 
over the matter with her. 

The next morning (Wed. 14th Dec.) the correspondence between H. 
and J. M. appeared in all the papers. . 

Their letters, dated ostensibly the 8th and lOth Dec., were ~bviously 
prearranged and written in concert. Indeed one humorous observer, 
whom I met, suggested that, by mistake, each of the two correspondents 
had by a slip put his signature to the wrong letter. 

Ellis and Haldane, whom I saw in the course of the day, were each of 
them strong that, so far as the Opposition leadership in the Commons 
was concerned, I was the proper successor. 

From the first, this was not my own view. On personal grounds it is 
impossible for me without a great and unjustifiable sacrifice _of the 
interests of my family to take a position which-if it is to be properly 
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·filled-would cut me off from my profession and leave me -p~or and 1895-1899 
pecuniarily dependent~ On. pubLic and party grounds,· I doubt whether Age 42-4 7 
at this moment and under existing political conditions, I would not 
render as goodservice as second in command as .in the position oHeader. 
From every point of view I thought. that the best choice Olir partye could 
make was Camphell-Bannerman. · · · · 

It was, however,· not easy to form a cool and unbiased· judgment in the . · 
face of proceedings stamped, as it seemed to me, by;cowardice and egotism, 
and undignified. by even the faintest tfucture of a sense of public duty. 

Thursday (Dec. 15) was occupied mainly in the attempt to collect my 
thoughts as to what was-:-I will not say the best-but the least dangerous 
and embarrassing thing to s;1y at the meeting at Birmingham the following 
evening, which I was under an engagement of·long standing to attend. · 
• During the whole of these three days-with the exception of a brief 

.. and colourless"interview with Bryce-'-I had not a word of communication 
1 or counsel with any of my late colleagues ill the Cabinet. 

· On Friday Dec; J(} I went down to Birniingham-in as " tight " a 
situation as has perhaps b'efalle:il any party politician in our time. . On that 
morning I had a second letter1 from Harcourt, in rejoinder to my answer to 
his first, the substance of my answer being (apart from awarm and quite 
genuine acknowledgment of his personal kindness) that I "knew of 
pothing in the con~tion of our party....:..either in the H; of Commons or 
outside-which enabled. nie to tmderstand why he had· selected this 
moment to form or .to announce the resolution at which he said he had 
arrived." I added 'that the matters referred to in his P.S. were all of 
·old standing. To this he replied that a course of intrigue had been to his· 
knowledge " lo:rig arid carefully organised " to undermine his authority 
and to make his position "unbearable and impossible." By way of 
justifying his innuendoes, he spoke of his "whips" (meaning apparently 
R. Ferguson and W. MacArthur) ."speaking and voting' against him," 

. and added that he supposed that the choice of a new leader would involve 
a· demand for a " new programme " which meant that " all the old heads 
of the Liberal creed are to be thrown over." As for him, he stuck to the 
" old faith " and was resolved to " go down with the old ship." He had 
not ,co~sulted me because he did not wish to compromise my future, and 
was supremely happy at two things-" Lou Lou's impending slavery 
and my own prospective freedom.", . . .. . ·,_ 

- . I found on my arrival at B'ham that the National Liberal Federation, 
·which had met th'ere in tlie. afternoon, had' conducted' itself With great 
discretiop.;. and Ifaced a· huge nieetirigin the Town Hall with a speech 
prepared (Is tolanguage) with extreme and unusual cafe, and perhaps 
for that reason, both in form and JiJ.atter not very inspiring. I thought 
it right,, (after dealing cautiously with the question of the leadership) to 
state, as clearly as I could, what I believed to be the true lines of Liberal 
policy both as to. foreign affairs .. and . as to Ireland. 'It was a great 
satisfaction and support to have riiy wife with me, and she made (in my 
absence at an overflow meeting) what everybody who heard it considered 
a most rilOving and effective reply po the vote of thanks. 

We ca~e back to London the next morning (Sat. Dec. 17th) and Ellis 
1 Seep. 123. 
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1895-1899 and Haldane came to lunch. There was much discussion between us as 
Age 42-47 to the possibility of my leaving the Bar and leading the party, but we 

all agreed that in the first instance the lead ought to be offered to 
Campbell-Bannerman, whom I and all would loyally support. 

. · 

The same day I had a letter from Acland, strongly condemning what 
had been done and on the following Monday (19th) one in a similar sense 
of greater length from Fowler. H. in one of his communications to F. 
said that the resolution now announced had been formed 4 months ago. 
I wrote that day (19th) to Campbell-Bannerman, re-stating my own 
view of the situation, urging him if he could see his way to it to take the 
lead, and assuring him in that event of my own loyal support. 

On the 21st (Wed.) I received his reply. I His criticism of the "per
formance of the twin brethren " was not wanting in strength or pertinence, 
and as to the future his words were : " I am not my own candidate and. 
will do my best to help another far more merrily than I should ask help 
for myself." On the whole I gathered that he had an open mind as to 
his own position. I read the letter to Fowler, who called on me the same 
afternoon at the Temple, and he took the same view of it. We tal.ked 
over the whole case, and he expressed the opinion that there were only two 
possible successors to H., C.-B. or myself, and added warmly that he 
was perfectly content to serve loyally with either. I told him that in 
my opinion C.-B. had from every point of view the prior cJaim : 
that to me personally to take the place now would from a private and 
family point of view be a very serious matter ; and in the end he agreed 
to write to C.-B. himself in the same sense as I had already done. 

(Signed) H. H. A. 

The letters referred to in Asquith's memorandum were as 
follows: 

Sir William Harcourt to Asquith. 

Secret. 
MY DEAR AsQUITH, 

MAL WOOD, 

LYNDHURST. 

Dec. 12, '98. 

The transactions that are going on secretly and publicly on the 
subject of the future leadership have led me to a decision ah~ut 'it that 
will not surprise you. The situation has been intolerable. I lllll.ve resolved 
not to appear in the House of Commons .in the approaching session in 
the capacity of Leader of the Opposition. 

I need not say I have no intention of leaving Parliament but I have 
come to the conclusion that I can render more service to the Liberal 
Party and the country in the independent position of a Private Member. 

I wish at the same time to thank you and the rest of my colleagues 
for the support which you have given me in the arduous and difficult 
duty which I have been called upon for some years to discharge. 

1 Seep. 124 . 
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I must beg you to treat this communication--as·absol'lttelyA~e(;J:et,,until 1895-1899 
the public announcement which must be. immediate. Age 42--47 

Yours sincerely, 
· W. y, HARCOURT. 

Secret. 
I need. not remind you th~t the key to the :whole. situation lies in the 

l_etter of August 13th, '95, proscribing me personally anc:l saying that 
"his political connection ~ith Harcourt had terminated and could 
never be renewed in any shape or form." He made it the condition of 
his remaining leader that I should be chasse and expected that my 
colleagues would concur with him, which they did. He then ceased to 
have any communication with us, though still remaining leader in name. 
When he publicly resigned in October 1896' he had not l!o<Jted with us 
for 14 months. · · 

The reasons he gave for his resignation were these:. 
(1) 'l'hat the Party outside had trea~d him badly. 
(2) That his colleagues had not followed his; lead so as to put forward 

the House of Lords in th9 front rank; · · · 
As far as I am concerned'this is absolutely'untrue. In my first and 

principal speech to my constituents at Derbyat the Dissolution, having 
referred to the '\Tarious items of the programme I con.cluded by emphatiC" 
ally declaring that fust and. before all things·the H. of Lords must. be 

.dealt with. · · 
(3) Mr'; Gladstone's. conduct about Armenia. 
I suppose all this must now b~ made public as I do not choose to have 

it said that it is my f~tult. 

Sir William Harcourt to. Asquith, · \ 

Secret .. 
MY DEAR ASQUITH, 

MALWOOD,· 
LYNDHURST. 

Dec. ~4, '98., 

I have. to thank. you very . sincerely ·for·· the- kind O•.tone I of~ your 
letter .. towards myself personally. From the first mom~nt~I,.pa_d,.,tll.e 

'advantage of your friendship I.have.greatly appreciated your•abilities 
and valued the warmth oLyour,heart. · · 

I am ~5>ITY you do not altogether approve the course I have found it 
necessary '4o adopt. I have-letters"to-day from Kimberley., Bryce. and 
C.-Bannerman who say :they are npt surprised at the decision I have 
taken. · 

I do not suppose you have the means which I possess of knowing the 
way the " oracle " has been worked and the network of intrigue which 

. has been long and carefully organised to undermine my authority and to 
make my future position un}?earable and impossible. Jit was evidently 
thought that the propitious moment had arrived to strike the blow and 
that success was certain. It was necessary to· unmask the batteries and 
make them ~ght in the ope~. That I think is accomplished and we shall 
all now know where we are. 
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1895-1899 One of my strongest feelings is a regard for the character and dignity 
Age 42-47 of the H. of C. It depends mainly on maintaining the authority and 

position of the leaders on both sides. A leader of Opposition who finds 
his whips speaking and voting against him cannot maintain that respect 
which is due to his position, still less when he finds the organisation of the 
party working against him in the country. One of these days-and 
that an early day-you will have cause to be grateful to me for having 
vindicated the authority of the leader. 

I suppose now that with the choice of a new leader there will be a 
demand for a new programme-which means that all the old heads of 
the Liberal Creed are to be thrown over and something new substituted 
in their place. Of course this could not and would not be done by me. 
I stick by the old faith and am resolved to go down with the old ship. 

There is one thing which I wish to explain to you and that is why I 
did not-as I should have naturally desired-consult with you before the 
final step was taken. Nothing you could have said would have altered 
my decision, and I felt that such a confidence on my part woufd .ttave 
placed you in difficulties and coin promised your position. your part 
I feel will in any case be a difficult one. It was one of my chief desires 
not to make it more difficult. You are young and able and you have good 
time before you which I hope nothing I have done will mar. 

There are two things which make me at this time supremely h'appy 
and in good disposition to all the world-Loulou's impending slavery 
and my own prospective freedom. 

Yours ever, 
w. v. HARCOURT. 

After the colloquies with colleagues recorded in his memorandum 
Asquith went to Birmingham on the 16th" in as tight a situation as 
has perhaps befallen any party politician in our time," an<! dealt 
with these disconcerting events in a speech of monumental tact and 
masterly non-committal. 

In this extraordinary situation the Liberal Party was again left 
without a leader. Asquith, as has been seen, was pressed to step 
into the breach, and declined ; he urged that in the .first instance at 
least the lead ought to be offered to Campbell-Bannerman, and wrote 
to him in this sense. Campbell-Bannerman's reply, which is sum
marised in the memorandum, deserves to be set out in extenso : 

- . 
Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman to Asquith. 

Private. 
MY DEAR AsQUITH, 

BELMONT CASTLE, 
MEIGLE, 

ScoTLAND. 
20 Dec. '98. 

I am very glad indeed to get your letter. I have felt all this week 
that you and I would be taking precisely the same view of the performance 
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of the twin. brethren. I do 'not wi,sh to dwell .upon it : 'the more it is 189~1899 
analysed the worse it looks: but fortunately .the comic aspect of it Age 4_2-47 
comes to help us out of the pure disgust which it :first excited. You have 
located it well in speaking of the nursery. ' -

I thought you got most admiraply out of a most awkward position at' 
Birmingham and I was particularly pleased with your protest against the 
implied (or almost open) accusation of disloyalty on our part. 

How much lllOre dignified and ea!>ier it would have been if the _big 
inan had written a simple no'te to Ellis, alleging advancing years, failing 
sight, loss of Lou Lou, &c. &c: as reason for not going mi. I never knew 
a more gratuitous bungle than the whole thing. But we can laugh over , 
it at our leisure. From all I hear it has been badly taken in the country 
-especially the antistrophe of Melibreus. . · . , .. · 
• T~e.situation is hideous._. I _can,h6nestly reciproc~te. every~word you, 
say,~ I am not niy own candidate, and' will do my best to help another 
far nior.e merrily than I should ask help for myself. I really do not know 
what may come of it, and can only hope tliat the weeks as .they pass may 
have a settling effect. ' 

But the big salmon will always be sulking under his stone, and ready 
for occasional plunges which will not always be free from a sinis~r inten-
tion. This is only human. . . _ · 

Tom Ellis has written to 'me ·suggesting that I, as senior, should call 
together the ex-Ministers by and by,: in prospect of a party meeting. I 
have told him it would better come from him and have asked him whom 

. he m~ans by ex-Ministers. You, me, Fowler, Bryce-(the fewer men the' 
greater share of honour)-1 J.l\1:., and 111 the big fish. If the latter 
our lot will be worse than ever. 

And as to' enlarging the circle, we ~hoUid get into a bag .of trouble. 
There is plenty of time for considering this. · · . 
I have no doubt that we poor ex-Cabinets at 1east shall have' no 

·difficulty, whoever may be nominal leader, in holding together and 
steering straight. 

. . . Very truly yours, -I . ' H. C.-B. . 

IEcceritricity. of h~ndwriting_.please.set-.d~Wn to-the.factrthat,I~wr_ite ,... 
from bed,and-li:iv:e nevercacquirec;I .• ~h€l;-aJ:;li~of;it. , A violent.cold;rn1e~ely, 
and~pftsl'ling,,off. · ·· · · 

' . : ' 
. The rea;der can b~ 'left to,judge for himself of the ·conduct of the 

parties to• these transactions: · Asquith1s "own ..... line~seems.-above 
reproach.· . The party gatheririg together its battered and mutilated 
forces, Jell into line' under its -new leader, and 'moved patiently 
forward to meet -its next. crisis. 

. , 
m 

In --18.95;· Asquith; as · ex~Cabinet-Minister.-.. (in,violation ·:..of ..,all 
precedent) returned to ,the'cB~rA:p.d .. ~piJ~intJ~d)g~~.£~E..~~E!~,I,J~~ding 
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1895-1899 practice until in 190.5 politics claimed him entirely. Abhorring as 
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-47 he did appeals to sentiment and prejudice; he was less fitted by 
nature and inclination for rough-and-tumble work before juries than 
for the argument of pure points of law before appellate courts, 
and it was in the highest of these-the House of Lords and the 

/ Privy Council-that his services were most in request. As Lord 
Russell of Killowen on one occasion said to Mrs. Asquith : 
"·Before a cultured tribunal your husband is the finest advocate 
we have; but he cannot play down to a jury." In Indian appeals 
to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council he and Haldane 
for many years practically divided the lead. He did not, however, 
specialise in this or any other class of work, but did a. large miscer
laneous business which included much Railway litigation, while 
occasionally he appeared in sensational cases of the kind. w_hich 
provoke headlines. He had, for instance, before becoming Home 
Secretary, figured in the famous Gordon Cumming baccarat case, 
and, after his return to the Bar, took a prominent part in the pro
ceedings connected with Whittaker Wright. Among cases of .first
rate legal importance he was leading Counsel on behalf of the losing 
side in Cartill v. The Carbolic Smoke Ball Company, Limited,1 

while among cases combining legal and popular interest may be 
mentioned Hawke v. Dunn, and Powell v. Kempton Park Race
course Company, Limited. In these two cases he failed (after an 
impressive cleavage of judicial opinion, persisting up to the House 
of Lords) to establish the not unplausible proposition that an 
" unroofed enclosure adjoining a race-course and resorted to by· 
bookmakers and the general public for the purpose of making 
bets " was a " place kept and used for betting " within the 
Betting Act 1853. An interchange between him and the Bench 
which took place in one phase of this prolonged struggle, illustrates 
his readiness in verbal fence: 

Mr. Justice R. S. Wright : " Supposing I were to give you an 
area marked by meridians of longitude, would that constitute a 
place in your opinion, Mr. Asquith~" • 

H. H. A. : " That, my Lord, would be merely a matter of degree." 
His income from the Bar during this decennium fluctuated 

between £5000 and £10,000 a year. When it is remembered that the 
fees of to-day are nearly double those ruling in the 1890's, that 
he always gave half of his time to politics, and that barristers' 
incomes are commonly greatly exaggerated, his earnings must be 

t 1892, 2 Q. B. 484. 
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regarded· as·very·considerable,.,..without being sensationaL It has 1895-1899 

been recorded elsewhere1 how h~"feH'~Iiirns~lrbo~·~ct;"':e]ect in Age 42- 47 

December 1905 a ten thousand ·guinea briefin a. case which would 
have involved his going to Egypt. Mr. Balfour's Government had 
resighed a~d he thought his presence in London imperatively 
required. · · ' · 

a Page in., 
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The seeds'of War-The Raid-The Inquiry-Chamberlain's policy-The ultimatum 
-Asquith's attitude-In accord at first with Campbell-Bannerman-Early 
course of War-The Khaki Election-Schism within the J:.iberal Party...!. 
"Methods of Barbarism "-Asquith's protest-Lord Rosebery's incursion
A gastronomic duel-The Liberal League--Asquith's moderating and recon-
ciling influence-A word about Liberal Imperialism. • C. A. 

1899-1902 THE immediate genesis of the Boer War lay in the Jameson Raid in 
Age 

47
- 50 1895, in the failure of the Government in the next year or two 

adequately to punish those who were responsible for it, in the 
negotiations of 1897-1899 regarding the Outlanders' grievances', and 
finally in President Kruger's ultimatum in October 1899. Its 
remoter roots were embedded in the grandiose imperial schemes of 
Cecil Rhodes, complicated by the discovery of gold and diamonds 
in the Transvaal. 

Rhodes, who was at the time of the Raid Prime Minister of Cape 
Colony and Chairman of the Chartered Company, had for years 
cherished the dream of a British South Africa stretching from the . 
Cape to the Zambesi. By an extraordinary display of energy, vision, 
and diplomatic skill he had, by the year 1895, brought ~his ideal 
within measurable distance of fulfilment. The forces which opposed 
it were concentrated on the Transvaal Republic, but their resistance 
had at every stage so far been frustrated and overreached by his 
policy of peaceful encirclement. Cut off from the sea both on the 
East and the West, intercepted and forestalled in the North, Presi
dent Kruger and his burghers now occupied a forlorn en•lave in an 
almost unbroken tract of alien, and mostly British territory. It 
speaks much for Rhodes' tact that in every phase of this compre
hensive adventure he carried with him the favourable opinion or 
friendly neutrality of the Cape Dutch. 

Meanwhile the soil of the Transvaal had disclosed its unsuspected 
mineral treasures, and these had attracted to the Rand a large body 
of foreign immigrants bent on their exploitation. The <;Jesire of 
Rhodes to paint the whole map red found in the " Outlanders " a 

128 
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potent, if not too scrupulous·, ally. Towards these nietoecs Kruger 1899-1902 

pursued a policy which, while within the strict legal rights of what Age 
47

-
50 

was practically an · indepei1dent State, was widely felt to be 
unreaj'!onable and vexatious

1
• · By no means disinclined to let his 

burghers bathe their p.ands in the golden fountain; he yet subjected 
the aliens who fed its sourc~'s. to civil and political disqualifications 
which in time galled them ~.ntolerably. Byl894 their resentment 

'was ready to boil over, and ~n the latter months of the next 'year the 
"Reforrilers" at Johannesburg w:ere actively .maturing plans for a 
coup d'etat. . l ~ · , 

The well-worn story of )he Jameson Raid need not here be 
t'epeated in detail. In the last day of 1895 Dr. Jameson, with five ' 
hundred troopers of the Ch~,rtered Company, invaded the Transvaal 
from J?itsani Potlugo, on thil Bechuanaland frontier. A sympathetic 
emf!ute which had been de~ib!:J.ed to take place simultaneously in 
Johannesburg miscarried, and Jameson's force was ignominiously, 
surrounded and captured. The' Kaiser's famous telegram of con
gratulation to Kruger did not ease matters, ~nd threatened to draw 
a red herring ·of wounded national dignity across the plain path of 
the Imperial Government's duty. • 

That duty was· clearly ·first to determine who were ·the guilty 
· parties: and thento·disown, reprobate,··and punish them without 

qualification or reserve.· This is precisely 'what the· Government· 
did not do. The. Raiders themselves had been handed over to it to 
deal with : but although they were brought to trial before the Lord 

. Chief Justice and some of them, including Dr. Jameson, convicted, 
the sentence they received was mild in proportiQ_n to the enormity 

· of the offence, and was further lightened by active demonstrations 
of public sympathy. But were they the sole offenders~ Was there· 
no one behind-them? Rumour attributed complicity ip. the trans
action. to two other persons.;_;.Cecil Rhodes· and the Colonial 
Secretary himself. The Inquiry by a Select Committee which opened 
in the autumn of 1896 and continued its investigations during 1897, 
was large~ directed to the ascertainment of these matters, but left 
some of· them in a tantalising, and what seemed almost a studied; 
obscurity. Rhodes' participation was beyond dispute. It had been 
the subject of a previous investigation hi'Cape Colony, whosefindings 
he had substantially acC"epted as ,true. He was shown to be a 
consenting party to the intended rising at Johannesburg, a con
senting party to the co-bperation With ·this rising, at the proper 
time, of Jameson and his force : and only not a con8enting party as 
regards' the time at which Jameson had elected to strike .. It was 

I.-I 
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1899-1902 clear that he had through the Chartered Company supplied the 
Age 

47
-

50 conspirators with funds. It further appeared that after the Raid 
he was implicated in the forged or misdated telegram of invitation, 
whereby the Johannesburg Reformers had purported to invoke the 
assistance of Jameson to protect their wives and children. But 

· with regard to the complicity of the Colonial Secretary the Inquiry 
pursued a more puzzling course. The Committee. approached the 
point, only to recede from it when disclosures seemed to impend. 
Corners of the curtain were lifted and inexplicably dropped again. 
Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman and Sir William Harcourt-the repre
sentatives of the Opposition on the Committee-were criticised for 
not pressing their investigations under this head with more insist-. 
ence, and suggestions (unfounded in fact) were not wanting that they 
had in some way been muzzled by appeals to their patriotic dis
cretion. When Mr. Hawksley, Rhodes' solicitor, declined to produce 
what might have been highly material telegrams, his " contumacy " 
was, strangely, treated as a ground for acquiescing in his refusal, 
and the Committee for no clear reason accepted the assurance and 
acted on the assumption that the documents actually produced 
were representative of those withheld-an assumption which the 
very fact of their being withheld exposed to doubt. It was freely 
alleged by the Rhodesians that they had throughout been in corre
spondence with the Colonial Office, which, they implied, possessed 
something more than an intelligent anticipation of their movements : 
and their agents in London had clearly led Rhodes to suppose that 
the Home Government knew of their projects and viewed them with 
sympathy. Their tone was that of people who, in the last resort, 
could make things exceedingly awkward for Mr. Chamberlain. In 
the result, the Committee categorically exonerated the latter from 
any share in the Raid. In this Harcourt thought their findings 
justified, though he retained the conviction that he " knew of and 
was by implication a participant in, the Johannesburg rising." 

.. 
IT 

If the South African Committee's operations had not been alto
gether enlightening, there was one matter at least in which its 
findings had been explicit and emphatic, and that was that Rhodes' 
offence merited the severest censure. The logic of the report seemed 
to plain minds, among the Opposition and elsewhere, to require 
that he should expiate it by penalties appropriate to its magnitude. 
The Opposition were acco:rdingly thunderstruck by the ·sequel. 
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Not merely was nothing done to Rhodes, who even remained a Is9~i902 
member of the Privy Council, but in the debate· on the Report, Age 47-

50 

Chamberlain went out of his w'ay to present him with a certific.ate of 
unstained pflrsonal character. . 

"As to one thing," he said," I am perfectly convinced that while.\ 
the fault of Mr. Rhodes ·is a:bout as great a fault as a politician or 

' a statesman. can comm~t, there has been nothing proved-al).d in my ' 
' opinion there exists· nothing-which affects Mr. Rhodes' personal 

p,osition as a man of honour,"' and he added that "if a man goes 
into a revolution "-as Rhodes had-" it follows as a matter of course 
that he must deceive·oth~r people!" 

• · This deliberate exculpation by the speaker of a man who, as the 
Report itself showed, had treated him atrociously; seemed inex·
plicable except on the assumption of{some threat held over Chamber
la'in's head. It was even rumoured that " a member of the Rhodes 
group had come to ·the House with copies of the missing telegrams 
and prepared to read them, if Chamberlain's attiJ;ude had not proved 
sati~factory." (Gardiner's Life of Harcourt, Vol. II, ·p. 436.) 
Chamberlain had reserved his thunderbolt until Campbell-Banner
man and Harcourt had spent their fire and could not intervene 
again in the debate: But the failure of any member of the Opposi· 
tion to step into the breach. and prophesy that after this declaration 
war in South Africa was inevitable, was in Asquith's often expressed 
view the classic instance· in the politics of his lifetime of a lost 
Parliamentary opportuirity. 

m 

Neither the consistency nor the wisdom: of the Government's 
proceedings immediately leading up to the outbreak of war finds 
many defenders to-day. In March 1899 Mr. Chamberlain had stated 
with some force the case against intervention. : Kruger's eon:duct 
towards the Outlanders, however perverse or unjust,· was, as 
Chamberlain insisted, no breach either of the Convention of 1887 

' • • ' I 

(which h!d given the Transvaal complete internal autonomy}, or of 
the comity of nations, and it had to be· one or the other to justify • 
our active interference. From this view, however, he seems to have 
been weaned by Sir Alfred Milner. In his famous dispatch of 5th 
May the High Commissioner represented the grievances of the 
Outlanders (whom he described as "helots") as intolerable and the 
failure of the British Government to procure their redress as rapidly 
undermining British prestige in South Africa and breeding disaffec
tion. The denial of the franchise, he said, was the fons·et origo mali. 

-' 
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He described the case for intervention, whose existence Chamber
lain two months earlier had questioned, as overwhelming. 

Chamberlain's reply indicated his partial conversion but pro
fessed a leaning, as a first step at any rate, towards peaceful negotia-

. tion. At an interview which followed at Bloemfontein Milner 
pressed for a franchise with a five years' qualification. Kruger, 
while refusing this, was moved to procure the introduction of 
measures on the basis first of a nine and then of a seven years' 
qualification. These and subsequent proposals seemed in July to 
promise an early settlement, but this was the signal for an outcry 
by the Outlanders who denounced any compromise on such a basis 
as a "moral Majuba." They, moreover, and their champions in • 
this country appealed to the alleged "suzerainty" or "para
mountcy " of Great Britain as invaded by the claim of the Bo~rs to 
treat the franchise as a purely domestic question. Meanwhile, 
Chamberlain had clearly been influenced by the Rhodesian slogan 
that " Kruger had never looked into the mouth of a cannon," and 
was brought round to the view that a show of force-a practical 
proof that England meant business-was all that was needed to 
bring the Boers to heel. 

His policy thenceforward, both in word and deed, was one of 
thinly veiled menace. War, it is fairly clear, he neither desired nor 
expected, but thought its fruits could be secured bloodlessly by the 
means indicated. For the measures necessary to give effect to this 
policy it would be convenient to appropriate any support he could 
from the Opposition ; and it was no doubt with this consideration 
in mind that o~ 20th June he asked C.-B. to see him. At the inter
view he showed the latter a telegram from South Africa stating that 
a firm demonstration of force would cow the Boers into submission, 
and invited his countenance and support for the despatch to South 
Africa, to this end, of a force of ten thousand men. In this inter
change one of the parties-it is not clear which-used the word 
"bluff." Whichever of them used it, and whether it was used or 
not, it seems to describe the contemplated move with ~orne pre
cision. Only three days before C.-B. had said at Ilford that nothing 
in his view justified military preparations. But apart from all 
questions of justification or the ethics of international chicane, the 
force suggested seemed to him quite inadequate to its ostensible 
purpose. One who shrinks from the " mouth of a cannon " may be 
unimpressed by that of a peashooter: the "bluff," if that were 
the right term, might be called. He accordingly declined Chamber
lain's invitation. Chamberlain, undiscouraged, proceeded to impart 
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to his public utterances a rasping note of intimidation. In a speech 
at Highgate on 21st August the Boers were warned that." .the sande 

. were running low in t~e glass," w!_th dark implications as,to what 
would happen when they ran out : and that the Gordian Knot, 
unless loosened by ~ger, must be' cut. Negotiations continued in. 
the atmosphere of increasing tension produced by' these phrases and 
proposals by the Imp~rial Government were still pending 'Yhen on 
9th October Kruger issued his ultimatum.. It demanded in sharp, 
magisterial tones, thatj~roops on the high. seas shoUld not be landed 
at any South African ;port, . and that those already in the country 
should be withdrawn;:- and was immediately. followed by the 

·invasion of-Natal. Contrary to expectations in. England, the Orange 
Free State threw in its lot with the Transvaal Republic. . ~ . .' :. . . . 

,- rv' 

Asquith's attitude t~wards the war that followed was determined 
by .. the ultimatum. F~om it, like L~rd Rosebery, he " dated as the 
Mohammedans do fro~· the Hegira." In this he differed- sharply 
from the group of Liberals later de~ignated as "procBoers!' Many 
of the members of this; group had ldng inclined .to the view that the 
potentialities of the ·Empire as an~ instrument of civilisationl were 

'more than outweighed by the possibilities, or the fact, ofits abuse 
as an instrument of exploitation. They scented, in the whole series 
ofevents leading up to the war, a squalid intrigue, engineered, in the 
interests of a gang of profiteers, by a large and ·powerful nation 
against the liberty of a small and helpless one. They saw in the 
ultimatum not a wanton challenge, which no nation, however large, 
could refuse to take up, but a minor indiscretion int~ which Kruger 
had been .entrapped by an astute co,urse of provocation. Rightly or 
wrongly, Asquith rejected this view ~s fundamentally false. He 
. was not fond of rattling the sword 'in the scabbard. He looked on 
the' Outlanders with !an eye unb~glamoured by admiration· and 
deplorecfthe manner,·at·once aggres~ive and ineffectual, of Chamber:. 
lain's new diplomacy.j But he was quite unable to regard Kruger 
as a hero. If Chaml:\erlain's hectoring tactics-repelled, Kruger's 
.perverse craft and "Arcadian astuteness," as he called it, did not 
attract him. Both might in the earlier stages have been to blame, 
·but the crowning-and in his view coolly premeditated-folly of the 
ultimatum obliterated all comparison between the:tn and left the 
Britis.h Government no choice as to their course. -And while in all 
this Asquith dissented from the ;, Little England " group, neither 

' 
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in speech nor in policy, up till the outbreak of war, was there any 
material divergence between him and his leader. On 17th June 
Campbell-Bannerman had affirmed on the platform, and on 28th 
June had reaffirmed in Parliament, that there was nothing in his 

. view to justify military preparations. On 2nd September, Asquith, 
addressing some constituents at Leven, endorsed these declarations 
in language almost identical with his Chief's : 

" There is nothing in the situation, delicate and even dangerous as it 
has become, which cannot and ought not to be safely solved by firm and 
prudent diplomacy. . .. Holding this view, I for one am not alarmed 
by the irresponsible clamours which we hear from some familiar quarters 
for war. I do not believe, I cannot believe, that anything bas occurred, • 
or is threatened, to bring us even within a measurable distance of a 
catastrophe which would be a reproach to statesmanship, a calarn,i.ty to 
civilisation, and an almost incalculable disaster to South Africa." 

This had been preceded by a judicial review of the situation, in 
whose unprovocative language the sharpest ear could hardly detect 
the rumble of the big Imperial drum. 

In the sentiments expressed by Asquith in this speech, Campbell
Bannerman fully concurred. And later, when the ultimatum came, 
his leader and he were in agreement that it made war inevitable. 
Both j6ined in voting the Government Supplies; both abstained 
from supporting an amendment to the Address " disapproving of 
the conduct of the negotiations which had involved us in hostilities 
with the South African Republic," to which 135 of the Opposition, 
including Mr. Labouchere and Mr. Lloyd George, subscribed. While 
neither of them had admired the tone and method of Chamberlain's 
proceedings, both held that the ultimatum had forced war on this 
country, and that a time when the ink on it was not yet dry was not 
an opportune one for stressing the mistakes, however glaring, which 
had gone before. On one point indeed they did differ even at this 
stage. Three days after the ultimatum Asquith had pronounced, 
in rather emphatic terms, against the ultimate annexatiqn of the 
Republics. From this opinion he was later convertetl, partly 
perhaps by disclosures of the extent of Kruger's secret preparations 
for war. Campbell-Bannerman, on the other hand, from an early 
period never wavered in the view that the future of the Republics 
must be under the Union Jack, though he declared before the end 
of 1900-a time when such a declaration called for courage as well 
as wisdom-that they must be granted the fullest possible measure 
of self-government within that allegiance. 
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This accord between the Liberal leader and those who came to 1899-1902 

be called the Liberal ~mperialis£"s was. short" lived.· From the out- Age 47- 50 

break of war differences: (implicit perhaps from the start in th\ 
temperaments of the persons involved} widened between the centre 
of the party which followed Campbell-Bannerman and the wing 1 

represented by -Grey, H~ldane, AsqUith, and :Itosebery. These 
differences related to the causes of the war : the method of its 
conduct : and the state of affairs whi~h ought to succeed its con-
clusion, though on this point Sir Henry carried- them with him in 

·the end .. Under all these' heads the policy of the Government was 
open to criticism, and each of them raised for itself the secular 
dilemma which faces an Opposition, or on a wider view, any con
scfentitms citizen in time of war, namely, what latitude of criticism 
is compatible with the public interest. · For the " Pro-Boers " this 
dilemma hardly existed. , Starting from the premiss that the sub
stantial, if not the sole, ba~e of the, war lay in the iniquity of 
Ministers; and that the B9ers were " rjghtly struggling to ·be free," 
they were spared any qualms about "!weakening the hands of the 
Goyernment" or "heartjming the e~emy,"' and could give free 
voice to their opinions. C.-B's positio~ was more moderate ~and his 
problem more complex. I He concurred with the' Imperialists in 
holding that the ultimatum had made war inevit~ble, and with the 
pro-Boers, to the extent of holding th:;tt Chamberlain's policy had 
been an important as well as a profoundly discreditable contri~utory 
factor. And although at the outbreak of hoE;tilities he had joined 
with .the Imperialists in abstaining from' condemnation of this policy, 
he did not think, as it went 'on, th~t the public interest either 
required -or was consistent'; with a conti:p.ued reticence on this point, 
To it he recurred with a vtgour and insistence which, to Imperialist 
eyes, suggested a false distribution ofr~emphasis and a shifting of 
standpgint from the conc~ption_of a war forced on us by the Boers 
to the ct>nception of a war: forced by us: on them. If he agreed with, 
them that the ultimatum :was what ·lawyers call the causa causans 
of the war ana not merely a causa sine qua non, then it followed 
that the war should be won as quickly and 'thoroughly as possib~e : 
and althdugh Sir Himry :concurred with perfect sincerity in this 
formal aim, a persistent harping on the past misdoings of the Govern
ment seemed to the Imperialists calculated to obstruct its fulfil-

• ment. The latter argued that once in an inevitable war one must 
not weigh the relative culpa:bility ofthe parties to the dispute publicly 

1: 
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in a goldsmith's scales, but make up one's mind where the substantial 
blame lay and disregard all niceties and nuances. Any other course 
invited endless misconstruction and handicapped the Army. But 
to C.-B. Haldane's advice to "paint with the broad brush" 

fiavoured of casuistry. He insisted on his shades, and resolutely 
declined even a temporary amnesty for past Ministerial sins. 

A similar cleavage declared itself as to the methods of conducting 
the war. There had been, in view of the knowledge which the 
Government professed to have had about Kruger's warlike pre
parations, gross military improvidence on the part of the Govern
ment and miscalculations, both as to the scale and the character of 
the forces necessary. There had been, further, in th~ :first three • 
months of the war, a series of galling defeats culminating in Decem
ber in the " Black week " of Magersfontein and Colenso. In reg~rd 
to military failure, C.-B. and the Imperialists both declined to blame 
the Genera1s.1 But he was freer, or at least more assiduous, than 
they were in censuring the initial want of preparation, the blame 
for which rested with Ministers and not with soldiers. To . the 
Imperialists it appeared that a constant insistence on this neglect 
could serve no end beyond stiffening the enemy's resistance. To 
C.-B. it was part and parcel of Chamberlain's unpardonable gamble 
and as such called for fearless and vocal condemnation. 

The Khaki Election of October 1900, held on the plea that the 
war was finished, though its longest and most difficult phase was 
still to come, seemed to all sections of the Liberal Party a gross 
unfairness, and for some weeks in the autumn, right wing, left 
wing, and centre found themselves battling in the country against 
the same storm. Unionists made no distinction between them ; 
Liberals who had supported the war, even Liberals who had lost 
sons in the war were assailed with the same invective as pro-Boers 
who had denounced it ; the slogan of the hour was " every vote 
given to a Liberal is a vote given to the Boers." Anticipating 
the organisers of another post-war election, the leade7. of the 

1 The following passage is typical of Asquith's reference to the military failures : 
" A great deal has been both said and written as to the limits which patriotism 
imposes at times like this upon free expression of opinion. It would be idle to deny 
that there are many points in the preparation, the organisation and the strategy 
of the campaign which excite widespread and serious disquietude, and which 
ultimately must become the subject of searching inquiry, but in such matters, if 
I may venture to express my own opinion, nothing can be more unjust than. to give 
publicity and currency to hasty impressions founded upon imperfect information. 
To seek, for instance, to undermine the confidence of the country and of the Army 
in a gallant general on the strength of a single error of judgment or a singlci. reverse 
in the field is to take upon yourself a great responsibility." Speech at Willington 
Quay, 16th December, 1899. 
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THE LIBERAL LEADERS, JUNE, 1901 

" C-B" Sir }!;. Grey H. H. A. Sir William Harcourt. 

AN APPEAL. 

THE LIBERAL PARTY: " Oh, please do try and pull together;· it's so dreadfully uncomfortable." 
(From ·a cartoon in the " Westminster Ga.zette ") 

John Morley. 
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Unionist· Party asked, not for an ordinary but for an extraordinary is9~19o2 
:majoHty, a majority which would wipe out an unpatriotic _and Age 

47
""

59: 
vex!ltious opposition~and assured Liberal . voters that }m this 
altogether exceptional occasion· they co'l!ld safely transf13r ; :th~ir 

. support to the Unionist and patriotic party and be certain that no 
hurt would follow to the-causes-they had at heart.· · ' 
It was in the long run highly expensive electioneering for the 

Tory Party, for when the ·war .was over, and it appeared that. 
·the leader of the party attached no importance to this assurance, the 
. reaction which followed was in proportion to the rally.< But for the 
time being it secured the desired result; and if there is anything to. be 
surprised at.on looking back, it is not that the Liberal Patty fated 

·badly, but that it did relatively so well in this election. The party 
was.riot extinguished as in 1918: the Gpvernmerit ~ajority, though 
increased to 134 from the 130 at which it had stood .at the dissolu
tion, was actually eighteen less than at the previous general election ; 

. and if the slogan ofthe holl!-' me. ant anything, the alarming fact. was 
revealed that 2,105,5~8· electors had gone to the polls.to register 
" a vote for the Boers " against 2,428,000 who had voted against. 
them. · . . . · · . _ _ _ 
.·Liberal dissensions .were ·forgotten iri the c·ominon afflictio11, a:ml 

Asquith himself. won merit .from all sectio~s .of the party. in· his 
·scathing analysis of the electioneeJ;'h'lg methods of the Government. 
His own constituents returned him by an increased majority, which 

.· he took as signifying their approval of the line that he had hitherto 
· taken on the war. For the next few months ther~ was peape in the 

Liberal Party, but the struggle in South Africa now entered on, 
a difficult and exasperating phase of guerrilla fighting to which 
orthodox military. methods .proveq linequal. .The military .policy 
now adopted of burning farms With the necessary consequence that 

· women and children, thereby left homeless; had to be taken into 
concentration cainps~amps hastily improvised and often over
crowded ?-nd insanitary-raised new and cruchtl questions between 
the conte~ding .Liberal .factions. The pro-Boers scouted ·the official 
contention that to leave standing farm .buildings: which were largely 
used as forts or recruitillg stations by the enemy, was to invite the , 
slaughter of British soldiers and to prolong the war : ·and denied 
that even if the contention was sound,· it justified the suffering 
which, if given effect to? it must_ inflict and had inflicted on the 
civilian population. In this C.-R leant strongly towards th,eir view . 

. · !t -any··rate.in~Jrls-.-fain.gl1s"'§P~Et(lQ,a~~~~~Ji<?U~9!!1. g~~1;~1,YJ!·~1(!.'ltl;l .• 
(. ~tme, .-190l} .. in..,which-he-used~he..,.fatefulY)phr~e·~!!!~~.l!~~~-of~-
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barbarism," he represented the policy of devastation as a punitive 
measure aimed at men who were " down." The plea of military 
necessity he either regarded as specious, or, if well founded, as quite 
inadequate, to excuse the hardships which it inevitably entailed. 
Who wills the cause wills the effect. In taking this line he not only 
called down on his head a Niagara of obloquy from the ignorant, the 
hasty, and the war-fevered, but profoundly incensed the Liberal 
Imperialists. These, like C.~B. himself, had throughout the war been 
raked by two fires. Their " national " attitude towards the war 
had not spared them the slings and arrows of Chamberlain, whose 
strategy at the Khaki Election had been to brand as traitors and 
enemies of their country all members of the Opposition, without 
distinction: while it had exposed them increasingly to the charge 
of bellicose jingoism from their own left wing. This proce~s of 
alienation between the pro-Boers and the Imperialists followed the 
alignment and revived the acerbity of the feud between Harcourt 
and Morley on the one hand and Rosebery and his supporters on the 
other. The scales which C.-B. had been at such pains to hold evenly 
between the two extremes ofhj.s party had seemed to the Imperialists 
for some time to be sagging ominously on the leftward or Little 
England side. Of this process they now discerned in " methods of 
barbarism " the consummation. Their own attitude towards the 
policy which it stigmatised was this : while admitting the deplorable 
conditions in the concentration camps and pressing for their 
amelioration, they were, as regards farm burning, not disposed 
lightly to dismiss the argument from military necessity. If it had· 
been sponsored only by Chamberlain, whom they distrusted, they 
would have scrutinised it narrowly or viewed it with scepticism : 
but it was strongly endorsed by at least one man whom they did 
trust, namely, Sir Alfred Milner. And although they did not accept 
Milner's judgment as infallible-on several questions connected 
with the war they dissented from him-yet respect his judgment 
unquestionably they did, and were even more firmly persuaded 
that he was incapable of the inhumanity seemingly i&.puted by 
C.-B.'s language. 

Seemingly-for a careful reader of that language would discern 
vital qualifications in it which in form absolved of any consciously 
cruel intention, not only the soldiers-whom Sir Henry always 
jealously preserved from attack-but even the politicians whom he 
did not. But the Imperialists felt that he should have known that 
in war there are no careful readers, and that to careless or P.aflamed 

'"' ones he must appear to have tarred with the same brush all tlie~ 
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parties' who had contributed to the" l:larbarous." result; To convey 
such an impression deliberate}~ was they thought inexcusable : to 
do so unwittingly argued a naivete or clumsiness of which no leader 
should be capable. · / . . . . · · 

But Campbell-Bannerman a)t this moment was i
1
n no mood to 

withdraw or even to mitigate -ivhat he had said. Narratives which 
had been brou~ht to ~m from/ South Africa: about ~he suffe:ings in 
the ConcentratiOn Camps had made a deep ImpressiOn on him, and 
he considered it his duty to pJrsist in spite of the storm which was 
now raging around him. The/ utmost he would do was to explain 
that those whom he charged /with " methods of barbarism " were 
:riot the soldi~rs who executed the prders, but the Government which 
issued them. With this qullification he •repeated. the offending 
phra!le. in the House of Corrj.mons three ?.ays after the Holbarn 
Restaurant speech, 1 and. voted. for a motion for adjournment which 
Mr. Lloyd George moved in J spee~h that :incidentally contained a 
bitter attack on Lord Milner. In the same debate Mr. Haldane 
expressed his grave regret that the word" barbarism" should have 
been used, and the Liberal Imperialists to the number of fifty 
(inchiding Asquith) abstained from voting. At this point Asquith, 
who till now had been a moderating influence between the two 
sections, thought it necessary to make his own position clear, and 
at a dinner at the Liverpool Street Station Hotel {20th June} he 
spoke firmly to Campbell-Bannerman: · 

. r 
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"There is nothing in the world so .uncorigeniaLto me~as,..tot~E:~~~~on 
any- kind •. of public . disputatiop. "with.•an ., old • friend.,and~,colle~gue,,~by , 
whose side 1 have .often foughtrin ·the ,past,. and·-by .. whose 1sid,!" ;Lhope. to 
fight againin.t~eluture ;.'but the consequences of such a misconception 
are so grave, both to the party and to the country, that.)JeeUn~duty 
bound to take this very first opportunity .. that-has·offere<:IAts((!U~Aispel 
it e!ltitely.once Jl,n,d~£r:~~ll ... ,"I am ~peaking not for myself alone, but for 
a large number of my colleagues m the House of Commons and for a 
still larger body of Liberal opinion outside. Those, I say, who have 
taken that.view may be right, or they may .be wrong. That is not what 
I am concerned to argue ; time will·decide. We have never sought to · 
make the holding of that view the test of the political orthodoxy of our 
fellow-Liberals, and I hope that we never- shall. But that makes it all 
the more necessary for me to say, in the plainest and most unequivocal 
terms that we have not changed our view, that we do not repent ofit, 
and that we shall not recant it. It is desirable to come to close quarters 
on this, and I am sure you will not resent any plainness of my speech. 
\Yhat have been the views put forward by the section of the party to 

?- 17th June, i90l. 
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1899-1902 whom I refer ~ No one has denounced with more emphasis than they 
Age 47-50 have that piece of piratical folly, the Jameson Raid, and the fatal neglect 

-the responsibility for which, to some degree at any rate, must be shared 
by the Government with a committee of the House of Commons-the 
fatal neglect to probe it to its origin, to bring the main offenders to 
justice and to punishment, and what is perhaps more important, to 
provide prompt reparation for the mischief which has been done. No 
one, again, has spoken in stronger terms of the incomprehensible inertness 
with which in the years that followed, the Transvaal was allowed to be 
converted into an armed camp while the most elementary precautions-
such even as the mapping out of our own colonies-were not taken. We 
have not been sparing, further in our criticism and our censure of that 
strange mixture of precipitation and lethargy which characterised some 
part, at any rate, of the procedure of our Government, in the. months which 
preceded the war. We have believed, and have always expressed the 
belief-if I may quote for a moment words of my own, used qpon the 
very day when the Boer ultimatum was delivered, and since onl¥ too 
amply proved by the event-we have believed that this was a war which 
if it came would bring to the people of Great Britain neither moral 
advantage nor military glory. Yes; and so far I doubt whether there is 
a Liberal in this room who would not agree with what I have been saying. 
Where we have been parting company with our friends-those who 
agree with me and those who disagree from me will believe me on this 
point-where we were obliged to part company with our friends was 
here-that we held and still hold that war was neither intended nor 
desired by the Government and the people of Great Britain, but that it 
was forced upon us without adequate reason, entirely against our will. 
Gentlemen, I am not asking you for a moment to assent to my view ; 
I am only saying that that was the view we held and hold. I say again
here again differing from many of our friends-that we hold and held 
that blood has been spilt and the treasure that has been spent, have· 
been expended not in a criminal adventure, nor for the purpose of 
replacing the ascendancy of one party by the ascendancy of another, 
but that after the confusion and the chaos of this campaign, which we 
did not seek, is over, there may arise out of it, upon the scene at present 
of so much desolation and ruin, the~fabric .of. a free, federated, self
governing South African dominion." 

The Holborn Restaurant had now been answered by the Liverpool 
Street Station Hotel, and the "war to the knife and folk," as Mr. 
Henry Lucy wittily called it, was .well on foot. The next item 
on the Imperialist programme was a dinner to Asquith at the City 
Liberal Club in recognition of the speech at the Liverpool Street 
Hotel. That was fixed for 19th July, but in the intervening month 
two things happened. Campbell-Bannerman called a party meeting 
at the Reform Club at which he received a unanimous vote of confi
dence from Liberal M.P.'s and Peers, and Lord Rosebery ~~,d~ a 
separate and embarrassing demarche of his own. ... ' , 

I 
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At.:_tl;te. party. meethig •. both .:Asq.uith··and' Sit··Edward ,.,Grey._)mp
porte_d_the .vote of co_gf!q~~(}e,_and_exprl;lS~~d ~I.l~!!~~~~9.Jl.a:te reg{!<r~ 
for .~Campbell-Bannerm~t~, whi!e claiming . thei,r .;right.,,~~_9,,."speak 
honestly on the points on ''Yhich they .. di.£~~:!1.i!'m!!:.""W.m:"""-;,On this 
Lord Rosebery, who had been asked to preside at the· Asquith. 
dinner; came out with an open letter "claiming his shate" of th_e 
"remarkable charter" by ·which the Liberal Party had "unjted 
or reunited on the double basis of a party and undisputed allegiance 
to its leader and a complete liberty of action and dissent with regard 
to the one vital question before the country " ; and added that he 
would "never voluntarily return ,to the arena of party politics." 
T9 give furt:b.er point to these observat~ons, he went to the City 
Liberal Club on the day 9fthe Asquith dinner, and in a speech made 

· dU.ring the luncheon hour, announced his intention to ''·plough my 
furrow alone." · · . · 

It says much for the spell which Lord Rosebery had thrown over 
the Liberal Imperialists that their relations with bini survived this 
occasipn, but Campbell-Bannerman now had the satisfaction of 
. seeing something like a split in their ·camp. " It is true," said Sir 
. Edward /Grey, " that lookers-on see most of the game; Yes, but 
they do not influence the result." Asquith for the moment 'waS more 

, concerned to disprove Lord Rosebery's opi:hlon about the funda~ 
mental disuhity of the Liberal Party than to pursue the quarrel 
with the pro~Boers; and Campbell-Bannermari. was probably right 
when he wrote to a friend that no one more than Asquith himself 
'wished the Asquith dinner tb be given up. That in the circumstances 
was impossible, but when th~ occasion came;· he very adroitly turned 
it to account for Liberal unity by discoursing on the need of linking 
Liberal Imperi~lism with· a policy of radical reform for " little 
England." \This .disposed of the idea, which the pro-Boers con: 
s~antly insinuated, that Liberal Imperialism ,wa~ a stage . on. the 
road to Toryism. · · ·- ' . -

. A dangerous corner was thus turned, but the bickering continued 
through t):ftl autumn months, and though Asquith made· studiously 
moderate speeches, Campbell-Bannerman insisted on repeatingiris 
r{ow famous or notorious phrase. Then in December came the great 
diversion of Lord Rosebery's speech at ·Chesterfield. ··The element 
of doubt and mystery which now attended Lord Rosebery's public 
appearances had caused this speech to be awaited ·with immense 
curiosity and interest ; and it proved in the 'event to be a very 
po~l and timely utterance on the subject of the South African 
~ar. Hs plea for "a regular peace and a regular settlement" and 

·. 
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protest against the " unconditional surrender or interminable 
hunting down of an enemy procl(limed outlaws and rebels," 
demanded by the die-hards, undoubtedly influenced the course of 
events ; and for a moment Lord Rosebery found himself in the 
enviable position of having satisfied all sections of the Liberal Party. 

Unfortunately only for a moment. The same speech contained 
passages which, if anybody chose to lay stress on them, were well 
calculated to set the sections by the ears-this time on domestic 
politics. The Liberals were enjoined to "clean their slate " and "put 
away their fly-blown phylacteries," mysterious expressions which 
soon came to be interpreted as a sinister threat to the radical part 
of the Liberal programme. More important still, it soon becam~ 
apparent that Lord Rosebery had no intention of following up his 
speech by action, or at all events action concerted with the Liberal 
Party. Various newspapers implored him to come out and ·lead 
on the lines laid down at Chesterfield; Campbell-Bannerman paid 
him a visit to explore the possibilities of reunion and after an hour of 
cross-purposes retired baffled. Liberal dissensions now toolr the 
form of a lively dispute about the right interpretation of the Chester
field speech. This after six weeks was decided by Lord Ros{{bery 
himself, who went to Liverpool (14th Feb., 1902) and made two more 
speeches, in which he flung a bold challenge to the left wing of the 
party and said explicitly that" the slate was to be cleaned" (among 
other things) of Gladstonian Home Rule, and that Irish aspirations 
were to be satisfied with County Councils until such time as 
" Imperial Federation should allow a local and subordinate Irish· 
legislature as part of that scheme." 

The trouble came to a climax at the annual meeting of the 
National Liberal Federation which took place five days later 
(19th Feb.) at Leicester. Taking up what he considered to be 
the challenge thrown to him, Campbell-Bannerman repudiated the 
doctrine of " the clean slate," declared his adherence to Gladstonian 
Home Rule, and asked Lord Rosebery flatly whether " he speaks 
to us from the interior of our political tabernacle or from some 
vantage ground outside." The answer came swiftly in a letter from 
Lord Rosebery in the next day's Times : " I remain outside the 
tabernacle, but not I think in solitude." In a closing sentence he 
described the occasion as one of " definite separation." 

"Outside the tabernacle, but not in solitude." The "not in 
solitude" was the ominous phrase to Campbell-Bannerman, and its 
meaning was made clear in the following week when the fo~on 
of the Liberal League with Lord Rosebery as President, and Asquith';' 
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If this League was meant to give form and substance to the I 
" definite separation " and departure from the orthodox Tabernacle \ 
which Lord Rosebery had announced, and' if it was· to provide a 
rallying ground for a rival leader in a separate Tabernacle, it clearly 
was a very serious matter, and for the next two or three months the 
party··seemed to be threatened with ~n irreparable schism, which, . 
if it had gone forward, might not.only have affected·the fortunes of 

, tbe party and its leaders, but have dhanged the whole history of the 
country, and even of the world. In the light of history; the possible 
consequences of a lasting and definite separation ·o:f Asquith and 
Grey from the main body of the Liberal Party look portentous. 

There. were undoubtedly members of the Liberal League who were 
for this definite separation, an<! wished the new organisation to 
promote a rival leadership. But Asquith was not one of them. ·To 
him the League seemed a usefUl piece of machfuery to keep within 
the party the considerable number. of moderate men who at that 
moment had been alienated by Campbell"Bannerman and were 
attracted to Lord Rosebery; and, though undoubtedly he meant 
to convey a strong hint to the official leader that his recent pro~ 
ceedings had strained the allegiance of important colleagues, he by 
no me~ns wished to push the quarrel to extreme lengths. At the 
beginning of March he explained his position in a letter to his 
constituents which kept the door open which Lord Rosebery had 
seemed to Close. In this he said that Lord Rosebery in his Chester
field speech ·had " defined a common ground upon. which, at this 
stage of the conflict the great majorityof Liberals were able to 
meet. While repudiating With indignation 'the charges which have 
been made against our officers and men, and criticising with just 
severity the manifold shortcomings of the Government both in 
thl( methods of their diplomacy and the conduct ·of the campaign, 
Jte has maintained the' ne~essity of ·prosecuting the war with all 
possible vil?i'>ur and effectiveness, and at the same time keeping our 
ears and rllinds open to any overtures for peace which might hold 
out hope of an honourable and durable settlement." Coming to 
domestic politics he defined the doctrine of the ''clean slate" as 
·that of " putting on one side the . unattainable and the relatively -
unimportant and combining the efforts of the party upon a few 
things which were at the same time weighty, urgent, and within 
reach," doctrine which "in less picturesque language he had long 
b~e11"p~aching to his constituents." Finally upon Ireland,.insooa.d - . 
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of jettisoning Gladstonian Home Rule, he counselled a new approach 
to it which should not expose the party to be wrecked a third time 
on the Irish rock. Liberals, he said, had to recognise as a fact the 
repugnance to the idea of an Irish legislature which "not even Mr. 
Gladstone's magnificent courage, unrivalled authority, and un
quenchable enthusiasm had been able to overcome." They must 
therefore proceed- in a more prudent manner : 

"The eight years which have since elapsed (i.e. since Mr. Gladstone's 
last effort) have done nothing to conciliate and not a little to harden and 
stiffen the adverse judgment of the British electorate. A great deal of 
looserhetoric is current on the subject. But, if we are honest, we must 
ask ourselves this practical question. Is it to be part of the policy and 
programme of our party that, if returned to power, it will-introduce· into 
the House of Commons a Bill for Irish Home Rule ? The answer, in my 
judgment, is No. And why ? Not because we are satisfied-who is 1-
with the results of six years' Unionist administration. Not because we 
think that the Irish problem has been either settled or shelved. But 
because the history of these years, and not least that part which is most 
recent, has made it plain that the ends which we have always had, and 
still have, in view,-the reconciliation of Ireland to the Empire apd the 
relief of the Imperial Parliament (not as regards Ireland alone) from a 
load of unnecessary burdens-can only be attained by methods which 
will carry with them, step by step, the sanction and sympathy of British 
opinion. To recognise facts like these is not apostasy ; it is common 
sense." 

Undoubtedly in this passage Asquith expressed what at this 
tiine was the view of the majority of British Liberals, who saw with 
something like despair the prospect of all their efforts being once 
more doomed to frustration on the Irish question, if or when they 
returned to power. In point of fact, the "step by step" policy was 
the.one eventually accepted by the whole party, and acquiesced in 
by the.Irish, for the 1906 election. 

If this had been all, and if there were no other implications or 
consequences in membership of the Liberal League, no objection 
could have been taken to it by other members of the party. There 
were numerous associations of the kind within the Li~ral Party ; 
and freedom to advocate all sorts of opinions without being cut off 
from the congregation was supposed to be a special privilege of its 
members. But to Campbell-Bannerman there was one cardinal 
point which decided whether such associations were licit or illicit, 
and this was that they should refrain from challenging the official 
machinery in the constit\f.encies ; and when the Liberal League 
proceeded to set up a separate organisation, obtained the services 
of one of the most skilful organisers of the regular machiiie: i:tnd 
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LORD ROSEBERY AND THE LIBERAL PARTY 
(July, 1901) 

LIBERAl, PARTY: "Oh; dearv me! ,What's the trouble now? And just when we were beginningjQ_get on again so nicely~ too!" ___ _ 
THB SJ<JA SERPEN'l': "Don't be.frightened, ma'am; I've only come upt<>Olow.,.,-- -

(From a cartoOn in the" Westminster Gazette") 
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showed signs of running candidates of its own,. he broke out into 1899-1902 
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terms with him, saw the danger, and now did his utmost to avert it._ 
Speaking at St. Leonards on 14th March he said: ... He would have 
nothing to do with any aggressive movement · agamst his fellow 
Liberals, he would have nothing to do with any attempt to destroy 
or' weaken· the general organisation of the party. He would have 
nothing -to do with any organisation, if such there be, which was 
intended to promote and to foment personal rivalries and ambitions. 
He would have nothing to do with any organisation which required 
him, or anybody else on entering its portals to abandon any single 
Liberal principle/' Lord Rosebery, in the meantime, had declared 

-the; League .to be a purely defensive orga:f!isation to prevent his 
·· friEmds.froni being "drummed out of the Liberal Party," and said 
. it would be a fatal mistake for them to leave the Liberal Associations 

with which they were connected. (Glasgow, lOth March.) Witb 
this, Campbell-Bannerman professed himself .co;ntent, and the 
Liberal League conformed 'to his definition of a licit and recognised 
Association. It cannot be said that he loved it or ceased to suspect 
the operations of some of its m~mbers, but he was willing (officially) 
to tlir~ the blind eye to it. To apply the ecclesiastical language 
which for sonie curious reason had ·got attached to this controversy; 
it was now tauitly agreed that, :thovgh the head of' the S!3ct, Lord 

- Rosebery, might be definitely separated from the mother church 
(or Tabernacle) his followers remained in commUnion with it: The 

. League in fact quite usefully performed the function which Asquith 
assigned to it of keeping within the party Liberals who declined 
Campbell-Baimerman'slead on the South African question, and was 
careful to a void :Clashes with • the· official organisation. 
Campbell~ Bannerinanalways, disting).lished<:,bet~~~J].-~squi_tJ.l,_and. 

4other-members -of .. the .Liberal ,L~ague .. · HEr .. had"'the ·plea8ant'~"'little · 
" ~a bit . of ap:J?,lying ,~he ~erni ~·· maste~~to"men • .whom"~?~suspectEJd 

. of bemg up-to"'nnsch1ef. It _was. _Master"'Haldane,-and~~ven 
·~ :J}Iaste~- <if~y, ::., bl!~..it:,:Was;ne';ert;]W:a~tElr'--1~qujt;h. ~-'"'-The .two -men 
li.ad an· mstmctlve ,understanding -of each -other ~a.nd, a.fu:q.dainental 
Jimplicity -in .common ,:whic~ :~P;a~led~t]lem-';,not • .to differ ~xcept in 
opinion." Asquith thoroughly appreciated the little whimsicalities 
and idiosyncrasies ofC.~B.'s character, and always took the straight 
road in his dealings with ·him. To the end of his ;life~.C.,_7:f!!;i§poke 
glowingly.o.LA~.q~~:s.Jgy;alty:,.and·made;no~exce,ption,ol'-...qua:lifica
tion for the years in which·-they differed about the South African 
war. It-ml,lst·have,been~kncm;n"t9Jlim~thatj~.tl;te:Y~I!!Jl~!l,~~Ji 

1.-x 
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he.accepted the leadership of the party Asquith was the principal 
runner-up, and that if he (Campbell-Bannerman) declined the place, 
Asquith would have succeeded him. Yet in the years that followed 
he never had the slightest fear that Asquith might wish to supplant 
him, or betrayed any trace of the jealousy which older men are 
sometimes supposed to feel for younger men who are close on their 
heels. On the contrary, he seemed to go out of his way to provide 
opportunities for Asquith to display his parliamentary abilities and 
to urge him to take them when, as often happened, he was reluctant. 
This element of trust between the two men helped greatly in the 
efforts which both made to restore peace in the crisis of 1902, and 
was the main factor in keeping the peace which lasted unbroke!l. 
between them until Campbell-Bannerman's death. 

In less than a year the Unionist leaders themselves performed the 
seemingly impossible feat of reuniting the Liberal Party, and all 
these events faded into the background. From this time forward 
no one less than Asquith desired to stir the embers of old quarrels, 
and he now had the opportunity of rendering some of his most 
signal service to the Liberal Party. 

It may be added here that Liberal Imperialism was no sudden 
invention of the South African war period. In its origins it was 
a reaction from the "little Englandism," which rightly or wrongly 
had become associated with Gladstonian Liberalism, and a revival 
within the party of the Palmerstonian spirit of the previous . 
generation. In the 'eighties its principal exponents were Lord 
Rosebery and Sir Charles Dilke among politicians, and Mr. W. 
T. Stead in the Press : and, in common with many young 
men of this time, Asquith, when he first came to the scene, 
was in general sympathy with their views. The special aim 
of this group was, in their own phrase, to promote a " sane 
imperialism," founded on careful study of imperial , questions, 
but without the bluster and swagger of jingoism, and,laltogether 
dissociated from the whiggery which caused the Palmerstonian 
Liberals to be ranked as reactionaries in home affairs. They saw 
no reason why Radicals in domestic politics should not in this sense 
be good imperialists, or why care for the Empire and its problems 
should be regarded as the special preserve of the Tory Party. 
Asquith always objected to writing himself down as an adherent of 
any particular school. He was, as he used to say, "a Liberal, with
out prefix or suffix." But quite early in the day he came under 
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of 1892-1895, he is usually found supporting Lord Rosebery in his 
encounters with Harcourt and· Morley on foreign and Imperial 
questions. · 

After the fall of the Rosebery Cabinet: in 1895; circumstances con
spired . to . give the Liber11l Imperialist group a special interest hi 
South Africa. The man most responsible for spreading the fame of 
Cecil Rhodes was undoubtedly W. T; ·Stead, and he· was largely 
prompted by Edmund Garrett, a brilliant young Cambridge man 
.on the staff of the Pall Mall Gazette (then in its Radical days) who 
went on a journey to South Africa in 1889-1890, and there "dis
covered " Rhodes.· Garrett at once became an enthusiast, and 
passed o0n the infection first to Stead; and then to E. T. Cook, who 
followed Stead in the editorship of the Pall Mall Gazette, and after
warilll became Editor successively of the Westminster Gazette and the 
Daily News. In 1892 Garrett went to South Africa as Editor of the 
Cape Times, and from there kept up 'a stream of correspondence 
with fljs old friends. The appointment of Sir Alfred Miln~r, another 
member of the old Pall Mall Gazette staff, and an intimate friend of 
Cook's, strengthened-the hands of th~ group, which now devoted 
itself specially to defending Milner's policy. Whi:m this s'eemed. to 
be heading for war, Stead fell -away. and went vehemently into 
opposition, but the others persisted, and Cook especially was 
unwav!')ring in his support all through the South African war. 

· Asquith· too was .an intimate friend of Cook, whom he rightly 
regarded as not only a very able but entirely disinterested and 
upright man, and through ·cook he and other Liberal Imperialists 
were kept constantly informed about events in South Africa as 
seen from ·Garrett's, Rhodes', and Milner's angle. The picture 
presented was in strong contrast with the prevalent Liberal and . 
Radical view which came near dismissing the whole trouble as a 
financiers' ;ramp upon the innocent Boers ; and Asquith was early 

· enlisted a~ainst what he considered to be the unfairness and· in
adequacy of this summary condemnation. 

Campbell-Bannerman was not at the begllining a hot partisan of 
either point of view, but he thought Milner a dangerous man, and 
the combination of him and Chamberlain the least likely to keep· the 
peace in South Africa. Thus thinking, he viewed with suspicion all 
communications between his· Liberal colleague.s and Milner or , 
Milner's intimates in South Africa, and spoke impatiently of the 
"religio Milnt;lriana" of. which he supposed BalliQl men to be the 
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special devotees,, Milner also being a son of Balliol.1 On the other 
side, Cook, who was now Editor of the Daily News, warmly espoused 
Milner's cause and certainly took no pains to conciliate "C.-B." In 
1899 and 1900 the Liberal conflict became largely a newspaper war, 
and many gallant editors, including Cook himself, were laid low 
before it was over. The high publicity which attended the newspaper 
war added to the friction behind the scenes ; and before they knew 
where they were, the leaders on both sides found themselves in a 
position in which the zeal of their friends made retreat or even a 
suspension of hostilities extremely difficult. The wrath of both was 
apt to be concentrated upon the " smoothers " who tried to make 
peace between them. 4,squith, though always a man of peace, felt 
under a strong obligation to support men who had risked everything 
in defence of what they believed to be right, and he W~Y~ easily 
incensei::l by language which seemed to impute to them low" and 
sordid motives, or which charged the Government with having made 
an inhuman and unnecessary war. 

1 The•Imperialist cult of Milner-or " religio Milneriana " as he called i~was a 
thorn in t.he flesh of C.-B. But in imputing the cult as he did to Balliol men as such, 
he was for once himself painting with too " broad a brush." The glory or shame of 
a Balliol education belonged to two of the sternest Little Englanders-Sir Robert 
Reid and Mr. Bryce-and was denied to his Imperialist bete noire, Mr. Haldane. 
It is true that Asquith was not only an old Balliol friend of Milner's, but had the 
highest respect for his brains and character ; and in this phase more respect for his 
practical judgment than he was to feel later. 

• 



CHAPTER XII 

THE FISCAL \BATTLE 

·Mr. Balfour Prime Minister-Aftermath of the Boer· War-Chamberlain's South . 
• African Tour-Wanted : a diversion-Chamberlain proclaims. the new gospel 

at Birmingham-Division in the Cabinet-Extrusion of the Free Traders
Mr. Chamberlain opens his campaign~Asquith's prolonged duel· with him

. The• Free Trade case as expounded at Cinderford and elsewhere--Mr .. Balfour's 
tight rope. . . I c. A. 

THE.LiberatParty_emerged.-from-.,the~BoElr:;w.ll.r .• hattered,~llg,~l~()S,t -1902-1905 
brp_ke11, The position of the Government, on the other hand, Age 49- 53 

when; Mr. Balfour acceded to its leadership in 1902, was by no 
means unpromising .. The exposure, of War Office incompetence 

. which followed this, as most, wars, the precarious. nature of a 
majority snatched at a Khaki Election, the creeping paralysis and 
waning popularity which affiict a party which has been seven years 
in office-these were infirmities serious indeed, but.capable of being 
·Surmounted by ari. administration which avoided bad mistakes and 
created some attractive diversion. The mistakes were not ·avoided. 
The diversion was irideed made, but its effect was to draw upon its 
authors within fol.tr years ali unexampled electoral defeat, and to 
weld the strugglihg deyachments of their adversaries·.into a united 

. force backed by an overwhelming majority. 
Mr. Balfour began inauspiciously by introducing in the session· o( 

1902 two measures which tended to reconcile his opponents and to 
breed disu,nion ainong his friends. 'Jhe Education Act of that year 
which abolished the School Boards and .placed the Anglican Volun
tary Schtols on' the rates alienated eyery Nonconformist in the 
country as well :as his principal colleague, Mr. Chamberlain. The 
duty of Is. per quarter on imported corn imposed- by Sir M. fficks· 
Beach's Budget alarmed, less by its dimensions than by its poten
tialities of permanence and extension, not only the Opposition· but 
the considerable body of his own supporters which was wedded to 
.free imports· o(food. · Indeed, the question of the repeal or con
tinuance of this trifling impost •was the spark which lit a powder 
magazine. It was the immediate occasion of Mr. Chamberlain's 
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1902-1905 famous fiscal demarche, of the fission of the Unionist Party into 
Age 
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53 three sections, and of its partial paralysis for the best part of ten 
years. 

As far back as 1896 Mr. Chamberlain had toyed with the idea of an 
Imperial Zollverein on the German model. He warmly welcomed the 
Canadian preference granted in 1897, and the resolutions in favour of 
reciprocal preferences within the Empire passed at the Colonial 
Conference of 1902. For a further advance on these lines Sir M. 
Hicks-Beach's shilling corn duty, ostensibly imposed for revenue 
only, seemed an instrument ready to his hand. Immediately before 
leaving for a tour of South Africa in November 1902 he had advocated 
in the Cabinet the retention of the duty as a basis for a preference to 
the Colonies, and seems to have imagined that he had carried the 
majority of his colleagues with him. A strong protest had, how~ver, 
been entered against it by the uncompromising Free Trader who 
had by then succeeded Hicks-Beach at the Exchequer; and some 
of his colleagues-notably the Duke of Devonshire-remained under 
the impression that Mr. Ritchie's remonstrance had never. been 
overruled. However that may be, Mr. Chamberlain's idea gained 
on him during his ruminations in the veldt. It seemed well adapted 
to maintain the tide of imperial sentiment on which his party had 
swum back to power in 1900 ; and not less calculated to distract 
attention from the blunders which had marked some phases of war 
administration and from what he conceived to be the gross unwisdom 
of the Education Bill. To these considerations was added one 
personal to himself. He had come out inter alia to collect thirty 
millions from the Rand Lords towards the expenses of the war. 
These gentlemen, however, seemed, and ultimately proved, not to 
be in a paying mood: the prospect of returning visibly empty~ 
handed filled him with dismay and invested with additional charms 
the idea of some spectacular diversion. Under the stimulus ·of these 
reflections he returned to England in the spring of 1903 determined 
to push his project, and pressed for its adoption at a Cabinet imme
diately preceding the Budget. Nevertheless, Mr. Ritchi~'s view in 
favour of the repeal of the duty prevailed. Chamberlain did not 
resign. He seems to have thought that the repeal did not prejudice 
further consideration of his proposals on their merits, and stated 
that the Government had decided at this Cabinet to " use the 
summer in further investigating them."1 

Not being accustomed, however, to let "I dare not" wait upon 
"I would," he did not himself await the result of such further investi-

1 Life of Devonshire, Vol. II, p. 300. 
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gation; .but ·on the 15th May went to Bir'mingham; where he made an 
epoch-making speech. , , 

In this pronouncement he declared that the Empire was in 
danger and would dissolve unless shored up by buttresses of material 
interest~ He pointed out that Canada had been penalised by Ger-1 

~any for the preference she had voluntarily extended to this country 
in 1897: but had offered nevertheless not only to maintain, but to 
enhance this preference if we would give her reciprocal advantages 
in respect of her exports to this country. Such a cotirse involved a 
departure from our established ,fiscal system. Mr. Chamberlain 
indicated in the plainest possible fashion his own view, that such a 

• departure ought to be m'ade, not merely by taxing imported food but 
by employing tariffs generally for purposes of negotiation with our 
Prqtectionist neighbours or retaliation against them. He added that 
he intended to make these questions the. issue at the next General 
Election. This speech-in all ways a first-class political bombshell 
-amounted, inter· alia, to a strong ·implied condemnation .of the 
repeal 9f the Oorn Duty which Mr. Balfour was, as it happened, on 
that very day engaged in defending against the remonstrances of an 
indignant deputation. What, men asked themselves, li.ad become of 
the doctrine of ,collective Cabinet responsibility? Debates in the 
House of Commons in May and June supplied no answer to this 
question. In them the Colonial Secretary, in the presence of his 

· Free Trade colleagues, developed his policy vigorously in both its 
branches. For by now tp the impending dissolution of the Empire 
·had been added another terror-the desperate plight of British trade. 
Less than eighteen months b~fore Chamberlain had not onlydeclared. 
our commerce free from immediate peril, but had. painted in lively 
colours its " unparalleled " prosperity and "extremely favourable 
prospects" for the future. Now, however, the structure disclosed 
to his maturer eye unsuspected weaknesses, spelling collapse unless· 
prompt steps were taken to underpin it. Accordingly, in the debates 
which succeeded his first demarche he pressed, on the imperial side, 
for preflrenCf:is, adding that they necessarily involved. the taxation 
of food : while. on the domestic side, he recurred with sharper 
insistence to the necessity .for tariffs as instruments of retaliation: 

The immediate consequence of these developments was to reveal 
, a triple division of view in the Unionist Party. Mr. Ritchie, Lord 

George Hamilton, Lord Balfour of Burleigh, and after some vacilla
tion,· the Duke of Devonshire, emerged 'as out-and -out Free Traders, 
opposed to all tariffs and especially to taxes on food. Chamberlain, 
at .the other extreme, rallied to hin?- the increasing number of 

1902-1905 '""-., 
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·· 1902-1905 Unionists who were prepared to go the whole Protectionist hog, 
Age 49-

53 though at this stage he laid the main stress on Imperial Preference. 
These forces were for a time held in a precarious equilibrium by 

Mr. Balfour's policy of suspended judgment and provisional non
committal. Striking a new note in politics he overtly declined " to 
express a settled conviction where no settled conviction exists," 
while privately extorting from' his colleagues a pledge to postpone 
decision and observe public silence until the material facts could be 
ascertained by a Board of Trade Inquiry. Meanwhile, in August, 
he circulated .to the Cabinet a paper, later published as a brochure 
under the characteristic title of Economic Notes on Insular Free 
Trade. In this masterpiece of carefully qualified generalisation he • 
embodied, or concealed, his own views on the question of the hour. 
Its least negative feature was a leaning towards fiscal retaliatjon. 
By September the results of the Inquiry had been enshrined in the 
Fiscal Blue Book. A Cabinet decision could no longer decently be 
deferred. The Prime Minister seems from the end of August to have 
determined that his Government was to be a" fiscal reform Go14ern
ment," but had given little indication other than that contained in 
his "economic notes " of the nature of the reform he favoured. He 
had in truth been placed in an impossible dilemma by Mr. Chamber
lain: and all his efforts were directed to finding a formula wide and 
vague enough to comprehend the predominant opinion of his party 
and save it from immediate schism. It was a necessary element in 
this plan that those of his colleagues who would countenance no 
departure, however qualified or contingent, from strict Cobdenism, 
must be jettisoned, and this he proceeded by a curious and ruthless 
manreuvre to .do. 

On the 9th September Mr. Chamberlain had brought the situation 
to a head by sending his chief a letter of resignation, which the latter 
on the 16th accepted. In the letter of the 9th the writer explained 
that his object in resigning was to popularise Colonial preference 
and food taxes, which he admitted to be at the moment too much 
disliked to be adopted by the Government as immediate•practical 
objectives. This mission he could best. achieve from the outside ; 
but meanwhile he urged the Prime Minister to embrace what had 
found much more favour with the public, namely, the domestic and 
purely protectionist branch of his proposals, even if this involved 
the reconstitution of the Government (or in plain language the 
extrusion from it of the uncompromising Free Traders). Between 
the lOth September, when this letter was received, and the 16th, 
when it was acknowledged by Mr. Balfour, was held the crucial 

\ 
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" ON HIS NERVES " 
(1903) 

Tm~ MAN AND nrs SHADOw 

Wherever Mr. Chamberl~in goes he always finds the shadow of Mr. Asquith either before him or behind him. He is evidently, 
to judge from his speech at Preston, getting to feel haunted. 

(F1·om. a carlocn in the" }Vestminster Gazette") 
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Cabinet of the 14th. At this Cabinet Mr. Balfour declar~d .him- 1902-1905 

self:in favour of fiscal change of an unspecified nature, and gave Age 49-53 

the extreme Free Traders~Mr.~.Ritchie, Lord George Hamilton, 
· and Lord Balfour of Burleigh-what the Duke :of Devonshire 
bluntly called "notice to quit.'' 'No.1hint .was ·given to these 
gentlemen (or to t~e Cabinet as .a whole} that the Prime Minister 
actually had Mr. Chamberlain's resignation in his pocket,. although 
their conduct niight well have been :modified by the knowledge 
·that the" chief protagonist of food. taxes intended to leave the 
Government.1 · The Duke; indeed, who had made common cause 
with them, was induced ,by strong pressure . from his · chief to 

.·suspend his own resignation. But then the Duke was on the 16th 
shown Mr. Chamberlain's letter of resignation and Mr. Balfour's 
repzy. accepting it ; though the latter declined .his natural request 

.. to convey their tenor to his Free Trade colleagues. 2 To a man of 
the Duke's sensitive scruple such a situation could not ·long be 
tolerable : arid after enduring for a fortnight the pangs ofan uneasy 
consoience, he was not sorry to find in Mr. ~alfour's speech at 
Sheffield on the lst Octoijer compelling grounds for-following them 
into retirement~ In this speech the Prime Minister proclaimed- in 
vague but vehement terms his abandonment· of the principle that 
Customs duties should be imposed for revenue only. Meanwhile, 
having shed both his Free Trade colleagues and Mr. Chamberlain, he 
filled the vacancies with avowed protectionists like Mr. Lyttelton 
and Mr. Austen Chamberlain. From that time on for over two 

·years Mr. Chamberlain"' educ'ated the electors". in the country 
, while Mr. Balfour, in the House ·of Commons, exhausted the whole 

technique of procrastination and non-committal pending the result 
of his late colleague's missionary efforts. · 

II 

··These events afforded AsqUith an ideal opportunity ,for the 
effective exercise of his most. characteristic gifts. Withih ·a short 
time of Chamberlain's 'demarche· in May-the whole Liberal pack was 
in full cry after him. But then, as later, Asquith was the quickest 
off the ·mark and throughout the Closest-often in a'geographical 
sense-to his heels. From 'tlie day w4en as a boy of fifteen at the 
City of London School he had won a prize awarded for the best 
paper on Part I of Mlll's Political Economy, he had farrliliar~ed 
. 1 Mr. Balfour's apologia for withhclldmg the letter will be found in Vol. II of 
the Life of the Duke of Devonshire. · . .· ·· . . 

2 Ibid., p. 347. ·· · 

I. 
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1902-1905 himself with the whole field of this particular controversy. In his 
Age 49:"53 twenties he had lectured on it for the University Extension move

ment : in his thirties he had written on it in the Spectator and the 
Economist. He knew the history of the struggle for Free Trade 
backwards. His extraordinary gift of lucidity, which, as has been 
well said, drove a Roman road through any subject, was especially 
opportune here. By its help he was able to carry a popular audience 
with him through tracts of hard ratiocination and austere relevance, 
which, with different handling, would have left them footsor~ and 
fogged. To clarity of statement he added another gift, not less 
serviceable. Morley, in a passage in which he pays tribute to Rose
bery's minute knowledge of eighteenth century history, adds, " and" 
he has it all ready." This was true of Asquith in relation to any 
subject of which he had knowledge at all. His knowledge was .not, 
as with so many, locked away at the back of the mind, available 
indeed in the long run, but {lfter some fumbling with the key. It 
was producible on the instant, in black and white, without blur, 
indecision, or inaccuracy. 

Of this quality one or two illustrations may usefully here be 
given. Chamberlain asserted in one of his speeches that while 
the Corn Laws were repealed in 1846, the price of wheat 
continued for the next ten years actually higher, on the average, 
than in the period immediately preceding repeal. Asquith 
immediately pointed out (what he alleged, perhaps sanguinely, 
every schoolboy knew) that repeal, while passed in 1846, did not 
take legal effect till 1849; that as regards the early 'fifties the · 
Crimean War raised prices by cutting off the Russian (which was 
then the main) source of supply, and that during the years 1849-
1853 when neither of these causes was operating, the price of wheat 
fell sharply. When the efficacy of domestic tariffs for purposes of 
negotiation and retaliation was dwelt on, he knew and could cite, 
without recourse to books, the attempts which Peel and Gladstone 
had made in the early 'forties to employ them for this purpose, and 
against what countries, and with what invariably negati~e results. 
When Mr. Chamberlain asserted that the protagonists of Free Trade 
had made their advocacy of it contingent on other countries follow
ing suit, he was able at once to lay his hands on the passages in which 
Peel and Bright had declared the exact contrary. So again, when 
Chamberlain, in his attempt to show that our export trade had 
been" stagnant" for decades, selected the year 1872 as the basis of 
comparison, Asquith knew, without research, that this was a year 
of grossly inflated prices (o~ing to speculation whi?ll followed the 
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Franco-Prussian War) and therefore a wholly misleading year for 1902-1905 

th · · h d · Age 49-53 e purpose m .. an_. . · 
Many public men doubtless knew, or had at some time known, 

an· these things. Gh~:en time and opportunity they could exhume . 
them from books of reference o~ from the vaults of

1 
recollection. 

Mquith alone 'could produce them infallibly, · effortlessly and 
on the instant, with deadly results to any sophism or inaccuracy 
into which his opponents were betrayed. He had indeed perforce 
to lean somewhat heavily on this accomplishment during his 
campaign. For him exhaustive research, elaborate preparation 
were out of the question. A large practice at the Bar absorbed 

• the hours from 10 to 4 p.m. during the sittings of the Courts. 
Attendance at the House and preparation of the ·next day's 
bri~fs· made heavy drafts on the residue. Mean~hile the series 
of speeches in which he plH'sued his joust with Chamberlain were 
delivered mainly from provincial platforms in time stolen from 
these exacting engagements in' London. Such conditions compel a 
large measure of improvisation. It is the more surprising that his 
Free Trade addi-esses exhibit an order, an architecture,· a ,literary . . 
finish which suggests· the consumption of midnight. oil and enables 
them still to be read with enjoyment. His audiences found in them 
no cl11ptrap, no appeals to sentiment : but brute reason, tempered 
by grace of language and salted with humour has ~n attraction of 
its own. 'Campbell-Bannerman':s recognition of their value was 
typically generous. "Wonderful speeches," he wrote in November 
1903. "How can these fellows ev~r have gone: wrong 1 " and 
endorsed the general verdict that no one had done so much to defeat 
Chamberlain as Asquith. 

m 
The fiscalbattle went through two phases. In the first, which 

extende.d from May to mid-September 1903, Chamberlain Wl!-S still 
a member of the Government and submitted to some at least of the 
re~traint~ of office. After making his new profession' of faith in two 
or three tentative speeches, mark:ed. by a crescendo of confidence 
and definition, he reluctantly embraced the vows ~f silence for the 
time being wrung by Mr. Balfour from his colleagues. In th~ 
second phase which stretched from October 1903 on, silence along 
with the other trammels of party discipline was thrown to the winds, 
and he plunged unleashed into his flaming propaganda. During the 
autumn he spoke at Glasgow, Greenock, Newcastle, Tynemouth, 
·and Liverpool. His first revolutionary pronounce~ent had left 
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Liberals a little breathless. A few, attracted by the vision of a self- · 
sustaining Empire, seemed to hesitate. Asquith, like Campbell
Bannerman, joined issue early and decisively, and the whole party 
followed their lead. He replied at Doncaster, within a week, and in 
the most uncompromising fashion, to Mr. Chamberlain's Birming
ham speech of 15th May : and followed this up by intervening in 
one of the Commons debates of May and June. In one of these 
debates he called attention to the extraordinary and open schism 
which had. developed within the Government. 

" Here we have two Ministers of the Crown, seated upon the Treasury 
Bench, separated the one from the other only by the intervention of the 
Prime Minister himself. One of them, the Colonial Secretary, is the • 
Minister who is constitutionally responsible for the management of 
the relations between this country and the outlying parts of the Empire ; 
the other, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, is the Minister responSible 
for the fiscal arrangements of the United Kingdom and a great part of 
the Empire. These two Ministers are propounding fundamentally and 
irreconcilably divergent views in a matter which affects more vitally 
than any other matter in the whole range of politics the unity of the 
Empire, and the fiscal arrangements and prosperity of the country." 

(House of Commons, lOth June, 1903.) 

The second phase of the campaign was opened by Chamberlain, . 
now a chartered free lance, at Glasgow, on the 6th October, and at 
Greenock the day after. To these utterances Asquith replied at 
Cinderford on the 8th. This speech, which with three others 
delivered. within a month of it contains the pith and marrow of 
the argument which he was to ingeminate on a hundred platforms 
within the next year or two, is perhaps worth quoting. He opened 
with a picture, satirical but hardly overdrawn, of the Prime 
Minister's recent proceedings and the "lead" which he had given 
his party: 

" What has been and what is the attitude of His Majesty's responsible 
Government, and, in particular, of the first Minister of the Crown~ 
Mr. Balfour declared, in the first instance, that he personally had an 
open mind; further, as he told us last week, I think at SheffielU, that he 
would have been content to see·this matter-a matter which, in the 
opinion of his most distinguished colleague, was one of life and death to 
the kingdom and Empire-he would have been content to see it left an 
open question amongst the members of his own Government and his 
own party. An open mind needs to be informed. Accordingly a so
called inquiry was set on foot. Under that pretext, during what remained 
of the Parliamentary Session, discussion in the House of Commons was, 
with more or less success, kept at bay, the Government declaring. that 
until the inquiry was over there was no policy, which, as a Government, 
they could collectively be called upon either to define or to defend. The 
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prorogation took place, and, as we now know, early in August the Prini.e ·1902-1905 
Minister co~posed and cjrculated .amongst his colleagues an .academic Age 49-53 
treatise on fiscal retaliation. . , . , 
·It was, if I may say so with respect, 'a most elegant ·and ingenious 

disquisition; but, for all it had to do with the proposals Qf Mr. Chariiber·
lain, it might just as well have been written and published in Mars. It 
contained, it is true, a few perfunctor.y and not altogether accurate 
statements as to the conditions of British trade, but for the most part it 
was concerned with the operation of an imaginary code of an imaginary: 
Cobden upon an imaginary island in an imaginary world. Another month 
passed, and at th¢ end of that we were given to understand, first by ' 
correspondence wliich tookplace between Mr .. Balfour and Mr. Chamber-

. lain, and then by the speech of the former at Sheffield, that under some 
undefined influence the open mipd of the ~rime Minister had closed. 

"H1s fluiil opinions had crystallised into convictions, and, in princ.iple, he 
.h:;tdb~ome a convert to Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal proposals. 

· It s~eni.s that there is·a wide grilf between a convert in principle and 
a fenow-worker in the mission-field; 'I do not think,' s~id Mr. Balfour; 
at Sheffield, ' that public opinion in this country is ripe for the taxation 
of food.' It is not as though he, th~leader, as he reminded .us,,of a great 
party, giving a lead to that party upon a ~,ritical occasion-it is not as 
though he professes to agree with p~blic~i1f)inion. · On the contrary, he 
does not disguise his view that public opinion upon this topic is the 

- slave and the dupe of ingrained political prejudice and perverted historical 
analogies ; . but, bad as he thinks it, and wrong as he thinks it, he is not 
going to engage his party to combat and to convert it. No; for himself 
and his colleagues he has abandoned the open niind, but the open field 
he leaves to Mr. Chamberlain. He is asked to give a lead, and what is 
the lead that he gives ~ In effect, what he says to his followers is this : 
For the moment we will all combine to talk generalities about retaliation 
or freedom of negotiation, which .may mean anything or which .may 

-.....mean nothing; in that way the unity of our tparty wilt be secured; 
but none· the hiss, our lamented colleague; Mr~ Chamberlain-who, as 
all the world can see, has parted from me and I from him iri a glow of 
mutual appreciation and regret-our lamented colleague will· continue 
to conduct, ostensibly from outside, his propaganda for the taxation 
of bread and meat. In the meantime, I, the· Prime Minister, having 
shed . my Free Trade colleagues, will . contemplate his. operations from 
afar, with undisguised, though for the moment inactive, sympathy,, 
waiting with my sickle ready, for the ripenillg of the harvest.". · 

. . . ' . 
He dealt next with tariffs as a weapon: o(negotiation o:r reprisal. 

The " freedom of negoti~tion " which it· was alleged they would 
confer, Parliament already ·possessed and had actually: exercised in 
that very session .in dealing with sugar bounties. As to retaliation, 
it had proved in practice co.mpletely ineffective as a means of pro
curing tariff ·reductions elsewhere, as he proceeded to show by 
chapter and verse in connection with Peel and Gladstone's experi~ 
ence ·iJ;l the 'forties.. After disposing of t~o common. fallacies by 
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1902-1905 quoting Peel's dictum: "I do not care whether foreign countries 
Age 
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- 53 remove their tariffs or not. It is the duty and the interest of this 

country to fight tariffs by free imports," and by pointing out that 
contemporary tariffs, though higher than those of yesterday, were 

, mildness itself compared with those which existed when Free Trade 
was adopted, he came to grips with the concrete proposals in Mr. 
Chamberlain's Glasgow speech. These, it will be remembered, 
included duties of 2s. a quarter on foreign wheat, 5 per cent on meat 
and dairy produce, and 10 per cent on foreign manufactures, raw 
materials being exempt. Mr. Chamberlain had repeated that the 
Empire would disintegrate without preferences on food, and that 
British trade would collapse without a tariff on manufactures. He. 
had added that our trade had been practically stagnant for t~e last 
thirty years. This last allegation, Asquith pointed out, was• based 
wholly on the figures of exports, and exports of goods. To argue 
from such premises to such conclusions, he pointed out, involved four 
distinct fallacies : 

" In the fust place, it entirely ignores the home trade, which is a much 
more important factor than the foreign trade; in the second place, it 
makes exports alone the criterion of the volume of our trade ; in the 
third place, it places among exports exported goods alone, and takes no 
notice of the services that we render to other cou:ritries ; finally, even 
taking exported goods as the criterion, a year is deliberately selected 
which is no fair test of the matter at all." 

Proceeding to criticise the Imperial side of the programme, the 
speaker pointed out that the existing Canadian preference was 
granted with an express declaration that no return was asked for, 
that it did not permit British imports into Canada to compete on 
level terms with Canadian products, and that it had not had the 
effect of increasing British trade with Canada as rapidly as foreign 
countries, unaided by a preference, had increased theirs. Preference 
such as was possible within the 2s. duty on wheat proposed by 
Chamberlain would be quite inadequate to divert the whole wheat 
supplies of the United Kingdom into the then undevelopewl fields of 
Canada. Before they could turn round it would be 10 per cent and 
then 20 per cent. But the proposed exemption of raw materials was 
in itself enough to wreck the whole scheme from the imperial stand
point, since many of our Colonies-e.g. South Africa at that time
exported nothing else, and would therefore be wholly excluded 
from benefit. As to Colonies whose producers supplied both raw 
materials and food, how defend a system which favoured the one 
at the expense of the other 1 Canada and Australia both export 
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wheat.· But how would the Canadian lumberman or the Australian 1902-1905 

producer of wool view a preference given to their wl;~.eat farming Age 49- 53 

compatriots bup denied to themselves 1 Such a proposal was lop-
sided, partial, and invidious, and so far from consolidating . the 
Imperial structure, would drive a wedge of ill feeling between its 
component parts and e~en between different classes . of producers 
within the same part. What, in any case, is a raw material? This 
;was a question of crucial importance in connection with the domestic 
aspect of the question and the 10 per cent duty on importedJmanu
factures,1 to which he now turned. Chamberlain had proposed to 
obtain not less than £9,000,000 revenue fro~ this duty. No such 
yield copld possibly be realised unless such' commodities as paper, 
leatherJ cement, iron ore, timber, and the like were treated as subject 
to the\luty. But these were in all but name the raw materials of 
Britith industries which worked them up 'into finished, or more 
~early finished products.")As such they were '.as much entitled to the 
exemption, and for the safue rea:_son, as raw materials in· the full 
sense. , 

In ·subsequent speeches during the next: month at Newcastle, 
Paisley, and Worcester, Asquith pushed the~e arguments home and 
asked ·a number of pointed questions to which he neve~ received 
direct or satisfactory replies. •It was claimea by Chamberlain that 
the foreign importer and not the British consumer would pay the 
duties. If he did, why should he not be :made to pay on raW: 
materials as well as on food and manufactures 1 But wotild the 

. foreign importer pay the duties ? Why, unl~ss the. consumer was 
to bear the duty, did Chamberlain,r within the category of food
stuffs, pointedly exempt bacon as being a popular food with the 
poorest of the population 1 If, on the other hand, the claim that 
the "foreigner" pays is surrendered,' and the ultimate burden of 
the duties is admitted to fall on consumers, why did their interests . 
not require the exemption of wheat and meat. along with bacon, and 
indeed. of food in general, as much as of raw materials ? On. any 
possible. view of the incidence of the duties, t4e distinction between 
the imports subject to the duty and those exempt_from it was an · 
affrop.t to 'logic. Food, incidentally, he pointed out, is in a direct 
sense a raw material of important domestic industries; and indirectly 
(as entering into the cost of labour) of all: a fact which Chamber
lain himself had then not only admitted but i~sisted on by declaring 

1 The average rate was to be 10 per cent, but the rate for-particular classes of 
artiCles was to be fixed " scientifically " by a Tariff Commission. There is nothing 
new under the sun. ' 
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that if the price of food were raised " wages would certainly be 
raised in greater proportion."1 Again the home farmer was pro~ 
mised that the 2s. a quarter duty on imported wheat would benefit 
him. But would it 1 As he said a year later : 

"As, according to Mr. Chamberlain, the price of corn would not be 
raised, the farmer would, first, not get any more for a quarter of wheat 
than he got before ; secondly, he would have to pay more for his 
machinery; and, thirdly, as colonial wheat and other farm products were 
to come in free, and as in course of time Mr. Chamberlain hoped colonial 
would take the place of foreign produce, the farmer would not be any 
happier: for being undersold by the Canadian than by the American. 
In any case the rise of price from a duty of 2s. a quarter would not be 
from the point of view of the farmer so great as to put him in all. 
appreciably better position. as regards his foreign rival ; and t~ result 
would be that the nation, having conceded the principle that thc#farmer 
was entitled to this modest form of Protection, would have to raist~ the 
duty next to 5s. and th(m to lOs., until we had a good, swingeing, old
fashioned protective duty with a corresponding increase in all the 
necessaries of life. Mr. Chamberlain had sneered at them for' prescribing 
a pill as a remedy against an earthquake,' but in the whole history of 
political pharmacy, orthodox and otherwise, it was doubtful whether 
a more minute globule than this 2s. duty had ever been offered as a cure 
for an advanced and well-nigh desperate disease." (Speech at Ladybank, 
8th October, 1904.) 

And if the "globule " became a substantial draught sufficient to · 
purge the country of foreign produce, what became of the revenue 
from the duty which (along with the yield of the duty from manu
factures) had been sanguinely earmarked to the relief of the sugar. 
and tea duties and the provision of old age pensions 1 

Similar questions were posed by Asquith with regard to the 
10 per cent duty on manufactures. A revenue of possibly fifteen, 
but not less than nine, millions had been promised from this source. 
Chamberlain could never be got to say plainly whether the duty 
was to be levied on goods partly manufactured which are sent to 
this country to be worked up into finished or more finished articles. 
But in principle and in logic the exemption given to raw.materials 
must be shared by these things. For as Asquith repeatedly asked, 
" How is a raw material to be defined 1 I know of one definition and 
one only, for this purpose. It is a commodity which comes here in 
order that British capital and British labour may be expended on 
it." Of the £149,000,000 of so-called imported manufactures in 
1902, the Board of Trade itself only treated £100,000,000 as manu~ 
factures in the strict sense: the rest were semi-manufactured. 

1 Letter to a Working Man, June 1903. 
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· · Btit i(, as logic required, the·semi-manufacttired residue was treated 
as exempt, Mr. Chamberlain ·could only: secure -his promised 
£9;ooo,ooo revenue if practically the whale of the fully manufactured 
goods ~continued to- come in and paid the duty, in which e':ent 
clearly the home manufact~er would get no protection at all. -·The 
tenden:cy to claim revenue on goods on the'.-assumption that they 
were admitted and protecti~n against them on the assumption that 
they" ~.ere exeluded.was, as A~quith ·said, inveterate· on the part of 
the Protectionists of 1903~1905. In a debate in the early part of 
1904, he pointed out th_at no opposing spe~ker had avoided the'trap, 
and went on·tO formulate a fiscal shorter catechism which is not yet 
p~rhap~ rholly outof date : ' . ' : . . ' -

"While I have l,istened to this debate I have thought that there was 
· a great :~al ·o£ force in the suggestion put forwlj.rd somewhere that we 
- should• p11t together- as an enduring monument of this debate a short 

· - manual of Protection for beginners, the first pril::tciples of which should 
be taken from the speeches of the· late_ Colonial J~ecretary, 1 and the 
illustratipns ·from the speeches of the Secretary t9 the J?oard of. Trade. 2 

In odd :¢omenta I have endeavoured to construct for myself one qr 
two pages of this imaginary manual, and With the permission of the 
House I 'will give a few extracts.i The first question is, 'What is Free 
Trade 1 '!. And the answer isj 'A, shibboleth.' 'By whom was it 
invented ~ ' . ' By ori.e Adam Smith, a professor who had probably never 
set foot in a factory in his life. ·A later writer, Carlyle, is a milch safer 
gUide;' 'How, then, did it get .to be adopted as :part of the policy of 
this country1 '' 'Through the p1achinations of a middle-class conspiracy 
headed by _one, Cobden, whose main object was to lower the;wages of 
l.abour .' . '_ How has t4e superstition managed to survive 1 ' ' Because 
there are . people simple enough·· and short-sighted enough to imagine 
that in foreign trade it is well to receive more than you give.' ' Can you 
give a practical Hlustration'of this-~ ' ; 'Since the year 1860 the imports 
into the United Kingdom have exceeded the exports, according to the 
Board· of Trade returns, by no less than 4,000 million sterling.' 'What 

) 
I' 

. does that mean 1 Translate it irito terms of wages and employment.' 
· '.Roughly speaking, the lossin wages to British wor~en'is 2,000 million 
sterling.' · 'B;ow then have we .escaped ruin?' 'By the mercy of 
ProVidence.' · ' Arid how are we to ·~et ourselves right 1 ' ' By waiting for 
the report ci'the Tariff-Commission.' I ask, is that a'caricature of the 
arguments that have been used 1 '! · , · 

" (House of Commons,~l5th Feb., 1904.) 
. . 

In this conflict Free Traders ·were lucky a8 well :as skilfUl. In the 
first place, they' were· spared some of the -complications with which 

·the qtiestioif has since' been beset. At the tini.e of Chamberlain's 
pampaig-?-;- 'this cbuntry- was br~adly speaking payj.ng by current 
exports of goods'and 'services for the whole of its,imports, without 

1 Mr. Chamberlain. I Mr. Bonar La~: 
I.-L 
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drawing for the purpose materially on its income from foreign 
investments, most or all of which was annually reinvested abroad. 
No case therefore for import restrictions could be founded on the 
existence in any sense of ·an adverse balance on the country's 
international trading account. There was of course an excess of 
goods imported over goods exported, but under the conditions then 
ruling it was quite easy to explode the protectionist contention that 
this difference was met by borrowing or living on the nation's 
capital. Nor was the debate then distracted by currency deprecia
tion which has imparted so puzzling a twist to it in recent times. 
The arena was in fact clear for a clean fight on the classic fiscal 
issue. Secondly, Protectionist logic was in l903-l905t vitiatep. 
fatally and from the start by a reluctance-then more \lxtreme 
than it has since become-to tax raw materials. ~hirdly, 
Mr. Chamberlain's proposals were unfolded at a time of immense 
and rising prosperity, when every prediction of impending com
mercial ruin was promptly belied by the Board of Trade returns. 
Lastly, he and his friends were betrayed by haste or ignorance into 
obvious mistakes. Much of their argument was an implied" denial 
of the part which exports play in paying for imports, and of the 
existence and significance of the invisible items in foreign trade, and 
was so far opposed to the practically unanimous teachiilg of con
temporary economists. The singular distinction, moreover, which 
Chamberlain himself drew between "facts" and "figures" lent 
itself to some effective satire, and on occasion he made blunders of 
fact which could be neither retrieved nor extenuated. Of this order. 
was his assertion that foreign countries were not "handicapped" 
in their competition with us by Factories Acts and similar social 
legislation. Asquith, an ex-Home Secretary inter alia, ·was quick 
to point out that the great majority of Continental nations had 
factory legislation-in many cases copied from our own-and that 
Germany, which Chamberlain had singled out as our most formid
able rival, was " handicapped " in addition by a system of social 
insurance, which, incidentally, we have since copied. from her. 
Whether Mr. Chamberlain's persistent refusal to answer this and 
similar criticisms was good tactics is an open question. His practice 
at any rate was to ignore them and to dismiss Asquith contemptu
ously as a lawyer and no business man ; to which Asquith retorted 
somewhat tartly that he would gladly defer to business men who 
understood and applied the rules of arithmetic and quoted against 
him a damning utterance of his Free Trade kinsman, Mr. Arthur 
Chamberlain. 

\ 
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Side by side with the tournament of the hustings proceeded an 1902-1905 

extraordinary conflict .in the House of Commons. The Prim~ Age 
49

-
53

' 

Minister's aim was simple and hardly ~sguised. It was to hold / 
together. a party purged of its intransigent Cobdenites by a policy 
of suspense and non-committal: prepa;red, if Chamberlain's hot-

'.gospelling fell flat, to disown him; free, ·nevertheless, if it "caught 
on" to embrace the Birmingham creed ·.in its entirety and appro
priate its political fruits to followers whose opposition wpuld, he 
judged, be disarmed· by its success, The adoption of such an 
aim, and the tactics necessary to achieve it, both· presented a 
broad target for attack. Politicians- are not in office to nurse 
.unsettl7d convictions, ~nd the head of a Government at any 
rate m:ay fairly be required, when confronted with an imperial 
questi~ of supreme inwortance, and as it was represented, of 
supreme urgency, to fo'rm a settled conviction and to act on 
it with decision. The : office of a leader is to lead, and to 
many of his own follow~rs a policy of marking time, and waiting 

,to see which .. way the · ":cat would jtmfp'." seemed an. abdication 
of th'at office. The maintenance of such an attitude moreover 
compelled the Prime Minister to profess sympathy with the fiscal 
views of Mr. Chamberlain: 011 the one hand: and of Free Traders like 

I ·, ~ \ ' . ' 

Lord'Hugh Cecil on the other, and to represent as a mere difference 
of emphasis the gulf which yawned between them. But whatever 
view was entertained about the expediency of Mr. Balfour's tactics, 
the dexterity with which J:le trod his chosen tight rope was beyond 

. dispute and beyond admiration. Missile after missile flung at him 
as he walked his perilous 'path was gracefully do·dged. Resolution 
after deadly resolution strove to drive a wedge between the glaringly 
dissident groups of his combination, yet by so,me miracle of evasion 
he managed to turn its edge. His pursuers always seemed to lack 
the last turn of speed. needed to corner him. Indignity he suffered - { 
and humiliation, but nev~r parliamentarY: shipwreck, though on 
more than one occasion he escaped this by i~whe·s. Nor were formal 
desertion&numerous.: A few Free Trade Unionist back benchers like 
Mr. Winston Churchill crossed the floor of :the House. The bqlk of 
them, more enamoured, when it came to the point, of their party 
than of free imports, built frpm straws a bridge between their present 
convictions and their political allegiance.: Electoral "arrange
ments" .were mooted between them and the·. Opposition, but i!l th~ 
end came to nothing. 

And so the game, whose ~nd had been cop.fidently predicted as a 
matter of months, went on: for two and a half years. In October ' 

•, 
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1904, Mr. Balfour reiterated his pledge to introduce no fiscal change 
in the present Parliament and announced further that three events 
must precede any such reform. First he must be returned to Parlia
ment by a majority. Secondly a Colonial Conference was to be 
called, and thirdly any fiscal agreement concluded at the Conference 
was to be the subject of a further general election. In 1905 
Ministers allowed Free Trade resolutions to be carried without let 
or hindrance and absented themselves from· the House en masse. 
On a long view Mr. Balfour's Fabian strategy has been condemned 
as profoundly unwise. It is hardly open to doubt that the cataclysm 
of 1905-1906 owed much of its torrential force to the public 
impatience provoked by his delays and evasions. At the tife this. 
consequence was not foreseen and the exasperating virtuosity of the 
Prime Minister held and fascinated all beholders. ·· 

• 

\ 



CHAPTE~ XIII 
, . . . , I . , '· 
CONSERVATIVE AND LIBERAL ISSUES 

The Co¥ervative attack on Liberalism-Th9' Education Bill-The Lice~ing Bili-"-
• · · . . . ; Chinese laboui. , · . , C. A. 

' 

WE:JLE Protection o~ :Free Trade was 9-uring the years 190i-I905 
the paramount issue in domestic politic~ and i:q.volved th~ Adminis.
tration in grave discredit, certain other ~fits pr:incipal :m,easures also 
excited strong disfavour. The:-'EducationAp_t,l~()~;Pl'!-S.ia]r~~<;ly.b~en 

tou~ed .on, It~ point ,ofd~pa:r~~e, ,'Y:a,~,~4~. :~:Cpp:4-e~lil-!l;r~~j1ldgment, 
whickunexpectedly. deyided .tha,-t ~n.rpr()fidip.g,_artistjl};and.,~eientific 
classes· the ~School. :Soar<ls had.· ~xceeP,e~ .. theil'Aega.!cpowers. Tw~ 
cour8es were open to tlie Government. ~t might ,have passed a one
clause Act confirmirig the Boards in the; exercise of functions which 
they had unWittingly ~~ed but whic4 no one grudged_them :_or 
the. incident might haye served as the occasion for· a compreheruiiv.e 
reform of secondary education. The Government followed neither · 
of these courses. After a stop~gap measure legalising for a year the 
practices which the. Courts had impeached, it -::lit #the ~heather., by 
placing-the ~-School·Bo~rds under-'l:'sentenc~ 1,,of;.del:!&_~,;;;~,~!:!.~ V}J>~ting 
tV.eir -Juncticms~ in ... Ed~cational ·£.C~mmittees :.qL1i~(.J<2~~Y. and 
Bprough,.eouncils":~and.~-on-the ~othE)r-;l}~,J>y,""entrenehing ... the 
v.pm~ta~,_sc~ools ...... ~h~,:<t educati~n~l .. .-:<?:rgans:"'Rf ~~;9--~!lP~a~ional . 
An.glicamsm~m .. a •. position:,;of-privilege.d,;:.§t~e!lgth. These schools 
(whose secular function~ were also transferred to .the Educational 
Committ~es) were boldly quartered on the ratepayer, who had to 
find (apart from school buildings and their repair) the whole cost of 
their maintenance, but' was only granted a representation of one
third on their Boards of ~anagers. •The ~eystone of an educatie~al 
system is the selection :9f teachers : ·and, now that the schools 
were to be financed en1iirely frbrn the :public purse;· it seemed 
to follow that this crucial function should ·be exercised with 
impartiality as betwee~ applicants of :differe;nt denominations. 
But how likely, asked: the critics. of ;the measur~. we:re the 
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1902-1905 applications of Nonconformists to receive fair consideration from 
Age 49-:-53 a body with a permanent clerical majority 1 Meanwhile, the 

demands of secondary education-the only original pretext for 
legislative interference-were entirely lost sight of. It was hardly 
to be wondered at that this educational revolution (introduced 
incidentally on the purely "Khaki" mandate of 1900 and rammed 
through Parliament under the closure) convulsed the world of Non
conformity, brought into the field Dr. Clifford and his conscientious 
objectors, and ranged against the Government thousands who had 
abandoned their traditional political allegiance to vote· for it in 
1900. It did indeed more. It disgusted many Liberal Unionists 
in Parliament, including Mr. Chamberlain; who, confining hizhself in• 
public to the statement that the matter was a highly complEtx one, 
had left in dudgeon for South Africa : while on the other han.d it 
harmonised the voice of the Opposition and associated on a common 
platform some of its members who had seemed estranged beyond 
even the outward show of comradeship. 

Asquith's view of the Bill can be gathered from one or two of his 
speeches at this time. Speaking at the Alexandra Palace (Nov. 
1902) in company with Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, he held the. 
following language : 

"I don't know the secret history of this Bill-what wasjts pedigr_ee, 
who are its real parents,.where it first saw the light, who held it up to 
the font-! do not know any of these arcana of the Legislative Chamber. 
But this I do know, and this I venture to say to you, and to all fair
minded men whom my voice can reach, that if the object of the framers 
of this Bill had been to answer this question, ' At how low a price, by 
how small a surrender of clerical and sectarian domination can the Church 
of England secure for all time to come for her schools a blank cheque 
upon the rates of England and Wales?' this Bill is the simplest and 
fullest answer to that inquiry." 

On the 19th ofthe.same month, at the St. James' Hall, he said: 

" To sum the matter up, they had here a Bill which absolutely upset 
and revolutionised their existing system of education. It abt9ljshed the 
School Boards and established in place of them a non-representative 
authority. It gave to the denominational schools .a complete public 
el!_gowment, which was nothing more nor less than a fresh endowment to 
the Church of England. The Bill had never been submitted even in 
outline to the country, and there was strong reason to believe that the 
great majority of the electors disapproved of it. T..hat.ar-measure like 
that should pass through the House of Commons under the compulsion 

v " of the closure, and through the House of Lords in docile and tacit 
subservience to the Government of the day, was an outrage on .the 

• constitutional tra,ditions oLthe country." 
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Having alienated the.Nonconforrnists ... bF,.,the.,Ed~cation.A<1tJJl92, 1902-1905 

the Government in 1904 inflamed the temperance reformers against Age 49-53 

them by a Licensing Act whic_h provided that a licence once granted 
. could only be withdrawn, in the absence of misconduct or unsuit-
;bility of preniises, on payment of compensation. :This, arg11ed the 
Opposition, converted it into a, freehold and confetred a11 enormous 
bonus on the trade in the form of hicreased values. While this at 
least conciliated the brewers, the introduction. of Chinese Labour 

r 

into South Africa conciliated practically no one. : Thespread of a 
higher civilisation in that country had seeme& to. those who sup
ported the Boer War a necessary sequel and 'justification; and to 

• those who opposed it an indispensable measure o'f atonement. To 
both groups the importation of a horde of Chinese under semi
ser~e conditions of employment appeared as a negation not only of 
this ideal, but of civilisation itself. Convoyed to tp.e Rand -in droves 
without their wives or families, immured in compounds ·whence 

- they wer:e not allowed to issue without _permits (and then only for 
48 hpurs), refused the right of holding mineral -rights or any fixed 
property, obliged to work 60 holirs- a week ,for 2~. a day, subjected 

I 
to an extraordinary _code of. offences and pen,a~ties, and destined 
after four· years of this to· be exported to the place from which they 
came, they constituted the nearest approach to /hu:man chattels
the ~p:fuxov Tt K'T~p.a of Aristotle-'-to be found in the British ·· 
.Empire. Liberals were gravely censured for speaking of Chinese 
"slavery," but the distinction between-these coziditioris and formal 
servitude seemed to most of them of the flimsiest.! In defence of the 

. I , 
scheme the most that could be said (and Mr. Lyttelton, the Minister 
responsible for it, kept repeating it) was that .sincb the remuneration 
of the immigrants exceeded what most of them 

1
boulQ. earn in their 

own 'country it would be a hardship to them to be· debarred from 
bettering their financial condition : and that .con~tions oflabour of 
comparable ~everity had been approved by .ordih~nces of the British 
Crown in the past. To Liberals all this seeme~ beside the point. 
:I~toleranle. conditions- of labour within ·the Embire were none the 
less intolerable because their ·victims would hE~ even worse off ,in· 
Cathay ; and if, which they denied; conditi<>ns m~terially r~sembling 
'!;hem .had been countenanced by British Gove~bments in the past, 
so much the worse for the ordinances and Gover!nments in question. 
In Asquith's words : . · J . · 

. "When the right hori. gentleman· tells us, as he iu.'d just now; that he 
is on.Jy fQJ!?~)P.~.?E!~.fqg_t~E~P.~ •.. that t~o~e. w~o Jsit on this bench, .or 
preVIous ~ters, are respons1ble.for the lllit1atwl1 of slavery, I tell hrm 

, I . 

I 
I 
I . I 
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,1902-1905 there is one vital and-fundamental difference between every Ordinance 
Age 49-53 that exists, I do not care where, throughout the length and breadth of 

the British Empire and the Ordinance now under consideration, and that 
difference is this-in all the existing Ordinances such restrictions as 
there are-they may be too numerous, or too severe, I do not know-::
but such restrictions as there are are devised and enforced entirely for 
the purpose of seeing that the labourer executes his contract with his 
employer. Yes, but what is the reason for the additional restrictions 
which are put into this Ordinance ~ It is not to secure the performance 
by the labourer of his contract that his employer prevents the labourer 
from getting into frtt.e contact or communication with the community; 
it is to keep him in It situation' in which you have never ventured, and 
never will venture, t~ keep any subject of the King, however humble he 
may be, or from whatever quarter of the Empire he may come-a. 
situation from which he cannot aspire to rise, however frugal, industrious, 
thrifty, or public-spirited he may be, in which he can never aspire .to be . 
a living member of the community." (House of Commons, 21st M8,rch, 
1904.) 

As time slipped by the Liberal harvest ripened. But no one 
foresaw the bumper crop of 1906. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

- BACK IN OFFICE ,, , . 

:I;.o.r!l,;.;l3p~~:bery;s~;,!l.lf9w~ .... ~J?.~~l!.. ,}1~l;l~!Jas~meD:t for_ th~ L~heral Leagtie;_ 
• . !s..q~t~;~~~tJ<;>n,..,.]'o?!=atlOn of ~he L1be~al Government-S1r Edw~rd- Grey 

,and Campbell:Bannerman-Asqmth!s,._att~t_ude~The General ElectlOn:-:-The 
'Liberal triumph-Chinese labour; Asquith's opinion-The TranSvaal Con
•stitution-The Algeciras crisis-Asquith's first Budget-The Trade Disputes 

\ 

· Bill-The lawyers' · view--Campbell-Bannerman's int11rvention-Asquith's 
condition-Beginning- ef,the, struggle., with-the •House .ef. Lords~~'-·Houghing 
the·sands!'.and "tilling up the cup."' J.-A. S. 

. 0N--2tlth-.NoY..!3mJ>~r.:Wr<1,Eose bery .m~de .a_.spe.echA~.BQdmin.--.. ·whigh 1905-1906 

~~<leQ.""b.i_f!"'C.()':~perilM~~~tl1_.~t4til*"kiR.Eilfol:J:li;gJ.Lij;Y,,~f\4 "'brollght .. ccon- Age 53-
54 

.siderable .embarrassment -~to.,his, .. friends.;; of .. the .• L,iberaL League. 
Referring to the speech at Stirling two days earlier ill. whioh Sir 

. Henry 9ampbell-Bannerman had defined the Liberal policy on = 
Home Rule in strict. conformity with the lines laid down by the 
~hadow Cabinet-the. step;,by."st.ep.~pQlicy as it~ was j;hen called_:_ 
~ord.""Rosebery .strongly -obje~ted,to~w-hat-he . .,ter-me~..,t4e..;:"'r.~ising 
g(j;he.bannerof"Howe E-ule" at this moment, and said emphatiCaJly 
~nd .explicitly and onceSor,all-.-~~,that,he ,could not:rser~~~®der"that 
hfl.nner." 

'llhe--speeeh-mad~..,.an,Jnimense--.sensation. It ~caused-.anger,-... and 
dismay _ a~ong .. :Liberals~ who ~saw ... the .. old ~sc}@ins-~reyi:vttd .. at a 
moment when the party seemed at length to be united and .:within 
reach of the promised land. It raised the drooping spirits of the~ 
Unionist Party and offered Mr. Balfour what seemed to be~ favour
able moment for the long deferred plunge of resigning and shifting 
the. attack from himself to his opponents. To ..... Asqhlth.,..as .. also to 
~ .-Halda;ne and Sir -Edward--Grey...,.all.of~.th~:rp,.,.:~i<iEkPresi~E}Jil~~ of 
}he ,Liberal,-League·~f.which-,-Lord:R9~eber!~w~~Er~sid~p_~it ;c~I!le 
~s·a, complete surpnse; and~Asqmth··certamly,..felt .under,,go, obliga
tion to follow .whereit seemed,tqlead. On the contrary, the passage 
in Sir ~e:riry Campbell~Bannerinan's speech which Lord Rosebery 
had challenged e~actly expressed., the policy agreed ·.upon by' the 
Liberal leaders, to which he himself was a party, and he Wal'! amazed 
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1905-1906 that Lord Rosebery should have attacked it without consulting his 
Age 53- 54 friends or waiting to know the facts. Lord Rosebery on the other 

hand was aggrieved that the Vice-Presidents of the League had not 
kept their President informed of their dealings with Campbell
Bannerman, and he spoke of the letter in which. Sir Edward Grey 
informed him of the facts on the day after the Bodmin speech as 
"the greatest blow he had ever received in.his political life." 

The truth was that the Liberal League had played a much smaller 
part in the thoughts of the Vice-Presidents than in those of the 
President during thl preceding two years in which all the sections 
had been worlill).g 'together in the common cause. They were 
members .of the Shadow Cabinet in confidential relations with the • 
accredited leader of the party, and Lord Rosebery was, by his own 
choice, in a position of detachment. It had not occurred to'tb.em 
that he would take a step so irretrievable in its consequences to 
himself and so threatening to Liberal unity without seeking their 
advice ; and they could not admit that he had a claim to be informed 

/J about the proceedings of a body in which he had declined to. par
i ticipate. To those who saw him in these days Asquith-spoke..freely 
· ·and forcibly about the mischief of the Bodmin speech, and much as 

he regretted the severance from.an.old friend, he felt it impossible to 
take Lord Rosebery into his confidence during the following days 
in which the Campbell-Bannerman Government was being formed. 
But when the . Government was complete he wrote him a friendly 
letter and received a friendly if somewhat pained reply : 

Secret. 

Lord Rosebery to Asquith. 

DuRDANS, 
EPsoM. 

Dec. 28, 1905. 

I am grateful for your letter. I am touched by its spirit, and I heartily 
reciprocate its expressions. As to yoursel~, I have never departed for a 
moment from what I said of you in my farewell speech at Ed.VJ.burgh in 
1896, and so I am confident it will be to the end. 

Intercourse between us has-been too rare, both for my own pleasure as 
a friend, and also for the political objects in which we were publicly 
united. I knew you were overwhelmingly busy, and did not like to 
trouble you. Moreover there was a certain shyness on my part, and 
reluctance to appear to interfere too much in a political future in which 
I had renounced my official share. You, I think, have much the same 
shyness, and even in conversation we waited for the other to begin. 

However this may be, this silence has been harmful on certainly one 
occasion. 
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I do not mean that there was no communication with me as to taking 1905-1906 
office, and that I only knew of the_ accession of my, frien~ from the Age 53'-54 
newspapers. As I had founded and worked at the League entirely to 
·promote their power and usefulness, it would have been a satisfactj.on to 
·k>;~,ow fro~ themselves, even without being consulted, what was going 01!. 
No one'would pelieve at this moment that I know nothing of what passed 
in that critical week, and, as I told Edward Grey the other day, no longer 
wish to know. I do not allude to this, becaUse I think and thought that 
all was for the best, that commu:p.ications will be compromising, and that 
a resolution on so crucial a qu~stion should be taken on the sole responsi-
bility of those ~_·nvQlved. _ Y_-ou;.and_ t.h_e .ot_ ~e-r_ ._Vi<f_ ,··Presidep.ts,.4adJong 
known. that there was no _qu(3~twn,of,offic~.PUP.Y~Tse. 

- No: the occasion that I do mean was incregardtQ,tJ.l.E!}~~-s.h policy,of..the 
• new,Prime Minister .... Had I known in Cornwall that you had had from him 

ex_PlanaB.On8wi:i1ch-proved that he shared ybur published views on Home 
Rul", I shoulq not.;:P.~Y.~ • .lltt~I:~cl-any: .. protest.at.B.o~in. I reg~rded,.and 
still' regard his language:at. Stirling~as--extremely.,....mischievous.; but I 
s.hould have ignored it (as I wished to do)· had I known that the error 
was one of expression only, and that he had opened himself satisfactorily 
to you. Even then, had my ignorance only resulted in obloquy on myself, 
I sho'uld not have cared. But it has produced an appearance of schism 
whicli.I would gladly have averted, which Tories may misuse, and which 
it is impossible wholly td obliterate. ' · 
r Had .. ,you, on. n\ading my:p~blic misgivip~s atTr;uro,.telegra~l).ed to 
,m.e._'' Say-nothrng~about,Strr)ing.speech-;-:c;:~Vlll-.explam.!' •. I·would~gladly 
have~beim .. silent: For. during -two-.ye&I:s.J~haye. been .. sweating.,.(~here .is. 
ho,other word) for the.unity··of.th<d!'ree .• Trade,par.ty. 
· I quite understand that, in,..the stress"~£ your.profession,_aw;l~under 
the pressure o(the impending.crisis, you.never thought.oLthis'. I only 
regret the party consequences, and the embarrassment of my friends. 

On ryading all thi~- over it~leaves.:o:in-rlll;yc.o ... mooth1a"i't!tSte~{>frJfeproach. 
Do not let it invade yours, for I mea:n nothing less~ It;is~all~Q:v;er,a:n<l~done. 
LJJ,a~e..,.J,:!'l:t~~~d.,tJ>.,.J;n-.Y.,.,.boQ~§.~:qd~"l).m;)iS~;PPY:r.t~~~:"~~~W:: .. I. hope when 
I come to town that I shall often see you arid my other frwnds. And 
though between you all and me there is the-definite barrier of office, with 

,.-:1its ··new claims and loyalties,· I trust a:tid believe that it will be as 
~~ imperceptible as possible. And, in arly case, I shall-watch your .. career 
~with an ·admiration wand~affection, and a confidence;-'that ~haver·never 

wavered. 1 

• Yours, 
R. 

·Forgive jhe)n,t,q!,~r.~8.l~J-~ng~~·,!11l<l~iHegi;bility~.<Jfcr>~hil;ltletter ! · 

Asquith has related how when Mr. Balfour re~igned he was about 
to start for Egypt with a brief marked ten thousand guineas to 
represent the ex-Khedival family in a litigation about the Daira 
Estates in the Egyptian Courts. The voyage had to be abandoned 
and the brief returned, though, as he says, with ni.uch reluctance. 
There was lively debate in the meantime/ among Liberal leaders as 
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1905-1906 to whether they should accept the task of forming a Government or 
Age 53

- 54 insist on the Unionist Party remaining in office until after the 
election. Some thought Mr. Balfour's resignation to be a cunning 
attempt to place the Opposition at a disadvantage, and strongly. 
advised waiting. Campbell-Bannerman, with whom the decision 
rested, never had any doubts. He was certain that any appearance 

. of shirking responsibility on tactical grounds would be bad and set 
/('about making his plans, as soon as the end was in sight. Asquith 

saw him in London,·on 13th November and discussed with him the 
~stribution of pl~s in the Liberal Cabinet. It was arranged at 
this meeting that he should be Chancellor of the.Exchequer, and-he 
Jtrongly urged that Sir Edward Grey should be Foreign Secretary• 
and·-Mr: Haldane Lord Chancellor. He came away with the i¥1fres
sion that he had persuaded Campbell-Bannerman, who had •first 
thought of Lord Elgin, that Grey was the right man for the Foreign 
Office; but that the Woolsack was· destined for Sir Robert-Reid. At 
this meeting Campbell-Bannerman himself raised the delicate 
question of his going to the Lords, saying that it had been suggested 
by " that ingenious person, Richard Burdon Haldane," but let it be 
known that it would be " with reluctance and even with repug
nance " 1 that he would consent to take that step. 

What followed has been told in detail in Sir Henry Campbell
Bannerman's biography, 2 and it is only necessary here to deal with 
the part that specially concerned Asquith. On the evening of 
4th December, the day before the new Prime Minister was to kiss 
hands, Sir Edward Grey went to his house in Belgrave Square and 
definitely made the proposal which Campbell-Bannerman had 
attributed to Haldane that he, the Prime Minister, should go to the 
Lords and leave the leadership in the Commons to Asquith. It was 
now much more than a suggestion, for Grey intimated that, if this 
idea was unacceptable, he would not feel able to join the Govern
ment, and it appeared that Haldane also took the same ground. 

Campbell-Bannerman did not immediately close the door, but 
reserved his decision until he could consult his wife wlfo was to 
return from Scotland on the evening of Wednesday, 6th December. 
Her voice was at once and emphatically for "no sin-render," and 

.. on the following morning he informed Asquith that the proposal 
was declined, but asked him to tell Grey that he might have the 
Foreign Office, and Haldane the War Office. Before midday Grey 
had declined this offer, and the deadlock seemed to be complete, 
but late_f.jn~t1:Le day..,t~~ ~piuen,.ce ~fold f!'i~I1-~ }':a~ brought to bear, 

/f Autobiography of Margot Asquith, p. 67. 2 Vol. ll, Chap. 27. 
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~$i1h.Q,r~~,l!(nq·~~$tll~~~~~-x2~~.!W!i£-,b;;J~ was ~ut ~o them i9~~~:g: 
that they were not JUStified~, on a seemmgly personal pomt, m deal-' g · 

ing the Liberal Party and the Free Trade cause what might be a vety 
~· damaging blow on the. eve of a general election, and .this view pre-

~ailed~ · 
" I don't want you to risk yohr personal position more than is 

absolu~ely necessary," Qr__~y,.,had.writ~!h_tg;~;A:~~l!ilJl,,2Jl~~Itx~,m-:2IJ¥~~. 
o(Decembe:rA:th,..!: ifyou go in eventually without me,.l'shall lie 
quite happy outside, and T shan~t think it in the least wrong. If 
it comes to_ the worst, I hold you quite free." 1 j\~9.~~4-h~:ts,,q~§!led 
his. own attitude .in his-Memor.ies-and,Rejlecti~:2 "Lwas most 
anxious," he says~ "that-Qr,ey_should.c.ome.in.and.go;to.,.the .. Foreign 

·office, for which his qualificiations/were~unique; •and· Twas-equally 
deteymined not to press !!ny claim put forward on my behalf, unless 

.r- it met with Campbell-Bannerman's free and full assent." Undoubt
edly at that moment he shared Grey:s view- that it would be better 
both 'for the party and for Campbell-Banner:man himself that he. 
should not undertake the dpuble .burden of conducting the. Govern-· 
ment'and leading in the I!o'!lse c)f C<?rrmions, arid in his talk's with 
him on th~ Tuesday and Wednesday . of this w~ek he mad~ ·a 
strong personal appeal to him to:·s6lve the difficulty in the manner 
suggested.3 }3ut.:..the. thought of applying .pressurectQi'obtain a.n 
adv:antagi:l:.Jor. himself,.was extrerhely,distastefuh-t0..-him;. an:d when 
Campbell~Bariilerman· definitely ·declined, he wa's of opinion tliat 
Grey should .yield. . · : . ., . . · . -. · · ' · .. · ' 

J;._Q;~l\t<>r.l~y,..,b<¥~~hai'actecised~these""transaQtions;~.~~~1ln~di-
f ; " d th h . ·- . k . ' f th " . . . " ' ,y:mg, an o ers ·· ave spo en'·o . em~ as,...a-.·. •Qgn~~~!:c~9Y · .. ·to 

~compel Campbell~Bannerman~to-give the ;most important-places in f'Z. his Gov~rnment -t.o · the~LiberaJ~timpimialist...,group: '.Vhere~wa8,..n'o 
~~n~pira9y, _.~~g. s9A~_r<O ii'~,,~P~.l'1?EJR~!P-3'!"2~&~J>;•;\f:e:re ;,c()nc~:r.ned,~any 

pressure .w()uld have .. .heen,forcingran,,open,door., ·No one dreamt qf 
~ny C~an~ellor of th\Exchequer bu~ Asquith, anq.._in ~he three da:ys 
m which It was ·doub~ful wheth~r Sir Edward. Grey would come m; 
Campbel4Baimerman1 (having by this time ·appointed Lord. ~lgin 
to th~ Colonial :Offi.ce) was .in ?rreat perpl~xity about an effecti~e 
substitute for him at the Formgn Office. As for the War Office; 
which fell to Mr; Haldane; it was considered in those days· to· be the 
gr~ave of reputations, .and when someone comm:eilyed on the_ pe~~ 
te al nature of thisrefuge for Mr. Haldane, Campbell-Bannerman ... 

b
. See al~odLor9-,r!]Y:ffi.:s,Tr;enty-fiv~ Y~ars, I, .62. : '.' Asq.~ith~h~dii~~?'~\l;..o/,8~ .. 
een~prepa.re. -;:tj)_7~!J,l!:ll~O-~fe~_,...,.. , . . . . ' 

2 · .Vol:--I;-195;' . ~....-~-~-,.,_.,.. · · ... · . , _ .· ·. · J' 
• · 3 The Autobiography of Margot Asquith, II, 74. ' '· ·· ' 
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was reported to have said, "serve him right." There was no reason 
whatever to suppose that he would have distributed these offices 
differently, if this incident had not taken place, and Sir Edward 
Grey's well-known and perfectly genuine reluctance to accept office _ 
makes it specially wide of the mark to suggest that he used coercion
to obtain an appointment which was freely at his disposal, if he 
chose to take it. 

Asquith's inner thoughts may be traced in two letters to Haldane, 
the first when the issue was in doubt, the second when it had been 

·decided: i 
Asquith to Mr. Haldane. 

THE ATHENEUM, PALL MALL, s.w. 
Secret. • 7th Decemher, 1"9(\5 . 

MY DEAR H. 
I was empowered this morning to offer the Foreign Office to E. 

Grey, and an offer of the War Office will soon be on its way to you. The 
Woolsack being in spite of all my arguments and efforts given elsewhere, 
I judged from our talk the other day that this would be the place which 
you would like best, better, e.g., than the Home Office. 

But on the other outstanding point-the leadership of the H. of C.-all 
my endeavours carried on ceaselessly for two days have proved vain. 
After considerable hesitation and ostensible, probably actual, wavering, 
C.-B. has, on the advice of his wife, declined to go at once to H. of L. 

This, of course, raises a situation of much gravity, and Grey, with whom 
.-I have had a long talk, is resolved to refuse office. 

I have thought the matter most carefully over during the last 48 hours 
from every point of view, andi have come to the conclusion (as I told him) 
tha.iliisr.my."dJ.ltyM t.O.!l,(}Cept. 

The conditions are in one respect fundamentally different from those 
which we, or at any rate I, contemplated when we talked in the autumn. 
The election is before and not behind us, and a Free Trade majority, still 
more an independent majority, is not a fact but at most a probability. 

I stand in a peculiar position which is not shared by either of you. 
If I refuse to go in, one of two consequences follows either (I) the 

attempt to form a Govt. is given up (which I don't believe in the least 
would now happen) or (2) a weak Govt. would be formed entirely or almost 
entirely of one colour. • 

In either event in my opinion the issue of the election would be put in 
the utmost peril. It would be said that we were at issue about Home Rule, 
the Colonies, the Empire, etc. etc., and the defections of the whole of our 
group would be regarded as conclusive evidence. The tertius gaudens at 
Dalmeny would look on with complacency. I cannot imagine more 
disastrous conditions under which to fight a Free Trade election. 

And the whole responsibility, I repeat, would be mine. I could not say, 
after the offers made to Grey and you, that our group had been flouted, 
and the only ground I could take would be that I and not C.-B. must from 
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. · th~f-J:tl~J~l~dit:thet .. if.J:lew~Hh __ .,,q!J~.q~t~~l;l;!nns.,~:L.co~ld~not#).~y=p·w.n"~Q~~i&1J..Qe. i~~~~:gf 
pr,.IJ.U~,J'jon "'J~s. y~suc ,a,pos.IIpn; < • · • • ,~- • ~.~;'<• .. 
'•, 'If the election were over, and Free Trade secure, dlfierent.considera,tionsl 

ul
. d ... '<•( - ,. . . • ' ... ~{ .. t-·: .. ,, •• _ wo anse. .- . . . · ··· . : :. , . ~-." . , 

-=--... · Thi~ at 'any'ra£e~~s ~my. judgment, and I .must act ?n it;• tho' i·cit~q~JlaY: , 
_what .pain· it causes'nie~ even~to -~ppe!l<r.to.§eyer.mys(;llf,f,rqm~Gr~y.;,:.;;;_,He' · 
knows this and reciprbcates the.f!;l.flling;.and.tho' we do ~ot take·thJ saJ?e., 
view of oll: respective duties, I don't quarrel with him nor pe with ~z:ne/ .. ;-

I w!i~ this now, bec~use I see no chanc.e {)f seeing you to-day as I llav~ · 
togo tb the country, and that you may have these considerations inyour'· 

.: 't Pl.i~n~ When yo~ receive· 0·.-B.'s off~r. . i · · · ·' 

· f.d(?:ri't~w~:p.t'iri ~he least ·to attempt to infl.uenM your judgment, your 
. : position and.- Grey's .as regards· this .particular point, are necessarily 

different from mine: ,But I need-not say. what anenormous.and immeasur-
. • '.~hie' ~erence yo'ur ;~q~operation,w-~oll}.Q,,.ig~ke:;:to-~e. -- . 

. AVhatever -happens ·nothing• can ·charige•o.?I'" a-ffection.and•,co@d~llce . 
. .. - { · '-. •Always affectly .. yo.'ll.fs, 

,... :'' . H. H. A. 
: ~ 

. '· .· .. -,::. .. 20 CAVENDISH SQUARE, w. 
"·' ;Private. :: 1>:'?-:· · ' . · 8th.Dec., 1.905. 

I ~. MY ·D~A.R H. . . ...._N ' t ·""--~-·:..---~....._ .. ~.,._.,.._,. .... ~ 

· , .· . · No-~o:rds ~f:mine-cart ·express.wh~tJ feel: by~your~action-d:uring 
. the: last .two:days,yo~·have.laid.the.,pl!<r,ty~:and.~t:lllil.COU!ltry •. ~nd.myself 
: (m~~t of apr !!E.il.lf.!,~~P..,.:;~e.as.urea,.aeb.t<JO!~g::ratituae·, : . · 
.' · Jh~ye ~~-ye~. spent ~ucl:t.a ~stracting.~:b.d,agortising~eek. Everything 
that a· man cop.ld do' I believe I did, to achieve the common purposes; 
;unuer· conditions which none of us could have foreseen. 

Grey at the F.O. is, in itse.lf, a gi'eat.thing ;. but the one thing I minded 
most, and regret most,' is the Woolsack. The rest can wait. On a review, 
of the whole affair, I am satisfied that more could not have been accom
plished, ahd there was such a real risk of losing E:verything. · · . 

ThE? :w_.O. is-~ gryll,tppport~ity, and every soldier I have met for the 
last fortiiighfhas expressed the hope th!tt what now is might be. , 

The one thing: that has dictated my action has been that tlie election 
was before, and ~ot behind us. 

Ever. a;ffectly . .J:OU:rs. . 
H. H; A . . , 

·'No o,mi· in. after. days acknowledged,.more._lJ.ai_lqspmely • ._tl;tan 
!Asquitli-J;he-great·qualities,:wl!ich-C~mpbell•B[l;nnernta_n,l:l.ey~l0ped , . 
-jn'his lt:;adership·ofthe·House,of.GomtJ:lqns.~as.,;P,rim~."Mi.nis~r;dl!l'mg . 
tl}e .next two,.years, but in December H)05, Asquith's 'and Grey's , 
doubts were by no· means withotl.t justification, nor. :Were:Jihey :' 
confined to one section-of the party., As leader in Opposition, h~ had: 
scarcely proved a match for the -quickness and sul'!tl~ty:;'5t ¥r· .' 
Balfour ; and owing to his wife's illness he had b~en ccnn:pelled to , 
absent himself op. some occasions wlien prompt decisio.ns we.re.needed . 
.from. the front bench. There was, moreover,_the veryserious doubt· 

' ' . - ' ' 

/ 
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1905-1906 -only-too well justified in the sequel-whether his health would 
Age 53- 54 stand the double strain of conducting the Government and leading 

the House. In subsequent years the Conservative as well as the 
Liberal Party has given its sanction to the doctrine that the Prime -~ 
Minister must be in the House of Commons, but Asquith was always -
doubtful on this point, and experience both during and after the 
War goes far to suggest that the Prime Ministe! can only undertake 
the duty of leading the House of Commons if he is permitted to 
absent himself from a large part of its proceedings. 

It was characteri~tic of Asquith and of the relations of party 
leaders at this time that he was staying at Hatfield as the guest of 
Lord Salisbury during the two most critical days in the formation 
of the Liberal Cabinet. Having said all that he had to say to 
Campbell-Bannerman, he reached Hatfield jn time for dinner, tnd 
after dinner, as his wife records in her Diary, "threw himself into 
the social atmosphere of a fancy ball with his usual simplicity and 
unself-centredness. ''1 

II 

December was spent in getting into Office, picking up the threads 
and holding preliminary Cabinets ; and then, after a short Christmas 
interval, came the plunge into the General Election which was 
spread out over the greater part of January, and ended, according 
to the practice of those days, in the long-drawn-out battle of the 
pollings. During the next fortnight Asquith spoke at Sheffield, 
Huddersfield, Stockton, Perth, Lensham, Oakham, Henley, and 
left his own constituency of East Fife till the last few days. It was 
thought safe-a forecast well justified by his subsequent majority
and his constituents understood that he was wanted elsewhere. His 
dominant theme was Free Trade with glances forward at the social 
measures promised for the new Parliament, accompanied by warn
ings, which became a Chancellor of the Exchequer, that the 
redemption of all electioneering promises would depend on sound 
and frugal finance. On Ireland, while professing the Home Rule 
faith, he kept strictly to the officially agreed line, which was that on 
this occasion no mandate was being sought for a full measure of 
Home Rule and no such measure would be proposed without a fresh 
reference to the electors. The electioneerers of these times never 
forgot that the faults and blunders of their opponents-if these had 
been in power for any length of time-weighed more with the country 
than their own merits, and Asquith was unsparing in his analysis 

1 Autobiography of Maruot ABqu_ith, p. 73. 
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of the record of the Balfour Government, while reserVing his mai~ 1905-1906 

attack for the whole-hogging Protection advocated by·• Mr. Joseph Age 53- 54 

Chamberlain. A passage from a speech at St. Andrews may bear 
quoting even af'Wr the lapse of time: ' · 

''When the nation was told that the advent of a Labour Party in the 
House of Commoni!, with a programme suchas its leading members had 
put forward, brought this country within measurable or perilous distance 
of revolutionary change, he thought the question might be asked-' Who 
were the people from whose lips proceeded this charge?' They were-the 
lips of men who, if the country· had given them. ttleir .way, would have 
made by far the most revolutionary change in our system that had ever 
been propounded in our tinie. There. was not an item put forward by 

• these- Labour colleagues in their programme w):iich involved so funda
mental, and certainly not so disastrous, a change in the conditions of 
life. in this country, as the return from Free Trade to Protectjon.'' 

" (Ja11. 19.) · • . · · · , · 

The . .£'t7e!'F:4.~l!¢I;tg ~ .. Liberal ,.tdmp.ph. ~ whic!l ,Joll~twed,~-.~to~k all 
parties by surprise, and not Jea~t the Liberal .leaders. They had 
believed that with good luck they would obtain a working majority, 
but had not been at all sure whether Lord Rosebery's Bodmin 
speech aiid Mr. Balfour's seelningly skilfUl seizure of the opportunity 
to wind up his Government and exploit the Irish ·question against 
its successors might not seriously prejudice 'their chances. It was 
'this -thought which had made the prospect of a new schism in the 
formation of the Government seem soominous. T4~ result surpaSsed 
the dream of th~ wildest optimist, and the question now was whether 
this en:ormobs majority, including, as it did,· Independent Labour 
and large numbers of new men with original ideas, might not prove 
an actual embarrassment to the Government. If this danger was 
avoided, it was mainly because the action of the Tory ·Party in the 
House or'Lords compelled the whole Liberal Party to concentrate 
on afew simple issues on which there was and could be no difference 
of opinion. · · 

,._..r _m 

Chinese •labour on the · Rand had, been the •most embittered 
electioneering topic, and Asquith did his utmost to keep it within 
bounds. ·Looking at the legal position he ,considered the Prime 
Minister's promise to "stop forthwith the recruitment and embarka
tiorl of Chlnese coolies " somewhat rash, and a refe:tence to the Law 
h Apart from Irish (83).!l,nd Labour (43), 377 Liberals were returned to the.190S 

Parliament~ ·The ·total of-:Qovernment .supporters.-w:as thus" 513 to· 167 Uirloz:rists, 
alia' even if all other parties_had combined against them, Liberals alone would have 
J;leen a majority of 84. -; · · · 

1.-:M 

\' 
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officers a~ home and in the Transvaal confirmed this opinion. The 
Lieutenant-Governor, it appeared, had no power to revoke a licence 
to import coolies ; and even if he were armed with such a power by 
legislation, to make it retrospective and enforce it upon mineowners 
who had embarked considerable capital in making provision for the 
coolies would-legal opinion was unanimous-be harsh and unfair, 
unless accompanied by compensation. At various dates in the 
previous November licences had been issued for the embarkation 
of no less than 14,100 coolies ; and the question which presented 
itself immediately to the new Government was therefore whether 
their embarkation should be stopped at the cost of having to com
pensate the mineowners who had recruited the coolies. Asquith. 
was strongly of opinion that this was impossible, and his view as a 
lawyer was fortified by his feelings as ChatJ.cellor of the Exchequer. 
It wvs impossible, he wrote to Campbell-Bannerman, to stop 
embarkation without legislation, and legislation " would rouse a 
tremendous hubbub both here and there. It would involve the 
British taxpayer (who is without available funds) in indefinitely 
large claims for compensation and would not be necessary to fulfil 
your pledge." Provided" recruitment and embarkation" could be 
read together as referring to one and the same transaction and the 
stoppage of embarkation be treated as part of the stoppage of 
further recruitment, the pledge would stand, but he was heartily in 
agreement with Campbell-Bannerman that the circumstances should 
be set out before the election; and the Cabinet having so decided, 
Campbell-Bannerman made a speech explaining that the word· 
" forthwith " in his declaration must be interpreted as applying to 
further embarkations when those already authorised were exhausted. 

The question was finally settled on the basis that recruitment and 
the further embarkation consequent upon it should be stopped, and 
the question of what should be done with the 4 7,000 coolies already 
in the country or about to come there under licences already issued 
be left to the Transvaal Government about to be set up.1 When the 
new Parliament met, there was grumbling on the Ra~l benches 
at the slowness of this process, but Asquith thought it far more 
satisfactory that the result should be achieved through the action of 
the Transvaal Government with, as it turned out, the hearty 

1 In the Letters Patent granting Responsible Government to the Transvaal, it 
was definitely laid down that within a year of the meeting of the Transvaal Legis
lature the Labour " Ordinance was to be repealed and to cease to have effect " ; 
and in June 1907, General Botha, who was now Prime Minister, announced that 
this would be done, and that the Chinese would be sent home immediately on the 
expiry of their contracts. 
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approval of the Transvaal people than that ~t should be, forced on 1905-1906 

them by th~ Imperial Government. Meanwhile he had devoted a Age 53- 54 

great deal of time and thought to the drafting of the new Transvaal 
Constitution which in the end owed much to ·his efforts and 
his ke.en sense of the legal problems involved.. This was in .a special 
sense a l~bour' of love to him, for he had always maintained that the 
distinction between the Liberal and the Conservative supporters 
of the war would be discovered in their behaviour after it. Th~ 
Liberals would be for the peace of reconciliati~, the Conservatives 
in all probability for treating the former Boer Republics as con-
quered states. Being one of the former, Asquith felt himself under 

• a special o'Qligation to see that the Liberal yiew prevailed . 

• IV 

It was unknown .. to the public and scarcely realise~ by most. 
members of the Government that a ser:ious .• Eu.ropean"'crisis:~was in 

, progress.during ~a .large,,part.,ef~the ~menth .. oLDecemb!;)r..;,l99,~, .and 
. for-, the~ first .,three .;w.~eks,,,of.,,Ja,nua,ry,,J-~06 vi~ fact, while .. British 
Ministers and politicians were almost whdlly occupied in Govern
ment-forming 'and electioneering. There were many moments 
during this time·when France and Germany seemed hopeJessly at 
variance on the:M.oFGC!=JO~q~~stions,- and the Ministers responsible had 
seriously to face the possibility that ~-collision, between them on a 
subject covered by the Anglo-French Convention :would require 
Great Britain to go to the _aid of France. The curious chapter of 
accidents which caused the highly important exchange 'of views on 
_this subject between Sir Edward Grey ?-ndM. Cambon _to.colll_e""and 
ff .., •-•-- ..,-.~M•"·"""'·".o.·:t----..,)""""""~ 

go-without--being·subm_itte_d .. to ~ the .. Cabine.t ,has,..be<:Jll,,relSJ.~,...~-~e-
,\ihere,!. and need not .. be."repeated.here. ·Being out of London, and 
not one -of the Mi~sters intimately concerned, A.squith did not hear 
of this transaction till some timt:l after the event, but he strongly 
shared the yiew, which Sir ~dward 'Grey expressed in after years, 
that it eught to have come before the Cabinet, and he has be~n 
heard to describe the omission as one of the most -curious examples 
in his memory, of a concurrence of untoward events working to a 
conclusion which no one intended and no

1
one could defend. 

}~--happy,__issue .""fl{y,.;J~~!lg~qi~~-~_Qon~_Eence .• :@l~.<!.-~b.il§~ 
· 1 :.Life~of,.Gampbell.JJannerman,.,:I:I,T(J.h~P,t€l~~,..s~he.!theory • that-Camp.bell. 

Bannerman -.had d been~-·out-manamvred-.,or.,_outw,itted ,,.by, §ir."':J]]_5t~,!.ar:9:,...Q;;,~~..;~P-d 
Mr.,Hjlld~J,ne was a favourite one with a certain school of politicians for some years 
after the facts became known, but this was' finally disposed~.of•-by:-the:doc~entli 
published.in the .. Life oj.Oampbel.l.·B.an'(b~rman. 
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1905-1906 anxieties for ~he time being, but they were followed by a sharp , 
Age 53- 54 crisis in which the Cabinet had to show its teeth to the Sultan of 

Turkey who had very audaciously occupied a key position in the 
Gulf of Akabah with the apparent intention of seizing the Sinai 
Peninsula and bringing the Turkish frontier up to the Eastern bank 
of the Suez Canal. Some members of the Cabinet were doubtful 
what their colleagues might say to the prompt and warlike measures 
proposed by the Foreign Office, but where Abdul Hamid was con
cerned, there was 1.1panimity that force or the threat of it was the 
right remedy. 

v 
The common belief that a Chancellor of the Exchequer has a light 

task except in the few weeks when he is preparing his Budget was 
certainly not true so far as Asquith was concerned. He was Deputy 
Leader, as well as Chancellor of the Exchequer, and he did his utmost 
to ease Campbell-Bannerman's burden while his wife lay danger
ously ill. Whenever a legal question came up, he ranked with the 
Lord Chancellor and the Secretary for War as one of the three 

•leading legal authorities in the Cabinet, and was soon in consultation 
with the Law Officers on the thorny questions about to be raised in 
the Trade Disputes Bill. Then in his own Department, he had not 
only to prepare his Budget, but to receive a stream of deputations 
from industries and interests believing themselves to be threatened 
by the finance of a Radical Government. Mineowners, brewers, 
grocers, confectioners, all came protesting their unfitness or 
incapacity to shoulder further burdens, and some even asking relief 
from present burdens. All had to be consoled or put off. In hand
ling deputations Asquith was reputed to be short and firm. His 
manner was always polite, but his cross-examination was searching, 
and those who approached him with the idea of making party 
capital or causing him embarrassment seldom came a second 
time. 

Asquith's first Budget introduced on 30th April, coUld scarcely 
be more than humdrum. He had, as he told the House, " to deal 
with the finances of one year for which he was hardly at all respon
sible, and with the finances of another year for which, although he 
had direct responsibility, yet when he assumed it, he found the field 
of possible action already to a very large degree limited and cir~ 
cumscribed." He had had only four months to "survey a large 
tract of rough and tangled ground," and could do little more for 
the moment than straighten out certain tangles and promise for the 

• 
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future a serious effort towards the reduction of expenditure, the 1905-1906 

repaYm.ent of debt, and a readjustment of the incidence of taxation. Age 
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As an instalment he took off the vexatious shilling a ton tax on 
exported coal, reduced the tea tax from 6d. to 5d. per pound,. anq 
made a small reduction in the duty on tobacco " strips " and added 
half a million to the sinking fund. · Speaking in the manner of the 
time, he issued a grave warning about the,growth of expenditure and 
debt. The total expenditure of the nation had now reached 
£144,000,000, and the debt (owing to the So~h African war) had 
increased by £150,000,000 since ~he year 1899: The Supply Services 
(i..e. Army, Navy, andCivil Service) were no less than £111,000,000, 

. "a gigantic, and in my opinion an excessive sum."; As a beginning of 
economy; he announced a reduction of £1,500,000 in Naval expen,. 
diture, which had stootl at £33,389,000 in the pr~vious year-an 
fu.timation which caused much perturbation at the Admiralty, and 
was the forerunner of many crises in that ·Department. In the mean
time he appointed a strong Select Committee to, explore the possi
bilities of graduatiQn anq differentiation in the Income Tax for 
action in the following yea;r. . 

Judged by the standards of present expenditure, both the figures 
and the comments have a pleasant flavour of days beyond recall, 
but Asquith was judged to have done allthat was possible in a short 
time, and his spee?h, which departed from the hallowed traditions of 
Budget day in being comparatively brief and compact, was much 
applauded. For the moment rich . persons and wealthy interests 

· · which· had feared the worst since the radical upheaval breathed 
again, and said that the Treasury at least was in safe hands. But 
the Budget being over, finance was the least: part of Asquith's 
activities during 'this year, From now onwards to the end of the 
session in the third week of December the Government was engaged 
in a continuous and exhausting effort to get its three principal 
flleasures, it~·EdlJ,c~,j.ion.Bill, 'its-Plural,Voting--Bill-;•'and·:its,,,.Trade 
:Pisputes Bill;· through. the .. House of Commons;··and .'before,, the ,end 
6£. the y~ar was embarked .on the. struggle· :with the~-House·of;Lords 
tl1ich .w:as to.last-continuously,.Jor.the subsequent .. fiy:e.-years. On 

#' all these questions Asquith was called upon to play .a leading part, 
r · and his interventions on critical occasions more than evQ:r,:.C.G>niiLll!~c;l 
~~-:tUs ~ reputationMas .. ;:the ... most'"''f~q:r:w.j!i,~~g.~~1~F-""·i.~,.,"th,e..,..,.!J;p,pse. 
~bell-Bannerma:n·-calle-,Q.;:him -..·the·_,!J·sledge-hammer ;~' and on 
£ritical occasions when Asquith h~tolw*i;rtlieiiouse, he 
~sed to··say to ·the ·Whips,!·'-s®.dxfuThJJ!.fu.~g·I!L_~r,..:.~.--· 
. \ ' . . ·. . . . . . 

/ 
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VI 

The details of most of the Bills that failed or were killed beyond 
resurrection by the House of Lords in this session have now only a 
curious interest, but among those that survived the Trade Dis
putes.Bill remains still a subject of lively controversy, and Asquith 
play~d.a considerable part in that. The Bill as originally introduced 
followed the recommendations of the Royal Commission, appointed 
in 1903, on the mailjo issues of (1) the relaxation of the law of con
spiracy and of peaceful picketing, and (2) the exemption of Trade 
Union funds from liability in actions for damages for torts. On 
the first the Cabinet was agreed, but on the second there was a • 
sharp difference of opinion in which the lawyers were on one side and 
the Prime Minister on the other. The lawyers objected to putting 
words into a statute which gave one class, Labour, a privilege not 
enjoyed by other classes, and were of opinion that the object aimed 
at could be attained, as the Royal Commission recommended, by 
restricting the law of agency in its application to Trade Unions. 
The Trade Unions, smarting under recent decisions of the Court of 
Appeal and the House of Lords, thought this altogether too subtle, 
and· predicted that the Law Courts would run a coach and six 
through all fine distinctions of the kind proposed. The Prime 
Minister shared their opinion and could see no reason why, if the 
intention was to render Trade Union funds immune, the law should 
not say so straight out. 

In the first round the lawyers won, and the Bill as introduced ran 
thus: 
, " Where a Committee of a Trade Union constituted as hereinafter 
mentioned has been appointed to conduct, on behalf of the Union, a 
trade dispute, an action whereby it is sought to charge the funds of the 
Union with damages in respect of any tqrtious act committed in con
templation or furtherance of the trade dispute should not lie, unless the 
act was committed by the Committee or by some person acting under 
their authority : 

Provided that a person shall not be deemed to have acted Under the 
authority of the Committee if the a6t was an act or one of a class of acts 
expressly prohibited by a resolution of the Committee, or the Committee 
by resolution expressly repudiate the act as soon as it is brought to their 
knowledge." 

Trade Unionists and large numbers of Liberal and Radical M.P.'s 
read. it backwards and forwards and professed themselves unable to 
make head or tail of it. With its "ifs" and "wheres," and "un
lesses " and " provideds," it seemed to offer a multitude ofloopholes 
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gr;:tvely disturbed, and Labour said loudly that it was going to be Age 53- 54 

betrayed once more. More insistently than ever the question was 
asked, if the intention was to exempt 'Trade Union funds, why .not 
say so 1 

The opportunity of saying so came very quickly. The Govern
ment Bill was introduced and read a first time on 28th March, 
whereupon the Labour members decided at once to press forward 
with their own Bill, which was down for second reading as a Private 
Member's Bill on 30th March. This was moveJ by Mr. W. Hudson, 
and the debate had not gone far before it became clear that the 
Government was in a serious difficulty. At this point the Prime 
Minister took the matter into his pwn hands, and to the relief of his 
party, but to the surpJ.ise of his legal colleagues, :supported Mr. 
Hudson's Bill and intimated that the· way was open to adjust the 
difference between that Bill and the Government Bill. 

The lawyers, and among them Asquith, were not ~. little annoyed 
by what they considered to be a forcing of their hands, and for the 
next few weeks their agreement to the adjustment which the Prime 
Minister had promised seemed very much in doubt, In moving the 
second reading on 25th April, Sir William Robson, the Solicitor
General, l:iad to admit frankly that the question was still an open 
one, while promising. that it would be settled in Comfuittee after the 
Government had listened to all views. It was settled finally in 
Committee on 3rd August, when substantially the Jayman's view 
prevailed over the lawyer's. The clause as finally p~ssed ran: 

" An action· against a Trade Union, whether of workken or masters, 
·or against any members or officials thereof, on behalf ofi themselves and 
all other members of the Trade Union in respect of any tortio'!ls act 
alleged to have be'en committed by or on behalf of the Trade Union, 
shall not be entertained by any Court." I 

To the end Asquith maintained his objection to 1.-wTiting into a 
statute ·any words which gave workmen, as such, ~ priVilege ,not 
enjoyed•by other citizens, and he only gave his consent to the clause 
on condition that the same immunity should be extended to Unions 

·of .inasterE? as to Unions of men. This he cons~der~d sufficient to 
satisfy the principle, but he made his own-preference for the original 
clause sufficiently clear in his speech in Committee : 1 

' 
" He thought that the simplest and most practical wa~ of dealing with 

the matter was to alter the law of agency in its appli,cation to Trade 
Uriions. He was not sure that he did not still think that there would 

.have been the preferable course. There was another plan suggested_:_ 
i I ' 

I 
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1905-1906 the plan embodied in the alternative clause of the Attorney-General
Age 53-54 which was to exempt Trade Unions from liability even in cases where 

agency was established. He would never assent himself to a proposition 
of that kind, unless the same law was applied to the masters as to the 
men. . . . Therefore he could only assent to an arrangement which 
established perfect equality as between the combinations of masters and 
the combinations of men, and his objection in principle on this point 
was met by the alternative clause of his hon. and learned friend the 
Attorney-General. As he had said, he thought the balance of practical 
convenience would have been met by the adoption of the course which 
he had originally suggested. But he had to bear in mind two very 
important facts. The first was that the solution in the alternative clause 
commended itself to the vast majority of those concerned. That was 
not a decisive consideration ; but it was one that was not without weight. 
But a more important point was that upon the whole he had come to • 
the conclusion-gradually, he admitted-that there was less risk of 
actual legislation on disputed questions goin~ to the Courts of Law, 
passing from one stage of appeal to another, and involving loss of temper, 
money, and time, by adopting the perfectly simple and common-sense 
method embodied in the alternative clause, than if they were to lay 
down in regard to industrial combinations a new code of the law of 
agency."1 

The speech bears evidence of political distress, but he had carried 
his point as far as he thought wise or practicable at a moment when 
it was becoming more and more evident that the fate of the Govern
ment and the Liberal cause depended on unity among Liberal 
leaders. This was his sole difference of any importance with 
Campbell-Bannerman in the period in which he served with him as 
his principal lieutenant. 

Asquith's general view on Trade Union law was that if you once 
departed from the general assumption which had served sufficiently 
well from the Act of 1871 up to the Taff Vale judgments, that Trade 
Unions were not suable in their funds, almost any solution was 
open to grave legal objection. It was one thing to get this principle 
accepted as part of public policy for the equalising of conditions 
between Capital and Labour, and quite another to define it in law. 
He was always impatient of the criticisms passed by t~ Trade 
Unionists on the Judges responsible for the Taff Vale and Quinn 
v. Leatham decisions, for he held these decisions to be sound in law 
and altogether inevitable, if the question was put to the test in the 
Courts. But he thought it a misfortune that the question had been 
raised and" the long practical immunity," as the Royal Commission 
termed it, disturbed. 

1 House of Commons, 3rd August, 1!106. 
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Tlie, Y!!tr _ended. in .. strife .. a,nd .. :bit.terness. O:f. the" th±ee ~prin,cipal \ 19055~:~: 
' measures of the session· the~ Education .Bill; ... th~ ·-Plru:l:ll,,.,y;Qt.i.ng ,Bill,_; ge 

and the Trade Disputes-Bill, .. the .. Lords.ha~Lde~troy,~d,the:.firs:ktwo · 
and only spared the ,third.(which they probablyt·disliked most of all) i 

·in deference to the settled Conservative po~cyj at that time of not : 
challenging organised Labour. They had caus.ed special irritation ' 
by their treatment of the Education Bill, whi~ they had returned ; 
to the Commons with almost ev:ery clause turp.ed inside out, and 
some reduced to nonsense. · This they called 'a " reconstitution," : 

• but it was, as Asquith said, as if someone had c~anged the positives , 
into negatives and the negatives into positives in the Ten Command- · 
ments and described the•result by that name. Other measures; such ' 
as the Agricultural Holdings B_ill and the Irish \Town Tenants Bill, 
had been severely mauled. · _ • 1 

Even more important than the loss of the Bill or the waste of time 
and effort in the House of Commons was the inference to be drawn 
from these proceedings. If with its immense majority' the Liberal 
Party was not to be presumed to possess a mand~te for its Education 

,;1Bill or for the modest change in the franchis~~ law proposed in its 
/ Plural Voting Bill, what prospect lay before ·it ? What.,.hut .. a · · 
~- ·perpetualploughing ,of.,the sands in the .House of GOmm~ms ,while -the 
~'lunionist Party. established the clai:J;n. of. one,.of..its,,~ea,geJ.;"!'h.that 
. ~':whether in power .or'"in ... opposition ... it .. ~would.~.still,...._Qo~nt.rPL.the 

destinies-oLthe_qqp.ntry? " The provocation was obvious, but the 
way of resenting it was by no means clear. There were voices in the ·' 
Cabinet for a dissolution at the end of the year 1906, but the great , 
majority were of opinion that nothing that had happened in one 
session could justify them in risking their strong position in Parlia
ment and the Free Trade· cause on an appeal to the country within 
twelve months of the previous election. Important as the Educa
tion Bill Jllight be it was not big enough for the big issue which must 
presently arise. Insteadc-of·ploughing-the.sands;the~watehwor-d-~was 
now~to""be~!.!...fillingu.u.p.,the.~cup. ::. . Tne._cupof"'th'~' Dtirds··.was,.to..,be 
fillecl.~until.the-electors~could-·see·and~jucl.ge~the.full·measure··ef.,.their 
iniquities. i . 

· t':he ,l?rim~.~~l~L2:I]!l}}.e_2-~i~~.}!~JY.. .. P!\.as~).!l,;l!f~-~E9.W1:9iAg,sp€f~Ch 
on the day when he announced the al;>andonment of the Education , dill as " reconstituted " by the House of Lords : \ . . , 

" '' It...is..plainJy..JI!tol~rable,.,that'"'a"'SecGnd,""Q!l!!-m~~lY!llle.d?_l2:~ ... . . . 
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1905-1906 'party in the State is in power, be its willing servant,-and when that 
Age 53-54 :party has received unmistakable and emphatic condemnation by the 

country, be able to neutralise and thwart and distort the policy which 
the electors have shown .. they approve. That is a state of things to 
which for the nonce we must submit. A settlement of this great question 
of education has been prevented, and for that calamity we know, and the 
country knows on whom is the responsibility. The....r.eaQ~f the 
House ofJ/q!11I;l!~~s ~r~:no,WJx!J.ii'TI§te~,. and I say with conviction that a 
way must be found, ana a way will be found, by which the will of the 
people, expressed through their elected representatives in this House, 

/

will be made to prevail."-House of Commons, ~906. 

J It was to fall to Asqui'th, some four.and a.half years later, to .find 
,r the·way .. 
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1907 social betises (including the invitation o£ our Queen to tea when there 
Age 54-55 was a corpse in the house which she met on the stairs) this brings her 

Roman career to an unhappy climax. I had a tal~ with Giolitti who is 
a clever man, but rather a ruffian to look at .... 

Asquith was back in London just before the opening of Parlia
ment on 12th February, and was plunged at once into Estimates 
and Budget. The subject which was most in his mind in these days 
was Old Age Pensions. Among all the " social services " now being 
talked of none appea~>led to him more than the making of a modest 
provision at State cost for the aged poor. He saw in it none of the 
difficulties and dangers that old-fashioned orthodoxy discovered. 
He thought it mere humanity to give old men and women past work • 
this shelter from the workhouse, and he was convinced that, far from 
discouraging thrift or undermining charaoter, the added sense of 
security would be helpful to both. If he had any special ambition 
when he became Chancellor of the Exchequer. it was to provide the 
means to this end. To a deputation which waited on him and the 
Prime Minister he said that he was in favour of a "universal plan 
altogether dissociated from the Poor Law," and that the Government 
"regarded the question as one of the most extreme urgency." 

This was the first intimation after ten years of vague sympathy 
and conditional pledges that something was really going to be done. 
But the finding of the money was by no means plain sailing, and 
Asquith decided that it could only be done by planning for two years 
ahead, economising wherever possible in the meantime, and gradually 
accumulating the required surplus. A hard battle for the promised 
economies in expenditure was fought in the Departments during the 
winter months of 1906 and 1907, and the Admiralty defended itself 
to such purpose that the saving of £1,500,000 expected in that 
quarter came down to £450,000. On the other hand Mr. Haldane, 
the Secretary for War, who was by now embarked on his great 
scheme of Army reorganisation, yielded £2,000,000 when he had 
only been asked for £17,000-a miracle of economy which justly 
earned him the gratitude of his old friend, the Chancell~r of the 
Exchequer. Revenue meanwhile came in well, and by the end of 
March 1907 Asquith saw his way to a Budget which would bring 
Old Age Pensions in sight and at the same time institute the reforms 
in Income Tax foreshadowed in his Budget speech of the previous year. 

This, Asquith's second Budget, was introduced on 18th April, 
and the feature by which it is generally remembered is the differentia
tion which it made for the first time between earned and unearned 
income. Taking the normal rate of Income Tax at 1s. in the £, he 
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proposed that when the total income, earned ~nd unearned, did not 1907 . 

exceed £2000, the earned part of it should not pay more than nine- Age 54-55 

pence. There was the expected _objection that income from invested 
savings also was earned and ought to share the benefit. The answer 
was that th.e difficulty of tracing investments back to their or~gin · 
was insurmountable, but that. this ought not to prevent the dis-
tinction being made, as it could easily be, for the earned part of the 
yearly income. Time and custom have long sanctioned this part, of , 
the British fiscal system and it has since bee!\ adopted by several 
other countries. .-

Most important of all in Asquith's mind, he now saw his way 
• !.o-the.~~t~tjiffig_gf._Qh;!..,.4ge~d2ensiona..Jp~-.:f2.~FJpg,;-y;~r., ... ,-The•. ·. 

previous year had shown a realised surplus of £5,400,000, and on 
the same basis of taxaiion the estimated surplus for the current 
year (i907-1908) was £4,000,000. This ordinarily would have 
justified larger remissions· of taxation than the £2,000,000, which 
the allowance on earned incomes was estimated to cost. But instead 
of1remitting taxation Asquith proposed to keep the balance .in 
hand, or to speak strictly, to apply it to the Sinking Fund for ~he 
current year only, and to earmark it together with sundry other 
sums, such as the yield from a slight iricrea8e in death 'duties; for 
Old Age Pensions in the, followi:qg years~ 

This cautious approach to the 'finding of a few millions for w~at 
the Government had qeclared to be an extremely urgent purpqse 
may well seem unheroic to the daring financiers of later days, but 

I 

it was in the spirit of the times, and no part of Asquith's Budget 
speech was niore warmly approved than that in which he preached 
the necessity of foresight and e'ontinuity from year· to year ,in 
financial policy. "In 1907 he wa~ looking ahead to yet another task 
which he· assigned himself for the following year, and that _was, 'as 
he told the House, to "sweep away root and branch" the whole 

:t system by which assigned reveJ?.ue, the proceeds of Imperial taxes 
_;~ were intercepted from the Exchequet and handed -over to loqal 

·. authorit&s ; and to substitute for it the payment of equivale,nt 
grants based on. the existing receipts but ·not dependent on :or 
absorbing the yields of particular taxes. To release the TreasJry 
f~om this bondage Asquith held to be imperative; and his achie~e
ment of that object may be, reckoned still as one of his principal 
contributions to Treasury practice; I ~ 

The speech in which .. these:plans,were,develop~d ... was.~hailed-,a~.-~ 
. masterl;r.:·Perfor~arice:--.~,q;'~~~,_Jl.().~§.~.-">:'\Vaf:!::o·P~<ilf~,~::i::•··"'"'t~~ J?rince .of 
Wales sat " over the clock," the usual crowd of experts ·. and 

' ' . I 
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1907 distinguished strangers was in the galleries. "You may like to 
Age 5;;,/ know," Sir George Murray~wrq_te_,to ¥rs.Asquith on the following day, 

( / "from a, perhaps, partial, but certainly experienced source, ~-it 
~]-~L>-~.a.t..sp.e.e.c.h, .... a:b~ .. th_~ __ ay~!_?..gL~ough, and rising in 

some places to levels which nobody in our time except Mr. Glad
stone has ever reached. I can't ~ay.·more, .. can I J" " In ·the~first 
rank,- worthy to stand_ with~the. great performances of. the-great 
'Chancellors," was Haldane's ·verdict. · "No one speaks-~-quite 
like -Henry," his 'iife confided to her Diary, " he seems to run 
rather a bigger show ; he can keep to the ground, cut into it or 
leave it without ever being ridiculous, boring, or wanting in taste, 
and he is never-to0-<long:-- He gives a feeling of power more than of. 
grace or charm and a very happy choice of words." One special 
merit found in his speech was, again, its comparative brevity. Three 
days before, he had written to his wife, " I find that Mr. G. in 
introducing-his great Budget.in.1853 spoke for 4f hours! At any: 

r - , . --.~ ..... -
rate I shan't get to that." He was, in fact, just over two·hours. 

~ . ·- .. - - ' ~ . " -.... .._ _______ _ 
n 

The session of 1907 was full of vexation for the Government and its 
supporters. The Irish Councils Bill intended to be the first step in 
the "step-by-step" policy of Home Rule and the longest that 
could be justified, in view of the pledge given at the election, was 
summarily rejected by an Irish Convention held in Dublin ; the 
Licensing Bill rather rashly given first place in the King's Speech · 

. was on second thoughts kept back on the ground that it would be 
trying the House of Commons too high to spend the greater part of 
another session on a measure which was even surer of destruction in 
another place than the Education Bill of the previous year; and the 
Peers meantime concentrated their attack on the Land Valuation 
and Scottish Small Holdings Bills, the former of which they rejected 
on the second reading and the latter of which they threatened with 
such disfigurement that the Government decided to withdraw it. 
This might be ".filling the cup," but Liberal members and the 
Liberal Party grew restive and called loudly for the redemption of 
the Prime Minister's pledge to "find a way" of resenting these 
injuries. 

But rhetorical phrases were one thing and a practical measure 
quite another. Even Conservatives were agreed that something 
must be done, and the Peers themselves declared their readiness, 
even their anxiety, to be "reformed." One of their number, Lord 
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Newton, had produced a Bill, and another, Lord Cawdor, had moved 1907 

for a Select Committee to inquire into the subject. But whereas Age: 5~55 : 
Conservatives interpreted " reform " as the setting up of a second 
Chamber which would be. an even stronger bulwark against radical 
or subversive legislation, Liberals interpreted it a8 the removal of an 
obstacle which had brought Liberal and Progressive legislation,to a 
standstill. 

The I_>rimy Minister was strongly of opinion that if the Govern-
4 ment let themselves be lured on to the ground. of " reform,'' they , 

would. be lost; There were a hundred possible scftemes of "·reform," 
);' and contention [!,bout them would be endless. The powers, he urged,' 
. , were the main thing at the present, time ; let them concentrate on 
,~<·curtailing the powers of t~e ~xisting House and leave others wh~ 
: . came after to change its ~om position, if they cared to do so. . 

ok ·This was by- no means the view of all members of the· Cabinet, 
'~\ and . there was sharp contention before it prevailed. llut' by the 

•• ''f beginning of the year 1907 it had been decided to deal with powers 
11 at all events in the first stage, and the-Ga-binet~Committee_l}_ppQinted 

to explore the-ground proceeded on-that,basis., __ What _followed- has 
been described in Campbell-Bannerman's Life :l 

"This Coinmittee presently produced a scheme for joint sitt~gs . 
between a delegation of the House of Lords and the House of Commons . 
sitting in its full numbers. In case of disagreement it was proposed that 
a- hundred peers, among whom- all. members of the; Admi~t~ation were 

. to be included, should debate and vote with the Commons, and that 
- divisions thus taken in this joint Assembly should be final. To this plan 

Campbell-Bannerman took strong exception, first on· the constitutional 
ground that a voting Conference- between Lords ::tnd Commons would 

-• put the power of the Lords on an equality with t,h::tt of the Cmnmons-
- - an anti-democratic innovationwhich he thought a Liberal Government 
" . should be the last to introduce ; . and ne,xt on the practical grou~d that 
J. it would be fatal tQ Liberal Governments unless they had a majority of 

;,: at least 100. Such a scheme might serve well enough to: tide over 
emergencies in the present Parliament with its enormous Liberal majority, 

-but it might easily be a sentence of death for future Liber~tl Governments 
-with nor111al majorities. For, if this method were accepted as the legally 
oonstittite"d way of settling differences between the two Houses, .the 
claim ~would certainly be set up that Parliament had deliberately decided -
that no legislation to which the Peers objected should be passed unless the~ 

-delegation could be outvoted in the joint sitting." 

Campbell=Bannerllran"now..., to<;Jk-the"'""strorrg"'"'and""rather••nnusual 
co~se··cof- issuing··~~me:tn,Qtlkn411m 2 to his colleag-qes agairist the· 
schr;; of his own Cabinet Cominittee. IIi this he subip.j.tted.that 

_ 1 oLII, p. 350-1. . · . 
· For the text of this-1\femoranaum'see-':bife of. CampbeU.-Bannerrl!an;~I-~,'3~h,355. 
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1907 ~cheme to a searching analysis, and set up against it the plan of the 
Age 

5
4--

55 suspensory veto, originally proposed by John Bright, which for long 
had been his. own favourite method of dealing with the question. 
According to this, if a measure was rejected by the House of Lords, 
or so altered that the House of Commons was unable to accept its 
amendments, there was to be first a Conference between the two 
Houses in the manner suggested by the Cabinet Committee ; but 
if that failed, the Bill might be introduced again in the form last 
agreed to by the House of Commons in the next session ; and if 
passed again in tflat form by the House of Commons and again 
rejected or defaced by the House of Lords, it was to become law in 
spite of the opposition of that House. 

There were still sharp debates in the Cabinet, but in the end 
Campbell-Bannerman persuaded his colleagues that nothing less 

/than his proposal would redeem his promise to " find a way " of 
L ~ .,making the will of the Commons prevail; and on 24th June he 

t'""movoo-a-resolution proposing the Suspensory Veto -as the basis of 
legislation in the following session. Thus was the foundation laid 
of the policy which not in the following session, but four years later, 
Asquith was to carry to its conclusion after a fierce struggle in which 
not only Parliament but the.Crown became involved. 

Asquith, though not the originator of .this scheme, gave it his 
hearty support, and used all.his influence to obtain .a united Cabinet 
for it. He wound up the third night of a stormy debate with a 
speech in which he arraigned the House of Lords as a purely partisan 
Assembly. Lord Percy, who preceded him, had claimed that it gave· 
effect to the will of the people. "The truth is," he replied, "that 
whatever the noble Lord's theory may suggest, the House of Lords 
gives effect to the will of the House of Commons when you have a 
Tory majority·; the House of Lords frustrates the will of the House 
of Commons when.you have got.a -Liberal majority; and neither 
in the one case nor in the other does it consider-what, indeed, it 
has no means of ascertaining-the will of the people." 

For once there was no autumn session, and when Parliament rose 
at the end of August, Ministers who had been at work almost With
out a break for nearly two years, were free to take a holiday, or as 
much of it as pursuing red boxes, incessant correspondence, public 
speeches, Cabinet meetings, and attendances at offices in London per
mitted. This year Asquith and his family spent most of August and 
September at a house which he had taken, Highfield, near Ding
wall, on the Moray Firth. But from this time onwards most of their 
holidays were spent at Archerfield, a fine Adam house on the lovely 
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Wash between Edinburgh and North Berwick, which Mrs. Asquith's 1907 

brother, Frank Tennant, had lent them. He and ·his family liv~d in Age. 
6
4-

55 

North Berwick, and had leased Archerfield for the shooting. ~here 
was scarcely a day that the Tennant c,hildren did not spe:r}d either 
on the shore or on the golf links with the Asquith family, and Mrs. 
Asquith was often heard to say that a:fter her own home7 Glen
Archerfield was the place she most cared for in the world. , He and 
she usually went there in September, and stayed over the Christmas 

·holidays. It was within easy reach of D~lmeny, and Whittingehame, 
. and. they saw Mr. Arthur Balfour both in his o~ home, al).d on the 
· links. The whole AsqUith family played g<:>Jf, and though with the 

exception of (General) Arthur Asquith and Raymond, they were not 
• good players, Asquith played wen en<;mgh,to enjoy-himself. Neither 

his wife nor he (except for a brief spell in 1875) had ever had a golf 
club in their hands untif they went to St. Andrews in 1895, •but. till 
the year of hls death, it was the game that he said he·would most 
have liked to play well. ' 

The Christ.mas of 1907 was the first spent at Archerfield, and 'the 
climate was so mild that Mrs. Asquith records in her Diary thk.t they 

• . i ' 
lunched out of doors in the woods on Ne~Year's Day. Duripg this 
year life in the Asquith family had been darkened by the death. of 
Mrs. Asquith's baby. . It was born in~ 20 Cavendish .Sq~are, in 
February, and died two days after a dangerous confinement; Mrs. 
Asquith was so ill for months after this keen disappointment and the ' 
insomnia which followed that she speaks in her Memories of ~aviilg 
prayed in_ St. Paul's Cathedral to die rather than hamper her 
husband when he became Prime Minister in 1908. It was h~r fifth 
child, and the doctors thought it inadvisable that she should ever 
have another. The -birth-of-the ·first .chil~ involve<:l. ~P. . .9P-~r!l#onjn 

. which~it -had--lost. its life; the second-:-;Elizabeth~ .. :W!1S,,bQrn,.:in 

18,9.7.; the third only lived a few hours; the,Jour.th,~Anthony
better known as Pu:ffin--::-;was·born.~in~l9.02, and the birth·and .death · 
·of the last in February 1907 had reduced her to a shadow. 

The ml)y pleasure-of that ye~r was··RaynlOndcAsquith:s,rH~FI:.i~ge, 
which took place- on 25th'';'Tuly-;-,to,Jfathaiine,Homeu, .. the"daughter 
of old and'much loved friends, Sir John and Lady Horner, in whos~ 
house (Mells Park) Asquith and his wife had spent the first part of 
their honeymoon: Mrs. ASquith writes in her diary : " He and 

· Katharine are the most perfect (iom bination of in -loveness and friend
ship marrying at the right age~ after the right. knowledge of each 
other that I have ever known.'' 

1 Elizabeth married1 P,Ijp~~-~~~~.~!J?,~~~o, , 
I.-N 



CHAPTER XVI 

ASQUITH'S FIRST GOVERNMENT 

• Last days of Campbell-Bannerman-Asquith as Prime Minister-Kissing hands 
at Biarritz-King Edward's reluctance to return to London-:Mr• Morley's 
Peerage-An offer to Swinburne-The Liberal team. J. A. S. 

1908 ON 12th February, 1908, Sir Henry_ Campbell-Bannerman made his 
Age 55 last speech in the House of Commons. The-next day he was unable 

to leave his bed, and was from that time onwards a dying man. But 
he spoke of his illness as "an accident, just like a broken leg," and 
for several weeks was persuaded that he would recover. 

On 2nd March, "having had an excellent night following an 
equally good day," he Wr-ote1 cheerfully to Asquith, both about his 
own state of health and about the prospects of the Government, and 
wound up with an expression of gratitude to his colleagues, " and 
above all to yourself," which drew the following reply: 

March 3, 1908. 
I read your letter to the Cabinet, and in their name I have to con

gratulate you on the clear evidence it affords of your mental vigour and 
of your close and continuous interest in all our affairs. 

The Cabinet are most anxious that you should feel that, much as you 
are missed, they are not only content but eager that you should be relieved 
of all weary and avoidable responsibility for as long a time as may be 
needed for your complete restoration to health. They hope that the 
time may be short, but there is nothing that they would deprecate more 
than that you, or your advisers, should feel that there is any need for 
hurry. 

We all value, and no one more than I, your kind expressions which go 
far beyond what any of us feel that we deserve. .. 

Yours always, 
H. H. ASQUITH. 

On 4th March King Edward visited Campbell-Bannerman in his 
sick room in Downing Street, and on the following day departed 
for Biarritz, in the hope and belief that no change would be necessary 
before his return six weeks later. Before he went the King also saw 

1 Life of Sir Henry Oampbell-Bannerman, II, p. 381. 
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Asquith, 'Yho_ described the interview:jn~J~~~!'..:tg,bis.wife,th~.!3J!~e l90S 
eye:ning : Age 55 

'l'o his Wife. 
10 DOWNING ST. 

. .Mar.:;::;;4;J>:19.08.; 
I .had quite _a pleasant in~rview,.with,theJ5JP:g,~f.~e:r,,tl:!~.,..f:rivy Council 

yesterday. He talked sensibly about the Licensing Bill and ot.):wr such 
matters, and said generally that he thought the offices in the present 
QQvernment were very well filled, and that he would be sorry to see 
anything in the nature of a general shu:(fling of .the cards. The only 
exception he made was --, whom he is anxious to get. rid of, and to 
see Bron (Lord Lucas) of whom he spoke highly in his place. He had 
heard gossip that Winston was anxious to get into the Cabinet keeping his 

• present office of Under-Secretary. He was opposed to this and said that 
Queen Victoria had ve'toeil.·a similar proposal by Rosebery in favour Of 
E. Grey when he was U~er-Secretary for Foreign Af!airs. t.s_a,i<;l:that 
Willi! ton hl!~. ey~rY ... cl~!PJ. ~~~,Q~!:>~~t .~~ ... ap.d_th~,~~~-!J:~d}?~~~V:~~ very, 
well when twice,passed:ov~!}or Lo~ou and McKenna, both of whom ha~ 
inferior claims. The King agreed and,was quite~warm,in .his praise of 
Winston,-·but thought he·must wait till ~ome,!r~al .. Cabinet ~Qffice .fell 
vacant. · ' · 
- He.said·he .had quite made up his.mind to.send.forrme,at.on,cejn.the 
event of-anything happeniiJ.g,toC.,B,,,or,_qf.p_is,,sflp9-ing.in.his t'l:)sign_ation:. 
He thought it a·pity C .. -B. would not go to the Lords, and said there was 
no inconsistency in his doing so with his HousE:) o£ Lords P,olicy. I told 
him I was sure C.-B. woUld never .do it. H/e said he thought C.-B. very 
useful so long as he was equal to the job, as making things smoot!I and 
keeping people together. But.•it ''\Vas, evident .. th:J,h~Y:..,~~!J.!e.~Jring,;upj 
and we must provide for the future : what were my plans 1 T told him 

. !.should do at~ little as possible-probably nothing-to-alter the composk 
r/,'tion of the· Cabinet: o~ shift the me~, at any rat_e until after the Sessio~ 
y.•was over, and,~.thatdn,.the:oomeantlplee~~-"':any-,rratewhsh()W~11'!-:~ep~the 

E_:;cheql!er;· :Me ~.W:J ~2~:-tha:~:tl:J.is~had e~errb_ee:q:<}OJ!f:l>"'~U.HJe~inded,, 
him;that;Mr!~G-~~brn!'li!et~2.~Qip.~;;~'Y!E.~·ilB.~.-S-t;~Qc!,!lle!1Ji!?~{,PI~~~tta.nd' 
qt4(}rE! .. _He said it woUld be far the best arrangement. ·He talked a little, 
aJl over the place, smoking a cigar, about Roosevelt, Macedonia, Congo,' 
etc. He·said that if a change became.n_E)Pe!>sa,ry,_ll.e,.bpp~d,~l""'Y<rQld at 
once.~ come, ol!t., t9.;hirn , a,:t)?i~t:rri.tz. Re~was~:ver-y,..agtee~t:Pl~,.a,p,d,(!J?,dEJd.by' 
asking ,after.,,you,-A!toget~l1~<it,~',v.¥],;. qB:!t.~~~J.i?,a~.!sJ_~~&r,-Jf;~!J:~tti~W.: 1 . . . . . 

From the begi~ning 'of March onwards Campbell-Bannerm~n) 
grew rapidly worse, and the position now became one of great·. 
embarrassment for his colleagues, and especially Asquith, who was I 

presiding· over the Cabi~et ~nd leading the House o:( Commons in : 
his absence. With the King at Biarritz and the Prime Minister 
unable to attend to urgent business; the Government of the t:ountry 
was very nearly in abeyance during the month of March. · But the . 
King was anxious t~at the Prime Minister's resignation, if it became · 
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necessary, should be deferred until his return, and the Cabinet were 
anxious to do nothing which could give pain to their Chief or cause 
him to despond about his condition. All through March the Govern
ment marked time with the sense of change hanging over it, post
poning important decisions and speculating on the future, which for 
some of its members had become somewhat uncertain. 

On 27th March, Campbell-Bannerman sent for Asquith and told 
him that he was dying. He was brave and cheerful, spoke of his 
funeral, of the text he had chosen to be put on his grave, and then 
turned the subject deliberately for a few minutes to things of the 
hour, "patronage, titles, bishoprics," and ended by thanking 
Asquith for being a " wonderful colleague, so loyal, so disinterested, 
so able." "You are the greatest gentleman I ever met. This .is not • 
the last of me; we will meet again, Asquith," were his parting words . • An amiable wish to study the King's convenience joined, it inay 
be, with a natural desire to die in harness, had led Campbell
Bannerman to prolong the situation, but at the end of March his 
doctors advised him that retirement was necessary for his own 
relief. So on 1st April he dictated a letter to the King warning him 
that the formal submission of his resignation was on the way. This 
crossed a telegram from the King urging that this step should be 
deferred to the Easter vacation, but strong representations went 
out to Biarritz as to the impossibility of this delay, and on 3rd April 
the King telegraphed from Biarritz reluctantly accepting the 
resignation. 

It had been generally expected that the King would return to 
London for the appointment of the new Prime Minister and the 
consequent Ministerial changes. But departing from t.he 'Qsual 
practice, King Edward decided to stay at Biarritz, and awaited the 
formal submission by messenger. Then he wrote with his own hand 
to Asquith: 

King Edward to Asquith. 
B:tA.RirTz. 

Apr. 4. 
The King has received a letter from the Prime Minister te~dering .his 

resignation of the important post he occupies, owing to the very precarious 
, state of his health and also by the advice of the medical men who are 

// attending him. Under these circumstances the King regrets that he has 
1 no other alternative but to accept the resignation, and has answered Sir 

Henry CampbeU-Bannerman to that effect. 
The King now; calls on the Chancellor of the Exchequer to form a 

g~vernment, and will be glad to see him here at any time that he can 
conveniently come in order ·to hear from him what proposals he has 
to.make. 

' I 
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Ministers were already chafing at the delay, and thef~King's 1908 (1 desire that Asquith should,colll~.tq)Bi1!,rritz"_e:v.oked.~:ttdi,!>}y,{l~9E~sts. Age 
55 

~:The.Times and other newspapers, characterised" ~l!l'l-.:!!'PP.Oip.tment"_of 
~ Prime Minister, 011 Jq:reign .soil,a~:~~~ i~~j~cPE!iu!_tt_~~.,::tri9- ,9-l!n,g~rous 
(~eparture from.prepJld~nt " : politicians complained that .Asquit~'s 
'absence would fatally disarrange the House of Commons time
table. These objections were pointed out, but the King was firm 
that Asquith should come to him ev~n- if the House of Commons 
had to rearrange its business. 1 ' • · 

Saturday,- 5th_ ,,Apr!L ""F,!l_§l_,.~p~n,t,.J~v:~r!_s}3l;r.!'t,i~sA!'!Peryi~wJng :a£ol
leagues .a:nd ,pl}tttng.,tlie last touches,.tp.the,revised,list_,of~Ministers 

• to~besubmitted-vto,theXing. The news was now out, and,there is a 
characteristic glimpse of Asquith_in his Wife's Diary shutting him~ 
self up against' the siity newspaper men who came to Cavendish 
Square and stubbornly refusing to diSclose either his own plans or 
the King's, or the time of his departure for Biarritz, if he went, or 
anything else that was requisite for the desired "news story." He 
slipped away on Sunday afternoon, 'and reported himself "com~ 
fortably lodged in the King's Hotel, Biarritz," the .following evening. 
He•-w:rote~tozhis;;wifetthe,-following.day: ____ ' 

EIAJl,RITZ. 
To kis Wife. 

• ' •. i>'f ~ . . ! 

A]J!il,(j,,.J9,0.~. 
This,mornitlg:l:Pl1t,on--a.fr_gck~co~~·~.~~d,es()orted"by~~l!lrit~;;and old 

.. /stanley Clarke went to the King, who was similarly attired. Lpr~sented 
("·!rim- with_ a _ ~i~~~n I~s_ignation of_ .tht:~ offi.ce. of, Chr,, ,_of1.~he--~xr., and he 

t4en-said;,J,.!,I appoint you P.M. and 1st Lo!'d of:tll_e..'l'_re~tswy," wh~'l'!\upon 
I knelt· down,and ·kissed -his· hand., ,Voila tout ! 

IIe,theJJ-.~l>:ed.m_e,t~_(_)o:rp.e_into;tl;_e,Il~~t~roQm,and,,bre~~~~h"i~A_him. 
We were quite alone for an hour, and I went over all the appointments 
with him .. He made no objection to any of them and discussed the 
various men very fre(')ly and with a good deal of shrewdness. 

f am going to .dine in his company at Mrs. Cassel's villa to-night. T,!J,e 
~eather here is vileJ)eyond description;,pomingr~inp,!l!J.··p!~n.ty~,gf7~nd. 
I leave kere at 12 noon to-morrow (Thursday) and arrive Charing Cross 
{>:12 Friday afternoon. : - . 

The Ministerial changes were important, and not least the appoint
mE}n,t of Mr. ·Lloyd George to be Chancellor:of-:.th!:l:zExQhequer. 1t 
will be seen that Asquith had changed his mind ab~ut retaining the 

_Chancellorship of the Exchequer for himself. between the end of 
1 It was whispered at one moment that King Edward entertained the idea of 

holding the Privy Council at which Ministers were to kiss hands in Paris, where he 
had intended to .stay on his way home. Asquith, howe:ver, ,wasdirm ,on,the .• point 
that this,cer(1mo~y,should .. tak!J.Plll.~.e ~ .. ~!1-~~I,l·. · · - ·· · · -- -· ~. "'·-~- ·- · · 
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February when he saw the King in London, and on 8th April, when 
he -kissed hands at Biarritz. The other principal changes were the 
substitution of Lord Crewe for Lord Elgin at the Colonial Office, and 
of Mr. McKenna for Lord Tweedmouth at the Admiralty, and the, 
promotion to the Cabinet of Mr. Winston Churchill as President of 
the Board of Trade, and Mr. Runciman as President of the Board of 
Education. Lord Tweedmouth, whose health had for some time 
been causing uneasiness, became President of the Council, but this 
consolation prize ga~Ve him no great satisfaction ; and Lord Elgin, 
who was unaffectedly surprised at his displacement, declined the 
Marquisate which was offered him. He had been a faithful adminis
trator but he had taken little part in the collective work of the • 
Government either in Parliament or on the platform, and Asquith 
was anxious tha,t the highest offices should -ee filled by younger men 
who would bring political strength to his Ministry. Of Lord Crewe's 
ability and wisdom in council he had always the highest opinion. 

The change which most surprised the public was the grant of a 
Viscounty to Mr. John Morley. Lord Morley has himself described1 

how this came about : 

" It was one afternoon at this time2 that Asquith came to my official 
room at the House of Commons, and told me that he understood the King, 
then at Biarritz, would send for him to kiss hands as the new Head of 
the Government. 'Yes, of course,' I said, 'there could be no thought 
of anything else, that is quite certain.' He hoped I should remain with 
him, and would like to know if I had any views for myself. ' I suppose,' 
I said, ' that I have a claim from seniority of service for your place at 
the Exchequer, but I don't know that I have any special aptitude for it 
under present prospects ; and I am engaged in an extremely important 
and interesting piece of work. As you know, my heart is much in it, and 
I should be sorry to break off. So, if you approve, I will stay at the India 
Office, and go to the House of Lords.' ' Why on earth should you go 
there 1 ' ' Because, though my_ eye is not dim, nor my natural force 
abated, I have had a pretty industrious life and I shall do my work all 
the better for the comparative leisure of the other place.' He made no 
sort of difficulty; so, after cordial words of thanks from him and good 
wishes from me, we parted." • . 

Among the congratulations which poured in on him, Asquith 
valued none more than those which came from old Oxford and 
especially old Balliol friends such as Sir Alfred Milner and Lord 
Curzon. If he could have desired anything at this moment it would 
have been thatm~n)ik~Y, Jowett anq._Tho~aaHillGreen :g::tight.have 
bee_n,_ aJive~t~.see-that. th{}ir belief.inJiliJl~~cJ..!>Y...Yn. )!J!?Fgi.ed. _ One of ·--

( 1 Recollections, pp. 248-9. 2 i.e. early in April. 
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~b.!~ .• Jir§~~~~~,cf£i~~.J:.Wwst~l' .... ~fl:Sxtp.~off~r-.a~p~~i2!l~tQ;:~P.~~p~ji, 
f~i:.§:.lJ'..i.nhUJ:l1;f!,-,anoth~&..famous,so:Q.:r~!'::::B.aUiol.. T.he,o£fer .. :ww>,.,dfilclined 

in~ ... gra,Q.€liJJ.l:rl~tter,.:. 

1908. 
Age 55 

" ¥ ou . must .not .think, n;u~"'ins~n~ible to the,.cor.di~l. cq~~sy~:...oLy_our 
.Jetre,r," wrote th~ poet, "I~.'I .d~cline;·the.offer, of,:a;:peJl!lio:p. But _the·~ 
~ remembrance.of,Jo:wett; .a friend to whom I owe a debt of regard whiCh, 

after his death, I did what I could to repay,.gives me pleasure in offt;Jring 
· to another' 'old Balliol roan my own-equally cordial acknowledgment of 

his 'courtesy." · ' 

. ---
We may pause here to glance at the,team of .which Asqui,]h now 

found-hi:mself..the..-leader,· They were a company of exceptionally 
distinguished .and brilliant men, and if el~quence, learning, liter~ry 
accomplishment, and 4:lng experience in affairs are of value to the 
State, he was well fortified. Colleagues fall naturally into groups ; 
the veterans of long service ·and the younger men coming for the 
first ,time into the ·cabinet or the Governme:h,t. The •• principal 
veterans' were Lord Ripon, whose Cabinet service dated from 

.... • . ..,._ ·--o!!;...oll!t~-lo '" ' ~., .• ~ ~- • -. 

Palmerstonian times; Lord Morley, who had been Mr. 9-ladsto:tte's 
right hand man twenty years earlier·; and Lord--Loreburn;·-the 
Lord ·Chancellor; ··who -as·· Sir···Rubeit"'Heid~familiarly·"'known as 

. ".;Ji<?.;.b....>;.~:eid," arid like Asquith, a so,n of Ballioi-:-;::-had.b~C::I1~.21J2itor-
fGeneraqn_~9~4RoseherY''s Gov~:qup.~gt. . . , 
~~ """,~§R~~Y.£~~g;"~~1i~a_;gli:QEjRJ?.JQ;~l!J<W.h~i..®£f~~~t~.€:lUIJ.li;r,s,;;ffis 
.·"Sincere P.evotion to principles, his ~esire~to help..in an"y.'and,e:v:~ry 

way, his entire freedom from 'jealousy and vanity ·.~.1:\>!!~;~,bJm~the 
!,..deaLCahin~~!!!~te_r,-.df..th(3;.;.2~,~g~2!,,..Jiis quiet and dignified 
departure on a conscientious. scruple remote from politics was in 
keeping with his whole life. Asquith, in common with·alHhe younger 
~iberals, had.a great respect and liking·for-him~and··thought-it a 
privilege··to ·have hini•in::his · Gabinet. 
' Morley: and,Loreburn.:were.less,easy: .. bed~fellows. They were not, 
like-:-Rii?~~'iliei~i-;;;"'th'efh'ad. played. con-
1'\picum!s parts in the ·South African dissensions of the party ; and 
the succession of Asquith as PrimlfMinister, though unchallengeable~ 
almost ineyit~bly appeared to them as the triumph of the !$choo1 of 
Liberalism which they had steadily opposed. They were the older 
men with a longer record of serVice, and 'he was the youngel'.,who 
had passed·them~on~the.road., Asqu!th and Loreburn never, as the 
<Sa~g is,. hit,it o~. !:,.orp}:HII'Il;.'!~xQ~£~!':tt~hgll,iY~$l.2BJl~ir~~~i~g 

'¢...c.£\§q!lit!!~lJo!:&P,~.!i£~~;,:J?l$!-'S~•:..~P.9:;.ht~;..~uspicion that the .foreign policy. 
of the Government was coloured by., the latent jingoism of the~ 

' 

/ 
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1908 Imperialist section broke out into open (and retrospective) hostility 
Age 

55 in later years when he had left the Cabinet. The different tempera
/"'inents of the two men made confidence and intimacy between them 
( .. difficult, and Lord Loreburn for the most part kept within his legal 
#'Department, which he ruled with an iron hand, brooking no_inter

ference. 
With M;_grJey -:th~-~~~~-4i~~n~. Asquith took the greatest 

pleasure in :j\Iorley's socjety. His charming manners and delightful 
talk, his spacious av-d ·discursive way of approaching even small 
things, were all after Asquith's own heart, and made for a real 
intimac..y: which helped at difficult moments. That Morley was often 
difficult it would be idle to deny. He was always hinting at resigna- • 
tion ; he had grievances and discontents of which the most earnest 
research failed to discover the whys and wherefores ; he seemed to 
shrink from the means to ends which he greatly desired. He could 
be at the same time very angry and very charming, and which he 
meant to be was not always easy to decide. Through it all Asquith 
was patient and tactful, and, if occasionally he permitted himself a 
humorous or impatient comment, he had a high sense of Morley's 
value to the Government, and knew that he was worth the pains it 
sometimes took to keep him. 

It was said in after days that Asquith had no party in his own 
Government. He held the balance so evenly between left wing and 
right wing, and was so fair to all that none could claim him as a 
partisan. This was true, but it required a certain suppression of the 
old Adam in a man who was given to strong preferences and anti
pathies. There were times when the air seemed to vibrate with his 
unspoken comments. But his friendships were warm and constant ; 
and there were certain men whose judgments and counsels he trusted 
supremely. He was perfectly in step with . Edwaa:d .. Gl'ey ; the 
two men seemed to know each other's minds instinctively, and 
through all the difficult years that followed their pre-established 
harmony saved the friction and trouble that so often set in between 
Prime Ministers and Foreign Secretaries. Another special c~nfidant 
was Lord Crewe, to whose wisdom, fairness, and coolness in emer
gencies he so often bore witness. Hal4atle~ .. the earliest friend of all, 
had also his special footing, and Asquith's respect and admiration 
for this old friend's 'unceasing activities and far-reaching interests 
were only qualified, if at all, by occasional perplexity at his meta· 
physical approach to seemingly simple objects. To follow Haldane 
into the clouds needed, as he used to say, a special kind of education 
which he had not had. Then, there was ~~~~~jp:el,l, _who also 

> ~ ',. • ,,_ ' 

·l 
/' 
I , 
I ' . 
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.(· ·h .. ad .... a .... s_pe .. · . ci.alfoo. tin. g.. . >As·. qui.th. ·_,d ... eli. gh.J .. eA!~.JP.·,_·~.~.o. :!!_·~~_·_"'. • .. ~_M.~;y ___ .·_·.Jll __ .·_~,.s .. pren. g g.ustsror,.g.~~:f82!1~~,J!i.~.~.!tPPreciati{{I.l..2f. • .R\.W2,l', .... ~R,:;J,:~~r~ .• Ln 
politics.~tl.ldJJj;er?.!yure. l?oliticsta:tld•literatu;'e:twi:x~!i~lJP.;:~~-<F.ap,y.l~.gur 
~itb,,J3i;rr~ll·:were,among:the'fl'efr~sg!fl_ents~thatilie::m9}?;t,:enjoyed: 
' Others who were youriger in years but veterans in politics were 

Herbert Gladstone, Sydney "Buxton, Lewis Harcourt, Lord. Fitz-· 
~aurice, and John ':Burns. Some of these were intimate friends, 
especially G~adstone and Buxton who. had, so to speak, grown up 
with him in political life, and with all there wi:lis the familiarity of 
long association. Ill health withdrew Fitzmaurice after. eighteen 
months, but it was a special pleasure to Asquith to have been able to 

• bring him into the Cabinet for even a short time, for he held his work 
as a historian and student of politics to be of high value. Not to 
wor:ry Ministers in their•Departments was :W.s general rule, and he 
resisted much pressure to disturb the. "crusted Conservatism·" 
w,hich was alleged against John Burns in his conduct of the Local 
Government Board. If there was any one Department on which 
he specially kept his eye, it was the Home Office. He had filled it 
himself, and he knew the difficulties and the manifold opportunities 
it offers for getting a Government irito trouble;~ 

There ;was :in-:the ~ early"w~?,rs ,~,p~t~.m~J;q;r,r~!!~Y .. iJ!"#i&~~;T,:~t~~iR~Ao 
Ll0yd ,Gegrgf;}-.:a~d,"!!:W;i~!'ltQp,"fQ}},w.;f;h.ijl, ..• ~lle .. was: greatly. attracted .. by 
both ; he liked tg~i!~!,"9h,Elf.~ll£~.'\~:p-~4y.J;~~]i~Y.~~pd when they got 
into scrapes, was apt to look on with amused· indulgence.: At one 
time a combination of Asquith and Lloyd George-each supplying 
what was deficient in the other-seemed likely to be for a long 
period the dominant power in British politics, but-the ultimate tests 
revealed differences of character and temperament which were 
bound to clash. Bei:q.g wha~ lw. wa.s, ~J9yd G:~«;>rg~'~"p~S,l!;~~;9.~.nec~s
sity a· standing"cha:llenge,·to.the .. dassicaLtradit.ion .oLAsquith, Of 
the. younger men coming for the first time into the Cabinet, rl\1:pJ~x-n.na 

and,l~W!!!i..WJLA&~~~~~ll,PPJY.:::~~~~~~E1"'9f:·P~<isi~~JLE:<l~.~:ffi
ciency-that ,a~ mo_~~f!L.G:~f!l2~J.!i:.:!!~~ds, ~ McKenna had married 
the daug\ter of Lady Jekyll;, one of Asquith's oldest friends; and 
gained his special footing partly that way, but Asquith·-·had·gteat 
trust in him and rated his,abi.Mti~s .• y~:rYAJ..igh.,.,;McKenna and Lloyd 
George were not fated to appreciate each other, and Asquith was 
often hard put to it to compose their differences in a manner which 
did justice to both, but whatever the result, he never grudged the 
pains and was determined; if he could, to keep both. 

O.l!tsiq.~~]....,.Capjg~~~ Fe:rE),.,_t}le, very able gro11p .of.legal._o§gers
W. S. Robso.Q; S. T. Evans, Thomas Shaw, Alexander Ure-presEmtly 

/ 
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1908 tg-'-~..J.~~..hY.--:-ft~~ ,J;,saacs. a?-d .Stanl~y Buckmaster-willi, 
Age 55 who~ as a..law~yer_ he had~ a special .touch.- ~·Robson- was one of 

his most intimate friends, and he had the highest opinion of his 
legal capacity and brilliant Parliamentary gifts. Among the younger 
men holding the lesser offices were George Lambert, and Francis 
Acland, the son of his old friend, Arthur Acland, and two others
soon to have Cabinet rank-whom from the first he regarded as 
coming men, ~~,;§:~;t!l_?e~ and Charles Masterman, the latter 
unhappily destined to have only a brief career in which he won 
special distinction by brilliant work in and out of Parliament during 
the Sickness and other Insurance controversies of HH2 and 1913. ~~\ 
Unde:j:_Secr.etacy...,to"the.l!Ollle_Oftice, Mr~Banul.~~~ped_him to pilot .. 
1:lls Licensing· Bill tluough.the.Ho~s.e. of CQID.Il,l~t·1Lll!l. he said more 
than once that of its kind this was as famtlessly efficient a Pa-rlia
mentary performance as he could remember. Four others who came· 
in due time to the Cabinet were McKinnon Wood, Charles Hobhouse, 
Colonel Seely, and Lord Lucas. Lucas, the "Bron Herbert " of the 
earlier days, was a beloved friend of the inner circle whose death in 
the War was a heavy grief, but all had Parliamentary gifts or other 
qualities which early in the life of the Government Asquith marked 
down as qualifying for !>Uccession to the Cabinet. "Jack Pease" 
(afterwards Lord Gainford) who now became Chief Whip was always 
in favour with Asquith, who had a high opinion of his administrative 
abilities. Another young man whom it was naturally a pleasure to 
have associated with him was his brother-in-law, "Jack" Tennant 
-successively Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade, 
Financial Secretary and Under Secretary for War, and Secretary for 
Scotland-whose industry, competence, and nimbleness at question 
~me won him the respect of the House. ~t.,.ana.ther_w,ith _whom 
later he was to..have_intJmate personal.&> well.as ,politicalrelation
Vhips was EdFi~ -¥~31g~,.:,. 

Every Government has its "characters," and there were three 
especially in his first Government for whom Asquith had a warm 
regard. First Lord Carrington, afterwards Marquess of Lillcolnshire, 
country gentleman and radical politician (very shrewd of his kind), 
racy of speech, simple, straight and trusty in character, who became 
.President of the Board of Agriculture. Next, Lord Althorp, filling 
the office of Lord Chamberlain, the "Bobby Spencer" of old days, 
immaculate in dress and choking high collar, who had explained to 
the House of Commons that he "was not an agricultural labourer," 
but who was in fact quite a serious man under a rather deceptive 
exterior. Third, but not last, Alec Murray, Master of Elibank, for 
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.the ID()~~ll~.,C<?~ptroller of the Household; but soon to. succeed I 90S 
·Jack Pease as Chief Whip. In the coming years the Master was to Age 

55 

be the busiest of politicians, and no picture of any crisis is complete 
.without being_ mentally filled in wi~h his figure behind _the scenes, 
indefatigably at work building bridges, combining incompatibles, 
sympathising-with all grievances, and when any two of the team 
were quarrelling, explaining to each in turn what charming things 
the other was saying about him behind his . back. lie thought 
Asquith and Lloyd George working together to lie the ideal political 
combination, and up to the time of his death, he continued to believe 

!~-that, if he had remained on the scene, _he could have prevented 
• their rupture. . ' , . 

1 ~~.2-~~:.,~~~~~,~~!.£¥ii~£~~~g;gi)~P~~gfi'~~31,~%Minister,-
and, while modestly.apptaismg his own-part,- he,mamtamed-.tocthe _ 
ebd.that it·was "a~great.Government:" But across the floor of the 

> 
House were 

1
other men who were to' be equally important to his \ 

f~rtunes in the coming years, and especially John Redmond, the 
1'1eader of the Irish party. Though .. Redmond:~.life ha.dJtt:;.~!l;.A'lP~nt 
~as .. a /leader of insurgents- in the-political ,.wilderp_ess,, he and. ~quith 

had fundamentally-much,in:,common. Botk were. above all-.. things 
Rouse of Commons men,,both in.,their approach to Parliament .. and 
in their manner of speech were in .the,classicai.t;aditi~n. --Behind the 
s~enes the two men understood each other perf~ctly, and"needed no 
v'oluminous explanations to see and make allowance for each other's 
difficulties. There was much plain- speaking, as the, records show, 

-but never or scarcely ever a .misunderstanding: Trust in ,Asquith 
on the part of the Irish was to count for a great deal in the years tha,t 
followed, for there were many occasio_ns on which the Government 
might easily have been wrecked, if trickery or dishonesty had been 
suspected ,on either side. Asquith was on good terms with all the/ 

!~~~/;~:ria~;~!W!~~;p;~~::~~t~~;i~;~~;;~:::_~~:~~: .v - .-

admrration. -
Relati~ns with the Opposition were to be greatly strained in the 

coining years, and though he .bore it with great dignity, Asquith 
certainly took no pleasure in the d~nunciation which descended upon 

· his head. ,To draw this lightning seemed to be the positive aim of 
,f some of his colleagues, but, whether directed against himself or 
l:~?the~s, all noi,~e and tulmult offended Asq~th. ~e:t.hQ:qgp.~ !!_ni~y 

\_ln~di:fference .. ~- to ~be ""the. essence .. of,. English .. pqJ.itiQI?, ,..~p._<l_,!>~F-"' .no 
linCOJ?-Sistency~between-,.private.,frJendships;;;&n,q,,:puR~i.£,_.,9}~£~Hqes. 
,:At times· he· incurred-,a·gpod,deal·of·criticism..for,hisjnth:na,cy.,;with 
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Opposition leaders, some of whom, and especially BaJfeur .. had been 
close and life-long friends. Campbell-Bannerman looked askance 
at .these friendships, and. thought they should be confined to the 
ordinary courtesies of occasional intercourse. This was never 
Asquith's view. HeJiked_cle:ver people of all.the polit.icaLc.amps, 
and thought free intercourse between them likely to correct the 
more dangerous misunderstandings of opposing points of view which 
~~eaten not only party but national interests. Friendships of this 
lf.nd w~r~ to be.s€.Were1y -tested.in.,the coming. years, but Asquith 
{always thought,it .a"misfortUJ;~.e .. wJJ.~:q. .. ~Y. w:e.:r.a broken. 

t-- • 

• 
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The following table shows the changes in offices and personnel 
between Campbell-Bannerman's Government and Asquith's first 
GoV"e:rhmen.t : · · - · 

Sir Henry Oampbell
Bannerman's 

• 1905-1908. 
Mr. Asquith's 

1908. 
Sir H. Campbell-Ban- First Lord of the Treasury Mr. Asquith 

nerman • (Prime Minister) 
(Prime Minister). · " 

Lord Loreburn. Lord Chancellor Lord Loreburn. 
Earl of Crewe. Lord President' of Council Lord Tweedmouth. 
Marquess of ~ipon Lord Privy Seal Marquess of Ripon. 
Mr. Asquith. , Chancellor of Exchequ,er Mr. Lloyd George. 
Sir Edward Grey. 

1 
Foreign Secretary ' Sir Edward Grey. 

Earl of Elgin. Colonial Secretary Earl of Crewe. 
Mr. John Morley. Secretary for India , Viscount Morley of 

Mr. Herbert Gladstone.
Mr. Haldane. 

Home Secretary , 
Secretary for War 

Lord Tweedmouth. 
Earl of A berdeen. 
Lord Justice Walker. 
Mr. John Sinclair. 
Sir Henry Fowler. 

Mr. Lloyd George. 
Mr. John Burns. 

First Lord of Admiralty 
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland 
Lord Chancellor of Ireland 
Secretary for Scotland 
Chancellor of the Duchy 

' President Board of Trade 
President Local Govern

mentBoard 
Earl Carrington. President Board of Agri-

, ' culture 
Mr. Augustine Birrell} 

(1905-7,. _ President Board of Educa-
Mr~ R. )McKenna tion 

(1907) - ' 
Mr.Lewi s Harcourt. · First Commissioner of 

Mr. Bryce(l905-7). 
Mr. Birrell (1907). 
Mr. Sydney Buxton. 
Mr.R.McKenna 

(1905-7). 
Mr. W. Runciman 

{1907). 

Works 

}chief Secretary, Ir~land 
Postmaster-General 

} 
Financial Secretary to 

Treasury 
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Blackburn {Mr. John 
Morley). 

Mr. Herbert Gladstone. 
Mr. Haldane. 
Mr. McKenna. 
Earl of Aberdeen. 
Lord Justice Walker. 
Mr. John Sinclair. 
Viscount W olverha:m:p-

ton (Sir Henry" Fow· 
ler). 

'Mr. Churchill. 
Mr. John Burns. 

Earl Carrington. 

Mr. Runciman. 

Mr. Lewis Harcourt.' 

Mr. Birrell. 

Mr: Sydney Buxton. 

Mr. C. E. Hobhouse. 
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Mr. George Whiteley. 

Mr. ,T. A. Pease. 
Mr. Herbert Lewis. 
Mr. F. Freeman-

Thomas (1905~6). 
Captain Cecil Norton 

(1906). 
Mr. J. M. Fuller {un

paid), {1906-7). 
Mr. J. M. Whitley (un-

paid), (1907). 

l 

Patronage Secretary to Mr. George Whiteley. 
a:'reasury 

rMr. J. A. Pease. 
. Mr. Herbert Lewis. 

J u~1}r Lords of Treasuryl Captain Cecil Norton. 
Mr. J. M. Whitley 

(unpaid). 

Mr. R. K. Causton. • Paymaster-General Mr. R. K. Causton. 
Mr. George Lambert. Civil Lord of Admiralty Mr. George Lambert. 
Mr. Edmund Robert- Secretary to the Admiralty Dr. Macnamara. 

son. 
Mr. Herbert Samuel. 
Lord Fitzmaurice. 

Mr. Churchill. 
Earl of Portsmouth. 
Mr. John E. Ellis 

(190~6). 
Mr. C. E.Hobhouse 

(1907). 

Under Home Secretary 
Under-Secretary for 

Foreign Affairs • 
Under Colonial Secretary 
Under Secretary for War 

} Unde< Soom""Y fo< India 

Secretary Board of Trade 

Mr. Herbert Samuel. 
Lord Fitzmaurice. 

Colonel Seely. 
Lord Lucas. 

Mr. T. R. Buchanan. 

Mr. H. E; Kearley. Mr. H. E. Kearley. 
Mr. W.Runciman 

(1905~7). 
Dr. T. J .Macnamara 

(1907). 
Mr. Thomas Lough. 

} 
Secretary Local Govern- Mr. C. F. G. Masterman. 

mont Board 

Pari. Sec. Board of Educa- Mr. McKinnon Wood. 
tion 

Mr. T. R. Buchanan. Financial Secretary, War Mr. F. D. Acland. 
Office 

Mr. T. W. Russell Vice-President Irish Board Mr. T. W. Russell. 
(1907). of Agriculture 

Sir J. Lawson Walton } 

S. PW905S-8R). b Attorney-General 1r .. oson 
(1908). 

Sir W. S. Robson } 
fl905-8). . Solicitor-General 

SirS. T. Evans {1908) 
Mr. Thomas Shaw. Lord Advocate 
Mr. Alexander Ure. Solicitor-General for 

Mr. R. R. Cherry. 

Mr. Redmond Barry. 

Scotland 
Attorney-General for 

Ireland 
Solicitor-General for 

Ireland 

Household Appointments. 

Sir W. S. Robson. 

SirS. T. Evans. 

Mr. Thomas Shaw. 
Mr. Aloxande~ Ure. 

Mr. R. R. Cherry. 

Mr. Redmond Barry. 

Earl of Liverpool 
(1905-7). 

Earl Beauchamp 
{1907). 

} Lonl Stewanl Ead Boauobamp. 
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Viscount Althorp. Lord Chamberlain {£2,000). Viscount Nthorp. 
Earl of Sefton J M f 

(1905-7). aster o the Horse Earl of Granard. 

. ,, Earl of Granard (1907). 
Sir Edward Strachey. Treasurer of the House- Sir EdwardStrachey. 

,hold 
!I'he Master of Elibank. Comptroller of the House- The Master of Elibank. · 

hold 
Mr. Wentworth Beau-} 

mont 1905-7). ·v· Ch b 1 . 
Mr. J. M. F. Fuller lCe· .am e~ am 

(1907). . . 
Mr. J. :M. F. Fuller. 

• 



CHAPTER XVII 

A PERSONAL CHAPTER 
• 

Asquith as a man-Intellect and character-Public estimate of his character at 
fault--His refusal to correct misunderstanding or misjudgment--Idiosyncrasies 
of conduct--Tenacity of habit--Physical toughness-Relaxations-Golf and 
Bridge-Methods with bores-Absorption in byways and oddities of literature _ 
-Relations with his family-Its atmosphere and personnel-Finances-Some 
impressions recalled. C. A . 

• 
THE last few chapters have been concerned with my father in his 
public life, but before going forward, it ma;y _!Je _ w.ell to glance at 
some of his qualities as a man and_to_r{W_all)~~~tiil:e-Of.him~f:!..!te 
a:ePJared to his l?-mily and his intimates in tho~ears when he was 
ge pr1me ofli[Efanatli~_holder gfj!!_e hi.s§est .2!2~ in t,g~~~!e· 

I 

M~is_g.isti_Il_cpio!l_!!:s a_putn lay i~ th~_,Hlli~n £La~;,.}~~ellect 
and cliaracter~-ea:di_E.Qt:9iflj -~:~J~2_rdinarl in texture, ~ut mal-ked 
~certaif! grandeur-()fmol!l<G,i,ld §.<Ja.ie. _J.t 1Y_as his inteiiect which 
lltst ~a.£~<!1~e~IT~;..J\findlli1ts-Stion~nd firier mani
feStations was in P.ir.n_somethinyervasive: bone of his bone, and 
Hesh of his flesh-. -Subtract mte ectfrom some men, and there is 
little visible change: from others, and there remains a recognisable 
shell of personality. He without intellect, and even without his 
special type of intellect, would have been almost a contradiction in 
terms, as meaningless as a hunchback without his hunch, or a 
sandwich-man without his boards. Until middle life-indeed until • he became Prime Minister in 1908, he was considered by all but his 
intimates as the embodiment of passionless reason, hard and clear 
as diamm:~1ct1twastoCfeat"'earstha:t·-tordl'tOsefiery'-'fr{ ·the 
"iii"neties proclaimed "t'he qualities -of his heart more remarkable 
even than those of his head. When he acceded to supreme office, 
some incident-his emotion it may be, at Cal!l.Rbell-Bannerman's 
death or hjs omi~:e_eech ~Y--.!lW~U~Tton=<lect~ea him 
millsputab1y human, and ~ 'episoiies collfumect ana broadcast 

208 
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this,rev:elation. The public never quite recovered from its surprise. 
Proceeding to attribute to him with justice manifold. virtues -of the 
heart, it overswung itself, and en<;Ied with a conception as one-sided 
as that with which it had started ; a conception in which patience, 
loyalty, and-magnanimity bulked so large as almost toovershadow 
the astonislpng mental endo~ment which had until then monopoli~ed 
its attention. . 

Yet then, as earlier, the mind was in'l~rgepart the man; and as 
to the quality of his intellectual equipment aU instructed ~bservers 
speak with a consentient voice. Gaps of course it had, and dumb 
notes. It-was-not-artistically::'creative·:,.-it-had-no,tUJ.!Il-for.ideology 

· ~r.system.building.: was fashioned~ot to see visions but to handle 
• urgent practical questions : 1 not to. i~agine, but' to unravel, to 

weigh, to judge, to reas<;~n, to act. But.the.d~fects •. o;f',its .. qualities 
l?erve to point--the .qu,alities~themselves. It would be wearisome 
and otiose to cite the tributes which these last have drawn from the 
most diverse quarters during almost ~very phase of his career. Some 
have dwelt for preference on the speed of assimilation, the organi~ing 
grasp which took in a rabble- of fact and sent it forth an army: 
others on the richly stored and faultlessly accurate memory, or the 
instinctive mastery of the perf~ctly placed and chosen. word : others. 
again on the weight and preci~ion of argumentation, or the mobility 
with which the mind's whole muster could be concentrated almost 
in. an instant and deployed .in any direction. .When every discount 
has been made, the intellect which wielded with such easy command 

. this varied panoply was a thing of majestic power : within the limita~ 
tions of'its type, and for the purpose to which it was mainly dedi-
cated, as nearly 'perfect as may well be. l ' 

During the last decade of his life his mind was rarely " extended " : 
there is a visible slackening not so much of its fibre, as of the will to 
use it, accounted for in part by the shocks and jar.s of eight. years 
of supreme office in circumstances of uilexampled strain, and in part 
by the numbin blow illflicted b the death of his eldest son in 1916. 
Bu dunQg the periOd alrea y surveyed an most o t e ong years 
of his Premiership, his faculties were at their hei ht and carried him 
on effortless. wings over ohe o stac e a ter another, displaying in 
their course ever fresh reserves of power with every call made on 
them by an mierminal51e crescendo of alarums and crises. 

lJ:is true-character.was.obscured for a long.time, to all but friends 
and colleagues, l]y; . an ~e;-tr~me r emotional ·_r~serve. __ -The--j)ubiic 
indeed in the entf"m~mm. generously witii certain attributes 
·fhich he unquestionably possessed.: largeness of nature, cliivairy,~ 

I.-o ·, ·• 
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and honourable scruple, the loyalty that takes nothing and gives 
with both hands. But beneath these garments he remained to them 
to the end something of an abstraction. Only those who were in 
close contact saw the m:ffiviaual wlio wore them ; they alone could 
estimate the shyness, the sensitiveness, the delicacy, the emotional 
warmth and generosity of his temperament : qualities which found 
expression less in words that in countless unadvertised acts of kind
ness, of sympathy, of consideration, and of forbearance. He 
inspired in those who knew him a devotion which was limited only 
by the measure of their knowledge, rising in those who knew him 
best to the intensity of a passion. That niore did not know him as 
he was, was in part due to his own nature. A certain tuality blent of _ 
~ej, rid,e, and even arro ance veiled Ii'i:w fmm t ~ . ublic. aze. 

e a to commend himse to t e world 8n his own terms or none : 
for the right reasons or not at all. !le-would not descend to exJ?lana
tions or edit or dramatize hi~,~l:[Jor popular-consumption. When 

i:F?oice at a meeting cried:'" That was when you murdered the 
miners at Featherstone in 1892," his only retort was to correct the 
date. When crowds cheered him in the streets during the early days 
of the War he hurried by with averted face, pretending even to 
himself that he was not the object of the demonstration. When in 
1915 certain newspapers, inspired by Lord French, reviled him for 
misleading the public about the deficiency of shells, he did not 
produce Lord Kitchener's letter which contained his vindication 
until years after the event, and then only in defence of Lord 
Kitchener's memory. Again, in 1918, when the Pemberton Billing 
trial added its quota of mud to the spate of obloquy which eddied 
round his name, the most it could draw from him was a single 
contemptuous sentence about persons of " low intelligence and high 
credulity." The same quality finds expression in his curious com
bination of ambition with a complete absence of '~ush." He 
desired supreme office, but beyond doing every job-that- came his 
way as well as possible, he never fought for it. To thrust, or lobby, 
or intrigue, or concilate powerful enemies whom he did :r!ot respect 

. would have been to abjure his own nature. For a position gained or 
· · 

1 
retained on these terms he had no use : advancement, high office 

·t--..._ tnust fall to him by consent, or he would have none of them. " I 
, never wrestle with a chimney sweep," says a figure in Boswell's 

Johnson ; and though my father minded far more than was 
imagined the misjudgment and disloyalty· which he endured with 
such outward composure, he would have minded still more the 
~ualor of stoopil;!g to the level of some ofhiS noisier critics ana-of 
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talking to· them in t~e only language they could understand. The 
same fastidiousness lay behind his obstinate appeahl to reason, and 
refusal or incapiwity to address himself to sentiment or prejudice, · 
notwithstanding every proof of thei;r hold over,tM mass of human 
bei~gs. . . 1 • 

His shrinkin_g from the .limelight even .of posthumous publicity 
appeatsfurtherin his refusal of a pU:blicfuneral, and in his reluctance 

tflo have his life written. 'He went,.indeed,~e-far.as.to .. declare.th~t.he 
\ ifoul~ do. hisb~st ,to, make -any-.biog~aplry"impos.siple,"\}p.,d .. it.,tP.9k.all 

tl?.e diplomacy of Mr. S ender~than~whom .. he .. had"no .. moresalued 
personal friend-or-e oser o 1 wa ·confidant~te,J'econc~le.him¥t<;> .. the 
meVI a e. ' _£ it must· be," he said, "'I would• sooner be in your 
hands than in any." But by thi~ time he had destroyed much 
valvable material and. seriously embarrassed the task of his 
biographers; 

n.· 
In his private life he displaye~ i~ _an unusual. degree those 

idiosyncrasies, or:_;_to borrow a term from the eighteenth-century 
vocabUlary he loved-those " :ilqdosities" of habit arid conduct which 
mark their owner as a "character.~' Not .that.he_ was.in theJeast 
eccentric or remote frpm_the.humaiqlQrm .. "His intellectuali'ange and 
CUriOSity f!ll'nished in abundal:).Ce points of contact with all types; 
With. s9holars ap.<,l business men, with.ecclesiastics.·and soldiers,. with 
.racing men, heralds,-· and experts. in chess, he .~c0uld~discus_s,...their 
spec!alities ~ .. ~~J""t~~mms,.often ex~osing joints in their armour and 
filling gaps in their knowledge' while continua)ly replenishing his 
own, But of the neutrality of tint which makes so many men a 
mere repli~a of their surroundings, he had no trace .. Thus he never 
concealed from doctors his disbelief in the value. of. their art, .or 
missed an opportunity in their company of emphasising his contempt 
for the therapeutic ptetensiom of exercise ap.d fresh air. With dog 
lovers he fearlessly paraded his indifference to the dumb creation,_ 
an,d mu!!icians were never left in dou9t that he considered. their 
performances a compound ~f n9ise: and 1;misance, which was oply 
tolerable if not too loud.1 l.!l:::~ll:,<lQ~Pl!W(:}.I:!.-:4~~F:a,s,¥im~elf,~a,~d,all 

. that-he did a~d said bore his signature.: • .,was ... a,g_~~n.-.~orrdwed, as 
1 He was on one occasion induced to sit through the whole of Gotterdammerung. 

The only feature of the performance which excited his admiration or even his 
interest was the spirited behaviour of the horse " Graue," which, "More fortunate," 
as he said, " than myself," escaped from the Opera House before. the second act, 
and was only recaptured from a hiding-place off the Strand just in time to participate 
in the third. The experience' left his estimate of animal intelligence improved, but 
his opinion of music. unchanged. ' · 
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impossible to mistake for the work of others as his handwriting or 
any paragraph taken at random from one of his speeches .. 

'i/ In the minutire of daily routine he was not only individual but 
/\highly conservative. For·the greater part of his life for instance he 

i~:r.!!lbl_y_re~c;l._fQJ,' ab'Ottt two hours befo!e ~Q~ to bed, s~e ~hook 
:b-a, :r:'ufeuncon,WWt(,)<t,w_ith his.work .. ~O.£Ublic or~rivat~ exactions 
were allowed to...ID..~:r.f~r~_wftRtliis::-iron hal)lt, and on one Oceii'Sion 
~he:nn-e-:tettirned at four in the morning from a:l'ancy"-dress ball he 
was foundk,.an....~e..in_his liQ.r;:t:ry~t ~- quarter to six, still 
Jiad in the costume of one of Cromwell's Ironsides and absorbed in 
his .usual lucubration. With similar tenacitr he clung to quill pens 
long after all reasonable men had discardedthem. Illduced at last 
to"1>uy a styto'"g"rnph=:''r~piilsive red exa~ple of its kind, of Doric 
build and poor efficiency-he continued with dogged loyalty t~ ply 
it alone in a world of fountain pens. Except occasionally in the 
matter of notes for speeches, 1 nothing could reconcile him to the 
practice of dictation, to which he imputed most of the diffuseness of 
modern correspondence. The __ great VictoriaJ!E:~ had _written their 
letters :with their own ha~~ -~~t~eJ~evictorians' 
practiCe dia not save them from prolixity, but this is not a fault of 
which his own letters can be accused. For the telephone he felt 
almost a personal animosity, and a few gruff monosyllables-mostly 
"Yes" and "No "-were all his resentment conceded to it. 
Hospitable to new ideas in larger fields, he obstinately resisted 
changes in the minor apparatus of living. In this sphere the new 
was to him new-fangled and alien. He had a habit, both in public 
and in private, of referring to anything he disliked with a peculiar 
distinctness and a kind of intimidating emphasis, which seemed to 
set, between the speaker and the thing spoken of, an unbridgeable 
chasm of incomprehension and distaste. The tone of voice in which 
at one time he used to allude to the Referendum, would have blasted 
a more popular reform ; and many proposed innovations in his 
routine of life withered before the same chilling inflexion. 

~ysic~lly, his consti~tlc~n _Wl1!hJ~J:i~. ()Wil_~()~ ~m,lly c~m
pourulectof iron antil.eatlier. He could stand more m the way of 
rufa'6ting men:i;Crafi~~. l~te 'hours, and airless surroundings than 
any public man, and was unsparing in _his- contempt for the 
" pa111pered athletes " who succumb to such conditions. Until the 

1 Until he had been Prime Minister for some time his notes were extremely 
meagre. In 1908, on the occasion of a speech of importance on the Licensing Bill 
of that year, a lady sitting on the platform asked him for his notes as a memento. 
On the single envelope which he handed her the only legible words were " Too many 
pubs." 
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last few years. of his life he had no :idea whether a room was hot or 
cold, and to the last_Jt..-wa~,/1Tn1!!M;~r~Qfti!iwflerence'<toc.hiri,h.tWhether. 
herinhal~!l.9ig?-~i's.ffi.q!t~ . .i.?!;;-R~Yg~.n,.~Some time in 4is sixties, he had, 
much to his disgust, to visit a dentist. Asked when he had last done 
so,.he replied on one occasion only, thirty-seven years previously; 
and then only because he :P.ad broken . a tooth: U:nt.U...,.h,.~, ... ~.?>ltPver 
s~J:.~!!!Y~!!.~~l!~,;;'~!'~<!.-~.ft~£9:2£lJ!~t~~.-~<k,t~~J'Y~~~~d.gJ.Y.,~. During 
his first twelve or fifteen years as , a barrister h,e~"e~~,:n~Q.s~!l,ined; 
durii~g ;~!:t.e.legalyterm,,.frQ:fr!.}~c1t .. ~ In.his ~arly.:days in the~Ho~e ~ 
worked. colossally;,-:' and would often toil up to ifampstead when the 
sun was rising after a late s1Umg m tlie House, with the knowledge 
that he had to be in the Temple at rune. I-Idaterclife.t.bifu§~.!:.!Z.Ill19US 
]:):gt.JJJfoptl!~s~asc.e.ticiem'iwil's;re~c::..,(t~:t!lii!!:l:he could certaillly not be 
rec¥:oned, except when pecessity called, an early riser. . ' 

It was possibly owing to these exacti(;ms that until the age of about· 
forty his frame was spare and his face pale, contrasting with the 
full habit of body and hale complexion with which the public later. 
became familiar. !lut,~ though .. co?stitutionall;r-.herc~ean,_and 
pl:tysically not inactive (in. his e~rly.days,he, .. waU?:e.<l"st_r~~-lJ-9W>ly in 
the Lake COl:IE~~Y:.~J!!~yen.rode.:a_~Q~b).,g~"F:l,S,t};le reve_~9f.~~hl,!:ltic, 
and the deliberation of his ~oveme~ts verged on_ clumsiness. A 
story which found currency at· one time that he had constructed a 
bicycle with his own hands,' and had· even been seen "scorching " 
on it down the Mall, seems to have owed its origin to nothing but 
its extreme unplausibility. But Margot's characteristic comment
" Henry, who can't even strike a match " erred in the opposite 
direction, for he played a- very fair game of billiards, and his. per
formance on the putting gr~en with an archaic piriform wooden 
putter were marked, by a deadly accuracy.· No man· ever saw him 
run, and when, on one occasion, he wa:s urged in vain to the double 
in order to catch a train, his defence " I don't run inuch " was 
considered by the best judges to involve an economy of truth; But 
when necessity arose he launched out on a swift glide whoseunpre
t~ntioM" and d_eceptive velocity (th<?ugh both feet were never 
simultaneously off the ground) :was adequate to all practical purposes. 
Only twice did he discharge a fire-arm-2-in 1894-and in both cases 
hit his mark, each shot killmg a stag. ·And when on a pinnace 
during the War, he was inVited by Lord Jellicoe to fire a rifle at a 
'buoy, on which the' Admiral had drawn a bead in vain, he laughingly 
d,eclined to imperil a sho<;>ting average which he justly claimed :vas 
unsm:pas~able; . · 

Nothing pleased hi:ni more than thi~ sort of unexpected minor. 

( 
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triumph in an alien field. These were often rendered possible by the 
agglutinative quality of his mind, to which facts, even of a kind 
which bored him, stuck like burrs. It was said by William James 
of a very learned Englishman that to him all facts alike were born 
free and equal. My fat:Q.er's omniscience was not of this hospitable 
order ; it was the reluctant omniscience of one who could not forget. 
Thus although more than indifferent to music, he could without 
effort or inaccuracy enumerate the most obscure works of the most 
insignificant compos~rs, and name the year in which each was given 
to the world. Nothing interested him less than horses, but by some 
inscrutable trick of unconscious assimilation he became a walking 
encyclopredia of pedigree and form. Margot shortly after their 
marriage introduced him to a number of her hunting and racing 
friends. A controversy having arisen as ~o what horse won the 
Derby in a particular year, he not only challenged successfully ·the 
statement of an expert on this point, but undertook to name the 
horse which had won the Derby in any year, along with its sire and 
dam, and made good his undertaking. 1 Much later, in 1920, finding 
himself a member of a house party of turf experts who were trying 
to forecast the result of the Derby, he declared that on pedigree 
Spion Kop should win, and win it did. This having become known 
he was much amused at receiving sheaves of letters imploring him 
for tips in connection with the forthcoming Royal Hunt Cup and the 
St. Leger. 

1 Margot's account of this incident is as follows : 
"In the winter of 1894 a riding friend of mine-Buck Barclay-gave a dinner 

for us to which he invited all my sporting and his racing friends. After a little 
tentative conversation on the topics of the day, Mr. Arthur Coventry mentioned 
the date of an early Derby winner and its dam and sire ; at which my husband 
said, ' I hesitate to contradict you, but that is not the date of the horse you mention ; 
nor do I think he was bred like that.' Everyone was surprised, and one of the 
company said, 'Are you fond of racing, Mr. Asquith?' 'I've never seen a race in 
my life, but I believe I could tell you the name and date of every Derby winner,' he 
replied. Arthur Coventry and the others begged him to do it, and went to fetch 
the racing calendar to see if such a thing were possible, and to verify his own state
ment. Our host chaffed him and said as he was leaving the room, ' Will you have 
a bet ?-Now's your chance, Arthur! I bet you a pony that you're wrong,' and 
turning to me he said, 'And I'll bet you a tenner, Margot, that Mr. Asqtith can't 
tell us all the Derby winners ! ' ' Right,' said I, ' I'll give you double that, Buck, 
if Henry is wrong.' The book was opened and in awed silence Henry told the name 
and date of every Derby winner correctly. This delighted the company, and one 
of them said, 'Fill up your glasses, boys, and let's drink the health of Mr. and Mrs. 
Asquith ! ' They stood up and drained their glasses. When we had resumed our 
seats Minor Lawson (a brother of Lord Burnham) said,' You must have an amazing 
memory, Mr. Asquith ' ; at which Henry replied modestly, ' I would hardly say 
that, but I've got a good memory for insignificant things.' 

" As the racing calendar was the Bible, and the Derby Paradise to half the 
company, this was less well received! But the evening had been a great success, 
and some of my friends whispered as I said good night to them, ' He's a fine chap, 
and you're damned lucky!'" 
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Into games he entered with zest, but without pretension. While 
he enjoyed some which depend, like chess; on pure skill, and some 
which depend on pure ch~nce, he felt less relish for those in whic~ 
skill and chance are wedded, and his inclination was· to reduce them 
to an entirely speculative :rooting. His bridge, for instance, was a · 
shameless, if heroic, gamble with destiny . No one who has witnessed 
it will forget .the relentless ·~ncaution of 'his bidding, which he would 
force. up to any level needed to ensure his playing the hand. If the 
result was fav6lirable he would acclaim it as the reward of serpentine 
strategy.: if, as often happ~ned, it was adverse, his partner was left 
to draw what consolation h~ could from the standardformula, "~We 
had to do it: they would have gone out." Margot, whose bridge 
was serious,. found protest tmavailliig and ultimately, to the great 
relief of both, he was. exiled to a " bad " table where, sitting happily 
below the salt, in an atmosphere of low stakes mid general levity, 
he could indulge his peculia:r:bent with~mt qualm or scruple ; though 
in truth little of either .. had been a,.pparent before. 

Gol:fwas-· erha s,his,favourite, astime; On_the links his prowess 
w1 t e putter could not always compensate for an indifferent game 
through t~e green, though here ~ant of length was within limits 
eked out by guile. Thus while he frequently failed to carry the 

· hazard designed to ca,tch a short player's t_ee shot, his groundli~g 
drive would as often as not pick its· way with pawky delicacy across 
the narrow isthmus of land connecting two bunkers. These little 
necks of land he called cols du coup manque, and was believed 
deliberately to aim at. as an insurance against the worst. Sometimes 
the plari miscarried by inches:· in less favourable cases the ball mq,de 
a bee line for .the bunker and lodged there. His comment in both 
cases was the 'same·; "Just caught." His style and swing were 
characteristically his own, and could b~ recognised a quarter of a 
mile off. There was no J:11istaking the slow measured oscillation 
from foot to foot, settling gra,dually down into a ponderous equipoise : 
the succeeding second or two of concentration and suspended move
ment, t~rminated by·a tremor of the left lmee ; the lurch of the head 
as it bowed over the final swoop of the club before straightening to 
contemplate the result. He preferred an' unhurrie'd round which left 
time for conversational interchanges 'between strokes: and .given . 
an opponent familiar with the classics, he enjoyed few things more 
'than to bandy and cap L3;ti'n quotations germane to the varying 
fortunes of the game. It was on tlle golf course, too, that he was 
wont to hatch Latin versions of the latest mot or indiscretion of a 
Cabinet colleague. ·One of these recur to memory, emitted· at 
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Cruden Bay, shortly after the Colonial Conference at which Mr. 
Churchill "banged, barred, and bolted" the door against Colonial 
Preference. " Ausi sumus non soluin occludere ostium, sed occluso 
pessulos etiam et repagula obdere "-an adaptation from a phrase in 
Terence. · 

Pleasure and relaxation he loved, and brought to them a boyish 
unspoilt"Keenne§s which 'efua~tneir _p;Qfessional pursuers. Month 
after month and year after year his faculties throughout the working 
day were kept at something like their full stretch, driving Roman 
roads through a pt>litical jungle, weighing words in scrupulous 
scales, building bridges between irreconcilable colleagues, arriving 
painfully at healing formulre. It is entirely intelligible that after 
perhaps ten hours of this process in a day the instincts which it had 
inhibited should rebound like a spring from which weights have been . . 
removed, and find a vent, as they did, in irresponsible gaiety and 
occasionally in whimsical extravagance of language. 

This is the explanation of the outbursts of rollicking exaggeration, 
of the unbridled, sweeping judgments, which he would often indulge 
in private, to the surprise of those who were more familiar with the 
balanced pronouncements of the public man. The fact was that it 
cost him more effort than anyone guessed, more perhaps than he 
himself knew, to repress the sense of fun, the keen perception of other 
people's limitations, the boredom and the irritation which it is not the 
least important of a Prime Minister's functions to withhold from the 
public eye. After the day's work was over, he would open the sluice 
gates against which this complex of feelings had piled up, and let 
them flow forth in a roaring spate of unmeasured language, often 
condemnatory, often merely frolicsome, but almost always extreme. 
In this spirit was a remark he let fall ~hen Henry James, during the 
War, became a naturalised Englishman. He was delighted to become 
one of the sponsors who had formally to vouch for the eligibility to 
British citizenship of this distinguished American and personal 
friend, but added that " the bonds of friendship were strained to 
cracking when I had to subscribe to the proposition that he could 
both talk and write English." Such playful extra';..agances of 
~xpressi~~ were. conscious and deliJlEI,r~~-!LI!~ -~!:.v~thtJ>.EP.9~s 
of:"a :safe~y_,;vtll..!.e:==".No one who 'linew h1m would have dreamed of 
taKing tiiem at their face value : but they reflected with much 
humorous distortion part of his real opinions, and even with every 
discount made, would have astounded some of the persons to whom 
they related. , 

The same revulsion from the solemnity and restraint of his official 
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round finds expresswn m 4i~--~PE~P..<m£~:g,~f:}., .. HI~4l~.t!~~fu!~9~~:rp.en 
a~few,~~P:d, .. ~s,.app_6i..gEi£g!y .... _£()J!<?ise,-,and:,p:r;t~:vi9~l,;."'·"~~!Fk..,Y::.?!!!~P.· 
whether in conversation or on paper, he was always more ~t his 

·ease, and the correspondents to whom he wrote' letters·for the sake 
Of letter writing were invariably feminine. From Margot he was too 
seldom separated after marriage to write to her regularly; and to 
her, and to his children he· disburdened hims~lf in talk; but,;,he 
discovered a need..;,for ~some .. teceptive;,;and·~sympathetic""'fenl.ale 
intelligence, outside the circle .of. his.f~_!llily '"'to ,;'lhic4·he could ,com
municate as a matter ·of routine the spontaneoJ.I§ .o:.v~rflow.oi-_thought, 
or-humour, of fancy or .of emotion. A whole succession of women 
friends responded .to this need-Venetia Stanley1 and,latterly_Mrs: 
Harrisson may be cited as examples, and his letters 2 to them furnish 
sonie equivalent for the ~aries which he had kept spasmodically in 
the i890's and discontinued later. The same hyperbolicallanguage, 
the same license of dispraise and more rarely of eulogy as have been 
noticed above Iningle in these communications w~t.h)Ligl!,!s,.,.~play-
ful-imagination,and-,a.~:r:nass,.Qf,JJt~F~~yag()..§§iP·. ' , , · 
· He_ll__!!,E>. been. dE:Jscribed··by:ill-informed .• people as ,an .. i:tidolent . ..rnan.;. 
Qniy~the extreme rapidity and :ease~with_whlch_pj§,_rpj_!ld_~or,k¢d 
can~ excuse -such-a .. inisconception-.-- His .. li{e,;..,{lsrR~<Jt~JlyJtgtll'ing,.the 
n..ine years··of.,his"'preiniership,~was~one,of,.intellectual~exertionc,pro~ 
qigious i:Q. Jts~~~~sl~~.-y~.:Q.ty,. and its nature, both explains and 
justifies his determination that what ·little leisur'e 'it allowed should 
be unmixed. In these short hours of distractiol1 he could, arid did; 
thro~ aside the cares Of State with an uncomproinising gesture ; 
cleaned his mental slate of politics, eschewed argument, avoided_ 
serious topics, and declined in any shape or form to talk "shop." 
This was his instinctive method of recharging his batteries of vital 
energy after the drain of the day's work. Accordingly those who 
expected from· him dliring this close season either weighty proc 
nouncements or conversational fireworks, often left him undazzled 
arid even u:hilluininated. "I must say," said Heriry James after a 
w~ek-en~ with him at WalmerCastle, " the Prime Minister practises 
a rigid int~llectual economy." 'The novelist~ whose oWn play of 
mind was so unflagging, was perhaps unduly insistent in his demands 
for continuous cerebration in others, but the lengt~s to which my 
father pushed his repugnance to mental exertion fu certain moments 
of his conversational leisure surprised less exigent observers. 

1 The Hon. Mrs. Edwin Montagu. ' · 
2 The " aides:memoire " and· " contemporary notes " quoted from· some of his · 

published works consist largely of these and similar: letters. ~._, .: · 
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This repugnance is illustrated by his technique with bores, in 
dealing with whom he had two methods. With the pretentious 
variety he had a short way. The bore was caught before he could 
get under way, and guillotined by some summary interjection. " I 
don't know whether you are aware, Mr. Asquith," a rash guest 
began after lunch, " that under the American Constitution . . . " 
" The worst in the world, of course," interposed his host, and the 
conversation wilted-or would have done so if he had not quickly 
added: "I think we had better join the others."1 At a perfor
mance of the M er;y W ive8 of W indBor a neighbour was unlucky 
enough to remark to him : " This is not a bad play considering it 
was written more than three centuries ago. But it lacks the bril
liancy and verve of modern comedy ! " H. H. A. : " Thank God." 

With the unpretentious bore his procedure recalled that of Dr . • Johnson when the Catilinarian conspiracy became the topic of 
conversation : it will be remembered that on these occasions the 
sage" withdrew his attention and thought about Tom Thumb." As 
Johnson remarks elsewhere (I think in his Life of Gay) there are some 
subjects " from which the attention naturally retires." My father's 
attention tended to "retire" from many, but it was not until an 
occasion in 1907 that he mastered the J ohnsonian art of organising 
its retreat. On this occasion, which many members of his family 
remember vividly, a kindly and delightful guest had wearied him to 
excess by character sketches of certain functionaries of his acquaint
ance ·at Welsh Universities. When he embarked on a detailed 
description of the sixth or seventh, his host, who was thinking hard 
of something else, or possibly of nothing at all, inquired with every 
outward show of interest, "Is he a tall man~ " "Yes." "And 
correspondingly broad~ " And on these somnambulistic lines the 
interchange proceeded, to the complete satisfaction, for different 
reasons, of both parties. 

Having once stumbled on this device he did not lightly abandon 
it, and what his children irreverently referred to as his " subliminal 
conversations " became an unfailing source of delight to t:Q_em, and 
to him a strong rock of defence. Politically it had its disadvantages. 
Those who had visited the oracle found the shrine voiceless. Hungry 
sheep looked up and were not fed. Journalists and politicians had 
to contend with a pertinacious reluctance to talk politics in odd 

1 It is hardly necessary to explain that this did not represent his actual view 
of the American Constitution, though it can scarcely be said to have had in him a 
whole-hearted admirer. I remember his remarking that one of its redeeming 
features is its violation of that separation de pouvoirs vt'hich it is thought by some 
of its champions to respect so rigidly. 
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momen~ or to mingle business with pleasure. , He relegated dis
cussion of these matters; except for light gossip and personalities, 
to occasions deliberately m~;trked " political,'' and those who wished · 
to talk.politics with him had to say so frankly and get an appoint
ment-if they could. 

It is not to be inferred tl}at all his talk was of this order. The 
expedients indicated were emergency measures against unseasdn:..
able "shop n and heavy ,Conversational Weather Of all kinds, m. 1 1 s11itable con:ipany~with. Jo]l~~:Mqrley, ... Ed~ar!. Grey,-..:R~sebery, · 
Edmund-Gosse,o~ Mr..t~rrr.el!).Ie,co:uld,.anA,<\i!!;,_tP,2~RE~J!~e•with~~y 
CQ,mpetence:and-,unf9:t~~p_,f~li()it~~9.f·P~.~S.~· .. But the.notion p{.;3itting 
<;!own-in _cold .blood'~ to ,.~alli;~~EE~Y;;~~,!~P~Jle<!"·4iro.,-~ aD;d his 

' cont!~buti()ns •. :w:eJ:e. e:p.tirel .Aaolill1 :,in .• the.,;comi!etitive~spirit,or~a 
.. ~1r~'-'- o~sliffie. e et.t e stream. oll~lw,,t~~ ~Plll'Se,JParke_q,~ut by 
its. mliererN ~§g'ic or the will of .ot.~ers, ~J!.cl._w_ould do nothing to 
canalise it into a region where he could appear to advantage. What-

·pev.er i·t. ~ turns. or twists his,wide,readin .~and'·~~n:iazm.gly"'accurate · 
' 'memory~ generally,_ enable liim -to~sa ..-soniethin w · omte }-.,an ~· e · 

11
a neit ~r. e nee ·nor-t e,me ,~.t~~IL tq~ orrow a p rase.of,"liis 
~on Raymond) to,..,:~'-r.ig6~~~~-{;~<i.Q:qv.~rnatiol!!-~l .. market for,._carefully 

. J:ioar<le.;l~p~padox,or.the_,.wit,that.smell§,o.f,th~:JJam .;:__ ~ 
· It would be eas 1 ustratwns of the :astonishing--range . 
an accuracy o .: s,memory. · u e fo owmg inm ent recountea by 

,Ml'. J. X. Spender elSewhere) exhibits it~ assurance and readiness, 
while showing him for once at fault in some of his conclusions. In 
the year 1898 he and Mr. Spender were guests of Lady Horner at 
Mells Park. They were sitting on the lawn. His eye being caught 
by a yew tree Ahung with, small yellow blooms, Mr. Spender quoted 
the lines : . ~-

" To thee too comes the golden hour 
When flower is-feeling after flower." 

H. H. A. (interested and challenging) : " What are y~u quoting· 
from 1" : J. A. S, : "From In Memo?:iam." H. H. A. : "Those 
lines are-not in In Memoriam. I doubt if they are by Tennyson." 

, J. A. S. : "They are in my· copy of In Memoriam." H. H. A. : 
"I am certain they are not in mine" (in a tone almost suggesting 

· that J. ,A. S. had fabricated them). The deadlock being complete, 
the daughters of the house fetched a copy of In Memoriam, and 
somewh;tt to the chagrin of the Horner family, who had banked o~ 
H. H. A.'s infallibility, there were the disputed -lines. H. H. A. : 
."I am quite certain those lines are not in my copy." Both. dis
putants were right: . In my father's COJ>Y, which·~,was~ofntl;!.e,J~th 

/ 
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(1867) edition, the lines do not appear: in Mr. Spender's, which was 
an edition of 1870 or later, they do. It seems that Tennyson felt 
he had stressed too· strongly the barren qualities of the yew in 
Section 2 of In Memoriam, implying even that it did not flower; 
and had inserted the additional stanzas (Section 39) from which 
Mr. Spender quoted by way of making amends to the tree he had 
slighted and of rehabilitating himself as a naturalist. . 

Entirely familiar with the main currents of literature and history, 
he was especially .attracted by their remoter pools and eddies. 
From these he collected an extraordi~ary farrago of quaint scraps 
of information, whimsical dicta and other literary driftwood, 
recording the results of his research on slips of paper or in the margins 
or blank pages of books. A note-book which he seems to have kept 
when an undergraduate (it is dated 1871) C!intains not a few oft:P.ese. 
Sandwiched there between a summary of Goethe's theory of colour 
and a mass of comparative statistics about Belgian, Swiss, and 
German agriculture (heaven knows why he wished to remember the 
number of horned cattle in the Canton of Vaud), is a note to the 
effect that Prynne, the Caroline satirist whose ears were cut off in 
1637, had had them cut off some years previously and sewn on again. 
From this one passes to a remark of Joseph de Maistre to Madame 
de Stael about the English Church : " Eh bien, oui madame, je 
conviendrai qu'elle est parmi les Eglises protestantes ce qu'est 
l'orang-outang parmi les singes." The minor problems of literature 
fascinated him. They were the theme of innumerable questions 
which he posed to his family and which they sometimes disappointed 
him by answering correctly. Many readers of Hamlet know, or 
think they know, why on the death of the old King the crown did 
not automatically devolve on the Prince, but went, apparently 
without a coup d'etat, to his uncle. But how many readers of Pride 
and Prejudice can lay their hands on the meagre clues which the book 
affords to the Christian name of Mr. Darcy 1 Where does Jane 
Austen mention baseball 1 Is there any foundation for. the theory 
that Henry VIII's main reason for executing Anne Bole~ was p.er 
habit of eating biscuits in bed 1 How many equestrian statues are 
there in the world 1 What was the name, date, and nationality of 
the respective inventors of (a) foie gras; (b) acrostics 1 What, pre
cisely, is the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception 1 (It was 
surprising how many runners fell at this fence.) He would expend 
tireless pains in exposing a misquotation or tracking a correct one 
to some unsuspected lair. In one instance at least he succeeded in 
killing both birds with one stone. Few people know that the familiar 
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"tag,'~ "Teinpora · mutantur : nos et mutamur in illis," orice 
read "Omnia mutantur,'' and is the product, not of the classical 
Muse, but of sixteenth or seventeenth century writers. He was 
~elighted to find that even the triple brass of his friend Professor 
Gil~rt Murray's scholarship disclosed here a joint. Does anyone 
know who coined 'the phrase~ " Quem deus vult perdere, prius . 
dementat ~." This he himself could never discover. It is certainly 

£:1 not classical. : ·. . . . . ._ . . . . 
(~ ~ ~I[e;_'!e1:~~g; .... ~;g~~()J!;;~~~l;_of~Eti~~ES:!J..it2~t.~~-g~E-~~l,~~()f;:P2Y.Ji!9.ttl 

~~~~9~<!s,.~'l'l1~-*'-9rigi,n'"'CIL .. :.: .. ih.li,ee~ ~ .. cr~;~!ll!~~..,;,:,,Js_~!:~~d, 
lfnexpeptedly,.,to,~l!~~:r.f.~~#.iQa.h·Economy. What is the pe9igree of 
the expression, "bag~aml.:t:>,agg~g!=l..:Z.J WjtlL.the"'.h~lp,.Q[;l)!~'"frj~nd 
Mr .. Desmond McCarthy he. embarked .o~ _ an. .. :~~g~r,:; quest .for .~' bag 
and baggagers " ·before Jj-ladstone, and was rewarded by the dis-

- ·covery that Oliver Cromw:ell employed the phrase to William 
Lenthall, Speaker, on 25th October, 1649 .. Further research revealed 
its use fu _,4s You Like It. Did Disraeli coin the expression " f~;a9e 

. with-h0now~,...No, it occurs asr far back as in Shakespeare's 
Coriolanus, and even in a politicai colli!ection was used by .Lord 
'John Russell years before the Treaty of Berlin. ":e!ql!gl.lillg,,..the 
sli,nds "'-a. phrase . popularised~ by~my,father•and;..often.attributed · 
tb him-is, as he.ofteninsisted, at least_ as old.as,.Qtiq.,al!.d.Juv:_enal. 
i ~coinprehei).si:v~-list1-of.polit.ical,cat~~i,Q'r~.7~i;=~~log~tnSJ' .... (t;~e ·a 
{vord he detested) with their true'provenance :will .... be''found at the 
~nd _of.his .. book,.Eifty,. Years_pj,_f.lf!r;liament. . 
; ·But while curiosities and by-Ways of literature made this special 
appeal to him, he was always refreshing. his acquaintance with its 
'broad arterial roads. DyedJast. though his mind was in the classical 
vat, saturation never begot satiety, and he could say truthfully of 

. the . masterpieces . of the ancients · ·" pernC!ctant nobiscum ; peri-
griharitur; rusticantur." So also with the English classics .. Seven 
Waverley novels in a year was no unusualbag for him. In the last 
few years of his life he re-read almost the whole works of Scott and 
of Dickoos. The catholicity of his appetite for books is a little 
unexpected in one so fastidious. The life of Dr. Chalmers: in four 
volumes, was not too heavy for him, nor a magazine story by 
Mr. P·: G. Wodehouse1 too light, and he was a large consumer of 
detective novels. But modern sex-riqden fiction found him 

. -
1 On an occasion in 1925, finding him alone and absorbed in the study of a 

magazine, my wife Anne asked him what he was reading. H. H. A. (with a shade 
.of embarrassment), "As a matter of fact, it's a story called Archie and the Sausage· 
chappie." Then, simply," It's very good: it's by P. (}. Wodehouse." Jt appeared 

- later that he had unobtrusively .consumed almost the.entire output of this author. 
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squeamish and left him weary. "The same old thing," he would say, 
with a contemptuous sniff, "a triangle in a hothouse." 

m 
His relations with his family were so much of the essence of him 

that some allusion to its atmosphere and personnel can hardly be 
avoided. 

Its ethos was in some ways unusual. Between its members (or 
many of them, for ihis does not apply to the females or to his second 
family) there was an unwritten taboo against emotional demon
strativeness even of the mildest order, and the ordinary exchanges 
of family life were often overlaid with a veneer of detachment which 
might even· be mistaken for dislike. Between Raymond in par
ticular (whose reserve was sometimes mis1:ead as inhumanity)· and 
his brothers, so harmless an act as that of shaking hands was success
fully evaded for years at a stretch for fear the gesture might be 
construed as evidence of more mutual regard than they cared to 
own to in public. Indeed, a more or less rigid etiquette of mutual 
indifference, or even invective established itself between him and 
them, and in some degree between them and each other, any depar
ture from which would have embarrassed them and incurred resent
ment as a breach of the canons of good taste, or at least of the 
common incivilities due from one.Asquith to another. Raymond's 
first comment at the age of two, on hearing of the birth of his 
brother Herbert was, " Can Bertie think 1 " And he spent much . 
time in later life in elaborating the grounds of this early scepticism. 
News that the writer of these lines had been fortunate enough, like 
~er and himself, to,gajn j;he.first.BalliotfLohQl_a_r~l!i.Et:<lJ~w from 
ftaymond · tlie enuinel amazed uery: "Who was .secoiidT". 
an was moreover t e occaswn o t e first and only letter I received 
from him. It was as follows: 

DEAR CYRIL, 

Fancy you being as clev~r as
Raymond! 

• 

This communication, unsullied by any mawkish effusion, left the 
austerity of our relations intact. Nor is it easy to forget the ex
pression of nausea with which, having risen courteously in an il).-lit 
room to welcome what he supposed to be a stranger, he discovered 
that he had been unwittingly polite to his brother Arthur. Notwith
standing their cool and casual contacts, the family as a whole were 
united by a powerful freemasonry, and its members would even on 
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occasion furtively fight each other's battles : but a ho'rror or' 
emotional nudism led them to clothe their mutual appreciatio~ with 
a semblance, of judicial indifference, and to deny it,all ordinary 
expression. 

It is uncertain whether the head of the family communicated this 
spirit to his offspring or absorbed it from them ; but he often ' 
exhibited~ seeming aloofness hardly less marked, an almost startlihg 
neutrality in matters in which it would. have been human to expect 
some friendly bias. . Thus he was often 'hea:rd ·j,o defend a farrlily 
with which he had close ties from the suggestio~ of Semitic ancestry 

. by asserting that they more probably had black blood. And" You 
won't find a greater liar than X" (someone near and dear to him) 
was uttered in a tone of affectionate musing admiration, or even 
wit~ the air of one clailllillg an honourable distinction for a candidate 
from whom it had been unfairly withheld. Such claims as this were 
often pressed in the embarrassed presence of their beneficiary, who 
sat by, eyeing with some distaste the sordid laurels with which this 
stra:rigE1 champion was at such pains to-crown him. 

Very ordinary trall}3actions were inclined to make him unreas'on · 
ably shy. The·act for instance·of.giving .. nioney:.to;his:children;·was• 
performed with a painfully guilty expression of countenance and an 
av~rted eye, and .often followed.by a hurried flight from the room. 
But though he suffered from an intense emotion;:tl pudeur, arid 
anything like gush froze him into an embarrassed. curtness, .t}le 
ranipa:rts. of his reserve .. were,.py:.no ,mea,ns.impr(lgpable. He himself 
would perhaps have wished them lower and was sometimes glad to 
find his def~nces forced or circmhvent~d. To women esp~cially, he 

· let down the drawbridge, and allowed " a timely utterance " to give 
the repressed instincts of a fundamentally emotion;:tl ,nature reli{£ 
Margot, Violet, and the 'youngest members of the family in their 
separate ways ministered to this side of him. But he was never 
left in doubt about the feeling, whether articulate or masked by an 
off-hand manner or muted by gene, which his family entertained fo:r 

. hi,l"!l or t:e.e place he occupied in their hearts. One and all they felt 
for him a1ove and admiration which knew neither limit hor qualifica
tion, and was reserved, in its special quality and deg:te~, for him 
and for him alone. Any slight to him blew .their judici~tl airs to the 
winds, and it did not need the persistent, a:nd in some respects, 
infamous detraction which he suffered in his later years to rallY. them 
behind him in a ferocious unanimity of resentment and counter
attack. He, with the gesture of Crosar when attacked by Brutus, , 

, might scorn self-defence and wrap himself in an imp~netrable disdain. 
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Such quixotry exasperated them and they found deep satisfaction 
in the withering and finely articulate onslaught with which his 
daughter Violet fell upon his enemies at Paisley and said for him 
some of the things he could never be induced to say for himself. 

He, on his side, where his family were concerned, was a confirmed 
and unblushing partisan. ·His enthusiasm for Margot's Autobio
graphy (which did not need the excuse of partisanship) knew no 
~ounds, and was attested by the thoroughness with which he scoured 
the reviews for favourable comment and the resounding anathemas 
which he heaped o~ those who thought they had detected blemishes 
in the magnum opus. 

The place which _¥~r_go~ filled in his life has already been touched 
on, and no one who has read her books or his letters needs any 
enlightenment as to its sovereign charact~r. The "higher unity," 
in Hegelian phrase, which subsumed natures so disparate' was 
paradoxical, but solid, potent and enduring. His foursquare, massive 
physique, suggesting the rock of Gibraltar, contrasted no less sharply 
with her tenuous frame and darting; dragon-fly movement, than 
did the quality and method of their two minds. He hewed his 
way with clean laborious strokes to the heart of a problem ; she 
abjured logic and attained truth-or error-with a single hawk-like 
swoop of divination. As with the hawk, the result was hit or miss, 
seldom anything between the two ; but her percentage of hits was 
a standing grievance to those who dismiss feminine intuition as an 
exploded myth. While accuracy was an iron law of his nature, 
candour and a truthful intention was more characteristic of hers 
than a pedestrian exactitude in matters of fact. But the relish 
which he derived from her account of an episode or a transaction 
was often directly proportioned to its freedom from the cramping 
touch of history. On one occasion she had to give evidence in a 
fashionable action at law, and Raymond was sent to the court to 
watch and report on what proved a finished performance. " Well, 
Raymond," was the conjugal query when he returned," did Margot 
get through with a reasonable allowance of perjury? "• And the 
tone of the question suggested that he hoped she had not denied 
wings to her fancy. He revelled, as did all the family, in her unique 
gift of verbal caricature, which seized on the essentials of a face, a 
situation, or a character, and expressed them with an inspired 
economy of strokes. Readers of her writings will need example 
neither of this gift nor of other traits which have made her as famous 
as her husband : of her consuming zest for drama and excitement 
which does not shrink from the limelight and demanded for her 
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husband perhaps more of its rays than he desired : of her vivid 
reckless candour of utterance : of the strong sense of material 
values queerly shot with mysticism and a kind of clairvoyance : _ of 
the impatient generosity to which no lame dog could appeal Without 
instant response : and not least of the single-minded devotion to her 
husband's interests as she·conceived them.·- She -loved,JiisJriends, 
h~ted _his. enemies, fo~gh_t_h!s.b::tttles'"savoured his triumphs,,ang. 
felt his. revef'se~, as thoughjh~y_were.P.12t.~Jha,p"J:t~J'~.,9FTI; 

His.daughter ... Violet,..was--the .only woman of. bis,Jamily>+who:.!n his. 
declared judgment possessed a first-rate mascill,ine..v..ro,i,l!\! . .,qf~th'%,§~.We 
order as.B;,~Jl!!l.\?Ad's. To a freakishly develope_d gift of expression, 
and __ a V:~!:_l.?~.r~ •.. hardl:y--inferior.to,her,fa .. t};l!J:r)lc,)3he .. a~lils .perhaps 
t~e .most devas~ating.powe:s. of ridicul?>of.·~W~b: .. her. ~cquainta~ce 
have any expenence. A.;bemg of tenamous and protective loyalties,· 
and ·a born partisan, she is always prepared to mobilise these for
midable gifts in defence of her friends, to whom they, are. worth 
many. battalions ; and the vilification which her father endured 
supplied, at the :l?aisley~by -election,: in.,.l'919; ,. a~ per.fect •occasion . for 

, their -~:ll;ercise .. · The·dialectical-..prowess .she,there .displayed .came as 
· no surpris~ to her family who had witnessed its _quality; often tq their 

C@st, in the domestic arena ; and its eiilistment in this unexception" 
able cause was balm ·to many an honourable scar. Her active 
political campaig:riing set the seal on the delight which her fathe:r at 
all times felt in her companionship. .She possessed the knack .of 
recounting to him an incident in theprecise form in which it would 
make the most intimate and telling appeal to ·his sense of humour. ' 
The story was built up from innocent foundations into an elaborate 
pagoda of farce l;>Y the succession of deft strokes, whose cumulative 
artistry often left him with shoulders hunched and quaking, almost 
shamefaced with the excess of his amusement. But. she possessed 
also, where he was concerned, the gift of communicative silence ; 
whereby two persons, who know each other beyond the need of 
speech, each absorb as it . were through their pores the u:qspoken 
confiden.es and even the unformulated thoughts of the other . 

. The child;ren of his second family suffered from fewer inhibitions 
· than those of his first, and grasped firmly .by the leaf the. nettle of 
t~~fat!l~~~~,.. .. -~lizab.eth, a ?hild o~ formida~le precociyy 
and uncertam temper, mellowed later mto an mexhaustible fountam 
of humour, generosity, and good nature. He took great pride in the 
many-sided efficiency which enabl~d her to throw off with such 
astonishing ease, novels, plays; an,d poems marked by a~ implacable 
cleverness, to play aJault~ess hand of-bridgl:l while conducting .three 

I.-P 
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conversations in as many languages, and to intervene in as many 
others with a relevance which showed she had missed no word of 
them. Her brother Anthony was sufficiently his father's son to win 
a Balliol Scholarship, and sufficiently his mother's to display perhaps 
alone of the, family a streak of plastic imagination ; but other 
qualities are entirely his own. "I have never known," wrote his 
father in 1925, "nor ever shall know, a character more pe!'fect than 
his." 

Of his sons by Q.is~ first marriage, something is said in a later 
chapter. 

While always ready with counsel and encouragement, and willing 
to give any amount of time to their most trivial concerns, he never 
sought to influence or control his children in matters large or small. 
The claim to superior wisdom implied in .volunteering advice. was 
one that repelled him : and as a parent he may be said to have 
belonged to the Manchester school. The same policy of laisserjaire 
pervaded his finances. In his earlier years there is visible a distinct 
vein of thrift and foresight qualified by a wise adventurousness in 
big decisions : but during the greater part of his life he was in 
money matters generous and unworldly to the point of improvidence. 
But if his finances were haphazard and marked by a sort of fatalism, 
he was personally frugal, seldom buying for himself anything more 
expensive than a detective novel from a bookstall, or demanding 
anything in the way of comfort beyond a plate of cold beef. Un
questionably politics impoverished him. If he had stuck to the Bar 
as a whole timer, he might have amassed a very comfortable fortune. 
The prospect of Office in December 1905 caused him to return a 
brief of ten thousand guineas, and politics thenceforward claimed 
him to the exclusion of the profession by which he earned his bread. 
Tales of a large fortune invested in Krupps were among the more 

, -:fantastic legends circulated during the War. The answer, if one is 
_ still needed, to such suggestions is that we see him at the age of 
f l-over seventy, writing books against time to make both ends meet: 

that he died poor, and that he would have died poorer still if\gener~ms 
friends-not all of one political party-had not in the last year of 
his life collectefi a sufficient fund to spare him the continued 
exertions of a literary conscript. 

IV 

Of most people after their death it is possible to recall some pose or 
setting in which they appear most completely themselves. Two 
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images among many recur to memory in connection with the subject 
of this book. HeJs seen;- round •abou:~ -l907:working at-~s,writing
desk in the library,of2,()JJavendish<Square; Mahogany qoors gleam 
Q.arkly beyond the circle illuminated by his reading-lamp. Two tall 
red leather chairs stand before a fire of ship's timbers ,whose ted 
glow and lazy blue flames are mildly reflected by steel firedogs._ 
Books; half seen, line the walls; a.- small company, ,.,buh·all il'ead, 
remembered,·and their -cont-ents marshalled in- the-massi:ve.head.of 
the figure at _the .writing~table. An aura of pipe ~nd pouch hangs in 
the air; and the silence is .only broken by the click of the logs and 
the scratch of a quill. The cool, solid Georgian dignity o~ the roo~ 
reflects faithfully the character, the contained-activity and-uriflurried 
absorption ,of. its_ occupant. 

Or again, reaching focward ., some . years, one tecrea~es, -him in' 
imagination sitting at the head of a-long-table:of.guests~at Archer
field.or .. at~Walrl:ler .. The clash and din of talli, in which the deep 
resonance of his voice joins from -time to time, washes ~round and 
xet somehow below him. He seems to survey it from an eminence, 

</~hove the reach of care or the impUlse of competition: i~vulnerable 
,~a;f..d. serene:·yet criticahnd~appl"aisit~g. : an.<J .. ~hl1r:~J'~~.;4:lE2;!.1!\h~m

aJl __ rndescnbableeglow-,-an.,almest .. VIsible;;;effill.ence;of:.~~P,;-:perng, of 
geniality, of tolerance, or appreciation, of amusement, and of good-
will. ' 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

• AN ARDUOUS SESSIO~ 

Hopes and fears-The Party meeting-The Licensing Bill and its reception-King 
Edward's advice to Lord Lansdowne-The Bill rejected in the House of Lords 
-Asquith's third Budget-Inception of Old .Age Pensions-The Education 
Question again-The two Bills-Asquith's efforts for peace and their failure
The Eucharistic Congress and Lord Ripon's re~gnation-The salvage of the 
Session-A gloomy outlook-Asquith's success as Leader. J. A: S. 

WHEN Mr. Morley said of Asquith's appointment as Prime Minister 
that there could be no thought of anything else, he expressed the 
universal opinion in the Liberal Party and in the country. Asquith 
never strove for any prize ; his prizes fell to him by general consent, 
and for the highest as for all others he was without rivals or com
petitors. From the time that Campbell-Bannerman seemed likely 
to pass from the scene, no other name was mentioned or dreamt of. 
But though his inevitableness was thus recognised, there were 
misgivings which were by no means confined to the jealous or the 
hostile. In the previous two years Campbell-Bannerman had had 
a great and unexpected parliamentary success, and not a few 
believed that he alone held the secret of preserving the unity of the 
vast and unwieldy party with its diverse sectioris and shades of 
opinions which supported the Government in the House of Commons. 
Even before Campbell-Bannerman's departure the pendulum had 
begun to swing back in the country, and Asquith, with his colder 
temperament and more academic ways, was thought to be the last 
man to check it or give it the reverse impulse. There was also some 
murmuring among the radicals at what they thought ttl be the 
change in the balance of the Government. With Campbell-Banner
man on top, they had taken for granted that the tendencies which 
they most disliked in Foreign and Imperial affairs would be held 
in check, but with Asquith as Prime Minister, Grey as Foreign 
Secretary, and Haldane at the War Office, t~e Liberal Imperialists 
seemed to have come into their Kingdom, and a revival 
of the old disputes about foreign policy was gloomily pre
dicted. In April 1908 many were heard to sympathise with the 
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new Prime Minister for the bad luck which had brought him to the I 9os :'·; · 
• A·l.e 55~5_ 6 

highest place at the untimely moment wheri r~action from ·.the =o 
unprecedented triumph of 1906 was certain and ine'vitable," and when 
schisms ·and differences were only too likely to go hand in hand with 
declining fortunes. Scarcely 'anyone at that moment would have 
thought it possible that- he would hold his office continuouslY. and 
without serious challenge for nearly nine years. 

It was 'in .those days part of the ritual of succession to the highest 
office-that the new leader shoUld present himself as soon as possible 
to his.supporters in Parliament and receive a ~ote of confidence at 
tpeir hands. . This -ceremony·· was,.·duly-performedooat ,t:P,e ,..J).eform 
Club·on -30th-April,,~when~fo8quith made .. his~first . !;>pe~-911.~~ .. ~!-'ime 
Minister-and~leader~of-the..party. He spoke briefly and modestly, 
firs~ paying_ tribute ·-tQ .• hls.~predeces.~Qr, .. _th~n_in:_. ~ few· sentences 
touching on the chief questions of the hour, Free Trade, Education, 
·the Licensing ·Bill, Old Age. Pensions. Speaking: even better than 
he knew, he said : · . ·· ' 

"There is a lot of cotintry..:~till.tohtr~verse,_stef:lpllfiJ!s .. to~cJimh,.stiff 
fences to take, deep and even turbulent streams to cross before we coine 
to the end of our journey, but we know where,we•are:going.;,and~~t).;f)hall 
.not.lose~ow .. w:ay." · 

In a closing·passage he .. definedc:his,()wn,.politicalcf~~th: 
·· '~' I· do.not ;oome,here,5t,0~preach·a new" gospel·""':The~old~g~spel~cis.good 

enough. for_ me, ~and I ,believe,£or.you~lso. 1-<have~been~a~Li-beratall-my 
life-from the very first time that I could ever think .abqut politics~and 
a Liberal I mean to .remain to. the end. I am a Liberal and you are 
Liberals, I believe for the same reason. Why 1 ~ecause we find in 
Liberal aims a true ideal, and in the Liberal Party the most potent 

(

instrument both tor maintaining all that is good and: fruitful in what we 
have inherited from the past, and what is a still more important matter, 

•ip securing for.our.people;AOI.':all dasses,of .out.people;· a .wid~r outlook, 
~=~o.re~~!:~l1 .. ,Je;v:ehof,-opportuJUty:, .and for. each and f9r ,all, a·-rzcher and a 
fuller. corpora~ life." · 

·The resolution proposed on this occasion gave him special pleasure, 
for it w~s drawn;Up,by;Mr.:Jphn-Morley;·and--bears·the-impress of 
hfs.-style :· . : . . . ~. . . · · . 
·.,,That this meeting of representatives of the Liberal Party in Parlia· 

ment and the country most warmly w._elcomes the Right· Hon. H. H. 
Asqtiith on 'his accession to- the high post of. First Mi_pjster to the Crown ; 
e:l'P!'~~~~..,iP!L!,Ii,qen!;,.~""d&.9.£~~~.ha.tJ;p.~. §tJ:OIIg ~sense in council, .power in 
d,ebate ana consummate·mastery .• pf all the habit and practice of public 
business. are ·-destined .. to ,carr,y_triUrilpQ:a~tly Jorward. the .goq_~~-Y~~es to 
which the Liberal Party is committed, ~and the solid principles which it 
exists· to apply and. enforce ; and 'it,. assures -him,an~,the8(i()::\r~rJ!P.le:nt. of 
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1908 the unbroken continuance of loyal, steadfast, and zealous support in the 
Age 55-56 many stout battles for the common good that now, as always, confront the 

Liberal army and its leaders." 

Asquith was soon launched on the " deep and turbulent stream " 
which he had seen in front of him when he spoke at the Reform Club. 
When he became Prime Minister he was preparing his Budget, and 
had introduced and obtained a first reading for the Licensing Bill 
which was to be one of the capital measures of the coming session. 
This Bill proposed a reduction of licences by about one-third of the 
total number over•a period of fourteen years, during which com
pensation provided by a ·revy on the trade was to be paid for the 
licences extinguished. At the end of fourteen years compensation 
was to cease, and local option was to come into play either for pro
hibition or for the limitation of numbers. In the meantime the • granting of new licences, which in no case were to bring the numbers 
beyond the scheduled scale for each parish or area, might be pro-
hibited by local option. Drastic reduction of public-houses, re
establishment of the theory that the licence was an annual permit 
to sell drink which could be revoked without compensation by the 
authority which gave it, and on this basis the establishment of local 
option after a period of delay were, in brief, the objects of this 
measure. 

Though the objects were simple enough, the details were volumin
ous and intricate. Asquith had devoted a great deal of labour to 
them in 1907 and the early weeks of 1908, and his speech in intro
ducing the Bill (28th April) was a fine example of lucid and orderly 
exposition. As one of his hearers s~id, he had the air of a man 
making a plain statement of simple, obvious, and universally agreed 
propositions, and proposing a remedy for admitted evils which 
ought to have astonished by its moderation. lie was of course 
under no illusion as to its reception by the other side, but the out
burst of wrath in the Conservative Party astonished both the public 
and the Government. The Bill was described as "brigandage," 
" spoliation," " blackmail," " hypocrisy " ; and the prosp~t 9f the 
facilities for drinking being curtailed kindled heat and wrath and 
moral indignation to a higher intensity than any proposal yet made 
by the Government. It was said that all property was endangered 
if the publican's expectation that his licence would be renewed was 
not treated as sacrosanct and indestructible. A Bishop declared 
that " the licensing system rested on something which should be far 
better than any freehold-th~t is the goodwill of the State."1 

1 The Bishop of Manchester in a letter to The Timee, 21st March, 1908. 
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·Brewery debenture holders assembled in the Cannon Street Hote'l 1908 • 

·protested against the attack on "the savings of the people". Age 
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assumed to be invested in brewery shares. ' 
Asquith was willing to make certain concessions if they would have 

disarmed his critics, but it was clear from the begirining that the 
Bill was doomed. It was pas,sed on its second ~eading in the House 
of Commons (4th May) by a majority of 246, and carried 'through 
Committee in the Autumn Session substantially. unaltered. Then 
on -28th-N:ov.~m.b!ldt . .went.to .the,.I:(ouse of Lords, where,aft~r,three 
d~yE!'. de bat~.!~ ~as,, reje~te~l op..its,second ~rea<fi:ng--by--a"majo;r.:!ty_c;>f 
~7.2 .. to.,9~~- Its . .fate had,-in-.:fact;,.been~decided,,at •. a.party me.~~ing 
of. peers at Lansdowne House, where a small but influentill.tn;tillority, 
which included Lord St. Aldwyn, Lord Cromer; Lord Milner, Lord 
Balfour of Burleigh, and Lord Lytton was overborne by an over• 

· wlielming majority of conservative peers, who would_hear of nothing 
~ but· smn:mary rejection on second reading. 'Lord- Lansdowne's 

biographer says that the arguments which most ·influenced the -
majority were that." any importal}t aroendmeD;tS would be treated 
by the Commons as a breach. of privilege, and the conviction that ail 
early collision between the two Houses had become· inevitable." 

· But it was rumorired at the time that " the Trade " had threatened 
to reconsider its immemorial support of the To!'Y Party if any sort 
of respect was shown to. this measure by the House of Lords. 

King Edward. had for many montps past watched~the-proceedings 
of . .the House-of ·Lords -with.,·misgiving;~and·;with,.Asquith's~k:now
ledge and approval he had endeavoured to persuade Lord Lansdowne 
that to attempt to amend the Bill in· Committee would be a far 
wiser cour~e than to r~ject it on sec~:md -reading. It.,.,appears,from a 
Memorandum published in Lord·· Lansdowne's,.Life!.,:that .-the .• King 
s~w Lord Lansdowne on 12th October,.r.tnd.expressed.theJe~r .. that 
'tif the attitude of the Peers was·s1.1ch·as·to suggest,the,idea,that 
th~y were obstructing an attempt to, deal with the evils of intert;lper~ 
ance, the House of Lordi> wouldsuffer seriously in popularity." He 
added,. that he was speaking with the knowl<fdge of the Prime 
Minister, and that he "had reason to know that his Ministers were 

. · ready to-make ccmsiderable concessio;ns to the Opposition, notably in 
regard to the time limit, which they would, he :thought, extend to 
twenty or twenty-one years, if pre~sed to do ~o." Though Lord 
LanBdowne denied the statement that the Peers had met and decided 
to reject the Bill, it seems fairly evident from .the rest of his reply 
that his own mind was made up to this course ·even at that early 

1 Pages 368-9 •. · 
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1908 date. "I said that it appeared to me important that we should deal 
Age 55-56 with the Bill in a manner which could not be misunderstood, and 

that there was some danger of such a misunderstanding if we 
accepted the principle of the Bill and involved ourselves in a con
troversy over matters of detail." This was on· 12th October, two 
days before the Bill entered the Committee stage in the House of 
Commons. The action of the Lords certainly was not misunder
stood: it added heavily to the score which the Commons were 
presently to settle with the Peers. But for the time being the Con
servative Party wer~ buoyed up by their success in either winning 
seats or reducing Liberal majorities at by-elections, and it was their 
all but unanimous belief that the Lords had done a highly popular 
thing in rejecting the Bill. · · 

II • 
On 7th May Asquith introduced his third and last Budget. It 

was his own handiwork and he presented it himself, though by this 
,time he had ceased to be Chancellor of the Exchequer. He regarded 
it with a certain pride as the garnered result of the prudent finance 
which in the previous two years had reduced debt on an unpre
cedented scale, and at the same time built up revenue to the point 
which left a considerable margin for social reform and especially 
Old Age Pensions, which he now had the satisfaction of seeing 
safely established. There was a realised surplus of £4,726,000 for 
the year 1907-1908, and an estimated surplus for the following 
year on the same basis of taxation of £4:,901,000. The Old Age 
Pensions scheme shortly to be introduced was estimated to cost 
£2,240,000 in the first year, and to mount up to £6,i00,000 or more 
in the next two years, and it had been generally expected that with 
this prospect in view there would be no reduction of taxation in the 
coming year. Asquith decided otherwise, though perhaps not 
without·some misgivings. He believed that the prospect of expand
ing revenue in the next few years was good enough to justify a 
reduction of the sugar tax from 4s. 2d. to ls. lOd. per cwt a~ a cost 
to the Exchequer ·of £3,400,000, and yet leave enough in hand for 
the financing of old age pensions in the coming year. In the event 
this remission· had serious consequences, for the large new demands 
for the Navy, which came in before the next Budget, upset this 
calculation and made imperative the search for new sources of 
taxation which precipitated the great struggle of 1909. 

But in May 1908·there were no signs of this coming storm, and 
Asquith's last Budget was received with general applause. The 
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foundations .seeined to have been securely laid. for oid age pensions.; 1908 
sugar was -immediately ·a farthing a· pound cheaper; thE\re were Age 55-56 

. ·general congratulations on the soundn,ess of ~he national finance 
· and the self-regarding prudence which had' enabled debt to be · 
~duced at-the rate of fourteen . or fiftee~ ,millions a year out of 
)\taxation. On~27th~Ma;y~lie~iritroduced~the'~<@ld>TA-ge .. PE\ilsiens.Bill. 

l:! ~was,. ~s -~e. told··the·-King;""a·~J .. mode~t~and .• p~ntatlve~ ... measure. 
··.It gave (mit§_~p~l}!JI:pl))>s.,a,week-to,-persons'~Hhe ag~ 0fsev.enty 

who.had noJ mos~ t_han,£21 a.y~r or $s . .a.we~k,of.t4e~, ... QN.Q,,,;:md 
, ~mailer._ sum~ on a sliding scale down t9 l~; to those.:who ~ad n~t 
· ~or~ tha~.£31.10s. a year, or·~rorri lis. to .. l2~;···a•we~k,,_.with ~s.

/ ~ualifi~atwns·for paupersor.habitual:neier;dQiF:~els .. It was,carned 
-: through both Houses before the end of .July, :t;he attitude· of the 

Opposition being in gen~al that of shakingtheit heads over a costly 
.and· dangerous experiment which they were not prepared either to 

· approve or to run the ris~ of opposing. •When-it·rea~hed-...th,e,L0rds, 
Lord Lansdown,e ~ai<:l.tt"a,t .the; '.argumef!.ts seem¢d tQ him-conclusive 
against it," but t~~t he. feared the misrepresen:tation which would 
follow if the Lords gave effect to' that view. Le~d~R.osebery,.thQPght 
that· a-.;.: scheme .so~pr.odigaLoLexpendi~ure ::. ntight: be~·dealing a 
blow.~t the Empire.;w:b,ic::h might;be.a,Imqst-m~rt,al.'' :In the end the 
Lords made certain amendments in Com,mittee (includi11g one. for 
limiting the·· duration of the Bill to seven years} whi~h the Speaker 

-ruled . out as breaches of the Commons. privilege in dealing with 
conditions under which money should be spent.: The time had not 

' • 1 \ ') 

:yet come when the Lords were ready to challenge the prerogative 
of the Coinmonsin this sphere, and after registering their protest. in 
.a solemn re:;;oluUion, they submitted. The Bill ~as hotly criticised 
by:~abour members as ungenerous and inadequate, imd,;,Asquith 
'throu'-g'irout·t0ok--the ~line .. that -it-was only,a .first~step: in .the" general 
handling .. of-the"Jil0Verty,,prg_b.te.Il1,,.th:ro.ugh.:si<;.krtess~a~d.;unemploy
ment insUrance. and the reform of the Poor Law which the 
Government. had in view. Mm~ely,.as,a·,fust"'Step~it~was-,immediately 
~~ enornt~ll;S .. bQ()I1·t0,half,.a,,mi1Ji~:r;t .. <:M.,P~<?Pl€l;~~!ld to:"the.~n<l,Q[his 
1\f~ Asquith took a speciatpride ln.;ha;v-iJ:lg .. Q~?.i~.§4;,tl;l,ts ,tr~il. . 

J. 
III 

·.1 

The interminable education question occupied a considerable part 
bf the session and involved the Prime Minister in incessant and fruit
less negotiations between Nonconformists and Churchmen. The~e 

• was Bill No. 1 introduced on' 24th February by Mr. McKenna, ~who 

. I 

\ 
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was then President of the Board of Education, and Bill No.2 intro
duced by his successor, Mr. Runciman, on 26th November. The 
first tried the simple solution of making Council Schools the only 
schools which children could be compelled to attend and the only 
schools receiving rate aid. Thus in single-school parishes there were 
to be none but Council Schools, but in these the denominations were 
to have special facilities for giving their own kind of, religious 
instruction. For non-provided schools generally there was, as 
compensation for t:pe loss of rate-aid, to be an increased Exchequer 
grant which would all but cover the cost of maintenance. The Bill 
was put down as a basis for discussion, but with an intimation that 
it would not be proceeded with till later in the session. If anyone ' 
supposed that it would afford common ground, he was soon un
deceived. Nonconformists thought it too ~enerous to Churchrp.en; 
Churchmen and· Roman Catholics would have none of it. Mr. 
Balfour denounced it in unmeasured terms~ " You sacrifice educa
tion absolutely," he told the Government, ·'to the violence of your 

.religious prejudice, and to the desire to injure a Church to which 
you do not belong." The Bishop of Manchester said that "as a 
specimen of class legislation, of unscrupulous rapacity, and of 
religious intolerance in the twentieth century, the Bill would deserve 
a place in historical archives by the side of racks, thumbscrews, 
boots, and other engines of torture." 

The Archbishop of Canterbury, however, had shown a more 
conciliatory spirit, and in November Mr. Runciman reported to the 
Cabinet that negotiations with him and the Nonconformist leaders 
had revealed " a general agreement among moderate men in both 
camps." Bill No. 2 accordingly proceeded on wha\ at long last was 
thought or hoped to be agreed ground. Like its predecessor it cut 
off the non-provided schools from rate aid and made them dependent 
on the Exchequer grant, but it permitted denominational teaching 
in Council Schools on two mornings a week for each child, provided 
such teaching was asked for by the parents, arranged for by the 
denomination and its cost not borne by the Education .huthor~ty. 
Assistant teachers were permitted to volunteer for such teaching, 
but not head teachers except the existing head teachers in schools 
which became Council Schools by being transferred under the Act. 
As in the previous Bill, all schools in single-school parishes were 
automatically to become Council Schools, and in all Council Schools 
the "simple Bible teaching" under the Cowper-Temple Clause was 
to continue as before. 

Asquith himself played an active part in the negotiations which 
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Randall DaVidson, who sincerely desired peace. For. a fortnight 
.his hopes ran high and he was sanguine that the riddle had at last 
been ,answered. But then it began to appear1that. t4~ Archbishop · 
had run ahead of his episcopal and ecclesiastical bret~en~ and the 
Government found itself faced with large new demands uppn which 
it had by no means reckoned. On 4th Decell).ber he had to repo~t 
to the King tp.at aU was over : ' • ' 

Asquith to the King . 

. " The situation has completely changed during the iast t:wo days. 
The demand put forward on behalf of the Church for a substantial increase 
in th~ very liberal scale of grants proposed by ,Mr. R~ciman to the 

' ' contracted-out ' Schoolf! js felt by the Government to be ·quite in
admissible, and would certainly not be sanctioned by a majority of the 
present House of Com~ns. It raises a question not of money but of 
principle-whether the contracted-out schools, free from :public control 
are, in the iirban districts, to be the rule or.--as the Government hav~ 

. throughout maintained and. the Archbishop agreed~the exception~ 
Equally serim1s obstacles to an immediate settlement 'are, raised by the 
Bishops. At the meeting of yesterday at the Church Hou8e no less than 
twenty-three of them supported a resolution proposed !by: the Bis.hop of 
SaliE?bury which makes demands in such .vital matters, for instance, as the 
employment of the Head Teacher to give sectarian instruction, far. in 
excess of those put forward during the negotiations by. the Archbishop, 
and treated both by him and the Government as the basis' of tile present 
Bill. In these circumstances. Your Majesty's advisers, with much 
reluctance, were driven to the conclusion that it was' hopeless a~ this 
moment to force through as a settlement a measure which so· many of 
the responsible 1ooders of the Church find unacceptable. · · 

Mr.· Asquith reports··this-decision .. to .your.,M(tjesty ... With-'"the .. most 
profound.regret. In conjunction with Mr. Runciman, who has shown 
admirable tact and patience, he has been for weeks iri. active ·and con-. 

· tinuous negotiations with the leaders of the Church and cif Nonconformity, 
1 

and so much has been conceded by both that there seemed to be a real 
prospect of an agreed settlement of this protracted al)-d ~ost injurious 
controversy. These hopes have for the moment been ·defeated, but 
Mr. AsqUith ~trusts that the .necessary ... withdrawal .. of~·thy• ipresen:t ··Bill 
will riot put a stop to the remarkable movements.Jhich th~ last fortnight 
has witnessed .in fav:our of a policy of coiwiliation.'" 

So ~nded the 1ast of tlnr efforts-tQ __ E;e.ttle,;_the..:dehominntional 
question·by consent:- Asquith told the House of Commons, that he 
was not ashamed to confess that after a public life now prolonged 
for many years he had never experienced a· more heary disappoint
:rhent.i . This ~eeling ~as, perhaps, not universal; and some who 

-· 
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1908 looked at -the question from a purely educational point of view 
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56 were on the whole relieved that Churchmen had not seized this 
opportunity to obtain a permanent right of entry into the Council 
Schools. 

IV 

The autumn of this year was marked by an incident which gave 
Asquith no little pain and trouble, since it involved a colleague 
whom he held in t~e highest respect. As part of the Eucharistic 
Congress which was being held in London this year it was proposed 
to hold a solemn procession in which the Host was to be carried 
through the streets with a great company of Church dignitaries and 
priests in their vestments attending. There was no doubt that this 
was contrary to the Catholic Emancipation~ct, but the Archbishop 
of Westminster had communicated with the Chief Commissioner of 
Police a month before the time fixed and h~ obtained his sanction 
on the ground that the law had been waived on at least two previous 
occasions and might therefore be regarded as obsolete. 

The two previous occasions were minor incidents which did not 
come to the knowledge of the public, but the Eucharistic Procession 
now proposed was to be on a great and imposing scale, and a wide 
advertisement was given to it. This evoked a stormy protest in all 
parts of the country, and, as the day approached, it became evident 
that there would be a very undesirable uproar, and even some risk 
of disorder, if the idea of carrying the Host in procession were per
sisted in. Asquith came into the business late in the day, but when 
the facts were brought to his notice he at once decided that the 
Archbishop must be asked to change his plans so ~s to bring them 
into conformity with the law. 

But it was most desirable that this should be done privately and 
discreetly, and he therefore appealed to Lord Ripon, the one Roman 
Catholic member of the Cabinet, to act as his intermediary with the 
Archbishop. It was a painful and embarrassing mission, for there 
were now only four days to the date fixed for the Procession,. and the 
Archbishop, who had acted with perfect correctness, had every right 
to complain at the withdrawal at the last moment of the permission 
which he had sought and obtained from the Chief Commissioner of 
Police. Lord Ripon nevertheless very honourably undertook it, and 
at his instance the Archbishop made the chap.ges necessary to bring 
his plans within the law. 

But Lord Ripon was a man of sensitive conscience, and though 
he agreed with Asquith that the risk of bitterness and disorder 
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dis.ability~upo_n, .. m~,.,Qh:grch. Aeem;dingly~h~.sent.in"his;.resignation; 
and.could~not·:be·persuaded. to~withdra'l it,.,~h.9ug~, .with .gr~~t 
forbearance, he was content that the n:~ason p;ubhcly assigned, 
should be that .of failing health. The circm:hstarices are fully related · f his LU:e, and~Asquith.was always.warmi:r. ac_k!lo~ledgmen~:o(the_. 
?Jgnity_an<f upr,ig}l~ne~.~ :Fit4vwhigh}J.~. ~<,;te{l6J?: ~pJ~ ~s )mleed .on all 
l)()casions.in·hisJong.and,honoura;bl((,$!~~e,et.' ~. ! .. : . .. . 
i Asquith's comment on the incident is con~ained in a letter to 
Mr. Herbert Gladstone, who was then Home Secretary, and whose 
absence in Scotland when the wrong deci~io:ri. wa~ ·tak~n had l;>een 
one of the causes of the :trouble : · 1 , , ' . ' i ,, : 

Asqut1h to Mr. Herbert Gll}ilstone. : 
' ':" t .· ' 1.\ l 

w DowN-rNo ST. 

' l ; } Sept. 16, 1908. 
I quite agree withyou that the weak point ik the:delay: .;:Henry1 ought 

to have seen·at once that this was quite a different :thing in scale and 
importance from the trumpery funct!ons which ~ave been winked at 
for years. · The questions both of law and P.9licy :coUld t~en have .. b.een 
carefully considered. As it was, we. were hurried in, to a. cou,rse; and there 

. was the appearance of suddenly withdrawing a perfn.ission which :had 
. been deliberately given. · ; ; : : .. 

But I am quite sure that, given the conditions., tp.e right thing was 
done in the right way. It was clearly wise 1and pourteous to give the 
Archbishop, in the first instance, the opportdnity ;of ispontaneoJISly and 
without pressure cutting out the illegal elements. , . ; :· 
· If the procession in its contemplated form: had : bef3il allowed to· take 
place, there woultf have been such. atr uproat as· we ~ave not witnessed 
for many a day. My letter bag amply prove~, that. ~ . ·' · 

, · MeanwhilerRipon, who is furious·at the wliole.thing, has tendere,d,his 
re~igmition-.-(Sept;,l6, 1908;) ; I . 

L d R . . · · · · 'a h' · · t' · b 1 ni: 11 

• • th H. or ,, Ipon,.surv{::ve ,, IS,r\ilSign\1I9n", ~r.9 y,j!;l:l}!es.~~o:n ._s. IS 
public life hadbridged a long space in Bqtish history; and Astruith 
~~d t(I;Ren-·special:-pride.,in',~the,Jac:t.:that.fhe. ha~ ... in .. his Ca'h!net a, 
~nister who .had,served..:.as .Secretary for.rar ·in·Lord .. Palmerstcm's 
fast~Administration. ' , : : . · ; 
i . Another personal incident of this year r~quired! all Asquith's skill 
and ta;ct. ' 1 

, , . . . 

Shortly before ;parliatient rose (17th :qecember) Lord 1\iorley as 
Secretary of State for India introduced into the House of Lords· the 
scheme .for. the reform of the Government ·of In4ia, which became 

1 Sir Edward Hellfy, Chief Co~sioner of) Police. 
: 

I ,. 
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known in after years as the "Morley-Minto Reforms" (Lord Minto 
being the Viceroy upon whom it fell to administer this measure). 
Judged by the standard of subsequent concessions and demands, 
this may seem but a modest measure ; but by bringing Indians into 
the Governor-General's Coun!Jil, by setting up Executive Councils 
for the Provinces with el~ctive members, and by opening the door 
to public debate and .criticism of the Administration on these 
Councils, it broke new ground in a manner that was thought dar.ing 
and original in the y~ar 1908, and evoked strong opposition from the 
old school of administrators and their friends in Parliament. So 
important was this proposal considered that the House of Commons 
took umbrage at its being introduced first in the House of Lords, and 
loudly demanded that there should be at least a simultaneous state
ment in the House of Commons. Asquith conceded this without 
dreaming that there could be any objection to it, but with very 
untoward results, as the following letter sh~s : 

Asquith to Lord Morley. 

10 DOWNING STREET, s.w. 
Dec. 15, ~908. 

MY DEAR MORLEY, 

I need not tell you that I have read your letter with very real 
concern, and that I earnestly hope· you will reconsider the conclusion 
of it. 

We should have -had a motion for the adjournment of the House 
(which the Speaker would have granted) last night, with a most pernicious 
debate, if I had refused to make any concession. 

I accordingly consulted Buchanan, and he agreed with me that to 
avert this mischief it would be well to promise that some statement 
should be made in our House the same night as yours. There would of 
course be no debate, and what we contemplated was a somewhat elongated 
answer to a question, containing in Buchanan's language, a bald and 
"jejune" outline or catalogue of what was to be proposed. 

This would in no way prejudice, or enter into any competition with, 
your presentation of the whole case. 

We intended to choose, and I believe did choose, the less of t_wo evils. 
You realise, of course, that the H. of Commons (not only the group·of 
" geese") is exceptionally sensitive just now. 

If you still, on full consideration, think that the course suggested 
would in any way interfere with your own plan, or be prejudicial to the 
interests of India, pray say so, and I will tell the House of Commons 
they must wait. 

Your resignation at such a moment and on such a ground is a thing 
which I cannot bring myself. to think of. 

Yours always, 
H. H. A. 
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Lord Morley was appeased~ and his Under~Secr~tary; Mr. 1908 

Buchanan,_gave the House ofCommons a " bald and: jejune outline " Age 55-56 

o(what his Chief was developing in a statel~ and,elqquent' speech in 
the House Of Lords. It was nevertheless an awkward business, and 
there was a moment when it seemed as if the whole great scheme 
might be wrecked on the point of etiquett~. -,, Tantaene animis 
caelestibus irae 1 " was -Asquith's comment on ~his and several' ,· 
similar occasions. 

v • ,. 
j 

. In addition to destroying the Licensing Bill, the: House of Lords 
rejected the Scottish Small Landholders' Bill on its secondreading, · 
and so defaced the Scottish Land . Values B1ll with amendments 
which; ,as Lord Halsbury admitted, were intended to '~ ~egative the 
purpose " of the Bill, t:hat the Governmen,t could: do nothing but 
drop it. On the Miners' Eight Hours Bill the situa~ibn of the Peers 
and the Trade Dispute~Bill was reproduced, and the Bill escaped 1 

not because the Peers liked it, but because the .leaders -of the Con-
. servative 'Party judged it· i'glprudent to challenge organised labour 
on this issue. The Scottish Education Bill had the good fortune to 
satisfy the Peers, and in ,the general wreckage on this subject, it was 
something to have passed a measure which empowered School 
Boards to make attendance at Continuation schpols · compulsory 
between the ages of 14 and 17. Another administrative measure of 
a useful kind was the Port of London Bill on which both Mr. 'Winston 
Churchill, who was now President of the Board of Trade, and his 
predecessor in the same office (Mr. Lloyd George),_ had done useful 
work. • · , 

A session which had these measures to its credit and which had 
witnessed th~ inauguration~oLOld Age•Pensi~ns .w~s ~erl,ainly not 
barren, and legislators who had sat till ·close upon Christmas could 
not be charged with any lack of industry. But i1;1 De~en:iber 1908 
Asquith realised that the Liberal Party was very nearly at the end 
of its res~urces unless it could find a way.out ofthe;impasse in which 

· the· House of Lords had landed it. The Cabinet. -agreed that the 
rejection of the Licensing Bill was not fay'ourable ground for a 
dissolution, but, as Asquith told the rullg in reporting the last 
Cabinet of the year, there was great difference of opillion among his' 
colleagues as to how the ne~t session should be occupied.: Practically 
everything that could be done with the consent of the House of 

1 There was, however, one amendment of some importance,' the exclusion :Of . 

both windings from the computation of hours not, ·as the Government propo~ea~ 
for five years, but permanently. · • 
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Lords had now been accomplished, and on all the major measures of 
Liberal policy--education, temperance reform, land reform, Welsh 
Disestablishment, Irish Home Rule-the road seemed to be hope
leJ>sly blocked. Judged by by-elections the country was apathetic, 
and the Liberal tide had declined considerably from the high-water 
mark of 1906. Unjust as it might be, electioneerers reported that the 
Government had suffered considerably in prestige from the accept
ance of blows which it was unwilling or unable to resent, and its 
opponents calculat~d that they had only to persist in using the 
House of Lords to destroy its legislation to land it finally in discredit 
and disaster. 

In December 1908 few Liberals saw any clear road through 
these troubles. There was considerable unemployment which, 
in spite of the measures that the Governp1ent had taken to deal 
with it, added to the general malaise and gave the Tariff Reformers 
the opportunity of renewing their agitatio~7 There was nothing in 
the Liberal programme which could be relied upon to stir popular 
feeling, and some of the measures to which the Government was 
.pledged, such as Welsh Disestablishment and Sickness Insurance, 
were of doubtful electioneering value, however desirable or necessary 
they might be on their merits. Pessimists predicted a crash within 
eighteen months and even optimists saw nothing ahead but a period 
of declining fortunes. No one foresaw that the House of Lords 
itself would provide the fighting issue. -

But though the party prospects were clouded, Asquith's personal 
position stood high at the end of his first session as Prime Minister. 
" It was with the sense not only of expectation more than satisfied 
but of pride'in old friendship that I listened this lffternoon," wrote 
Mr. Haldane on the morning after his second reading speech on the 
Licensing Bill, " you need not wish ever to do bette! or to produce 
a deeper feeling of command in the House." This was the general 
verdict at the end of the session. He had more than satisfied 
expectation ; he had impressed everyone by his complete command 
of the House. He seemed to rise with the same facility .to every 
occasion and never to slip or trip. A week before the end of the 
session he was entertained at dinner at the National Liberal Club 
by Liberal Members of Parliament in recognition of the manner in 

,.,?" which he had conducted the Licensing Bill through the House of 
, \ Commons, and he seized the occasion to make a declaration on the 

·\ .. subJ'ect of the House of Lords: 
( ' ,; 

" To put the thing plainly, the present system enables the leader of 
the party which has been defeated and repudiated by the electors at the 
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polls to determine through .. :tne.House .. QLLor.ds~.wP.~t .. s4!1l.L;tPd.;w:hat 1908 
shall not be the legislation ofthe country. The question I want to put to Age 55-56 .· 
you and to my fellow Liberals outside is this, ' Is :this state of things to 
contir).ue 1 ' We say that it must be '.brought to arl end, and I invite the 
Liberal Party to-night to treat the.veto~oLth!dlouse,of.~Lords .. as_._t:he 
dominating issue in.politics.,....the dominating ·issue,.. because ,in\the ;long 
run it .overshadows and. absorbs .• ~y~i'.Y .. ,.o~h .. c;,:r."· · (Na.tio. nal.Libera~ .Clu{::b'. 
llth.December;,l908.·)· .l f"'t f; .. '-J~ )5) -.f . ./.9' · ;· 

. ., ~~ .1!. ' Y<JJ."<;, f.J{i ~ - . ~ .. ct· . 

By this time the de[llands forJiiejNayy had~m~de i~ evident. to 
the Cabmet that finance was gomg ~to be th~ ~ommatmg question 
for the next few months, and hk ~dded-to the same audience- · 

· that "the Budget of next year will' stand at the very centre of OUf' 
work, by which we shall stand or fall, by which certainly we sh~ll 
be judged in the estimation both of the present and of posteritY." 
The. prediction proved ilruer than h~ knew, for it was certainly not 
in his mind at that moment that the Budget and the House of Lords · 
would be ljnked t~ged!l.~r in the doniinant issue. : 
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CHAPTER XIX 

• A STORM IN EUROPE 

A visit to Windsor-The Bosnia-Herzegovina crisis-The proposed conierence
M. Isvolsky in London-The question of the Straits-King Edward's view
The submission of M. Isvolsky-The Germans in shining armour-An unpleasant 
result-An unfounded charge-King Edward and the Tsar. J.A.S . 

• 
MRs. AsQUITH's diary contains an amusing account of a little scene 
at Windsor in June 1908, when she and her ljusband were paying a 
visit to the King : • 

"'The Page in Waiting' informed me that we were to join Their 
Majesties in the Castle Courtyard at 4 o'clock to motor first to the 
gardens and then to Virginia Water, where we were to have tea. On my 
arrival in the Courtyard the King came up to me and said, ' Where is the 
Prime Minister 1 ' 

Curtseying to the ground I answered,' I am sorry, Sir, I have not seen 
_•him since lunch ; I fear he cannot have got your command and may have 
gone for a walk with Sir Edward Grey.' 

His Majesty (angrily turning to his gentlemen-in-waiting, Harry 
Stonor and Seymour Fortescue): 'What have you done 1 Where have 
you looked for him 1 Did you not give my command 1 ' 

The distracted gentlemen flew about, but I could se~in a moment that 
Henry was not likely to turn up, so I begged the King to get into his 
motor. He answered with indignation, 'Certainly not. I cannot start · 
without the Prime Minister, and it is only 10 minutes past 4.' 

He looked first at his watch and then at the Castle clock, and fussed 
crossly about the yard. Seeing affairs at a standstill I went up to the 
Queen and said I feared there had been a scandal at Court, and that 
Henry must have eloped with one of the maids of honour. I begged her 
to save my blushes by commanding the King to proceed, at which !'he 
walked up to him with her amazing grace, and in her charming way, 
tapping him firmly on ·the arm pointed with a sweeping gesture to his 
motor and invited Gracie Raincliffe1 and Alice Keppel to acoompany 
him: at which they all drove off. 

I waited about anxious to motor with John Morley, and finally followed 
with him and Lord Gosford. While we were deep in conversation 
Princess Victoria asked if she could take a Kodak of us standing together. 
(She presented each of us with a copy a few days later.) 

1 The Countess of Londesborough. 

242 
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When we returned to the Castle we found that Henry had gone for 1908 
a lo:pg walk with the Hon. Violet Vivian, one. of the Queen's maids of Age 55-56 
honour, ·over which the King was jovial, and even eloquent." 
. . -

Asquith was again at Windsor in November 1908~ on the occasion 
. of the visit of the King and Queen of Sweden., The Court is now 
· buzzing with excitement about the German Emperor's famous 
interview in the Daily Telegraph, but discretion is specially enjoined .,. 
in the _presence of the Swedish guests who are intimate with the 
Emperor. King Edward is heard inveighi1lg' against Woman 
Suffrage-to which, like his mother, he had a special antipathy
and he is only with great difficulty persuaded to consent to the 
appointment, of two women~Lady Fra11ces Balfour and Mrs. H. J~ 
Tennant-to the Royal Commission on the Marriage Laws. He did 
not object to the two ladies', if ladies there had to be, but ,he saw in 
their rappointment ;:tn alarming precedent opening wide doors to 
developments_ unthinl>:a.ble. The King was always annoyed when 
it was reported that one of his Ministers .had attended a Wom11n 
Suffrage demonstration, and he expressed himself as specially dis
pleased at Mr. Lloyd George's appearance at the Albert ..Hall on one 
of~hese occasions. '- · · 

On 6th November, 1908, Mr ... Balfour wrote to Lord, Lansdowne:.· 
" Asquith asked r'he to speak to him last mght aftet. the House rose. 
He was evidently extremely perturbed about the European situa
tion, which, in his view, was the gravest of which 'Ye have had any 
experience since 1870." ~That situation arose out of the annexation 
of Bosnia-Herzegovina by Austria-Hungary and si:r~mltaneously the 
proclamation <ef Independence by Bulgaria, W:hich had been 
announced on 6th October. The affair was from the beginning 
tangled with intrigue. Isvolsky, the Russian· :tforeign Mjnister, 
and Baron .d'Aehrenthal, the Austro-Hungarian Foreign Minister,_ 
had for some time been in secret con:~munication :with each, other 
about a plan for settling Balkan affairs at the expense of Turkey 
Without German (or British) intervention, and part of that plan . . 
was the annex!1tion of Bosnia"Herzegovina by Austria, with the 
opeping of the "Straits'' so as to enable Russian ships o( war 
to pass from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean as '' compensation " 
for.Russia. On 15th September the two men met' at Buchlau, the 
country seat in Moravia of Count Berchtold,, the Austro-Hungarian 
Ambassador in St. ~etersburg, and discussed these que~tions. In 
the sequel Isv:olsky maintained that he had been grossly deceived by 
d' Aehrenthal, . who, contrary .to their understan4ing, rushed .the 
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Austrian part of the scheme before the Russians had even begun the 
negotiations on their part. It is still uncertain whether Germany 
was informed in advance of Austria's intended action, 1 but in any 
case she decided to consent to it and to support her ally. 

Austria had administered, and to all intents and purposes, 
possessed, the two Provinces since the Treaty of Berlin, but their 
formal annexation had serious importance from the point of view 
of prestige, and was a heavy blow both to Russia and to the 1' Young 
Turks," who had jljst carried through their successful revolution 
against Abdul Hamid. Isvolsky now found himself in an embar
rassing position. He could not afford to reveal the facts, which 
would have shown him to have been outwitted in a not very credit
abie transaction, and he was farther than ever from obtaining the 
compensation which might have reconciled.his countrymen to the 
Austrian coup. In the meantime both Turks and Serbs were loudly 
demanding compensation for themselves and. with Russia backing 
th~ Serbs and Germany backing Austria~ the situation passed 
rapidly to the danger point. 

Great Britain had no immediate interest in the status of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, but both Asquith and Grey felt very strongly 
that the tearing up of a Treaty to which all the great Powers were 
signatory, and without so much as notice to the TurkS who were 
chiefly concerned, was an act which required serious notice on their 
part. There was, moreover, at that moment a strong feeling of 
sympathy with the Young Turks, who seemed to have done well and 
courageously in ridding their country of the blood-stained tyranny 
of Abdul Hamid. The Government therefore decided to take a 
strong stand on the principle, and to say firmly that they would 
not recognise Austria's action until the other Powers who were 
parties to the Treaty of Berlin were ready to do so. Sir Edward 
Grey next proposed a Conference of the Powers for the purpose of 
regularising the situation, obtaining compensation for Turkey and 
securing the evacuation of the Sandjak of Novi-Bazaar which 
Austria was willing to concede as a sop to the Turks. Bu-. a Con
ference depended on the good-will of Germany which, as soon 
appeared, could by no means be taken for granted. Germany had 
now to decide between the Turks whose friendship she ardently 
desired to keep, and Austria whom she considered to be her only 
firm ally, and with whatever reluctance she followed her traditional 
course of giving her vote to Austria, who desired nothing so little as 
to appear before a Conference. 

1 For the evidence on this subject see Viscount Grey's Twenty·five Y eara, I, p. 191. 
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and all the talk was of preparations for war. By ;this tim~ the storm 1908 

centred about Serbia, which was making large demands for·" com- Age 55-
56 

pensation," both territorial and economic, with the apparent 
support of Russia. Greece, too, was on the move, and desired the 
annexation· of Crete, which at the moment the British Government 

, could riot abet without stultifying their principle that alterations in 
the status quo needed tp.e sanction of the Powers in Conference. 
British. Ministers continued to stand on their proposal to ,reguladse 
the situation through a Cpnference, but strongly urg~d Russia not 
to encourage Serbia in her territorial demands,, .and said plairily 
that, if these were persisted in, and war ensued, they would.not be· 
willing to lend Russia armed assistance. It was nevertheless in 
Asquith's mind that any war between the Alliances which broke out 
in Europe would be Y,kely to involve this country, for when Mr. 
Balfour had observed that apart from the Entente, Treaty obliga
tions would compel. us to intervene if Germany violated Belgian 
territory, he had no11 orily assented but "said that the Franco
German frontier is now so strong that the ;temptation ,to invade 
Belgium might prov;e irresistible.'~ 1 

1 
, 

King Edward pleaded for handling these questions " from a 
European and International point of view,"· which was somewhat . 
in advance of the policy of his Government :' 

BucKINGHAM PALACE. 

The King has read with very great interest Mr .. As~uith's report of the 
deliberation of yesterday's Cabinet. · · 

He entirely concurs· with the· decision the· Cabinet have come to 
respecting the question of a Conference, and · of what is proposed in 

.. connection wit4 the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and with the 
declaration of the independence of Bulgaria. ' 

As regards Crete, personally the King is most anxious that the Island 
should be handed over to Greece, and he considers the question is in 
some way analogous to that of Sweden and Norway. If. some hope 
could be held out to Crete that England woulq. ende_avour to obtain the 
concurrence of the other contracting Powers to the handing over of the 
Island to Greece, the King believes that Turkey would hardly care to 
oppos~ the proposal, and a very thorny question could then be removed 

·from European politics. , · 
With respect to the more important point, that of the Dardanelles, the 

King is afraid that unless some hope is given to Ru~sia that England and 
the other Powers might grant the national aspirations of Russia on this 
question, Monsieur Isvolsky will return to his country a discredited 

· man, and will have to resign, and it is impossiple to say who his successor 
might be. Th\3 King feels that after the Russian Convention with England 
of a year ago; we are bound, if we wish to retain her frienliship, to give 

1 Life of Lord Lansdowne, p. 372. 

' I 
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1908 way on this important point. He hopes the Cabinet are looking at this 
Age 55-56 question from a European and International point of view, and not 

from merely a domestic one. 
EDWARD R.I. 

October 13th, 1908. 

The International point of view was precisely what Asquith and 
Sir Edward Grey believed themselves to be upholding, but they 
held it to be incompatible with the seizure of territory or abrogation 
of Treaty rights without the sanction of the Powers in Conference. 

The tension contfnued all through the winter, Serbia, in Sir 
Edward Grey's words, being " obstinate and headstrong, Austria 
haughty, hard, and stern." In January 1909 Austria made her 
peace with the Turks by agreeing to pay an indemnity of 
£2,500,000, to consent to an increase of Turkish Customs from • 11 to 15 per cent, and to evacuate the Sandjak of Novi-Bazaar. 
But Serbia still demanded an outlet to t.qe sea, and Austria 
threatened her with an ultimatum which, if delivered, would almost 
certainly have brought Russia to the support of Serbia. Then 
suddenly towards the end of March, Russia threw up the sponge 
and collapsed unconditionally. The short explanation1 was that 
on 21st March Prince Bulow had instructed the German Ambassador 
in St. Petersburg to inform M. Isvolsky that "unless Russia agreed 
to recognise the annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina, Germany would 
leave Austria-Hungary a free hand." The meaning of this was 
unmistakable, and within a few hours the Tsar telegraphed to the 
Emperor William consenting to the annexation and expressing the 
hope that" with God's help war woUld thus be avoided." Eighteen 
months later when on a visit to Vienna, the Ge:MJ.an Emperor 
claimed credit for having "taken his stand in shining array at a 
grave moment by the side of their Most Gracious Sovereign." 

It was a humiliation for Russia and an unpleasing result for both 
the British and the French Governments, which were left isolated 
with their now useless project for an International Conference to 
regularise a situation which had regularised itself thus abliUptly. 
To their astonishment British Ministers who had done nothing 
throughout but endeavour to find a peaceful solution and to 
moderate the demands of all the parties now found themselves 
actually charged in Germany and Austria with having fomented the 
war spirit. Professor Hans Uebersberger, one of the editors of 
the Austrian official publication-Oesterreich-Ungarns Aussenpolitik, 
1908-1914-has not scrupled to say that certain documents therein 

1 Official Getman Documents (Grosse Politik), VoL 26, No. ,9460. 
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published '' show veri clearly that during the Anilexation Crisis 
England sought to fan and not tq extingu,ish the flames." The 
documents referred to contain not:ping but " reports from Paris,'; in 
the face of them absurd, " that Englal)d wished to push France· on 
to war, and that Clemenceau and Pichon had been told that the 
hour of revenge had come." Others allege that King Edward 
encouraged the Turks to boycott Austrian goods, and that "an 
intimate friend of Clemenceau's stated in Vienna that the latter was 
.annoyed because King Edward wished to giv~ the Anglo-French 
Entente an aggressive edge against Germany." Since •'the Austrian 
editors have-thought fit to retail this flimsy gossip, and to base on 

. it the charge that Great Britain :was stirring up strife, while pre
tending to play the part of peacemaker, it seems proper to repeat 
here the categorical dewal which • Lord Grey has already given to 
this falsehood. i , 

The course of this aJiair made a profound impression on Asquith · 
and Grey and other MMisters who kept watch over foreign policy. 
As Lord Grey has pointedout,2 ft was recogmsed in after years as· 
a kind of dress rehearsal for the final crisi~ :of 1914. It was frow 
this time onwards distinctly less probable that, if Germany and 
Austria again practised these· methods, Russ~a would again submit. 

It is related in the Life of Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman that in 
the year 1893 Queen Victoria brought down ~pon herself the solemn 
remonstrance of her Ministers for haVing without thei{ advice-taken 
the momentous step of making her grandson,: the G~rman Emperor, 
Colonel-in-Chief of the First Royal Dragoons. King Edward 
Ul.volved himself in the same sort of tr'ouble by making the Tsar an 
honorary .. Admir!tl of the British Fleet at ,their much discussed 
meeting at Reval in June 1908. The cor~espo:ridence on this subject 
speaks for itself: · · 

• 
Secret. 

Asquith to Lord Knollys. 
10 DowNING STREET, 

WHITEHALL, S.W.-

10th June, 1908; 10 p.m . 

, Late this afternoon I received a bypher telekam from Hardinge at 
Reval announcing that the King had appointed the Czar an Hon. Admiral 
of the British Fleet and expressing the hope that this step would meet· 
with the approval of the Government. I understand that a similar 
telegram from Fisher has reached the Admiralty. Without for the 
moment giving any opinion as to the Wisdom or otherwise of this proposal, 
Heel bound to point out that it would have been inore in accordance With 

1 Twenty-five Years, I, pp. 189-190; 2 ; Ibid., pp. 192-3. 
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1908 constitutional practice and with the accepted condition of Ministerial 
Age 55-56 responsibility, if before His Majesty's departure, some intimation had 

been given to me and my colleagues that it was in contemplation. We 
are now placed face to face with a fait accompli, in regard to which we 
have had no opportunity of consultation or decision. I must defer 
sending my answer until I can see and consult Sir E. Grey. The Cabinet 
which is clearly entitled to a voice in such a matter, cannot be conveniently 
assembled before Monday. As you know well, this Russian visit has been 
from the first a delicate affair ; we have done our best to remove 
apprehension and doubts ; but where such grave issues are involved, 
I should not be doirlg my duty, if I did not suggest, and even urge, the 
desirability of preliminary notice. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. H. A. 

From Lord Knollys to Asquith. 
"W'INDSOR CASTLE. 

Private. • 
15 June, 1908 . 

• 
MY DEAR ASQUITH, 

I had an opportunity of speaking to the King this morning about 
the Admiral of the Fleet incident. I mentioned how much disturbed 
you and Grey had been, and I told him exactly what you had both said 
on the subject. I also mentioned that McKenna had been much" put out." 

Nothing really could have been" nicer" or more friendly than he was, 
and he took it all extremely well. 

He has now desired me to write to you and say he never thought of 
proposing that the Emperor of Russia should be appointed Admiral of 
the Fleet, until the idea suddenly struck him at Reval, that he was totally 
unaware of the constitutional point, or else he certainly would not have 
said anything to the Emperor without having first consulted you and 
McKenna, and that he regretted he had, without Jplowin~ it, acted 
irregularly. 

I mentioned to him the awkward position in which you and Grey 
would have been placed had questions been put in the House of Commons, 
and I added that nothing could have been " nicer " than you both were 
about him in connection with the occurrence, and that you and Grey had 
said you felt sure he would quite understand the matter if it were ex
plained to him. He replied to this that he was always anxious to keep 
on the best terms with his Ministers and he was I know plea~ed I saw 
Grey this afternoon and told him all this, and I have no doubt he repeated 
the purport of it to you. I am glad the King began the matter to him 
as it gave him the opportunity of showing H.M. that the question was 
really of some importance and of corroborating what I had said to him. 

Might I suggest that you should write me a letter in reply to this 'which 
I could submit to the King. He has told me also, to write a letter of 
explanation to McKenna, which I think is a good thing. 

· Yours sincerely, 
KNOLLYS. 
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It se~ms at this distance of- time much ado about nothing, but 1908 

royal visits and the inferences to be drawn from/them were in these Age 
55

-
56 

years subjects of anxious concern to all the Foreign Offices, and what 
King Edward meant as a pleasant courtesy was- liable to be inter-
preted in other countries as a symbolic act of high significance. 
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CHAPTER XX 

THE PEERS AND THE BUDGET 
• 

The financial problem-Naval Estimates and Social services-Trouble in the 
Cabinet-The eight Dreadnoughts-Mr. Lloyd George's opportunity-The 
Budget and the land-taxes-Asquith at Balmoral-Conversations with King 
Edward-The King and the Unionist Leaders-The Lords reject the Budget-
Asquith and the two alternatives-The great Constitutional controversy
The King's attitude-Asquith and Lord Rosebery-The final severance--' 
The Union of South Africa-The question of th~ colour bar-General Botha's 
congratulations. J. A. S • 

• 
WHEN he laid down the Chancellorship of th.e Exchequer in order to 
become Prime Minister, Asquith left tranquillity in the office he was 
quitting. The rich had grlliC bled, as usual, at the burden of taxa
tion, but on the assumption that large sums of money had to be 
raised, his two Budgets, and the third, prepared by himself, which he 
introduced after he had become Prime Minister, carried general 
consent. He had made the largest reduction ever made in the 
same space of time in the National Debt; he had abolished the 
coal duties, lowered the tea duties, reduced the sugar tax ; estab
lished the principle that earned income should be taxed at a lower 
rate than unearned income, and inaugurated the system of old age 
pensions upon which he had most set his heart. • All this, though 
adding somewhat to the demands upon the rich and well-to-do, was 
strictly in line with Treasury tradition and orthodox finance. 

But from this point onwards two things worked together to 
compel the Government to look for new sources of revenue. One 
was the increasing demand for social services, especially the schemes 
for sickness and unemployment insurance which were -now . in 
preparation; the other the growing menace of the German naval 
competition, which required large increases in our naval estimates. 
In April 1908 the German Government introduced a new Navy 
Law, which in effect increased the annual German programme to 
four capital ships a year, and made it highly probable that, unless 
British ship-building was largely increased, Germany might be 
actually superior to us in capital ships by the year 1914. In these 
circumstances the Government had either to give up their social 

252 
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programme or to expose the country to th~ risk of be~g out built 1909 

by Germany, unless they saw their w~y to jraise a lar~e additional Age ~6 
revenue. , . 

Parties were characteristically divided b.etween these alternatives. 
·Unionists were ,hot on the scent for an imrJediate increase of naval 
ar:r:naments, and desired nothing more thani that a check should be · 
placed on Radical programmes. Liberals 1 an~ Radicals who ·had 
built higlihopes on the Hague Conference an,d the_ expected redu?tion 
of armaments were at the ·best reluctant coD, verts to the· necessity of 
an increase of ship construction, and stiphlate~ that in any case· 
their schemes of social reform should not '9e held up., _At the same 
time the coming of Mr. Lloyd George to the Chancellorship of the 
Exchequer introduced a new and liyely element into the conduct of 

. :6na~ce, and gave a pe~uliar intensity to !the ~rgunient which all 
through the autumn and winter of 1908 an<fl the spring of 1909 went 
on unabated behind the scenes as to the proper solution of the 
problem. • -. _ . / · ,· , ; . 

Mr. Lloyd George was for long unconvmeedabout the necessity of 
the programme which Mr--. McKenna, the Fitst Lord· of the Admiralty, 
back'ed by his sea~Iords now declared to bk imperative, and he was 
strongly supported in his r~sistance tbyl Mr. Win.Ston ·Churchill; 
The .battle raged for several weeks in the Cabinet with threats of 
resignation on the one side or the _oth~r. f:M:r. McKenna dema,ded 
the immediate construction of six Dreadnoughts ; Mr. Lloyd George 
and Mr. Churchill insisted that four were ~nough: Finally, Asquith 
~msel~ brought peace ~~ proposing tliat ffour sli?uld 1:>~ laid _down 
Immediately, but proVIsiOn be made for ;the rapid construction of 

- I . . 

four more•begimting from lst April in theifollowing year, i._e. wit4in 
the same fin'ancia1 year, or earlier if the need was proved. But even 
this required an argument which excite~ the public, and led to a 
fierce agitation in which all eight ~ere demanded ·at once. "We 
want. e~ght, and we won't wait~" was ~tli~ slogan of:the pour. The 
G(>Yerruiient bowed to the storm, and Mf. McKenna, who had fought 
his _case.with great pertinacity, and ~ti orle momerit :came within an 
inch of resigning, got two ships n;wre 'than, he had originally 
demanded. As Mr. Churchill puts it, '"a! ctirious arid characteristic 
solution was reached. The Admiralty haa demanded six ships : the 
economists offered four, and we finally! comproni.ised ()n eight."1 

Asquith's own leanings were to the orig~al six, bu,t he was not at 
all averse when·this queer turn of the wheel made them eight. 

. I ' . I 
I. Wil'rld Crisis, 1911-1.'4, ~P• 136~8. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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Two letters to his wife, who happened to be out of London during 
some of this time, give vivid glimpses of the wrestlings of these 
days: 

Asquith to his Wife. 

10 DOWNING STREET. 

Feb. 20, 1909. 
The King's speech was on the whole well received and the debate so 

far has been eventless, but there is considerable underground rumbling 
and agitation over the Navy. The economists are in a state of wild 
alarm, and Winstorf and Ll. G. by their combined machinations have 
got the bulk of the Liberal press into the same camp. There is no real 
danger in the Cabinet-both J. Morley and Loulou (Lewis Harcourt) 
for various reasons being very disinclined to make common cause with 
the other two. They (the two) go about darkly hinting at resignation 
(which is bluff) and there will in any case be a lot of steam let off, and 
at any rate a temporary revival of the old pre-Boer animus. I am able 
to keep a fairly cool head amidst it all, but there are moments when 

1
1 am disposed summarily to cashier them· both. E. Grey is a great 

, stand-by, always, sound, temperate, and strot'tg. 
Feb. 25, 1909. 

We had our final Cabinet on the Navy yesterday, and I was quite 
prepared for a row and possible disruption. A sudden curve developed 

·itself of which I took immediate advantage, with the result that strangely 
enough we came to a conclusion which satisfied McKenna and Grey and 
also Ll. G. and Winston. The effect will be to make us stronger in 1912 
than McKenna's original proposal would have done. 

A time was to come when all the parties to this controversy were 
thankful that it ended so ; but at the moment the triumph of the 
big-navy party strengthened the determination of the Radicals that 
there should be no weakening on the Budget. If rnoney•had to be 
found for the great shipbuilding programme, money, they insisted, 
should be found also for the social reforms upon which the party 
had set its heart, and found by those who could best ,afford the 
sacrifice and had been loudest in calling for the increased armaments. 
Mr. Lloyd George leapt to the occasion. It took him at a bound out 
of the ruck of conventional Chancellors of the Exchequer,J:lngaged 
him in the kind of controversy in which he most delighted, promised 
new issues and adventures for a party which after three years was 
beginning to feel the inevitable reaction. In the light of later ex
perience the raising of fourteen millions of extra taxation seems so 
modest an enterprise that it is difficult to think of it as furnishing 
material for either a heroic effort on the part of a Chancellor of the 
Exchequer or a convulsive protest on the part of those who were 
called upon to pay. An income-tax rising on a graduated scale 
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from 9d. to Is: 2d. in the pound; a super~.ta:x! beginning at £3000- 1909 

for those whose incomes exceeded £5000 ;' 'death duties taking no Age 
56 

more than 10 per cent up to £200,000, may· well seem merciful to a 
generation which has come to think of incqmei-tax in units of six-
pence and a shilling, and even to take a certain

1
pride in tlfe fact that 

-the Exchequer claims upwards of 50 per cent pf the incomes of the 
very rich. It has been said that if Asquith had been in charge of the 
_1909 Budget it would have gone through Jith little more than 
the protest that had accompanied Sir Willilim Harcourt's Budget of 
1894 .. Possibly even he might have had trouble with the land-taxes, 
or at least with-the valuation attaching to tHem, but in Mr.~Lloyd 
George's hands all these taxes became flags and symbols jn a ringing 
debate between wealth and poverty;. and. n!othing in the coming 

' I , 
niontl;ls seemed to give him niore pleasure thap to lure the " dukes '' 

- and the idle and innocetrt rich into encounters in which their slower 
I 

minds and halting tovgues were very u:qequally matched against 1 

his nim~le wits and pictwresq~e eloquence. J , ;: · -
The land-taxes embodied the idea-'-f9r .~ong.,an..-.ar!ticle. in...,the 

Liberal and Radical -creed-of taxing.the~.:.runearned~inc~ement.~' 
They required a valuation at a given date and took the form of a 

• ,J • • • • f I I 

duty of one~ fifth or _20 per cent, when the property was s9ld or passed. 
at death, upon all increases of value wl#clti had accrued from the 
enterprise of the community_ or of th~ l~ndowners'. neighbours .. 
There was also to be an annual duty' of !fl. in the £ upon " un- · 

. , I 

developed land," i.e. land which had a site v,alue, but 'Yhich was not 
being used for building, and which was po~sibly or probably being 

_ held up until its site value h~d ripened. There was finally a 10 per 
cent reversion duty on any benefit accn#ng to a- lessor on the 
termination of a lease. Spirit, tobacco, inotor and petrol taxes also 

· played· their part, but these raised no mbre than the· customary 
grumbles, except among the Irish who werJ irreconcilal:i'le about the 
spirit-taxes. .. I' ·~ I · · 

Asquith bas 'put-on record his own viewJ>f-the Jand~taxes : . , I . 

~'-It .was the land taxes, a~d perhaps still m~re the proposed valuation 
· of land, which ' set the heather on fire:' ~heir. immediate yield was 

estimated to be very small; but the alarmis~s saw.-in.t.\iem .. a.potential 
insj:.rument~for._almost unlimited._«:}_<?_nfisca,tio.it. Being supposed myEJelf 
.to be a financier of a respectable and morel or less conservative tjrpe, 
I was, in the course.of the debates, frequently challenged by Mr. Balfour 
and others to defend the new imposts, and espe(}ially the, Undeveloped Land 
and the Increment Duties. I have undertaken in my time many more 
intractable dialectical tasks, :;Lhd though I ~as fully alive to the mechanical 
difficUlties involved, and perhaps-not so sapryne as some-of my colleagues 

i 
I 
I_ 
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1909 as to the progressive productiveness of the taxes, I had never any doubt 
Age 56 as to their equity in principle. The Increment Duty, in particular, 

applied only to the enhancement in the value of land which is not due 
to any enterprise or expenditure on the part of the owner, but to the 
growth, and often to the actual expenditure, of the community. ' Upon 
that added value' (I argued) 'it is consistent with natural justice, with 
economic principle, and with sound policy, that the State should from 
time to time levy toll.' "1 

II 

The Finance Bill of 1909 was in Committee for forty-two days, 
and the necessarily intricate machinery for giving effect to the new 
taxes gave opportunities for prolonged and persistent criticism and 
obstruction from the Opposition benches. During these weeks Sir 
William Robson, the Attorney-General, an old comrade in arms for 
whom Asquith had a deep affection, was a•tower of strength tt> the 
Government. In their dislike of the spirit-taf the Nationalists went 
to the length of voting with the Opposition against the second 
reading, but contented themselves with abstaining on the third 
reading. .The whole Liberal and Radical Party stood solidly behind 
the Government through all the stages, and the Bill was finally 
passed on 4th November by 379 to 149. 

The main interest, however, was not in the discussion of tech
nicalities in the House of Commons, but in the platform warfare 
organised by the " Budget League " and the " Budget Protest 
League," which raged in the country all through the summer and 
autumn. Asquith through it all remained cool and argumentative, 
bringing a careful moderation of language to bear on all proposals 
that were thought extreme. His defence of the Bud~et to a!! audience 
of business men at the Cannon Street Hotel (23rd July) will still 
bear reading as a shining example of clear exposition and business
like argument. But so far as the country was concerned, the honours 
rested with Mr. Lloyd George; and the bandying of epithets 
between him and the " Dukes " delighted and incensed a vast 
audience, which was indifferent to the Cannon Street sty~. King 
Edward watched these performances with a good deal of displeasure, 
and begged the Prime Minister to moderate the language, which he 
characterised as "Billingsgate," of his Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
Nothing could have exceeded· the good humour with which Mr. 
Lloyd George accepted these remonstrances, or his promises to walk 
warily on the next occasion. He was sincerely of opinion that his 
language was much more restrained than the occasion would have 

1 Fifty Years of Parliament, II, p. 69. 
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warranted, and, to Asquith's amuseme~t, iclaimed for his Newcastle 1909 
speech that it was a signal example· of mbderation .. · In a letter to Age 56 

Asquith, .Lord Knollys begged him not ~ " pretend ~o the King " . 
that he liked Mr. Lloyd George's speechef'!, for,the King .. would,not 

· believe it, and it only irritated him. ·' \ . · 
But the king, who wished above !:til ,things to avoid another 

collision between the two Houses, had s¢rious grounds for misgiving. 
He had tried in vain to prevent the Peer~ frbm rejecting the Licensing ' 
Bill ip. the previous yea~, and now he &awi them. hardening towards 
the rejection of the Budget-a thing thought to be beyond the plile 
of constitutional possibilities. Early -i*--Octob,er-AsquithN .. w:as 
summoned· to. Balmoral; and. a note~ dated 6th October. gives the 
gist of his conversations with the,~ng:: I · 

• B:ALMQRAL CASTLE. 

~' I Oct-"6, ... 1~09. 
? I saw the K.iJ;tg imni'ediately on my a~ivp. He entered almost at 
~:onge on the subJeCt of tM Budget and th~ Lprds. . 
• · 1 He .asked me whether I thought.he .. w'as fw\ ell within· constitutional 

!ines-in taking .upon himself to giv~.-~d~ic_~. to,,.,and if :·necessary'. Pl!t 
pressure upon, the Tory leaders. at this Juncture. · 
l I replied that I thought what he wasl doing and proposing to.,do, 
perfectly.corr~ct,.from.a constitutional"p6~nt pf.,.view.;, that the nearest 
analogy was the situation an<J, action of William IV, at tlfe time of the 
Reform Bill ; in bc;~th cases the country was threatened with a revolution 
at the hands of the House of Lords~ , 

He·said-that,dn~that.case,.he.should,no.t.,hesitate,.tocs.ee .• hoth,Balfour 
and Lansdowne on· his return to London. 

lie went on to say that they might naturally ask what, if they persuaded 
the Lords to pass the Budget, they were to get in return. It had occurred 
to him thlft the ~st answer would' be : "~ appeal to the country
such as you say you want : only after and not be~ore the final decision 
on the Budget " i in other words a dissolution and general election in 
January. · ·. , 

What had I to say to this 1 Should I approve his holding such language 
to ·them 1 , ' 

I replied that I should iike more time fo-,: consideration before giving 
a definit~ answer, but I would ventrire at-once to put before him the 
'poirr£r which prima facie suggested themsel-ies. 

First L would look: ?>t his. proposal from ~heir point of view, i.e. that 
'of the Tory leaders. .I doubted whether it would have many attractions 
for them. It means a general election imm~diately after the Lords, who 
:had been egged on to resistance for months by the whole party press and 
platform, had climbed down and given i'n ; not an exhilarating or 
s'tip:mlatihg situation from a party point of· view. Further, they might 
well calculate that they had more to gain than to lose from a 8elay which 
could not in any case be very prolonged-i:r;t the facts (a) that the sting 

, of the agitation against the H. of Lords wbuld hav~ been removed by , 
I.-R 
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1909 the passing of the Budget and (b) that the Budget itself, when it passed 
Age 56 from Parliament to platform into the hands of the tax-gatherer, would 

lose much, if not the whole, of its glamour. 
Next, looking at the matter from our point of view, and that of the 

country at large, I saw many objections to a January election unless it 
were rendered necessary by the rejection of the Budget. January with 
its short days and bad weather and coming just after Xmas. is one of the 
most inconvenient months for a general election. Moreover, what 
pretext could I allege to my party and the country for advising a dissolu
tion immediately after the passing of the Bud.get ? The H. of Commons 
is only just four years old, and there are still measures of great importance 
which we have promised to bring before it, and which we could only be 
justified in laying aside by the urgency of a Constitutional crisis forced 
upon us against our will. In my judgment-though it was of course a 
mere forecast of the incalculable-the outcome of an election fought 
under such conditions was not unlikely to be a very small majority 
either way between the British parties, with ~he decisive vote in critical 
matters left to the Irish ; a very undesirable state of things. · 

I did not think (I added) that a dissolution could be very long delayed, 
but the arguments against forcing it on in J~nuary seemed to me to be 
difficult to answer. 

The King appeared to be impressed by the force of these considerations 
-especially those which tended to show that the promise of an early 
dissolution would not offer great temptations to the other side. 

We then passed to other topics-leaving open this one for further 
discussion. 

H. H. A. 

Whether, if King Edward had lived, an election could have been 
postponed for any length of time if the Lords had accepted the 
Budget may be open to doubt, but Asquith naturally at this stage 
was unwilling to bargain with the Lords by promising an election in 
return for the passing of the Budget. It was in :fj,ct a la;rge part of 
his case that the Peers had no right to force a dissolution. 

On his return to London, the King gave an interview (12th 
October, 1909) at Buckingham Palace to Lord Lansdowne and 
Mr. Balfour. Asquith saw him immediately afterwards, and 
gathered that " the substance of what they had told him was that 
they had not yet decided what action the House of Lords ~hould be 
advised to take." That was no doubt literally true, but DY' this 
time the Unionist Party was being driven down the steep place by the 
combined pressure of rich men who feared for their pr'iperty, and the 
Tariff Reformers who saw their last chance gone, if the Budget 
went through, and were persuaded that the moment was favourable 
for forcing the issue. With these two driving forces behind it, the 
movement for rejection had gained impetus all through the summer, 
and the decision appears to have been a foregone conclusion by the 
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time the King saw the two Unionist leaders. According to his' 1909 

biographer, 1 Lord Lansdowne told Lord Balfour of Burleigh at the Age 
56 

· beginning of October that " upon the whole he wa.S in favour of 
rejection," and about the same time Lord Cawdor, while staying at 
·Balmoral, prepared a memorandum for the King which strongly 
favoured ·the same course. M;. Balfour is said "from an even 
earlier period to have come to the conclusion that no compromise 
was possible." On the other hand Lord Rosebery, though detesting 
the Budget,.and thinkin~ it to be the beginning of a socialism which 
would be" the end of all things," was strongly o1Jposed to" staking 

· the existence of the House of Lords." on its rejection, and the same 
view was taken by ;Lord St. Aidwyn, and still more str6ngly by the 
group of Free Trade Unionist peers including Lord Cromer, Lord 
James of Herefqrd, and Lord Balfour of Burleigh, who viewed with 
·great .alarm the latest ~£fort of the Tariff Reformers to stampede 
the Unionist Party. 1he opposition of this group, however, was, 
as usual, an active irritailt to the Tariff Reformers who, thinking the 
desJ;ruction of the Budget to be essentia'! to their movement, were 

, for going all lengths, and, in Lord Milner's phrase, " darnning the 
consequences." , 

. On the last day of October the King's Secretary w{ote gloomily of 
'" the tendency in the minds of Mr. Balfour and Lord Lansdowne," 
but so long as the Finance Bill was in the Commons, Asquith in all 
his public utterances continued to treat the idea of its rejection by 
.the House of Lord~. 1;1s "beyonq,belief. lJ:l.t~flE.~! •. spe~_,on ~he 
third reading .he presented the· Government's .proposals ,as, the far 
preferable alternative to "Tariff Reform," and only .in. a last 
sentence ~lanced.at the possibility.which· lay·ahead: ' . 

" What are. the two ways, and the only two wa:ys before the country 
of meeting the necessities· of the nation 1 On the one hand you may 
do as. we, are doing. You may impose, simultaneously ·and in fair 
proportion, taxes on accumulated wealth, on the profits of industry, on 
the simpler luxuries, though not the necessities·, of the poor. You may 
seek, as we are seeking, for new taxes on those forms of.value which at 1 ,pre~t£re either inadequa~ly taxed·or·not ta~ed a~·al~·;:· values.which 

·· ~ sprmg from monopoly; whwh .are not .the frmt of -IndiVIdual effort or ~ 
enterprise ; but which ate the creation either ·of social growth;·Or of.. the 
direct activit\ of.the State itself. . · 

That is on; way-that is the way proposed by this Budget. What.is 
the other, .the only other, that has yet been disclosed or even foreshadowed 
to Parliament and the country 1 It is to take a toll of ·the prime necessaries · 
of.life; it is to raise the level of prices to-the average consumer.of com
modities ; it is to surround your markets with a Tariff wall which, i.n 

1 Life of Lansdowne, pp. 378-380; 
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1909 so far as it succeeds in protecting the home producer, will fail to bring 
Age 56 in revenue, and in so far as it succeeds in bringing in revenue, will fail 

to protect the home producer. 
That, Sir, is the choice which has to be made, and if to these alternatives 

there is to be added another which I decline to believe, the choice between 
the maintenance and the abandonment by the House of its ancient 
constitutional supremacy over all matters of national finance, I say 
there is not a man who sits here beside or behind me to-night who is not 
ready to join issue." 

# 

• m 
What Asquith "declined to believe" on 4th November became 

a fact on 30th November, when the Lords rejected the Budget by a 
majority of 350 to 7 5. By taking this action on the second reading 
they had cut themselves off from all controversy on details (e.g. on 
whether certain parts of the Bill, such as tire provision of the v!1lua
tion machinery required by the land-taxes,. might be regarded• as 
" tacking "), and boldly claimed the right t@ reject the entire Budget. 
Until the summer of this year no one in either party had thought of 
such a thing as possible. There was no precedent for it for at least 
250 years; it had been the universal assumption in all parties that 
the House of Commons, and that House alone, controlled finance ; 
that money grants, as the form of the King's Speech indicated, were 
made by "Gentlemen of the House of Commons," the elected 

·representatives of the people, and that it was beyond the com-
petence of the House of Lords to bring a Government to a standstill 
and force a dissolution by holding up its provision for taxation and 
expenditure. The rejection of the Budget turned all these con
stitutional assumptions upside down, and it was pl8;in tha11if it could 
not be resented at once, and prevented in the future, the control of 
the Executive through the control of the purse would have passed 
from the House of Commons to the House of Lords. 

If such a controversy had to be, Asquith with his legal training 
' and constitutional habit of mind was supremely well equipped to 

conduct it, and from 30th November, 1909, when the House.c>~ords 
threw down the challenge, until lOth August, 1911, when it accepted 
the Parliament Bill, he was supreme over all rivals. His mastery of 
constitutional law and practice, his sense of history, his moderate 
yet massive manner of speech, his instinctive dislike of all brawling 
and vulgarity, enabled him throughout to keep the argument on a 
high plane, and to impress the public with its greatness and gravity. 
On 2nd December he set the lists for the appeal to the country by 
proposing the following resolution in the House of Commons : 
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"That-the acti~n."of the House of Lords in·refusing to-pass into)aw 
the f:hi'anc}al proyisiqnm,!!>_de.by J!tisJio~~e- for tpe service.of the year is 
!Lbreach_oLthe-Constitution _and_ ~ .. uslirpation~of the--rights-of -the 
'Commons." · 

' - I 

In a serious argument enlivened by brilliant raillery he covered 
the whole ground of recent controversy between the two Houses, 

/?and summed up the immediate issue in):us.<.Jlosing,.,words: 
t f • ' f.," Th~-House of Lords'li~~nleliberately·chosen·its wo~d ... Theyr~ave 

· elected to set at nought, m regard to-finance,.the .. unwntten, but-,trme
honoured.conventions of Our- Constitution.· In so doing, whether they 
foresaw it or not, they have opened a wider and a more far-reaching 
issue. We have not-provoked.the,challenge .. W:e .. belie:ve_.j;h~t&he~first 
principles of:, representative. government,, as~embodiedjn _o~;slow ,~our 
ordered,.,.hut,.ever~brp~el?V:l.g .... d~};~lo,ppl~nts, are a,t stake,~~j,,;~~-a:~k 
the House of Commons ·oy this res61~iSii~t6ta."l"y:nas~'itt the·:earliest 
possible moment we shall ask the constituencies of the country, to-declare 
t~a,t _the ,organ ~nd:.voic.e" ot tl!_e:free p~op~e of: this cQ.u,n_:try}s;t_g)3ejfound 
in the elected,~epresen~t~:v:e.syof:rt~e.kn.ll:ti,~n-.~ . ' 

: The resolution-was carried by.,a-majority of 215-(349-to 134), and 
P.arlianient was dissolved ~n.3rd -December, the first day of the 
General Election being fixedcfor -14th ·January,:in.the-·New Year.~ 

1909 
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On 15th December the~K~~g!_~c;:~~;Y:x.k<Lt..4 . .J£!lo£1y~,Jlad a :,f

conversation with Asquith's Secretary, Mr. Vaughan Nash; which the 
latter reported to his chief in the following memorandum : 

Memorandum by Mr. Vaughan Nash\ 
10 DoWNING· STREET, 

WHITEHALL, s.w. • • . ·. · . - Dec.-,,l5,'~'1909 ... _ 
I} . LQ!'._g _ _._KnQ.lJ.Y!. asked me to see him this afternoon all'~n;~ b~gan by 
¥ ,saying that t!J.e~K}n..g,ha,d,come,to.the conclusim;l._.that,he, would.not be 
,. 'justified in creating .ne-w peers (say 300) until. after. a,second general 

election and that he, Lord K., thought you should know of this now., 
though, for the present he would suggest that.,wh~t he was telling me 
should be for your ear only. The,King.regards7the,policy -otthe.Govern-
men~antamount to the destruction~.ofothe House,o£-Lords and he · I 

thinks-that before a large creation of Peers is·embarked upon or threa,tened 
the country should · be acquainted with the particular ·.project for -
accomplisping such destruction as well as with the general line of action 
as to which the country will be consulted at the forthcoming Elections. 

When it came to discussing this more in detail the folloWing points 
emerged: ' 

1. That if the plan adppted for dealing with tl:te Veto follows the 
. general lines of the House of Commons resolution coupled with shorter 
Parliaments (the King prefers four years to five) the King would concur, 

. though. apparently h~. would still he,~it_!l:~~ ~~?- cr~ate Peers. 

1\~ 
;. 

•• / ''t 
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1909 2. That his objection to the creation of Peers would be "considerably 
Age 56 diminished " if Life Peers could be created. (I pointed out to Lord 

Knollys that this would involve legislation to which the House of Lords 
might object.) 

As to the first point I said that your speech at the Albert Hall indicated 
that the plan to be adopted would follow the general lines of the C.-B. 
plan. 

Lord Knollys went on to say that it was in view of the .objections 
which the King was likely to raise that he had ~dvocated the introduction 
of legislation dealin~ with the Lords before supplies were dealt with by 
the new Parliament as by this means a lever might be brought to bear 
which would obviate the necessity of creating Peers. I replied that 
whatever the merits of such a procedure might be, the practical difficulties 
were, as I understood, serious, the gravest being the short time available 
for getting the Finance Bill through. Moreover the onus as regards a 
financial deadlock would, in the circumstanc~s, be held to rest not on 
the Lords but on the Government. And he quite saw the force of tbis. 

Lord Knollys was very anxious that some. alternative method of 
coercion should be devised. For instance was.there anything in the idea 
of summoning only such Peers as would give a majority to the Finance 
Bill ~ I said I would ask your opinion, but I thought you would regard 
such a scheme as fantastic and impracticable, apart from its bearing on 
the Monarch.l 

Before coming away I thought I had better ask Lord Knollys whether 
the King realised that at the next General Election the whole question 
of the Lords would be fully before the country, and that the electors 
would know that they were being invited to pronounce, not indeed on 
the details, but on the broad principles which were involved in the 
Government's policy. I also asked what he thought would be the position 
as regarded the creation of peers if it turned out that the House of Lords 
refused to accept legislation forbidding them to touch finance. , From the 
vague answers he gave I came away with the impress~:m that.the King's 
mind is not firmly settled and that it might be useful if you saw him 
some time before the Elections, possibly on the 8th, the day of the 
Dissolution Council. 

V.N. 

Asquith, therefore, entered upon the Election of January 1910 
with the knowledge that not one but in all probability two ~lsons 
would be necessary before King Edward would be persua e to 
exercise his prerogative, if, as was practically certain, the House 
of Lords resisted the Liberal scheme for limiting its powers. The 
condition of the second election was to be fulfilled in the reign of 
King Edward's successor. 

1 All these possibilities were explored during the next fifteen months including 
the withholding of the writ of summons from a majority of the existing peers, but 
which, though legally possible, was held to be invidious for the King and more 
threatening in its permanent consequences to tn!l IIQ-gse Qf Lords th~n the creatioA 
of peers for a special purpose, 
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IV 

It may be added here that the controversy,.,abo!l~,t~e . .._Budget 
brought~ the finaLsev:erance .. oLpolitical relations ~between. Asquith 
:ind Lord.,Rosebery. On lOth September Lord Rosebery made a 
speech to a meeting of business men at 'Glasgow .in which he 
denounced the new taxes root and branch, and declared that he had 
"long ceased to be in cominl:Icication with the Liberal Party." 
Asquith wrote to him ~he following day : • I 

Asquith to Lord Rosebery. 

• 
MY DEAR R. 

LYM:PNE CASTLE,l 
LYM:PNE, 

KENT. 

· ' Bept...u., .. 09 . 

I need.n.ot tello you I have read your Glasgow. speech;.With··tbe 
most.profound,regret .. ,-• · 

It marks, as you say; the parting of the poli~ical.ways.between yourself 
and.(I.believe).eyery one of the old colleagues and comrades who have in 
the past fought under you on your side. . 

It may be that we are all wrong, and that y9u alone are .right; it 
maybe--. . ' 

Time will decide between these alternatives. But in the meanwhile 
anything in the nature of political co-operation becomes (by your own 
s:P.owing) the hollowest of pretences, and it is quite impossible for myself 
and my colleagues to continue· to serve under yoUr Presidency as Vice
Presidents of the Liberal League . 

. ~~}s with. sincere.,pain, that o:I~:write, ~~J:.l~~e, lines,~ and ... with .. the assured 
hope :that .nothing will disturb ,·our .-long .and:tried:cpersonaUqem;lship. 

• • Yours always, 
. H.H.A. 

Lord Rose bery replied : 

Lord Rosebery to Asquith. 

HOAR CROSS, 
BURTON -ON ·TRENT • 

...- Sept .... 14, /9. 
MY DEAR A., · . .., ,., ~ .. -t~"· 

I have only this moment receJved y_our letter of Sept. 11. 
I quite agree that in view of my heartfelt hostility to the principles 

of the Budget, political co-operation is not at present possible between 
us. So it has been in effect since the General Election1 for I do not think 
phat you or the_ Vice-Presidents have had any contact with the League 
since that time. And in view of the compli9ations that my speech might 

1 Lympne Oastle belonged to Mr. Asquith's brother-in-law, Mr. Frank Tennant, 
at that time. 

1909 
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1909 produce I resigned the Presidency of the League the day before I spoke 
Age 56 at Glasgow. That aspect of the question then is simple enough, but 

I think the other is even easier. I hope none of us could contemplate 
for a moment any diminution of our friendship by any political difference. 
I think that you have left me rather than that I have left you, but were 
it otherwise I hope we shall give each other the credit of acting con
scientiously. All my old political friendship is locked up in your Cabinet. 
I doubt if any of you realise the painful struggle I had to face before 
speaking, but I think you must recognise by the dates that I was in no 
hurry to speak. As I wrote to you last year I am a cross-bench man for 
life, and as I spoke fo~ your Licensing Bill in November, so now I speak 
against your Budget ; the balance is not unequal. 

However that may be, of course our friendship must remain un
affected ; it never even occurred to me that it could be otherwise. . . 

Yours, 
R. . . 

It was perhaps inevitable that the two men should see less of each 
other than in former days, but the old friendshlp survived unbroken 
to the end of Asquith's life. • 

v 
In all the turmoil of the year 1909 there was one achievement 

which Asquith looked back upon with unqualified satisfaction, and 
that was the Act establishing the Union of South Africa. Bearing 
in mind his own record on the South African War-about which he 
never repented-he had felt it to be a debt of honour, due especially 
from him, as a Liberal statesman, that the final settlement should be 
liberal and complete. He had worked hard at the details of the 
constitution, which, in the first year of the Campbell-Ba:q.nerman 
Government, had given responsible government to •the Transvaal, 
and he now bent himself with the legal and constitutional enthusiasm 
which was part of his make-up, to the scheme for the Union of 
South Africa.1 Up to the end of 1908 the policy which this scheme 
embodied had been denounced by Lord Milner and many of the 
Opposition leader& as incredibly rash and precipitate, but when it ---1 This scheme set up a Senate and a House of Assembly for the whole Union, 
the former consisting of forty members, eight nominated by the Governor-General 
in Council, and eight elected for each Province, and the latter of one hundred and 
twenty-one members elected, except in the Cape where the native franchise was 
retained, by voters of European descent. Provincial Councils were established for 
the four Provinces, the Cape, the Transvaal, the Orange Free State, and Natal, and 
certain powers specifically delegated to them, all others, including the care and 
treatment of natives, being reserved for the Central authority. (This authority was 
vested in addition with one overriding legislative PO'Yer, with the result that the 
Constitution is one which follows the unitary and not the federal model.) For 
the time being the Protectorates, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Swaziland were 
reserved to the Imperial Government. 
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became known that·it was accepted as a fair settlement by allparties 1909 

in.South Africa, .wherejt_had bee11 ha!firp.~reC!,~J:!.tg, ~~ap_e ~~,J:t_Con7_ Age 
66 

{rention and submitted, to.the Parliaments,,o(each.of.,the:four .. Prov- . 
i~ce~, opposition died do~: a:~a .the Bill:_ giving. effect'\to it was 
passed with practical una~mity by both Houses. It was introduced 
and passed first in the Lords at the beginning of August and later 
in the C~mmons on 19th August. 

The sole point of controversy wa_s the " colour bar." On this J . - . 
Asquith was perfectly frank, and when amep.d~ents .:were proposed 
for admitting natives to the Senate, or permitting them to vote for 
the Assembly in Provincial Councils, he said without .any beating 
about the: bush that he gre~tly regretted that the exclusiq:p. of the, 

,natives had been introduced into the Constitution. But he was not 
prepared to jeopardise." this most delicately and elaborately con~ 
structed document," the result of'a long, difficult, and laborious 
process, of argument •and compromise between parties and Parlia
ments in South Africa ~y insi_sting on_an,aw.:~:g,<!ll}.~nt which would 
t];trow it all·into_the.melting.pot.~ On.:this ground he appealed to the 
House not to pass the amendment proposed by Mr .. Barnes extending 
the franchise to natives : 

" I ask the House of Commons, Can you take the responsibility of 
incUrring this risk.~ However ·strongly· you may feel, however much 
you may wish that this provision had not be~n dnser~ed in the Bill, -
however ardently you may hope-and no one can hope more ardently 
than I-that before. long it may be removed; can yol! at this moment of 
S'outh African Union, a thing which 'a few years ago seemed beyond the 
'region of hope and as having passed into the darkness of despair, can you 
take on yourselves that responsibility on the eve of the consummation of 
those hop"'es 1 I.a~pe_al to hon. members not to do so."l 

The House responded to this appeal' by rejecting the amendment 
byl58to57. · . \- · 

Handsome acknowledgments now came from the Unionist 
leaders. "'Whatever opinion we may hold as to the past," said 
Mr. Balfour, "everybody looking ~ack at the past will, I am confi
den"'u~gree with me that ~his Bill, soon I' hope to become an Act, 
is the most wonderful issue out of all those divisions, controversies, 
battles, and outbreaks, the devastation and hor:rors of war, the 
difficulties of peace. I do not believe the world ~hows anything like 

· it in its whole history."2. 
The King telegraphed his warm congratulations .on hearing of the 

safe passage of this measure; and many other. tributes .followed. 
1 House of Commons, 16th August, 1909. 
2 House of Commons, 16th August. 
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1909 One which Asquith specially valued came from Mr. J. W. Hofmeyer, 
Age 56 h I t e veteran eader of the Africander party, who wrote: 

Mr. J. W. Hofmeyer to Asquith. 

" I cannot leave for the Continent without .•. saying how much 
I appreciate the evident anxiety shown not only by you but by the whole 
of your Ministry during the passage of the ~· A. Union Bill through 
Parliament to place .yourselves in the position of your South African 
fellow-subjects and do justice to their aspirations. 

So long as sentiments such as those given utterance to by you and 
your colleagues actuate His Majesty's Ministers we South Africans need 
fear no undue interference with our rights and liberties and Britons may 
rest assured that the ties which bind South Africa to the British Empire 
will not be lightly broken." (23rd August, 190Q.) 

The letter which General Botha wrote on the same occasion, and 
Asquith's reply have already been published, but they must be 
repeated here : 

DEAR MR. AsQUITII, 

General Botha to Asquith. 

SANATORIUM OF GRAF. DAPPER, 

KISSING EN. 

23. 8. 09. 

Now that the South African Bill has safely passed both Houses 
of Parliament and thereby the Union of the four self-governing Colonies 
in South Africa has practically become an established fact, I cannot 
refrain from congratulating you and the great party ~f which you are 
the leader upon the success which has followed your liberal policy in 
South Africa. 

It is due to the far-seeing policy of your party, carried out bravely in 
most difficult circumstances, that all has gone so well in South Africa and 
that its position as an integral portion of the British Empire has become 
assured. There are many to-day who claim a larger or smaller share of 
the credit in connection with the realisation of Union in South~ica, 
but this one thing is certain, that only the liberal policy of your Govern
ment has made that Union possible and in South Africa at all events the 
great majority of the people fully appreciate this. Only after a policy 
of trust in the whole population of Transvaal and O.R.C. had taken the 
place of one of coercion could we dream of the possibility of a Union of 
the Colonies, and above all of the two white races. My greatest regret 
is that one noble figure is missing-the man who should have lived to 
see the fruits of his work-the late Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman. 
For what he has done in South Africa alone the British Empire should 
always keep him in grateful memory. 
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I bave _carefully followed .the debates in.the Bouse .of C2mmon~ and 
read your able speech with great.admiration. _ · 

Believe me, 
Yours sincerely, 

Lours BoTHA . 
The Right Honourable H. H. AsqUith. _ 

. r 

J_squith' to Generg,l Botha. 

- / 

MY DEAR GENERAL- BoTHA, 

10 1>0WNING STREET, 
· WmTEHALL, S.W. 

27 August, 1909.-

It- was a great pleasure to me to receive y9ur~letter,.,and.that 
pleasure is shared by ~~ my colleagues in the Cabinet, to whom I had 
yesterday the gratification of communicating it. 

There js nothing ino our conduct of affairs during the last four years on 
which we look back with so much satisfaction as the full and free grant 
of self-government to the Transvaal and th(} Orange River Colony, which 
has rendered possible that which, at our advent to power, seemed an 
unrealisable dream-the Union of South Africa. -

I am glad that we were able to secure the passage of.the Act of Union 
without-amendment through both.Houses,o£Parliament. . 

Let-ine.add that -we feel a deep sense of gr!1titudeJo .. youtself, and 
your .. ~ colleagues,. for the splendid .. and .. single-minded.,;_ patriotism- with 
which you have devoted yourselves to the great work of reconciliation 
and union. 

Believe me to be, 
Very faithfully yours, 

H. H. AsQUITH. 
The Rt. Hom L. · Botha. '. 

General Botha and his wife became intimate friends of Asquith 
and his wife. Asquith has.often.been.heard to say.-that P-~-~eyer
knew. a better ,man, or .finer ,character ,than13.otha. · 

. -
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CHAPTER XXI 
• 

THE S'i'RUGGLE WITH THE PEERS 

The Budget Election-Asquith's speeches-A wide mandate-Parties and the 
result-A perplexing situation-Mr. Redmond's threat-The Liberal Party 
and the "Guarantees "-Difficulties with the Irish-" Wait and See "-The 
Cabinet and the Lord's .veto-Veto and reform-The three resolutions-A 
precarious position---Passing of ,the Budget-The 4' Steps to be taken "-:-A 
Mediterranean holiday-Death of King Edward~The King's Funeral-The 
German Emperor's impressions. • J. A. S . 

• AsQUITH opened the Budget Election campaign with a speech at the 
4lbe]'t Hall on lOth December, which may be said to have laid 
down the lines for the controversies that were to occupy Parliament 
up to the outbreak of war. He described the action of the House of 
Lords in rejecting the Budget as "a new and entirely unexpected 
danger to popular liberties," which two years previously was " as 
undreamt of as would have been the revival by an arbitrary Minister 
of the veto of the Crown." He intimated that the policy of the 
Government would be not only the " defensive " one of making 
statutory the control of national finance by the House of Commons, 
but an advance to the " still larger issue " which the Lefds theiUSelves 
had raised and " hurried on " : 

" I tell you quite plainly and I tell my fellow countrymen outside that 
neither I nor any other Liberal Minister supported by a majority in the 
House of Commons is going to submit again to the rebuffs and the 
humiliations of the last four years. We shall not assume office and we 
shall not hold office unless we can secure the safeguards which experience 
shows us to be necessary for the legislative utility and honour of"'the 
party of progress. . . . We are not proposing the abolition of the House 
of Lords or setting up a single Chamber, but we do ask, and we are going 
to ask, the electors to say that the House of Lords shall be confined to 
the proper functions of a second Chamber. The absolute .veto which it 
at present possesses must go. The power which it claims from time to 
time of, in effect, compelling us to choose between a dissolution and-so 
far as legislative projects are concerned-legislative sterility must go 
also. The people in future, when they elect a new House of Commons, 
must be able to feel, what they cannot feel now, that they are sending to 
Westminster men who will have the power not merely of proposing and 

268 
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X •debating, but of making laws. The·wilLof,the people;,as.,.deliberately 1910 _ 
'expressed by their elepted representatives, mus~, within -the:limits of Age 57 
the lifetime .of a single Parliament, be made effective." 

In another passage he claimed freedom ' for the Government to 
pro'ceed with Heme Rule in the coming Parliament, 1 and repeated 
its determination to persist with the other measures which had been 
blocked by the House of Lords. In a lively comment on a letter 
which Mr. Joseph Chamberlain had written to a Unionist meeting 
in Birmingham, he chatged the Tariff Reformers with having incited 
the Lords to reject th~ Budget in furtheranc~ of their campaign . 

. "What," he asked, "was the reason which Mr. Chamberlain gave 
for thus advising the Lords 1." 

"The Budget," MI. Chamberlain wrote, "is the last effort of Free 
Trade finance to find a substitute for Tariff Reform." There we see the 
whole motive of this ~anreuvre unmasked. The Budget -was .. to be 
rejected at all hazards, at whatever violence ,to constitutional usage and 
practice,. not because" it is a Budg«?t of Socialism.aiJ.d !Spoliation; but 
because it provides a substitute, an effective·substitute~I will go further 
and say a destructive substitute-for what is ·call<~d Tariff Reform. . 

tK~Finally he summed~up .~he. three.capital~issues,.whl~h.;:w:ere .. to.be 
laid-before. the .country_ as " the absolute :controhof4he .Cowmons 

·over._finance, the maintenance of Free .Trade, and the effective 
liniitatio~· and curt.ailment of the legislative powers;of the House of 
Lords." · 

It was said after the election that nothing had beim decided but 
the Budget, but the mandate for which.Asquith.asked . .in.,this and 
other speeches in the course of the campaign. covered all issues and 
sought a.uthori~ for the curtailment of theJegislative.as,well,as.the 
financial'powers.of the House of.Lords, .for..:the passing of Home 
Rule and all the thwarted Liberal projects.of-receht"years. All 
through it was in. his mind to make Clear that the ch~llenge which 
the Lords had throWn to the Commons could not be disposed of by 
a mere reversion to the. status quo before the Budget was rejected, 
but must be taken. up all along the line in the measure in which it 

· had been delivered in the previous years. . 
The Election, •"·which ... began .on 14th .. Jammry.8aud·..,continued, 

according to the custom of that time, -for a fortnight, brought the 
Government back to power by a majority, including. the 82 Irish, 
of 124. It was for ·all ordinary purposes .an ample and generous 

1 ";For reasons which I believe to have been adequate, the present Parliament 
was disabled in advance from proposing any such,solution, but in the new House 
of Commons the hands of a Liberal Government and a Liberal majority will in this 
matter be entirely free." . · 
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majority, but it fell considerably short of Lib,eral hopes. A large 
reduction of the wholly abnormal majority of 1906 had of course 
been expected, but scarcely so much as a loss of 104 seats, and 
Ministers were now faced with the awkward fact that, though they 
had a clear majority of sh.'ty-three in Great Britain, they would be 
in an actual minority if the Irish Party voted against them ; and 
that party had taken serious objection to certain·features in the 
Budget and even voted against it on the second reading in the 
previous Parliament. On the other hand, the result was an even 
greater disappointment to the Conservative Party, for, in spite of 
Lord Milner's" damning of the consequences," it is beyond belief 
that they would have encouraged the peers to risk the dangerous 
stroke of rejecting the Budget, if they had not felt reasonably sure 
of carrying the country with them at the subsequent election. 

The election over, Asquith rushed away ~r a few days' rest in 
the South of France, forgetting in the hurry of his departure that 
he and his wife had a command invitation to~' dine and sleep" at 
Windsor at the end of January. King Edward was not pleased, 
and other people commented heavily on the disrespect supposed 
to have been shown by the Prime Minister to the Sovereign. It 
needed some diplomacy to explain the circumstances, but the kindly 
offices of Lord Knollys restored the situation, and the King was 
pleased to say that he perfectly understood that his Prime Minister 
must have been" completely knocked up by the election." Asquith 
was not, in fact, in a state of prostration, but he acknowledged 
himself to be at fault, wrote a disarming apology from Lord Rendel's 
villa at Cannes, and, as soon as he got back, went to visit the King 
at Brighton, where he was now residing. Contra.ry to ~orne ill
natured gossip which was current at the time, King Edward had a 
very sincere liking for Asquith, and in spite of the political diffi
culties of these times, he said more than once that, if any change of 
political fortunes brought another Government to power, he should 
on all personal grounds greatly regret the severance of his relations 
with him. 

II 

The Election left both parties disappointed and perplexed. The 
Opposition had landed themselves and the House of Lords in a 
dangerous predicament ; the Government were by no means sure 
that they could take advantage of their seemingly large majority 
in the new situation. Letters from colleagues put the situation to 
the Prime Minister with frank despondency. It was true-said his 
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correspbndents-'-that they had a handsome majority, but this had 1910 

in it seeds of its own destruCtion, and the mere fact that it had Age 
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declined so unhappily from the high-water mark of 1906 might be 
taken as a sign that the Liberal movement was on the ebb and be 
held to justify the extremes of obstruction in the hope that it would 
fail altogether. As for the immediate situation, how was the Budget 
to be carried if the Irish remained hostile, and how could concessions 
be made to them without intolerable humiliation 1 , One or two 
:(\finisters had been vepY reluctant ·converts to the. suspensory veto, 
and were in great doubts a~out going ahead with it unless House of 
Lords Reform were undertaken at the same tinie. But who had any 
coherent ideas on that subject, and what possibility was there. of 
uniting the Liberal Party on proposals which were avowedly in
tended to establish a strong second Chamber 1 From one.side the 

· Prime Minister receiv~ warnings that the consciences of important 
people might be str~ined to breaking 'point, if he proceeded with 
Veto without Reform, ~nd from another that ~e would be betraying 

'the cause and leading the party mto a trackless jungle if he .com
mitted himself to Reform or let his Veto proposals be in any way 
tied up ;with it. In~his own mind Veto and Reform~wer:~.-~J"Yays in 
separate compartments. With or without Reform the curtailment 
of the Veto was essential, and no Reform which he ever contemplated 
was to entail the restoration of the Veto. 

Rumours of these internal troubles caused unrest among the 
faithful, and stiffened the backs of the Irish. It was suggested that 
in spite of their brave words before the election Ministers· meant 
merely to get the Budget through and then go on as before " plough
ing the <Bands ".or-even worse still-gettiJ?-g hopelessly involved in 
an endless debate on Ho-use of Lords Reform. Mr . ..Redmond,_used · 1 

high.language.in.a speech,at,Dublin,on_,lQ.t!J,.Fe}_ru.aJ'Y·: 
"The Liberal Party.had come .back to the,standard of,Gladstone.and 

Home Rule. But in my opinion that-is not,enough. Every child knew 
that if Mr. Asquith introduced a Home Rule measure in the new 
Parliament it 'Yould be rejected by the Lords, and the pledge that 
decided the Irish party to support the Liberal Party was the Prime 
Minister's pledge that neither he nor his colleagues would ever assume or . 
retain office again unless they were given assurances that they would be 
able to curb and limit the veto of the Lords; It is seriously suggested 
that, having won a victory at the polls against the Lords, Mr. Asquith 
should send the Budget back to them with a request to be kind enough 

• to pass it into law. To do so would be to give the whole caseagainst , 
the Lords away. To do so would be to disgust every real democrat in 
Great Britain, and to break openly and unashamedly the clear and 
explicit pledge on the faith of which, at any rate, Ireland gave her support 
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1910 to the Government. If Mr. Asquith is not in a position to say that he 
Age 57 has such guarantees as are necessary to enable him to pass a Veto Bill 

this year, and proposes to pass the Budget into law and adjourn the 
veto question, I say that is the policy that Ireland cannot and will not 
approve. . . . I have said nothing to lead the House for a moment to 
imagine that I think Mr. Asquith will not stand to his guns, but I think 
it is my duty to say that if Mr. Asquith stands to his pledges he has 
Ireland united at his back." 

The same day (lOth February) Asquith reported to the King that 
Mr. T. P. O'Connor had written to Lord Mortey "stating i1S a certain 
fact that the Irish party led by Mr. Redmond would vote against the 
Budget unless they were assured that the passing of a Bill dealing 
with the Veto of the House of Lords was guaranteed during the 
present year." "The Cabinet," Asquith told the King, "were of 
course agreed that no such assurance could or would be given. It 
is quite possible, therefore, that on the question of the enactment of 
last year's Budget, the Government may be filefeated in the House 
of Commons by the combined votes of the Unionist and Nationalist 
parties." This was ominous, but the trouble was by no means 
confined to the Irish. A few days after the meeting of Parliament 
(15th February), Sir Charles Dilke brought a deputation of anxious 
Radicals to the Prime Minister and threatened to set down a 
motion declaring that the Government had no mandate from 
the electorate for any reform of or reconstruction of the House 
of Lords. On 24th February meetings of Liberal members for 
Northern and Scottish constituencies passed resolutions in the 
same sense. 

A further complication arose from a misunderstanding of the 
words which Asquith had used in his Albert Hall sJ'eech, a:n.d which 
Mr. Redmond had quoted 'in his Dublin speech: "We shall not 
assume office and we shall not hold office unless we can secure the 
safeguards which experience shows to be necessary for the legislative 
utility and honour of the party of progress." What he had in mind 
no doubt was the opening of a new chapter of Liberal legislation, 
while the House of Lords question remained unsettled, but the 
words were ambiguous, and in some quarters it was assumed that 
since he was evidently still " holding office " he had obtained what 
by this time had come to be known as the "guarantees," i.e. a 
promise from the King that he would, if necessary, create Peers to 
ensure the acceptance of the Government's policy by the Lords. 
This situation naturally caused much anxiety to King Edward, who 
asked to know the intentions of the Government. These were con
veyed to him in the following Cabinet minute : 
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, . Febr~!!tY •• ,B •• }J).IO. 
His Majesty's Ministers do not propose to advise or request any exercise 

of the Royal prerogative in existing circumstances, or until they' have 
submitted their plan to Parliament. I£ in their judgment, it should 
beqome their duty to tender any such advice, they would do so when-
and not before-the actual 'necessity -may arise. ' - , . ' 

Further to make the position quite clear Asq1o1ith took ,the_ first 
opportunity after Parliament met_ (ll,~t-~_ej>!'_l:i_ary) to disabuse:his 
supporters of the idea .that he had either .. asked -for- .or -received 
" guarantees ::- from the, King : 

" I tell the House quite frankly that lhave received no such guarantee, 
and that I have askedJor'no such guarantee. In my;.judgment it is the 
duty of responsible politicians in this country, as long as possible-and as 
far as possible, to keep •the riame of the Sovereign and the prerqgatives 
of the Crown outside tM domain of party politics. If. the . occa~ion 
should arise, I should not hesitate to tender such advice-to the Crown as 

-;;"'in the circumstances the exigencies of the situation appear to warrant in 
f the .public. interest: ]~_ut,.,to.ask, in advance? for~-a .blank auth'ority,.for · 
-~an mde:limte exercise of •the Royal Prerogative,- m .regard .to .. a. mea,sure 

which has never been submitted to, or approved ~by,. the House of 
Comn;10ns, ht~q~t :vhich,}n :tl}Yj~£1-W!l:D.,t, 1?:0. con!'!titutionalstatesman 
can.properly.make, and it is a concession-which the Sovereign cannot be 
expected to .grant." ' 

. ' 
Sotind doctrine which, in the circumstances, it was very necessary 
to affirm, but it came as disillusion and disappointment to a multitude 
which was look~g for immedlate spirited action, and the ringing 

. emphasis with which it was stated was too much in the Aristides 
manner for some tastes_. Thele·were cries of disappointment .. from 
even loyal members of the Party. · ' 

m 
The anxieties_ of the ·next few weeks .may- be read in~·Asquith's 

Cabinet letters~ to the <I\ing.·· !' Redmond cold and critical if not 
avowedly hostile " ; " anxiety in the Liberal Party and a good deal 

_ of mistrust as to the plans and intentionS· of the Goverilm~nt." 
. " The situa~ion in many of its aspects precarious, though not imme
diately dangerous." On,25th,Febrl1_aiyJt~ reports that "in view of 
the exorbitant demands. of Mr. Redmond and his followers, a~d the 
imp9ssibility under existing circumstances of counting upon· a 
stable GO'veniment majority, certain Ministers ;\Vel1}. of,opinion that . ' 

'I.-s 
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the wisest and most dignified ~ourse for Ministers was at once to 
tender their resignation to your Majesty."1 Others, however, 
pointed out that " this would be lacking in courage ; that the 
Government was pledged to produce and lay on the table their pro
posals with regard to the House of Lords and could not honourably 
retire unless they were defeated in the House of Commons before or 
upon the disclosure of their plans." The same day the Chief Whip 
was instructed to tell Mr. Redmond that. the Cabinet were not 
prepared to give him the assurance for which he asked and that he 
must act on his responsibility as they would on theirs. So it went 
on all through March and into April, with Mr. Redmond returning 
again and again for his assurance and always receiving the same 
answer. On this point Asquith was immovable. The Budget 
presented to the new House must in all ~sentials be the Budget 
presented to the last House, and there could be no bargaining on 
that ground. If the Irish really thought i~ necessary to push their 
objection to the spirit-duties or their time-honoured grievance 
against the alleged over-taxation of Ireland to the length of voting 
against the Budget and ejecting the Government, they must go 
their own way, and the blood be on their own heads. 

At the same time, he was quite willing to meet both Irish and the 
large number of Liberals and Radicals who now stood on common 
ground with them in demanding that the rejected Budget should 
not be sent again to the Lords unless accompanied by a clear intima
tion of the steps which the House of Commons proposed to take to 
assert its supremacy as the elective and representative Chamber. 
In point of fact the King's Speech at the beginfiing of tl,te session 
had mentioned no other subjects but finance and the proposals 
·which, " with all convenient speed," were to be submitted to 
" define the relations between the Houses of Parliament so as to 
secure the undivided authority of the House of Commons over 
finance and its predominance in legislation " ; and if in the very 
exceptional circumstances, there was a strong opinion in favour of 
" defining these relations " before re-submitting the rejected Budget 
to the Lords, Asquith saw no objection. The necessity for some 
decision was by this time urgent, for the troubles of the Government 
had come to be known outside, and day after day the Lobby was 
buzzing with rumours that Ministers were going to find a way out 
of their difficulties by resigning. In the House itself Asquith was 

1 These hesitations were onl;v a passing phase, for the next day (26th February) 
he reported the " universal op1nion " to be " that there could be no question of 
immediate or voluntary resignation." ' 
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})ombarded with questi~ns which could not be conveniently answered 
as to the date when the rejected Budget would be re-introduced, an~ 
it was in parrying these that he_~r§t~.l!sed .. th~~.!P.!~fl§jg_J!§"~::-w.ait 
and S!Je,.~.:.which, torn from its con~xt and appli_ed.to circumstan.ces 
ih~which. he had .. never. used it, .~was jnad.e, a .. reproach, to~him .-in-.1ater , . 

years. It was, as he used it, an almost arrogant warning to ant 
opponen.t that he must await the speaker's pleasure for the grant 
of any information : 

· Viscount Hehnsley : Are we to understand that -n tp.e resolutioni! sent 
up from this House fail to pass in another place, the circumstances , 
contemplated by the P.M. will have arisen~- · 

The Prime Minister : We.had.better·wait ahd.see. (Mar. 3, 1910.) ' 

Mr. Peel: Will the contemplated changes (in the Budget) affect the 
question of Irish financ~ ~ · 
·The Prime Minister: I am afraid that we must.wait and see.· • -- . ,.__,____.I.... 

. Mr. Lonsdale : Will"the Rt. hon. gentleman on the motion in .respect 
of the Budget fix a date ft>r the third reading ~ : 

The Prime Minister: The hon .. member had better·wait and see. . / 

Earl Winterton: Having regard 'to the natural anxiety of those .about 
·to be taxed, can the right hon. gentleman say whether it is possible to 
give the date (for the introduction of the 1910~11 Budget) before the' 

· rising for the spring recess 1 
· The Prime Minister : I can only repeat the answer which I have· 

·already given. The Noble Lord must ~ait \tnd see. (Ap.-4,.1910.) 
. , . I 

While t?ey. waited, t~e .. ~PP£:!~ti2lJ;~~:P}?r~g~~.~;~h~~X~~w.~~ ._f!?r 
'' prolong!_!!g;il!_Eb_f!:p.2nCI!!'!r&£.~(),.~z~~~P:~ .. ~hough the. answer to tb,em 
was the obvious one that they themselves were tlie principal sinners, 
the del:;ey was ilbo evidently the result of intern_al Ministerial diffi
culties for·this explanation to be conyincing. The Government wa,s 
·on· strong ground in refusing to pick and choose from the rejected 
Budget the taxes. which the Peers approved, and proceed with these 

• alone, and it would ·also have been on strong ground if it had ss.id 
firmly from. the beginning that it intended to gi_ve priority to the 

1 The " financial chaos " was somewhat ,exaggerated by both parties according 
to the exigencies of debate. The rejection of the Budget held.up the collection of 
income-tax and super-tax (£23,455,000) and certain other new taxes to the amount 
of £6,581,000, making in all £30,036,000. The interval was filled by borrowing under 
the Treasury Temporary Borrowiilgs Act which was passed early iri March and the 
ultimate loss proved to be no more than £1,300,000 (income-tax, £350,000 ; stamps, 
£600,000 ; interest on, borrowing, £350,000). The Opposition protested that the 
situation ought to be regularised by immediate resolutions in the new Parliament 
authorising the uncontroversial taxes, but Asquith objected' altogether to dividing 
the Budget into parts which were acceptable and unacceptable to the Lords and 

·giving, priority to the former. The rejection of the Budget by the Lords had, more· 
over,'raised a well-founded doubt whether'the collection of revenue on the strength 
of a resolution of the House of Commons alone could be justified in law . 

. • 
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House of Lords resolutions, but the too evident truth for the first 
three weeks of the session was that it was not in a position to say 
anything at all. 

For not only the Budget and the action of the Irish, but its House 
of Lords policy was still a cause of internal trouble. In spite of the 
fears in the party lest the veto should be tangled up with House of 
Lords "Reform," influential Ministers, of whom Sir Edwltrd Grey 
was the chief, were still strongly of opinion. that the reconstitution 
of the Upper House should be undertaken concurrently with the 
limitation of its veto. Speaking in London on 14th March, Sir 
Edward said rather pointedly that he was " for a two-Chamber 
system," and that "to confine ourselves to a single-Chamber issue, 
and to leave the policy of reform of the Second Chamber-to leave 
all the ground unoccupied for the other sidfl-would result for· us, 
politically speaking, in disaster, death, an~ damnation." Sir 
Edward was represented in after times as paving said that single
Chamber government was "disaster, death, and damnation," but 
he applied these words only to the political consequences to the 
Liberal Party of leaving the reconstitution of the Second Chamber· 
to its opponents. The majority of his colleagues and practically 
the entire rank and file of the party were, on the contrary, of opinion 
that ·the predicted disaster would surely follow if the question of the 
veto became involved in the question of reform, and thought it 
good sense to leave that ground for the present to Lord Lansdowne 
and Lord Rosebery, the last of whom had for nearly thirty years 
been appealing to the House of Lords to take up the question of its 
own reform, though with practically no succesj. There were 
moments when resignations threatened on this issue also, but the 
differences were finally composed on the preamble to the Parliament 
Bill: 

" Whereas it is intended to substitute for the House of Lords as it at 
present exists a Second Chamber constituted on a popular instead of 
hereditary basis, but such a substitution cannot immediately be brought 
into operation : And whereas provision will require hereafter to be 
made by Parliament in a measure effecting such substitution for limiting 
and defining the powers of the new Second Chamber, but it is expedient 
to make such provision as in this Act appears for restricting the existing 
powers of the House of Lords." ' 

The reconstitution of the Upper House was thus bequeathed as a 
legacy to any Government or party which might be willing to take 
it up in the future. None so far has shown any alacrity to do so. 
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IV 

It-was not till the .. third week ofMarch,that.the.:G,oyer:nment,,were 1910 

in. a.positionto lay their plans definitely before,the_;~911se: .They Age 57 

now proposed to go ahead immediately with the House of Lords 
Resolutions, then obtain a· first reading for the Parliament Bill, and 
to taketh~ Budget im:rp.ediately afterwards. The Resohitip~,.three 
in .number, dealing respectively.:with. finanoe~ .the. veto, in .. ordinary 
i~gislation, and 'the d.uration,of Parliaments;; :were,introduced -on 
~9th- March, carried .by .. majo~ities varying from: ·98~to-.. 106, and 
disposed of by 14th April, when the Parliament· Bill was read a 
first time.1 · · 

'!'he draft of the Bill was sent~ to ·King--Edward .at_J3!;n!'it~~n 

1 The Resoi~tions we&·: 
• I. MoNEY BILLs 

That it is expedient th~J.t the E;ouse of Lords be disabled by law from rejecting 
or amending a Money Bill, and that any such limitation by law shall not be taken 

· to diminish or qualify the existing rights and privileges of the House of Commons. 
For the purposes of this resolution a Bill shall be considered a ~oney Bill if; in 

the -opinion of the Speaker, it contains only provisions dealing with all or any of 
the following subjects, viz., the imposition,. repeal, remission, alteration, or regula
tion of taxation, charges on the Consc;>lidated Fund, or the provision of money by 
Parliament ; Supply ; the appropriation,, control, -or regulation of public money ;' 
raising or guaranteeing of any loan or·the repayment thereof ; or matters incidental 
to those subjects or any of them. 

2. BffiLs ~T~ER THAN MoNEY BILLS 

That it is expedient that the powers of the Ho~se of Lords as respects Bill~ 
other than Money Bills be restricted by law, so_that:any.§ucP,,:BiHrw.ltich.has.paf?sed 
the .House of Commons .in _three successi\'e, Sessions, ,and.having.hbeen,sent,up. to 
the.Ho~ of Lord!l at least one' month before ,the end,of..the.Session.-has. been 
rejected by that/House in each of these Sessions, shall become law without the 
consent of the House of Lords, on the Royal Assent being declared ; provided that 
at least two years shall have elapsed between the date of the first introduction of 
the Biq in the House of Commons· and the date on which. it passes the House of 
Commons for the last time; · 

For the purposes of this resolution a Bill sl:tall be treated as rejected by the House 
of Lords if it has' not been passed by ·the. House of· Lords either without amendment, 
or with such amendments only as may be agreed upon by both Houses. ' 

3. DURATION ·OF -P ARL~NT 
That.it.is expedient_ to limit the duration of Parliament to .. five.years. 

. ·.· ~- ;._.~~ . ~ ·~;,.~ ..• ~ ~ ..... - :..-~~·········'"'. 

. ' 
(The 'plan adopted was in essentials that put forward by Sir Henry Campbell

Bannepnan in 1907, but there were two variations: 
(a) No provision was made, in case of dis!tgreement, for conference between 

1 the two Houses. 
(b) A Bill was to become law without the consent of the House of Lords if 

passed 'by the House of Commons in three successive Sessions, which :p.eed not; 
be Sessio11s of the same Parliament.) · · 
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1910 12th April, and the King acknowledged it in a letter written with 
Age 57 his own hand : 

The King to Asquith. 
BIARRITZ. 

April 19, 1910. 
The King has received from the Prime Minister the draft of a Bill to 

make provision with respect to the powers of the House of Lords in 
relation to those of the House of Commons and to limit the duration of 
Parliament. · 

The King notices that the date of this Bill is-the first of this month . 
• 

All through the debates on the House of Lords resolutions the 
fate of the Government was still in doubt, and as late as 13th April 
Asquith telegraphed to the King's Secretary at Biarritz: 

Asquith to the King. 
" As result of Cabinet during last three days dovernment have resolved 

to mak-e no changes in Budget except purely fprmal ones and refuse 
demand of Irish for reduced spirit duties. They will ask House of 
Commons to pass Budget in every substantial•respect in the same form 
in which it was passed in the late House of Commons. 

It is possible and not improbable that in consequence of this decision 
the Irish Party will vote against the Government in the critical division· 
in the closure to the Budget on Monday next. If they do Government 
will be defeated and crisis of extreme urgency will at once arise." 

In the event these misgivings proved grc,undless, and Asquith was 
justified in his belief that, when faced with the decision, the Irish 
would not push their objections to the Budget to the length of 
voting against it and displacing the Government. That danger, if 
it ever existed, had passed on 20th April, when the Budget Bill was 
introduced ; and a week later it had passed thrOl.fgh all its stages 
and was read a third time by a majority of ninety-three, sixty-two 
of the Irish voting with the Government. The next day (28th April) 
it was accepted without a division by the House of Lords. 

The Government could breathe again, but there was no disguising 
the fact that it had lost prestige, and Parliament much of its 
authority through the delays and uncertainties of these months. 
For some time past it had become only too evident that the January 
election would not serve for the Parliament Bill as well as the 
Budget ; and knowing the King's mind, and feeling the insecurity 
of the position, Asquith had given his supporters a further warning 
on this subject in the final debate on the House of Lords Resolu
tions: 

" I think it is not only convenient but necessary to give notice to the 
House and to the country, now that these Resolutions are passing into 
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the control of other people, of our future intentions. lf-the,Lords.fail 1910 
to accept our p-;>licy, or decl~ne to considerjt when itis formally:presented Age 57 
to the House, we shall_feelit ow d1.1ty,.immediately .. ~o tender ad.vice to 
the Crown as to the steps which will have to.be,ta)re:n ij. that policy is to 
receive statutory effectJn ~his.Parliamerit .. What the precise terms of 
that advice will be, it will, of course, not be right for me to say no~, 
but if we do not find ourselves in a position to ensure that statutory 
effect will be given to this policy in this Parliament, "'e.sha,U.then,.either 
resign. our,. offices. or,.recm;runend ~a .dissolution- of ..-Parliament. And let 

"""'me add this : th?'~ in no. ca~e would we rec?mmend Dissolu~ion except 
'l under such conditiOns as will secure that.m--the new ... Parliament,_..the 
(-.judgment of the people as expressed in the election .. ,will·:be ,carried .into 

Ia.w .. ~(House of.Commons',.l~th.April,J910.) 

The allusion in this statement to '~ the steps which will have to 
be taken if that policy is to receive statutory effect in this Parlia
ment " included not orfty the use of the Royal Prerogative, but the 
possibility of a Refe~endum, for that, too, was being discussed by 
the Cabinet at this time., and in his last letter to the King at Biarritz, 
Asquith speaks of" a Bill being drafted for that purposE)."! 

Though.all the possible alternatives are left open in this statement, 
· itis·notdifficUlt to infer-from-it-what .. would.hav;(3.rP€:l.el}.~tll.e,9qur~e of 
· events if King- Edward's Jife.ha<;l<};,~~n~P.r<?J~E.ged~: Asq~ith would . 
. have acquiesced in the· King's view that another reference tO the 
electors was· necessary before the Parliament Bill became law, arid 
failing a referendum-which he was willing to explore as a possi
bility, but very unlikely to have ·accepted as the actual solution-'
have asked from King Edward the same understanding that he, 
asked fro~ his successor, viz., that if the electors gave a sufficient 
majority for thi policy, means would be provided.to carry it into 
law. The opinion has been·expressed.by~King:Edward?sibiographer 
that his ~on -and successor was," constitutionally .COl!(Ol~t J~ ~ccepting . ' 

·the advice .tendered to him -by his,:Ministers, •:,iristead .of,, embarking 
upon a line.of action of which no man could have foreseen the out
~ome, and all indications suggest tha~ this would have, been King 
Edward's conclusion if he. had been called upon to decide the issue. 
In spite of his opinion that ·the Government policy, was " the 
destruction of the Hous.e of Lords;'' the 'King 1;ecognised that it 
would haye'to go on the Statute-book ifbey,ond all reasonable doubt 
it -~~d been approved by the electors, but as'.proofofthis':he required 
an election qefinitely. on that· policy, -.after .it .pad ,I?~e:ri,~~~~-';.f!pt )~ 
detail and laid before. Parliament,,and,-therepuntry. In proposing 
this- condition, he m:ust necessarily have led AsqUith to suppose that · , 

1 Life of King .Edward, p. 710. • 
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if it were complied with, he would accept the result and, if need be, 
exercise the Royal prerogative to give effect to it ; and that no 
doubt was what Asquith had in mind when he spoke of " such 
conditions as will secure that in the new Parliament the judgment 
of the people as expressed in the election will be carried into law." 
It may be added that the possibilities of a Referendum were 
exhaustively discussed with the Opposition leaders at the Con
stitutional Conference in the summer and autumn of this year, with 
the result that Asquith was strengthened in his own very decided 
preference for a Gentlral Election as the proper method of consulting 
the people. 

v 
The 1909 Budget having at last been disposed of, the House,of 

Commons took a short holiday, and Asquit!t put care behind him 
and went off on a cruise in the Admiralty Y a.cht Enchantress with 
his friend, Mr. McKenna, the First Lord .• His letters to his wife 
speak of his pleasure and relief : 

Asquith to his W ije. 
May 1, 1910. We are well through the Bay of Biscay, and in sight of 

the Portuguese coast, and have just finished Morning Service in the open 
air on deck, Ernest McKenna leading the hymns, in the absence of any 
other instrument, with cool courage and gusto. 

It is impossible to exaggerate the beauty of the sea. We have had 
blue sky and bright sun since we left Portsmouth on Friday morning. 
The sea has been roughish most of the way, deep purple in colour with 
lots of white horses. I have distinguished myself greatly in contrast with 
the professional seamen by my excellence as a sailor. Out of our whole 
party only two appeared at the dinner table on m.iday n~ht-the 
Captain and myself ; all the McKennas, Admiral J ellicoe, Capt. Troubridge 
being laid low. The Enchantress, though a model of comfort, is not 
really a good sea-going vessel ; she pitches tremendously on small 
provocation. I have not felt a qualm and am very well situated in 
Jellicoe's old quarters. ' 

May 3. The great pleasure and relief of a trip like this is that we get 
no news, and one day passes exactly like another. One can always be 
alone if one pleases. It is quite a peaceful party--even Montagu, whom 
we shall unship at Cadiz for a bird-nesting expedition, is fairly equable. 

May 4. I am writing this at sea between Lisbon and Cadiz, where it 
will be posted this afternoon. We got to Lisbon on Sunday evening after 
a wonderful voyage. . . . Mter lunching at the Legation we went to 
the Palace to see the King and the Queen-Mother, to whom Pamela and 
Barbara I were presented ; and in the evening McKenna and I went again 
to the Palace to dinner with the King and a lot of Portuguese so-called 

1 Mrs. Reginald McKenna and her sister. 
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" statesmen." I sat next the Queen who is still handsome, and, like 'all 1910 
the· Orleans familY,, quite good company., She urged me strongly to go Age 57 
and see a bull-fight, but to go incognito. I said I would if she could 
give me a mantilla fqr conqealment: So the next morning she sent me 

. a beautiful specimen which arouses the envy of the two girls and which 
I will make over to you: 

Lisbon, though beautifully situated, is at close quarters an ugly and 
uninteresting town. But nothing can be more beautiful than Cintra, 
where w.e spent the best part of yesterday., The King lent us a coup~e 
of motors, and we drove out about 17 miles, saw the sights and lunched 
with old Villiers, who hM .a house there, and afterwards walked about 
the grounds of Monserrate, supposed to he the mt>st remarkable garden 
in Elirope .... We left Lisbon about dinner-tjme and have been 
steaming along all night. The sea is quite smooth and the sun shines 
all day. To-night and to-morrow (Thursday) we shall sleep at Seville '· 
and then return to the Yacht, which will, take us to Malaga for Grenada. 
We are a very harmonious and peaceful party . . ' . 

This plan was not. to be. He has hlms~lf -i.'~lated what followed : 

" At King Edward's. ~quest, we put in at Lisbon to pay our respects 
to King Manoel of Portugal and the Queen-Mother. 'l'he last communica
tion I had from my revered Sovereign was· a telegram sent two days 
before bj.s death: 'Very glad that you liked your stay at Lisbon a~a 
that the King was so pleasant. Edward R.' · 

We had passed Cadiz and were nearing Gibraltar, when the First Lord 
and I received by wireless our first intimation 6£ the King's illness .. 1 

Lord Knollys's message to me was of a disquieting kind : ' ))eeply 
regret to say the King's condition is now most critical.' On our arrival 
a few hours later at Gibraltar I at once gave instructions for our immediate 
return, and on Friday, May 6, I telegraphed to Lord Knollys as follows: 
. ' Youi telegram received. Am starting at once for home. I find that 
we can make journey quicker by sea than by land. I:q, half an hour 
Encharttress wilt be under weigh for Plymouth, where I hope to be 
Monday night. Please convey my most fervent sympathy and ,hopes to 
Queen and Prince of Wales. We shall be in constant telegraph qontact 

. by wirel\'lss throughout. Please keep me constantly informed.' 
At three o'clock in the m()rning of thefollowingday (May 7) I received 

by wireless the terrible news of·the·King's death: 'I.am deeply grieved 
to. inform you that my peloved father.the;King,pasl:l~~'~aw;ay_,P~~cef~ly 
at~ quarter to twelve to-night 1(t~e.6th),~Ge()rge.' · · 

I went_ up on deck, and I remember well that,the ·first.sight.that:met 
my eyes in phe tyrilight.before dawn was,Halley',s:..comet blazing ,in' the 
sky. It wasthe only time, I believe, that any of us saw·it during the 
voyage. I felt bewildered. and indeed ~tunned. At a·most:'raniious 
moment in the fortunes of.·the·State, :we~had·lost;·,without,warnirig. or 
preparation, the Sovereign ·whose ripe ·experience;. trained .sagacity, 
equitable judgment; and unvarying consideration, counted for. so niuch. 

1 Among others Mrs. Asquith had sent a wireless message through the Admiralty 
begging her husband to return immediately. .. · 

) 
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1910 For two' years I had been his Chief 'Minister, and I am thankful to 
Age 57 remember that from first to last I never concealed anything from him. 

He soon got to know this, and in return he treated me with a gracious 
frankness which made our relationship in very trying and exacting time, 
one, not always of complete agreement, but of unbroken confidence. 
It was this that lightened the load which I should otherwise have found 
almost intolerably oppressive: the prospect that, in the near future, 
I might find it my duty to give him advice which I knew would be in a 
high degree unpalatable. 

Now he had gone. His successor, with all his fine and engaging 
qualities, was without political experience. We were nearing the verge 
of a crisis almost witl!out example in our constitutional history. What 
was the right thing to do ~ This was the question which absorbed my 
thoughts as we made our way, with two fast escorting cruisers, through 
the Bay of Biscay, until we landed at Plymouth on the evening of 
Monday,.May 9.'' (Fifty Years of Parliament, pp. 86-8). 

The next day he had· his first audience with the new King, and, 
as his wife records, " came away deeply moved. by his modesty and 
good sense." On the lith he had an audienc~with Queen Alexandra, 
who received him with the intimate affection of old friendship, and 
took him into the death-chamber. Then he came straight to the 
House of Commons and moved the vote of condolence in a speech 
which was judged to be a perfect model of the lloge of such an 
occasion: 

"King Edward," he said, "was animated every day of his Sovereignty 
by the thought that he was at once the head and the chief servant 
of the vast organism which we call the British Empire. He recognised 
in the fullest degree both the powers and limitations of a Constitutional 
Monarchy. . . . He loved his people at home and over the seas. Their 
interests were his interests, and their fame his fame. • He had_ no self 
apart from them.'' 

After the King's funeral the cruise was resumed, and the party 
now went via Pembroke Dock to Greenock and thence to Skye. 
"It is very peaceful," writes Asquith, "and I spend most of the 
day alone reading, or writing at a long memorandum which I am 
preparing for the King." 

VI 

The Emperor William came to London for the funeral of King 
Edward on 23rd May, and telegraphed to his Chancellor, Herr von 
Bethmann-Hollweg, a long summary of his impressions, founded, he 
said, on " many talks with his relatives, with gentlemen of the 
Court, with certain old acquaintances, and many distinguished 
persons." The general conclusion, he says, is "somewhat as follows : 
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People's niinds ate wholly occupied with the ·internal situation and 1910 
its insecure future. The outlook all round is black. T}le_Go:y,ern- Age 

57 

ment is thoroughly_h!J,ted. It is impossible to find words strong 
enough to express what is felt about the chlu.acter of the Mirlistry. 
For the present no one sees any way out. It is reported with satis
faction that in the days after the King's death and during the lying
in.:state the Prime Minister and other of his colleagues were publi~ly 
hissed in the s.treets, and that expressions like 'you have killed the 
King ' were heard. A •demonstration against the Government is 
looked for during the great mourning and funehl ceremonials, and 
~ strong reaction in a Conservative sense is thought not' improbable." 
The Emperor added that he ~eard from intimate sources that ,Sir 
Edward Grey was weak as wax in the hands of Isvolsky and would 
do wh~tever he prescribed.1 . . 

We may wonder at the frankness with which those whom he met 
conveyed their opinions. to the German Emperor, but there. is no 
doubt that this document depicts truthfully the. state of feeling 
which from this time onwards w~s more and more to embitter 

. British politics and to produce abroad the misleading impression 
.that Great Britain was too much occupied with her internal difP.
culties to play an important part in foreign affairs.· All and more 
than all the wrath that'was poured out on Mr. Gladstone informer 
days was now discharged upon Asquith and his colleagues. There 
were, as the Emperor said, no words strong enough to characterise 
their iniquities. They were said to be aimmg at property and the 
throne, disrupting the Empire and threatening religion. Old friend
ships were broken ; men and women in different political camps 
could Itt> longer-be relied upon to meet a'micably on neutral ground ; 
malicious stories were circulated and believed about the private 
characters and habits of distinguished men. When to , all this 
there was added the spectacle of Suffragettes breaking windows 
and bmning churche~, and a little later of eminent lawyers arid 
statesmen arming and drilling an army to resist an Act of Parlia
ment, it was scarcely surprising if some foreign Governments 
concluded that (!reat Britain had lost her ancient sobriety and self
control and was entering upon a period of civil strife which would 
enfeeble her for all other purposes. 

In spite of the information which the Kaiser thought worth 
cabling to his Chancellor, the much-hated Government had five 
months earlier obtained a large majority at a General'Election, and 
eight months later was to receive the same measure of confidence. 

1 Official German Documents (Grosse Politik), Vol; XXVIII, p. 328. 
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1910 Neither Asquith nor his colleagues were'ever hissed in the streets; 
Age 57 there were no demonstrations against the Government during the 

days of the King's lying-in-state and funeral, and there was no 
Conservative reaction afterwards. Whether Asquith or Grey were 
wax in the hands oflsvolsky can be judged by what has been recorded 
in a p:r:evious chapter. In spite of malicious rumours to the contrary, 
the intimate and affectionate relations which Queen Alexandra 
maintained with Asquith to the end of her life would be sufficient 
disproof, if any were needed, of the suggestion that he failed in 
respect or consider~ion for the King in the difficult circumstances 
in which both were placed. 

From the day when he kissed hands in 1908 until 28th April, 1910, 
when he paid his farewell visit to the King, they never had more 
than passing disagreements ; and in his man( visits to Sandringham 
and Windsor he was able to keep the King s attention upon ni.ore 
than affairs of State. He made a point of i:g.forming him-either 
personally or through his friend Lord IUtollys--of all that was 
happening at home and abroad. Neither the King nor the Queen 
was moved by the abuse showered upon Asquith at that time, and 
if anything his .position was strengthened by these attacks. It was 
said of Mr. Gladstone that the enthusiasm for him always rose a 

/ 'little higher than the antagonism to him. Asquith never kindled 
the enthusiasm of crowds, as Mr. Gladstone did. In the same way 
as legally he was more effective before a cultured tribunal than a 
jury, so his appeal was more to the respect than to the Hurrahs ! of 
his audience. But the known staunchness of his character and 
sobriety of his methods secured him a steady support from quiet 
people which was of the highest value in these timesJt • 



.CHAPTER XXII . -
THE CONSTITUTIONAL ·CONF.ERENCE 

' . 

The Party Truce and the Constitutional Conference-A suggested "National 
Government "-Mr. Lloyd Geo.rge and Mr. Balfour-Constitution-making and 
its .difficulties-Points of divergence~Breakdown of-the'Conference-Reason8 
~or, failure-Lord Morl~'s• resignation ·of.·the· India Qffice-Mr .. <Haldane's 
Peerage. ' ·. J. A. S. 

WHEN Pai-liament re;ssembled in the second week of June Asquith 1910 . 

and his colleagues had c·ome to certain conclusions~ To-use JUs, own Age 57- 58 

words, the de~tb, ... ~fo.ctl:le_King,.had,.:;.,cqmp~~t~ly~~.r:aJ1,sf.m:n;Led.,the 
· political sit'9:;ttion." He was always sensitive to these occasions, 
and the idea of plunging '·the country pack into the·. bitter and 
violent controversies of the previous months and perhaps being 
under the necessity of pressing the new King t\) difficult and painful 
decisions within a few weeks of his coming to the throne and during 
the period of mourning, was deeply repugnant to him.' He, ;there
fore, with the hearty approval of the King and- of his,own .. cqUe~gues, 
approached Mr. Balfour and· proposed-a· Conference·~bet'weenc-party 
leaders j>fl the •Q.Uestions·.that ·divided·4hem. Mr: B~lfour agreed, 
and together they mapped out the ground which should be the 
subject of discussion. No strict boundaries· were drawn, hp.t in 
general the questions were defined as : 

l. The relations ofthe two 'Houses in regard to finance. 
2. Provision of-some illachinery to deal with persistent disagree

ment bet'\Veen the two Houses, whether by .limitation of veto, .joint 
sitting, referendum o~ otherwise. , , · 

3. The possibility qf coming to some agreement as to such a 
change in the composition arid. numbers of the Second House a~ 
would ensure that it would act and be regarded as acting, 'fairly 
between the great parties in the State. · 

The Conference met for·the first••time1in the~.Prime.,Minister's 
room in the House ·Of Cominons,"on .•. I.7th .June;:: the Governinent 
bemg· represented by Asquith, Mr. Lloyd Ge6rge; ·L~rd Crewe, and 
l\fr.J3ir.rl:lll, and the Un!onist Party by Mr. Balfour, Lord Lansdowne, 

28il 
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Mr. Austen Chamberlain, and Lord Cawdor. Twelve meet:illgs were 
held between that date and the end of July, some of them on con
secutive days. It, was stipulated that the proceedings should bl\\ 
strictly private and confidential, and except for one leakage towards 
the end of July, which drew a sharp comment from the Prime 
Minister, this condition was well observed. But nothing could 
prevent a certain restiveness in both parties, and the hotter partisans 
in each made no secret of their fears that coalitions might be • arranged, or princiJ;>les and positions that they held vital be bar-
gained away in this secret conclave. Mr. Birrell endeavoured to 
reassure his constituents : 

"One observation I will allow myself and one only. It is this-that 
any Conference that may be taking place is not between 'Popes or 
Plenipotentiaries ; it is not between those wko can bind or lo9s{l, or 
between those who can sign, seal and deliver. Therefore do not be 
agitated ; there is no need to be agitated. Th@ notion that anybody 
would meet round a table to try to discover cop:tpromises or invent them 
is unreasonable and ridiculous. The object of any conference must be 
to discover agreement, how much agreement there is, how far it goes, 
to what it extends, how far it will carry. It is obviously the duty of. 
any persons engaged in any such task as this not to invent compromises 
but to discover agreement ; and then, if discovery is not made, or if it is 
unsatisfactory, I assure you all, the most enthusiastic politician amongst 
you, that you will find yourselves relegated to your former positions, 
with all your rights preserved and able to fight as hard, and I hope as 
vigorously, with as much good sense and as much information as before, 
when the time comes."1 

Asquith himself has characterised the Conference as " an honest 
and continuous effort " extending over the best pait of six. months 
to arrive at a settlement, and at one time there were reasonable 
hopes of its success. On 29th July, just before Parliament rose, he 
gave a moderately optimistic report of progress up to that point : 

" The representatives of the Government and the Opposition have 
held twelve meetings, and have carefully surveyed a large part of the 
field of controversy, and the result is that our discussions have made 
such progress, although we have not so far reached an agreement, as to 
render it, in the opinion of all of us, not only desirable but necessary 
that they should continue. In fact I may go farther, and say that we 
should think it wrong at this stage to break them off. There is no question 
of their indefinite continuance, and if we find as a result of our further 
deliberations during the recess that there is no prospect of an agreement 
that can be announced to Parliament in the course of the present session, 
we shall bring the Conference to a close." 

·It was proposed that the Conference should meet during the 
1 Speech at Bristol, 24th June, 1910. 
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summer at Lord Crewe's country house, but Lord Lansdowne 
strongly objected to this, and the form of his objection shows that 
av{m at this period the Unionist leaders were far less sanguine of 
success than Asquith appears to have been at t];Us time: 

"It would at once," he wrote," be said that the whole affair was a 
picnic and that business of such importance ought not to'be transacted 
in an environment of such a kind. Supposing, on the other hand, that 
per impossibile we were tct arrive at an agreement, it is bound to contain 
a number of points which will meet with criticism at the hands of our 

. friends. Will not that criticism be niuch·more severe; if it can be said 
that we had been ' softened '_by the excellence of Crewe's champagne and 
the othe~ attractions of a hospitable and luxurious country: house 1 " 1 

· ·11 n. 

Tht;~ was, ·-in" fact,.::very. little soft~ning---on .. the-..Unionist,,f'!ide, 
though "cheerfulness contmued to break fu,"· as Dr. Johnson's 
friend said, till very nearly the end on the Liberal side. Duriil_g tlie 
autumn liv~ly seekers after new things leapt ahead to the-formation 

. of a Coalition Government to give effect to the conclusions of the 
Conference, and by so doing c-aused not a little anxiety to good party 
men. Mr.· Lloyd George, anticipating -his "later"self, ;;.was . .,supposed 
to -be keen on the idea of a-" National ~-Gevernment,.'!. a11d _Mr. 
Balfour by no means-discouraging. In the obituary notice of Lord 
Balfour, published after his death in The Times. (20th March, 1930), 
it was explicitly stated that " a common programme of a Ministry 
was laid·down, Mr. Asquith being excluded.'.'-.. ~"·Ba-lfeur; .. however," 
it .was added, "declined participation.;.in-,the,int:~;jg-g~.-.:~ .. It may be 
stated ~ith con1idence that Asquith believed himself to have been 

·fully informed of all that was going on, and he was certainly aware 
that J.W:r. Lloyd George was conferring with Mr.J?alfour. F~r himself 
"he was wholly sceptical· about any Coalition being possible which 

. would have effected the desired; objects of settling the Ho,use of Lords 
question and carrying the Home Rule Bill and-other 'controversial 
mea8ures by consent, and he would certainly not have been willing to 
pay the price (Compulsory Military Service, Imperial Preference, etc.) 
which, according to rumours current at the time, the Tory leaders 
would have required for their connivance. He thought the ground 
treacherous and dangerous for both parties, but with his accustomed 
tolerance, he was willing to let those who· thought otherwise try · 
their hand and he . watched the progress of the business to its 
inevitable conclusion with a •Cer~ain detached amusement. The 

1 Life of binsdOwne; p. 401. 
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"programme," if such it could be called, appears not ·to have 
excluded Asquith, but on the contrary to have proceeded on· the 
basis that in any division of offices between Liberals and Unionists, 
his supersession as Prime Minister should be ruled out. So Mr. Lloyd.· 
George assured him, and his position at this time was such that the 
idea of excluding him from a combination which looked to . the 
support of the House of Commons could not have occurred to any 
practical politician.l · 

In his Memories emil Reflections Asquith has left one brief record 
of the scene from within : · 

" Much documentary material was provided for the confe~enpe on 
the.subject of the working of bicameral systems in other counti'ries, and 
of the referendum and other plebiscitary expedients. The feas~jlity of 
a joint session of the two Chambers in cases of tiifference between 'them, 
and if so under what conditions, was also a topic which was fully con
sidered. The conference heard oral evide~ce from· two, and according to 
my memory only two, witnesses. One of them-was Dr. Nicholas Murray 
Butler, President of Columbia University in the State of New York, a 
conspicuous and distinguished figure in the educational and the political 
life of the United States. The other was Mr. Fielding, who had 
probably a longer experience than any man then living of the practical 
working of the constitution of the Dominion of Canada and its Provinces. 
He told us that in the course of his public life he had been at one time 
continuously in office-Dominion and Provincial-for no less than 
twenty-five years. 

We should have been glad, if it had been possible, to have had first
hand testimony from witnesses of equal authority as to the experience of 
the States which form the Commonwealth of Australia, and whose 
constitutional history presents several cases of conflict on critical matters 
between the Upper and Lower Houses of the Legislatfrre." (.Memories 
and Reflections, Vol. I, pp. 200-1.) 

A fuller account, which includes a memorandum addressed by 
Lord Lansdowne to Mr. Balfour at the beginning of September, is 
to be found in Lord Newton's Life of Lord Lansdowne. 2 The 
Unionists proposed to divide legislation into three categories, ordin
ary, financial, and constitutional, and stood out for separate con
sideration and treatment of each category, the last beingreserved 
I 

l Evidence of Asquith's position at this time may be found in a letter written 
to him by Mr. Haldane at the end of the Session of 1910 (30th June, 1910): 

"The Session is ov~r and it is possible to take stock. One thing is very clear. 
Your personal position is very distinctly strengthened. Both in the Cabinet and in 
Parliament and in the country this is noticeably so. Moreover, if anything happened 
to you, the Ministry would at once break up. So that, both from a personal point 
of view and as regards work done, I think you have every reason to look back with 
satiSfaction on the months just passed away." 

(. 2 P. 396 et seq. 
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. for Referendum before they finally became law. On finance they 
offered.to surrender. the :fight of the House of Lords to reject money 
Bills, ·provided,the Hous-e of Commons consented to limit·the scope 
ofl\leasur~s_withdiawn from its pontrol oh the ground that they were 
financial. Though the difficulties of definition were very great, some 
approach to agreement was made <?n this subject. When it caine to 
the other categories, the o_bstacles p:roved insurmountable. It wa~ .· 
agreed that on ordinary legislation the procedure should be by 
joint sittings, but no agre~ment c~uld be reached ~s to what questions· 
should be "ordinary" and what "constitutional," or in what 
number:~{espe,ctively the two Houses should be· re:presented at. the. 
joint sitt;~gs. _ It was, in fact, very, difficult, if not impossible, to · 
deeid~ thllast ofthe~e questions until the question of the House. 
of Lord/;'reform," up~n which opinion in 'all parties was deeply 
divided, had_been settled.· Lord Newton.admits that the questfori of 
Home :&~e'Was mainly in the minds of the Unionist members of the· 
Conference when they sp~Jke of" constitutionaLquestions," but when 
efforts were made to meet them on this ground, they required that 
.t;tot only ~orne Rule but -all.questions ~' affecting the machinery by 
which legislation was turned out/' should be treated as "consti
tutional.'' _Upon that point AsqUith expressed a firm opinion to 
Mr. Balfour : · 

A8quith to Mr. Balfour. 

10 DOWNING STREET, 
. I 

WmTEHALL, S.W. 

-My colleagues i~ the Conference. agree with me that it· inight save 
time and conduce to clearness ~o-morrow, if I send you a _brie~csummary 
of the conchisioris at which;after.cateful-consultation:wehave arrived. 
. We regard the concession which we have- provisionally agi_;eed to in 
-respect of Finance as of the most substantial character, and extremely 
difficult for us to defend against the criticism of out own supporters. , 
- To defend it at all would we feel become an impossi~ility if it were 
·accompanied by the exclusion from the new machinery for preventing 
deadlocks on wJ:tat is called organic.Lpr_;<)onstitutionallegislation. 

The distincti6n,now suggested_is entirely unknown to our Constitution : 
it discriminates between legi~lative projects on the ground not of their real 
importance and the seriousness of their consequences, but according as 
they do or do not touch the law-making machinery; and it would 
render the new system totally inapplicable to a • large nuniber of the 
proposed changes to which our supporters attach the greatest value, and 
in respect to which deadlocks are most l~ely to occur. . ·. 
, We are prepared to deal:specially with the case of Home Rule on the 

lines of the Chancellor of the ~xchequer's suggestion. ' , 
I.-'.r 

'. 
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1910 But we do not feel that we can maintain our weakened position in 
Age 57-58 regard to Finance unless (a) the new machinery is made applicable to 

all legislation and (b) we can come to a satisfactory agreement in regard 
to the interpretation of X."l 

III 

Before October was far advanced the Conference was in deep 
waters, and on the 14th Asquith wrote to the King: 

As'quith to the Kin§. 

"Mr. Asquith, w~th his humble duty, has the honour to report to 
your Majesty that the Conference on the Constitutional questions has 
met four times this week and to-day adjourned for a fortnigpt. 

Mr. Asquith regrets to say that the prospect of agreemen.Jl is not so 
favourable as it appeared to be at the beginning of the wee~. But he 
has not altogether abandoned the hope that ss>me modus evendi may yet 
be discovered. · 

The point of divergence which has been reached is the question whether 
organic and constitutional changes (such e.g. as Home Rule, the franchise, 
redistribution) should be excepted from the •procedure of joint sessions, 
which, it is agreed, should be applicable to deadlocks between the two 
Houses, in regard to ordinary legislation ; and should (in cases of such, 
difference) be submitted to a popular referendum ad hoc. 

The representatives of the Opposition insist on this distinction ; the 
representatives of the Government are opposed to it, not only on its 
merits, but because they know that it would be quite impossible to 
induce the Liberal Party to agree to it." 

The King replied on the same day: 

The King to Asquith. 

MARLBOR6>UGH HqusE. 
October 14, 1910. 

MY DEAR MR. AsQUITH, 

I am much concerned by what you tell me has happened at to-day's 
meeting of the Conference. I quite recognise that the point of divergence, 
which has now been reached, is a most critical one. But I am comforted 
to a certain extent by your saying that you still hope a way out of the 
difficulties may be found. I know how you are all animated by an 
earnest wish to arrive at a settlement, and I trust that the adjournment 
for a fortnight may conduce to that end. . . . 

Asquith communicated this letter to all the members of the 
Conference, and the effort to reach an agreement was continued for.· 
another three weeks. On 8th November he made a further com
munication to the King : 

1 X, the symbol used for '' Constitutional questions " or " questions of great 
gravity." 
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Asquith to the King. 

10 DOWNING STREET. 

Nop_"-8. 
To-day's·meeting of _th~. Cqnference brought.matters.to~arhead. The 1910 

proposed exclusion from the new machinery for settling deadlocks of Age 57-5~ 
Home Rule and other so-called organic changes was exhaustively 
discusseu. The result showed an apparently,irreconcilable,di-v.ergence of 
vi~w. ~ut it was agreed.that each side should carefully review in con-

. sultation the whole situation. A further, and poBIIibly a final, meeting 
will be held to-morrow. · 

~ 

There were two more meetings before the end. 

" It w,Ul be a disappointment if we fail," he wrote to his wife 
on Novt:mber 10, "but nobody's. fault. We~alLagree~that_,lA,o,J. B. 
(Mr ,: . .Balfour} ·is ·head ·an<fshoulders .above~his ·colleagues. I had. a.rather 
intimate talk with him before 'the.Conference ... this.mqrning. He·is very 
pessimistic about the future,.and ev:idently•sees-nothing. for.himself,but 
chagrin and. a,-possible.prfv:ate life." , 

We may sum the matter up by saying that what the Conference 
. · had been attempting was nothing less than-to convert.th~immemorial 
unwritten~into ~a.;wr.itten~con;s!i~u-~ion-a task which would in any 
case have been one of enormous difficulty; and certainly could not 
be achiev:ed by men who were deeply committed ori one side or other 
in the controversies of the hour. Both parties had in mind certain 
great impending questions-especially Home Rule. for Ireland-on 
which the one desired to remove obstructions and the other to block 
the way. No one had better reasons for desiring a settlement than 
Asquith, but there came a point at which he felt constrained to say 
· th~t he could not justify to hi(> supporters the concessions which he 
was asked to make, if the machinery for settlement betweEm the 
two Houses was not to apply to the questions in which they were 
most interested. 

ilj' IV 

'i A.J; ... the .. end~::of:uDctoberr~~-'.:Y,ear-;:-L()r~..-1\Xo.:rl~y,-;Q.::tr:sl~d _in his 
r~gn~_n~ a~ ~~~~~ary_of..~~~}l>12...1tt_w~,~~nsl, ,h_q_g~s~]Y"~~e~ing 
~hat he wished to-talie Jiis ·discharge from· office. and pu plic ,affairs, 

'"}13quith•a_ccepted ;it: 1-t-,.is_~~~r~JIH~!y .,._g_gubt[l!}.;£he~h~-~~~or~J!?!~~y 
really ,desrrecl'l:to rqu;r_t,the rlndia;O.ffl.G~,-: :t1ld7he ,_(Jerlf!!lQ.ly;~ffi9:i!!.Q.~ •. :~:ISh 
:to..-quit~:.the..:..Gov~rDJD.ent.~ .. ~From the beginning of the Campbell- , 
Bannerman Government he~·had -spoken. of,-having.-_!;..,'t>~~¢shed 
myself_to the, Brahmaputra''·; and in the early days he gave 
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repeated hints that he would not remain long in that exile, that there 
was a certain "compact" by which he was to obtain release, and 
that a "vacant stool" in the Cabinet must shortly be expected. 
Campbell-Bannerman was at first a good deal troubled by these 
intimations, but, while denying the "compact," he replied with 
charming letters of persuasion and appeasement, and everything 
went on as before. Asquith was a little less understanding about 
Lord Morley's moods and tenses, and his prompt acceptance of the 
proferred resignation caused surprise and tlisappointment. I was 
myself the means otbringing to Asquith's knowledge what I believed 
to be in Lord Morley's mind, and it was a race against time to 
intercept him before the hour fixed for what was to have been their 
farewell interview. It was managed with ten minutes to spare. 
Asquith was firm against re-opening the door of the India Office ; . . 
that " vacant stool " had been filled by the appointment of Lord 
Crewe, and on no account would he go back on that. But another 
door was fortunately open, and a few days l~ter Lord Morley walked 
through it, and re-entered the Cabinet as Lord. President of the 
Council. The incident is recorded in a letter from Asquith to his 
wife: 

Asquith to his Wife. 
Nov. 1, 1910. 

I have seen a string of people including J. M., whose vanity has been 
wounded by the supposed readiness with which I accepted his resignation 
of the India Office, as though it meant his complete retirement from the 
Cabinet. We had a very agreeable interview, in the course of which 
I stroked him down, and in the end I have little doubt that he will stay 
on in some light office such as President of the Council. • • 

In the next few months Lord Morley did more and more varied 
administrative work than at any time in his life. When Lord Crewe 
fell ill at the beginning of 1911, he went back to his old Department 
and carried on for six months, showing none of the weariness of 
which he had spoken despondently in the previous October. He 
also sat in the Committee of Imperial Defence, and on occasions even 
took the chair, and when Sir Edward Grey went on holiday he filled 
his place at the Foreign Office, and, it may be said incidentally, 

' discovered more of the tendencies which he afterwards denounced. 
In addition to all else, he took charge of the Parliament Bill in the 
House of Lords during Lord Crewe's absence through illness, as will 
be related in another chapter. But he was in some respects a r~her 
uneasy colleague in these months, and he caused Asquith some 
anxiety by repeated hints that his conscience might not permit him 
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to_.cQ:n,se~~..e~9fe~~ti9n,pf,_J:!~~r~,:~f,~~hP!9~~;~.s •• ~e.ft~,§~~rY 
means of resistancelof,the,House,offLords ... He$aS:~lways.;JIJ:£I!cult 
to: understanq,,on:~tl:ti!'!·t.s:ttbject., He was strongly in favour of the 
Pa~liament.Act and of the Irish policy for which in paved the way, 
and he could suggest no alternative means of giving effect to either 
if the House of Lords blopked the way,. but,ardently;;;l:l,S,ge,,4_~sired 
th_e _end ·he s~emed up ·to .the.Iast momentj;o shJ'ink.Jrom,the,mean~. 

Early in 'the following yeadt.was~decide<;l~that 1\;lr ..• Hall;l.M.l~ who 
by now had finished the chief part of his JVOrk of•:rp.ilitary reorganisa
Wion, should_ g9.J.o,..t~eifiHouse..:Qf,J;.o:cds,·\.~h~r~~!l~~!3~s_,.Q,t';.g~~~ting 
.~trength~on-tire•Liberahbenche.s ~w:as~~~Y .... l!~_e.<},e,q.._~quith wrote 
to his wi.fe on this occasion : 

• Asquith to·. his Wife. 

10 .DOWNING STREET • 
...-.? ' . 
£ • . Mar.~~l):,-1911. 
K~ ..- I have·just·done-what.I Ji.ever fn .. this life,.,~xp,EJ_cted.,to~d~~~nt;a 

sul>_:rniss_ion,to the--King that-,the-dignity of a, Vis<:OUJ!.hPf~~P-.2rV¢~ed 
Kingdom be conferred on the Rt. 'Hon. R. '8. Haldane, Secretary of 
State for ·war, with;.tlle,title .ofYisco\lll~ Haldan~: Qf.Cloan in.the .Co~ty of ·perth. . ·~ -~--- ~--· ~---~·-- __ .., ____ , ____ ""'··-·~'·'"':,_.. .. ,· · 

i910 
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(Wh~_J.,t~_,of~the~dayf!~:when,_;\Ve,_s~t,on_a,SlJlld.ay_,afternoonjn._the 
ljttle g~rden of J)Jton Hous?;at .Ham:pst~_a\! '"'-t~9 ~!lu!ter~Eif:lfl_e~s.~~~p:i~ters f> 
~th-n.o.app_ru,:en~ .. ,g;r~g£I_ll~,qt.u,rab~.Jl!!~e-=It,._~ .... ~ .. la~~ark:-;.?f.::.W.hat 

. may. happen mth1s strange country. A pretty good. speCimen of wliat the 
novelists and critics call Roma~ce. 

~ighte~n.,..mollth~...,lat~r~.t!w,.ro~~!l~~:$~~~;?2WP!~~1~9Y~~L.~rd 
Haldant's~ele'vati0n:"~o~th~-•~!?r!!1:91~~,t~ll?-f~.!&P:.... .-
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CHAPTER XXIII 

THE ROYAL PREROGA'tiVE • 
The decision to dissolve--Asquith at Sandringham-His conversation with the 

King-The Cabinet Memorandum to the King-Asquith and Lord Crewe at 
Buckingham. Palace--The "Hypothetical Understanding "-The Parliament 
Bill in the House of Lords-A "Death-bed Repentance "-The ·December 
Election-Home Rule an issue. J. A. S . 

• 
IT had been understood between parties that the failure of the 
Conference would restore the status quo at the time of King Edward's 
death, and this meant for the Government •taking up the question 
of the House of Lords with his successor at the point at which it had 
been suspended by that event. What that point was it is important 
to bear in mind. King Edward had notified that he should require 
a second election before using his prerogative to overcome the 
opposition of the House of Lords to the Parliament Bill, and Asquith 
had steered his course accordingly. But he had naturally taken for 
granted that, if he complied with King Edward's condition and the 
result was decisive, the use of the prerogative, if needed, would 
follow as a matter of course. It now became necessary to ascertain 
whether his son and successor would accept the salie test, and act, • as presumably his father would have done, ~n like circumstances. 

There was for the Minister only one other possible course, as he 
saw the situation-that he himself should resign and throw upon the 
Opposition the onus of dealing with the situation, if they could. He 
was prepared for this in the last resort, but he considered it the worst 
of all solutions for reasons which he explained to the House of 
Commons in the following year : 

" If we had resigned, the King, I have no doubt, would have sent for 
the right hon. gentleman opposite, the Leader o£ the Opposition, who 
might or might not have undertaken the responsibility of forming a 
Government. If he had not, of course matters would have remained 
just as they were. If he had, it was a matter of common knowledge that 
a Government so formed could not have existed for a week in the then 
House of Commons for the simple but sufficient reason that the House 
would have refused to grant supplies. A Dissolution, therefore, was 
inevitable, and thf;:re was no ground whatsoever for thinking that a 

294 
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Dissolution woul,d not have been attended by the same result; but- 1910 
and I ask the particular attention of the House and the country to this-. Age 58 
a Dissolution under these circumstances would have made it almost 
impossible to keep the name and authority of the King out of the arena 

. of electoral controversy."l 

A dissolution being necessary in either event, his one thought was 
how to Jaold it and make it decisive without involving the Crown in 
the electoral struggle. • 

This was what was most in his mind· whell. he decided that
subject to an understanding' with the King-the -Election." should 
be held .. at once, ... i,e .... before,.Ghristmas •. ~·";No,.-one .-could:.:.he,.more 
resolute :when his mind was made up, but.for,.some,days~he~had to 
fight hard for .this decision. There were waverers and doubters 
within the party, and-some of the astutest electioneers predicted 

-disaster if a second election were inflicted on the country within 
twelve months. Tactics apart, the only reasonable doubt was 
whether the Parliament•Bm should be passed through all its stages 
in the House of Commons and the crisis deferred until it had been 
rejected by the House of Lords, probably in the following spring-; 
but to Asquith that seemed a pure waste of time, and an unnecessary 
duplication of the controversy, which would in any case be renewed 
in the new Parliament. The Bill had been read a first time and was 
before the country; the resolutions on which it was founded .and1 

which contained everything material that was in it had been 
exhaustively debated ; • the proposals of- the Governme:Qt were ·· 
simple and intelligible and known to everybody in principle and in 
detail .• The Copference had explored all the possibilities of agreed 
settlement with wholly negative .. results. These things taken 
.together seemed to Asquith to constitute a complete fulfilment of 
the conditions preliminary to a dissolution which could reasonably 
be asked for by ~he Crown for the exercise of the constit,utionallast 
resort, and-he ,saw no advantage in going over the ground again 
until he was assured that the· result would be decisive. 

All tP.ese were g~>Od reasorul, but once more the final considera
tion which clinched the :matter in his mind was'that if the election 
were postponed until there had been another. clash in Parliam~nt 
between the two Houses, the action of the .King must have been a 
subject of·public controversy. Partisans would have demanded to 

. t ,. 

know whether the " guarantees " had been given, and the answer 
could hardly have been kept back or the Sovereign shielded from 
criticism, however correct or constitutional his conduct might have 

l Rouse of Commons, 7th AugUst, 19ll, 
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1910 been. But an immediate election kept this issue in the distance. 
Age 58 It might be assumed that the Prime Minister would not have recom

mended a dissolution without obtaining an understanding from the 
King, but the question was unlikely to be asked before a crisis had 
arisen in Parliament, and, if it was asked, Ministers would be on the 
strongest ground in refusing to answer all questions in advance of 
the necessity. 

f 

.,;; 

II • 

These reasons pr~ailed, and at its meeting on lOth November 
the Cabinet decided to ask for an immediate dissolution, and 
authorised Asquith to report to that effect to the King. He went 
on the following day to Sandringham, and has left a record ·of what 
he said to the King : • 

Conversation at Sandringl~am, lith November, 1910. 
"Mr. Asquith pointed out that this would be second time in the course 

of twelve months that the question of the r~ations between the two 
Houses had been submitted to the electorate. It was necessary, there
fore, that in the event of the Government obtaining an adequate majority 
in the New House of Commons, the matter should be put in train for 
final settlement. This could only be brought about (if the Lords were 
not ready to give way) by the willingness of the Crown to exercise its 
prerogative to give effect to the will of the nation. The House of Lords 
cannot be dissolved and the only legal way in which it can be brought 
into harmony with the other House is by either curtailing or adding to 
its members. In theory, the Crown might conceivably adopt the former 
course by withholding writs of summons. But this has not been done for 
many centuries ; it would be most invidious in practice ; and it is at 
least doubtful whether it can be said to be constitutional. On the other 
hand the prerogative of creation is undoubted ; it ~as nev~ been 
recognised as having any constitutional limit; it was used for this very 
purpose in the 18th century, and agreed to be used on a large scale by 
King William IV in 1832. There could, in Mr. Asquith's opinion, be no 
doubt that the knowledge that the Crown was ready to use the prerogative 
would be sufficient to bring about an agreement without any necessity 
for its actual exercise." 

r ... For the moment Asquith contented himself with stating the case 
and left it for consideration. 

The Cabinet met again on the morning of 15th November and 
drew up a memorandum which was forwarded to the King (who had 
now returned from Sandringham) on the afternoon of the same day : 

" The Cabinet has very carefully considered the situation created by the 
failure of the Conference, in view of the declaration of policy made, on 
their behalf by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons on the 14th 
April, 1910. 
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q.i<The advice:whichj;heyJElel_it;their.d)lj;y~~o.tei1der,j~,l;I~~~:ii\l,a_§:f~~,2~S: 1910 
j... • An immediate dissolution.of .Parliament-as soon as the necessary Age 58 

parts of the Budget, the provision cif old age pensions, and .one.or two' 
other matters have been disposed of. The House of Lords to have the 
opportunity, if they de_mand it, at the same time, but ·not so as to postpone 
the date of the dissolution, to discuss the Government Resolutions. H.M. 

·Ministers cannot, however, take the responsibility of advising a dissolu-
tion, unless they may understand that in the event of the policy of the 
Government being approved by an adequate majority in the new House 
of Commons, H.M ... will tbe .ready ,to· .exercise~his,constitutional.powers 
(w~ich may involve the pre~og~.~:tive oL creating. Peers)._ if.needed, to 
secure.that effect shall be given-to.thedecision oUhe,country. . ' 

H.M. Ministers are fully alive to the importance of keeping the name 
of the King out of the sphere of party and electorial controversy. They: 
take upon themselves, as is their duty, the entire and exclusive responsi
bility· for the·policy ~which .they., will.place-.:before. the.electorate. · H.M. 
wili doubtless agree tha\ it would be inadvisable in the.interest,of .the 
State·that·any-communication of the intentions.of.the Crown,shmlicibe 
made public unless and, until the-actual-occasion should:arise." ·· 

r!7 • , . I5th~N£JVe.77tZ/~~·.:.t~JO. 

{;;..,.• T.he; following ,day~(161;l¥::No.;y~~f>.er)-,Asquith; ~acc.o;mpa¢~~~ by 
L()I'c!~Crewe, 7 went .to .Buckingham Palace at .three· in .. the,caf~~r!loon 2 

and .. saw ... the . ..-King. What they had to· say was in substance wha;t 
had b'een said in the memorandum. The Government could riot 
remain in office and see their policy thwarted by the Rouse of Lords, 
and they could not advise a dissolution-the second :within twelve 
months-unless they bad,reasonable assurance that if a sufficient 
majority was obtained for. their policy the King would, if necessary, 
use his prerogjtive . to oveJ;"come the resistance of the House of 
Lords~ .· · . · 

"I have never:seen the King to hetter.advantage,'LAsquj.th,:wrote 
the same evening, "-he argued. well and showed no <;>bstinacy." 
There were mom~nts whE(n the result seemec;l in doubt, . but what 
decided it was that no argument could rev~al any other course than 
tha~ proposed for either the King or his Ministers. Describ;i.I:tgJ!he 

t Thougl1 Asquith was una~are oUt, there,W!J>S-some ·criticism:.at the .time of 
his having taken _I..ord Crewe with him to this i,nterview, ;• as if,': it :wa,s said,,-_" he 
needed a witness of.what passed." No such idea ever entered his head. He asked 
Lord ,Crewe to accompany him as leader of the House of Lords, which was deeply 
concerned in the question of policy, and perhaps also as the one among his colleagues 
who had known the King personally all his life. ·In arranging the interview with. 
the King'~ Secretary, Lord Knollys, he had said that he proposed to bring Lord 
Crewe with him. . . 

2 It was charaQteristic of AsqUith that just before what he described at the 
time as " the most~ important political occasion in his Iiffl," he .faithfully kept a 
promise to be present at the wedding of Mr. Amery and Miss Greenwood, which 
took place at 2.30 the sttme day, and went on from the -wedding to the- Palace. 
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1910 occasion in the House of Commons in the following year,t Asquith 
Age 58 said simply : 

"His Majesty, after careful consideration of all the circumstances 
past and present, and after discussing the matter in all its bearings with 
myself and with my noble friend and colleague, Lord Crewe, felt that 
he had no alternative but to assent to the advice of the Cabinet." 

The words were carefully chosen, and he always maintained that 
they were an exact and constitutionally carrect account of what 
happened. The King, however, did insist that the Parliament Bill 
should be submitted to the House of Lords before the Election, a 
condition with which Asquith readily complied. 2 It was agreed 
that the King's decision should be kept strictly secret and the 
utmost effort be made by Ministers to keep his name out of the 
Election, and, unless the necessity of disclt>sing it arose, out ·of 
the subsequent debates in Parliament. 

/ The Cabinet met later in the afternoon o.£ the 16th, and heard 
' ~ from Asquith the result of this interview. 

Though the point may seem a fine one, Asquith always objected 
. tp the use of the word " guarantee " as expressing what he asked 

41, ~VJ from the King in November 19lll He spoke of it as a" hypothetical 
_'' ! C' , understanding" that if he took the responsibility of advising another 
I~ election, the King would regard the issue as having been fairly 

presented, and in the event of the result being sufficiently favourable 
to the Government, use the constitutional last resort to prevent its 
being stultified in the subsequent Parliament~ In the description of 
the interview which he gave in the following year to the House of 
Lords,. Lord Crewe said ': • • 

" It is altogether inaccurate-and I might use a stronger phrase-to 
say that at that time we asked His Majesty for guarantees. The question 
whether at any time the advice to ~reate Peers should be given must 
necessarily depend for one thing upon the adequacy of the majority 
with which we were returned to the House of Commons, assuming that 
we were returned at all." 3 

m 
Further discussion on this subject must be deferred until we come 

to the events of the following year, but it may be briefly recorded 
here that in the interval between the announcement of the dissolu
tion and the prorogation of Parliament, the House of Lords had 

' 
' ' Vote of Censure, House of Commons, 7th August, 1911. 

2 Life of Lansdowne, Memorandum of conversation with the King, p. 410. 
" H. M. observed that it was owing to him that we had been allowed to have the 
P&lliament Bill in the House of Lords at aU." 
.l'~ouse of Lords, 8th August, 19U. 
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what was afterwards called a death-bed repentance. For when, as 1910 
Age 58 

arranged .with the King, the Parliament Bill was ,presented to it, 
instead of discussing this Bill in detail, Lord Lansdowne moved the 
adjournment of the debate on the second reading in order to bring 
forward alternative proposals of his own. These were pra:ctically 
what the Unionist leaders had proposed at the Conference, the House 
of Lords to be reduced and reconstituted; the power over Money 
Bills to be surrendered ip return for certain safeguards, the Referen-
dum to be adopted for " organjc " or " constitytional " legislation. 
Lord Newton remarks in this debate that ., its most remarkable 
feature was the enthusiasm shown for drastic; reform by some of 
those w4o had previously deprecated any action of this nature as 
inopportune or ill-advised." . These proposals served as the alter
native Unionist policr at the election, and leaders and followers 
alike were specially warm in their advocacy of the Referendum as a 
wiser and even a more democratic solution of the parliamehtary 
problem tlian the limitation of the Lords' veto. But enthusiasm 
for any of these specifics was short-lived, and in the long periods of 
Unionist and Conservative administration which have followed since 
'this time, little or nothing has been he'ard of them. Liberals, ~;;eeing 
the deep divisions not only in their own party, but in the Unionist , 
Party, about all the alternatives, were more than ever convinced 
that the Government had done wisely in concentrating on the veto 
and bequeathing " reform " to a future date when opinion should 

;1have ripened. • ' ' 
I(" Asquith. was unspa.ring .of ¥himself .. in •. the .. fortni·g· ht .. before. , the 
/'11ectiop. He •• l"(loke ~in.:al}. .. parts ,of :the !country;·~e~XP<?111!!Jing ·:~th 

rar~jqrg(;)'-~~_i'hdjgni,~yl!~h~t;,l}e,tl!,~Jieyecloto; be ;t.l~~ '~~;Ue;,C~.!;ls.t,~~~~!<;>~al 
}!.<?_<~~!!~~ •• employing raillery a;n.d .satir~, when t~ey served his pur
pose, but most carefully refrannhg from ·all vwlence·of~1ang:uage 
and :r.nob'-oratory. If the controversy had to be, it could scarcely 
have been cond:ucted.at a.higherJeveLthan under his leadership in . 
these· days. The~f.[·~~,_spee_sh:::(~@4~1if£l:v:,e~9.~rc)~wJ~h:,which. he J( 
opened the campaign went over the whole ground, and made it 
clear that the policy he ·was proposing was not only an end but a 
means to an end, namely, the achievement of the causes including 
Home Ruie ,and Welsh Disestablishment which would otherwise be 
hopelessly blocked. A passage in this speech, which remained 
famous for many years afterwards, dealt:rwith.the.:r!l&t!~E<!~,";~f the 
House of Lords on.the,question,of.reform: · 

" Ah, gentlemen, what a change eleven 'short months have wrought!. 
Thjs ancient and picturesque structure has been condemned by its own 

' ~ - t 
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1910 inmates as unsafe. The parricidal pickaxes are already at work, and 
Age 58 constitutional jerry-builders are hurrying from every quarter with new 

plans. Dr. Johnson once said of a celebrated criminal, who after his 
condemnation showed literary activity, ' Depend upon it, Sir, when a 
man is going to be hanged in a fortnight it concentrates his mind 
wonderfully.' The activity recently displayed by the House of Lords in 
providing itself with a successor is surely a miracle of this kind of mental 
concentration. In a single sitting, not unduly prolonged, the V!'lnerable 
institution, which has withstood the storm and stress of ages, was 
transformed-in principle, of course ; some of the details are still with
held-into a brand-new modern Senate. There has been nothing like 
it ~~ce the memorable night of 4th August, 1789. The motive for this 
feverish exhibition of destructive and constructive ardour is not far to 
seek. The Tory Party were determined at all hazards not to face another 
General Election with the incubus of the House of Lords on tht1ir back. 
There must be something to put in its place, something-it did not 
matter for the moment very much what-but ~omething that could· be 
called a Second Chamber, with a coat, however thin, of democratic 
varnish. 

And what is this new Second Chamber wttich is presented to the 
country as the real solution of our constitutional difficulties ~ It is a 
nebulous body of uncertain size, composed .in undefined proportions of 
hereditary Peers, of official and qualified Peers, and of Peers ' chosen,' 
not necessarily elected, but' chosen '-chosen by somebody, somewhere, 
somehow. I said a moment ago that some of the details are lacking, and 
the authors of this ingenious proposal seem to think it unreasonable that 
at this stage they should be called on for fuller particulars. They expect 
the country to vote for what is to all intents and purposes a ghost. But 
it is on these very particulars that the merits or demerits of the scheme 
depend. According as they are ffiled in one w!ty or another, your new 
Second Chamber may be better than, or as bad as, or even worse than, 
the existing House of Lords. In the meantime, it is ry> answer to our 
demand for an immediate and effectual removal of tlie obstacte that 
blocks the road of progress, to say that, in course of time, it may be found 
possible to evolve a Second Chamber, better fitted than the House of 
Lords, to exercise the true functions of such a body. I have always 
hoped and thought that it would. But I have got to deal-you have 
got to deal-the country has got to deal-with things here and now. 
We need an instrument that can be set to work at once, which will get 
rid of deadlocks, and give us the fair and even chance in legislation to 
which we are entitled, and which is all that we demand. The plan of 
the Government will do so, and it is the only one before the country 
which even pretends to meet the urgent necessities of the case." 
(Hull, 25th November, 1910.) 

This speech presents in a lively form the argument against certain 
proposals which had been put forward by the Unionist representa
tives at the Conference, and it will be worth careful study whenever 
the question of House of Lords reform is again to the fore. 

In the last days of the election Asquith had a sharp passage of 
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arms with Mr .. ,Balfour~;,wl).o charg~d;bim ,:with"havjng~,<;l.~lib,e:t;~pely 1910 
58 stifled ,the ~q:u,esAiQ_!!...<!l!Pme .. ~E!~ -l!!!~i!. fj,ve _ hundred.,seats ,hag been ge 

decided-a charge which he greatly resented, and-which he refuted 
by quoting from his own speeches many days before the first polling. 
It is difficult to believe that after the statements _of Liberaf policy 

,which had ,been many times repeated during the previous session
to say nothing of the January election-anyone eou}.d have voted 
for the Government who was not in favour of Home Rule for Ireland; 
but the omission, if there was _one, was more than made good by 
Unionist speakers, who never ceased to warn the electors that a vote 
for the Government would be a vote not on)y for the Parliament · 
Bill, but for Home Rule, and numerous other things which they 
described as the destruction of the constitution and the ruin of the 
count;y. Inevitably the election was jou;_ed on all the issues· that 
then divided parties, the Parliament .. Bill,~being :characterised- on 
~he one side as the door to the promised:Ia-ndr'and .denounced,ol1 ~he · 
other as the downward ~ath to(destl'uc:twn. 
~ \ . . 

I· 
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CHAPTER XXIV 

THE PEERS AND THE PARLIAMENT BILL 

The "Sufficient Majority "-The "Emergence of a ~ertainty "-Attitude of the 
Opposition-Mr. B~lfour's opinion-The King and Lord Lansdowne-The 
question for the Peers-Reforming themselves-Lord Lansdowne's Bill-A 
choice of evils-The Coronation interval-Parliament Bill in the Lords
Destructive a,mendments-Communicating with Lord Lansdowne-Asquith's 
letter to the Unionist Leaders-The Die~ha.rd Movement-An undelivered 
speech. ·J. A. S. 

THERE had been some discussions between -the King and Asquith 
as to what should be a " sufficient " majority to bring the under
standing into play, but no one could question that the majority of 
126 with which the Government came ba~k after the December 
election answered the definition. Though the numbers were almost 
the same as at the January election, the December majority was in 
reality a far more serviceable one, for it was concentrated on the 
dominant issue, and there were no other questions which divided it. 
On their favourite theory that Irish-or at all events !fish Nation
alist votes-did not or ought not to count, and that Scottish and 
Welsh votes should have less weight than English, the Unionist 
sta,tisticians again challenged its authority and pointed out that 
England, taken by itself, had returned a Unionist majority of 
fourteen. To which the Liberal statisticians rep&ed that .if the 
plural votes were subtracted there would be a handsome majority 
of voters not only in the inferior parts of the Kingdom, but in 
England itself. All that mattered to the Government was that as a 
referendum of the whole people, the result was beyond ch:allenge in 
the new Parliament. 

What struck the popular imagination in January 19ll was, as 
Mr . .:Birrell said, "the sudden emergence of a certainty." From the 
day in 1894 when Mr. Gladstone had said that the controversy 
between the two Houses "must go on to its issue," the public had 
watched them sparring and manoouvring with an increasing doubt 
whether either would ever seriously close in upon the other. Up to 
the 1906 Parliament the Peers on the whole had chosen their ground 
adroitly and retired in good order, when pressed by superior forces. 
Up to the same date Liberals had threatened and protested, declared 

302 
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a hundred ~times~that.;:..a.way,.must,p"~J~~J?-<!,':...,l:n~t"J;tt.:the ,critical 19H 
moment discovered either that discretion was the better part of Age 58 

valour or that their majority had slipped from them. BJit.,in 
January 1911, it.was clear at last that something J:nlJ.Stgappen. The 
Peers .. had invited<a,struggle .a,outrance .when, .. departing.atlength 
from favourable ground, they had. challenged the right.-of_the 

' Coinmons to, be. masters of Supply; the Commons having. twice 
) · submitted their case to the country and obtained decisive verdicts 

were bound to act, or. acknowledge themselves to be the inferior 
branch of the Legislature. • -

In-the one.speech,_which~he ·made during ~the.-e~ection,~-:Lord 
Rosebery ~had .said-,-and for once. the .words. could. be ,Jised,,w.ithout 
exaggeration-that ·.the eyes .of the civilised :world :were .fixed o:ri 
Great Britain. The other nations were, he thought, " ast;nished 
to see Britannia, in her•old age, casting away her helmet and dancing 

IJ'a breakdown to th~ tipsy tune played to her by her Government, 
~~"ap'p~rently prepared to;:revise·at. ten--days' notice"the- CoP:f?:tit-qtion 

of~Eligl:J,t .hundred.~yea'rs." Lord .. Rosehery~had,..perhaps ,_forgQtten 
that at the very. beginning. of,his,.car~::e_J:";-::a~Jar,.baq_k,as,,,l8?h:.,.he 
had.pressed for revision, .and that as P;t:ir!J.e:.JYii:nJ~~! .. sixteen years 
earlier. he had-cdeclared it;to~be essential. Indeed, even while he 
was speaking he was pledged to schemes which, in the name of 
reform, must have mad~ havoc of the eight hundred years old 
Constitution. But assuredly he was right in spea~ing,_of .the. issue 
as momen~ous. Whether in the hands of its Liberalopponents or its 
Conservative friends tlte old House of Lords was dissolving like a 
dream. The 'former were proposing to limit its powers, the latter to 
destro¥ its her(lditary privileges and take the'full plunge into pure. 
democracy by substituting the plebiscite for its ?~ntrol. Small 
wonder that,black despair descended on t]le die-hard as he looked 
helplessly for a refuge between professing friends and open enemies. 
Behind all the turmoil of electioneering and the din of mob oratory 
it was only too evident-that democracy was on.the.march. 

The King opened Parliament-in person on 6th February, ~p.d the 
Parliament Bill-was .. introduced~ in· the· House., of. Commons~ on 
22nd February,.and carried through all its stages by the second.week 
oL·May. The fmniliar arguments were repeated to tlie foregone 
conclusion and the sole object of interest was what would happen 
in another place. The Opposition, ~hich governed the conduct of 
the Peers, had now to decide whether to resist or submit, and, if 
to ·resist, in what way, and up to what point. Its leaders, Mr. Balfour 

1 Edinburgh; ~rd D~cez;n_be_~,_l~lO. 

' ' 
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and Lord Lansdowne, were aware of the seriousness of the position 
as soon as the election was over ; but not knowing what had taken 
place in the previous November, Mr. Balfour appears to have con
cluded that Ministers would approach the Crown for " guarantees " 
before proceeding with the Parliament Bill in the House of Commons. 
On that assumption he wrote a long letter to Lord Landsowne on 
27th December analysing the situation. 1 He thought that, dis
tasteful as it might be to Ministers, to "play the part of bUllies in 
the Royal Closet," they were "so comple~ly in the hands of the 
Irish and of the Laeour Party that they would probably be forced 
to ask for pledges quite inconsistent with the spirit of the Con
stitution." What then should the King do 1 Mr. Balfour suggested 
that if he were to make a protest "in the most solemn manner," 
the "consciences of the Ministry, if that organ is not wholly 
atrophied, would prick them severely." Re was, however,· of 
opinion, that if this failed, it would be unfair to the King " to suggest 
that he will better his position by attemptin~, under present circum
stances, to change his Government.'' ''I consider,'' he said, ''that such 
a policy would certainly be ineffectual, that it might be humiliating in 
its results to the Crown, and might possibly impair its popularity." 

It was thus Mr. Balfour's opinion at the end of December 1910 
that no alternative Government to the one in power w~s possible, 
and that the King accordingly would have no alternative but to 
accept the advice of the existing Government. The situation fore
seen in the understanding between the Kini and his Ministers had 
therefore come to pass, and what was then hypothesis was now 
fact. For good reasons or bad the Unionist Party had been unable 
to avail themselves of the opportunity of settlemeAt o:ffere<l them 
in the Conference, and the question had accordingly been put to 
the electors who had answered it in such a way that for the time 
being there was no possible Government except one which was 
pledged to do everything in its power to convert the Parliament 
Bill into law. 

Asquith had not supposed that the Unionist leaders would change 
their views about his policy, but he had undoubtedly hoped that 
they would bow to these facts after the second election and save him 
from the necessity of approaching the Crown. 2 They had always 

't Life of Lansdowne, pp. 407-408. 
2 Speaking to his wife after the Buckingham Palace interview in the previous 

November, Asquith said: "If we are beaten at the General Election the question 
(of creating peers) will never arise, and if we get in by a working majority, the Lords 
will give way, so the King won't be involved." Autobiography of Margot Asquith, 
IT; P• 144. 
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said that the House of Lords would give way whe:ri the will of the 
people had been sufficiently expressed, and there had now been two 
elections on this issue. But the Parliament Bill had kindlec;Lpassto:ns 

. which were not to be controlled by logic and cool reason. The House 
of Lords was being asked to accept not an ordinary measure to which 
it took the ordinary partisan exception, but a blow to its own power 
and pre&tige which the great majority of its members deeply resented 
and expected .their leaders to resist to the uttermost. . These leaders 

.were still in the dark about the chief weapon in 1Jle armoury of their 
opponents, and they seem to have decided that all the possibilities . 
should. be exhausted before they counselled submission. 

n 

. Lo;rd:-L~Jl~9-o~!J.~,.,.hacf an interview with the.King .at Windsor .. on 
27th·:;January,-.-19ll, and his biographer has printed the note he 
made. of'their conversation on this occasion. 

" H.M:", he says, " told me that he had· had some controversy with 
the Prime Minister as to the . propriety.,.,qf._ inter'!'ie:w:s ,bet":eeu, .hllp.self 

· and-.,the leaders· ot the·. Opposition.· H-.M.;~.h0wever,_ ha~. ffi:s~~ted, 
explaining~that.he,did,not,.seek)Q:t,.~dvice,.J~ut...,desited.;knowledge at 
first'hand as-to the views of the Opposition. Upon that;_ the P.M;.had 
reluctantly '\Wthdrawn his objection." • 

I. 

Asquith had never· on any ordinary occaflion objected to the 
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King's seeing the leaders of the Oppqsition, and, in 1909, he had 
actually advised Kirig Edward that he was entirely within his rights 
in seeing them and discussing their action on the Budget with them. 
But he did· undcaubtedly feel on this occasion that there might be 
difficult!es for the King as well as for: the Government if he were 
supposed to be acting as arbiter·between Government and Opposi-

/7 tion, a task which in the circumstances bf the hour would have been 
f"·foth invidious and dangerous. The distinction.between_ ·~_seeking 1( 

rdvice " and!! desiring knowledge·" was. in Asquith's view a v~ry 1 

nne one, and he had thought the matter Important enough for him 
') - ' I 

to·put his views on record in a minute as.soon as the·election was 
over: . ./ . 

I' Asquith.on the.Functions_gf!he 0~9wn. ""' · 

10 DOWNING STREET,. 
' WHITEHALL; S.W. 

Der,e'!fllJer. ln o. 
The part to be.played.by,the.Crown, in such a situation as now exists, 

has happily been settled by the accumulated: traditions and the lin broken 
practice of more-than 70 years. It• is to -a,ct.•upon1-cthe~ll,dvic_{)_,9f..the 
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1911 / Ministers who for the time being possess the confidence of the House of 
Age 58 Commons, whether that advice does or does not conform to the private 

and personal judgment of the Sovereign. Ministers will always pay the 
utmost deference, and give the most serious consideration, to any 
criticism or objection that the Monarch may offer to their policy; but 
the ultimate decision rests with them ; for they, and not the Crown, are 
responsible to Parliament. It is only by a scrupulous adherence to this 
well-established Constitutional doctrine that the Crown can be kept out 
of the arena of party politics. · 

It follows that it is not the function of a Constitutional Sovereign to 
act as arbiter or mOOiator between rival parties and policies; still less 
to take advice from the leaders on both sides, with the view to forming 
a conclusion of his own. George III in the early years of his reign tried 
to rule after this fashion, with the worst results, and with the accession 
of Mr. Pitt to power he practically abandoned the attempt. T,he growtn 
and development of our representative system, and the clear establish
ment at the core and centre of our Consti~tion of the doctrine of 
Ministerial responsibility, have since placed the position of the Sovereign 
beyond the region of doubt or controversy. 

It is technically possible for the Sovereiga to dismiss Ministers who 
tender to him unpalatable advice. The last instance of such a proceeding 
was in 1834, when William IV compelled the resignation of Lord Melbourne 
and his colleagues. The result was, from the King's point of view, · 
singularly unsatisfactory. The dismissed Ministers found an adequate 
majority in the new House of Commons. The King was compelled to 
take them back·again, and they remained in power for a]\other 6 years. 
During the long reign of Queen Victoria, though she was often in dis
agreement with the Ministry of the day, she never resorted to this part 
of the prerogative. She recognised that, so long as a Ministry possessed 
the confidence of the House of Commons, she had no alternative but to 
act on its advice. The reason is plain. The House of Commons, by reason 
of its power over Supply, has every Ministry at its mercy. The King 
cannot act without 1\finisters, and Ministers are impot~nt to carzy on the 
government of the country without a majority in the House of Commons. 

The position becomes exceptionally clear and simple, when-as the 
case is now-a ministry has appealed to the country upon the specific 
and dominating issue of the day, arid upon that issue commands a 
majority of more than 100 in the House of Commons. 

As reported by Lord Lansdowne his interview with the King kept 
within the limits laid down in this minute, and it was undoubtedly 
a valuable, if ominous, indication of the mind of the Opposition at 
this time. Lord Lansdowne, while agreeing that " if the crisis were 
to come upon us to-morrow owing to the rejection of the Parliament 
Bill," Mr. Balfour would not " stand any chance if the country were 
to be again appealed to upon what would virtually be the same 
issue," yet suggested that " as the situation developed, the issue 
might undergo a change. For example, supposing an amendment 
to be carried for the purpose of safeguarding the Constitution against 
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a violent change during the time which, if th€1 Bill became law, 1911 

would pass before a refo~med House of Lords could be called into Age 58 

existence, a new kind of issue of the kind which I contemplated 
might arise. Was it conceivable that H.M.'s ad'visers would desire 
that he should create three hundred Peers for the purpose of resisting 
such a ·proposal ? " Finally Lord Lansdowne warned his Majesty 

· to be ".careful how he took for granted that in no circumstances 
might the House of Lords take a line which would render it impos-:: 
sible for him to overcome'them except by the c~eation of Peers " ; - .. 
and said he thought it would be most unwise for any of those con-
cerned, either H.M.G. or the Opposition or H.M.' himself to commit 
tlJ.emselves finally to any particular line of action or abo,ve all to 
allow it 'to become known that they had so committed themselves. 
It may be inferred froilil this that at the end of January Lord Lans
downe was doubtful .of his capacity to control the House of Lords, 
and that he was relying on the possibility of raising a new issue which 
might plausibly be said~o require yet another election. It was pre
fisely this attempt to change the issue which Asq~t~d .. anB.cipa~d 
~nd.which·he had endeavour~d.to guard ag~i:q.st IVP.e.n h,e,~ad~)iim
self responsible .for advising the _dissolutic:m ofD~cember 1_910. . 
~ . . I 

• 

~ 

I 
I 

There was much difierence of opinion in the Ullionist Party as 
to the next step. Lord Rosebery, who till thert had been a pioneer 
of House of Lo;ds Reform, held strongly that in the new circum
stanceT3 it would be a tactical blunder to produce an alterna~ive 
plan which would probably divide the Unionist Party and certainly 
expose them to a ·new attack from their opponents. But -Lord 
Lansdowne, strongly backed by Lord Curzori, believed, .::On. the 
contrary, that their position would be strengthened, ifthe. powers 
·that ~ey thought necessary for a Second Chamber-were,clain1ed, 
not for the existing hereditary House but for a reconstituted and 
more popular-body. This view prevailed with ~he Unionist Shadow 
Cabinet, and " the death-bed repentance " beghn in the last Parlia-

1' ment was now resumed and definite form given to it ill a ,Bill. of 
,._which Lord Curzon .. was supposed to _be the Pr:i!lcip_§tl,a_!Ithor, and 

which Lord Lansdowne. himself introduced:~on._?th .. ,A'!:tY· _ B:t;_!~fly 
it proposed that the reconstituted House sh~uld consist. of about -
~5_Q.members,~ ofw_hom l 00 were >to be Peers. el~cte9, by a sp_e~ially 

-qualified panel of their own order,.120 elected by memb(m:J,of the · 
• . ' I 

I 
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House of Commons, 100 appointed by the Crown in proportion to 
the strength of parties in the House of Commons, and the remaining 
thirty composed of Judicial dignitaries and spiritual Lords. Inci
dentally the Bill invaded the Royal prerogative, since it limited the 
number of new Peers to be created in any one given year to five, 
and laid down that no hereditary Peer was to be summoned to the 
new Upper House, unless he were a Lord of Parliament as.defined 
in the Bill. This meant that the constitutional remedy of a creation 
of Peers for a deadlock between the two Ho.uses would be removed . • It was inferred from Lord Lansdowne's speech that in the event of 
differences between the two Houses, the procedure was to be by way 
of Conferences, joint sittings, and eventually the referendum-in 
effect the method which the Unionist leaders had proposed. at the 
Constitutional Conference in the previous autumn. 

Lord Lansdowne frankly described his Bill as "a death-blow to 
the House of Lords as many of us have known it for so long," and 
his biographer records that it was " recei~ed by a crowded and 
attentive House in a dignified, if frigid, silence." It was said at the 
time that if the Peers had been asked to choose between the Parlia
ment Bill and the Lansdowne Bill, and a vote had been taken by 
ballot, an actual majority would have accepted the former as the 
lesser evil. For the great majority of Peers the choice was between 
a limitation of power and a total loss both of power and status. 
Still worse, it became clear, as the debate proceeded, that if this plan 
were persisted in, they would be in considM"able danger of having 
to accept both the whips of their own party and the scorpions of 
the other party. Lord Morley, speaking for the G~vernment, gave 
the Bill a slightly ironical approval as a long advance on an~hing 
hitherto proposed, but said plainly that though it might or might 
not prove to be " a possible supplement or complement to the 
Parliament Bill, there was one thing it could not be, and that was a 
substitute or an alternative for the Parliament Bill." The Peers 
now saw hanging over them the Parliament Bill plus the Lansdowne 
Bill, and the more conservative complained bitterly that the citadel 
was being betrayed from within just at the moment when it was 
being attacked from without. In the previous year when Lord 
Rosebery introduced his Resolutions on Reform, Lord Halsbury had 
issued an appeal to his brother Peers to." take your stand on your 
constitutional hereditary right and stoutly resist any tampering 
with it," and more and more of them began now to look to Lord 
Halsbury to lead them. 

Lord Morley's speech gave the coup de grace to Lord Lansdowne's 
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Bill, and no more was heard ofit-after the second reading which was 1~11 
politely accorded to it. A week later (23rd M~y).itsplace.was;taken Age 58 

by the Parliament Bill which had . come up Jrom .the, other.~ H,ause; 
and .the-lists were now set for the final enbounter. The second 
reading was passed. without a division (" grave amendments " being 

~t4reatened for the Committee stage}, after a fdebate-which-.on-both 
rsides was on a_ high level of. dignified~ oratory. LordMRos,ebery 

intimated that he.was probably. speaking for. the -last .. timejn that. 
~ssembly, and in a, ".final farewelL" 1 raised his vo~ce .. -!J:l ,pr()test 
against.this '.'most ill-judged, revolutionary,.anei,pll.ri,iis!!-n :n:t.easure." 
Only one Unionist Peer (Lord Montagu of Beaulieu) ventured the 
opinion that the ;Bill was "on the whole fair;" and the least that in 
the _circumstances in which theyhad been placed the Liberal leaders 
co~ld have been expec.~ed to do. Most of the others considered it to 
be the end of all things. 

IV 

After the second reading there was an interval for the Coronation 
festivities which occupied the greater part of the m:onth- of June, and 
the- Committee,. stage .was I!:Ot _beglll!_ till ,~8~1} ~l!!J.e. . But all through 
the month Lord Halshury and Lord .• Willol1g4q;y:,.,.de ... -Broke were 
at work rallying the Peers to . an unc()mpromising,~.resistanci, 
"strengthe!ling Lord: Lansdowne's hands," as they said, but in 
reality pr:eparing for him a situation of great embarrassment. 
These" die-hards;" as·they.now>came,to,.be·called, .were:persuaded 
that the-threat-to-cre~e Peers-was-a bluff.which··could safely be 
disregarded, and they exhorted Lord Lansdowne to. make his 
amendments drj.stic and to hold to them at all costs; 

They were indeed drastic, and by 5th~July.~the B.ill, had,. in 
Asquith's words, been "as completely transformed as ifno.General 
Election had been h-eld." · In its amended form it more resembled 
the scheme which the Unionist leaders had presented to the Con~ 
ference in the previous year than the Bill of the Government~. The 
referendum was substituted for the suspensory veto for all measures 
of Home Rule whether for Ireland, Scotland, Wales, or England, 
and for· all other measures which a Joint Committee-:-a kind of new 
third Chamber-might decide to be of" great grayity." The same 
Joint Committee was substituted for the Speaker for the defining of 
Money Bills in order, as Lord Lansdowne put it, to "prevent the 
House of Lords from being deprived of rights in the region of finance 
which they conceived to be theirs." 

1 Not quite final, for as Asquith himself points out (Fifty Years of Parliament, 
II, p. 96), he spoke twice in the la,ter discussions ou the Bill. _ · 
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The " contingency " referred to in the Cabinet Memorandum of 
15th November, 1910, had now so evidently arisen that as soon as 
the Committee stage was over (14th July} the Cabinet submitted the 
following minute to the King : 

Oabinet Minute to the King. 
July 14, l9ll. 

I The Amendments made in the House of Lords to the Parliament Bill 
are destructive of its principle and purpose, both in regard to finance 
and to general legislation. There is hardly <file of them which, in its 
present form., the Go'irernment could advise the House of Commons, or 
the majority of the House of Commons could be persuaded, to accept. 
The Bill might just as well have been rejected on Second Reading. It 
follows that if, without any preliminary conference and arrangement, the 
Lords' Amendments are in due course submitted to the 1Iouse of 
Commons they will be rejected en bwc by tha~ House, and a comp~ete 
deadlock between the two Houses will be created. Parliament having 
been twice dissolved during the last eighteen months, and the future 
relations between the two Houses having been at both Elections a 
dominant issue, a third Dissolution is wholly ou\ of the question. Hence, 
in the contingency contemplated, it will be the duty of Ministers to 
advise the Crown to exercise its Prerogative so as to get rid of the dead
lock and secure the passing of the Bill. In such circumstances Ministers 
cannot entertain any doubt that the Sovereign would feel it to be his 
Constitutional duty to accept their advice. 

• 
Three days later the King intimated that he accepted the advice of 
his Ministers. 

So far Asquith had scrupulously observed.the condition laid down 
in the Novembe,r memorandum that no communication of the 
intentions of the Crown " should be made public unless and until • the actual occasion should arise," and to the last he had hopM that 
no public communication would be necessary. But Lord Lans
downe and the Unionist leaders were now in a position in which it 
was all but impossible for them to yield except under visible 
coercion. They had not merely amended but changed out of recog
nition the Bill as presented to them by the Government ; and they 
were faced by a powerful body of their own party which had 
assumed-and not unreasonably-that they would never have 
committed themselves so deeply, if they had had any thought:of 
yielding. Though it is evident that they themselves had con
templated the creation of Peers as a factor to be reckmrtrd with, as 
soon as the election was over, 1 they had acted as if it could be 
disregarded, and had done nothing to correct the belief widely 
/1 See Life of Lansdowne, Letter from :Mr. Balfour to Lord Lansdowne, pp. 

407-408. 
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prevalent in .their own .party_ tl!at _t.l},~}~r~,at _ ofit 'Ya~_JiJ! .audacious 1911 
~ · Age'Os bluff, which had only to be called to. prove innocuous. As events 

were now moving, every .day made it' clearer t)lat Lord Lansdowne 
would be unable to withdraw, unless he could say publicly that he 
was no longer a free agent. " · 

Evidently, then, he had to' be told the facts and the so~ner the 
better. The first communication was.made-to~him,a:rid,Mr-.-Balfour 
ill. 1:1onversation by Mr. Lloyd .. George .. o1J. ,J8th .. .Ju1y,,.,and on the 
following __ day;.;,tl!e Kil.lg~s ... E3ecr.etary,.,::Lord.~oJ1ys,,...Yisited_Lord · 
Lansdowne .at~his.,request. 1 Lord iLansdowne. was apparently still · 
relying on the change of issue-the substitution of referendum for 
veto-which he had told the King in 'his interview on 27th January 
might alter the situation and make it " inconceivable " that the 
Government should. ask for a creation of Peers.. At all events he 
objected strongly to the idea then current that the.Gov.~r~ent 
would reject' the Lords. amendments en bloc and . .return .. the.Bill to 
~hem "in its House ot Commons.shape ·~.with.the threat.tq,advise 
a creation of ·Peers-. .in-sufficient ~numbers • ..-to. overwhelm .their 
resistance. -

The reasons which. made the renew~l of the argu~ent~ seem 
desirable to Lord Lansdowne were naturally reasons which made it / 
unacceptable to the Government. Ministers felt it to be impossible 
to start again on. the interminable debate between-the two Houses 
in order that their opponents might be given the chance of creating 
a new situation at the eleventh hour. l:o do that would, in their 
opinion, be not only tt> prolong the co~troversy unnecessarily, .but 
greatly to i,ncrease the danger that the King woold be involved in 
it. ~ut they »aw no objection to giving the Lords' amendments a 
respectful consideration in the Commons, provided it was under
stood that the Bill must be taken or left by the Lords on its next 
return to them. Asquith was always sensitive to the difficulties of 
opponents, and he· was only too an~ious in this way or any other to 
make the necessarily painful proceedings that were now inevitable 
as little embami.ssing to Lord Lansdowne as possible. 

But the time was short. The third reading. of th~:tParlia:t;nent Bill 
in the Lords was on the. 20th; and.Lord Lansdowne had summpned 
a meeting of Unionist Peers.at Lansdowne House.on the ~1st. He 
said, q~reasonably, that verbal communications were not enough, 
and that he must have in his hands a written statement showing 
exactly the state of the case between the Government and the King, 
before he met his supporters on the 21st. On the third reading, 

.x· Ibid,-;-pp.,417-4J8 • 

• 
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while still intimating that the Opposition would adhere to their 
principal amendments, he qualified this by adding " so long as they 
are free agents "-words which were generally interpreted as 
meaning that they would give way before a threat to create Peers. 
This, as he had foreseen, only added to the exasperation of the 
" die-hards " who still professed to think that the Government were 
bluffing. It was now urgently necessary that he should have the 
means of undeceiving them, if he was to keep his party irl hand, 
and prevent the aggravation of mischief by .a swamping creation of 
Peers. • 

v 
For some time past the King had been willing and anxious that 

the facts should be disclosed. He had more and more felt the danger 
of being placed in a false position, if in hiil friendly and private 
intercourse with the leaders of the Opposition, he was obliged to 
conceal from them that he had pledged himself to give effect to the 
popular verdict if the need should arise. But the m~nner of dis
closure had been left undecided until the occasion for it should 
actually arise, and on this there were many voices. One of Lord 
Lansdowne's colleagues had suggested that it should be made by 
the King himself, on the ground that it would be easier for the 
Peers to submit to the Royal authority than to yield o:t- appear to 
yield to "radical dictation." The King had no fear of exposing 
himself, and, if it would have eased the situation, he was ready to 
do even that. But Asquith was firm on tl\e point that the con
stitutional proprie~ies should be observed in the lett-er as well as the 
spirit, and that there should be nothing in the form ¥ich weakened 
either the theory or the fact that the King was acting on the ~dvice 
of his Ministers, and that the responsibility belonged to them. The 
King was at Sandringham on 19th July, but after an exchange of 
telegrams with him, it was arranged that the Prime Minister should 
make the communication in a letter addressed simultaneously to 
Lord Lansdowne and Mr. Balfour, as leaders of the Unionist Party. 
He accordingly wrote the following letter : 

Asquith to Mr. Balfour and Lord Lansdowne. 

10 DOWNING STREET. 

July·~ 1911. 

{
MR. BALFOUR, 

DEAR LORD LANSDOWNE, 

I think it is courteous and right, before any public decisions are 
?>nnounced1 to let lou know l}Qw we ref?ard the political fi~t11a.tio:t1, 

• 
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When the Pa~liament Bill in the form which it has now assumed returns 1911 
to the House of Commons, we-shall-be.compelled--to ask,that.House.to ·Age 58 
disagree with.the Lords'-.Ainendments. 

In the circumstances,.should.the necessity .arise,.the-_Gov_ernment __ will 
~advise the King-to exercise-his.,Prerogative-to.secure the.passing into 
t. · law of the Bill in substantially the same form in which itJeft.the House 
, "0£ Commons ; and His Majesty has been pleased -to ,signify·that;·he will · 1 

consider it his duty to accept; and.act on, -t~.at advice. . 
Yours sincerely, 

• H. H. AsQUITH: 

• 
. The Bill in its drastically amended :(orm.was given a.third-reading 

in the House of Lords on .20tl1.J:uly_,,.;.and.Lord La_nsdowne had ,this 
letter in. his hands when the Unionist Peers ass~mbled at his house on 
2lstJuly. _ 

The story of the nht few days belongs to the history of the 
Unionist Party, and it has been told in great detaiLby.the.biographers 
of Lord Lansdowne,,.Lop;L~Cl!r~g!l,,-a_:Q,q, ;L_orq->;;,ij:~~bury. Lord, 
Lansdowne and Mr. Balfour, the authorised leaders of the party in 
the two Houses, were at one in believing that the evil, now seen to 
be a necessary one, of accepting the Parliament Bill, could only be 
aggravated by forcing a creation of Peers, and they had behind them 
most of the serious ahd seasoned veterans of the party. But the 

/:.f~~~oup whi~· resisted ~this c?nclusion-was,no mer_e.cabal aga_ inst the 
· offimal.pohcy. The mdomitable"ex:Chancellor L9l'd-rl!als.bmy. was 
its leader, the whole Salisbury clan-Lord-Salisbury in-the·.House 
9£-Lords, ·and his· brotliers in the Commons-had rallied to it ; the 
Chamberlains, 'Mr.· Joseph. Chamberlain -from his•sick bed, and> )lis 
~on ilj the Ho~se of-Commons, an\f men of highAofficiatrank.llke 
Lord Selborne, Mr. Wyndham, Sir Edward Carson, and Lord Milner 

/ . - . 
had either pledged their support or were activeJy .workillgfor this 
group. The Die~hards now had all the advantages of the seemingly 
heroic course, and the_ official leaders had committed themselves so 
deeply and spoken so trenchantly about the iniquities of the Parlia
ment Bill that they could be plausibly represented as showing the 
white feather if at the eleventh hour they preferred discretion to this 
kind of valour. For the time being the struggle between the two 
groups was as bitter and intense as between either. of them and the 
Govern~t ; and Lord Lansdowne's difficulties were greatly 
increased by the existence of that large body ofpeers who had neyer 
been in the habit of attending debates or taking part in divisions 
and who were, politically speaking, unknown to the leaders and 
party- whips. Th~?~e. ~· .Q!1C~:W!{Ods!lleP./'. ~ Jhey were :pop-ularly 
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called, dwelt in an unexplored region which was peculiarly at the 
mercy of vigorous pioneers like Lord Willoughby de Broke, who 
was now indefatigably at work as Lord Halsbury's chief lieutenant. 
To get at them and keep them steady for whatever line the official 
leaders might recommend at the critical moment meant a laborious 
effort in correspondence addressed to each separately; and when 
all had been done, it was still in doubt how large numbers of them 
would vote, or whether a disclosure of the actual situation· would 
influence them to defiance or discretion. • 

• 

VI 

The House of Commons met on 24th July to consider the amended 
Parliament Bill, but rose without hearing a word on that subject. 
For half an hour the Prime Minister stood •at the box, unable ·to 
make himself heard, his voice being drowned in an organised 
clamour of which Lord Hugh Cecil and Mr-.F. E. Smith were the 
ringleaders. "He was derided, scorned, insulted," said the parlia
mentary sketch-writer of the Standard the next day. "It was all 
meant and all done." Another Unionist newspaper explained that 
this demonstration had the double object of venting anger against 
Asquith and stiffening the Unionist leaders, who were contemplating 
surrender. Whatever might have been the intention~ the only 
result was to incense the Liberal Party and to bring Asquith a 
handsome letter1 of regret and apology from opponents who felt 
their cause to have been degraded by this rowdyism. The bio
grapher of Lord Halsbury tells us that the silencing of Asquith had 
the practical inconvenience of keeping the Opposititm in th~ dark 
as to the " advice " given by the Government to the Sovereign until 
it was revealed in the debate on the vote of censure moved by the 
Conservative leaders in the House of Commons on 7th August. 
This is a hint of the length to which the theory of his bluffing was 
carried in die-hard circles, for not only had the information been 
conveyed to the Peers at the Lansdowne House meeting, but the 
speech which Asquith would have delivered, if it had not been for 

' 'this interruption, was printed in the newspapers the next day, and 
l 

was perfectly explicit on this point. That speech contains a passage 
which is likely to :remain the locus classicus on the subject ~he Royal 
prerogative, and is printed in an appendix to this chapter. 

1 Among the signatories of this letter were Col. Lockwood, Sir A. C. Grippe, 
and Lord Henry Cavendish· Bentinck. 

• 
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Speech.in~.n~e~t?r.d~live~y .. ~n the Ho_use of Commons21l~~~g-;.July, 
1911,.but.owll!g~to_,:IIli~!'!'EE0<?P:~_,"Jt2i.-9.rlb:~r.~<i: · ... 

" In offering the advice which the Government think it right at this 
juncture to tender to the House, I must at once recall the facts, familiar 
as they are, which from a Parliamentary point of view place this Bill 
in an almost unique category. __ 

The-principle.upon.:which.it is founded and.the mainlines .upon,which 
it .is drawn were-affirrood:and approved-:in,the • .House,of,Commons as 
far back as•the~year 1907. At.the General Election .. in.the .. year.-1910: 
which followed rejection by the House of Lords of the. Budget, this 
principle took its place ip the forefront of party controversy, was ·debated 
upon every platform, and became the predominant issue of the election. 
In the new House of Commons, resolutions embodying all or almost all 
its detailed. provisions were carried by large majorities,'the Bill itself was 
introdlfced, and no one doubts that, but for the death of the King and 
the temporary truce which ensued, it would have been passed in that 
Session through all its stages and sent to another place. The Conference 
which follo~ed proved that with the best will and the most strenuous 
efforts a settlement by agreement was impossible. The Bill was then 
presented to the Hou,se of Lords, and was laid aside in favour of an·· 
alternative scheme put.forvtfard by Lord· Lansdowne on behalf of the 
responsible leaders of the Opposition, and of which the novel and at the 
same time the goverriing (so far as conflicts betwee:tfthe two Houses are 
concerned) priMiple was the introduction and application of the 
Refe;endum .. Another General Election followec:l_.in, Decem~er-"1910. 
The people·now had before them.on the one hand this Bill,itself in all 
its details, both principle and machinery; and on the other, th~·counter 
proposals of the Opposition which; especially in regard to the Referendllill, 
were vigorously defended· on the one side and as vigorously attacked on 
the other, in every constituency in the country. What was the result 1 . 
A. majority for the Government of 60 in Great Britain, -of· 120 in.the 
United Kingdom as a whole. 

In a word it is true to s.ay of this.J3ill, in a sense in which it would 
not be true o£ any Bill in our Parliamentary history, thatit.was,~l!_e_main 
issue of two electiQnf?, and.that by no form of Referendum that could be 
devised ~d the opinion of the electorate upon it have been more care
fully ascertained or.more~clearly pronounced. 

The Bill was approved, as I have said, both as to its principle and as 
to its machinery. That is important because, as I shall show you in a 
moment, the main purpose and effect of the amendments made in the 
House of Lords is, in regard to matters of the greatest importance, tO 
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set that machinery aside, and to replace it by a new and, as I think, a 
worse edition of the very expedient which the electors, when consulted, 
deliberately rejected. It is a mistake, indeed it is a misrepresentation, 
to allege that the Government have shown themselves indisposed to 
accept changes consistent with the main principle and purpose of the 
Bill. On the contrary in Committee here, in Clause 1, we consented to 
amendments confining the Clause to public Bills, excluding all matters 
that dealt only with local taxation and amplifying and rendering more 
precise the enumeration of the classes of Bills which alone were to be 
entitled to the privileged position conferred by the Clause. In the same 
spirit, in Clause 2 we accepted amendments to protect its machinery 
against possible, thou~h, as we thought, most improbable, risks of abuse. 
If the amendments made by the House of Lords were of the same or a 
similar class ; if they were, as I see they are strangely described by a 
most reverend prelate, who on this occasion seems to have lost touch 
with the realities of the situation, ' safe-guarding ' amendments ; if they 
were not in fact-whatever may have been their 'ntention-the substitu
tion for the Bill in its main features of the alternative repudiated less 
than a year ago by the electorate, we should have been prepared to ask 
the House even now to give them respectful consJderation. 

Let me make good in a few words the description I have just given of 
the general effect of the Lords' amendments. Their most novel feature 
is undoubtedly the creation of a new tribunal which is to be in. effect, 
predominant over the House of Commons in matters of finance, and 
over both Houses in all legislative matters which the tribunal holds to 
be at once of great gravity and insufficiently considered by the electorate. 
And how is this Junta to be ·composed 1 It is, in its lates"t form-an 
improvement, I admit, due to Lord St. Aldwyn, on the original proposal 
-to consist of the Lord Chancellor, the Speaker, the Lord Chamberlain, 
Chairman of Ways and Means, a Lord of App~Jal chosen from persons 
who have held high judicial office, and a member of this household 
appointed by the Speaker. 

Just consider the functions which, for the first time, ft is proposed
for I do not suggest that anyone had the courage to submit this plrt of 
the scheme to the electorate-to entrust such a body. Take, first, 
finance. It is not a question merely of associating with the Speaker some 
two or three men of experience for the purpose of considering whether 
the Bill does or does not fall within any of the categories set out in the 
Clause 1. That is a very different matter. I believe that in the course of 
our debates, when we were settling the specific enumeration of Bills 
which alone were to be deemed Money Bills-so as to avoid the possible 
abuse of tacking-! described as \their general qualification that their 
governing and not merely their incidental purpose should be financial. 
But as the House will remember I was most careful throughout to make 
it clear that the only safe way of dealing with such a ma~ was to 
eschew general language, and to describe specifically, and witn precision, 
what Bills were, and what were not, to be deemed of a financial character. 
The House of Lords, seizing upon my phrase, and using it for the very 
purpose which I deprecated, propose that this Joint Committee can, at 
their dj.scretion, remove frop3. the uncontrolled jurisdiction of the !Iouse 
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of Commons any Bill if, i~ their opinion; the governing purpose of the 
Bill, or any portion of it, is such as to bring it within the category· of 
general legislation. · 

I do not hesitate to say that there is not a single one of the great 
Budgets of the last 70 years which might not conceivably and even 
plausibly be brought within the ambit of .these words. ·If we were to 
assent to any such proposal-and it is not a question of language but of 
substance-we should be deliberately putting the House of .Commons, 
by Act of Parliament, in a lower and weaker position as regards finance 
than it- has occupied for.200 years. A strange result, indeed,, of the 
emphatic condemnation of the electors of the rej~ction of 1the Budget 
of 1909. r 

But even more serious, and with all respect, I must say more grotesque, 
are the functions assigned to the Junta under the celebrated Lansdowne 
amendment to Clause~- That amendment begins by excluding absolutely 
from the operation of the Clause Bills affecting the existence of the 
Crown or the Protestant ~uccession; ·no one is likely to use the Parliament 
Bill for such a purpose. It goes on to another specific exclusion-that 
of measures establishing national Parliaments, Assemblies· or Councils, 
with legislative powers i~ any part of the United Kingdom. Why, one 
may ask, is this of all forms of constitutional or organic change the one 
selected for express mention 1 What, for example, of the Established 
Church or of franchise and redistribution or of a change in the number 
and constitution of the Second Chamber itself 1 I believe that some 
noble lords, whose hatred and fear of Home Rule does not wholly blind 
them to othfil' possible developments in the :field of·political emancipation, 
ventured to put these questions or some of them. They were referred 
for reassurance to sub-section C., which eJ?1powers the Joint Committee 
on reference to exclude from the normal working of Clause 2 any measure 
of any kind provided in iheir opinion it raises an issue of great grav:ity 
(whatever that means) and the judgment of the COl!ntry has not been 
sufficiently (whatever that means) ascertained. And what is to happen 
then 1. Why thf! measure in question is to be submitted for .approval 
to the electors in manner to be hereafter provided by Act of Parliament. 

This, Sir, is the proposal which is deliberately put forward by the 
Qpposition late in the eleventh hour of this constitutional controversy, 
and, as the Archbishop solemnly assures us, for .the purpose of safe-

1 guarding our Bill against possible abuse. Just see what in practice it 
would mean. A Bill is brought in for, say, Welsh Disestablishment. It 
is passed by the House of Commons in three successive Sessions, at 
least two years having elapsed between the date of its second reading in 
the first, and its passing. in the third of those sessions.' Under those 
conditions it would, notwithstanding rejection by the House of Lords by 
virtue of Clause 2, pass automatically on to the Statute book. But under 
the Lans~~e amendment all that the House of Lords has to do is to ' 

.. carry a resolution requiring.a reference to the. Joint Committee which· 
must thereupon be assembled. And then these six gentlemen are solemnly 
to meet together and determine-and remember their determination, the 
determination of this wholly irresponsible body, is final and conclusive in 
~ll Courts of Law-they are to go through the farce of appearing ~ 
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determine whether a Bill, passed in three successive Sessions through the 
House of Commons against the House of Lords, in their opinion raises an 
issue of great gravity, and whether some three years before, the judgment 
of the country had or had not been ' sufficiently ascertained.' And what 
then~ The measure (say a measure for Welsh Disestablishment) is to go 
separately to a Referendum to the electors of the United Kingdom in 
manner to be hereafter provided by Act of Parliament. But what sort of 
an Act of Parliament ? In the meantime the whole of this Bill is to be 
hung up. Nowhere and at no time has such a proposal been put· forward 
in the whole domain of constitutional expelli.ment. Is this what the 
electors voted for las~ December ? 

No, Sir, these amendments, taken as a whole, amount to a rejection of 
our Bill. What would happen if they were to be incorporated in the 
measure ? When you have a Unionist majority in both Houses, the 
whole thing becomes a dead letter. Matters remain exactly as -they are. 
Measures of the utmost gravity and most far-reaching effect may be 
passed in defiance of public opinion over the•heads of the electorate. 
You live in fact under unchecked and undiluted Single-Chamber Govern
ment. But with a Liberal Government in power you would have a 
House of Commons fettered beyond all its predecessors in the control 
of finance, and in all cases where an irresponsible and non-representative 
body independent of both Houses should so determine, every deadlock 
will be settled and settled only by a Referendum ad hoc. In other words, 
the Bill in its present form is a direct contradiction and a flat negation 
of the decision of the country. 

What, then, ought to be done ? and in particular what.ought to be 
the attitude of this House in the situation so created ? We tried-the 
leaders on both sides-tried-to settle this controversy last year by 
conference and agreement. That attempt, unhappily, came to nothing. 
Lord Lansdowne tells us that there are some, ai all events, of the amend
ments which the ~rds have introduced into the Bill which in their view 
are so essential that they would certainly not be prepared to recede from 
them in substance so long as they remained free agen\s. I ass~e, of 
course, that this language refers to amendments like his own, and I have 
to say in reply on behalf of the Government, and I believe on the majority 
of the House of Commons, that to such amendments we cannot and shall 

/" not see our way to accede. 
• We have, therefore, come to the conclusion, and thought it courteous 
and right to communicate that conclusion in advance to leaders of the 
Opposition, that unless the House of Commons is prepared to concede 
these essential points there is only one constitutional way of escape 
from what would otherwise be an absolute deadlock. It is the method 
of resort to the Prerogative which is recognised by the most authoritative 
exponents of constitutional law and practice, by writers such as Erskine 
May, Bagehot, and Dicey, when, as here is the case, the Hous~oPCommons 
must be presumed to represent on the matter in dispute the deliberate 
action of the nation. But it is not necessary to rely on the dicta of text 
writers, however eminent. For the precedent of 1832 is what the lawyers 
call a case precisely in point. As we are accused by ignorant people of 
being responsible for a coup d'etat or at any rate of an unprecedented 
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· breach in the practice of the Qonstitutioh, I think it is :worth,..;}!h.ile to 
go in some little detail into the history of that ,ttalll;!action. 

Duke of Wellington defeated: Lord Gr~y took office late in 1830. 
No Reform Bill before country at previous elections. · 
1831. March 1. Bill-introduced. 
March 22. Second· reading carded by majority of one. . 
AprJI 18. On General Gascoyne's amendment, Goverillllent defeated 

in this House by majority of eight. 
The;y at once advise King to dissolve. 
1831. May. Genei:al Election. 
July 6. Second reading Commons; majority 100. ·Went up to Lords.· 
October 8. Second reading_rejected (House of Lords)_4l. . 
No second dissolution but Parliament prorogued and Bill re-introduced 

in Commons. . 
Passed through aJl stages there, and went up to Lords a second time. 
~832. May 6. SecOIJil Feading in Lords ; majority 9. . 
May 7. Lyndhurst's amendment (on gofug into Committee). It was 

.a:t .this stage that Ministers.-asked the SOvereign. to authorise-them, if 
necessary, to use the Ro1al prerogative of-creation. William-IYrefused 
and Lord Grey~resigned. . 

After ten days-abortive attempt of Lyndhurst and Wellington to ~ 
~form Government (Peel standing aloof). 
;.,_ .,. QJ!..May.,.17_-Grey .recalled, King given writtel! ~OP-§.enp ';to ~<lreate 
· s:uch number of peers .as: will be_ sufficient to ensure passing. of--Reform 

Bill.' 
Lord Grejr announced in House of Lords that he had now confident 

security of passing Reform Bill unimpaired in its principles and in all 
its essential details. . 

TheBill was carried wi~hout its being necessary, to re~ort to prerogative. 
But everyone knows that it would not have been carried unless Lord 
Grey had requested and the King had consented to -the exercise to any 
extent that miglet be necessary of the power of creation. Lord·. Grey was 
attaclted, as I am now, for advisfug an~ unconstitutional-course. 

This is what he said in reply : 

(M{\>y_IJ~~?,g) _: 'W:e.were~under,the-necessi:ty of _offering,the.advice 
to create as many. new peers as .would carry .. the measure .of reform .through 
this,Ho'use-un!fiutilated in any.of its essential provisioll!'l, .or.resign our 
offices. Now I say that, under these circumstances, the advice to create 
new peers w'as required. The noble and learned.Lord,says,that.it-was 
not~constit:utional; but I say that it .was.con::~titutiqnal,:and,I.can 
refer him to books -of authority on the subject.in ~hich it_.i~-distinctly 
asserted that one of the uses of vesting the prerogative of creating new 
peers in "Wle !kown is to prevent the possibility of the recurrence of these 
evils.which must otherwise result from a permanent collision between 
the two Houses of Parliament ; and this danger was rendered imminent 
by the opposition made to the Reform Bill by the noble Lords on the 
other side of the House. And, I ask, what would be the consequences if 
we' were to suppose that such a prerogative did not exist, or could not be 
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constitutionally exercised 1 The Commons have a control over the power 
of the Crown by the privilege, in extreme cases, of refusing the Supplies, 
and the Crown has, by means of its power to dissolve the House of 
Commons, a control upon any violent and rash proceedings on the part 
of the Commons; but if a majority of this House (House of Lords) is to 
have the power whenever they please of opposing the declared and 
decided wishes both of the Crown and the people, without any means 
of modifying that power, then this country is placed entirely under the 
influence of an uncontrollable oligarchy. I say that if a majority of 
this House should have the power of acting allverselyto the CrOiWD. and 
Commons, and was ~etermined to exercise that power without being 
liable to check or control, the Constitution is completely altered, and 
the Government of this country is not a limited monarchy ; it is no 
longer, my Lords, the Crown, the Lords, the Commons, but a House of 
Lords-a separate oligarchy-governing absolutely the others . .On these 
grounds we tendered that advice to His Majesty which we were well 
justified by the spirit and by the letter of the ~nstitution in tendering, 
nay, more, which; under the circumstances, it was our imperative duty 
to tender, considering the consequences that were likely to result from 
the failure of the measure.' • 

We cannot doubt then, Sir, that the advice we have rendered to the 
Crown-and which the Crown has accepted-is warranted by the con
stitutional principles, and that we are following in spirit and almost to 
the letter the precedent set by the great Whig statesman of 1832. I 
need hardly add that we do not desire to see the prerogative exercised, 
and that we trust that the necessity for its exercise may .be avoided. 
There is nothing derogatory or humiliating to a great party in admitting 
defeat. No one asks them to accept the defeat as final. They have only 
to convince their fellow-countrymen that they are right and we are 
wrong, and they can repeal our Bill. Believing, M we do, that the chances 
of a satisfactory iss.,ue may thereby be improved, I do not propose to-day 
to ask the House to take any action in regard to the Lords' amendments, 
but in due course to adjourn this debate.'' • • 



CHAPTER XXV 

THE VIQTORY OF .THE COMMONS 

The·two1votes •. ofr.censure-Asquith and the King.,-Lord" Crewe's account of the 
. Buckingham Palace interview-Unwisdom of further- explanations-The 

Commons and the Lords' amendments-The Bill ·returned to the Lords
The final scene-'-The Archbishop's intervention-Majority 17-The King's 
relief-The potential Peers. J. A. S. 

'.VrrE ~ext move ofthe~Opposition :Was.i;o,set~d_own~votes.of.,~en!'lure 1911 

·in ~the Commons .. on~7t!!,.,t\ugust, .. and.in..,tl;le.J,or<l~·,on_,8th. Al1gl1st. Age 58 

The tactical, and quite legitimate, ob)ect of this was· to enable the 
Unionist leaders, who ~ad now decided to yield, to put their protest 
on record in speeches w:hich might have had the opposite result of 
what theyjntended, if delivered when the Bill was fuially returned 
to the Lords.' The resolution proposed in the House· of Commons_ 
was in the following terms: · 

• 
'"]hat the advice given to His Majesty by His. Majesty's Ministers 

whereby they obtained from His Majesty a pledge that a sufficient 
number of peers would· be created to pass the Parliament· Bill in the 
shape in which it .left t:ais House is a gross violation of Constitutional 
liberty, whereby among many 'other evil consequences, the people will 
be precluded frop again pronouncing upon the policy of Home Rule." . . . ·' . . ; 

This was delicate ground for all parties, and it was hardly possible 
that a· debate on such a proposition could avoid speculations and 
implied criticisms upon the King's ,conduct. Mr. ·Balfotir developed 
the idea that advantage had been taken of " a sovereign who' had 
only just come to the throne, and who, from the very nature of the 
case, had not and could not have behind him that long personal ex
perience of public affairs which some of his great predecessor.§ had." 
However adroit a speaker might' be, argument could hardly go for
ward on this hypothesis without. reflections on the .King's· judgment 
of the situaJ;ion and the correctness of his conduct as a Constitutional 
Sovereign. And on the other side a clumsy speaker in defending 
either the King or the Government might easily say too much and 
appear to claim the King as a partisan of the G_overnment and its 
policy. The introduction of Home Rule into the resolution made 
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the ground even more treacherous, for the suggestion plainly was 
that the King by accepting the advice of his Ministers had made 
himself a party to their Irish policy, and, without an express dis
claimer from Ministers, this might come to be believed. Mr. Balfour 
was, in fact, merely presenting in parliamentary form the theory 
which Lord Lansdowne had advanced in his interview with the 
King at the end of January that a new situation, requiring another 
dissolution, would be created if the Lords proposed a referendum 
for this and other grave questions. But•any spread of tn~ issue 
beyond the Parlian!ent Bill carried with it the implication that the 
King had either willingly or " under duress " opened the door to 
Radical legislation, and that he had acted wrongly in so doing. 

Asquith showed his usual skill in avoiding these pitfalls and 
keeping to the middle course in his statemellts of the constitutiqnal 
doctrine, and his protest against the charge of having coerced the 
King made a profound impression : 

" I am accustomed, as Lord Grey in his d;y was accustomed, to be 
accused of breach of the Constitution and even of treachery to the Crown. 
I confess, as I have said before, that I am not in the least sensitive to this 
cheap and ill-informed vituperation. It has been my privilege, almost 
now I think unique, to serve in close and confidential relations three 
successive British Sovereigns. l\'Iy conscience tells me that in that 
capacity, many and great as have been my failures and sTwrtcomings, 
1 have consistently striven to uphold the dignity and just privileges of 
the Crown. But I hold my office, not only by favour of the Crown, but 
by the confidence of the people, and I should ~e guilty indeed of treason 
if in this supreme moment of a great struggle I were to betray their trust." 
(House of Commo~, 7th Aug., 1911.) 

• 
Nevertheless this debate with its accompaniment of rumot!r and 
gossip had created an uneasy feeling that the King's action was 
misunderstood, and Asquith was urged to ask his colleagues in the 
House of Lords to make a fuller statement when that House pro
ceeded with its own vote of censure the following day. Accordingly 
when the House of Lords debate came on the next day Lord Crewe 
gave an account of the interview which he and Asquith had jointly 
with the King on 16th November, 1910: 

" I have His Majesty's leave to state exactly what occurred, because, 
since this question of that interview had been made the subjE'J)t O!f so much 
comment, the King naturally desires that the facts should be plainly 
stated. The effect of that interview was that we ascertained His Majesty's 
view that, if the opinion of the country were clearly ascertained upon 
the Parliament Bill, in the last resort a creation of peers might be the 
only remedy and might be the only way of concluding the dispute. His 
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Majesty .faced the contingency"*a~d.,.entertarined .the~f!uggestio:n:~as a 1911 
possible one with natural;·and.i.f.-I may _be permitted to ES~Jh~ phrase, in Age 58 
my .. opinion with .legitimate reluctance .. His Majesty, however, natUrally 

· entertained the feeling-a feeling which we entirely shared-that U we 
resigned our offices, having as we had a large majority in the House of 
Commons, the only result could be an immediate dissolution in which it 
would practically be impossible, however anxious we should be, to keep 
the Crown out of the controversy. The mixing up of the Crown 'in a 
controversy such as that was naturally niost distasteful to its illustrious 
wearer, "Whom we may regi>rd as the first guardian of its prestige, but it 
could be scarcely more distasteful to His Majesty than to myself and my 
colleagues, for reasons which I need not, I am sure; dilate upon. But· it 
is.altogether· inaccurate-and I might. use. a stronger phra~e,;:-:-:-t9.,_8ay,:that 
at that. time we asked His Majesty1for .guar~tntees. The Question whether 
at any time the advice to create peers should be· given· must necessarily 
depend for one thing upon the adequacy of the majority with which we 
were returned to the Hou!Je of Commons, assuming that we were returned 
at all." 

Even this . did not giv.e entire satisfa;ction to the King, and he 
pressed for further explanations which would'havelaid stress on his· 
reluctance to grant the November understanding. 1 

But Asquith felt this ground to be- dangerous. His own words . 
describing the November Confere~ce had been : " The King was 

-pleased to i¢orm me that he felt that he had no alternative but to 
accept the advice ,of the Cabinet"; and this,--it seemed to him, 
accurately described both the facts and the constitutional position 
created by the _impossi~ility of finding a l\1!nistry, present or pro
spective, which could have advised him differently with the support 
of a majority in the House of Commons or the cotmtry. To be led 
into wzblic discf:rssions about 'the feelings and motives of the King 
or his views about the policy of the· Government would, in Asquith's 
opinion, be even less in the interests of the King than of the Govern
ment, and h~ resisted any further explanations. Nothing would ev~r 
have induced him to use any language which could have been 
construed as an admission that he had coerced the King.· 

II 

" The Commons dealt .with. the Lords~·amendments,on"'8th,:~ugust, 
and insjie!l,d of dismissing them en bloc, as had at first been _t:!.Uggf}s~d, 
took them. ih detail, accepted. one, excluding from the operatiQii_ of 
the Bill any measure extending the duration of tl:le.J?ar_li~:g:~.ent. 
beyond five years, and made a concession on another by providing 
that the Speaker should co,nsult the Chairman of W,ays and Means 

1 Letter from Lord Knollys to Mr. Vaughan Nash, 9th August, 1911. · .· 
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and the Chairman of Committee of Public Accounts when called 
upon to define Money Bills. Asquith was prevented from attending 
this debate by one of his rare attacks of illness, but he was in touch 
all day with the King's Secretary in preparation for the crucial and 
final stage which followed the next day (9th August), when the 
Bill was again returned from the Commons to the Lord.;, and the 
division had .to be taken on the motion that Lord Lam~downe's 
amendments be not insisted on. 

The situation on the eve of this debate was that Lord La~sdowne 
had collected and published a list of 320 Unionist peers who were 
prepared to abstain from voting, and that Lord Morley, as leader 
of the Government peers, had a list of eighty who were prepared to 
vote for the Bill. The Die-hards who were determined to vote against 
the Bill at all costs.had not disclosed their ilUmbers, but they were 
supposed to be in sufficient force to defeat the Government if the 
issue remained between them and the Ministerial peers. But there 
.remained a considerable number of " hackwoodsmen " whose 
intention was in doubt and whose whereabouts was unknown, and 
a limited number of Unionist peers who were prepared at the last 
resort to vote with the Government to prevent the creation of peers. 
The Archbishops and Bishops had kept their own counsel, but it was 
supposed that a good many of them would also in th~ last resort 
vote with the Government. 

It was literally true that when the debate opened, no· one knew 
or could know the result. What was more~it became evident after 
the first few spee~es that large numbers of peers were still in doubt 
as to the true state of the facts. In spite of Asquijh's letter to the 
Unionist leaders, in spite of their communications to their folk>wers, 
in spite of Asquith's definite statement in the House of Commons 
and Lord Crewe's expansion ofit in the House of Lords, they still 
believed or professed to believe that the Government was bluffing. 
Lord Halsbury still spoke of" this bogey of the creation of peers," 
and Lord Willoughby de Broke declared that "until these peers are 
created, the statement that they will be created is nothing more or 
less than a menace." Lord St. Aldwyn, who came to Lord Lans
downe's support, argued earnestly with this frame of mind, and 
warned the House that it was in peril not only of a creation, but of 
a swamping creation, of peers ; but when the ~bate stood 
adjourned on 9th August it was still a widely spread belief that it 
would be safe to "call the Government bluff." 

Lord Crewe, the official leader, was still prevented by illness from 
regular attendance in the House of Lords, and in his absence the 
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~onduct otthe critical-debate-fell.to. Lord-· Morley.-;who; ,in his :•}lecol- 1911. 
lections, 1 has left a carefuLrecord.ofj;he,:act!o;r:t,Jtet;tQok : ' Age 58 

"La~:t.i~!'tll,e~evel1jng;...(9~P,_,~ugust),.he writes, "itn intimatioii· was 
conveyed to me· of uneasiness lest the announcement of the· King's 
acceptance of the advice .to create peers had not been made with such· 
distinct emphasis as ~o shake the obstinate and fixed disbeJ.tef of some 
and the random miscalculation of ulterior consequences in others.· .The 
Prime 1\fi:ilister's statement in the Commons was.unmistakable, but~wJien 
the~pol~tician' S. mind. is feverish,· be he .peer ~or. COl;nmoner, he .g~tches. at 
a1straw. The-words 'J?.alural reluc,tance.' .(used~by.Lord.Crewe)~were 
stretc4ed in all manner of unnaturaL interpretati~ns. To dispel these 
illusions· so pregnant with disaster was rightly judged .hnperative, if the 
Bill was to have a chance ... The occasion for setting misunderstandings 

t?'straight was evidently to be found in my coming reply to the questions 
"-that had been put on the first d;ty"s debate. Next mor:iling,.acp9rdi:ilgly, 
: l:f.gl,l]:.i_d:JVords,. despatc~d the· formula for· submission ·to c the: King· and 
J,'ecei:ved..,it,~hack_with ,his.!..enti:re:-:app:rpval.' T·he .... werds..-were.: ' If the 
Bill should be defeated to-night Jlis Majesty will assent to the creation 
~f peers sufficient in nurq,ber to' guard against any possible combination 

. ~f the different parties in opposition by which the Parliament Bill might 
~e exposed a second time to defeat.' " 

~ord Mohe~~him!lelf.;ha~.d~scribed:t~e.scene, wh~ll·~t!I~J; .. at~~noo~ 
. ( lOth.AJ!gJ_!n th,e .HQ,l}$e;Qf,Lor~;-HI1 canswf~,.~(){~!.1!o~PP.~.al_fr..2_~.:,!!9rd 
'~9~~p~r,y, ... ~ .... ir~w..,fiom:.bts..,,pJl~*~t..,ai!<l:~'e~_<!,.,,g)!~~!!,~.,.§.!!£!&4'Paper 

. ~gJ.ll.~rmsitl?f~~.:&2Y~;;.,.~~-s.!ll}.,.- ~· The silence was intense : . 
for a moment or two there was a hum of cu.riosity and dispute whether 
it had .been this word ol' .that. Then· a member of the front bench 
opposite, risirig a~ the table, eagerly begged ,me ~o repea~ it. ~o 
ertcor~e was ever more readily granted;- amid loud approval from the 

. benchliS behind me and perplexe,d sile~ce in front.'' To.cliiich·~it he 
added,:_:.!_~v:ery .vote_:giueri.against .my motion.wilJ b~,a vp_~,for_a 
Iar.ge :~nd .prompt.cieat~on of, peer~." ... 

~or.d-::-I:Ials bury}s,.,.hiograph~r.., tells.~us ,,tl:J.at.:.,ey~1_!.,#Jis,.<feQlaration 
"h~d Jittle effect, upon .the Die-hard .. leaders. Th~y,,~te:rJ!,ained 
u.ncoriv:iilCed.'' It. seems more probable that they were too deeply 
committed to be able to draw back at the last minute of the eleventh 
hour. But so plain an intimation of what lay ahead could, n~t be 
without effect upon others who had genuine doubts; and.t}le.gen~ral 
opinion at the _tiip.e .was .that it ~aved, the, Bill. ~ There· waa,a-..perikms 
moment-wheiLth~p:q)f~ ofN_orfqlk_a@()!IP.eeft~tha~,jf any Umonist, 
instead of abstaining, should vote with the Government, he on his 
side would not abstain but vote with Lord Halsbury, but.at:,the.last 
moment a great access,o£,stre.ngtl,l came,to;~he,Gpyermne.n~frqm-the 

1 Vol. II, p,, 351. 
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Archbishop.of Canterbury, who said that he had been moved from 
his resolve to abstain by '1 the callousness-I had almost said levity 
-with which some noble Lords seem to contemplate the creation 
of some five hundred new peers, a course of action which would 
make this House, and indeed, our country, the laughing-stock of the 
British Dominions beyond the seas and of those foreign countries 
whose constitutional life and progress have been largely modelled 
on our own." When the division was called the result, sa~s Lord 
Morley, "-w-as still to all of us profoundly dltrk, and dark it remained 

.f. in the dead silence ~nly broken by the counting of the tellers, down 
/ tb the very moment of fate." The Bill was saved by a majority of 

seventeen, .131 to 114. Thirty-seven Unionists and thirteen Bishops 
voted with the Government. So ended this most dilngerous 
occasion. • 

III 

"It was a relief greater than one can describe," wrote the King's 
Secretary the next morning, "when the re!>ult of the division was 
known last night, and to nobody more than the King, who for the 
past eight months has suffered far more than most of us ctn realise. 
He has gone off happy-and please God we shall have no more such 
crises." For the King the previous weeks had been a time of un
ceasing anxiety culminating in the censure debate~ with their 
oblique criticism of his action, and the last stage with its exhausting 
suspense and the nightmare of a creation of peers looming just 
ahead. Whatever precautions might be t~ken, it had been impos
sible to shield him. completely from the war of tongue and pen which 
had raged so violently in these weeks. Men a~ women of the 
wealthy and aristocratic classes, who were uninstructed in t!he law 
and custom of the Constitution, had come "to think of the Monarchy 
as their natural ally in a co~t with the popular forces, and. spoke 
as if they had been betrayed in their hour of need. Others dwelt 
upon the King's inexperience, and advanced the unflattering theory 
that he had let himself be imposed upon by an elderly and crafty 
Minister. These were only the ebullitions of the hour. Within a 
very short time the vast majority of the public realised that ~ an 
extremely difficult position the King had followed the strict road of 
constitutional propriety, and in so doing rendered the best service 
in his power to both the country and the Monarchy. • 

Asquith, meanwhile, had gone to stay with friends at Wallingford, 
whence he sent a note to his secretary on the morning of the lOth : 

" If the vote goes wrong in the H. of L. the Cabinet should be summoned 
for 11.30 Downing Street to-morrow morning and the King asked to 
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postpone his journey till 'the afternoon .... If I have satisfactory news 1911 
this evening I shall come up for Cabinet 12.30. Myvqice is on the mend Age 58 
but still croaky." 

"1 - . 
He,.too,,in.spite.of..his-robust-health.a,nd.,even,tempe;ri:l.,:mep.t,_,had 
felt the.strain.of these' days, and it,h.lti~b_een aggravated,,far,.more 
than the public knew, by the long-drawn out arid very anxious crisis 
in foreign affairs which accompanied the domestic struggle. He had 
of co-M-se been heavily bombarded in the Lords' debates, and in his 
final tpeech Lord Halaibury had-with an aptness of wJlleh .he was 
unaware-,-,<lwelt grimly on the fact that the ~ord Oxford who had 
advised Queen Anne to create twelve new peers to overcome the 
opposition of the. House of Lords to the Treaty of Utrecht had after
wards ·been impeached and committed to the Tower, where )le 
":as thankful to escape wtth the relatively mild penalty of two 
years' close confine~ent ... But no sooner was the issue decided 
than the stream of wrath was diverted from the head of the Prime 
Minister on to the ~ads of the even guiltier Unionist peers and 

. Bishops who had saved the Bill by voting with the Goverrurient. 
The language used about these by certain Unionist newspapers 
would ~.e worthy of a place in any anthology. of invective. . The 
Globe expressed the hope that " no honest man will tak~ any. of 
them by ~he hand again, that their friends will disown them, their 
clubs expel them, and that alike in politics and social life they 
will be made to feel the bitter shame they have brought upon us. 
all." The Observer ~aid that " there could be no closing of the 
ranks while there are traitors in the rariks, unexpelled and· un
rebuked;'' and declared the party to have neen "disgraced by 
the. ignoble train of Unionists, lay and clerical who voted with 
the Government." ~quith himself has quoted with great appre
ciapion a passage in which Lord Robert Cecil threatened the Bishops 
with expulsion when the ti¥1-e ca~e to reform the House of Lords. 
But these are now curiosities of controversy which are only worth 
reviving in so far as they illustrate the temper of these times. 

What exactly would have happened if the Bill had beenrejected 1 
Con.ll.!itutiQ.PaJ~and.,histQJ:jcaJ .. .s.t.uQ.eiJJ!s'"'p·~~~-J?,.eJ~!l.Jl~arA.,.!£.:.!$.gret 
tha,t_j;};i~, -~:;perilll.~A! _.,..w_~~?l<?P_,._ac~l!I}JlY.:i;~~j~.,;._~~nd, _though the 
question is academic, it is from that point of view worth a little 
consideration. There is no doubt about the Government's in
tention. They J;Ue_ant, ,iri,Lord Morley's words, to advise "1,1 large 
and prompt creation of peers ''-"sufficient in-number1 to- guard 
against any possible combination of the different parties in opposition 
by which the Parliament Bill might be exposed a second time to 

• 
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defeat." It was said afterwards that the word "large" and the 
reference to "any possible combination" were what influenced 
a considerable number of the waverers. If so, these waverers 
judged rightly, for the notion that the Government was bluffing 
was an illusion and a dangerous one. That the King would have 
been reluctant to create a larger number than would be necessary 
to effect the object in view may be taken for granted, but con
sidering the temper of the House of Lords as revealed i~these 
debates anQ the possibility of further actiofl. by its Die-hard!:! and 
their uncalled reserns, a Government which wished to make sure 
of the result could not have advised a small creation. There has 
survived among Asquith's papers a list of those whom he had 
intended to approach, if the necessity had arisen, to permit their 
names to be submitted to the King. Tlris is printed in an Appen~x 
to this chapter. It has now merely a curious interest, but it may help 
the reader to judge how far it was in Asquith's mind to lower the 
status and personnel of the- House of Lords,. as was often alleged 
in the heat of this controversy. It should of course be borne in 
mind that none of those who are on this list were approached or 
even knew that they were likely to be approached, and ho-I many 
of them would have been willing to take up the task proposed 
for them must remain a speculation. • 



APPENDIX 

The following is the list of those whom or some of whom it was pro• 
posed t~pproach with·a vie;wto the submission of their names to the 
King in.the event of a c;eation of Peers becoming necessary. It is 
printed.,without·alteration exactly as found amoJ.lg Asquitlt's papers. 

The Rt. Hon. Sir John T. Brunner, 
Bart. . 

The Rt. H<m. James Stuart; 
The Rt. Hon. Robert Farquhar99n, 

M.D., LL.D. . • 
The Rt. ·Hon. Sir Algernon West, 

G.C.B. 
The Rt. Hon. Freder~k Ruth 

Jackson. 
The Rt. Hon. Arnold Morley. 

· The Rt. H,n. Sir John Rhys. 
The Rt. Hon. Sir Edgar Speyer, 

Bart. · . 
The Rt. Ho~. Sir George O. __ } 

Trevelyan, Bart. 
The Rt. Hon. Arthur H. Dyke 

Acland. . . 
The Rt. Hon. Eugene W as<tn, M.P. 
The Rt. Hon. John W. Mellor, K.C. 
The Rt. Hon: Sir William Mather. 
The R~Hon. Sir tlenry E. Roscoe, 

F.R.;:;., Ph.D., LL.D. . . 
The Rt. Hon. George W. E.~ussell. 
The Rtt Hon. Thomas W. Russell. 
The Rt. Hon. John F. Cheetham. 
The Rt. Hon. Robert G. Glendinning. 
The Rt. Hon. James Caldwell. 
The Rt. Hon. Art:Q.ur Cohen, K.C. 
The Rt. Hon. Alfred Emmott, M.P. 
The Rt. Hon. Sir T. V ezey Strong 

(Lord Mayor). -
H. J. Tennant, Esq., M.P. 
Sir J. Herbert ~oberts, Bart., M.P. 
Sir Archibald Williamson, Bart., M.P. 
Sir John A. Dewar, Bart., M.P. 
JohnS. Ainsworth; Esq., M.P. 
William Phipson Beale, Esq., K.C., 

M.P. 

The Earl of Clonmel. 
Sir Thomas Courtenay T. Warner· 

Bart., C.B., M.P. _ 
Sir Edward Strachey;Bart., M.P. 

· Charles Norris Nicholson, Esq., M.P. 
Sir Thomas Borthwick, Bart. · 
Sir Francis Layland-Barratt, Bart. 
David Erskine, Esq. · · 
Sir William H. Lever, Bart. 
Sir A. Thomas. · · 
J. Crombie, Esq. 
Sir,Frederick;:P,ollo_gk,.Bart. 
Sir James Low; Bart. 
Sir George H. Lewis,--Bart. · 
Sir Edward Donner, Bart. 
The Hon. Arthur L. St~Lhley. 
Major Gen. J. lf: Brocklehurst, C;B., 

c.v.o. - . 
Col. Arthur Collins. 
Col. Sir Arthur• Davidson, K.C.B., 

K.C.V.O. . 
·The Hon. 0. S. B. Brett. 
Sir Francis D. Blake, Batt. 
Sir John Barker, Bart. 

;R. Farrer, Esq. 
The Hon. W. Pember' Reeves. 
Sir H. Harmsworth, ·Bart. 
Seymour Allen, Esq. · 
-- Caird, Esq. (Dundee.) 
A. Chamberlain, Esq. 
Sir K. Muir Mackenzie, G.C.B., K.C; 
George Fuller, :Esq. 
H. Holloway, Esq. 
Captain A. F. I~uttrell. 
Sir Walter Runciman; Bart. 
Sir E. Russell. 
Sir H. Primrose, _K.C.B., C.S.I;, 

I.S.O. 
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Sir A. R. Simpson. 
Professor Henry Jones, LL.D. 
Anthony Hope Hawkins, Esq. 
Henry Neville Gladstone, Esq. 
H. Beaumont, Esq. 
J. A. Bright, Esq. 
Hugh E. Hoare, Esq. 
Sir Edward T. Holden. 
Emslie J. Horniman, Esq. 
Oswald Partington, Esq. 
Sir T. T. Scf1risbrick, Bart. 
F. Verney, Esq. • 
Capt. The Ron. Clive Bigham. 
The Ron. A. J. Davey. 
Sir Murland de Grasse Evans, Bart. 
The Lord Haddo. 
The Ron. W. J. James. 
Sir Harry H. Johnston, G.C.M.G., 

K.C.B. 
Commander the Ron. H. A. 

Scudamore Stanhope, R.N. 
R. C. Phillimore, Esq. 
Sir Robert H. Hobart, K.C.V.O., 

C.B. 
The Hon. John Wallop. 
Sir Albert E. H. Naylor-Leyland, 

Bart. 
The Hon. H. W. Blyth. 
Sir Kenelm E. Digby, G.C.B. 
Sir Philip Burne-J ones, Bart. 
The Hon. L. U.K. Shuttleworth. 
Major A. L. Langmt,n. 
The Ron. Sir Edward Chandos 

Leigh, K.C., K.C.B. 
The Hon. Bertrand Russell. 
Sir Edgar Vincent, K.C.M.G. • 
Major Gen. Sir Alfred E. Turner, 

K.C.B. 
Sir T. D. Gibson-Carmichael, Bart., 

K.C.M.G. 
Principal Roberts. 
R. Collins, Esq. 
G. Freeman Barbour, Esq. 
Admiral Sir Cyprian A. G. Bridge, 

G.C.B. 
Sir Fowell Buxton. 
The Ron. Geoffrey Coleridge. 
Sir W. Dunbar, Bart. 
Principal Donaldson. 
W. S. Haldane, Esq. 

Victor Horsley, Esq. . 
Sir John F. F. Horner, K.C.V.O. 
Gwynne Hughes, Esq. 
Sir T. W. Nussey, Bart. 
General Sir R. S. S. Baden-Powell, 

K.C.B., K.C.V.O. 
Frank Lloyd, Esq. 
Joseph Rowntree, Esq. 
F. Thomasson, Esq. ; 
Sir Ernest Soares, LL.D. • 
Sir Cha~es E. Tritton, Bart. 
Sir James Woodhouse. 
Donald Crawford, Esq., K.(). 
-.- Tangye, Esq. 
--Bowring. 
T. ,H. Amory, Esq. 
Lord Er!¥'lst St. Maur. 
Sir T. Barlow, Bart. 
Lord R. Cavendish. 
John Co~an, Esq. 
A. H. Crosfield, Esq. 
Laurence Currie, Esq. 
Sir Andrew Fraser, K.C.~.I. 
Sir Walter Gilbey, Bart. 
G. P. Gooch, Esq. 
The Rt. Ron. Sir J .• Gorst, LL.D., 

F.R.S., K.C. 
Cecil Grenfell, Esq. 
General Sir Ian S. M. Hamilton, 

G.C.B., D.S.O. 
F. Harrison, Esq., or } 
R. H. Harrison, Esq. 
Norman Lamon~ Esq. 
R. C. Lehmann, Esq. 
Sir H. ~. Leon. 
--McKenna. 
J.P. Maclay, Esq. 
John Massie, Esq. 
Gilbert Murray, Esq. 

• 

Sir William Robertson Nicol. 
Sir Owen Philipps, K.C.M.G. 
The Hon. Rollo Russell. 
Arthur Sedgwick, Esq. 
Captain C. W. Norton, M.P. 
Sir David Brynmor Jones, K.C., 

M.P. • 
T. R. Ferens, Esq., M.P. 
Sir Edwin Cornwall, M.P. 
Sir Leonard Lyell, Bart. 
Austin Taylor, Esq. 

• 
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Sir William L. Younger, Bart. 
. Sir William J. Crossley, Bart. 
Sir William J. Collins. 
Sir E. Evans. 
J. A.Spender, Esq. _ 
Sir William E. Garstin, G.C.M.G. 
Sir Francis A. Channing, Bart. 
Major Edward M. Dimne. 
The H~. M. Napier. 
Ernest Ji. Villiers, Esq. . 
Sir William Wedderburn, ~art. 
Sir Henry Ballantyne. 
Sir Samuel Chisholm, Bart. 
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart. 
Sir Frank Crisp. 
Robert Wallace, Esq., K.C. 
Sir·T. Roberts. • 
Sir Abe Bailey. 
Sir Alex~nder D. Kleinwort, Bart. 
Alexander Cross, Esq. • 
Hardld Ellis, Esq. 
Thomas Hardy, Esq., O.M. 
Sir Hubett ~· Longman, Bart. 
W. H. DICkmson, Esq.,·M.P. 

. James Brain, Esq. 
John Churchill, Esq. 
C. H. Corbett, Esq. 
Sir George J. E. Dashwood, Bart. 
Alfred Edison Hutton, Esq. 
Sir Clarendon Golding Hide. 
Sir BenjaminSands Johnson. 
Algernon MarshallS. Methuen, Esq. 
Sir Swire Smith.• · 
Sir William James Ingram, Bart. 
Harry Sturgis, Esq.- • 
-.Leedam. 
Sir Robert Buckle. 
The Ron. Charles Lawrence. 
Sir Francis Flint Belsey. 
Charles Edward Mallet, Esq. 
The Ron. Geoffrey R. C. Fiennes. 
David Davies, Esq., M.P. 
Sir Robe.rt A. Hadfield. } 
Sir William E. Clegg. 
Sir William Angus. 
J. M. Barrie: Esq. 
Sir Robert Andrew Allison. 

-Charles R. Buxton, Esq. 
Sir Joseph F. Leese, Bart. 
William Fuller-Maitland, Esq. 

Sir Frank Hillyard Newries, Bart .. 
H. J. Glanville, Esq., M.P . 
Sir E. J. Boyle, Bart. 
J. ·n. Brodie, Esq. 
Col. Henry Platt, C.B. 
Percy Barlow, Esq. 
Stanley George Barwick, Esq. 
--Nelson. 
-- Neumann. 
Sir J. Briscoe, Bart. 
Sir Charies Cameron, ~art. 
Chatfield Cl!rke, Esq. 
Frank Debenham, Esq. 
E. 0. Fordham, Esq. 
Sir John Fleming. 
St. George Lane Fox Pitt, Esq. 
Capt. The Ron. Fitzroy Hemphill. 
A. Holland, Esg_. 
Sir Jonathan Hutchinson. 
Sir Thomas J. Lipton, Bart. 

. Wilson Marriage, Esq. 
Sir H. Marshall. 
Sir Edward L. O'Malley. 
Sir C. Parry, Bart. 
Sir David Paulin . 
Sir George Riddell. 
--Dunean. 
Sir William Robertson. 
Sir C. Shaw. 
J. Seligman, Esq. _ 
Sir George H. Sutherland. 
DavidS. Wattlrlow, Esq. 
Sir Frederick W. Wilson. 
Lord W odehouse. 
-- Muspratt. 

,R. Hunter Craig, Esq. 
Sir Charles Gold. 
Sir A. P. GOuld. 
B. F. Hawksley, Esq. 
Sir Frank Hollins, Bart. 
Sir Alexander Waldemar Lawrence, 

Bart. 
Sir Wilfrid Lawson, B~rt, M.P. 
Sir H. Munro. 
·Henry Oppenheim, Esq. , 
F. St. Quintin, Esq. 
F. H. Smith, Esq. 
J. Weston Stevens, Esq. 
Halley Stewart,.Esq . 

. James Thornton, Esq. 
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CHAPTER XXVI 

• 
THE CONSTITUTIONAL ~SSUES 

Recapitulation-Origin a~d nature of the struggle between Lords and Commons
The rejection of the Budget and its consequences-The plight of a Liberal 
Government-Asquith's caution and cool judgment-The death of King 
Edward and :the fresh start-Exhausting the possibilities-King George and 
the December Election-An alleged infamy-The necessity of an understanding 
with the King-Secrecy and the objections tQ it-A hope that failed. J. A. S . 

• 
A COOL judgment of the events recorded in the previous chapters 
was scarcely to be expected at the time when they occurred, but 
as we look back on them, they are seen in a ld'gical sequence coming 
to its climax on lOth August, 1911. 

In the years 1906 and 1907 the Unionist Party, by its CCf.ltrol of 
the House of Lords, 1 had succeeded in destroying the chief part 
of the legislation proposed by Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman's 
Government, in spite of the immense majority with wl!ich it had 
been returned to power; and in the year 1908, when Asquith 
became Prime Minister, it was threatening all other important 
measures on the Liberal programme with tl!e same fate. By this 
time it was evide:g_t that, unless the opposition of the House of 
Lords could be broken down, the continuance of a Liberal Govern
ment in office, or its return to power by any majority tha~ the 
country might give it, would be useless :ft>r any serious purpose 
to which the Liberal Party att~hed importance. In the circtlm
stances Asquith could neither have retained office for more than 
a brief period, nor have appealed to the country with any prospect 
of success, except as the Minister who was pledged and determined 
to overcome the resistance of the House of Lords. 

Until the year 1909 the struggle had proceeded on the legislative 
ground on which a Liberal Government might accept rebuffs and 
yet continue to exist with whatever loss of credit or prestige. But 
the rejection of the Budget made it an immediate life • and death 
issue for the Government and ~he Liberal Party, and indeed for 

/ 

1 In a phrase long remembered, Mr. Balfour said soon after the election that, 
" whether in power or in opposition the Unionist Party would continue to control 
the destinies of this Empire." 
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the.House·.,_Qf~Co~n:wns,:..if~it attachedjmport~I1C~Lto its_ancient ~1158 right-oLcontr()lling .• Supply. Technical and legal arguments were ge 

advanced to justify this action, but they were all of no consequence 
· beside the plain fact that if the House of Lords could" make good 

its claim to reject Budgets, it would from that time forWard 4ave 
exercised the power of forcing a dissolution at its discretion, and 
the.fimtl control of the executive_ through.the control-o:( ~he~purse 
would 1J.ave passed from the" elective ,_toe-the hereditar;y:,. :E[ouse. 
This raised a question •not only between one party a:rrd another, 
but between the House of Commons as sucli and the House of 
Lords as such, and in fighting it Asquith had behind him a large 
body of serious opinion, which, though hostile to the Liberal Party 
and the Budget of 1909, felt that the .claim oLthe,Peers to control 
Supply was a fatal wenace" to representative and~democratic.in
stitutions. Lord St. Aldwyn spoke for a' great many men of con
servative disposition when he told Lord Lansdowne that " his 
House of Commons ~eling on finance was against the rejection 
of the Budget," and that he thought it." both the right and the 
wise cowse to pass the Budget as it comes to us." 1 

The· rejection. of. the Budget necessarily raised~ the . .whole. issue 
of the relations between the :t}Vo Houses. .Ministers could n6t' 
confine the!nselves merely to passing the Budget in .the new· House·· 
or even to vindicating the right ofthe Commons to controlfinance, 
and after that continue ·to " plough the sands "-as the. expression 
then was-with measmes which were. doomed to destruction, so 
soon a:s they reached the House of Lords. Practically everything of 
importance thaJ; they coJild do with the consent of the Lords had 
been•done in the previous years, and 'unless they could clear the 
road in front of them •they would still, even with control over 
finance, be reduced to the positio:a of mere office-holders '\'\jthout 
power to proceed with · al,ly of the principal measures, such as 
Home Rule and Welsh Disestablishment, which they had been 
advocating for the past twenty-five years. The method of the 
suspensory veto which covered all the relations of the two Houses 
had .been their declared policy since 1907 and nothing short of it 
could have been proposed at this stage. 

But Asquith was determined that in every step on the road to 
this the groMd shoUld be sure under his feet. He recognised .that 
so momentous a change could not be undertaken except on .the 
clearest-proof of popular support, anp. though it caused him. great 
immediate embarrassment, he made no difficulty. in accepting 

1 Life of Lanadowne, P• 376 • 

• 
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King Edward's view that the Royal prerogative could not be 
exercised to settle the relations of the two Houses on the strength 
of the Budget election of January 1910. But he was clear that 
if a second election took place, it must be under conditions which 
made it decisive, and that could only be, if he was assured in advance 
that the Royal prerogative would be exercised if the Lords resisted 
the decision given at the polls. There would presumabcy have 
been no difficulty about this, if King Edward had lived: ·When 
the King 'Said that " he would not be jflsti.fied in creating new 
Peers until after a second election," he must have meant that he 
would be ready to create new Peers, if the second election were 
held and it gave the required result. There is evidence that Asquith 
was prepared to consider a referendum 1 as an alternative to a second 
election, but that too must have been governE¥1. by the condition that 
the result should be accepted as decisive by the House of Lords . 

• 
II 

The death of King Edward broke the course of eve.pts, and 
Asquith then made an effort to reach a settlement by conference, 
thus exhausting the last of the possibilities. When this failed, 
nothing remained but the second dissolution, subject ~ an under
standing with the new King that, as he had said in his statement 
to the House of Commons on 14th April, "the judgment of the 

1 Asquith's considered opinion on the Referendum•may be inferred from a letter 
which he wrote thre~ years later to Mr. St. Loe Strachey, who had sent him an 
American book on the subject : 

MY DEAR STRACHEY, 

10 DoWNING tTREET, 
"WHITEHALL, S.W. • 

• 5th Februo.ry, 1912 . 

I have read with interest your l@tter of the 26th ultimo, and I have glanced 
over the book by Mr. Honey on the Referendum which you enclosed. 

I do not think, however, that the facts put forward there are strong enough to 
support your argument. The " appeal to the people " in the various states of the 
American union is, in reality, confined to questions of state interest. Mr. Honey 
expressly declares it beyond the scope of his work to discuss why the principle of 
the direct vote of the people is inapplicable to changes in the federal constitution. 
A discussion of the difficulties centred on this point would, I think, show grave 
reasons for not applying a device effective enough for simple and provincial com
munities, such as the States of New England were in 1776, to the far more elaborate 
conditions of our country to-day. 

I need scarcely add that we differ in our estimates of the po'!er of veto still 
possessed by the House of Lords. • 

The contrast is very striking between the numbers of those who take the trouble 
to vote either way on the Referendum, and of those who go to the poll on an election 
of representatives. 

Many thanks for the book. 
Yours sincerely, 

H. H. ASQUITH • 

• 
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people as expressed~at. the el~_ctiop~ :would .be,carried. into .. law in 1911 

the new Parliament." But having made up~ his own mind on Age 58 

this point,- he still had a choice of alternative procedures. He 
might advise a dissolution as things stood with the Parliament 
Bill produced but not debated ; or he might carry this Bill throp.gh 
all its stages in the existing Parliament, and defer the election 
until the breaking point had been reached between the two Houses . 
.Af3 be~een these two things he was unhesitatingly for the former, 
and insisted upon it in tl!e teeth of strong opposition from a section 
of his own party which predicted disaster if" the country were 

· plunged -into a second election within twelve months. One reason 
alone seemed to him. decisive, namely, that if the election were 
taken. oil a direct issue between the two Houses and the under
stai).ding with the Kini ·obtained at that point, the action of the 
Crown must have become a matter of~public controversy and in 
all probability the most hotly debated of electioneering topics. 
On the other hand, the•understanding before the election and before 
the direct collision between the two Houses kept the action of the 
Crown at a distance, and put Ministers on strong ground in standing 
simply o~ the pledge of 14th April and declining to enter into 
any controversy about the subsequent action of the Crown . 

• 
m 

It is now so generally. acknowledged that the· King.acted rightly 
and constitutionally; that criticism has veer(Jd •to th~- _opp_q§.ite 
pole; and it is ~uggested that Asquith acted improperly in ~ven 
seekini to assure himself that the King would so act. Thus .. the 
biographer .of. Lord Halsltury. (Mrs. Wilson,Fox).is.of Qpinipn .tll.at 
tlJ.e liiJ.e taken by Lord Halsbury aiJ4]. his. supporters in the_contro
versies of 1911 was a ·mistake~ one, and that they should have 
cpnfined themselves to denouncing the '.'gratuitous sugg~stion " 1 

·-~ that the King might, when the occasion arose, refuse to accept 
the advice of the responsible Government -of the day." '.L'his,_sh_e 
says, was the "real illf~tmy." 

The "infamy," at its worst consisted in supposing that the 
King might attach some importance to the arguments used not 
only by Lord. Halsbury and the " die-hards," but by the Unionist 
leaders in general, nearly all of whom seemed to challenge the 
right of the Crown to exercise the prerogative in any circumstances. 
Moreover, it had long been the habit of the Unionist Party to 

1 Life· of Lord Halsbury, pp. 266-267.-

• 
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1911 question the validity of a Liberal majority for any purpose to 
Age 58 which a Liberal Government endeavoured to apply it. It had 

been said that the election of 1906 afforded no mandate for the 
Education Bill, the Licensing Bill, the Plural Voting Bill and 
other measures which had been introduced into the subsequent 
Parliament. It had been said that the measures proposed went 
beyond or were different from the measures which the electors 
had been led to expect when they gave their votes. AsqUith had 
the best l'eason for knowing that the valimty of an election on the 
Parliament Bill w~uld be challenged in all possible ways, and he 
was obliged to assure himself and to be in a position to assUI'e his 
supporters that there would be no new issues or other means of 
escape from the policy laid before the country, if a sufficient majority 
were obtained for it. 

It was thus necessary for him to ascertai; whether, in the King's 
opinion, the method proposed by the Government satisfied the 
important condition that this policy shanld be fully and fairly 
laid before Parliament and the country before the election. The 
King, in fact, amended Asquith's proposals by requirin~ that the. 
Parliament Bill should be presented to the House of Lords before 
the election. Asquith readily accepted this, as he would no doubt 
any other proposal that the King might have mad~i for clearing 
the issue and giving an equal opportunity to both parties. None 
of these transactions afforded the slightest ground for the suggestion 
that Asquith for a moment doubted the }\ing's desire and intention 
to do his duty as a constitutional Sovereign, but he was obliged 
to ascertain that there was no misunderstanding between him 
and .the King as to the nature of the constitutional pro~lem or 
as to the conditions which would call lor the use of the Royal 
prerogative. The method o' the " hypothetical understaQding " 
of November 1910 gave him the necessary assurance on this point 
without involving the King in public controversy ; it left the 
issue unprejudiced by any seeming intervention of the Crown and 
in no way damaged the Opposition, which had an equal opportunity 
of returning to power if it could win the election. If the contro
versy had to be, it is difficult to think of any approach to it which 
would have been less open to objection. In retrospect, the words 
which Asquith himself used in describing his interviev:. with the King 

. on 16th November, 1910, are seen as governing the whole situation. 
" The King was pleased to inform me that he had no alternative 

but to assent to the advice of the Cabinet." The coercion, if any, 
was not that of Minister or Cabinet upon the King, but the coercion 
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of facts upon both. There was no Ministry possible which could 1911 
have shirked the issue between Lords and Commons, and none Age 58 

could have advised the second dissolution ~f 1910 without satisfying 
itself that the result would this time be decisive. Even if Asquith 
had felt no scruple about the pledge he had given to the House of 
Commons on 14th April, 1910, his Government could not have sur-
vived, i~ he had disregarded it. . . 

• 
• 

Another, and in some ways a more formidable, line of criticism 
is directed to the secrecy oL.the- November, understanding. That 
was so strictly observed that when the disclosure was finally made 
it appears to have come with a. shock of surprise to the Unionist 

l'le~ders. L?rd LansdoWne's biographer, writing in _I 929:• appeared 
stjll to be m doubt about the .facts, 1 :though Asqmth himself had 

f.·~tated the most matedal fact in. his.Fijty Years of Parliament. 
It has been sugg!'lsted that Asquith. acted •. unfairly in leaving.his 
~pponents in the dark and even that the secrecy of it, implied 
something sinister in the transaction. In· fact~-his .. one,. thought . 
was to keep the Crown~ out .of .• the controversy; and he· honestly 
believed th&,t fair conditions between the two parties would be 
best assured that way. No_ one disliked secrecy more. than Asquith; 
but in this case he deliberately chose it as the wisest course Jor 
the Crown and the faire~t between,parties. . . 

.. 

But he was wrong in one respect. He had hoped that, if the 
election was decisive, the Unionist leaders would persuade the . ' 
House. ·of Lords to accept the inevitable, and ·that no dis~osure 
would be necessary. In ft~.ct both Mr. Balfour and Lord Lansdowne 
admitted, as soon as the election ewas over, that no alternative 
Government was possible, and it seemed natural to suppose that, 
however much they disliked the . course of events, they would 
draw the logical inference and not prolong resistance to the point 
of requiring the intervention of the Crown. So Asquith reasoned 
and continued to reason until his hands were forced by the die-hard 

·movement in July. In this he probably attached too little import-
ance to the strong feelings in the Unionist Party, which made cool 
and logical a~;~tion.extremely difficult at that moment. Up to, and 
after, the meeting of Unionist Peers on 21st July, Mr. Balfour· 
himself seems to have been in favour of resistance up to the point 
of requiring "a small creation of peers," and only to. have with-

1 Life of Lansdowne, p. 411. 
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drawn from that position in deference to Lord Lansdowne, who 
feared that, if there were any creation, there might be a " swamping 
creation "-the "large and prompt creation" of which Lord 
Morley spoke in the final ·debate. But Mr. Balfour is reported 
to have said later that his action in the crisis would have been 
quite different if he had been informed earlier of the full facts of 
the -case and to have expressed some resentment at not having 
been informed.1 It is arguable that the wiser course wooltl have 
been to wake this disclosure soon after ~he election of December 
1910, but against tmis must be set the risk that the King's action 
would have been a subject of contention during the whole of the 
next eight months instead of being confined to a sharp crisis at 
the end. In the controversy that arose between the leaders of 
the Unionist Party, it would scarcely have been possible to cpm
municate the facts to Lord Lansdowne a:r:d Mr. Balfour without 
permitting them to disclose them to their colleagues and to use 
them in argument with their supporters, .and when this process 
had been started, it would have been difficult to set bounds to it. 
Nevertheless it must be admitted that the necessity for secrecy 
placed the King and his Secretary and even, on occasion;, Asquith 
himself, in a difficulty in any private discussions which they may 
have had with the leaders of the Opposition in these Ji).Onths. 

v 
• Among Asquith's papers ofthe year 1911 there is a memorandum 

which, though probably not written by .his own h\nd, undoubtedly 
expre~ses his view of some part of these transactions. It ta\es the 
form of answers to objections raised by a 11upposed opponent: 

• 10 DowNING STREET, 
WHITEHALL, S.W.l. 

Most· people will agree that the action of the House of Lords in the 
Parliament of 1906-10 led up to a situation, or perhaps one ought to say a 
deadlock, in which the question at issue was whether the relations between 
the two Houses should be defined by statute or determined by the final 
arbitrament of the House of Lords. A Liberal Government had no 
choice in the matter. If Parliamentary Government was to be carried 
on then legislation defining the relations of the two Houses and placing the 
House of Commons in the position allotted to it by the spil"i.t and practice 
ofthe Constitution was imperative. 

To go back a little-in 1907, after the rejection of the Education Bill, 
Sir He1rry Campbell,Bannerman's resolutions which in substance were 

1 Obituary notice of Lord Balfour in The Times, 20th March, 1930. 
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identical with the legislation since proposed, were adopted in the House 1911 
of Commons by a very large majority ; but the Lords proceeded to Age 58 
reject and mutilate Liberal measures of importance and ended. up by 
throwing out the Budget of 1909. The Government dissolved, and the 
General Election of January 1910 followed; it turned on the House of 
Lords, and the Prime Minister placed before the country his proposals 
for dealing with them. . · 

The new Parliament pr<ilceeded to pass resolutions reaffirming, in a 
slighMy.modified form, the Campbell-Bannerman resolutions, and a Bill 
giving,effect to them was introduced. Thus by Aprill910, t"'o successive 
Houses of Commons had pronounced on the Housil of Lords. (I take no 
account of the proceedings of earlier Parliaments.) 

But cui bono ? It was a foregone conclusion that the Lords would reject ~
the Parliament Bill and disregard the resolution, and the Gov~rnment of 
the day had, therefore, to be carried on with the· knowledge that its 
main purpose was unattainable. When King Edward, in the month of 
February 1910, saw Mr_.Asquith at Brighton, the Prime Minister told him 
that he had no intention of asking for assurances at that stage, and you 
will remember that a grave Parliamentary situation arose when, at the 

•beginning of the Session, Mr. Asquith announced that words 9f his sp_oken 
at the beginning of the election had been misconstrued, and that he had 
never intended to make his acceptance of office conditional upon the grant 
of assurl!llce. It is important to bear in mind what the Parliamentary 
situation really was, in view of the declaration of policy made by the Prime 
Minister oil April 14th. To put it briefly, the House 'Of Comi:nons was· 
overshadowed and almost paralysed by a sense of its own helplessness and 
futility. People in the House and out of it asked themselves what was the 
use of elections if nothing was to come of them ; what would be the good 
of another election (which was seen to be impending) if the same issue was 
to be put before the country with the same results. And what was the 
good of doing work in the House of Commons which,the House of Lords 
occupied itself i~ destroying ? · . . 

It was in !these circumsta~ces that Mr. Asquith made his ~tatement o.n 
Aprif14th in the House of,Commons, after the Resolution dealing WitlJ. the 
House of. Lords had been carried : · · 

'' H the Lords fail to accept our poftcy, or decline to consider it as it is 
formally presented to the House, we shall feel it our duty immediately 
to tender advice to the Crown as to the steps which Will have to be taken if 
that policy is to receive statutory effect in this Parliament. What the 
precise terms of the advice will be it will, of course, not be right for me to 
say now : but if we do not find ourselves in a position to ensure that 
statutory effect shall be given to that policy in this Parliament, we shall 
then either resign our offices or recommend the dissolution of Parliament: 
Let me add this, that in no case will we recommend a dissolution except 
under such ~onditions as will secure that in the new Parliament ·the 

. judgment of the people as expressed at the elections :will be carried into 
law." · 

It is no use speculating on what might have happened if King Edward's 
life had been prolonged.. As it was, a truce which lasted for six months 
took place after his death, and it was only when the Conference ,broke up . . ~ ·· . 

• 
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1911 and all hope of reaching an agreed basis of settlement was abandoned 
Age 58 that the question of assurances arose. The Government, feeling it was 

useless to look for a legislative decision after the breakdown of the Confer
ence, and that to continue in office on the terms of postponing the settle
ment of the Constitutional question was equally out of the question, 
had to consider their position in the light of the declaration and pledges 
of April, and, accordingly, in November they asked His Majesty for 
assurances to be exercised in the event of their being again retw::ned to 
power. • • 

Here we come to the question of alternativef\. • 
Supposing the King Jlad declined to act upon their advice, the resigna

tion of the Ministry would have followed. Explanations would have been 
given, and the Prime Minister, following the example of Lord Grey, in 
1832. would have had no choice but to explain that the King had refused 
to act upon the advice of His Ministers in regard to the conditional 
exercise of the Prerogative. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that Mr. 
Balfour had been unsuccessful in forming a Govemment, we should have 
had the unedifying spectacle of the Prime 1\finister recalled to office and of 
the King publicly yielding to pressure-the history of the Reform Bill 
over again. On the other hand, had Mr. Balfmm formed an Administra- • 
tion, he would have been compelled to go to the country in the hope of 
finding a majority, and it needs no great familiarity with the methods of 
electioneering to picture what the elections would have been like. The 
King would have been drawn into the conflict as the champion of the 
Lords, and identified with all their legislative excesses, their contempt 
for the constitution, their destruction of the Budget. He wollid have been 
made to figure by the Conservatives as the enemy of reform and the 
protector of what the other side regard as abuses and privileges. It is 
difficult to see how the masses of people, whose parliamentary influence 
and whose status as citizens had been menaced t>y the Lords, could have 
refrained from drawing the conclusion that the Crown was at the disposal 
of the Lords and n;t at the service of the people, and vhere would the 
mischief have stopped had it once broken out? 

It may ·be said that reasonable and moderate people would have upheld 
the King, but does that carry us very far ? Would the position of the 
Crown have been strengthened if teason and moderation had returned 
the Conservatives to power, or reduced the Liberal majority ? Should we 
in either case have been nearer a settlement of the Constitutional question ? 
Perhaps these questions are too speculative to be profitable, but one thing 
seems pretty certain, and that is that the politics of a great mass of people 
would have been embittered by the belief that in a great popular crisis 
the power of the Crown had been exercised against the people and the 
Constitution, and one does not see how the extirpation of this conviction 
could have been accomplished. 

The critics of the Government may surely be asked to .consider the 
character and weight of the verdict which, Ministers held, alone entitled 
them to invoke the exercise of the Royal Prerogative-the verdict of three 
successive Parliaments and two General Elections. If the second election 
had not resulted as it did, and the third Parliament had not voted as it 
did, there would have been no exercise of the Prerogative, and it will 
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certainly be interesting to see whether the historian is not more impressed 
by the patience of the people and the forbearance of the Government than 
by the precipitancy of which some contemporary critics accuse the 
Ministry. · . " 

Finally-has the Government been mo!'e or less- precipitate in its 
dealing, and more or less considerate of the interests of the CroWn than the 
Government of Lord Grey at the time of the Reform Bill ~ The answer is 
that the Reform Bill was only once before .the country at a General 
Election. · . . 

Or "h:ts it been less considerate to the House of Lords f The answer is 
that the House of LoJ;ds•have been given three oppO:rtunitiis of setting 
themselves right with the country-they-.had.,tJ:te,resolut~~!ls._of ,1907, 
the -resolutions .of 19IO,.with. an.opportunity of .declaring~ themselves. on 
the Parliament Bill before them,this year. Further, whilst the Prerogative 
was invpked by the Grey Ministry, on a Motion of the Lords for going into 
Committee, with the result tpat the whole Committee stage of the Bill w::ts 
carried through under the threat of the creation of Peers, the House of 
Lords has been uncoerc'td at every stage of its consideration of the Parlia
ment Bill, and the Prerogative was only invoked when the Bill came .. back 
to the Commons. . . • 

VI 

;History_ has still_ to pronounc~ on_ ~he_ .succes~ __ or .. dura'Qility 
9f the Parliament Act as a means. of .settling-the ,relations of 
the_two. \louses._ .Jiing Edward spoke of it as '.'the. destruc_
tion of the House. of .Lords," but that would sc~rcely be the 

.r{op}nion at ·the present time. Asquith's. view •.. wa!'j,,JQ.~t ... the 
fpower. pf. holding. up legislation for. three .sessions, .,or. •. a.minimum.of 
~two years from the introduction of a Bill,- is a -veryformidable.one 
~nd is likely- to discourage .all Governments. froifl.proposing.<:lrastic 
legislation for •which they have not a clear mandate, or for .,which 
thei~ mand~te may be .running out. The one crucial experience of 

· the.Home Rule Bill of 1912 eve~ suggests a posSibility that the 
prolongation for two years of a controvefSY which has reached an 
acute stage may lead to extra-Parliamentary agitation of a violent 
and dangerous kind.. There are moments in the life of a nation when 
ahnost any settlement:is better .than.no_settlement,. The coming of 
the Great War cut across what might have been the logical develop
ments of the Act of 1911, and though Coalition !tnd .Co!lservative 
Governments have had ample opportunity,·of. dealing~-with. the 
question wJlich is ~posed jn :the ,;preamble~,.oL,tgat.,.mea_s11re.~.- the 
substitution for the House of Lords as it at present exists of " a 
Second ·Chamber constituted on a popular. instead ,oL hereditary 
basis "-none of them so far.has been able to .solve it:-:·The -sub
~equent course of events raises a strong presll.~ption that if 

.. 
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1911 Asquith's Government had attempted at one and the same time to 
Age 58 deal with both the powers and the reconstitution of the Upper 

House, it would have attempted a task which would have been 
-beyond its powers and which must have raised new issues outside 
and beyond any that had been settled at the previous elections. 
To this extent the all but unanimous protest against this enlargement 
of the issue which came from the Liberal Party in the early months 
of 1910 was based on a sound political instinct, but it undop.'btedly 
leaves an iiD-portant unsettled question to $e future . 

• 



CHAPTER XXVII· 

A _YEAR OF TROUBLE 
• 

The..,Agadir.~crisis-,-Mr. Lloyd George's speech-Asquitlh's deciaration-A long· 
drawn iirutiety-The controversy in the Committee of Imperial Defence-A 
change at the Admiralty-Unrest in the Cabinet-The military conversations
Their necessity and dangers-The Railway Strike-Mr. Balfonr's resignation-'
Succession of Mr. Bonar Law-The "End of Compliments "-The Coal Strike 
and ~he Minimwn;Wag~l'"-'~2.1"A Buxton's recollections.. J. A. S. 

. ' 

THE events describe~ in the previous chapters might well have 1911 
absorbed all the energy and attention ofwhich·one man was capable, Age 58-59 

.but they were by no llleans the whole or even the chief part of the 
_ Prime Minister's anxieties in these weeks. On Ist July, the German 

warship, Panther, appeared suddenly off the port of Agadir in 
Morace~, and from that-time onwards till near the end of September, 
it remained in doubt whether the peace could be kept. Earlier 
in the yeali the French had greatly annoyed the Germans by their 
march to Fez, which seemed to be at least a technical violation 
of the Treaty of Algeciras; but all through the m2nth ofJune seem
ingly amicable negotiations had been going forward between M. 
Jules Cambon, the Flench Ambassador in Berlin, and Herr von 
Kiderlen Waechter for the " regularising " · ofo the situation.. in 
Morocco, and tte settlement of the" compensation" which Germany 
was •to receive under tbe Convention of 1909 for "disin~resting 
hers~lf politically " in that countty. - · _ · 

The reason alleged for the despatch of the Panther-that certain 
German merchants had appealed for protection----"was, on the face 
of it, highly suspicious, since Agadir was not one of the Moroccan. 
ports that were open to trade, and, so far as could be ascertained, 
there were no German residents or merchants in its vicinity. But 
it is a port on the Atlantic and the thought of its passing into 
German hands and possibly being developed as a naval base was 
extremely unpleasing to the British Admiralty. In any case, the 
sudden despatch of a warship in the middle of seemingly peaceful 
negotiations, was, according to the notions of these times, an omin
ously symbolic act, which diplomatists everywhere interpreted as 
the deliberate hoisting of a storm-warning. 

343 
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Possibly this aspect of it was exaggerated and the German 
stroke may have been, as was afterwards suggested, merely a 
clumsy effort to speed up the negotiations with France, undertaken 
with characteristic disregard of its effect upon third parties. But 
the difficulty at the time was to ascertain which, if any, of these 
things it meant. On 4th July, Sir Edward Grey used serious 
language to the German Ambassador, Count Metternich, and 
definitely told him that our attitude " could not be a disinterested 
one." Fo• three weeks no notice was takeD of this communieation, 
and the German hmbassador was apparently left without any 
instructions from his Government. Then, on 21st July, Mr. Lloyd 
George made his famous speech at the Lord Mayor's Dinner tb 
the Bankers, · 

"If a situation were to be forced upon us in~hich peace could only 
be preserved ... by allowing Britain to be treated, where her interests 
were vitally affected, as if she were of no account in the Cabinet of nations, 
then I say emphatically that peace at that pric~ would be a humiliation. 
intolerable for a great country like ours to endure." 

"The speech," says Lord Grey, "was entirely Lloyd .George's 
own idea. I did nothing to instigate it,1 but I welcomed it." 
Asquith too welcomed. it without instigating it, and the general 
purport and tenor of it had been previously submit1ed to and 
approved by both him and Grey. 2 It was received with general 
applause in England, but was interpreted abroad as an unmis
takable indication that British-German relations were at crisis point. 
There was uproar in Germany and the British Government was 
accused of intermeddling on the side of France w~h negotiations 
which )tere going on between Berlin and Paris. " The situaiion," 
says Asquith, "was full of grave possibilities," and~' I hastened 
to make our position perfectly .plain by the following declaration 
in the House of Commons on 27th July :3 

"Conversations are proceeding between France and Germany; we 
are not a party to those conversations : the subject matter of them 
(i.e. territorial arrangements in other parts of West Africa than Morocco) 
may not affect British interests .... It is our desire that these conversa
tions should issue in a settlement honourable and satisfactory to both 
parties, and of which His Majesty's Government can cordially say that 
it in no way prejudices British interests. We believe that to be possible. 
We earnestly and sincerely desire to see it accomplished. ! .. We have 
thought it right from the beginning to make quite clear that, failing 
such a settlement as I have indicated, we must become an active party 

1 Twenty-five Years, I, p. 125. 2 The Genesis of the War, pp. 93-94. 
3 Genesis of the War, P· 94. 
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in the discussion of the situation. That would be our right as a,signatory 1911 
of the Treaty of Algeciras ; it might be our obligation under the terms of Age 58-59 
our agreement of 1904 with France ; it might be our duty in ,defence 
of British interests directly affected by further developments/' 

"This statement," Asquith adds, "was ac.cepted without demur 
by the German Government with which we had no fur.ther difficulties 
in the matter." .. 

• II • 

These words must be interpreted as applying only to the ~ritish 
and German Governments. As between these two the incident 
was technically and diplomatically over after 27th July; But the 
negotiations between·the French and German Governments dragged 
on· for the next ten weeks, n,nd there were many anxious ~aments 

·in which failure seenfed all but inevitable and very likely. to. invol:ve 
Great Britain in war. , None were more anxious than the days 

•in August when the fate of the Parliament Bill was being decided. 
While Lords and Commons were at grips, Sir Edward Grey was 

. warnin~ the Admiralty that " the' fleet might be attacked at any 
moment," Jules Cambon was telling his Government that a conflict 
was ~n sight, and the German Ambassador talking of the situation 
as very nearly hope~ess. So it went on till near the end of September 
and during all that time the :fleet remained in a position of war
preparedness, and Sir Edward Grey repeated his warnings that 
no precaution should. be relaxed. 1 At the same time military · 
conversations were going forward between the British and French 
General Staffs. and preparations for lan9Jng four or six divisions 
on the Continent were wotked out in the minutes~ detail.,. It was 
not till th~ beginning•of October that the French and German 
Gov.ernments arrived at a settlemEVlt. 

Asquith himself took an active part in these precautionary 
measures, and a few days after Parliament rose (23rd August) he 
convened a secret meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence, 
to which, in addition to the Foreign Secretary and the Ministers 
concerned with the fighting forces, Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. 
Winston Churchill were summoned. Mr. Churchill, who was always 
on the alert when the smell of gunpowder was in the air, had sent 
the Prime ~nister a. memorandum con~aining his views ten days 

1 See Mr. Harold Nicolson's Life of Lord Garnock, pp. 346--7 .. "Our preparations 
were far more advanced than was realised by British public opinion. It was not 
known, for instance, that from September 8 to September 22 of 1911 we were in 
constant expectation of hostilities, and that the tunnels and bridges on the South 
Eastern Railway were being patrolled day and night." 
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earlier, and he has left a lively account of what followed in his 
book, the World Orisis. 1 A sharp division of opinion immediately 
declared itself between the soldiers represented by General Sir 
Henry Wilson, the Director of Military Operations, and the sailors, 
represented by Sir Arthur Wilson. The former expounded the 
plan for sending six British Divisions to fight in France immediately 
war was declared, and wished for an assurance from the Admiralty 
that they could be transported by a certain date in September if 
the necessity arose ; the latter replied t:klat no such assarance 
could be given unless in the meantime preparations were made 
which would proclaim to the world that we were expecting war ; and 
Mr. McKenna declined to take the responsibility for these. The 
Admiral stood stubbornly on the ancient tradition th"at the 
enemy's fleet must be disposed of before a great army could b~ 
transported. The General declared the landin~of the Expeditionary 
Force at the first moment after the outbreak of war to be vital 
to the plan for co-operating with the French.which had hypotheti-• 
cally been arranged with the French General Staff. Lord Haldane 
as Secretary for War vehemel).tly backed his General Staff, and 
Mr. McKenna stood as staunchly behind his Admirals. Th~ former 
said that the Admiralty must have a General Staff corresponding 
to the General Staff of the Army ; the latter that th(il'e was no 
analogy between Army and Navy and that the Generals wholly 
misunderstood the method of handling and governing the fleet. 
When the Committee adjourned, none of these questions was 
settled. • 

This on 27th Rugust, while there was yet a fo;tnight to run 
of what the War Office considered to •be a dangerous crisis, was - . not reassuring, and it filled the Prime Minil!lter with a»prehension, 
which was not relieved when IIaldane intimated that he CQuld 
not be responsible for the War Office unless the Admiralty would 
work in harmony with his General Staff and set about providing 
itself with a Naval War Staff. It is the common belief that when 
Naval or Military questions arise, a Prime Minister has nothing 
to do but deliver himself into the hands of experts who will decide 
for him, but much more often he finds himself called upon to decide 
between rival experts advancing contradictory propositions on 
equal authority. Asquith undoubtedly inclined to the, War Office 
view, which was backed by a majority of the Committee of Defence, 
but what he saw most clearly at this moment was the disaster of 
divided counsels between War Office and Admiralty and the absolute 

1 World Crisis, 1911-14, Chapter III. 

• 
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necessity of putting an end to it. He had the highest respect for 
Mr. McKenna, whose persistence in maintaining the .fleet at the 
level required by the German competition had been an enormous 
service to the country and ·to the Government, but he f~ared the 
clash between him and Lord Haldane if these two tenacious person
alities remained at their respective posts. On the other hand he 
shrank from taking the step which was generally expected by .those 
behiml lib.e scenes in these weeks, that of sending Lord Haldane to 
the Adiillralty and askin~himto do there the same re-organjzing work 
that he had done at the War Office. He fel~ that this was too 
much like a vote of censure on that Departm~nt and too likely to 
caus·e friction with the Admirals. In the meantime Mr. Churchill, 
who was keen on the scent, had visited Asquith at .Archerfield in 
Sqqtland, where he had gone for a short holiday after Parliament 
rose ; and at the begifming of October, Asquith surprised both his 
colleagues and the public by appointing him to the Admiralty, and 
~sking Mr. McKenna t~ accept. the Home Secr~taryship. . 

It was an odd turn of the wheel which brought to the Admiralty 
the man who only two years earlier had been one of the leaders 
in the figllt against the eight Dreadnoughts, and displaced the man 
who had fought that fight so gamely and successfully. The most 
momentousJ)onsequence of this change for Asquith and hjs Govern
ment was not to be revealed till three and a half years later, but 
in the meantime the new First Lord went to work with a feverish 
activity which was not ~uen~hed by the discovery that the. creation 
of a Naval War Staff was, as his predecessor had warned him; 
a far different tJling from what had been supposM on War Office 
analogies. On 5th .November, Mr. Churchill wrote to Asquith 
from the A~iralty : • , . · -

Mr. Churchill to Asquith. 

" The enclosed memorandum from Sir Arthur Wilson is decisive in 
its opposition not only to any particular scheme, but against the whole 
principle of a War Staff for the Navy. Ottley's rejoinder which I also 
send you shows that it would not be difficult to continue the argument. 
But I feel that this might easily degenerate into personal controversy, 
and would in any C?>Se be quite unavailing. I like Sir Arthur Wilson 
personally, and should be very sorry to run the risk of embittering 

. relations which are now pleasant. I therefore propose to take no public 
a~tion during ~is tenure." · 

III 

The transfer of Mr. Churchill to the· Admiralty was by no means 
the only result of the Agadir crisis. Mr. Lloyd George's part init 

1911 
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1911 had prevented any serious division of opinion in the Cabinet and 
Age 58- 59 left critics and objectors without leadership, while it lasted. But 

the suddenness and gravity of this affair had been a severe shock 
to several members of the Cabinet, and led to much searching of heart 
afterwards. The Algeciras crisis in the first month of Sir Henry 
Campbell-Bannerman's Government had come and passed before 
Ministers, new to office, had had time to realise what was happening ; 
the Bosnia-Herzegovina crisis in the autumn and winter .of·l908-
1909, tho1lgh dangerous in some of its phaies, had been too -remote 
and long drawn out-to be recognised as acute at any given moment. 
But Agadir coming as a bolt from the blue and threattming, as 
seemed at the time, to plunge the country into war in a few days 
stirred and shocked as neither of the others. Ministers oegan to 
ask where they were going, and some complained that they ha¢1. 
been left in the dark, and raised the old \rievance that Prime 
Minister, Foreign Secretary and War Secretary w~re all of the 
Liberal Imperialist persuasion. • 

The series of accidents which prevented the "military con
versations" of January 1906 from coming to the knowledge of 
the Cabinet has already been mentioned, and the secrecy•practised 
on this occasion became in after years a subject of serious complaint 
on the part of some :Ministers. But Asquith was always impatient 
of the suggestion that his Cabinet had been kept in the dark about 
foreign affairs during his Prime Ministership. Both he and Sir 
Edward Grey had been scrupulous in consulting it about all im
portant transactions ; every engagement ;ntered into was known 
to it, and had 11een sanctioned by it ; the papE¥s circulated to 
Ministers had been voluminous. The•scheme of army reorganiza
tion which Mr. Haldane had carried through at t~ War •office 
frankly contemplated the desl}atch of an army to the Continent 
and prepared an Expeditionary Force for that purpose and the means 
of reinforcing it. As we look back on these times their secrets seem 
to have been very open ones to those who had eyes to see. But 
the burden of home politics in these years was immense, and 
Ministers absorbed in their departments could not always find 
leisure to read with close attention the papers circulated in the red 
boxes1 or to follow the set of the currents in world affairs. The 
tendency inevitably was for other Ministers to leave these affairs 
in the hands of the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretlry until some 

1 It is said that an ingenious clerk at the Foreign Office devised a private test to 
discover which Ministers did and which did not read the Foreign Office papers, 
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sharp, sudden, and unexpected, crisis brought home to them all their 1911 
collective responsibility. · Age 58-59 

Complaints now centred upon the "mWtary conversations·" 
and some Ministers realised for the first time that they were taking 
place. They were bound to take place. No Government could 
have done its duty, when faced with the possibility of war, 
if it had not taken steps to see that a plan was concerted with 
its prob~ble ally ... Asquith of course was aware of and sanctioned 
all the "con:versations that took place while he was Prime- Minister. 
But he was also aware of the danger that zt'!alous soldiers, like 
the late $r Henry Wilson, would overstep the line between hypoth
esis and fact 'and in the guise of strategy commit Government and 
Parliament to a policy which lay outside their instructJons. More 
tha.n once he issued warnings1 to both War Office and Foreign 
Office on this subjec( but no precautions could altogether avoid 
this danger. If co-operation between British and French was the 
most probable militar~ hypothesis, as undoubtedly it- was, _in 
those years, any hypothetical disposition of forces on that basis' 
incurred J;he danger that one or other Of the parties would feel. 
aggrieved, if, when the ti:lpe came, its partner claimed freedom of 
action or freedom to stand out. All that could be done on our 
side was td' keep repeating that all plans were hypothetical and 
that nothing could be guaranteed before the e~ent, and Asquith 
insisted on this being reiterated, but the mere fact that the two · 
nations had constantly 4P consider the hypothesis of war in common 
increased the probability that, when tlie time came, they would 
act together. · • · · · • 
Th~ objectors to the "Conversations" were· undoubtedl¥ right 

in laying s~s on this •danger, but as Sir Edward· Grey pointed 
out, it was impossible to suspend•them in the circumstances in 
which the Government found itself in the summer and autumn 
of 1911. In the October Cabinets there were warmer debates on this 
subject than on almost any other since the Government was formed, 
but Asquith could do no more than promise to. keep his colleagues 
carefully informed, and with this the objeptors had to be content 
for the time being. Whatever ground for complaint there may have 
been in the previous years, there can be no question that from this 
time onwardE\ all Ministers were fully aware that in times of crisis 
there would be and must be a close interchange of views between 
the British and the French military authorities. 

1 See Viscount Grey's Twenty-five Yeara, I, p. 95. 
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IV 

• 1911 To complete the record of August 1911 the first great railway 
Age 58-59 strike must be added to the struggle between Lords and Commons 

and the anxiety of the Agadir crisis. Never in the memory of men 
living had a Ministry been beset with so many and great dangers 
as Asquith's Government in these weeks. For many months pre
viously there had been increasing unrest among all s€'£tirms of 
transport. workers, but no one had anticipated the sudden move
ment of the railwaymen which on 17th August threatened to paralyse 
the whole railway service of the country at twenty-f<fur hours' 
notice. There was no precedent for it, and none o"f the measures 
had been devised which fifteen years later enabled another· Govern
ment to deal with an even greater EmJ.ergency. But Asquith a~.d 
his colleagues realised at once that this ~s no ordinary labour 
dispute in which the Government could play the part of impartial 
spectator. A few days of it and it must. have produced all the 
results of a general strike, complete stoppage of industry, failure of 
food supplies, and only too probably rioting and bloodshed. The 
Government set to work on two lines, first to secure a• sufficient 
service under, if need be, military protection to avert the worst 
consequences, and second and simultaneously to bring t:i.e parties to
gether. Mr. Churchill, the immediately responsible Minister as Hom< 
Secretary, rose to the occasion and applied himself energetically k 
the first of these tasks; and Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. Sydney 
Buxton were active in negotiations. Asquith spoke with equal 
frankness to both sides, but what he said to the.men obtained a 
wider ~ublicity than what he said to ~heir employers, and not for 
the first time his demeanour was said toe have bee~nnece:sarily 
stern. Mr. Keir Hardie went ~o the length of asserting that." the 
Prime Minister had declared that if there was to be a strike, the 
Government would have the railways kept open, even if they had 
to shoot down every striker." Under cross-examination by Mr. 
Lloyd George, Mr. Keir Hardie floundered deeply and had finally 
to admit that the words which he had attributed to the Prime 
Minister were his own gloss upon the latter's very different state
ment that " he would employ all the forces of the Crown to keep 
the railways open." This undoubtedly he did say and meant, as 
the sequel proved. Troops were employed, and necesslrily employed 
where rioting could not otherwise be dealt with, and four men were 
killed. Asquith did also convey a hint which may be supposed to 
have had weight with responsible men on both sides that the country 
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was in a situation in which the continuance of these troubles might 
be extremely damaging to the national interest. · 
. Whichever of these arguments may have prevailed the strike was 

called off ·after two days and the differences between the parties 
referred to a Royal Commission which settled them amicably for 
the time being. Sq far as the merits of the case were concerned, 
Asquith's sympathy throughout was largely with the men, many 
of whom he thought to be underpaid and overworked, but he'had 
no donbt whatever that the first duty of the Government was to 
prevent disorder, and keep the railways open. • 

• 
v 

1911 
Age.58-59 

In a 'speech to the Executive Committee of the City of London 
Conservative Association oh 8th November, 1911, Mr. Balfour 
announced his resig:Kation of the leadership of the Conservative , 
.Party. The reasons which he alleged for taking this step-the burden 
•of years, desire for re~ose, the need of new blood in high places
were supplemented in . the min~ of politicians with refl.~cti~ns on 

, the di:fficuJties of leading the Tory Party, which was still in a state 
of active- recrimination between different schools of Tariff Reformers 
and had failed to find rest .in the supposed sovereign rewedy of the 
referendurn.1 Asquith paid a generous tribute to his old friend 
and life-long opponent in his speech at the Lord Mayor's Banquet 
on the following day :2 

" I am not going to fQllow the rather unhappy -example which is set 
in many quarters this morning by contributing another obituary'notice 
of a career of w:ijich I hope and believe there are. ma\ty ch_apters ·still to 
be written by the pe2 of histilry. I will only venture to predict that it 
will 'he lon~efore we sh~l see again in the forefront o£ politic!!! strife a 
personality~ invaluable· to his friends, so formidable to his foes, so 
interesting and attractive to friends•and foes alike, or such a unique 
combination of gifts and powers as has made Mr. Balfour by universal 
consent the most distinguished member of the greatest deliberative 
Assembly in the world." 

Mr. Bonar Law, who succeeded Mr. Balfour in the leadership of 
the Unionist Party, took an early opportunity of announcing that 
the era of compliments between politicians was ended, and greatly 
delighted an enthusiastic audience at the Albert Hall at the end of 

1 Before th~•December election of 1910, Mr. Balfour had announced in a speech 
at the Albert .t:rall (29th November, 1910), that in the event of the return of the 
Unionist Party to power, the question of food taxes would be submitted to a refer
endum. This was greeted with cries of " that wins the election:" · It did not win . 
the election, and led to much heart-searching in the Unionist Party during the 
subsequent months. · 

2 City, 9th November, 1911. 
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January with a speech which was described at the time as full of 
"biting japes and stinging scores." The Government were "artful 
Dodgers," "Gadarene Swine," "Humbugs," and "tricksters." This 
was the new note which was to become shriller with every month 
until July 1914. 

The work laid out for the Parliamentary session of 1912-Home 
Rule, Welsh Disestablishment, the Reform of the Franchise-was 
formidable enough, but before any of it could be approac.luid', the 
country wits plunged into another great industrial dispute, -which 
took all Asquith's e!J.ergy and thoughts for the first weeks of the 
session. On lOth January the Miners' Federation took a ballot of 
its members to decide whether notice should be given"" to establish 
the principle of an individual minimum wage for every man and boy 
working underground in every district· in Great Britain,". with thE:. 
result that an immense majority declared th~selves in favour of 
this course. A strike therefore threatened, covering not merely one 
coalfield, like previous strikes, but all the ~oalfields of England, • 
Scotland,. and Wales, with the prospect, if it lasted long enough, of 
bringing transport and industry to a standstill. For the next six 
weeks the Government did everything in its power to brinlthe men 
and the owners together, but they failed to agree in joint conference 
among themselves, and rejected the terms which the Government 
proposed. On 29th February the notices expired and the strike 
was general all over the country. 

The Government kept touch with both owners and men, and 
Asquith, assisted by Sir Edward Grey, Mr. Lloyd George, and Mr. 
Sydney Buxton, look charge of the negotiations. JJ'or three days 
(12th-l~th March) the opposing parties sM in conference and As~uith 
exhausted the arts of persuasion and argament wit~t avail to 
bring them together. He told .the owners quite frankly thaJ; he 
considered the minimum wages demanded by the men {5s. for"men 
and 3s. for boys) to be, on the face of them, reasonable, but at the 
same time he told the men that he was not prepared to enforce 
these wages or any specific wage by Act of Parliament. What he 
was prepared to do was to get a Bill passed providing that a mini
mum wage should be fixed for the various districts at Conferences 
between the parties presided over by an independent chairman 
appointed by the Government. When this had been rejected by 
both parties, he suspended the Conference, and thrle days later 
(21st March) introduced a Bill practically to the same effect and 
got it passed through both Houses within a week. Mr. Balfour, 
in spite of his recent resignation, returned to his place to move the 
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rejection of the Bill, and the whole Unionist Party voted against 1912 
Age 59-60 

it ; but neith~r he nor any Opposition leader or speaker had any 
.alternative to suggest, and when the Bill reached the Lords,_Lord 
Lansdowne advised that it should be let pass and the responsibility ·'" 
for it be thrown on to the Government. , 

Notwithstanding that the Labour Party had voted against it 
on the .third reading, the Bill ended the strike, for the Miners.' 
Federati<fn took a ballot of their members to decide whether they 
would return .to. work pending the decision of the distric~ Boards ; 
and though there was still a majority for holdi"hg out, it was con• 
sidered too small to justify a continuance . of the struggle, and 
the ~en were "back at work by the middle of ApriL" As for the 
responsibility, Asquith· was only too willing to ·take it, and the 
general opinion was that he nad handled a d~ngerous emergency 
in a masterly mannef. In his view the difference between fixing 
the amount of a wage and providing the machinery for fixing it 
ifl an Act of Parliament. was vital. Only a "local body armed with 
local knowl~dge ".could understand such a task. To put a specific 
figure into an Act of Parliament would not be in the interests of the 
men and \rould expose Parliament to a most undesirable form of 
agitation : · 

• 
" I want to point out to my hon. :9'iends who represent the miners the 

peculiar dangers to which, from their point of view, the adoption of 
this proposal may lead. Once put in an Act of Parliament as expressing 
the considered judgment <9£ Parliament that a particular figure-say 5s. 
-was a fair minimum wage. for a particular class of F'orkmen, and you 
may depend upm• it that that will be treated ·as a maximum, and an 
intimation that Parliament th~ks that that is fair and right, ~nd you 
will h\ve e~mous difficlillty in getting anybody, 'when the matter 
comes before other tribunals and coinj)arisons are made between that · 
wage a,_nd the wages of other classes Of workmen, persuaded that that 
tribunal ought to entertain any other figure than the 5s. .I think it 
would be. very disastrous in the interests of the men themselves. There 
is another point, too, that affects the men, and which, I think, also 
affects the general community. If we were once to put a figure such as 
this into an Act of Parliament, is it not perfectly clear to .those of .us 
who know much about electioneering that it must become the subject of 
agitation, and-! do not·want to use offensive phrases-of bidding and 
counter-bidding in constituel).cies where the particular class of workers 
affected are largely represented. It is the most natural thing in the 
world to go t~ constituencies and say, ' What, 5s., it is not enough. 
Suppose we say 6s.' I am afraid you would get the competition of 
rival bidders, with the most demoralising results to the general community 
and to the political life of the country." (House of Commons, 22nd 
March, 1912.) 
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Legislative recognition of the principle of the statutory wage, 
and the fixing of the amount of that wage by a competent local 
body sufficed to- settle the dispute and keep the peace during a 
vitally important period, though the future was to bring new and 
more stubborn conflicts. 

Lord Buxton, who was President of the Board of Trade and 
the Minister primarily responsible, supplies some memories. of. this 
occasion which may fittingly find a place here : • 

" The st~ike was a rery serious one, and matters had come to a c~mplete 
deadlock between the coal owners and the miners. It became evident 
to me that some further authority than that of the President of the 
Board of Trade alone was necessary in order to bring a solution. The 
Prime Minister agreed, and he, Sir Edward Grey and .Mr. Lloyd George 
(then Chancellor of the Exchequer) wer9 called in to see what influence 
they could bring to bear towards a settlement. ~he position was a niost 
difficult one-suspicion and antagonism prevailed on both sides. From 
the beginning to the end, Asquith did not spare himself and devoted 
himself with inexhaustible patience to his atteQlpt to bring together th~ 
two sides. His handling of the situation was flawless-tactful, con
ciliatory, and yet firm. He had constant consultation with the coal 
owners and the miners, either separately or together. • 

At the various Conferences it was interesting to note what a strikingly 
acute judgment he showed of personalities. We used to sit round a 
table ; the miners and the coal owners on separate sides, lllld we at the 
top of the table. I sat next to the Prime Minister, and he used to jot 
down his view of the various speakers-coal miners or coal owners
who took a part in the discussion, and pass them on to me for my 
inspection. Most of the disputants were st.angers to him ; and his 
comments, critical or appreciative, were throughout invariably correct: 
'A dreary gas-bag' ; 'an acute mind'.; 'an UlfSuitable leader' ; 
' sensible, realises the position ' ; ' a stubborn donkey ' ; were the sort 
of epith~ts with which he summed up his judgment. -I w~somet!mes a 
little afraid that these notes might go astray and get irlto the hands of 
those to whom they applied. Ml_t. Smillie, it may be noted, was oone of 
those to whom he gave the best marks for his ability, knowledge and 
recognition of mutual difficulties. 

It was my business to know the names of those present, and I would 
write down for him their names in the order in which they sat, or whisper 
it to him, as one or other got up to speak ; and, as the speaker rose, he 
was quick enough to call him by name-a personal touch much appreciated 
both by coal owners and miners. 

In spite, however, of his admirable handling of the situation, agreement 
was not reached ; and he finally took the matter into his own hands 
and had a Bill drafted and carried, which expressed tlfe views of the 
Government. The Bill was not acceptable to either side at the time, 
but it brought the strike to an end." 
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·AFTER the passing of the Parliament Act, Irelanq became the 
•dominant theme in HQme affairs, and this occupied the chief ,part 
of Asquith's time and thought throughout the years 1912; 1913, 
and the first half of 1914. The story of this will be told con~ 
secutive~ in future chapters, but his Government was unceasingly 
at work during ·the same period on a great variety of· o~her 
projects-ilie accumulated. arrears,.oL.programmes.-...held up till 
now by the House of Lords-which~may ~he. glanced .. at. in the 
meantime. . 

One ofth~ incidental results of the Parliament Act was to require 
Parliament to work at• the highest pressure during the subsequent 
session; so that.measures. threatened by the·' House of Lords illight 
have the benefit ofits provi~lions within the term of the Padiament . 

. Not •only tlQ.'3.Home Ru!e Bill but the ~Welsh .. Disestablishment Bill 
was .carried through the.,House_Qf Commons~during.'\<t_he,.sess!on 
of HH2, ·and another hotly disputed measure, the _TradEL,'Q:r_rlons 
Bill, reversing-subject to a provision for dissentients to " contract 
out ''-the Osborne judgment, which had deprived Trade Unions 
of the right of levying their members for political purposes, was 
given .the same· priority. • In the last case the precaution proved 
unnecessary, for the House ofLords followed the precedent it had 
set in 1906 of not challenging organised Labour and passed the Bill 
under protest. Asquit}l was strongly of _,opinion, .as he told the 
House of ~mons at the beginning of the session, ~hat " the 
limitation which the Osborne judgment put· upon Trade Unions 
~as not a politic one nor one that was contemplated at the time of the 
legislation by which the present status of the Trade~Unions .• was 
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conferred upon them." 1 But he objected to the proposal of the 
Labour Party merely to reverse the judgment, and in face of con
siderable opposition from the Radical as well as the Labour benches, 
held firmly to the condition that a dissentient minority should not 
be compelled to subscribe to a political purpose of which it did not 
approve. He was ready to accept the principle that assent should 
be assumed, unless dissent was notified, but where the dissentient 
felt strongly enough to declare his objection, he was cloor "that 
a remedy sohould be provided. • 

Parliament sat co:f'ttinuously from 14th February, 1912, to 7th 
March, 1913, with a summer recess of two months, and the heat 
which was generated by the Irish question extended to all other 
subjects. It is by this time all but universally agreed that the Welsh 
Church Bill, which, like the Home Ru1t'!' Bill, was still in the suspen-: 
sory stage when war broke out, settled on fait' and even generous 
terms a controversy which could have only one ending, if the Welsh 
Nonconformists, represented by a large ma,jority in Parliament, • 
persisted in their demand. But at the time it was bitterly resisted 
and even denounced as an act of robbery and sacrilege; and when 
in later years Asquith became a candidate for the Chan<!ellorship 
of Oxford University nothing more weighed· the scales against him 
with the clerical voters than the reproach of being th!9 author of 
Welsh Disestablishment. 

Unceasing effort outside as well as in Parliament was needed to 
maintain the position of the Government in these months. The 
passing of Mr. Lloyd George's Insurance Bill•in the previous session, 
though a great an<! beneficent administratiye achiev(¥)1ent, had been 
not the -.nd but the beginning of troubte, and all through 1912, the 
Government found itself on the defensive aga,inst a vio~IMP campaign 
of opposition and prejudice. Though disclaiming all responsiqility 
and denouncing many of its provisions the Unionist Party had 
shrunk from a frontal attack on the Bill when it was passing through 
Parliament in the previous year, but the temporary unpopularity 
of the new and imperfectly understood system gave it an opening 
of which it took full advantage at by-elections, and the Government 
suffered serious reverses at a time when it most needed support. 
This proved to be but a passing storm. The party rose to the 
occasion without flinching, organised an Insurance Committee 
which soon had its emissaries all over the countr~ combating 
prejudice and explaining the nature of the Act. In all this Mr. 
Lloyd George was indefatigable, and at the beginning of 1913 he 

1 House of Commons, 14th February, 1912. 
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" It was very largely due· to the ·efforts of the Liberal Insurance 
Committee, but it was also due to the staunchness, the loyalty, the 
courage of the Liberal members .in tHe House of Commons, that we 
withstood the tide. Never for a single moment was there any flinching 
or wavering, and, as for my colleagues in the Cabinet, let me say. here 
that I· never heard a single syllable of doubt, of hesitation, or complaint. 
They ~ere perfectly unanimous. ·They gave me their support with 
cheerfulness from begirnting to end. Above all, let me acliliowledge the 
support I received from our great Chief. There ar~ parties in this country 
that ruft away from their principles like hares at a single adverse by
election, Th&t is not the Liberal Party. We lost by-election after· 
by-election; we received. startling defeats,. almost stunning defeats. 
But our majorities (in the H<;1use of.Commons) never dropped. No one 

·said, ' For Heaven's ·sake, drop the Bill.' They just set their teeth and 
said, 'Here is somet~ing to believe in, something to risk defeat for.?" 
(Natio1,1al Liberal Club, 17th.~~n.:,.19_13.} 

• 
n 

In th~ sanie year and also at the instigation· of Mr; Lloyd. George, 
another Committee got to work under the 'chairmanship of Mr. 
A~hur A~land, to prepare a scheme of Land Reform for submission 
to the Cabinet. That. produced an elaborate Report on the Rural 
Land Question ending up with proposals which were acgep1!ed in 
substance by Ministers, and made the basis -of the "Land Cam
paign" which Mr. Ll~yd George opened at Bedford in the second 
week of Octoler 1913 .• The Report! was pu~lished in the same 
month, and though ther~ have been other Reports since then, . . 
few haveesUiveyed th~ ground more completely or made proposals 
whi_ch go more to the root of the.matter. This was not Asquith's 
child; but he· took a benevolent i,nterest in it from the beginning 
arid was informed of all stages of the Inquiry·and ofthe conclusions 

1 The Report of the Land Enquiry Committee. Vol. I, _Rural. 'Hodder and 
Stoughton. ·Is. It proposed to set up a Ministry of Land with large powers to be 
exerCised by Commissioners, acting judicially, over Small Holdings, Land Purchase, 
disputes between landlord and tenant affecting the proper development of the 
resources of land ; reclamation, afforestation, and development. The Commissioners 
were to fix minimum wages for labourers in different districts, and to regulate their 
hours of labour, and were to be armed with the power of compulsory purchase at 
a fair price ·in order to· provide allotments and small holdings. Farmers given notice 
to quit were. 1tl be able to appeal to the. Commissioners who could award .them 
compensation for disturbance of goodwill, if they thought his notice capricious or 
unfair. The small farmer was to have the right of having his rent revised by the 
Commissioners, and the large farmer of appealing to them aga.inst the raising of his 
rent or in case of severe depression. A complete survey was to be made of the land 
of the country and special provision made for rural_ housing. · · · 
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to which it was tending. Having been a member of this Com
mittee I was present at the gathering of Ministers in Lord Haldane's 
house just after the prorogation of Parliament in August 1913, 
when the proposals in their final form were laid before Asquith. 
He was a friendly but acute critic whose questions were searching 
and formidable, but his general approval was never in doubt and he 
accepted with little demur the labourer's minimum wage about 
which he had been wrongly supposed to hold a rather situ'bborn 
opinion. I \'emember on this occasion, as on many others of th~ same 
kind, being struck b~ Asquith's quick transitions between patience 
and impatience. He was extremely impatient of explanations 
which were prolonged after be had grasped the point, a~d amazingly 
patient in unravelling even small ambiguities and obscurities. It 
was the general opinion at this gather:ihg that the Land Campaign. 
would occupy a large part of the year 1914~ and hold the chief 
place in the programme which the Government would lay before the 
country at the next election. Dis aliter visUfln. 

m • 
The closing days of the 1912-1913 sessions brought a Parliamentary 

disaster which affected Asquith not a little. In the pre-.rious June 
the Government bad introduced a Franchise and Registration 
Bill which abolished plural voting and university representation, 
and by reducing the qualifying period an~ simplifying the con
ditions would have increased the number of voters from 7t to 10 
millions. It was a• measure on which the J..iberal ~rty had set its 
heart ; Jiluch time had been spent on •it during the autumn and 

• winter and there was no doubt of its passin{the Hous~o~Commons 
by a large majority. But wbmt the Bill was introduced As<}uith 
had given a pledge that the advocates of Woman Suffrage sllould 
have an opportunity of moving an amendment enfranchising 
women, and that the decision on this point should be left to a free 
vote of the House. On 23rd January, when the Government 
proposed to set up a time-table for the remaining stages of the Bill, 
Mr. Bonar Law asked the Speaker, Mr. Lowther, whether certain 
amendments which the Government themselves had introduced, 
and especially an amendment abolishing the occupation franchise, 
had not made "such a material difference" to the•Bill that in 
accordance with the practice of the House a new Bill ought to be 
introduced and read a second time. The Speaker in answering this 
question said that he would defer his ruling until the amendments 

.. 
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which, of course, ,would make a huge difference." Three days 
later, following up this hint, Asquith .put the direct question whether 
the passing of any of the Woman Suffrage amendments would, in 
th~ Speaker's view, require the :Bill to be withdrawn, and received 
the answer that the passing of any which actually enfranchised 
womeh would have this effect. 

' Tb.j.q rulipg caine as~ complete surpriseto Asquith .• It had not 
.occurred to him that a Bill which was a Bill. for enfranchisement 
and which introduced a large new male element into the electorate 
would by the inclusion of women be considered. to have become 
a new ·Bill. But the ruling was final and. it obviously placed him 
. ~ the position that, if he either saved the Bill by procuring the 
withdrawal of. the ~Vo;man -Suffrage amendments, or invited the 
House to discuss them after an intimation that their passing would 

• wreck the Bill, he woJlld, be open to the charge of having escaped 
from his pledge to give the women a " full opportunity." As an 
opponent of Woman Suffrage he felt under a special obligation to 
be scrupulous in this matter, but his colleagues without exception 
shared his. opinion that the Bill should be withdrawn and he 
announce<\ the decision of the Government immediately after the 
Speaker had given. his ruling : 

"I do not think it would be fair and right, and certainly I do not 
think it would· be acting up to the· spirit of the obligations which we 
undertook-which were•in substance that in any Bill for the extension 
of the franchise we would give a full and free opport~ty for the discussion 
and, if it was th~ view of ttw.majority of the House; for the introduction 
of ~oman's 'suffrage-if after that door had been finally clo1ed, so far 
as this Bilt is,poncerned ~e were to proceed with the enfranchisement of 
the ,male electorate. Therefore, as t11 mere matter of common honour 
and eommon sense, if we agree that the discussion of the woman suffrage 
amendment is, precluded by .the ruling which you, Sir, have given, we 
cannot in fairness proceed with the Bill as it stands and with its other 
provisions." (House of Commons, 27th Jan.;·l913.) 

The practical effect was unimportant, for before the· elt~ctorate 
was next polled, the women had effected their entry. and far more 
sweeping reforms been introd)lced than were dreamt of in the Bill 
of 1913. But it is worth noting that if the Speaker had not been 
asked for hij ruling at this stage and the Woman Suffrage amend
ments had been put to the House, they would certainly have been 
rejected, for in the following session Mr. Dickinson's Bill for 
.Woman Suffrage, which was given the promised "full ~nd free 
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opportunity," was refused a second reading by a majority of 
268 to 221. 

The debate on that occasion (6th May, 1913) is worth recalling 
since it provided Asquith with the opportunity of explaining the 
grounds of his own opposition to Woman Suffrage. He gave them 
a characteristically logical and formal expression, but no one who 
heard him on this occasion or had ever talked to him on the subject 
could doubt that these grounds were in reality sentimentaL He , 
had a proiound respect for the mind and. intelligence of w.omen, 
and few men of his .ability and attainments deferred more readily 
to their judgment. But he considered politics to be peculiarly the 
male sphere, and it offended his sense of decorum artd chivalry to 
think of them as engaged in the rough and tumble of this masculine 
business and exposed to its publici1;y .. He always vehemen~ly 
denied that the question had any relation t6> democratic theory 
or that the exclusion of women from the franchise was any reflection 
on their sex. As he put it to the House : • • 

" Democracy . . . aims at the obliterations of arbitrary and artificial 
distinctions. Democracy has no quarrel whatever with distinctions 
which nature has created and which experience has sanct~ned. If 
I may put in one sentence what seems to me to be the gist and core of 
the real question the House has to answer to-night, it is this: Would 
our political fabric be strengthened, would our Iegislati~n be more 
respected, would our social and domestic life be enriched, would our 
standards of manners-and in manners I include the old-fashioned 
virtues of chivalry, courtesy, and all the reciprocal dependence and 
reliance of the two sexes-would that standarl! be raised and refined if 
women were politi~ally enfranchised 1 That is the real question the 
House has to ask itself." • 0 . 

• 
His answer to this question was" No," but not a final~ dog:rltatic • No :-There were two conditiQlls, he told the House, which, if 

satisfied, might cause him to alter his opinions. One was that."clear 
proof should be shown " of a settled demand for the change by an 
overwhelming majority of women " of which at the time he saw no 
evidence; and the other that it should be shown that "the absence 
~f direct representation in the House of Commons had caused or 
was causing a neglect by Parliament of the special interests and 
needs of women "-of which again he saw no evidence. His final 
words were: 

" If those two conditions are not satisfied, and I am qtite sure they 
are not satisfied here, my general argument remains and is unassailable. 
I have never thought or said that if the Parliament of this country 
should choose to enfranchise women1 whether upon a small or upon a 
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large scale, for myself, I see no possible, logical halting place, if you once 1912-1913 
accept the principle, between the complete assimilation for all political Age 59~60~ 
purposes both of the right to elect and the right to be elected-! have 
never said that if Parliam!:)nt deliberately adopted that principle; and 
with the sanction of the country adopted that principle, we were going 
to come to the end of civilisation, or that the foundations of society and 
the integrity of the Empire would be loosened:. I do not believe anything 
of the kind. . 

The:&e are very few issues in politics upon which more exaggerated 
langU:ag<' is used both upon the one side and.the other. I am sometimes· 
tempMd to think, as one» listens to the arguments of the swppoiters 'of 
Women Suffrage, that there is nothing to be saiil for it. I sometimes 
am tempted to think, when I listen to. the arguments of the opponents 
of Women Su:fuage, that there is nothing to be said against it. There 

·is a gr®at deal of exaggeration, both upon the one side and. upop the 
other. The question·! have endeavoured to put,) hope without undue 
·p~tssion or prejudice, is a serio"us practical question: Would it or would 
it not inure to the bei¥fit first of women as a class, next of the community· 
as a whole to make this great change, for which, I repeat once more, you 

• have no producible evidence of the authority and .declaration of the 
electorate. In the best interests of the. State :md ·of society, I ·shall 

. record my vote against. the .second reading of this Bill." (House of 
Commons; 6th May, 1913.) · · . · · 

• 
There followed a reply_ from Sir Edward Grey, which made the 

occasiori' memorable to those who were pr~sent as that of·a fascin
ating.duel between these two eminent leaders andfriends on a subject 
of absorbing interest. 

• IV 
- i 

. In his Mem~ries and Rejlections1 Asquith h~ given a full and 
careful account of the .Ma.rconi Episode which added not a littiJ . 
to kis trgubles ·and al;lxieties in the years 1912-1913. ~he factS 
were briefly ~hese. Early in the .Year 1912 the Marconi Company 

-were invited to tender for the establishment of a chain of Stat~- -
owned Wireless telegraph stations within the Empire, and their tend~r 
w~s accepted by the Postmaster-General subject to its embodiment 
in a contract to be laid before the House of Commons for ratification. 

·As soon as the terms of the contract became known motio:lls for its 
rejection were put down, but the debate was held over till after the 
summer adjournment. By the time it was reached all manner .of 

I 

sc~ndalous rumours affecting the honour of certain Ministers w~r~ 
afloat in thetHouse of Commons and had, been circulated by a sectipn 
of the Press. It was suggested (I) that these Ministers had corruptly 
favoured the Marconi Company in obtaining "the contract becayse 

.1 Page_207, et serJ. 
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1912-1913 the Managing Director, Mr. Godfrey Isaacs, was the brother of 
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60 the Attorney-General, Sir Rufus Isaacs, and (2) that, taking 

advantage of their knowledge as Ministers, they had dealt on the 
Stock Exchange in the shares of the favoured Company and made 
considerable profits for themselves. The first charge was directed 
mainly against Mr. Herbert Samuel, the Postmaster-General, who 
would have taken it to the Law Courts if Asquith, who was consulted, 
had not at once characterised it as "scurrilous rubbish" ofwhich 
"you shmvd take no notice." It was in fa~t wholly ridicclous and 
no attempt was evir made to justify it. There was mo~e per
sistence in the second charge, which was aimed not at the Postmaster
General, but at Sir Rufus Isaacs, and in association 'With him Mr. 
Lloyd George, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the Master of 
Elibank, who had recently resigned the o.flice of Chief Whip to g~ 
into business. The Government decided thaj; the. atmosphere of 
suspicion must be dispelled and proposed the appointment of a 
Select Committee of fifteen to "investig~te the circumstances. 
connected with the negotiations and completion " of the contract, 
and to " report thereon and whether the Agreement is desirable 
and should be approved." • 

Asquith had convinced himself that there was not the slightest 
foundation for either of the foregoing allegations, and hi was quite 
confident that they would be blown out of court by the Select 
Committee. But unfortunately the Ministers had bought shares 
in the American Marconi Company (having satisfied themselves 
that its sphere of operations was confined to the working of Marconi 
patents in the U1iited States and that it had no .interest in any 
contracts which the British Company mOO.e"!with the British Govern
ment) an•d they omitted to mention this fact when on IliA Octt>ber 
they spoke in the debate on the a:gpointment of the Select Comm~ttee. 
It became known, however, in the following year when Sir Rufus 
Isaacs disclosed it in giving evidence }n the action which he and 
Mr. Herbert Samuel brought against the French newspaper Le Matin, 
for repeating the· original allegations. The M atin admitted its 
mistake and made a full and frank apology, but the new fact thus 
disclosed, though not bearing on the original slanders, was un
doubtedly a very unpleasant surprise which threatened serious 
consequences in Parliament. 

On this point Asquith's own words must be quoted' 

" In the debate on the appointment of the Select Committee, Sir 
Rufus Isaacs and Mr. Lloyd George confined themselves to denying the 
suggestion that they had ever had any interest, direct or indirect, in 
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the English Marconi Company ; that being the whole gravamen of ~~he 1912-1913 
accusations and insinuation that had-up to that time been made against Age 59-=60 
them. Neither of them thought it necessary or relevant to refer to /the 
American transaction, which was unknown both to their traducers and 
their friends, and had no bearing upon the charges· which they fere 
challenged to meet. This was undoubtedly an error of judgment:, as 
both subsequently acknpwledged : but it is to be remembered that ~hey 
were both looking forward to an early appearance as witnesses before 
the Committee, and might well think that it would confuse the gerleral 
issue if they. were to divert attention by the introduction at that ~tage 
of irrerevant matter." (MemorieB and ReflectioM, I, pp. 2~-210.)! 

• r 

When· the Committee reported in the following June it/was 
~nani~ousJ~n· acquit~ing t~e Ministers. o~ the main char~es "/~ch 
It was appomted to mvestlgate, but divided as to the v1ew "[hich 
should be taken of the transltctions in the American shares. A/vote 
was finally taken on •wo draft reports, one prepared by Lord· Robert 

. . . I 

Cecil, the other by Mr. Falconer. The former found the Ministers . . • . .·· I . 
•guilty of "grave impr.->priety," the latter held that they .were all 
"bona fide convinced " that the American Company had no inierest 
in the agreement between the Postmaster-General and the E~glish 
Compan:? ; that " on the whole matters relating to the co~duct 
of Ministers which have come before the Committee, all the Miriisters 
3oncerne~ ~a;ve ac~d t~ough~ut in the .sincere belief th~t / th~re 
was nothmg m thmr act~on which would m any way conflict; With 
bheir duty as Ministers of the Crown," and "there is no gro~d for 
:~.ny charge of corrup~ion or unfaithfulness to public duty br for 
:~.ny reflection on the honour of any of them." In the erld the 
latter report w&s aclopte~ by a majority of 28 vt>tes to 6. r 

The report was prese'httld on 13th June, and five d~ys later 
Mr.•cave•on. behalf o' the Opposition moved a vote of cbnsure 
::m t}le Ministers concerned -.. regDetting their transactions /1ili the 
;;hares of the Marconi Company of America and the want o(frank
tless in ~heir communicatiofls on tile subject to the House.';' The 
Minister'S took much of the sting out of the attack by dndidly 
admitting that they too regretted these transactions and were 
of opinion that they had made a serious, though innocent niistake, 
in not disclosing them to the House in the previous October. Mr. 
Cave's motion was rejected by 346 to 268 and an amendment 
priillposed by Sir Ryland Adkins, adopted unanimously : that the 
House havi~ heard the statements of the Attorney-General and 
~he Chancellor of the Exchequer " accepts their expres~ions of 
regret that such purchases were made and that they ~ere not 
mentioned in the debate of lith October1 acquits them of acting 

I 
I 
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otherwise than in good faith and reprobates the charges of corruption 
brought against Ministers which have been proved to be wholly 
false." The formula was arrived at after a previous amendment 
reprobating the· charges but omitting the reference to the ex
pressions of regret had been withdrawn, and substantially it expressed 
Asquith's view. He thought it essential that the Ministers should 
express their regret, and right that the resolution should put it on 
record that they had done so. In his own speech he imp:Jfoved the 
occasion ~ formulating " rules of obligatioiJ. and rules of pruaence " 
which he consideredoshould be observed by Ministers in their financial 
dealings : • _ .. 

" The first, of course, and the most obvious, is that (I) Ministers ought 
not to enter into any transaction w}JJ:lreby their private pecuni~ry 
interests might, even conceivably, come into conflict with their public 
duty. There is no dispute about that. Again (2)~o Minister is justified, 
under any circumstances, in using official information, infonnation that 
has come to him as a :Minister, for his own pr~vate profit or for that o£ 
his friends. Further (3) no Minister ought to allow or to put .himself in 
a position to be tempted to use his official influence in support of any 
scheme, or in furtherance of any contract, in regard to which he has an 
undisclosed private interest. That again is beyond dispute. • Again (4) 
no Minister ought to accept from persons who are in negotiation with or 
seeking to enter into contractual or proprietary or pecuniuy relations 
with the State, any kind of favour. That, I think, is also beyond dispute. 
I will add a further proposition, which I am not sure has been complete!~ 
formulated, though it has no doubt been adumbrated in the course o 
these debates, and that is that (5) Ministers ~ould scrupulously avoid 
speculative investments in securities as to which, from their position and 
their special meail'! of early or confidential informatien, they have, or 
may have, an advantage over other people i~ ;uticipating market changes. 

This i~not an exhaustive code, but these ar~Rules of Obl~ation,•none 
of which were violated by the two Ministers involve!! in · the case. 
I think that in addition to those fules, which I have described as ·Rules 
of Obligation-because it seems to me that tliey have an ethical·value 
and sanction, as well as being based <1n grounds of expediency and 
policy-there are, or there certainly ought to be, Rules of Prudence, 
specially applicable to Ministers and to persons in positions of official 
responsibility, rules which perhaps never have been formulated, and 
which it would be very difficult to formulate in precise or universal 
terms. One of these rules is that in these matters such persons should 
carefully avoid all transactions which can give colour or countenance to 
the belief that they are doing anything which the Rules of Oblig~ion 
forbid. It was that Rule, which I call a rule of Prudenc«f which in my 
opinion, and in the opinion of my right honourable friends and colleagues, 
was not fully observed though with complete innocence of intention, in 
this case. It has always been my opinion, and it is their opinion, as 
they told t.he House quite frankly in the fullest and most manly way. 
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I have been as frank as my right honourable friends were frank in 1912-1913 

acknowledging what both they and I think was a mistake in judgment. Age 59-60 
But their honour, 'both their private and their public honour, is jat this 
moment absolutely unstained. They have, as this Committee hasi shown 
by its unanimous verdict, abused- no public trust. They retain; I can 
say this with full assurance, tthe complete confidence of their col~eagues 
and of their politi~al associates." : 

I 
• I 

Though Mr, Balfour voted with his party on the vote of censure, 
his sp~ch differed markedly in tone from those· of certain/ of his 
colleagil.es, and was sub~tantially in agreemen~ with Asqui~h's on 
the ~n issue. He too, while dismiss~ng the charge of cor~uption 
" as perl'ectly •futile and absurd from the beginnip.g_a,nd un}vorthy 
'of the 6onsideration of this House,". desired the House to (')eave 
q~. record somethillg whic}l i:ndicated its regret at what had taken 
place." . • . · ·: / · 

The Times the next. day said that " Asquith rose to the occasion 
and did justi.ce . both ~o. his position ~nd to his reput~tio4," but 
to the .end of h1s days he regarded ~h1s as the most difficUlt and 
painful personal incident that he had had to deal with in th~ course 

. I 

of his poolic life. There were those· who .said that the. Ministers 
should have beeri sacrificed on the principle that Cresat's wife 
should be Jtbove·· suspicion, and he certainly thought th~t- they . 

. had themselve:;; very largely to thank for the suspicion that they had · 
"'-.incurred on this occasion.. But having satisfied himself thJt there 
/was no corrupt act or intention, he came to the conclusi~n that 
r the only penalty whi~ he had it in his power to inflict wbuld be 

out of all propojtion to their offending. • · -.. . 
• • • v • . . 

By,tluxdceath-.of,~..-:A:).,fi:~.clJ>~y,~t~RP..iW;t.J~y~f;tl#f'!~~~~~.q}lith 
. sufferi:Jd, the -loss. of .. an·old-~and--dntimate_,..friend-;•-~elated· to ~im by 
1 marriage, from whom he had' not been.estr!1nged by any differences 
. bf political opinion. The tribute which he paid -t-o,his,f:viend:; _when ' . , ... 
}he House.of.,Corp.mons.:met .on ,7th~July;:has,longAw_elt:'-in;.. the 
fllemory of those who heard it and dese~ves,.a.pl~cei:n_tp~ ~~qorq of 
this year : ! • 

I 
"We should not, I think, be doing jus tic~ to the feelings,which atelJ.pper

most in-many of our hearts, if we passed to the -business of.the day; without 
tak~ng,notice tf the .fresh. gap_whJ_qh)J.as ~b~e,~~-?1-i:l',9.~J!h9)1!' .. ¢1!>~js)J,Y _the · 
un~l~~ly~~eath~of~1\1r.;y.t\lir~.d"Ly,tt~lton. It is a loss of-which....:~~hardly 
trust myself-to speak,..for--apart from ties of relationship, t_here,had-.s.ub
sisted-between-us .for_thirty: th!'E?Ei .Years. !'l-. closeJri!'lnds,b.ip. a,nd"~:ffeCtion 
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1912-1913 whichno-.politiaal difference&were·ever allowed to loosen or even to invade. 
Age 59-60 Nor can I better describe him than by saying that he perhaps, of all men 

of this generation, came nearest to the mould and ideal of manhood which 
every English father would like to see his 1\<)n aspire to, and if possible, to 
attain. The bourity of nature enriched ant developed not only by early 
training but by constl!-nt __ self--;discipline_,t~~' !>lended in him gifts 
and graces whic!i;talreriaTone, are rare, and"'1n such attractive union are 
rarer still. Bod.s, mind and character-the school-room, the cricket 
field, the Baf, the Hou8e olComriions-each made its separate centribu
tion of faculty and of experience to a many-sided and harmoni~us whole. 

( 

But what he was he gave-gave with such eAse and exuberanc~ that I 
~ think it .. may·. be. saido. without exa. ggeration t_hat wherevill' he moved he 

$!\ ~e~~~d t<! ~a4.itii~ v:italit~ a,nd ~· .. He was, as we here• ~,a 
--!Y strenuous fighter. lfe has!e!tbe1:nnd h1m no resentments m1d no~nmity

nothing but a gracious memory of a manly and wiru;ting persona:lity, the' • 
memory of one who served with an unstinted measure of devotion his 
generation and his country. He has been 'Snatched away in what ·we 
thought was the full tide of a hu~ya.nt~life.,.stil,Lfullw;)f.promise and of hope. 
What more can we say ~ We can only bow once again before the decrees 
of the Supreme Wisdom. Those who loved him-and they are many~ 
in all schools of opinion, in all ranks and walks !>f life, when they think of 
him will say to themselves : 

' This was the happy warrior ; this was he • 
Whom every man in arms should wish to be.' " 

• 


